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ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Pursuant to Article 1 of the Convention signed in Paris on 14th December 1960, and which came into force on 30th
September 1961, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) shall promote policies designed:
− to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of living in Member
countries, while maintaining financial stability, and thus to contribute to the development of the world economy;
− to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as non-member countries in the process of economic
development; and
− to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in accordance with
international obligations.
The original Member countries of the OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom
and the United States. The following countries became Members subsequently through accession at the dates indicated hereafter:
Japan (28th April 1964), Finland (28th January 1969), Australia (7th June 1971), New Zealand (29th May 1973), Mexico (18th
May 1994), the Czech Republic (21st December 1995), Hungary (7th May 1996), Poland (22nd November 1996) and the Republic
of Korea (12th December 1996). The Commission of the European Communities takes part in the work of the OECD (Article 13
of the OECD Convention).

NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY
The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on 1st February 1958 under the name of the OEEC
European Nuclear Energy Agency. It received its present designation on 20th April 1972, when Japan became its first
non-European full Member. NEA membership today consists of 27 OECD Member countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg,
Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the
United States. The Commission of the European Communities also takes part in the work of the Agency.
The mission of the NEA is:
−

to assist its Member countries in maintaining and further developing, through international co-operation, the
scientific, technological and legal bases required for a safe, environmentally friendly and economical use of nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes, as well as
− to provide authoritative assessments and to forge common understandings on key issues, as input to government
decisions on nuclear energy policy and to broader OECD policy analyses in areas such as energy and sustainable
development.
Specific areas of competence of the NEA include safety and regulation of nuclear activities, radioactive waste
management, radiological protection, nuclear science, economic and technical analyses of the nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear law and
liability, and public information. The NEA Data Bank provides nuclear data and computer program services for participating
countries.
In these and related tasks, the NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atomic Energy Agency in
Vienna, with which it has a Co-operation Agreement, as well as with other international organisations in the nuclear field.
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COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an international committee made up of
scientists and engineers. It was set up in 1973 to develop and co-ordinate the activities of the Nuclear Energy Agency
concerning the technical aspects of the design, construction and operation of nuclear installations insofar as they
affect the safety of such installations. The Committee’s purpose is to foster international co-operation in nuclear
safety amongst the OECD Member countries.
CSNI constitutes a forum for the exchange of technical information and for collaboration between organisations
which can contribute, from their respective backgrounds in research, development, engineering or regulation, to these
activities and to the definition of its programme of work. It also reviews the state of knowledge on selected topics of
nuclear safety technology and safety assessment, including operating experience. It initiates and conducts
programmes identified by these reviews and assessments in order to overcome discrepancies, develop improvements
and reach international consensus in different projects and International Standard Problems, and assists in the
feedback of the results to participating organisations. Full use is also made of traditional methods of co-operation,
such as information exchanges, establishment of working groups and organisation of conferences and specialist
meeting.
The greater part of CSNI’s current programme of work is concerned with safety technology of water reactors. The
principal areas covered are operating experience and the human factor, reactor coolant system behaviour, various
aspects of reactor component integrity, the phenomenology of radioactive releases in reactor accidents and their
confinement, containment performance, risk assessment and severe accidents. The Committee also studies the safety
of the fuel cycle, conducts periodic surveys of reactor safety research programmes and operates an international
mechanism for exchanging reports on nuclear power plant incidents.
In implementing its programme, CSNI establishes co-operative mechanisms with NEA’s Committee on Nuclear
Regulatory Activities (CNRA), responsible for the activities of the Agency concerning the regulation, licensing and
inspection of nuclear installations with regard to safety. It also co-operates with NEA’s Committee on Radiation
Protection and Public Health and NEA’s Radioactive Waste Management Committee on matters of common interest.
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OECD/CSNI WORKSHOP ON
ADVANCED THERMAL-HYDRAULIC AND NEUTRONIC CODES:
CURRENT AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An OECD Workshop on Advanced Thermal-Hydraulic and Neutronic Codes Applications was held from 10th to 13th
of April 2000, in Barcelona, Spain, sponsored by the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) of the
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA). It was organised in collaboration with the Spanish Nuclear Safety Council
(CSN) and hosted by CSN and the Polytechnic University of Catalonia (UPC) in collaboration with the Spanish
Electricity Association (UNESA).
The objectives of the Workshop were to review the developments since the previous CSNI Workshop held in
Annapolis [NEA/CSNI/ R(97)4; NUREG/CP-0159], to analyse the present status of maturity and remnant needs of
thermal-hydraulic (TH) and neutronic system codes and methods, and finally to evaluate the role of these tools in the
evolving regulatory environment.

Following introductory remarks by L. Echávarri, Director General of OECD/NEA, two keynote
presentations were given by Prof. A. Alonso (CSN Counsellor) and Dr. Nils J. Díaz (USNRC
Commissioner). The Workshop closure included the participation of M. Livolant, Director of
IPSN and Chairman of CSNI.
The Technical Sessions and Discussion Sessions covered the following topics:

•

Regulatory requirements for Best-Estimate (BE) code assessment

•

Application of TH and neutronic codes for current safety issues

•

Uncertainty analysis

•

Needs for integral plant transient and accident analysis

•

Simulators and fast running codes

•

Advances in next generation TH and neutronic codes

•

Future trends in physical modeling

•

Long term plans for development of advanced codes

The focus of the Workshop was on system codes. An incursion was made, however, in the new
field of applying Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) codes to nuclear safety analysis.

Findings and Recommendations
Keynote speakers addressed the issue of code development and application to achieve and maintain the highest safety,
as well as sound competitiveness of the nuclear installations.
Maturity of TH codes is recognised, for example in the USNRC Code Consolidation Program, and further
development is considered necessary only in specific areas. Warnings were expressed that code development could be
hampered by lack of experimental results, difficulties in data preservation and human capital depletion.
Best-Estimate (BE) analysis, supplemented by evaluation of uncertainty, is considered to play a dominant role in risk
informed regulation whether or not the licensing basis is affected. In either case the determination of a success
criterion (PSA terminology) or a margin to a safety limit should rely on a realistic approach.
Coupling of TH/neutronic codes should be extended to fuel behaviour codes (mainly for fast transients). This raises
the question of uncertainty propagation between coupled codes. In particular, the assessment of uncertainty in 3D
kinetics should be emphasised; this need is made more urgent by the high burn-up issue. Real plant transients and
benchmarking seem to be needed to attain this goal.
Connectivity among codes calls for a generalised coupling protocol. Otherwise code communication becomes a
bottleneck for any project. A communication standard would help to facilitate coupled code development.
Quality Assurance (QA) tools and ancillary aids like graphical user interfaces need to be given sufficient importance
for BE applications. QA allows for a better control of the user effect and also helps to gain confidence in the
methodology (code, model, application) and the supporting organization.
Advances in numerics specially related to 2-D and 3-D developments need to be benchmarked. Progress since
Annapolis has been achieved, but there still exists a need to validate different approaches by means of adequate
benchmarking. Steps in this direction should be endorsed.
Current developments in the field of interfacial area density transport should be extended to all flow regimes and
transitions between them. Experiments in support of these developments should be established.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) application will rely on further development of user aids and extension to twophase regimes. Current CFD code applications cover situations where the detailed study of local behaviour is required
such as thermal stratification or boron dilution.
Advanced numerical simulation techniques will help in developing closure relations; they may provide information
complementing experimental data.
BE code application comprises many different areas. The maturity achieved allows for cautious introduction of BE
based methodologies in the licensing process. A stimulating example of how to determine system code accuracy was
presented; this way code validation subjectivity can be reduced. Further international co-ordinated efforts among
different organisations are recommended.

The evaluation of event trees in PSA requires realistic assumptions and BE analytical tools. The viability of PSA and
BE code coupling to dynamically simulate accident scenarios has been shown. Verification of the added value of this
technique against current static applications would give rise to a promising field of application.
Conclusion
As a general conclusion, the Barcelona Workshop can be considered representative of the progress towards the targets
marked at Annapolis almost four years ago. The Annapolis Workshop had identified areas where further development
and specific improvements were needed, among them: multi-field models, transport of interfacial area, 2D and 3D
thermal-hydraulics, 3-D neutronics consistent with level of details of thermal-hydraulics. Recommendations issued at
Annapolis included: developing small pilot/test codes for new numerical methods, benchmarking physical models,
preserving and enlarging the experimental database for code validation, and improving codes’ “user friendliness”.
The Barcelona Workshop has reviewed the development since then. It observed that the evolution is in line with those
recommendations and that substantial progress was made. Additional recommendations were issued. The basic trends
from Annapolis still hold and are reaffirmed in the frame of evolving regulatory and commercial environments.

OECD/CSNI WORKSHOP ON
ADVANCED THERMAL-HYDRAULIC AND NEUTRONIC CODES:
CURRENT AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS
MEETING SUMMARY

1. Sponsorship
An OECD Workshop on Advanced Thermal-Hydraulic and Neutronic Codes Applications was held from 10th to 13th
of April, 2000, in Barcelona, Spain, sponsored by the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) of the
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA). It was organised in collaboration with the Spanish Nuclear Safety Council
(CSN) and hosted by the CSN and the Polytechnic University of Catalonia (UPC) in collaboration with the Spanish
Electricity Association (UNESA).

2. Background of the Workshop
On 6-8 November, 1996, the OECD Workshop on Transient Thermal-Hydraulic and Neutronic Codes Requirements
was held in Annapolis, USA [NEA/CSNI/R(97)4; NUREG/CP-0159]. The issues raised during the meeting included
current and future uses of thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes, additional experimental needs, numerical methods
and requirements for future generation of safety analysis codes. Some of the questions addressed were:
- What capabilities do the users want for the next 10 years?
- What code features should be provided to assist users?
- What should the user interface be like, considering both the front-end and the back-end of the analysis process?
The Annapolis Workshop resulted in a number of conclusions and recommendations. Specific areas identified for
improvements include multifield models, transport of interfacial area, 2D and 3D thermal hydraulics and 3-D
neutronics consistent with level of details of thermal hydraulic models. Other topics discussed in detail are numerical
methods and features, issues of modeling approach and technology, user needs as well as needs for experimental data
base for codes validation. In the area of, for example, modeling methodology, recommendations include: developing
small pilot/test codes to test new methods, and directing research into developing and benchmarking physical models.
It was recognised that there is a need for better user interface modules to improve codes’ “user friendliness”.
Next, there was the Second CSNI Specialist Meeting on Simulators and Plant Analysers held in Espoo, Finland, on 29
September - 2 October, 1997 [VTT Symposium 194]. One of the issues discussed was the feasibility of developing a
software suitable for performing plant safety analysis based on advanced thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes.
Also, the CSNI International Seminar on Best Estimate Methods in Thermal-Hydraulic Safety Analyses was held in
Ankara, Turkey, on 29 June - 1 July, 1998 [NEA/CSNI/R(99)22, NEA/CSNI/R(99)10]. One of the major concerns
raised at the Seminar was the level of confidence in Best Estimate (BE) codes and in the evaluation of codes’
associated uncertainties. One of the general recommendations is to further promote the applications of BE approach,
with reliable evaluation of uncertainties, as a basis for evaluation of the plant safety limits and existing additional
safety margins, forming full scope analysis. It was also recognised that studies of beyond DBA and severe accident
scenarios are very important to evaluate a level of “enhanced’ plant safety.

These and other CSNI activities in the area of evaluating plant safety margins led to the conclusion that there was a
need for another exchange of information on the progress made in developing advanced thermal-hydraulic and
neutronic codes and their application to plant safety analyses.
3. Scope and Technical Content of the Workshop
The scope of the Workshop included:
- review of progress made since the Annapolis meeting in modeling improvements such as inclusion of interfacial
area transport field, full 3D neutronics and thermal hydraulics, etc.
- progress made in codes’ verification & validation process and numerical benchmarking.
- adequacy of advanced codes for use in support of current safety related issues, e.g., PTS and RIA,
- benefits of applying the advanced codes and methodologies to improve plant performance while maintaining or even
enhancing its safety,
- current and future needs and/or requirements for the advanced codes,
- interest of Regulatory Authorities in advanced BE methodologies.
- coupling with neutronic, containment, SA, PSA and advanced reactors designs codes and models,
- computational fluid-dynamic techniques (CFD codes).
The Technical Content was arranged in several topics spanning the scope of the Workshop included:
Topic 1: Long term plans for development of advanced codes.
accomplishments since Annapolis 1996 meeting.
experimental needs.
Topic 2: Regulatory requirements for BE code assessment, including:
risk informed environment,
strategies to allow for BE applications.(deterministic vs. probabilistic)
measures to ensure high quality application.
Topic 3a: Overview of applications of TH and neutronic codes for current safety issues.
exemplify specific needs derived from safety or regulatory concerns.
Topic 3b: Needs for integral plant transients and accident analyses. Known limitations.
validation needs.
data base and human capital preservation
experience with applications
new generation reactors.
Topic 4: Advances in next generation of TH and neutronic codes.
implementation of pre/postprocessors
numerical techniques
modularity and coupling interfaces.
Topic 5: Future trends in physical modelling for next generation codes:
1D and 3D modeling,
CFD codes.
phase flow developments
special components modeling.

Topic 6a: Uncertainty analysis, level of confidence.
experience with applications.
embedded uncertainty
Topic 6b: Simulators and fast running codes.
Fields of applications
Speed versus confidence
Programming and computer performance.
A technical session was dedicated to each topic. Every day a technical discussion session was held to deal with the
relevant issues of the day’s sessions. At the end of the workshop three parallel sessions were held to address such
important areas as: i) Coupled TH/Neutronic codes; ii) Use and applications of BE codes; iii) Future R&D in TH
modeling and numerics. The conclusions from these sessions were presented at a plenary session. Each group
discussion was facilitated by internationally respected experts.
In general terms, the Workshop attempted to give answers to questions in the following areas:
- What are the benefits of using coupled TH/neutronic analysis?
- What are major technical issues and challenges associated with applications of advanced coupled TH/neutronic
codes?
- What are accuracy requirements for the current and future generations of reactor safety codes?
4. Program Committee of the Workshop
A Program Committee (PC) was nominated by the CSNI to evaluate the abstracts of proposed papers, to select the
papers for presentation, to organise the Sessions and to develop the final program of the workshop, appoint Session
Chairmen, etc. Its members were:
- Prof. Agustín ALONSO, General Chairman of the Meeting, CSN, Spain
- Mr. Nusret AKSAN, PSI, Switzerland,
- Dr. José Mª ARAGONÉS, NSC liaison , Polytechnic University of Madrid, Spain
- Dr. Dominique BESTION, CEA, France
- Prof. Francesco D’AURIA, University of Pisa, Italy
- Dr. Mamdouh EL-SHANAWANY, HSE , UK
- Dr. Farouk ELTAWILA, NRC, USA
- Dr. John LUXAT, Ontario Hydro, Canada
- Dr. Riitta KYRKI-RAJAMÄKI, VTT, Finland
- Mr. Fernando PELAYO, CSN, Spain (PC Chairman)
- Dr. Francesc REVENTOS, ANACNV/UPC, Spain
- Mr. Victor TESCHENDORFF, GRS, Germany
- Mr. Miroslav HREHOR, NEA (PWG2 Secretary)
The Workshop was attended by some 120 participants from 21 countries from the OECD and others. The list of
participants is given at the end of the proceedings.

5.0 Summary structure.
The document begins with a summary of each technical paper made by the session chairmen. Every two technical
sessions (corresponding to a workshop journey) a summary of the day’s open technical discussion is presented. This
is designed so that the conclusions on: Consolidated Achievements, Limitations and Development Needs are
presented and in some cases ranked high (H), medium (M), low (L). This approach is repeated for the final parallel
sessions. The whole set of presentations is then attached.

KEYNOTE PAPERS SUMMARY
Chairman: F. Pelayo

Keynote paper 1: “The use of Thermal-Hydraulic and Neutronic Advanced Codes in Intermediate Countries:
The case of Spain”, Prof. A. Alonso, Counselor of CSN, Spain
Prof. Alonso’s presentation addressed the role played by the so-called exporter versus qualified importer countries on
the development and refinement of advanced codes, all of it resulting in common benefit. Through a historical
analysis spanning early developments and a maturity phase, it is pointed out how the collaborative effort exemplified
by several international projects, acted in a synergetic manner to consolidate international cooperation, helping
intermediate countries to gain recognition and keeping pace with developments in the field. The paper reaffirms the
need for maintaining collaboration in the future at national, incorporating all interested parties, and international level
as a means to bring together experts from different countries facilitating the development of better, more economical
computation methods. Finally the new economy environment affecting all countries is pointed out as a driving force
to work on a basis of a more efficient regulation which in turn requires an enhanced international collaboration to
help regulators to reduce unnecessary burdens.
Keynote paper 2: “Heat and Heat Sinks; Safety and Cost Competitiveness”, Dr. Nils J. Diaz, Commissioner, US
NRC

Dr. J. Nils Díaz, under the title of his presentation, points to the correlation between safety and competitiveness. Dr.
Diaz believes that one needs to focus the regulator’s and the nuclear industry’s attention and resources on what is
relevant for safety. With this approach, safety and cost competitiveness can become compatible and enabling factors.
By means of proper management of plant safety, enhanced plant economic performance can be achieved. Turning to
thermal-hydraulics and neutronics, according to the author, the reduction of unnecessary conservatism by means of
best estimate analytical tools in the context of risk-informed regulation should enhance the value of nuclear
technology to society by improving safety and cost competitiveness. The challenge is cast to the audience by the
author in terms of “how best to systematically use state of the art thermal-hydraulics and neutronic codes to improve
safety and cost competitiveness and lays the foundation for a new generation of nuclear power plants”.

TECHNICAL SESSION 1:

Long Term Plans for Development of Advanced Codes.

Session Chairmen: M. Réocreux, N. Aksan

The main aim of the Technical Session 1 was to present a general overview on the developments and applications of
advanced thermal-hydraulics and neutronic codes since the Annapolis Meeting in 1996 and also to provide the
objectives of the present meeting. This objective was covered with the first paper of the session. In addition, there
were presentations from four major countries on their present work and long term plans on their advanced thermalhydraulic code development programmes.
Summaries of the five papers presented in this session are given below:
1. Evolution of Developments and Applications of Advanced Thermal-hydraulic and
Neutronic codes, M. Réocreux (IPSN) and N. Aksan (PSI)
As the first paper of the technical sessions in the Workshop, this paper provides the general background information
and very brief summaries of the earlier two Workshops, which introduce the starting point information to this
Workshop.
After a historical review of OECD/CSNI Specialist Meetings on Two Phase Flow, the status of thermalhydraulics and
coupled neutronic codes in 1996 and recommendations on the directions for future actions, as concluded at the
Annapolis Meeting, were presented. These actions and conclusions covered the physical modeling, the numerical
methods, modeling methodology issues and user needs. The status on the use of the Best Estimate codes as covered in
1998 at Ankara Seminar and conclusions of this Seminar are also given in summary.
As a result of these summaries, the objectives and frame for the “OECD/CSNI Workshop on Advanced ThermalHydraulic and Neutronic Codes: current and Future Applications” are put in perspective. A number of questions were
asked in order to review the progress made during the four years since the Annapolis Workshop. The answers to these
questions during this Workshop will be contributing to the planning of the future developments of the advanced
thermalhydraulic and neutronic codes, as well to the solutions of several challenging key items.
2. US NRC code consolidation and development effort, J. Uhle (NRC) and B. Aktas (Scientech)
The US NRC is currently consolidating the capabilities of its thermal-hydraulic codes into a single code in order to
reduce the maintenance and development burden. The details of the consolidation plan, the achieved results to date
were presented covering the areas of the code architectural improvements (code language, data base design, code
modularity), general modeling capabilities (e.g., stability, 3-D kinetics capabilities of TRAC-B and RELAP5 codes,
etc.), code improvements (e.g., graphical user interface, exterior communication interface, subcooled boiling at low
pressure, interfacial area transport, phase separation at tees, rod bundle heat transfer).
Currently, work focuses on assessing the consolidated code TRAC-M in order to identify the TRAC-B constitutive
models to be integrated into a consolidated code. Once the BWR assessment is complete, the same approach will be
utilized to consolidate the RELAP5 capabilities. With the use of a consolidated code, the user community is expected
to focus on one code instead of four and code improvements will be made more efficiently.

3. The French program of CEA, IPSN, EDF, and FRAMATOME for the next generation of thermal
hydraulic codes, D. Grand (CEA), M. Durin (IPSN), L. Catalani (FRAMATOME), J-P. Chabard (EDF)
This paper mainly deals with the proposal for thermal-hydraulic research applied to nuclear reactors in France. After
an evaluation of the challenges in terms of the competitiveness and safety of nuclear energy, areas are identified
where increased knowledge and advances in thermal-hydraulics are expected. They are in two complementary
directions: The improvement of the two-fluid model by the inclusion of additional transport equations and the
development of the simulation of the fine scales of the flow. The greater computing efficiency is expected to be fully
used, if the modeling is enhanced. Recommendations are also made for the development of instrumentation and
definition of new experiments. An outline is given for the progression of the program from present day tools to future
tools based on advanced two-fluid model and modeling of local phenomena.
4. The Industry Standard Toolset (IST) of codes for CANDU safety analysis, J. C. Luxat (OPGI), W.
Kupferschmidt (AECL), P. D. Thompson (NBP), M-A. Petrilli (H-Q)
A number of projects to upgrade the quality of safety analysis software have been undertaken by the Canadian nuclear
industry. During the establishment of these projects, it was recognized that developments to enhance the capabilities,
verification, validation, qualification nd, maintenance of these codes represent a large commitment of resources from
organizations with the industry. In order to reduce redundant work in different organizations a consolidated common
set of computer codes for safety analysis, referred to as the Industry Standard Toolset (IST) initiative, has been
initiated and the principles and organization of this initiative are presented, including principles, scope, management
structure and process. Work is proceeding in this area in Canada to complete code qualification by the end of 2001.
5. Status and plans for future development of thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes in Germany, V.
Teschendorff (GRS), F. Depisch (SIEMENS)
Germany actively develops and applies thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes. The development of the thermalhydraulic system code ATHLET includes dynamic flow regime modeling, a 2D/3D module, and improved time
integration for code speed-up. The validation process of this code will be completed and the remaining uncertainties
quantified based on GRS's own methodology. For 3D neutron kinetics, the codes QUABOX/CUBBOX and DYN3D
are available, both coupled to ATHLET for analysing transients with strong interaction between core and coolant
system. The performance of the coupled code system was demonstrated by international benchmarks and various
applications. SIEMENS has separately developed the code system CASCADE-3D for core analysis. For coupled
transients, it can be linked with S-RELAP5 which is an in-house developed 2D code based on RELAP5.
CFD codes are already successfully applied for detailed 3D computation of single phase mixing problems. It is
planned to launch a development of two-phase capabilities for CFD methods.

TECHNICAL SESSION 2: Regulatory Requirements for BE Codes Assessment.

Session Chairmen: M. El-Shanawany, J. Uhle
The aim of Technical Session 2 was to present the recent advances in the “Best Estimate” safety analysis. The
Session also proposed and identified some areas of work, which need to be developed in order to gain acceptance by
both the power plant operators and the regulatory bodies.
Four papers were presented covering a wide range of topics such as “risk informed regulatory approach" and a
proposed set of practical suggestions for performing safety analysis.
1. Change to a Risk Informed Regulatory Framework at USNRC, Challenges and Achievement

After significant interactions with the US industry, the USNRC has formulated a strategy for change
utilising a Risk-Informed regulatory approach. The guidelines permit plant changes which results in a very
small increase in core damage frequency and large early release frequency for the plant, provided that the
licensees track and the NRC staff monitors the accumulative effect of such changes. In order to conclude
that the safety mission is fulfilled, the NRC has also developed a new risk-informed structured process to
oversee the performance of nuclear power plants. This process monitors licensee performance in three
broad areas, namely ; reactor safety, radiation safety and plant safeguards.
Discussion : With reference to thermal hydraulics, the NRC indicated that all the aspects of Appendix K,
including thermal hydraulics acceptance criterion, are being reviewed with the aim to reduce the regulatory
burdensome, but without compromising the safe operation of the plants.
2. A Regulatory Approach to Assess Uncertainties Treatment for Licensing Purpose
The Belgium Regulatory Body (AVN) presented a novel approach to assess the uncertainty treatment in
licensing calculations. It is based on a set of rules aimed at identifying acceptable combinations of
uncertainties covering both systematic and random errors. In order to reach an informed decision,
emphasis is placed on requesting information about both the sources of uncertainties and the models used
in performing the licensing calculations.
A procedure has been presented to practically apply these principles. It is based on subdividing the model
into a number of basic elements.
Discussion : It was clear that more cases needed to be analysed using this proposed novel approach to
demonstrate its merits. Furthermore, a comparison with current uncertainties methods would be an
advantage in terms of understanding the details and the importance of the different aspects of this
approach.
3. Current and Future Application of Thermal-Hydraulic and Neutronic Best- Estimate Methods in
Support of the Swiss Licensing Process
This paper proposed an alternative method to that of the USNRC´s CSAU uncertainty approach, which
required a significant amount of analysis to be carried out. The proposal is based on performing best
estimate analysis with bounding input parameters combined with sensitivity calculations to quantify the
relevant bounding input parameters. Two examples of the proposed approach were presented, PWR with
reduced availability of ECCS and MSIV-ATWS event in a BWR. The paper concluded that, although the
proposed best estimate approach seems to be useful, a comprehensive systematic assessment of the
analysis uncertainty is still lacking. Future work will include 3D kinetics, assessment of high-burnup fuel
performance in RIA and LOCA conditions.

Discussion : The main point to note is that best estimate analysis should be looked at as a package of work
utilising a number of aspects such as ;
- best estimate codes. The codes shortcomings must be will characterised and well
- understood and taken into account in performing plant safety analysis.
- the critical parameters affecting the calculations need to be identified.
- the uncertainties in the plant’s operating boundary conditions need to be understood.
4. IAEA Safety Report on Accident Analysis for Nuclear Power Plants
This paper presented a summary of the IAEA´s report on Accident Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants. The
report is aimed mainly at the developing countries. The objective of the report is to establish a set of
practical suggestions based on the best practice worldwide for performing deterministic safety analysis. It
covers the selection of initiating events, acceptance criteria, computer codes, modeling assumptions,
preparation of input, qualification of users, presentation of results and quality assurance.

OPEN TECHNICAL DISCUSSION SESSIONS 1 & 2
Chair: M. Réocreux
Panelists: N. Aksan, J.L.Uhle, M. El-Shanawany
The first Technical Session was mainly informative and provided a review on the long-term plans for the
development of advanced codes. The presentations often referred to more detailed papers, which were presented later.
Because it was foreseen to have detailed discussions in the following sessions, the questions discussed in the present
open session have been restricted to requests on code assessment in the overall planning.
Consolidated achievements.
For the US NRC, we had an extensive and precise view of the work, which is in progress, and also of the work
planned up to 2002-2003. For France, the presentation was focused on the advanced thermalhydraulic research
activities including the motivations, which support such a program and the plans until 2010 in incorporating results in
the next generation two-phase thermalhydraulic codes. This is in parallel with the ongoing work on the present codes
CATHARE and SCAR. Then we had a presentation on the Canadian efforts to standardise and harmonise the
different codes used in safety analysis. After a short recall of the situation in Germany in relation to nuclear reactors,
the German plans to have up to date tools in the near future were presented.
Development needs.
It was specified, for the US NRC plans, that the consolidated code planned for 2002-2003 will capture all the
capabilities of the current suite of codes including their assessment. For the following years, there may be
deficiencies, which will be identified, but as they will concern one single code, they should be improved at a more
rapid rate. It was also expressed that the user feedback may be included in the planning, as past experience showed
that it took several years after the release of a code to have it stabilised, taking into account all the questions raised by
the users. Consequently, the dates of 2002-2003 may be delayed by 3 to 4 years in order to get a complete
consolidation.
Current limitations.
It was also emphasised more generally that code assessment relies essentially on experimental results. This means
that the data should be preserved and be kept available through data banks, where the validation matrices should be
stored, and this means also that for new physical models the experimental programs which will be needed should be
started sufficiently in advance to provide their results in time.
The second Technical Session dealt with the points related to the best-estimate codes and their assessment within the
safety analysis and regulatory requirements.
Consolidated achievements.
The US NRC presented its risk informed approach in licensing, the objectives of which are to provide alternatives to
licensing requirements and to eliminate unnecessary and ineffective regulations. In the second paper, Belgium gives
the results of the assessment of the treatment of uncertainties for licensing purposes. This was based on comparative
studies, which were performed between the evaluation of instrumentation uncertainties in experiments, and the
determination of code uncertainties. Handling this uncertainty question properly is mandatory for the licensing
process, when using best-estimate codes.

Switzerland, as an example of a small country case, presented its use of best-estimate codes in the licensing process.
This present use was directed to selected applications after the code has been validated
on experiments or plant transients. In addition, it has been emphasised that it should also comprise uncertainty
evaluation in the future. The last paper in this session was given by the IAEA. It summarises the contents of a report
entitled "Accident Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants" and deals with all that should be done in performing
deterministic safety analysis.
Current limitations.
The topics of this second session were extensively discussed during the open session. Points, which were discussed,
were comprised of:
n Use of Appendix K,
n Best-Estimate codes with uncertainty evaluation,
n Risk informed regulation.
Several statements were made during the discussion, which were often influenced by the particular position of
utilities and the regulatory authorities in each individual country. The most representative of these statements can be
summarised as follows:
Concerning the use of appendix K, it appears that it is still largely used by the utilities. The position of the
regulatory authorities towards the use of the Best Estimate approach to replace appendix K is in many countries
a waiting attitude. The initiative should come from the utilities, which often prefer the comfortable framework of
appendix K.
In the current plant already designed with the old rules, there is no request to change the framework of appendix
K, except when some new problems appear in plant operation. Examples were given such as hot leg streaming,
new fuel management. In those cases, the need to use less margins pushes towards the use of best or better
estimate approach.
The contribution of the risk informed approach could be, first, to modify or revise appendix K by using some
risk insights. As a first step best estimate analysis, as opposed to Appendix K analysis, can be performed without
changing the current licensing basis of accidents and transients, which should be considered. A second step
could be an entire redefinition, based on risk analysis, of the list of events the plant should be able to cope with.
As a consequence of this redefinition the large break LOCA would then probably loose its status of design basis
accident.
The issue of the large break LOCA used as design basis accident (DBA) and the relation between this DBA and
appendix K was extensively discussed during the session. It was expressed that substituting large break LOCA
by some other accidents for DBA requires normally that the substitute should be defined. Already for new plants
the severe accidents have often to be considered and this induced more severe limitations on some parameters
than the classical large break DBA does. Nevertheless, it was also considered that any change should be checked
carefully as far as large break LOCA serves now as an input to a multitude of design consideration. Going on to
the subject of severe accidents, the problem was also raised of the pertinence of the severe accident codes, which
was questioned by many participants.
Development needs.
-

If the risk informed approach seems to ask for the use of best estimate calculations because it looks contradictory
to the appendix K conservative approach, it was also observed that there are different levels in the possible
changes of the safety approach. The first one is to benefit of having a better knowledge of the physics by using
best estimate calculations with uncertainty evaluation in the accident prediction. This "physical prediction"
replaces in fact the conservative margins of appendix K, which were defined to take into account the unknown
phenomena at the time Appendix K was promulgated.. This possibility has been already introduced in the
modifications of appendix K, which

-

have been defined at the end of the 80's. The next level concerns the assumptions which are made on the plant
state and which are used as boundary conditions for the calculations. Many of these assumptions come from
safety rules such as the defense in depth or the single failure criteria, which
were edicted for the safety approach. Looking at the probability, for instance, of a large break LOCA which is
quite low and to which you apply the single failure criteria, this leads to an accident of very low probability.
Consequently, the risk informed approach could consider this accident as unimportant, whereas the study of this
accident results in fact presently from the basic principles of the deterministic safety approach. Here is certainly
the key question, which should be answered for the ultimate use of the risk informed approach.
In their final conclusions, the panelists underlined that appendix K is still widely used. This situation does not
exhibit a significant change since the Ankara meeting. One should be aware that the best estimate approach is in
fact an entire package which includes better codes, validation, uncertainties evaluation, estimation of
shortcomings and a lot of sensitivity analysis. Risk informed regulation is certainly a powerful tool which relies
on PSA / PRA. This means that a continuous revision process should take place for taking into account changes
in the plants. It appeared to some participants that risk informed approach should be introduced in a systematic
slow process so as to make sure that all the consequences are well understood. This introduction requires also
assessing carefully the database, which will be used for the risk data.

TECHNICAL SESSION 3A: Overview of Applications of Thermal-Hydraulic and Neutronic Codes for
Current Safety Issues.
Session Chairmen: Prof. J.M.Aragonés, R. Kyrki-Rajamäki
In this session seven papers were presented on various applications of thermal hydraulic codes in most cases coupled
with neutronics. The three-dimensionality either or both in neutronics and thermal hydraulics modeling was the
common thread of the papers. The new possibilities and limitations given by 3D modeling were studied with
comparisons, sensitivity studies, and real applications in important safety issues.
The paper by Ivanov et al., OECD/NRC MSLB Benchmark – A Systematic Approach to Validate Best- Estimate
Coupled Codes Using a Multi-Level Methodology, describes the international effort to validate the coupled neutronic
thermal hydraulic codes using the Main Steam Line Break of a PWR as an exercise. There have been three phases in
the benchmark: The separate models have been tested independently in the first two phases and the whole coupled
code in the third phase. Thus the participants have had possibility to verify their models before focusing on the effects
of the coupling methodologies. Statistical methodology has been applied in the comparisons because the benchmark
is based on code-to-code comparisons. The next benchmark will be a BWR turbine trip. It is based on measured plant
data and will therefore be very valuable.
The paper by Nakajima et al., Three Dimensional Analysis of RIA in PWR and BWR, deals with the modeling of
high burnup effects during the typical Reactivity Initiated Accidents, control rod ejection accident in PWR and
control rod drop in BWR. In recent experiments with high burnup fuel, there have been occurrences of fuel failures at
lower deposited energy levels than had previously been assumed. Therefore, the licensing criteria of RIA in Japan
have been revised to be burnup dependent. New detailed three-dimensional methods were used to evaluate the
distribution of the enthalpy in the core and to understand the realistic fuel behaviour during the accidents. The
fulfillment of criteria was checked with a best estimate code using conservative assumptions and carrying out
sensitivity studies.
The paper by March-Leuba and Verdu Martin, Role of BE Codes in BWR Technology emphasizes that Best
Estimate methods have always been needed in BWR calculations, especially in stability studies. Also the modeling of
the recirculation loop dynamics plays an essential role in the calculations and it has always been included in the BWR
models, there is no new need for coupling the neutronic and thermal hydraulic models as in PWR calculations. A
review of the codes used is given. It is shown that accurate radial nodalization is needed in order to obtain reliable
results because the stability depends non-linearly on local effects: the reactivity feedback effect has power-square
weighting, core inlet flow distribution is important, the increase of instability of the high power channels cannot be
compensated by decreased instability of the low power channels. Using the high-speed computers of today, predictive
calculations of BWR stability can be done with the advanced best estimate codes.
The paper by Tricot and Menant, Coupled Neutronic and Thermal Hydraulic Modelisation Applied to the Fast
Injection of a Slug of Deborated Water into the Core, deals with the important accident scenario of achieving
criticality due to the heterogeneous dilution of boron in PWRs. In order to analyze this type of accidents detailed
models are needed both for the three-dimensional aspects of the transfer of a deborated water slug into the core as
well as for three-dimensional neutronics in the core. Details of the thermal hydraulic modeling are given. The main
dilution sequences are explained and actions and improvements to avoid them are reported. Probabilities before and
after the modifications are given. Due to the risk of reaching prompt criticality, IPSN considered that the
subcriticality of the core should be increased from

1000 pcm to 2000 pcm in the shutdown state in order to avoid any return to criticality with up to 3 m3 slug in the cold
leg. However, EdF has also been encouraged to continue the improvement on the mixing calculation tools, including
international comparison.
The paper by Sievers et al., Thermal-Hydraulic Aspects of the International Comparative Assessment Study on
Reactor Pressure Vessels under PTS loading (RPV PTS ICAS), compares Pressurized-Thermal-Shock analyses
using different types of codes to calculate the thermal hydraulic mixing. The fracture mechanics tasks of the study are
not discussed here. The partly significant scatter of results was largely understood being brought up due to differences
in the analytical approaches used by the participants: correlation based engineering methods, system code, and threedimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes. There were especially difficulties in recognizing the flow
regime at the water-stripe discharge in the downcomer. Coarse-grid and parallel-channel techniques are not sufficient
to provide local temperatures. Engineering models have difficulties in the transferability of results from tests to real
plant applications. CFD codes have to be further developed in modeling of turbulence and multi-phase flows.
The paper by Aniel-Buchheit et al., Calculation of a Reactivity Initiated Accident with a 3D, Cell by Cell Method:
Application of the SAPHYR System to a Rod Ejection Accident in TMI1, deals with sensitivity studies on the
geometrical description accuracy, on the type of physical phenomena modeled, and on the values of key physical
parameters applied. Significant differences in three-dimensional neutronic calculation results of a control Rod
Ejection Accident (REA) are shown due to homogeneous or heterogeneous cell-by-cell assembly modeling. Different
types of accidents should be studied to show the effects of hydraulic modeling or axial discretization because there
are no large changes in these during a REA from zero power initial conditions. One transient is not sufficient to
evaluate the influence of all parameters, but an “envelope transient” should be searched for each parameter.
The paper by Bang et al., Recent Applications of Thermal-Hydraulic Code in KINS, overviews the recent
applications of RELAP5 in plant analyses for safety regulation and safety assessment evaluation. In Korea a peerreview has been carried out on the code assessment database by performing various integral and separate effect test
calculations to see the importance of the physical phenomena involved. The basis, main calculation results and major
findings are given of four typical thermal hydraulic accident cases of real plants. The needs for future applications are
summarized including, e.g., three-dimensional hydrodynamic capability and coupling with three-dimensional
neutronics.

TECHNICAL SESSION 3B: Needs for Integral Plant Transients and Accident Analysis, Known Limitations.

Session Chairmen: V. Teschendorff, H. Ninokata
The eight papers in this session covered a large variety of applications. The first four of them dealt with coupled
analysis of 3D core neutronics and system thermal-hydraulics. Transients in VVER type reactors were analysed using
different code combinations. NUPEC’s code system IMPACT comprises codes for DNB and CHF predictions,
simulation of severe accident and other phenomena. Two papers from the industry enriched the session: A Canadian
paper presented a systematic approach to formally qualify a code system, and a paper from Spain highlighted the
benefits of integral plant calculations for a utility. One of the few papers dedicated to neutron kinetics reflected on
UO2 -based neutronics when applied to MOX-fuelled cores.
Summary of papers

Validation of Coupled Codes for VVERs by Analysis of Plant Transients
(S. Mittag, S. Kliem, F. P. Weiss, FZR; R. Kyrki-Rajamäki, A.Hämäläinen, VTT; S. Langenbuch, GRS; S. Danilin,
KI; J. Hadek, NRI; G. Hegyi, KFKI; A. Kuchin, STCNRS; D. Panayotov, INRNE)
Different 3D neutron kinetics codes for VVER type reactors coupled to the thermal-hydraulic system codes have been
compared against real plant transient data from two NPPs: Balakovo - 4 (VVER -1000) and Loviisa-1 (VVER-440).
Participants from 7 countries participated in this EU-sponsored exercise. In both transients, core power and coolant
circuit behaviour were closely coupled and affected by control rod movement. Generally, good agreement was
achieved for the parameters compared. Some deficiencies and limitations were observed: In order to achieve accurate
results at all core positions, the thermal-hydraulics of all fuel assemblies should be modeled individually; this still
requires too much computing time when all these core channels are coupled to the coolant system. Future calculations
could substantially benefit from a 3D representation of the lower and upper plena of the pressure vessel and of parts
of the horizontal steam generators. Comparisons with real NPP transients are further limited by uncertainties in the
measurements, e.g. position of control rods.
Advanced Analysis of Steam Line Break with the Codes HEXTRAN and SMABRE for Loviisa NPP
(A. Hämäläinen, T. Vanttola, VTT; P. Siltanen, FORTUM ENGINEERING)
For Loviisa (VVER-440) a postulated steam line break was analysed with the HEXTRAN-SMABRE code.
Calculations show that increased break size doesn't necessarily lead to cooler water at core inlet. Only a mild return to
power after scram is to be expected under worst conditions. Due to the asymmetric phenomena, proper analysis of the
steam line break requires a 3D core calculation. Generally, the coupling of a 1D thermal-hydraulic system code with a
3D core kinetic code is sufficient for a realistic analysis of this case. Complicated processes such as asymmetric
power generation, mixing in the reactor vessel, and various protection and control actions contribute to the scenario.
The calculations with 3D kinetics and detailed plant model facilitate realistic plant safety calculations.

Development, Validation and Application of Tools and Methods for Deterministic Safety Analysis of RIA and
ATWS Events in VVER-440 Type Reactors
(A.Keresztúri, G. Hegyi, M. Telbisz, I. Trosztel, KFKI-AEKI)
The code system of AEKI for reactor physics and accident analysis for VVER-440 was presented. KIKO-3D is a
reactor dynamics code for VVER type reactors. It was validated against VVER-440 specific benchmark problems.
ATHLET is a thermal-hydraulic system code for a wide range of transients and accidents. Two transients for VVER440 reactors were calculated using the coupled KIKO3D-ATHLET code system for an asymmetric steam line break
and the SMATRA code for an ATWS. For both cases, it was shown that the time dependent behaviour of core and
coolant system could be analysed with the detail required for the safety assessment and that the acceptance criteria
were fulfilled.
RELAP5-PANTHER Coupled Code Transient Analysis
(B.J.Holmes, G.R.Kimber, J.N.Lillington; AEA Technology; M.R.Parkes, British Energy Generation; R.Page, NNC)
A coupled RELAP/PANTHER model has been established for Sizewell-B, including a full 4-loop representation of
the cooling system. The complete model has been assessed against data from two plant transients: a grid frequency
error injection test at minimum stable generation power, and a single turbine trip event from full power. Good overall
agreement with the plant data was achieved for both cases. The calculations demonstrated the advantages of using
coupled T/H and neutronic codes for plant transient analysis. The importance of proper data interface management
was underlined. Further work on balance-of-plant models, such as turbine and condenser, was recommended.
Overview of the Simulation System "IMPACT" for Analysis of Nuclear Power Plant Thermal-Hydraulics and
Severe Accidents
(T. Ikeda, M. Naitoh, H. Ujita, N. Sato, T. Iwashita, T. Morii, K. Vierow, S. Nagata, NUPEC)
Outlines of three constituents, CAPE, FLAVOR and SAMSON, of the IMPACT code system for simulating DNB or
CHF, fluid-structure interactions, and severe core damage phenomenology were presented. The performance of each
code package was shown and the usefulness was emphasised. Typically, the accuracy of predicting DNB/CHF was of
the order of 10%/5%. The FLAVOR code was able to reproduce the first instability region of the in-line oscillation
due to symmetric vortex shedding. Development of a prototype code for severe accident analysis is still an ongoing
effort. Several verification studies and integrated analysis showed its capability and applicability.
Qualification Programs for Computer Codes Used for Safety & Transient Analysis in Canada
(J. Pascoe, J.C. Luxat, OPG; B. McDonald, D. J.Richards, B. Rouben, AECL)
Systematic methodology and practices in Canadian nuclear industries were reported for formal validation and
verification to assure a very low likelihood of significant errors and unquantifiable uncertainties in the computer
codes, and to provide a documentation base that establishes software quality and to demonstrate to a regulator that the
applicable requirements are met. It was the objective of this software qualification program to formally qualify the
safety analysis codes for their intended applications. The program encompasses the majority of technical disciplines
relevant to CANDU reactor safety analysis; outlines of the software Q/A processes, documentation and a sample of
the practice were reported.

Benefits of Using Integral Plant Models in Utilities Availability and Safety Issues
(F. Reventós, ANACNV/UPC; C.Llopis, UPC)
Utilities are using thermal-hydraulic models of their own plants for a variety of purposes related not only to safety
issues but also to availability and operational questions. The usefulness of integral plant models was emphasised in
connection to validation of training simulators, verification of emergency procedures, PSA, and licensing purposes.
Coupling of realistic control block models with a system transient analysis code would allow to improve substantially
the final results not only from the operation but also safety point of view. The application of Best-Estimate analysis
for licensing purposes is still limited by the fact that it has to be supplemented by an uncertainty study or a
conservative calculation following an approved methodology.
Neutronics Methods for MOX Fuel Analysis in Light Water Reactors
(T. J. Downar, Purdue University; R.Y. Lee, US NRC)
A summary of limitations was presented when UO2 - based neutronics were applied to a MOX fuelled core. Several
modifications to overcome the deficiencies were proposed in modern nodal methods and examined for improving the
accuracy of MOX fuel analysis. While these modifications have recovered much of the accuracy lost by the presence
of MOX fuel, it was suggested that further benchmark analysis and assessment are necessary. The work presented in
the paper addressed primarily steady-state neutronics; it was pointed out, however, that additional consideration is
required for transient neutronics analysis of MOX fuelled cores.

OPEN TECHNICAL DISCUSSION SESSIONS 3A & 3B
Chair: V. Teschendorff
Panelists: Prof. J.M.Aragones, Prof. H. Ninokata, R. Kyrki-Rajamäki
With 15 papers altogether, Technical Session 3 with its two sub-sessions covered a broad spectrum of investigations
and applications. Coupling of thermal-hydraulics with other processes was a central theme of many papers in this
session.
Although neutron kinetics was the dominant coupling topic, other processes important for reactor safety were dealt
with as well: Analysis of components and structures is making use of more accurate T/H boundary conditions, e.g. for
the investigations of pressurised thermal shock (PTS) or of flow induced vibrations. Coupling of T/H with balance-ofplant (BOP) models for plant transient analysis or with core melt and fission product behaviour models for severe
accident analysis have opened a wider field of application to thermal-hydraulic codes compared to their original
purpose of LOCA and transient analysis.
The presentations covered the reactor types PWR, BWR, and VVER. The needs for further code development and
modeling improvements were derived from these. Different from the Annapolis workshop, advanced reactor designs
were not addressed.
The outstanding feature of this Session was the close connection of the papers to practical applications and real safety
questions, among them boron dilution transients, transients starting from shutdown states, and IRAs with impact on
high burn-up fuel. Questions of code maintenance and quality assurance were addressed as well. Coupled analysis of
3D neutron kinetics, detailed core thermal-hydraulics and plant system behaviour has become available for practical
applications. This is a clear evidence of the maturity of the codes and the progress made in recent years.
Experiments were not presented by dedicated papers, since the workshop was on codes. They played a role in several
papers, however, in the context of code validation. For neutronic calculations and coupled T/H neutronic calculations,
benchmark exercises have shown once again to be an adequate means of checking on the accuracy of predictions.
However, authors and participants in the discussion were well aware of the still remaining uncertainties in
predictions, especially for coupled processes. The importance of real plant transients for the validation of coupled
codes was stressed.
With this enlarged field of applications, limitations in the present codes have become visible and needs for further
development have been identified.

Consolidated Achievements (Relevance H,M,L)
Neutronic codes using diffusion approximation with two energy groups are able to calculate transient behaviours of
core power for PWR, BWR, and VVER reactors with appropriate boundary conditions. The core is discretized in 3D,
with mesh sizes corresponding to one fuel element. Benchmark calculations provide a basis for estimations of the
accuracy of these codes. (M)
Thermal-hydraulic codes are able to simulate the cooling system behaviour in transients and accident, using 1D
elements for most of the components. 2D and 3D elements with coarse noding are applicable for the pressure vessel.
Non-condensable gases and boron transport can be simulated. For complete plant simulation, the codes have various
tools to model BOPs. (H)

For simulation of transients that involve strong interaction of core power and coolant system behaviour the 3D
neutron kinetic codes are coupled to T/H system codes. Different mapping techniques are used for relating several
fuel elements to hydraulic core channels. Validation of coupled code systems is based on benchmark calculations and
a limited number of actual plant transients data. In most cases, a certain degree of conservatism is provided.
Transients, design basis accidents, and ATWS can be calculated in a reasonable time. Parametric and sensitivity
studies are possible in practice. (M)
Industries, i.e. utilities and vendors, are applying complete code packages with validate data sets for their plants, with
emphasis on quality assurance and documentation. (H)
Current limitations.
The available neutronic codes are generally based on the diffusion approximation with two energy groups. Each fuel
assembly is lumped, neglecting void distribution inside the bundle. This becomes a relevant limitation for very
heterogeneous core loadings, e.g. for mixed cores with UO2 and MOX fuel elements. (M)
The thermal-hydraulic system codes have only a limited 3D capability in the vessel. For practical coupled
calculations, parallel channels are often used that require arbitrary mapping of corresponding fuel elements to
hydraulic channels. (H)
For mixing problems, relevant for PTS or boron dilution transients, the system codes suffer from artificial diffusion
caused by the first order space discretisation schemes. Front tracking models have not solved this problem. CFD
codes with turbulence models are sometimes applied in sequential calculations to resolve the mixing process in
specific reactor components. (M)
Development needs.
Reactor physics codes for accident analysis should allow for more than two energy groups. Neutron transport models
should be evaluated regarding their potential applicability to transient analysis. More details should be provided by
T/H to neutronics, e.g. subchannel void data. (M)
Thermal-hydraulic codes need enhanced 3D capabilities with mesh sizes corresponding to one fuel element. Less
diffusive numerical schemes are needed to avoid artificial mixing. CFD codes with two-phase capabilities could solve
the problem in a longer time perspective. Interfaces between CFD codes and plant system codes must be established.
(M)
Validation of coupled T/H and neutronic code requires that additional data from actual plant transients become
available. (M)

Other comments.
Analysis of transient core behaviour should not be confined to coupling of neutron kinetics and thermal-hydraulics
but should consider fuel rod behaviour as well for certain transients. (L)
Industry should be more involved in defining actual needs and in providing plant data. (M)
A methodology to maintain a certain degree of conservatism should be developed. (M)

TECHNICAL SESSION 4 :

ADVANCES IN NEXT GENERATION OF TH AND
NEUTRONIC CODES

Session Chairmen: H. Staedtke, J.C. Luxat
In this section, six papers were presented, which covered a wide spectrum of code development and improvement
activities, including coupling of Thermal-Hydraulic and Neutronic codes, improved code user interfaces, increased
code modularity, automatic code uncertainty evaluation and advanced numerical techniques for transient two-phase
flow.
The paper by H. Asaka et al gives an overview on the progress in the Coupling of the Thermal-Hydraulic Code
TRAC with the 3-D Neutron Kinetics Code SKETCH-N. The 3-D neutron kinetics model SKETCH-N has been
implemented into the transient analysis codes J-TRAC and TRAC-BF1. The coupled codes have been verified using
various benchmark test cases. Results with acceptable accuracy are reported for typical PWR applications such as
reactivity-initiated accidents. The assessment of the TRAC-BF1/SKETCH code system is underway using Ringhals-1
stability benchmark cases. Further information is given in the paper, which relates to the experimental evaluation of
nuclear and thermal-hydraulic coupled instabilities in BWRs as presently performed at JAERI.
The paper by J. Mahaffy deals with the development of an Exterior Communication Interface (EIC) for the
USNRC Consolidated Code which permits a tight coupling of the basic thermal-hydraulic code (e.g. the USNRC
Consolidated Code) with other codes or code -modules for 3-D neutron kinetics, containment behaviour or with
specific models for the AP600 design. The coupling will be realized via defined computational flow and
synchronization points and the dynamic configuration of data transfer procedures. The new code structure will further
support future extensions for parallel computing. It is expected that the EIC will enlarge the field of application for
the USNRC's consolidated reactor safety analysis code presently under development.
The paper by K. Jones gives an overview on the development of the Symbolic Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP)
presently under way at SCIENTEC as part of the NRC code consolidation programme. The SNAP consists of four
major modules: the front-end including an input model editor including an expert nodalization assistant and a 3-D
viewer, the runtime module to control and monitor the execution of the TH-code, a post processor-module including
visual engineering data analyzer and plotting software, and a database-module for storing the input models, results of
calculations and system configuration information. Although the SNAP will not necessarily improve the predictive
capability of the underlying TH-codes, it will certainly allow for a more efficient and consistent usage of the code and
will possibly reduce the potential for user-related errors.
The paper by I. Toumi et al summarizes various activities presently performed at CEA (France), JRC-Ispra (EC),
GRS-Garching (Germany) and EdF (France) on Advanced Numerical Methods for Transient Two-Phase Flow.
Common to all these methods is the use of first or second order characteristic based up-wind schemes, which
principally require a hyperbolic nature of the convection part of the governing flow equations. These techniques,
originally developed for single-phase gas dynamics applications, are characterized by low numerical
diffusion/viscosity effects and as such allow for a high resolution of local flow phenomena including steep gradients
or sharp discontinuities. Numerical examples shown indicate that the transfer of these techniques to two-phase flow
has reached a certain degree of maturity. Nevertheless, before implementing in a standard or new system code, more
extensive testing of the methods might be necessary to demonstrate their efficiency and robustness for typical reactor
safety conditions.

The paper by F. Kunz et al relates to the development and testing of on An Automated Code Assessment Program
(ACAP) for Determining System Code for the comparison of reactor system code results and experimental data
resulting from a large number of batch code executions. It includes a collection of various measures for the evaluation
of the data quality and procedures to produce graphical outputs for selected parameters and time windows. The paper
summarizes the structure and properties of the ACP and its relevance for the TH-code development and assessment
programme.
The paper by W. Luther on Highly Stable Time Integration Applying the Methods of Lines to Thermal-Hydraulic
Models refers to the numerical method used in the German ATHLET code which somehow differs from other
standard techniques as used for example in the RELAP5 or CATHARE codes. After space discretization, the resulting
governing equations are interpreted as a finite difference form of a system of Ordinary Differential Equations, which
is integrated by a general-purpose ODE solver. The author highlights the difficulties arising from the stiffness of the
system of equations, the limited differentiability and the presence of discontinuities in the constitutive relations.
Various ODF solvers are compared, indicating improved stability characteristics for fourth order accurate RungeKutta methods.

TECHNICAL SESSION 5 :

FUTURE TRENDS IN PHYSICAL MODELING FOR NEXT
GENERATION CODES

Session Chairmen: Prof. G. Yadigaroglu, D. Bestion
Physical modeling cannot be treated in isolation from other aspects of code development and this is evident in the
papers presented. In general, one remarks that some of the most important - but not all - physical model
improvements that were identified as necessary in the 1996 Annapolis meeting are addressed. Six papers were
presented in this session.
The paper by Ishii et al., Interfacial Area Transport: Data and Models, deals with an issue that was identified as
important in Annapolis. This issue was addressed since on both sides of the Atlantic, the US NRC, as well as French
organisations, initiated analytical and experimental programs, hopefully leading to improved modeling in the codes.
The paper by Ishii et al. summarises the progress made in the US to replace the current, flow-regime dependent,
interfacial area correlations with an interfacial area transport equation that could lead to dynamic flow regime
transitions. This new approach produces continuous changes of the interfacial area and should eliminate the artificial,
abrupt changes in flow regime and the related parameters, such as interfacial drag, produced by the present-generation
codes using static flow regime maps. The French work in this area is briefly mentioned in the paper by Morel et al.,
also presented in this session; references on this important subject covering the basic aspects of the work can be found
in that paper.
The Ishii et al. paper presents the first efforts to develop the interfacial area source terms based on mechanistic bubble
interaction models; these were adjusted using data from experiments conducted at Purdue University and the
University of Wisconsin at Madison. Preliminary work on the incorporation of an interfacial area transport equation
in the US NRC consolidated code under development is also reported.
The paper by Fry and Lillington, Validation of the CFX-4 Code for PWR Fault Analysis, deals with another issue
considered as important in Annapolis, namely the future use of CFD codes for safety analysis. Indeed, current
thermal-hydraulic system codes have limitations in modeling certain transients where turbulent mixing phenomena
are important.
The paper presents the current status of the AEA Technology work validating CFX-4 as a tool for modeling fluid
transport and mixing in reactor coolant systems. CFX-4 code predictions have been carried out against pump start-up
data from 1/5 scaled experiments dealing with the transport of a boron depleted slug of fluid from the cold leg to the
vessel; time scales and concentrations were well predicted. Predictions of thermal mixing have also been compared to
Sizewell-B plant data from the Emergency Boration System commissioning tests. The code successfully replicated
the broad features but failed to reproduce an observed swirl.
The paper by Anghaie et al., Advanced Thermal Hydraulic Modeling of Two-Phase Flow and Heat Transfer with
Phase Change, deals with a Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model developed to simulate LWR transients such
as reflux two-phase flow and heat transfer with phase change. It is claimed that the model combines the highresolution capability of state-of-the-art CFD methods with a novel approach that allows the tracking and delineation
of the dynamic interfacial water-steam boundary; a number of additional advantages of the methods proposed are
presented. An “internal energy fraction,” which is a parameter with both local and instantaneous value, plays a pivotal
role in tracking the liquid-vapour interfacial boundary. This model is used to analyse a simple case of reflux
condensation.

The paper by Ninokata et al., Development of the NASCA Code for Predicting Transient BT Phenomena in BWR
Rod Bundles, describes state-of-the-art work in progress for improved analysis of transients in BWR rod bundles,
including boiling transition (BT) and post BT phenomena. It is assumed that under BWR conditions, BT can be
explained by liquid film dryout. Consequently a three-field model considering liquid films, entrained drops and the
vapour is used. Major physical processes of significance are: two-phase flow turbulent mixing and void drift that
affect the void distribution in a bundle; droplet entrainment and deposition phenomena, including spacer effects;
rewetting after BT. Computational results are compared to experimental data, including BT experiments in 3x3 and
4x4 rod bundles. Interesting results showing transient dryout and rewetting were shown.
The paper by Morel et al., From the Direct Numerical Simulation to Averaged Two-Fluid Models. How Different
Types of Models Can Contribute to the Next Generation of Codes?, describes the ECUME initiative launched in
1998 by the CEA and EDF, leading to a co-coordinated strategy for the development of the next generation of twophase thermal-hydraulic codes in France. A classification of codes in: system, component, CFD, DNS (Direct
Numerical Simulation) and LES (Large Eddy Simulation) categories is made. The present component codes for core
and steam generators and the system code CATHARE use either the 1-D, two-fluid model, or 3-D models in a
porous-medium approach. Advanced models are being developed including transport for the volumetric interfacial
area, turbulence modeling, and multi-field capabilities in 1-D, and in 3-D for both porous and open media. DNS
techniques (that include, in this classification, Volume of Fluid or equivalent methods and front tracking) are also
developed to investigate certain small-scale local phenomena and to be used as “numerical experiments” to produce
closure relationships for averaged models.
The paper by Lee and Chung, MARS Development Program and Progress, describes the systematic and extensive
R&D program started in 1997 in Korea to develop the multi-dimensional, multi-purpose system analysis code MARS
for the realistic thermal-hydraulic system analysis of LWR transients. MARS 1.4 was developed first as a unified
code from RELAP5 and COBRA-TF. Subsequently, MARS 2.x is being developed as a multi-purpose systemanalysis code with coupled multidimensional thermal-hydraulics and 3-D core kinetics, CHF and containment
analysis capabilities. New features of the code, code modernization and restructuring, code assessment, and code
coupling are described. The paper also briefly introduces companion KAERI experimental activities.

OPEN TECHNICAL DISCUSSION SESSIONS 4 & 5
Chair: Prof. G. Yadigaroglu
Panelists: H. Staedtke, J.C. Luxat, D. Bestion

Strictly speaking, only two papers were directly related to the improvement or to the development of advanced
numerical methods for transient two-phase flow: the paper of W. Luther on Highly Stable Time Integration Using the
Methods of Lines and the paper of I. Toumi on Advances in Numerical Schemes for Two-Phase 3-D ThermalHydraulics. This is a little misleading, however, because there has been progress over the last five or six years in the
field of Computational Fluid Dynamics and flow simulation, which is of relevance also for Nuclear ThermalHydraulics.
It is of interest to recall first the main recommendations made for improvement or development needs at the
Annapolis Meeting (adapted from a transparency presented by M. Réocreux):
Modeling areas:
• multi-field approaches (more than two fields)
•

interfacial area transport approach

•

multi-dimensional flow:
− flow regimes need to be defined
− interfacial coupling terms, need of experimental data with improved instrumentation
− modeling of turbulent diffusion

•

low pressure, low flow conditions: codes need to be tested

•

performance of the existing models in the presence of non-condensable gases

Numerical Methods
•

implementation of different numerical schemes for different phases of a transient

•

numerical schemes for 3-dimensional flow

•

need for low diffusive methods

•

handling of wide range of problem time/length scales

•

tracking of steep parameter gradients

•

robustness

•

high level of modularity

•

implicit coupling of codes or code modules

It was proposed that further discussion consider the needs defined in Annapolis.

Synthesis of Technical Sessions 4 & 5 and corresponding discussion session:
RELEVANCE DESCRIPTION (H,M,L)
Coupling of T/H and neutronics codes
Consolidated achievements.
Significant advances have occurred since the 1996 Annapolis workshop, as reflected in the increased number of
papers that dealt with aspects of coupling. Notable amongst these was the work on an Exterior Communications
Interface for the US NRC Consolidated Code project, which provides a generalised interface for tight coupling
between any combination of parallel executing codes, or processes. (H)
Current limitations.
Lack of a generalised protocol to guide interface implementation. (H)
Development needs.
Development of an interfacing protocol standard to consolidate international efforts. (M)

Numerical schemes
Consolidated achievements.
Steady progress has occurred in the development of improved numerical schemes that will enhance robustness of
code solution capability. The focus of the work is specific to the particular codes that currently exist (e.g. ATHLET,
CATHARE) or are being developed. Significant progress has been achieved for the development of a new class of
high-resolution numerics, which could form the basis for more detailed 3-D code component modules. (M)
Current limitations.
Numerical methods presently used in TH system codes consolidate substantial improvements in terms of robustness;
future improvements are expected to come from the continuous increase of computer power. (M)
Development needs.
No clear development needs were articulated at this meeting, but the need to proceed with extensive benchmarking of
new numerical schemes and comparison with existing standard techniques was stated. (M)

User Interface
Consolidated achievements.
Major advances have occurred since the 1996 Annapolis workshop to develop user support tools to assist both the
front-end input deck preparation and the verification and user run-time interaction. In particular, the Symbolic
Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP) developed under the US NRC Consolidated Code project provides functionality
that meets the requirements articulated at the Annapolis workshop. (H)

A related achievement is the support tool for code validation, the Automated Code Assessment Program (ACAP),
also developed under the US NRC Consolidated Code project. Use of the tool in the interactive mode can assist the
user in quantifying the initial validation exercise results and, in the batch mode, it can provide a regression testing
capability for any subsequent revalidation. (H)

Current limitations.
Not all developers are giving sufficient attention to this area – it appears to be viewed by some as less interesting
work and hence, lower in priority. Schedule-driven projects may be the only way to ensure adequate attention. (H)

Development needs.
Leverage of resources through joint efforts and development of industry standard products should be pursued. (H)

Interfacial Area Transport
Consolidated achievements.
An application of the approach to the simulation of bubbly-slug flows has been presented, and it has been
demonstrated that this approach has good potential for overcoming some limitations of current two-fluid models. (H)
Current limitations.
The approach has not yet been developed for all flow regimes and flow regime transitions. (H)
Development needs.
Extend to all flow regimes and flow regime transitions. Implementation in 3-D models is required for two-phase
CFD codes. (H)
Multi-field Models
Consolidated achievements.
A 3-field model has demonstrated the capability to handle complex sub-channel fluid phenomena that influence
boiling transition heat transfer and rewetting. The phenomena involved include turbulent mixing, droplet entrainment
and deposition and local turbulence promoting effects of spacer grids. (H)
Current limitations.
Only 3-field models for annular-mist flow are well advanced in the nuclear thermal-hydraulic field. (M)
Development needs.
Definition of the approach combining multi-field capability with interfacial area transport for all flow regimes is
required. (H)

CFD Codes
Consolidated achievements.
Applications have been performed for some single phase transient flow cases and the indications are that CFD will be
a very useful tool for certain situations, e.g., when single phase turbulent mixing governs the transient behaviour. (H)
Current limitations.
Applied so far to single-phase problems and, to a lesser extent, to some two-phase dispersed flows. Limitations exist
in the choice of turbulence models, and the widely used k-epsilon model has deficiencies. The choice of nodalisation
remains difficult. (H)
Development needs.
Need for more detailed user guidelines for problem-related grid generation and selection of specific code options for
turbulence models and numerical details. (H)

Advanced Two-Phase Numerical Simulation Techniques
Consolidated achievements.
Rapid progress has occurred in the past few years. These techniques can simulate microscopic phenomena and can
provide interface-tracking capability. They hold the potential for use as tools to complement experiments in the
development
Current limitations.
The development and application of such techniques are still in their infancy.
Development needs.
Develop for use as a support tool for modeling closure terms and for dealing with special problems. (M)

SESSION: 6a

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS, LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE

CHAIR : Prof. F. D’Auria, M. Hrehor
The Session 6a deals with the uncertainty evaluation (papers 6a1 and 6a2) and with quality assurance procedures
needed to achieve suitable reliability in the results (paper 6a3). The uncertainty evaluation must be seen as an
indispensable supplement of any Best-Estimate code calculation. This derives from unavoidable approximations that
are embedded into the codes and in the procedures of codes application to the cases of interest. In facts,
approximations are present in the physical models, in the numerical solution schemes and in setting up the interface
between the code and the system to be simulated (i.e. nodalisation development process). Approximations in the
nodalisation development remain notwithstanding the availability and the use of the qualification procedures
discussed in one of the papers. The uncertainty evaluation concretizes into the derivation of error bands that bound
any typical time trend predicted by the code or, more simply, the value of any calculated parameter (e.g. the Peak
Cladding Temperature). Continuous error or uncertainty bands are derived in the first situation that is also the
situation addressed by the two concerned papers in the session.
SUMMARY OF PAPERS
Uncertainty Evaluation of Code Results, Application to SBLOCA (H. Glaeser, GRS)
The quality demonstration of the GRS uncertainty method and the application of the same method to a transient
calculated for a NPP are part of the paper. The quality demonstration is achieved by utilizing the experimental data
considered in the OECD/CSNI UMS (Uncertainty Methods Study). The basic advantages of the method are:
• the independence of the number of calculations needed for uncertainty evaluation from the number and the type
of input uncertainties and
• the possibility to distinguish individual contributions to the overall calculated error or uncertainty.
It is proved that the method can be used for licensing applications and, in the general case, for the prediction
of NPP related scenarios.
The Capability of Internal Assessment of Uncertainty
(F. D´Auria, Univ. Pisa, P. Marsili, ANPA)
The Internal Assessment of Uncertainty (IAU) constitutes a capability that was requested for system codes in the
OECD/CSNI Meeting held in Annapolis in 1996. The advantages of IAU over an uncertainty method are:
• results of uncertainty method applications are not affected by the user of the uncertainty method;
• almost no resources are needed for the application of the uncertainty method.
This implies that all the necessary engineering choices are embedded into the method and that no panel of
experts is needed for the application of the method. The paper shows that the IAU capability has been achieved by
combining the Relap5 code (US NRC version) and the UMAE uncertainty method. The CIAU (Code with capability
of IAU) has been proposed. The basis of the CIAU is discussed in the paper, as well as significant results obtained
from its application.

Qualifying, Validating and Documenting a Thermalhydraulic Code Input Deck (C. Pretel, L. Batet, A. Cuadra,
A. Machado, G. de San José, I. Sol, F. Reventós, UPC).
The work documented in the paper starts from the consideration of the huge effect that the code user may have upon
the results of predictions made by Best Estimate codes. The need for a consistent quality assurance procedure is
identified. It is recognized in the paper that ‘Documenting a model means much more than the initial task of justifying
or describing geometry, controls and protections, kinetics, ... It needs to be a dynamic process regulated in some way
and submitted to the standard quality control process of the utilities’.
On these bases, an integrated procedure is proposed that adequately brings to a reduction of the user effect. The
procedure basically covers the most important logical steps that are pursued when developing an input deck. The
consideration of a procedure similar to what proposed must be a pre-requisite for applying any of the uncertainty
methods or approaches discussed in the previous two papers. Any code application (see also below) should benefit
from such a procedure.

SESSION: 6b

SIMULATORS AND FAST RUNNING CODES

CHAIR : Prof. F. D’Auria, M. Hrehor.
The Session 6b deals with the demonstration of the possibility of using system codes as fast running codes in the
areas of NPP simulators (paper 6b1 ), of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (paper 6b3 ) and of licensing (paper 6b2).
The availability of more and more sophisticated computers, as well as of procedures for the effective exploitation of
the capabilities of the codes and of the computers themselves, broadens the application domain of the codes. The
availability of frozen/qualified code versions and of sophisticated graphical-users-interfaces is indispensable in this
context and largely facilitates the learning process for the use of the codes. In this way, the Best Estimate codes
become accessible to a wider number of users, not necessarily thermalhydraulics specialists. PSA analyses, simulator
applications and licensing studies, specifically performed on a real time basis, also constitute relevant reasons for
justifying the development and the improvement/qualification of the system codes.

SUMMARY OF THE PAPERS
The SCAR Project: How a Best Estimate Code Can Be a Fast Running Code (J.M. Dumas, IPSN, F.
Iffenecker, EDF, M. Farvacque, CEA)
This is the first of the three papers dealing with an important area of code applications. The concerned area is the use
of a thermalhydraulic system code, Cathare 2, for developing a multipurpose simulator. A wide range R&D work is
still in progress and involves the major actors in the nuclear technology in France, i.e. EdF, CEA, IPSN and
Framatome. The benefit expected, over the alternative/simplified approaches pursued in the past, lies in the increase
in the level of confidence for the output provided by the simulator. This is achieved by the use of the original code
version and at the expense of a huge program of optimization of important numerical steps necessary for achieving
the solution.

The huge increase in parallel computer capacity makes possible the achievement of the mentioned
objective, i.e. the use of a complex thermalhydraulic code into the simulator. The achievement of real time
simulation for any generic transient is expected for the year 2003.
LBLOCA Analyses with APROS to Improve Safety and Performance of Loviisa NPP (H.Plit, H.Kantee,
H.Kontio, H.Tuomisto, Fortum Eng.)
This is the second of the three papers dealing with an important area of code applications. The concerned area is the
Best Estimate system code application to the licensing process and to the safety evaluation of a nuclear power plant.
Emphasis is given in this context to the Large Break LOCA evaluation. One of the significant results is the
confirmation of the possibility of up-rating the core power of the Finnish Loviisa NPP. This must be seen as an actual
way for the industry to get back the financial resources spent for the development and the qualification of the system
codes.
A few remarkable aspects connected with the code validation, as well as code validation results, are
discussed in the paper, making reference to the APROS code. The advantages of ‘maintaining’ different code versions
with different complexities are stressed in the paper. The authors also give an idea of the complexity of the
developed NPP nodalisation by mentioning that more than 40000 conduction heat transfer meshes are used in the core
alone.

Role of Fast Running Codes and their Coupling with PSA Codes(J.M. Izquierdo, CSN, C. Queral, R. Herrero,
UPM, J. Hortal, M. Sánchez, E. Meléndez, R. Muñoz, CSN)
This is the third of the three papers dealing with an important area of code applications. The concerned area is the
integration of the Best Estimate system code and the Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) analysis. The current
status and some significant results of a pioneering research are discussed in the paper: a fast running thermalhydraulic
code is coupled with a typical PSA computer tool. In this way it is possible to generate automatically event trees, thus
adding an innovative level to the investigation on the safety of NPP. One of the needs for engineering judgement in
the PSA is avoided in this way. The availability of fast running, ‘frozen’ and robust system codes is a prerequisite for
the full integration of the code within the proposed methodology.
Pilot applications of the methodology have been completed in relation to PWR, while BWR related studies are in
progress.

OPEN TECHNICAL DISCUSSION SESSIONS 6a & 6 b
CHAIR : Prof. F. D’Auria, M. Hrehor
Summary of the discussion
Additional questions to each of the six papers were provided during the open discussion and were answered by the
authors. Two topics were addressed in the subsequent discussion, as foreseen in the scheduled program: a)
Uncertainty and BE codes, b) Simulators and BE codes. The summary of the discussion has been split into two parts,
achievements and recommendations related to the session topics and to the items a) and b) above.
Achievements.
The following are considered as achievements in the area:
•
•

•

The uncertainty methods have advanced to a reasonable level and are ready for practical applications. This is
partly demonstrated by the OECD/CSNI UMS study and by the subsequent activities carried out in the
framework of the scientific community.
The use of BE codes plus uncertainty methods is allowed by the regulatory authorities all over the worlds, though
on a case-by-case basis. This was confirmed by representatives of the authorities of countries like USA, UK,
France and Spain. Information in the same direction was provided in relation to other countries like Netherlands,
Canada and Brazil.
The usefulness of system codes was confirmed making reference to the following applications:
-

the area of simulators (French Scar Project);
the coupling between PSA and thermo-hydraulics (long term investigation at CSN, Spain);
the upgrading of plants (Fortum utility in Finland): benefits to the safety and the operation were
emphasized.

Recommendations.
The following recommendations came out from the discussion:
•

The approaches to the evaluation of uncertainty should be simplified. An example of how this can be done is
given in the paper 6a2. This also constitutes an answer to one of the needs (the Internal Assessment of
Uncertainty) expressed at the Annapolis OECD/CSNI Meeting of 1996. However, the simplification process
should be aware of potential new problems.

•

The industry (utilities, designers, fuel vendors) should take more benefit from the availability of these methods:
benefits can especially come from setting up cooperation with regulatory authorities.

•

The developers of uncertainty methods should be able to help in answering questions coming from different
potential end-users of the methodologies.

Synthesis of SESSION: 6a UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS, LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE

RELEVANCE

DESCRIPTION (H,M,L)

Consolidated achievements.
The uncertainty methodologies have reached a suitable level of development. They can be effectively utilised in the
licensing process of existing reactors. (H)
The feasibility demonstration of Internal Assessment of Uncertainty (IAU) has been achieved. This constitutes a
remarkable follow-up to the Annapolis Meeting. (H)
Quality assurance procedures when developing nodalisations are needed to limit the user effect upon Best Estimate
system code predictions. Valuable examples of the structure of these procedures are available and have been
discussed. (H)
Current limitations.
Common understanding about features and capabilities of uncertainty methods has not been reached. This is also true
in relation to differences between uncertainty methods that are based upon the “propagation of code input
uncertainties” and based upon the “propagation of code output errors”. In the former case propagation might occur
through a physically imperfect model. In the latter case the propagation relies upon the quality of measured data. For
both cases qualification proofs have been achieved. (M)
Limitations of uncertainty methods might be connected with limitations of the Best Estimate codes. However, it must
be emphasised that uncertainty methods are designed to overcome current limitations of system codes. (M)

Development needs.
The complexity of the methodologies and the difficulty in proving analytically the correctness of the provided results,
bring to the following proposal:
“Pioneering applications of uncertainty methods within regulatory processes should include the use of two
independent methods or use of the same method by independent groups”. (M)

The IAU capability (see above) should be proved using uncertainty methods and codes different from those discussed
in the session. (M)

Other comments.
Competences in system thermalhydraulics, including development/use of system codes and uncertainty
methodologies should be kept. Coordinated efforts are needed among the major international organisations (OECD,
CEC, IAEA, US NRC, DOE, etc.) (H)
Experiments are always necessary to confirm to prove main findings/achievements in system thermalhydraulics. (H)

Synthesis of the SESSION: 6b SIMULATORS AND FAST RUNNING CODES
RELEVANCE DESCRIPTION (H,M,S)
Consolidated achievements.
Use of Best Estimate system codes for optimising current NPP design and EOP (Emergency Operating Procedures).
(H)
Use of Best Estimate system codes as basis for NPP simulators, suitable for operator training and visualization of
complex system performances. (H)
Use of Best Estimate system codes in areas like PSA (Probabilistic Safety Assessment). (H)
Current limitations.
Large resources (several tens of man-years) are still needed to exploit all the capabilities of currently available system
codes in the three areas above identified (category 1). This is especifically true for the area of coupling between
thermalhydraulics and PSA. (M)
Development needs.
Experts from different domains of nuclear reactor safety should be more prone to exchange information and
competences. This is valid for all relevant sectors having any connection with the system thermalhydraulics. (M)
EOP, specifically in case of low or very low probability accidents, can be widely optimised by using available tools.
This is more valid in relation to Eastern designed and operated reactors. (H)

FINAL PARALLEL SESSION A: Coupled TH/Neutronic codes
Session Chair:
Co-chair:

Prof. J.M.Aragones
V. Teschendorff

Consolidated achievements.
All large system TH codes, and several 3D core TH codes, have been successfully coupled to state-of-the-art 3D
neutronic-kinetic nodal codes, through general and modular interfaces. (H)
The NEA/NRC Benchmark on PWR MSLB transient has been successfully completed in the last 3 years, providing a
demo of the computational feasibility and estimation of the accuracy of coupled TH/N 3D codes. (H)
Specifications of the NEA/NRC Benchmark on BWR Turbine trip transient have been issued.
(H)
The 3D neutronic codes that have been, or can be, coupled to the TH system and/or core codes are essentially the
same used for cycle reload, design analysis, and licensing, and operation surveillance, providing the initial validation
database that should be enlarged for best-estimate transient analysis. (M)
Current limitations.
The Neutronic/Thermal-hydraulic coupling is done explicitly or semi-explicitly, with time steps that are just input,
heuristically derived or automatic. (M)
The fuel thermal properties and fuel-to-clad conductance used in TH codes are either too simple, without account for
actual thermo-mechanical history, or lack the time dependent effects, needed for accurate Doppler feedback. (M)
The existing uncertainty analysis methodologies are limited to adjoint flux and nuclear data covariance methods or
statistical C-M analysis for steady-state, nominal or HZP conditions. (M)
Decay heat uncertainties and realistic best-estimate methods are needed for some transients. (L)
Development needs.
Experimental qualification of coupled 3D neutronic/thermal-hydraulic codes with actual transient data of operating
NPP. Transient data from experiments are only relevant if fuel and core geometries are close enough to NPP. (H)
Robust and automated coupled time - step control methods, for explicit and semi-implicit coupling including the
switching on/off the N or TH code. Transient cross-section libraries, spanning the full parameter space. (M)

Uncertainty analysis for 3D kinetics and coupled N-TH methods.
Revision and experimental qualification of physical models (transport and spectral) of 3D nodal codes for high
burnup and advanced fuels and reactors. (M)
Transient pin-by-pin and subchannel reconstruction for detailed time - dependent fuel rod thermo-mechanical analysis
(off line). Feed back of fuel rod transient properties. (M)
User interface for QA consistent N/TH data input (L)
High performance computing and parallelization (L)

FINAL PARALLEL SESSION B: Use and applications of BE codes
Session Chair:
Co-chair:

J. Uhle
F. Reventos

Uncertainty Methodologies
New concept:
There are several uncertainty methodologies available for use with BE codes, and have been reviewed under the
Uncertainty Methodology Study completed by the PWG2. A point of contention during the session was that each of
these methods may yield a different answer for the range of uncertainty of a specific code for a specific calculation.
This complication requires that the regulator and licensee must agree on what must be submitted and how it will be
used to ensure that safety is maintained. It was suggested that the definition of BE methodologies reflect this range in
uncertainty values, as it has not been included in previous descriptions:
BE methodologies are combinations of codes (without a severe bias to conservative values, i.e. as good as we can do),
a qualified plant model and uncertainty methodology. The results of the code together with its corresponding
uncertainty value allow the safety of the plant to be evaluated. Due to uncertainties in code models, input models,
plant status and application uncertainty methodology, care should be exercised in BE analysis to demonstrate an
acceptable level of confidence.
Achievements:
Uncertainty Methodology Study completed under the sponsorship of CSNI PWG2. Participants include: Germany,
Italy, Spain, France, UK
Requirements:
Uncertainty methodologies must be simplified.
Uncertainty methodologies should be applied to coupled codes, such as kinetics codes. In the case of neutronics
codes, a new approach must be developed to provide a measure of accuracy, since limited data exists. Some
suggestions included comparing to Monte Carlo cases, although highly CPU intensive, benchmarking to other
kinetics codes using different solution schemes (i.e., ANM vs. NEM), or comparison to transport codes.
Use of BE Codes
Achievements:
The uses of BE codes to date generally fall under three categories, including research oriented studies, design and
operational support and one new application, PSA in Spain. Although limited, some licensee submittals have utilized
BE methodologies internationally. These countries include Brazil, the Netherlands and Canada.

BE codes provided noticeable benefits to increase operation stability and/or gain margin.
The use of BE codes helps to improve the availability of existing power plants and can be considered a step forward
in unifying safety and competitiveness goals.
Quality Assurance
Input Decks
Issue:
In any BE submittal, the code and uncertainty methodology are not more important than the pedigree of the input
deck. Therefore, it was agreed that effort should be spent on qualifying input decks and their development cycle.
Achievements:
Prof. Pretel of Spain presented a useful tool to assist in the validation and documentation of input decks as an
example of one such approach.
The SNAP GUI under development in the US also provides a means of controlling the development cycle of input
decks.
Code Validation
Issue:
As most BE codes are not frozen, care must be taken to ensure that the fidelity of one DA case is not enhanced at the
expense of another phenomenon.
Determining the adequacy of BE codes for a particular transient of a particular design involves comparing the code
predictions to data and evaluating the fidelity. Subjectivity in the estimation of agreement can limit the validity of
this approach.
Achievements:
The ACAP tool developed in the US can be used to automate this code comparison and generate numerical ranking of
similitude between code prediction and data once a cognizant engineer studies the case and establishes the proper
numerical techniques to use and performs data conditioning. Once this engineering judgement is applied, the process
can be automated and repeated, with an aim of minimizing subjectivity and effort.

FINAL PARALLEL SESSION C: Future R&D in TH modeling and numerics
Chair:
Co-chair:

D. Bestion
H. Staedtke

Two topics are covered in this session in view of elaborating recommendations for the improvement of:
• Thermalhydraulic physical modeling
• Numerical schemes

TH PHYSICAL MODELING
Interfacial area modeling
Consolidated achievements:
The recommendation was made at the Annapolis workshop to develop new two-phase flow models including the
transport of the interfacial area density. Achievements in this domain since Annapolis have confirmed the technical
interest of this new approach.
Development needs/ Recommendations
Two main recommendations arose from the discussions:
•

Investigations, that were limited to bubbly and slug flow regimes, should be extended to the other flow regimes
and to all flow regime transitions for both 1-dimensional and multi-dimensional models.

•

A comprehensive program of experiments required to elaborate the physical models related to interfacial area
transport should be established, including adiabatic and diabatic flows with phase change.

Multi-field modeling
Consolidated achievements:
Recent results obtained with a three-field model for annular-dispersed flow have shown advanced capabilities for
investigating and modeling local complex phenomena (entrainment-deposition, effects of spacer grids, turbulent
mixing effects,…)
Development needs/ Recommendations
Two main recommendations arose from the discussions:
•

Looking for advanced modeling based on a multi-field approach, a limited number of fields should be
considered, since the experimental information available for qualifying the closure models is and will be rather
limited.

•

Annular-mist flows appear as an example where a multi-field model is most likely to provide significant
progress compared with current two-fluid models.

Use of CFD codes in single phase flows
Consolidated achievements:
CFD codes have been applied rather successfully to some accidental transients related to mixing problems.

Development needs/ Recommendations
•

It is recommended to establish more detailed user guidelines with regard to grid generation and the selection of
specific code options for turbulence modeling and numerical details.

•

Since more experience in the use of CFD codes is needed, one could take advantage of exchanging views with
other industrial fields where CFD codes are more extensively used.

•

More investigations regarding buoyancy effects using CFD codes are needed.

Use of CFD codes in two-phase flows
Looking for a finer space resolution of 3-D Two-phase flow models, advanced models in progress will become CFD
type tools.
Development needs/ Recommendations
•

It is recommended to put more effort into the modeling of turbulence for two-phase 3-D flow processes.

Use of two-phase DNS techniques
Consolidated achievements:
DNS techniques (such as Volume Of Fluid, Level Set, Front Tracking, Second Gradient,…) with interface tracking
made significant progress during the past few years.
Development needs/ Recommendations
•

It is recommended to use such methods complementary to experimental investigations as a support for the
development of closure relations for averaged equation models, including interfacial area transport and multifield models.

NUMERICAL SCHEMES
Consolidated achievements:

Following the recommendations made at the Annapolis meeting, considerable effort has been spent in
several OECD member countries for the development of advanced, high-resolution low-diffusive
numerical techniques, in particular with regard to multi-dimensional flow simulation. As was reported at
the present workshop, encouraging progress has been achieved and there is a good indication that the new
numerical schemes will reach the necessary degree of maturity within the near future. Important numerical
features identified are related to handle detailed hydraulic networks and complex geometries including:
•

Use of unstructured grids

•

Automatic grid adaptation techniques

Development needs/ Recommendations

For the continuation of this ongoing effort, the highest priority should be given to:
•

Low diffusive methods, at least second order accurate in space

•

Implicit and/or higher order time integration

•

Automatic build-in time step control based on convergence checks of iteration procedure and or
accuracy estimation

In order to monitor the progress in developing new, advanced numerical methods and to check whether
these techniques match the basic requirements as given above, it was recommended:
•

to select a list of numerical benchmark test cases and to proceed to an extensive comparison of new
schemes with the current ones.

Code structure and interfaces:
Consolidated achievements

Following recommendations made at the Annapolis meeting, some advances were reported at the
Barcelona Workshop. Achievements concern four main topics:
•

Modular structure: clearly defined interfaces between physical description and numerical methods are
now commonly used

•

Coupling of TH codes with other codes: coupling with neutronics using mainly explicit external
coupling techniques were reported

•

Parallelization: parallel versions of system codes with up to 8 processors were reported using either
pvm or mpi.

•

User interface and Pre-Post processing: Graphical User Interfaces are being developed including
assistance in input preparation, online graphical display of results and graphical outputs.

Development needs/ Recommendations
The main recommendations for future developments are related to:
•

Increased degree of implicitness in coupling TH codes with other codes

•

Extension of parallel computing capabilities

•

Completion of GUI developments

As a mid term activity, it is also recommended to enlarge the modularity of the code structure allowing in
the future a more easy extension to increased modelling details (multi-field capabilities, interfacial area
transport).

CONCLUSION OF THE MEETING by M. Livolant, Director of IPSN, France and Chairman of CSNI
During these days, I have followed with great interest the presentations, and discovered many
directions in which improvements to the actual codes can be made, with some difficulty to appreciate what
improvement will become a reality for the code users, and when that will happen.
In fact which are the needs for the code users. I cannot speak for all the types of code users, and I
can express only the needs for the engineers of my institute. Our task is to verity the safety of the French
Nuclear Power Plant, on the base of our own studies, or by controlling the utility safety reports and to
prepare scenarios for accidents used to train the emergency crisis French system.
For that the main areas of the codes are for example:
*

Probabilistic safety analysis with calculations as realistic as possible, in situations like:
-Time delay for operator action.
-Verification of automatic actions.
-Physical conditions at the beginning of core uncovery.
-Shut down situations.

*

Studies with uncertainties treatment.

*

Use of simulation system for accident scenarios, or procedures verification.

For all such studies, the actual generation of codes is very helpful, and gives a relatively reliable estimation of
the safety margins, and of the evolution of accident sequences.
Nevertheless, they have some limitations due to the inherent simplifications of their physical models and
numerical methods, like 1D instead of 3D, correlations established in static condition for transient situations, 2 fluids,
approximate turbulence models.

One of the topic s of the workshop is the coupling between thermalhydraulic and neutronic kinetics.
Four our type of pressurized water reactors, the number of situations where this coupling appears necessary
is limited.
- Steam pipe rupture.
- Reactivity insertion accidents following a control rod ejection or boron dilution problems.
I got the impression that this problem is already solved by the external coupling of existing codes typically in France the chain: cathare-flica-cronos- with one question raised: is the external coupling
sufficient in all the situations we have to consider?
Still in the position of end users for safety studies, we have other needs of thermalhydraulics
studies.

1.- Thermalhydraulic in the containment in case of LOCA or severe accident, coupled with fission
products transportation and hydrogen repartition.
For that we use at the present time lumped parameters codes, which have strong limitations of use and just
begin to do 3d calculations with cfd codes for limited parts of the containment with lengthy calculation.
2.Severe accidents for calculation of core degradation, late phase of corium in vessel progression, vessel bottom
rupture, corium spreading and cooling.
There is a need for coupling with system codes to have a complete v iew of the situation of evolution during the
accident. This is clearly in progress in France with CATHARE-ICARE codes.
3.Thermalhydraulic for mechanical calculations. Typically, the understanding and prevention of some fatigue
problems, which can go up to pipe ruptures, needs better calculations of hot-water/cold-water mixing with possible
fluctuations and stratification effects in some parts of the circuits.
4.-

Studies where thermalhydraulics are to be combined with combustion models.
So the need for improvements in thermalhydraulics is not limited to the treatment of the primary circuit in case
of LOCA, and we can expect that even if each domain is specific by its physical situation, some generic methods are
of common interest and, as I have heard during this meeting are of common interest also with non-nuclear
application.
If I come back to the main topic of the conference and try to synthesize the situation, it appears that we have
now a level of tools which allows for some confidence in Best Estimate calculations and are largely used by utilities
and regulators and could even be more useful with some minor improvements and with a clearly established treatment
of uncertainties.
In such a situation, and in a period where the available funds for research are reduced, one first option for the
persons who have to decide on the best utilization of the research resources is to focus on improving the methods of
utilization of the existing tools, and to limit codes improvements to what is possible in a short term period.
My Institute, the IPSN, has the responsibility to verify that the safety level is maintained, and, if possible,
improved, in the French Nuclear Power Plants. For that objective, we estimate that the thermalhydraulic field is
essential, and has the possibilities of improvements and all that justifies to keep an active research on a long-term
basis.
Such an opinion is shared up to now by the other French main contributors in the field, typically CEA, EDF
and FRAMATOME.
The main idea is to set up an organization for the post CATHARE situation, in order to support the
continuation of the work on:
*

The development of physical and numerical models.

*
The development of instrumentation and experimental work specially oriented to the
validation of physical improved models and after significant progress made.

*

The development of a new generation code.

I have personally the opinion that such an operation should be open to international collaboration, especially in
the European area. Some actions in that direction are already going on -and a European research program called
EUROFASTNET has been settled, to deal with the more fundamental topics.
I hope that the other countries active in the fields will continue research in this field, in order to maintain a
competition, which is a good stimulant for researchers. There may be some concerns for that when one sees the
important reduction of funds for safety research in the last years and in some places the deficit of new young people
coming into the field.
That type of concern is followed with great attention in the CSNI, to be sure that the capabilities are
maintained at a sufficient level, and to initiate actions if necessary. A special group will be established at the level of
the Committee and the Bureau, called the Program Review Group. They will be in charge so as to have an overview
of the programs going on and the work of the working groups and to report to the Bureau and the Committee. Michel
Réocreux will be a member of this group, and no doubt that he will follow with high attention how things are going in
the thermalhydraulic field.
As you know, there has been a change in the structure of the CSNI groups. The very well known PWG-2 and
PWG-4 are now unified in a group called Accident Analysis Group.
The PWG-2 was during a long time the heart of the international exchange in thermalhydraulics of the primary
circuit. It organized many benchmarks and workshops, and defined a well-known validation matrix for the
thermalhydraulic codes. We have to thank all those who made this action possible, and many of them are here.
We expect that the new group, with some new people inside, will do also a good work, in supporting the
efforts made in the OECD countries to keep an active thermalhydraulic community despite the background of credit
reductions everywhere.
I see at the occasion of the creation of this new group an opportunity to increase the collaboration between the
various groups concerned with thermalhydraulic problems, like those encountered in the containment or in severe
accidents. The question is not to mix everybody in the same group because the physical situations are different, but to
stimulate exchanges in generic techniques, like CFD calculations for example.
I would not like to finish without expressing the thanks of everybody for our hosts in Barcelona, Mr. Pelayo
and Prof. Alonso all their collaborators, and our Secretary Mr. Hrehor. They gave us the better conditions for a
successful meeting, in this beautiful Barcelona town.
Thank you.
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Introductory Remarks
By L. Echávarri, Director-General, OECD/NEA

Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen,
On behalf of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, it is my great pleasure to welcome you to the OECD/CSNI
Workshop on Advanced Thermal-hydraulic and Neutronic Codes: Current and Future Applications.
The workshop is organised by the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations in close co-operation
with the Spanish Nuclear Safety Council (CSN) and the Polytechnic University of Catatonia (UPC). The meeting is
also co-sponsored by the Spanish utility UNESA. I would like to thank all three partners for the sponsorship and their
staff for their great help in preparing the workshop.
In my introductory remarks let me first recall the relation of this workshop to the previous ones. Then I
would like to point out some of the recent achievements of the CSNI, and in particular the achievements of PWG2
and future CSNI plans. Finally allow me to me to make some suggestions concerning the outcomes and expectations
of the workshop.
Looking back to the eighties and seventies we may consider this meeting to be the seventh in a series of
CSNI meetings devoted to the subject of thermal-hydraulics. While the first four meetings - starting from Toronto in
1976 to Aix-en-Provence in 1992 - focused on transient two-phase flow, ever since the Annapolis meeting, which was
held in 1996, coupling of thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes has become the dominant theme in subsequent
meetings. One of the main recommendations of the Annapolis meeting was further development of two-phase
multidimensional hydrodynamic codes, based on computational fluid dynamic (CFD) techniques coupled with 3D
neutronics. This clearly indicated a new direction in the evolution of thermal-hydraulic safety analysis tools.
The last – sixth - meeting in that series was the CSNI International Seminar on Best Estimate Methods in
Thermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis, which was held in Ankara in 1998. The seminar showed that the best estimate
system codes have reached an acceptable degree of maturity and that their use in safety analysis was expanding. One
of the major concerns raised at the Seminar was the level of confidence in best estimate (BE) codes and in the
evaluation of uncertainties associated with best estimate calculations, in particular, in relation to their use in support
of the licensing process.
All those meetings have positively influenced further developments of thermal-hydraulic codes in OECD
Member states. I am also proud to mention some of the NEA's contributions to this development.
First, there is a number of International Standard Problem exercises and benchmarks, which have been
organised under the auspices of the CSNI. Over the last twenty five-years the CSNI has sponsored more than 40
international comparative studies in which predictions or post test calculations of a given physical problem by various
thermal-hydraulic codes have been compared with each other, and above all, with the results of exactly defined
experiments. A primary goal of these activities has been to increase confidence in the validity and accuracy of codes
used in the safety analysis of nuclear installations. Let me point out, as an example, just two of them: first, the recent
ISP 43 on rapid boron dilution, which has aimed at the validation of current CFD codes in modelling reactor coolant
mixing phenomena and second, the Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) benchmark exercise, sponsored by both the
NEA Nuclear Science

Committee and the CSNI, aimed at validating coupled multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes. I
was pleased to see from the agenda that the results of the MSLB benchmark will be presented to you during this
week.
Speaking about code validation one should not forget the NEA code validation matrices. As you know, the
CSNI compiled, for the purpose of checking the actual physical and mathematical correctness of the best estimate
thermal-hydraulic codes, integral and separate effect tests validation matrices, which identify and summarise in a
user-friendly form a large number of experimental facilities and tests against which the codes can be validated. Part of
these tests is now stored and available at the NEA Thermal Hydraulic Data Base. Its further development is currently
under discussion within the NEA.
When listing PWG2 achievements, I also have to mention a number of State-of-the-Art reports and technical
opinion papers on various thermal-hydraulics topics. They provide a sound technical basis for deciding where safety
issues can be closed and where more research is needed. The best evidence of their value is perhaps that there are
permanent requests for their submissons.

Ladies and gentlemen,
The significance of this workshop becomes more evident in the light of ongoing cuts in national R&D
programmes. The declining trends of nuclear programmes in a number of countries has certainly raised concerns
regarding the potential loss of nuclear expertise and weakening safety competence. The nuclear community has the
unique opportunity of avoiding this by: intensifying international collaboration, by building an international network
of experts and by strengthening links and exchange of information amongst them. This is why international meetings,
like this one, are now more important than ever before.
The NEA has realized the potential negative consequences of stagnant or decreasing research budgets and
other declining trends and has responded to this danger by publishing a new Strategic Plan, which is aimed at helping
to meet the evolving needs of its member states in nuclear fields. The Plan re-defines the mission of the NEA, the
strategic areas of work, including their main goals and objectives.
With the same intentions in mind, the CSNI also reviewed, over the last year, the effectiveness of its activity
as well as the work structure. As a result of this process, the five-year CSNI Strategic Plan was adopted at its
November meeting. Its general goal is to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of the CSNI’s work in light of the
current technical challenges. The plan recommends, among other things, to restructure the CSNI so that the current
PWG2 (thermal-hydraulics) and PWG4 (severe accidents) will be combined into one: Working Group on Accident
Analysis and Management. At the same time, it was recommended to establish two new special expert groups dealing
with crosscutting issues: one on Fuel Safety Margins, the second on Human and Organizational Factors. We believe
that this restructuring has its rationale in the current and future needs of the NEA member states.
As most of you belong to the thermal-hydraulic research community I would like to mention a specific
concern which has been under discussion for a long time within the CSNI: it is the need to preserve the technical
capabilities and infrastructure in the field of thermal-hydraulics. The CSNI Senior Group on Nuclear Safety Research
Facilities identified in its recent draft report the facilities potentially interesting for present and future international
collaboration. The facilities in question are: PANDA in Switzerland, PKL in Germany and SPES in Italy. The NEA
has recently initiated a discussion on the future experimental programmes in those facilities. I believe that, with the
support of the thermal-hydraulic

community, we will finally succeed in establishing an international thermal-hydraulic project, which will help to
preserve the key experimental facilities for studying the remaining opened thermal-hydraulic phenomena and to
contribute to the further development and validation of thermal-hydraulic codes.
Ladies and gentlemen, as I could see from the agenda, there is an interesting programme before you. I am
sorry that I will not be able to stay with you during the whole meeting. The objectives of this workshop are a logical
follow-up of previous developments: To review the progress made since the Annapolis meeting in modelling of
various phenomena dominating in thermal-hydraulic processes, to exchange information and experience in coupling
of thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes as well as coupling of CFD codes with system codes, and to identify and
discuss the needs and requirements for the future generations of reactor safety codes, in particular in relation to
licensing requirements.
Please, take advantage of this opportunity for exchange of information, experience and views on the role of
thermal-hydraulic research today for the future development of the codes. During the conclusions of the workshop, it
would be especially worthwhile to address the impact of risk informed environment and deregulation on thermalhydraulic R&D as well as to make recommendations on which concrete actions should be undertaken internationally
in the near future.
Finally, I would like to express my thanks to the CSN again, in particular to Prof. Alonso, the General
Chairman of the workshop, for hosting this meeting. My special thanks are due to the Programme Committee, to its
Chairman Mr. Pelayo, the Session Chairmen and also to a number of anonymous practical workshop organizers, who
all worked hard to have everything ready for you today.
I wish you a fruitful meeting.

KEYNOTE PAPER 1
THE USE OF THERMAL-HYDRAULIC AND NEUTRONIC
ADVANCED CODES IN INTERMEDIATE COUNTRIES:
THE CASE OF SPAIN
by
Prof. A. ALONSO1
SUMMARY
Countries represented in the NEA/CSNI could be divided into two major
groups: those who have developed nuclear reactors for power production and the ones who have acquired such
reactors from the first. The developers may be called the exporters and qualified importers the ones in the second
group. Together with the product they offer, the exporters have also developed the analytical tools supporting the
design and operation of such machines, those tools have also being transferred to the importers for technical and
licensing reasons. These qualified importers have contributed to the use and improvement of such tools for the benefit
of all. The evolution of such contributions is leading towards more effective, uniform and universal collaboration
which is being fostered by the NEA/CSNI.

1.-

INTRODUCTION

The development of nuclear energy for power production within the NEA
member countries clearly signals the existence of a few countries who, through the necessary research, development
and demonstration processes, have being able to bring such power plants to the commercial level. Limiting ourselves
to light water reactors, the USA, France, Germany and Sweden have all built and exported their systems in more or
less degree. Recognition should also be given to the heavy water CANDU system developed in Canada and to the
early effort done in the UK and France in the development of gas-cooled reactors. From the perspective of this
address, it will be proper to call these countries: the exporters.
Many other NEA member countries soon realized the advantages of
including nuclear power plants into their electricity grids. At first, it was a question of prestige for the countries, to
which followed the hope for cheaper and plentiful electricity, but it was mainly the realization that nuclear energy
would reduce the dependence from imported oil, fostered by the successive oil crises, the main motivation behind the
large increase of orders for reactors in the seventies and early eighties.
During the fifties and sixties in most NEA member countries nuclear
research institutions were created by Governments with the intention of participating in the research and development
of nuclear applications. In some countries industrial organizations were also created. Therefore, when the need came
to install nuclear power plants in the country, the scientific and industrial infrastructures were ready to import the
technology from the most advanced exporter countries and even to participate in the design and construction and
being responsible for their safe operation. There are many examples of such countries, such as Belgium, Finland,
Holland, Italy, Japan, Spain, South Korea, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. Due to their previous development
and infrastructures they may be called qualified importers or intermediate countries.
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In this report, taking Spain as an example, the contributions of these
qualified importers in the areas of thermal-hydraulics and neutronics is analyzed in three different characteristic
periods: the early development, including basically the sixties and seventies; the maturity period, covering the
eighties and nineties, and the prospects for the future. The presentation will end with an epilogue formulating a
proposal for future international collaboration.

2.-

THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT

The development of nuclear technology followed the path of other new
technologies, i.e. the discovery and development of the scientific foundations, the design and testing of prototypes,
the construction and operation of commercial nuclear power plants and the analysis of their operating experience. But
in the course of all this development, it became clear that the fission process itself and the unavoidable presence of
radioactive products implied that nuclear power plants were hazardous in nature and therefore they should be
regulated. In this way the countries became engaged in the creation of dedicated regulatory organizations. Although
long existing, these regulatory organizations have become more independent, knowledgeable and powerful in the late
seventies and early eighties and today they constitute the driving force in the development of thermal-hydraulic and
neutronic analytical tools.
When acquiring the imported nuclear power plant, the qualified importers
demanded that the analytical tools should be also delivered, together with the plant. This was due to the qualifications
acquired by the importer from its own research and development, its contribution to the design and construction of the
plant and the recognition of its responsibility for operation. Another motivation came from the regulatory
organization demanding that the safety case should be clearly presented through the already well established Safety
Analysis Reports created in the US regulations and followed worldwide.
In the early days, the transfer of analytical tools was not an easy matter. The
commercial institutions supplying the nuclear island were not receptive to handle such proprietary information, so
that means had to be established to secure that the information requested and transmitted to the regulatory
organization was not transferred to third parties who may become competitors to the main supplier.
The independent and open nature of regulatory organizations and their
decisions, based on public documents, constituted a relief to that, in the sense that these organizations started
themselves to share their experiences and evaluation tools. The creation in 1961, within the then ENEA, of the old
Committee on Reactor Safety Technology (CREST), the precursor of the actual Committee on the Safety of Nuclear
Installations (CSNI), is the best example of such early collaboration among national nuclear research centers and
regulators, which has been effectively maintained for the last forty years.
From the thermal-hydraulic view point, the 60's and 70's were dominated by
the Loss-of-Cooling Accident (LOCA), mainly the one produced by a large break in the cold leg, which was soon
termed the maximum credible accident, although in those days siting and the design of emergency core cooling
systems and the containment were the main points of reference. The large experimental programmes initiated in the
USA and in Europe ended with the publication, in June 17, 1971 of the "Interim Acceptance Criteria for ECCS for
Light Water Reactors", regulation which was accepted universally.
As an example of collaboration between exporters and qualified importers, it
has been found convenient to recall at this time an interesting piece of work which was conducted by the already
mentioned Committee on Reactor Safety Technology (CREST). As early as 1966, a Working Group was created to
"assess systematically the status of nuclear safety studies for water-cooled reactors". It included experts from
Germany, Italy, France and Spain. An active participation from American scientists in the US

Atomic Energy Commission, National Laboratories and industries was also secured. The most salient publication of
the Group was the report "Water Cooled Reactor Safety", published in May 1970, which can be considered as the first
state-of-the-art report from ENEA on safety matters.
In the report, among others, there are three interesting chapters on thermalhydraulics and neutronics, the three of them written by well known experts from the German Institute für Mess-und
Regulungstechnik. Prof. H. Karwat wrote on Blowdown of Primary Systems: Thermohydraulic Effects; he
summarizes what then was known about this first phase of the phenomenology associated to the LBLOCA. He
describes up to nine different, mostly industry developed, computer codes, including a RELAP-2, to analyze
blowdown. He also refers to an Specialist Meeting on Depressurization Effects in Water Cooled Power Reactors held
that year in Frankfurt, where a blowdown problem was defined by the participants in what was also the first
International Standard Problem conducted by ENEA. A steam line blowdown experiment was performed at the
Battelle Institute, Frankfurt, involving a medium-size steel pressure vessel. As it was to be expected the "results
showed large qualitative and quantitative differences", which immediately prompted new experimental programmes,
mainly regarding two-phase flows, which still seems to be an incomplete known phenomena.
Dr. D. Brosche concentrated in Emergency Core Cooling, i.e. the heat up of
the fuel after blowdown and on the effectiveness of the different engineered safety features, which were then
contemplated to cope with LBLOCA. Again several codes, most of them of American origin, were analyzed, but no
experimental verification could then be provided. Instead, he describes a theoretical experiment, without
experimental back up, involving the Browns Ferry reactor to compare the results, which agreed "quite well". This
clearly points towards the need of experimental verification of complex analytical tools.
Regarding reactor kinetics, Prof. A. Birkhofer contemplated "Super Prompt
Critical Power Transients Caused by Reactivity Additions in Large Reactor Cores". The Working Group recognized
that it was proper to study also "power transients due to reactivity additions", which could be produced during fuel
loading, control rod drop or ejection and transients without scram, but the group concluded that "experimental work in
this field has reached the stage where significant results are starting to appear". They were mainly referring to the
old BORAX and SPERT experiments, which have salved the problem at least for low and intermediate burn-ups. The
international CABRI Project will contribute to the study of prompt critical power transients in high burn-up cores.
This early experience in collaboration within the old ENEA is only an
example of the synergies which were realized through international cooperation involving research establishments,
industry and regulatory organizations in the field of interest. For Spain, who was at the time deeply engaged in
exploiting three plants of the first generation and in building the second generation of power plants, this collaboration
meant a reassurance of the safety work performed and on the soundness of the decisions taken by the regulatory
authority.

3.-

THE MATURITY PHASE

The second phase of interest, covering the eighties and nineties, is mainly
dominated by the OECD-LOFT International Project, the 1979 TMI-2 event and the 1986 Chernobyl-4 accident. The
first incident was of significant interest to thermal-hydraulics and the second to reactor kinetics, both gave insights to
severe accident phenomenology. In the three cases, collaboration among the countries was of paramount importance.

The Loss-of-Flow Test (LOFT) experimental programme was initiated by the
old US Atomic Energy Commission in 1963 as a single comprehensive destructive test. A 1966 letter from the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safety served to convert the original idea into a LOFT-ECCS experimental
programme, with a considerable growth in analytical and small scale experimental studies on transient thermalhydraulics. When in the late seventies the LOFT programme was coming to an end, the Department of Energy of the
USA, under the advice of the US NRC, offered to the OECD Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy the use of the
experimental facility within an international project, which was finally signed in 1982. Practically all NEA countries
with nuclear power plants participated, with the exception of France, at the time involved in her own research and
development projects on the matter. The BETHSY and PHEBUS-LOCA series in France, among other research
activities, have also provided valuable knowledge. Spain hesitated at the beginning, as the new Nuclear Safety
Council was being created at that time, but a consortium of Spanish interested institutions joined the OECD-LOFT
Project in 1984.
For a country like Spain, the participation in OECD-LOFT represented a
major step up in the knowledge of thermal-hydraulic phenomenology involving transients and loss-of-coolant
accidents. The Spanish Consortium that was created at the time integrated the interests of the Regulatory Authority,
the Electrical Industry, the Fuel Manufacturer, the National Research Organization and some Technical Universities.
The experiments performed were analyzed and the results compared with those of other participants. RELAP and
TRAC were the codes mainly used. Seminars and training courses were conducted and an spirit of achievement
started to grow, which conducted to celebrating in Madrid, in May of 1990, the closing meeting of the OECD-LOFT
Project. This spirit has been maintained through the Spanish participation in the International Code Assessment
Programme (ICAP) and the actual Code Assessment and Maintenance Programme (CAMP). The fact that this
Seminar is being conducted in Barcelona is also in the roots of our interest in collaborating on these matters.
The report produced by OECD/NEA on the Madrid meeting was titled "The
OECD/LOFT Project Achievements and Significant Results". The authorities and scientists who made presentations
recognized the extraordinary value of the international collaboration. From the technical side, it was recognized that
the programme: (1) generated very valuable data on eight accident simulations; (2) increased the understanding of
thermal-hydraulic transients and accident behavior; and (3) gave the basis for code development and verification. But
the LOFT-OECD Project also demonstrated the synergistic and enduring effects of multinational collaboration and
the cost effectiveness of the common use of large facilities. The more limited European Union LOBI Project at the
Joint Research Centre Ispra is another example providing such advantages. In that facility a transient was conducted
simulating the peculiarities of one of our nuclear power plants.
From the Spanish side it was also concluded that our participation in the
Project served to create a body of specialists on thermal-hydraulics and fuel behavior, who are now working in the
different institutions, while transmitting their knowledge to younger generations. The country is now enjoying the
availability of different versions of thermal-hydraulic codes of the RELAP and TRAC series, as well as codes for
severe accident behavior, such as RELAP5/SCDAP, MELCOR and others. But most importantly, it has been the
recognition that the project served the Spanish specialists to be included into the net of experts on the matter and,
therefore, to enjoy the fruits of international collaboration. Now the dialogue between suppliers and plant
owner/operators and between those and the regulatory authorities is kept at a much higher scientific and technical
level than before and therefore it is more effective to maintain and improve safety.

The TMI-2 incident has been thoroughly analyzed by Principal Working
Groups 2 and 4 of CSNI. In 1987 a benchmark exercise was lunched within Working Group 2. Under the sponsorship
of a Spanish Consortium, the Chair of Nuclear Technology at the Politechnical University of Madrid participated in
the effort. The MARCH 3 code was modified by the said Chair and used in the analysis. Later on an also modified
version of MELCOR was used with reasonable results.
Nine NEA countries participated in the TMI-2 Joint Task Group, some using
sophisticated codes, such as ATHLETE, CATHARE/ICARE and RELAP5/SCDAP, while others worked with severe
accident risk codes, such as MARCH, MELCOR, MAAP and THALES. It is of interest to note that the blowdown
phase was correctly predicted even by the most simple codes. The differences among the codes and within the
experimental data arose during the heatup and, mainly, in the degradation phases, showing that improvements in
"modelling techniques were required to predict accident progression beyond the well established design basis range".
These improvements have taken place and can be now validated against PHEBUS-FP and other experimental
programmes.
The participation in these exercises, together with the Spanish partial
collaboration in the French PHEBUS-CSD programme and later on PHEBUS-FP, has brought to the country the
knowledge and tools to seriously consider severe accidents in light water reactors.
Although the Chernobyl-4 accident is very rich in lessons learned from the
neutron kinetics side, the fact that the Soviet Union is not part of NEA and no relations were kept at the time,
translated the evaluation effort to the International Atomic Energy Agency, where interesting analysis have been
performed with a large participation of experts from NEA member countries. The INSAG-1 and INSAG-7 reports are
the best known examples of such participation.
As it is well known, the end of this period of maturity is characterized by a
loss of interest in further research and development. The serious intents of the CSNI SESAR Group to keep a few
large installations alive through international projects, two of them involving installations in qualified importer
countries, such as Italy and Switzerland, are to be commended to keep alive the spirit of international collaboration
which was born at the time of the OECD/LOFT Project. Therefore, it is to be expected and desired that these
proposed programmes will materialize and give added support to the development of the new TRAC-M code
sponsored by the US NRC, or to other initiatives. What matters is that such efforts are done within the NEA
international context and that thermal-hydraulic and neutronic phenomena are considered together, as it really
happens in the nuclear reactor.
4.COLLABORATION IN

THE THIRD PHASE: THE NEED FOR MAINTAINING
THE FUTURE

International collaboration among NEA Member Countries should be
maintained, and even reinforced, in the future. The present and foreseen situation of the nuclear industry is not
promoting the development of new or improved analytical tools. But progress is possible and even needed. The plant
owner/operators and the regulatory authorities, as ultimate users of such tools, are the ones most in need of such
improvements and consolidations. National research centres and research groups in the Universities are the supporters
of these end users. International collaboration among the NEA countries, free of any commercial interest, will speed
up the development of the desired product, as well as contribute to its consolidation and validation in a cost effective
manner.
The needs for such improvements are imbedded into the advances in
computers and computation, the availability of better instrumentation and in the need to respond to deregulation and
competitiveness by reducing conservatism. Apart from that, the new codes should also respond to needs related to
new designs and probabilistic safety studies for other modes of operation.

At this moment, it is generally admitted that the physical bases for thermalhydraulics and neutronic codes are well known. Conservation equations are correctly established, but the complex
geometrical boundary conditions and the sometimes difficult to formulate initial conditions render such equations
analytically insoluble, except for very simple cases. The solutions are necessarily obtained by numerical methods
applied to nodes, tees, junctions and other mathematical entities, which made such solutions dependable from
advances in computers and computational methodologies. International collaboration will joint together experts from
different countries facilitating the development of better, more economical computation methods.
The transport equations involve the use of parameters which are frequently
obtained through empirical correlations among physical and geometrical magnitudes. These correlations are mainly
obtained from experiments demanding accurate and non-intrusive instrumentation, which is also under constant
improvement. The use of better instrumentation in both, separate effects and integral tests, will serve to obtain more
precise knowledge, better physical description of relevant phenomena and more accurate parameters, with the
corresponding modifications and improvements in the actual computer codes. International collaboration will permit
that a few dedicated, well defined and well instrumented installations could be used by many for a single well defined
purpose, what will again bring economic benefits and the speed-up of the needed tool.
It is also widely recognized that any computing code of this type requires
validation, which is only normally possible through comparison with experiments performed in scaled down well
instrumented experimental rigs, which have been so efficiently into the CSNI code validation matrix. The analysis of
actual reactor transients are also very valuable, but these occurrences are very rare, do not cover the whole spectrum
of possible transients and are not specifically instrumented, so that only the end states of the system are generally
known. Spain and other countries have been using the US NRC codes to analyze real transients. International
collaboration among exporters and qualified importers will increase the population of available power plants and
therefore there will be more real transients for validation and real testing of the codes, apart from the intrinsic benefit
of analyzing the experience and taking measures to prevent it from further occurrences in the same and other plants.
Deregulation and competitiveness of the electricity market is a legal
requirement within the European Union, but it is also practiced in many others countries. The use of best estimate
methods, with the corresponding uncertainty analysis, and within the frame of risk informed regulation is the best
contribution that regulators could give to the new market, as such methodology has the potentiality to reduce
unnecessary regulatory burdens in this particular case. The Workshop includes several papers from qualified
importers related to this subject, as an indication of the significance of this aspect. International collaboration will
help regulators to reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens and so contribute to the benefits that competitiveness in the
electricity market will bring to society.
The qualified importers recognize the leadership of the US NRC in easily
providing advanced computer codes, within an active collaboration with synergistic effects for all. But regulatory
organizations in qualified importers are puzzled by the large number of computer codes available and suffer the
difficulties involved in using and keeping aware of developments in all these codes. For this reason, the decision
taken by the US NRC to consolidate all previous efforts in TRAC-M, valid for both PWR's and BWR's, and
incorporating the best of the previous codes, constitutes a welcome piece of news. As far as Spain is concerned, we
have already taken the necessary steps to participate in such development in the best way possible.

5.-

EPILOGUE

The NEA exporter countries have the responsibility of ever producing better
tools to analyze the thermal-hydraulic and coupled neutronic behavior of the plants they design and built.
The NEA qualified importers need such tools to cover their responsibilities
in operating and licensing the imported systems.
It is to the advantage of both that any further development of new generation
or consolidation of thermal-hydraulic and coupled neutronic codes is done in a cooperative way, through international
projects, under the leadership of the NEA. It is to be understood that any international collaboration, to be efficient
and effective, requires a previous national collaborative effort among the interested parties.
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1.

Introduction

In the nuclear reactor safety area, during the last 30-40 years, thermalhydraulics has been one of the key disciplines
for simulation and analysis of transient and accident scenarios and also for the definition of preventive and mitigative
measures in relation to these scenarios. A large and extensive research program on thermalhydraulics was launched in
the mid 70s when the appendix K and the conservative approach were defined for the design basis Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) regulations [1]. The objective was to develop Best Estimate codes together with an extensive
experimental program in support of the code development, in order to be able to assess the safety margins provided
by the conservative approaches. The needs and interests of these programs were highly confirmed and even increased
by the TMI-2 accident which showed that it was necessary to predict with a sufficient pertinence, the plant response
to various accident initiators and the plant response to operator actions. This period has been in some way a golden
era for thermalhydraulic studies. The developments of the large best estimate codes, such as ATHLET, CATHARE,
RELAP5, TRAC, were started and considerable efforts were put in by the development teams. At the same time, large
number of experiments were initiated. Among them, LOFT, SEMISCALE and the 2D-3D program (SCTF;CCTF and,
UPTF experiments) have been ones of the largest and of the most expensive programs ever performed. OECD
Nuclear Energy Agency, Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (OECD/NEA-CSNI) followed actively
these important efforts and activities which were carried out in some of the major OECD countries, in particular by
organising Specialist Meetings on Transient Two Phase Flow. These Specialist meetings took place in 1976 at
Toronto [2], in 1978 at Paris [3] and, in 1981 at Pasadena [4]. As a consequence of the TMI-2 accident the major
countries with nuclear reactor safety programme started to build or modify the last large system loops, ROSA-IV,
BETHSY, PKL, SPES, LOBI, LOFT in order to investigate all plant situations related to operator actions. In the mid
80s the versions of the large advanced thermalhydraulics system codes became operational. The use of such codes
instead of the conservative ones in the safety analysis raised the need of the evaluation of the code uncertainties. At
that time, USNRC developed and finalised an uncertainty method, the "CSAU method" [5], whereas CSNI launched
longer term activities based on CSAU but also on the studies initiated in France, Germany, Italy, Spain and, U.K [6].

The issuance of "frozen" versions of the Best Estimate codes and the finalization of the CSAU method were
considered by some countries and particularly by the US as definitively reaching the foreseen objectives and as a
consequence they decided a drastic decrease of the programs dedicated to thermalhydraulics. This tendency was also
amplified by an increasing interest on the severe accident studies which were considered of priority at that time
period.
Based on the countries which were continuing thermalhydraulic activities (nevertheless very often in a decreasing
way), CSNI pursued activities mainly in relation with International Standard Problems concerning results of the post
TMI-2 experiments (LOFT, LOBI, LSTF, BETHSY, SPES, PKL) and on evaluation of code uncertainties. These
activities demonstrated that there were still significant work to be done on code verification, on user effects which
appeared again as important as in the past with the first generation codes [15], and on code uncertainty evaluation
where a lot of open questions were still unsolved.
In 1992 a specialist meeting on transient two phase flow was organised in Aix-en-Provence.[7] It appeared that
significant capabilities were in the hands of the experts, but that at the same time there were an asymptote in the
quality of the results which was inherent of the physical models and numerical techniques. First ideas of new models
and numeric were put on the table. But it was clear that in every country, there was no intention to make available any
major funding on such activities. Even if in a long term perspective (see reference [8]), it was quite sure that this
situation could not stay as it was, there was absolutely no immediate intentions for a positive decision from the
managers of nuclear industry or of safety to launch advanced activities in these areas.
Four years later, the evolution in other areas and the increasing experience gained in the use of the thermalhydraulics
codes confirmed the preceding tendency and showed clearly that there was a need to start new activities in order to
make progress on the points where evident limitations were persisting. A workshop was organised by OECD/NEACSNI at Annapolis (1996) where codes, physical models, numeric and new computer architecture were examined [9].
In parallel a Specialist meeting on instrumentation in two phase flows was held in Santa Barbara beginning of 1997 in
order to investigate new techniques for getting measurements of new physical parameters necessary for assessing the
new physical models [10]. Among the different applications of thermalhydraulic codes, the use of Best Estimate
methods in safety evaluation is certainly one of the major challenges for which the safety and economic issues are
quite important. For these reasons OECD/NEA-CSNI organised a seminar in Ankara in 1998 entirely devoted to the
use of Best Estimate methods in thermalhydraulics analysis [11], [12]. This seminar allowed to get a better view of
where we were in such applications and which were the remaining problems and issues.
The present workshop held in Barcelona beginning of year 2000 will be a good opportunity for providing an updated
review of the gained progresses and for analysing if the objectives and programs are still progressing in the right
direction. In order to do such exercise, we will first recall the questions which were raised in Annapolis and the main
conclusions [9] which were drawn from these questions. The conclusions of Ankara Meeting [12] will be reviewed in
a second step. Finally we will list the objectives of this workshop in Barcelona which is held in the continuity of
Annapolis Workshop and Ankara Seminar.
2.

Status of Thermalhydraulics and Coupled Neutronics Codes in 1996: Limitations
and Capabilities

In 1996, most of the large thermalhydraulics system codes developed in OECD countries were reaching a
state where they could be widely used for practical applications [9]. These are codes such as APROS,
ATHLET, CATHARE, RELAP5, TRAC-BWR, TRAC-PWR, TUF/CATHENA, etc., and coupled
neutronic / thermalhydraulic codes such as RAMONA-4B.
The areas of application and use of these codes were already quite wide. It included :

− Accident predictions including Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) and extending to operational
transients in the Design Basis Accidents (DBA) area or even in the Beyond Design Basis
Accidents (BDBA) area.
− Attempts to use these codes in a best estimate methodology which will mean use of the assessment
of uncertainties evaluation techniques.
− Sensitivity calculations for situations when the behaviour of the plant is uncertain or not well understood
(example: pressurised thermal shocks).
− Calculations made in support of Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) studies.
− Analysis of operating reactor events in order to understand what may happen and what might have happened,
if the event progressed differently.
− Audit of licensees' calculations to optimise the performance of plants such as power rating increases and
longer fuel cycles.
The types of reactors to which these codes were applied covered almost all water cooled power reactors, PWRs,
BWRs, CANDUs, VVERs as well as advanced plants like AP600 and SBWR.
All these applications showed that the existing codes were able to already assess several nuclear reactor safety issues.
But from some of the applications and the use of codes, it was clear that there were some limitations inherent to the
physical models and to the fact that the codes had to be improved to handle situations they were not initially designed
for. Among these limitations, robustness and better user interface were also often included.
At the same time, there were prospective views on new physical models, which are included in the codes, and these
new models should have the capability to improve the pertinence of the physical phenomena description. In addition,
progress made in the numerical modelling techniques and in computer technology such as high speed parallel
processing indicated that the present generation of "best estimate" codes could be further developed and improved.
As a consequence, it appeared interesting to gather experiences gained internationally on these subjects and to get
hence a more detailed view on the actual status of the codes. The review of these experiences during Annapolis
Workshop was performed within the objective of giving more capabilities to the users and within the objective of
orienting the developments so that the level defined as "best estimate" really remained the "best estimate".
2.1. Code Capabilities and Future Needs
Before embarking on projects for future developments, it was certainly important to have a clear picture of the present
code capabilities and of what the users would like to have in the next 10 years. Of course the code developers should
normally know what their codes are capable of, but it is obvious that it is the users who have the widest experience on
what the code can do or not from the practical point of view. For this reason, a review of the practical applications
performed in the various countries by answering to the question of what is the range of plants and facilities for which
the codes have been used, could give a first view of the code capabilities. Of course, these applications make sense,
only, if the codes have been properly assessed. It was known that there was not necessarily direct or full overlap
between the domain of use and the assessment domain [13], [14]. The users when they have a practical problem to
solve are trying to find tools which can give them an answer and sometimes they are obliged to use codes to describe
phenomena for which the code was not designed for ( example of 1D code used for 3D phenomena). In order to have
a better view on these restrictions, it would be necessary to know exactly the range of facilities against which the
codes have been assessed. The identification of these facilities was a first step

for determining the code capabilities but one should go further in a much more detailed way by precisely evaluating
on which plant transients and on which facilities these assessments were showing an adequate performance. It is clear
that the code capabilities are strongly dictated by the ranges of validity of the physical models and correlations within
the code. What the present physical models are able to predict is a key question to which we should answer to
identify: What is missing and, on which physical models the future developments should be focused.
Another aspect in running practical applications was the question of the robustness of the codes. The users could not
afford to use a code which is failing frequently and also not providing solutions to the cases which are analysed and
studied. The range of conditions and groups of cases where sufficient robustness was obtained should be identified in
order to define the numerical or physical developments to strengthen the code robustness.
Besides the code capabilities which have been obtained in the preceding steps, the future actions should provide
answers to the remaining questions or to the ones which may be raised in the future. Prospective should be done on
which kind of applications and the users (regulators, utilities, etc.,) will ask for the next 10 years. In correspondence
to these needs or to identified lacks, which kind of assessments will be needed? Do we have to formalize such needs
in establishing and applying new validation matrices. CSNI Principal Working Group No. 2 on System Behaviour
(CSNI/PWG2) activities on International Standard Problems (ISPs) have clearly shown that predictions of different
users with the same code might be significantly different [15]. These differences are generally globalized in what is
called the user effect. In the practical applications, users are providing predictions which they generally claim to be
the right answer and they rarely recognise that there may be some user effects. Consequently it was essential to
determine how could we deal with the user effects in the studies: which kind of "certification" or control do we have
to install in order to minimize or at least suppress some of the user effects, if not most of all [15], [16].
2.2.

Advances in Thermalhydraulic and Neutronic, Experimental Needs

As it has been already indicated in the introduction of this paper, in 1996 when Annapolis Workshop was decided, a
need to update the physical modelling, which was in the codes, was identified. This need came, in particular, from
limitations inherent to the present models which made difficult or even impossible a pertinent description of some
physical phenomena. This was the case, for example, of some basic assumptions of the models which were
completely violated for some of the corresponding phenomena and make them almost unpredictable with sufficient
precision.
Once this need was identified, it was necessary to determine the kind of new models which would be able to replace
or complete the old models. For this, it was necessary to get a clear view of the advances in modelling of the
thermalhydraulic phenomena and in the neutronics computational tools.
Since the end of the 70s, thermalhydraulics models were based on the so called two fluid modelling. The principle of
this modelling is to describe each phase of the flow by applying separately to them the conservation laws and by
expressing their interaction via laws expressing the transfers (mass/evaporation or condensation, momentum/friction,
energy/heat transfer) between the phases. The main progress of this two fluid model was that, instead of describing
evolution of the parameters by physical laws and correlation (slip model for example), the evolution of the parameters
was calculated as the solution of the fundamental conservation laws and was therefore resulting from the physical
modelling of the transfer terms. In other words instead of expressing laws for fluid parameters evolution, laws were
elaborated at the level of the transfer terms which are the real cause of the evolution. This progress was important
because we could expect that by doing a more mechanistic description, we could improve the fundamental question of
scaling [17].

This approach had of course its own limitations. The first one is that each phase may be composed of parts which
have different physical behaviours (for example liquid droplets and liquid film in annular dispersed flows). To
overcome these limitations, some models took into account different fields for the same phase. In 1996, the question
posed was how far we could go in this direction, how many additional fields should and could be considered.
The transfer laws of the two fluid models have been expressed first in a global way. These formulations were of
course depending on the flow patterns which were given by flow regime maps derived from steady state experiments.
One expected way for improving these modelling was to describe directly the interfacial areas between phases which
are controlling strongly the transfer terms. One of the expected interest is by a more mechanistic description to be
able to describe unsteady flows and in particular transient flow regime changes. Of course such new modelling
needed to be investigated in order to determine whether the knowledge was sufficient to incorporate it in new codes.
Other directions for modelling improvements were also to be reviewed, in particular for multi dimensional fluid
description which should normally be mandatory in some physical situations. For all these improvement options, the
Annapolis workshop had the objectives to gather experiences and analysis in order to evaluate the degree of
feasibility for the next generation of in order to be able to validate codes.
Among the data which may influence this feasibility, there is the availability of experimental data the new models.
One of the obstacle is that due to a more mechanistic approach, it should be assessed only if we obtained new
experimental information which are in fact completely dependent on the availability of new instrumentation [18]. For
this reason, the CSNI organised in Santa Barbara beginning of 1997 a specialist meeting on advanced instrumentation
in two phase flow which objective was to get the opinion of the best experts in the field, on what could be expected in
the near future in support of these new modelling [10].
Another identified problem concerned the increasing need of performing coupled prediction of thermalhydraulics and
neutronics. The question was then about the merits and the drawbacks of 1D or 3D neutronic models in order to
choose which one should be coupled to thermalhydraulics codes. Objective of Annapolis workshop was to get some
conclusion or orientation on this choice from the experts [9].
2.3.

Advances in Numerical Techniques and Programming

A large area of advancement, where improvements of the codes are expected, concerns the numerical techniques and
the adaptation of the codes to new computer technology in order to fully benefit from the progresses in the
advancement of computing capabilities.
The issues involved here are the robustness of the codes, the accuracy of the numerical scheme, the computing
efficiency for reducing the computing times, the code architecture which should take advantage of the advancements
with the new computers. The last issue should in particular improve the modularity and the coupling ability, the codeuser interface and, the code maintainability.
Robustness is a primary request from the users. Very often, robustness results from extensive adjustments of
numerical methods and from corrections of mathematical formulation of physical laws. Past experience has shown
many times that basic robustness is strongly dependent on the capabilities of the numerical techniques and of the
programming. The new numerical methods may go in the wrong direction as far as robustness is concerned. This
strengthens the requirement that one should proceed very carefully and should be precise with the evaluations and
selection before the implementation of a new numerical method in a code. In 1996, new numerical method and
programming were on the way to be proposed and the question of the choice was to be considered partly on the
criteria of the expected robustness.

In fact, the main goal in introducing a new numerical method in a code is to get more accurate results and/or faster
calculations. These objectives are quite often contradictory. Hence the review of advances in numerical methods
which was planned during Annapolis Workshop, was expected to provide information, which numerical schemes give
the best trade-off between speed and accuracy.
Another way to reduce the computing times is the code adaptation (programming and numerics) in order to benefit
from the new computer technology. In 1996, the use of parallel processing was at its very beginning and the question
on how to proceed was one of the questions that the community was waiting for an answer after the Annapolis
Workshop. One should also mention, here, that the computing time reduction is one of the constraints put on the
simulators, as they should run at least real time. It is a major requirement, in particular, for the several attempts of
developing simulators or plant analysers on the basis of advanced thermalhydraulics and neutronics codes. One
should recall at this point that a specialist meeting on simulators was organised by CSNI in Espoo, fall of 1997 where
this particular question was also discussed [19]. Results of these discussions can be found in the proceedings of the
meeting and will not be further elaborated here.
Writing new improved codes also raised the question of the choice of the programming languages which one of the
new languages is candidate to replace eventually the old FORTRAN 77. Strongly connected to that, the protocol for
programming should be defined in particular for raising the level of coding accuracy, readability and maintainability.
The code architecture should be carefully selected in order to be able to benefit from the current and future computer
architectures, mainly in the direction of parallel processing.
These computer architectures would most probably influence the possibilities of the user's interfaces. These user's
interfaces should be optimised for the input in the starting phase of the analysis as well as for the output in the
presentation and use of the results.
3.

Recommendations on the Directions for Future Thermalhydraulics and Neutronics
Actions: Conclusions of Annapolis Meeting

All the questions which were raised, in 1996, from the status of thermalhydraulics and neutronics have been more or
less covered by presentations during the Annapolis Workshop. Discussions have promoted exchanges between the
specialists and also between research people, code developers and code users. Tendencies appeared which have been
reported in the proceedings [9] and which did not necessarily answer to the initial questions imposed during the
preparation of the Workshop; because such answers would have requested decisions which were not the purpose of
the Annapolis Workshop. Recommendations were given in four directions: The physical modelling, the numerical
methods, the modelling methodology issues and the user needs.
3.1.

The Physical Modelling

The two main areas where advances in thermalhydraulics were identified i.e. multifield models and interfacial area
transport, were confirmed as potential actions to be developed. For multifield models, there are already some codes
which are incorporating such models for describing droplet film flow. If some additional experimental data are
required for validating such models, the feasibility seems not to be a real problem. For interfacial area transport, it has
been recognised that additional work is needed for describing the interfacial area source terms. This would need
properly scaled experimental data (small / large pipes, bends, bundle, annulus) with adequate instrumentation.

Besides these two areas, a need was identified about two or three dimensional modelling for which the present models
were considered as not satisfactory. Realistic flow regimes should be established under 3D conditions and turbulent
diffusion models should be included. Validation of all 3D models should be performed against adequate experimental
data. But it was also recognised that more adapted solutions to 3D flow description such as two phase computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling or large eddy simulations type approaches, were long term actions which could not
be completed within the considered time frame.
The low pressure / low flow situations and the noncondensables modelling were also mentioned as areas where
improved models were required. This finding was not really a new one. Moreover the corresponding models and
correlations could be developed in the present codes without changing their structure. However some specific
experimental data were identified necessary in order to validate these models. This recommendation was in fact
repeating what was observed some years ago, when one started studies of accidents in shutdown conditions or studies
of LOCA without accumulator isolation.
For neutronics, it appeared that 3D models were available and could be used. It was recommended to pay a special
care in the homogenisation and de-homogenisation of characteristic variables and in the consistency of the level of
nodalization details. Need of uncertainties evaluation in the neutronic calculations was also expressed.
Some specific thermalhydraulics models were finally identified as requiring improvements: containment models,
counter-current flow in the hot leg in severe accidents situations, core flow blockage, radiation heat transfer and
quenching of a degraded core during core degradation in beyond design basis accidents.
3.2.

The Numerical Methods

Recommendations on the numerical methods to be developed did not go really in the details but remained in the
domain of the principles which for some of them were not very new but which were still valuable to recall. Three
general recommendations were expressed:
The first one came from the observation that the efficiency of one numerical scheme for one flow system equation
was not necessarily the most effective during different phases of a transient (depending for example of its rapidity).
Consequently, integration of different numerical schemes, for use in different phases of the same problem solution,
could be of calculational benefit.
In the second recommendation, it was recognised that one domain where a lot of progress should be done on numeric
was concerning the multidimensional code developments. Same observation also came on the physical modelling
point of view. As these numerical and physical developments are really crucial, the recommendation was to carry
them in parallel in order to get results in a reasonable time frame.
The last general recommendation was about the necessity to develop low diffusive numerical schemes. These
schemes were considered as one way to improve the numerical methods which were recognised, as it was already
known, to be a major cause of code deficiency.
In addition, number of numerical features were then recalled. Many of them were not really new but it was indicated
that they were still to be solved or greatly improved. They included the need that user should not intervene for
obtaining a complete computing run, that results should be accurate and repeatable (reliability), that the numeric
should be able to handle a wide range of operating conditions and a wide range of problem time scales (adaptivity)
and that it should track steep gradients. The objective of real time computing capability was claimed to be a practical
target. A high level of modularity was requested to be

maintained and several features for coupling capabilities were expressed: the definition of the interface should permit
implicit coupling, the coupling should not introduce instabilities when the separate solutions are stable, a unified
interface protocol should be defined to facilitate coupling as well as portability and parallelization.
3.3.

Modelling Methodology Issues

In order to implement new physical models or new numerics in the future thermalhydraulis codes and in order they
satisfy the user needs, a collection of various issues were identified.
Among these very diverse issues, it can be distinguished as one of the first recommendation: The specific features
which should be implemented in the codes. For the physical models, interfacial area transport was encouraged to be
introduced in the two phase models but it was recognised that it would be easier in the case of semi implicit solver
than in the case of implicit one. For numerics, effort should be put on establishment of time step criteria based on first
principles; higher spatial differencing schemes were told to be potentially beneficial for robustness; parallelization
was recommended to be considered for any new code development. Fully implicit method was promoted specially for
the treatment of closure relationships in order to enhance stability. Object oriented programming was recommended
for getting the desired modularity.
A second series of issues deal with the particular methods to follow: Use of small pilot codes for testing new
numerical methods; establishment of benchmarks for testing CFD codes; research on physical and numerical
developments to be carried out in parallel; establishment of sets of numerical benchmarks in order to be able to test
new numerics and compare the different methods.
The last series of issues was dealing more with user needs. They concern the user interface needs (see next section
3.4), the automatization of input decks (conversion, establishment of standard data building for plant models,
conversion of plant input decks for different codes)
3.4.

User Needs

The user needs were summarised in two tables given in [9], where the requirements have been ranked by some of the
users participating to the Annapolis Workshop. Again the recommendations were more oriented towards demands
than towards solutions to be implemented in the codes.
The first table was treating the user interface requirements. As first priority, the users put the post processing plot
generation and replay. This was not really new but it showed that this item was still unsatisfactory for a majority of
users. As second priority, we found the need of fluid systems and control systems diagram generation. This
requirement enhanced what was foreseen in the Aix en Provence specialist meeting [7], i.e., the need of coupling
between thermalhydraulics and the plant systems when running practical plant calculations. The next table was
including a number of tools which the user would like to get for almost daily use and it is provided, in summary,
below:

− On line component library which should allow to select previously developed models for
components,
− Expert system assistance for input and run-time and, which, for example, will show changes in
important physical phenomena by animated graphics,
− Error resolution assistance for, input and run-time and, which will provide clear diagnosis of
problems when they occur,
− User generated input documentation for incorporation of notes and comments into the model for
future reference and traceability,

− Configuration control of input which should allow previously developed models to be stored and
users to access and modify to suit their needs,
− Interactive run-time changes which should allow changes in specifications during execution,
− Run-time display of selected results.
At the end of the list, one can find some requests for helping the user in the definition of his calculation with
capabilities such as input translation between codes, hardware based input (example library of pipes with automatic
nodalization), common Graphical User Interface (GUI), assistance in coupling codes and report generation.
The second table expressed the code features desired by the users. In the same way as in the preceding table a ranking
was established. The first feature requested was the robustness of the code. The second one was the documentation.
Next was the graphical user interface followed by requests on the physical pertinence of the results i.e. an internal
assessment of uncertainty and the identification of the range of validity of code models and correlations including, for
example, warnings if validity range is exceeded. Two requests were dealing with input to the code: The first one was
concerning the conservation of investment by the possibility to benefit from previous nodalization models and user
experience, the second one was about the structure of the code input in order to minimise user effect (for example
time step control and automatic nodalization). The near real time performance was coming only in the 8th position
followed by training guidelines, portability, modularity and capability for coupling to other models including kinetics,
containment, and severe accident models.
3.5.

General Conclusions

The detailed recommendations presented and listed in the previous sections (especially section 3) of this paper were
the main outcomes of the Annapolis Workshop. However, these recommendations should be put in the general
context of thermalhydraulic and neutronic. In this external context, there were the budget constraints, the long term
response to the large decrease of thermalhydraulic and neutronic programs, the general needs like the demands in
better accuracy, the requirements for broader scope analyses for existing reactors and the requirements resulting from
the safety assessment of advanced reactors. Some of these last needs came completely from outside the
thermalhydraulic world like the starting of PSA studies, the extension of fuel cycles, the beyond design basis
accidents needs, the design of new advanced reactors to be licensed.
In front of such framework, the participants identified important action items that must be addressed by the
international community, first item is being to maintain the calculational capability. In case, the preceding
recommendations could be followed by initiating corresponding programs, these action items would at that time
contribute to improve these calculational capabilities. We will reproduce here the list of these actions which can be
easily related to the features of the above mentioned context:

−
−
−
−
−

preserve current code expertise and institutional memory,
preserve the ability to use the existing investment in plant input decks and transient analysis codes,
maintain essential experimental capabilities,
develop advanced measurement capabilities to support future code validation work,
consolidate and combine existing analytical capabilities to improve performance and reduce
operating costs,
− exploit proven advances in code architecture, numerics, graphical user interfaces, and
modularization to improve code performance and scrutiny,
− utilise user experience more effectively to modify and improve codes,

− One could add to this list the absolute need which was recalled during the meeting of storing the
past experimental data in a retrievable manner with a stable organisation in order to avoid loss of
collected experimental data (which already occurred for some quite old programs).
4.

Use of Best Estimate Codes in Safety Analysis

When the program on "best estimate" codes together with the large experimental program was launched in the mid70s, the objective was to obtain a substitute to the conservative methods which were included in the appendix K [1].
The motivation was that conservatisms were difficult to evaluate and regulators would like to have some values on
the safety margins for the plant safety analysis.
Consequently it was quite normal that, when the first best estimate codes were issued, the question of how to use
them in safety analysis was asked. The first statement was that, even they are best estimate, the codes are making
predictions with a certain level of uncertainty. The resulting question was then to evaluate those uncertainties. Several
methods were defined (methods elaborated in some organisations, such as, in U.S.NRC (CSAU), in GRS, in Pisa
University, in IPSN, in AEA Technology and in ENUSA) and progressively improved as the technical problem
appeared very tough.
In the 90s, pressure from industry was superimposed to this natural trend in using best estimate codes as explained
before, because there were coming needs for some new plant accident management where the old appendix K was
giving results violating the criteria. Therefore, one should see if with more realistic evaluations one could demonstrate
that safety margins were still existing. The issue of using best estimate methods in safety analysis became
subsequently a very pressing question on the research side as well as on the regulatory side.
In the CSNI/PWG2, the uncertainty analysis issue has been discussed extensively since the mid 80s. At the very
beginning the discussions were focused on the principles and on the comparisons between the several methods which
were being worked out in the member countries. After some time of stagnation because not much research was done
on the subject (after CSAU was published), the activity started again with the organisation of the UMS (Uncertainty
Method Study) and with a review of the use of best estimate codes in licensing. In 1998, as the need for establishing a
best estimate methodology for the use in plant safety analysis was expressed strongly by several indicators, it was
considered valuable and timely to organise a seminar in order to review the insights from and the status of utilisation
of the Best Estimate methods. This seminar was held in Ankara June29-July1,1998.
This seminar gave a snapshot of the international status in the use of best estimate methods. It was confirmed that
there was a general trend to go to Best Estimate prediction (in DBA as well as in BDBA) but that there were different
levels in the use of these methods depending whether some evaluations were still done partially in a conservative
way. Some discussions were conducted on the consequences of such methods on safety limits and safety margins.
These preliminary discussions provided some views but they will be certainly dealt much more detailed in the future
activities of CSNI on "safety margins".
The situation on the code uncertainty evaluation issue was confirmed: The sources of uncertainties have been
identified as basically due to the use of approximate models solved by approximate methods and using questionable
correlations. The UMS study has given a clear understanding of similarities and differences between the various
uncertainty analysis methods. It was recognised that in uncertainty evaluation one should minimise the need for
expert "judgement" as far as practicable (but this does not mean that we should avoid expert analysis). The question
which appeared to be the most important was the

evaluation of input uncertainties (basic models). Algorithms were presented to obtain the uncertain input parameter
distributions from the comparison of calculation results and experimental data. This enhanced again the validation
process and the validation matrices activities.
Discussions during the Seminar showed that there is a very strong need to use better estimate codes instead o
conservative codes in licensing. Presently, some countries prefer bounding approach by using best-estimate codes
with conservative parameter values, conservative boundary and initial condition assumptions to evaluate the margin
to licensing limits. This is done without the use of a detailed uncertainty evaluation analysis, due to cost effectiveness
considerations and time requirements for the necessary analysis. In this sense, existing uncertainty methods are found
to be useful but there is a strong need to apply to different transient types. Since the uncertainty methods which have
been developed are very rigorous, the challenge is to come up with simplified method or methods which can be used
with confidence in licensing process. A full best-estimate approach with uncertainty analysis may be considered in
the future. In addition, there is a transfer of uncertainties when computer codes are coupled from different disciplines,
e.g., thermalhydraulics, neutronics, containment and, severe accident codes. These transfer of uncertainties are
known, but the problem is not addressed in detail, presently.
Concerning the consequences on code development, it was stated again as during Annapolis workshop, that a new
generation of codes should provide an "internal assessment of uncertainties" and that the improvements of models of
thermalhydraulic codes in order to reduce code uncertainties should be initiated on the sensitive models (e.g. critical
flow, counter-current flow, interfacial shear in the core,..).
5.

Present Status of Coupling of Thermalhydraulic and Neutronic Codes Research Programs : Orientations
to be Given in the Future.

Since the Annapolis workshop, activities have been initiated or pursued on thermalhydraulic and neutronic codes.
After almost four years, it will be interesting to know where we are, which progresses have been made, where we
should go and especially whether the orientations which we defined in Annapolis are still valid, and finally in which
time frame we can expect the first results.
In this general prospect, CSNI considered that there was a need for an international exchange of information. This
exchange should focus on the progress made and on the views on how to continue in the future and as a result, this
workshop in Barcelona was organised in order to provide answers to the above questions.
These questions for intelligibility, could be classified in a similar order than in the Annapolis and Ankara
recommendations.
5.1.

The Physical Modelling

Modelling improvements were recommended. The Barcelona workshop should be a very unique opportunity in
reviewing the progress made in almost four years: which new model on interfacial area transport have been
elaborated since then, are we able to predict flow regime changes through area transport as it was one of the first
objective, or within which time will be able to obtain this prediction?. Is the instrumentation available for getting the
requested information to validate these models or in which time will we get it? Have we already sufficiently detailed
plans on the experiment requested for elaborating area transport constitutive laws and for validating them.

Which progress have been made on multifield models? Are there any new model established and how can they be
validated?
For multi dimensional flows which are the new models and codes since 1996 ?
Some areas were identified where improvements were felt as very desirable without changing the structure of the
codes: What have been the real progress in these areas (new models or correlations): in low pressure and low flow
situations ? Are there new correlations taking into account noncondensables and on which experiments have they
been tested ?
Which new experience has been gained on coupling between thermalhydraulic and 3D neutronic ? Do these
experiences confirm what was expected from them ?
It is clear that the Barcelona workshop should bring very valuable inputs for answering these questions and for having
a better view on how to continue and in which time frame.
5.2.

The Numerical Methods

In a similar way than for physical models, experience should be gathered in order to evaluate the progress made in the
different directions which were recommended:
Have we made development on the integration of different numerical schemes for use in different phases?, What new
about the numerics in multidimensional flows ?, Which new low diffusive scheme has been developed or integrated
in codes or at least in pilot codes ?, What about the calculation of steep gradient and about the numerics related to
coupling?
5.3.

Modelling Methodology Issues

These issues were identified for implementing new physical models or new numerics. The Barcelona workshop
should be an opportunity to evaluate how these recommendations were followed, how they can be followed in the
future or how they can be modified. Among these issues we can recall:

− The time step criteria: in which code such criteria has been newly introduced?
− Higher special differencing schemes, parallelization, fully implicitness of numerics, object oriented
programming: for all these issues are there practical applications or detailed code elaboration plans
which are taking into account these recommendations?
− About methodologies proposed one can ask do pilot codes have been used for testing new
numerics and do we use sets of numerical benchmarks to make these tests ?
5.4.

User Needs

The user needs were summarised in table for user interface requirements and requested code features. All these points
can be taken one after the other and can be evaluated in regards to their accomplishments or the plans for
implementation in future codes. From this review and the time spent on these problems, one should be able to
extrapolate and make expectation about the date the user will have these expressed needs satisfied.

5.5.

General Remarks

In general it will be valuable to estimate whether there have been some progress in the last four years for issues such
as the accuracy of the codes, the range of plant situations covered by the codes, the use in PSA, etc.. These general
questions should reorient the review of progress on the problems which were at the origin of the requests for
improved thermalhydraulic and neutronic tools. For these problems one should ask ourselves, did these problems
already get benefit from these research efforts or in which time interval will they get this benefit. Among these
problems, one can mention the increase of fuel cycle, the application of best estimate methodology in licensing, the
advanced reactors,….
6.

Conclusions

The Workshops and Seminars within the OECD/NEA-CSNI framework providing input to the planning of advanced
code development have been summarised. Their objectives and conclusions are put in perspective in order to give a
continuity and also set the objectives and frame for the "OECD/CSNI Workshop on Advanced Thermal-Hydraulic
and Neutronic Codes: Current and Future Applications". The answers to the questions asked will be contributing to
the planning of the future developments of the advanced thermalhydraulic and neutronic codes and as well to the
solutions of several challenging key items.
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ABSTRACT
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) is currently consolidating the capabilities of its four
thermal-hydraulic codes into a single code. The goal of the effort is to recover the functionality of the current suite of
codes while reducing the maintenance and development burden. The user community will then be able to focus on
one code instead of four, thereby enhancing the knowledge-base. A modernized and modularized TRAC-P code, now
called TRAC-M, serves as the basis for the consolidation. The architecture has been revamped and the language
migrated to FORTRAN90 to produce a more modular, readable, extendable and developer-friendly code. A
neutronics package has been coupled to TRAC-M using PVM to provide a one-dimensional (1-D) and threedimensional (3-D) kinetics model without having to add this functionality to the TRAC-M code itself. This allows
the ability to improve the neutronics model or hydraulic model in TRAC-M independently. BWR components were
incorporated into TRAC-M using the modeling philosophy of TRAC-B. In TRAC-B, these components were built
based on generic 1-D components, such as pipes and tees. Special terms were added to the generic equations if a
BWR component were being modeled. Since TRAC-M already models generic components, only the BWR
component specific terms were migrated to TRAC-M. Therefore, the consolidated code is not a super-set of TRAC-B
and TRAC-M. TRAC-M has the ability to read a TRAC-B input deck and these decks are being run as a means of
identifying constitutive models that must be used by the BWR components to produce results that are consistent with
TRAC-B and data. Throughout the consolidation effort, improvements have been made to the code. These include: a
semi-implicit numerics scheme to be used as an alternative to SETS in order to reduce numerical diffusion; an
exterior communication interface, which facilitates the coupling of TRAC-M to processes running outside of the
TRAC-M code, such as a simplified accumulator model; and a faster sparse matrix solver to be used as an alternative
for large 3-D matrices. Effort has also been spent in modifying TRAC-M to facilitate the conversion of RELAP5
input decks. This functionality will be provided by the graphical user interface currently under development for both
TRAC-M and RELAP5. Once the consolidation of the BWR applications is completed, and the code has been fully
assessed, USNRC will then determine whether to initiate the consolidation of RELAP5. This work will mainly
involve assessing the codes against each other and data and modifying TRAC-M constitutive models to allow TRACM to simulate phenomena associated with RELAP5 applications (PWR SBLOCA and transients) while preserving its
simulation fidelity with respect to those of the other codes. However, USNRC will continue to maintain RELAP5
and make user-requested improvements, such as the minimization of mass error, flow oscillations, and timestep/platform dependency. Throughout this process, USNRC will ensure that user needs are accommodated and will
provide a transition period during which the codes are maintained until the user community has acclimated to the
consolidated code.

1.

Introduction

The USNRC currently relies on four different thermal-hydraulic system analysis codes to audit vendor or licensee
analyses of new or existing reactor designs, to establish and revise regulatory requirements, to study operating events,
to anticipate problems of potential safety significance and to support risk-informed regulation by determining
thermal-hydraulic success criteria. The codes have similar but not identical capabilities.
For PWRs, the RELAP5 code is primarily used for simulations of SBLOCAs and plant transients and provides a 1-D
representation of the flow-field. Generally, RELAP5 was developed as a fast-running, more simplistic code for longterm transients. In contrast, TRAC-P was utilized for faster transients, such as LBLOCAs, and provided a more
detailed description of the flow-field with a 3-D representation of the vessel. In recent years, this distinct separation
of functionality has eroded and the present capabilities of the two codes overlap. However, the codes often model the
same phenomena with different constitutive packages and also employ different numerical schemes. Until recently,
the reactor physics capabilities of the two codes were limited to point kinetics. As will be explained in detail in
Section 4.3, a 3-D kinetics capability has been provided to both RELAP5 and the consolidated code (TRAC-M) with
tight parallel coupling to an advanced three-dimensional kinetics package using Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM).
For BWRs, the situation is comparable. The RAMONA code treats the flow field as 1-D but incorporates a 3-D
kinetics package. A 3-D representation of the flow field is provided by the TRAC-B code, but the neutronics model
is limited to either point or 1-D. The TRAC-B code stemmed from the TRAC-P code and was developed in parallel
specifically for BWRs. It incorporates BWR specific models, such as the jet pump and feedwater heater and also
utilizes a different constitutive package and numerical scheme. The development of both TRAC codes proceeded
independently.
The USNRC system analysis codes were developed in the 1970s and do not take advantage of today’s abundant
supply of inexpensive, fast memory. In addition, older programming languages did not readily provide a means for
dynamic memory allocation. As a result, creative programming styles such as “bit packing” and “container arrays”
were invoked to overcome these limitations. Unfortunately, these techniques produced cryptic coding and
compromised readability (the ability to read the code), maintainability (the ability to fix errors in the code),
extendability (the ability to add new capabilities) and portability (the ability to run on different platforms). Presently,
a great deal of effort is vested in deciphering these codes in order to fix bugs or improve the physical models or
numerics. Since when the codes were first developed, less than optimal architecture was chosen in order to conserve
memory, architecture modifications are now necessary to ameliorate these development difficulties.
Other issues exist in which code architecture is a secondary concern. Assessment studies have identified physical
models that require improvement. Physical models requiring further development include those pertaining to the
phenomena of phase separation at tees, subcooled boiling at low pressure, and reflood heat transfer. By initiating
separate effects test programs, USNRC is in the process of supplementing the existing database in order to improve
these models. More detailed or prototypic data are being generated to be used for assessment as well as model
development. These test programs are further described in Section 5. If such codes are to be used to support riskinformed regulation, then in addition to improvements in physical models, numerical methods should be upgraded to
enhance the speed and robustness of the code and to minimize numerical diffusion to preserve property gradients,
which can be important in 3-D kinetics calculations. A well designed architecture makes revision or replacement of
physical models and numerical methods much easier.

User convenience was not the highest priority when the codes were developed. The older technology relied on
command line input, which did not provide the analyst a means of easily determining the configuration of the
modeled system or which code options were used in the simulation. In addition to not
being user-friendly, the codes had limited ability to minimize the user effect, aside from generating a text output
summarizing user options. Therefore, development of a graphical user interface (GUI), which will facilitate use of
the code and help minimize user effect, is necessary for each of the four codes.
Since each code requires modernization and would benefit from an improved user-interface and an upgrade in
physical models and numerics, USNRC is consolidating the suite of codes into one, with an aim of minimizing the
dilution of resources that occurs with the development of four separate codes. As a result, user needs will be
accommodated more expediently, since effort will not be distributed amongst the four codes. Additionally and
perhaps most importantly, the consolidation will enhance analysis capabilities, as the USNRC and user community
can focus its attention on one code thereby developing collective expertise far more efficiently than is possible when
four codes are utilized. Input deck construction will not be duplicative, as all transients for a plant would be
performed with one code instead of two.

2.

Consolidation Plan

When the USNRC set the general goals for the consolidated code, a choice was required for the starting point of the
effort. The options were to write the consolidated code from scratch, or to evolve an existing code to the final desired
state. The evolutionary approach was suggested by a panel of code development experts convened in 1997 by
USNRC, and was adopted for the following reasons:

1)
2)
3)
4)

Ability to have a functional code at all stages of the development process;
Existence of a large set of input decks for code testing;
Ability to design a sequence of code changes so that most test problems match results to the last bit
(null testing); and
Automatic reuse of subprograms or code segments that already meet new requirements.

TRAC-P was selected as the base version of the consolidation because its structure was more modular and objectoriented, making it more closely aligned with final design goals for the consolidated code. It has 3-D flow modeling
capabilities not available in RELAP5, and was a better target for installation of special purpose BWR component
models developed for the TRAC-B code series. Through the use of the Graphical User Interface (SNAP), currently
under development, the consolidated code will have the ability to process all archival RELAP5, TRAC-P, TRAC-B
input decks. Simply, SNAP was chosen to process input, and TRAC-P was selected as the starting point for the
computational engine of the consolidated code.
Our experience thus far with the evolutionary approach has been very positive. The null testing capabilities have
speeded development and increased our confidence in the resulting code. BWR capabilities have merged very
smoothly into the original PWR code. The underlying architecture has evolved into a new, much more “developer
friendly” environment. We have significantly enhanced extensibility, readability and in turn, maintainability over the
predecessor codes. Optimization of the architecture to enhance these attributes continues to be the prime design goal,
as future development and maintenance efforts will be accelerated and developer expertise gained more rapidly. The
end result will be a code that can be adapted new user needs with far less effort than the current generation of safety
analysis codes.

2.1

Consolidation Stages

Consolidation consists of three major stages. The first is creation of a modern architecture under which
desired features can be implemented and maintained with minimal effort. The second is installation of the
general modeling capabilities (mesh topology, system components, and physical processes) of the four
predecessor codes. The third is assessment during which the best model or correlation from the
predecessor codes will be installed, so that the consolidated code will generate results as good as the
predecessor codes for the targeted applications. The first two of these stages have been completed and are
described in Sections 3 and 4. The third stage is currently in progress. Figure 1 depicts a timeline of the
consolidation activities and is described in Section 4.
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Figure 1: Consolidation Plan Timeline
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2.2

Code Configuration and Software Quality Assurance

The plan of the consolidation stresses the importance of documentation and version control. To manage
the versions created during the consolidation, USNRC has developed a configuration control system
utilizing Concurrent Versions System (CVS) [http://www.sourcegear.com/CVS] and a development
website. The development history is evident by perusing the “Build Page” of the website. The Build Page
consists of a table with each row specific to a single version. Four columns contain: 1) the version number,
which is a hypertext link to download the code; 2) links to the directory containing the modified files, test
files and documentation; 3) a brief description of the modification; 4) the developer’s name. By perusing
the Build Page, a developer can quickly determine what changes have been made to the code. Future
versions are also listed to enable developers working on potentially conflicting changes to resolve any
problems. The website contains other pages, such as the Test Page, which provides links to download
various test sets and describes what each test set covers, and a Troubles page which provides links into the
Trouble Report Database, so that users can upload bug reports or developers can enter the resolution.
When a report is filed, the user and developer are automatically E-mailed that the report has been assigned
to a developer and the uploaded input deck has been recieved. When the bug fix is incorporated into the
code, the user is E-mailed the resolution report and informed which code version, accessible from the
Build Page, contains the fix. If a version on the Build Page was developed as a bug fix, then the Build
Page entry describing the modification will contain a link to the Trouble Report Database.
The documentation uploaded depends on the type of code modification. If a bug fix is submitted, then an error
correction report is filed and is accessible from the Build Page. The Trouble Report Database also contains this
resolution description. If a more expansive change, such as a BWR component is uploaded, then full Software Quality
Assurance (SQA) documentation is submitted. This documentation includes:
•
•
•
•

Software Requirements Document- what does this component have to do?
Software Design and Implementation Document- how is the functionality achieved in the code?
Test Plan- what tests must be run to prove the requirements have been met?
Completion Report- summary and results of the test plan

A summary document is also submitted. It is accessible from the Build Page by the links into the directory
containing the uploaded files. The summary document describes the main points of the SQA documents,
so that the full reports do not have to be read if another developer wants to get an overview of the change.
When new functionality is added to the code, uploaded tests are run to ensure the requirements are
satisfied, and then made accessible from the Test Page. An automated developmental assessment script
allows the tests to be run for each version created, and stores the results by version number. Therefore,
changes in code results are easily traced.
The CVS code repository, development website, automated testing, and Trouble Report database have resulted in an
organized and efficient development process. The modifications made to the code during the development are
described in following sections.

3.

Architectural Improvements to TRAC-P

As depicted in Figure 1, the first stage in the consolidation is the creation of a modern architecture under which
desired features can be implemented and maintained with minimal effort. The following sections summarizes the
new architecture and the modifications made to the TRAC-P code in its evolution to TRAC-M.
3.1.

Code Language and Database Design

The base TRAC-P code was written in Fortran77 (F77) and utilized a container array and integer pointers as its form
of home-spun dynamic memory allocation as well as common blocks to provide communication of the global data.
The associated coding was difficult to decipher. Fortran restrictions that drove the original TRAC-P data structures,
have been eliminated with the introduction of derived types, dynamically allocatable arrays, pointers, and modules in
Fortran 90 (F90). Features new to F90 also eliminated portability issues common in F77 codes. As a first step in the
evolution of the consolidated code, TRAC-PF1/MOD2 version 5.4.25 was converted into F90 and designated TRACM.
By utilizing F90 features, TRAC-M data integrity is preserved by limiting the use of common blocks and eradicating
the container array. Subroutines only have access to data either passed through argument lists or through the use of
modules. A module is a F90 program unit, which allows other program units to access variables, derived type
definitions, and subprograms declared within it by the F90 USE association. The general use of F90 modules helps to
protect data, compartmentalize functionality and data, and ensures data type consistency. F90 derived types serve as
the primary mode of storage. A derived type allows the storage of several data types in one array. Therefore,
integers, characters, reals and logicals can be contained in one data structure. As an example, general scalar variables
associated with a system component (pipe, tee, etc.) are organized in the following derived type:
TYPE genTabT
INTEGER(sik) :: num
INTEGER(sik) :: ncell
CHARACTER*8 :: type
...
END TYPE genTabT .
The derived type, containing the component number, the number of cells, and the component type (PIPE, TEE, ROD,
etc...), is denoted genTab in reference to the fact that this information is common to all components and is “generic”.
Array data can also stored in derived types. Therefore, state information, such as phasic temperatures and velocities,
void fraction, and pressure can also be stored in derived types. Each state variable is an element of the derived type
and is an array with length equal to the number of cells in the component. These derived types are implemented as
arrays with lengths equal to the total number of components. This makes location of information within a calculation
very simple. As an example, the user specified ID for the fifth component in the input deck is stored in
genTab(5)%num. The volume of the 3rd cell in this component would be obtained from g1DAr(5)%vol(3). g1DAr
refers to the fact that this array data is generic to all 1-D components.

These derived types provide great flexibility in database design and allow the storage to be designed based on how
the information will be used rather than by data type. The database restructuring capitalized on features of F90 such
as dynamic memory allocation, module data protection, and derived types to meet the design goals of enhanced
readability, portability, extensibility and maintainability.
3.2.

Code Modularity

Originally TRAC-P was designed to contain component and functional modularity. Both the data and program
structure were organized around modules in the physical system (e.g. pipes, pumps, vessels). Once the F90
conversion was completed, effort was expended to enhance the code modularity. Modularity was and continues to be
a prime design goal, as it reduces conflicts between simultaneous development efforts, and also allows development
expertise to be efficiently gained and utilized. For example, a developer working on the control system does not need
to know the details of the heat structure coding. All that is necessary is an understanding of the communication
service between the control system and heat structure database. Modularity also facilitates code re-use. If isolated
tasks are performed by isolated program units, then in each instance the code only needs to call this particular
function or subroutine instead of repeating the same logic in a variety of locations. Code repetition produces multiple
maintenance points and adds complexity. Therefore, the goal of the modularization work was to provide a code
structure with the minimum number of maintenance points, clean interaction points between component-types,
separation of functionality at both a high and low level and also preservation of data integrity. In general, there are
four basic forms of modularity in TRAC-M, including high and low level functional modularity and both interior and
exterior component based modularity.

Functional modularity means that a subroutine or a set of subroutines collectively performs one function.
TRAC-M is comprised of four general tasks: input processing, initialization, equation solution and output.
These tasks are isolated by specific driver routines so that the code is structured to be functionally modular
at a high level. This has been enhanced by improvements in data communication and isolation of equation
solutions. In TRAC-P, the solution of linear systems was mixed with coding setting up terms in the flow
equations, inhibiting the ability to adapt improved linear solvers to the code and parallelism. In TRAC-M
terms in the finite volume equations are now evaluated and the matrix set up in a set of subroutines that are
distinct from the subroutine that solves the matrix. This facilitated the incorporation of a new sparse
matrix solver that reduces the run-time of the AP600 LBLOCA deck by 25%, while also enhancing
parallelism. The new component data structure makes access to information adjacent to any given
component very simple. However, direct access of one component’s information by another component
can disable parallelism within the code. As a result a system service was developed to manage the data
communication between components. The service supports communication of information between fluid
components, communication of fluid properties to heat structures, communication of heat flux information
from heat structures to fluid components, and communication of information from any component to signal
variables used by the control system. Most coding and computational effort associated with this service is
contained in the initialization stage of a calculation. Timing tests on a 1-D model of LOFT produced
identical results using 5% less time immediately after this transfer service was installed, while also
enhancing code modularity.
High level modularity has also been impacted by the isolation of ASCII input deck processing into a
separate program. This separation began by simply isolating old subroutines used to process native
TRAC-P and TRAC-B input decks. The only input activities remaining in the consolidated code are
associated with reading a binary restart file. Communication between input processor and the
computational engine is via a platform independent binary (PIB) dump file, which contains all necessary
initial conditions for the solution of the flow and conduction equations. This file enables the new graphical

user interface, SNAP, to serve as the primary source of input for the consolidated code. SNAP will have
the ability to generate PIB dump files for either RELAP5 or the new consolidated code. In normal mode
the PIB files will be generated from user interaction with the GUI and a library of typical system
configurations. However, SNAP will also have the ability to accept archival ASCII input decks for
RELAP5, TRAC-P, or TRAC-B, permit user modifications via the GUI, and generate a PIB file to start the
consolidated code.
Low level modularity enhances readability and facilitates bug fixes, as the functions of subroutines are clearly
understood and simple enough for a developer to grasp and retain. Due to the obvious benefits of low-level
functional modularity, some effort has been expended to enhance it. For example, the original TRAC-P code
evaluated interfacial drag coefficients, developed terms in the 1-D momentum equations, and took steps to solve the
equations in a single subroutine. This complicated any modifications to terms in the momentum equation or
interfacial drag models, hindered replacement of the solver and hampered readability. This routine was streamlined
and now one driver routine calls one subroutine for each physical model. Another driver routine calls the subroutine
to set up terms in the momentum equation and calls another subroutine to handle the solution. This work facilitated
the consolidation of the TRAC-B BWR components as special terms were needed in the momentum equations to
model the turbine and jet pump components. In our final stage of consolidation, isolation of the physical model
evaluation will also expedite incorporating BWR component specific physical models, or generic RELAP5
correlations found to be superior to those in the current consolidated code.
4.

General Modeling Capabilities

As depicted in Figure 1, the consolidation will recover all capabilities of the current suite of codes. This
stage of the consolidation focuses on BWR applications and does not include RELAP5 capabilities. It is
paramount that the following point be understood: USNRC is not simply lumping all of the code together
and renaming it TRAC-M, since the consolidated code would be the same size as the current suite of
codes, and it would still be necessary to know each of the four codes in order to use, maintain and develop
it. In contrast, the consolidation involves using TRAC-B philosophy to develop BWR components out of
TRAC-M components.
4.1

TRAC-B

BWR components/features that have been incorporated into TRAC-M to model BWRs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jet Pump
Turbine
Level Tracking (1-D and 3-D)
CHAN (BWR fuel channel)
Feedwater Heater
Containment
Separator/Dryer
BWR Control Systems
BWR Input Processing

Using the jet pump as an example, the consolidation method will be described. In TRAC-B the jet pump was based
on a tee component. In order to accurately predict the pressure rise due to mixing of suction and drive line flows,
TRAC-B applied a negative K-loss (derived from a properly formulated momentum source term) at the cell that
models the mixing region of the jet pump. This was necessary in order to make this prediction consistent with an
analytical result (obtained by assuming no pressure drop at the suction line flow) because the tee component
momentum equation neglected the side leg momentum flux contribution. In contrast, TRAC-M uses a properly
formulated momentum source term for tees, so that it
was not necessary to add a negative loss coefficient for the jet pump in TRAC-M. It should be noted that the negative
K-loss term was incorporated explicitly into the momentum equations, potentially limiting the maximum achievable
time step size to avoid numerical instabilities, whereas the tee momentum source term in TRAC-M is implicit,
imposing no limit on time step size.
Additionally, consistent with the TRAC-B modeling approach, the irreversible losses due to incomplete mixing of the
high-velocity drive flow and the low-velocity suction flow and the unique geometry of the drive nozzle must be
accounted for. The irreversible loss coefficients are based on the 1/6th scale INEL jet pump test. So in summary, a
user will specify a jet pump component and will input the geometry information for the jet pump but interior to
TRAC-M standard tee routines will be used to calculate the terms in the finite volume equations with additional terms
for the jet pump-specific irreversible losses. In addition to the output generated for a tee, the typical jet pump M and
N ratios are calculated and printed out for a jet pump component.
This example demonstrates that the tee-specific coding was not simply copied from TRAC-B and merged with
TRAC-M, since TRAC-M already can model a tee. Instead, only the additional features required to model a jet pump
were incorporated into TRAC-M. This same approach was used for all the TRAC-B components although more
discussion is necessary to explain the CHAN component.
In TRAC-B, the CHAN component represents the BWR fuel channels. In a TRAC-B BWR plant model, this
component provides a 1-D flow path over the fuel rods and a leak path that allows some fluid flow from the fuel
channel to the bypass volume between the channels in the vessel. In TRAC-B, the CHAN component is based on a
pipe, a standard 1-D component, which can only be connected to other components at its ends. TRAC-B developers
could have used a tee component to model the CHAN- the primary flow path through the core in the channel box
would have been the tee primary leg, and the tee side leg would have allowed the primary leg to be connected to the
vessel. They did not use a tee because the side leg would have had at least one cell volume, which is not an exact
representation of the geometry of the leak path in a BWR core. Instead, a pipe was used and the source terms of
mass, energy and momentum coming from the CHAN and flowing into the vessel (or vice versa) were modeled
explicitly, i.e. explicit leak path model. Therefore, these terms were added to the right hand side (the known
quantities) of the vessel and subtracted from the right hand side of the pipe.
During the consolidation, a decision was made to improve the hydraulic model of the CHAN component when it was
incorporated into TRAC-M. An implicit rather than explicit leak path is provided in TRAC-M, to prevent instabilities
that had been caused by TRAC-B’s explicit connection of the CHAN to the vessel bypass. This improvement could
be accomplished only by developing a new component, called a single junction. This junction has no volume and
allows the cell of the CHAN pipe to be connected to a cell in the vessel implicitly (at new time). Additional work
was need in the code to allow this new type of connection, which modifies the structure of the matrices (the left-hand
side quantities, evaluated at new time).

Using a single junction component will also aid RELAP5 input deck conversion, since in RELAP5 1-D components
do not have end junctions built into the components, and single junctions must be used to connect them. The single
junction component will also help alleviate differences in the way pumps and valves are modeled in the codes.
In order to preserve TRAC-B input decks, TRAC-M has been modified to process TRAC-B input decks. Due to the
input separation task previously described in Section 3.2, this was done cleanly and did not hamper the readability of
the code. In the future, SNAP will provide the ability to process RELAP5 input decks, so that the investment in
legacy input decks will be recovered.
As depicted in Figure 1, the next stage in the consolidation process is developmental assessment. A developmental
assessment matrix is being developed based on code application. Therefore, the TRAC-B, RAMONA and TRAC-P
functionality will be tested. The matrix is developed based on existing PIRTS, CSNI test matrices and each of the
codes’ developmental assessment matrices. To be more systematic, scaled test data and code simulations were used
to generate the ranges of conditions over which the ranked phenomena operate during the transients the consolidated
code is tasked to simulate. These tests will be run to ensure that the consolidated code simulation fidelity is
acceptable for all applications. Whenever necessary, the TRAC-B specific constitutive relations will be incorporated
into TRAC-M for use only with the TRAC-B components. For example, currently in TRAC-M the CHAN
component uses interfacial drag for a pipe, since it is based on a TRAC-M pipe. This model will be replaced with the
TRAC-B model for interfacial drag in rod bundles. However, in TRAC-M only a pipe that is a CHAN uses this
special BWR component constitutive relation. All other pipes use the original TRAC-M model for the pipe. The
improvements to the code architecture, such as component based modularity, has facilitated this effort.
4.2.

Stability

Semi-Implicit numerics scheme was added to TRAC-M, so that an alternative technique could be used in place of the
standard TRAC-M SETS method (stability-enhancing two-step method) in situations where it is necessary to limit
numerical diffusion, such as stability analysis. This work was made more efficient because of the numerical solution
modularization effort, previously described in Section 3.2.
4.3

3-D Kinetics

3-D kinetics and 1-D kinetics have been consolidated by coupling TRAC-M to a neutronics package through PVM
(Parallel Virtual Machine). The benefit of this coupling methodology is that the codes remain isolated and
communicate across a well-defined interface. Essentially, each code runs as a separate process. PARCS receives
thermal-hydraulic data from TRAC-M, such as void fraction, phasic densities, temperatures, boron concentration, and
fuel temperatures and returns the power back to TRAC-M. Therefore, a developer in TRAC-M is not required to
have knowledge of the details of the neutronics package when trying to either debug a problem or add a capability.
Only the knowledge of what needs to be passed and what is returned during the solution procedure is necessary. This
methodology also allows upgrades to the neutronics package to take place without hindrance from TRAC-M
development.
4.3.

RELAP5 Capabilities

Once the consolidated code has been fully assessed for the TRAC-B and RAMONA applications, USNRC will then
determine whether to initiate the consolidation of RELAP5. This work will mainly involve assessing the codes
against each other and data and modifying TRAC-M constitutive models to allow TRAC-M to simulate phenomena
associated with RELAP5 applications (PWR SBLOCA and transients) while preserving its simulation fidelity with
respect to those of the other codes. The single junction capability added to TRAC-M in support of the TRAC-B
CHAN component consolidation will facilitate

this effort, and the translation of RELAP5 input decks. However, USNRC will continue to maintain RELAP5 and
make user-requested improvements, such as the minimization of mass error, flow oscillations, and time-step/platform
dependency. Throughout this process, USNRC will ensure that user needs are accommodated and will provide a
transition period during which the codes are maintained until the user community has acclimated to the consolidated
code. This approach is depicted in Figure 1. The dashed lines indicate that the schedule is not yet determined.
5.

Code Improvements

Throughout the consolidation, improvements have been made to the TRAC-M code and merged whenever logistically
feasible (Figure 1). The following section describes these modifications.
5.1.

Graphical User Interface

As alluded to in Section 3.2, work is in process to extend the graphical user interface, SNAP, to TRAC-M in an effort
to enhance the user friendliness of the code. The SNAP front end will replace current text-based input deck
preparation and will assist the analyst in executing the model. Expert systems will provide default nodalization and
other user conveniences. Component templates will be available to simplify the construction of plant models.
Analysts will only have to make plant specific modifications to system loss coefficients or other geometric details.
Furthermore, the user effect will be minimized, as SNAP will report any modeling practices that are not
recommended. The SNAP back end will serve as the visualization tool. The back end capabilities will include a 3-D
representation of the piping system and components, a simulator-like mask of the system with animation (colors
represent temperatures, trips enunciated, strip charts depicting time traces of system parameters, etc…), and run-time
control system linkage. The latter feature will allow the user to interact with the model/execution of the code as is
common with simulators, thereby having the capability to change things such as positions of valves, pump speeds,
and trip settings during run-time. The back-end will also have multiple masks, allowing the analyst to run and display
different models simultaneously with the ability to pause and resume each calculation.
5.2.

Exterior Communication Interface

As the user community requests additional code capabilities in response to increases in available computing power,
the danger exists to complicate the code and its architecture, hindering further development and maintenance. To
prevent this, USNRC has adopted the design strategy of coupling the code across a well-defined interface. This
strategy was utilized in providing the code with a 3-D kinetics capability. To allow this logic to be extended to other
functional models and to make its implementation consistent in each case, an exterior communication interface has
been developed. As a proof of principle, a RELAP5 accumulator model has been coupled to TRAC-M utilizing this
interface. Currently in TRAC-M, an accumulator is simply an option in a pipe that has a very low interfacial drag at
the interface to provide phasic stratification. Since an accumulator is more physically modeled by simple perfect gas
expansion and does not require full two-fluid model solution, the RELAP5 accumulator model can replace the current
TRAC-M approach. The exterior communication interface will also be utilized to allow the GUI back-end to
communicate with the TRAC-M control system, so that TRAC-M can be run in “simulator-like” mode. The exterior
communication interface will also facilitate coupling to other codes, such as CFD codes, sub-channel analysis codes
or more detailed containment codes.

5.3.

Model Development

Since code deficiencies have been identified, USNRC has initiated work to ameliorate these limitations. These new
features will be merged with the consolidated code when available and when logistically feasible. This approach was
adopted, since it was necessary to supplement the currently available database before some models could be
developed. Therefore, four separate effects tests are being run in an attempt to minimize the time required before
these deficiencies can be improved.
5.3.1.

Subcooled Boiling at Low Pressure

In two-fluid codes, only one temperature is specified for each phase in a cell. Therefore, in order to predict boiling on
the heated surface when the volume averaged temperature is subcooled, a special model is required to predict
vaporization in the superheated near wall region. RELAP5 use a modified Lahey subcooled boiling model (1978) to
determine the fraction of the wall heat flux that results in vapor generation. This model utilizes a liquid to vapor
density ratio to account for buoyancy induced “pumping”
that mixes the near wall region and suppresses nucleation. At low pressures, the density ratio is huge (0.2 MPa, the
ratio is 1300 vs. a ratio of 6 at 15 MPa) and the net vapor generation is dramatically under-predicted. The AP600
analysis proved that the subcooled boiling model at low pressure requires improvement.
5.3.2

Interfacial Area Transport

TRAC-M and most two-fluid codes use interfacial area to determine the total force between phases for heat transfer
and drag. Currently the codes use static flow regime maps and deduce the representative interfacial area. As mass
flux and void fraction change, the flow regimes change instantaneously with no regard of the physical time and length
scale of flow regime development. This approach causes instabilities and limits code accuracy. An alternative
approach is to use a transport equation for interfacial area with source and sink terms representing the actual
processes that govern the change in interfacial area. A preliminary model has been incorporated a test version of the
code to predict the development of interfacial area in a vertical pipe. Good agreement with data was achieved.
5.3.3.

Phase Separation at Tees

During depressurization, phase separation at tees can dominate the course of a transient, since the effluent quality
determines how fast the system depressurizes and the liquid inventory. Perfect separation will maximize
depressurization while minimizing the loss of inventory, resulting in a non-conservative result. Underprediction may
be conservative but may limit design in cases of low inventory, such as beyond design base accident scenarios.
During AP600 analysis, the phase separation at tee model in RELAP5 was proven to be of limited applicability, since
data only covered a limited range of conditions. USNRC is currently supplementing this database and reviewing
existing models with an aim of either developing or identifying applicable models over all ranges of conditions
prototypic of nuclear reactor operation.
5.3.4.

Rod Bundle Heat Transfer Program

The goal of this effort is to develop a more mechanistic model for reflood heat transfer. The test facility will generate
data in a manner that will help isolate each of the many phenomena that affect reflood. For example, data on
convection heat transfer alone will be taken, as well as the effects of drops (induced turbulence, distributed heat sink,
etc…) and radiation only. The facility will also measure detailed data on drop size distribution, drop velocity, vapor
superheat, void distribution in froth region to help identify the effect of void fraction on heat transfer, and will have
instrumented spacer grids to measure rewetting and droplet break-up. The current database lacks this information,
which is expected to help minimize the uncertainty in current reflood models.
6.

Conclusions

The goal of the consolidation is to recover the functionality of the current suite of codes, while reducing
the maintenance and development burden so that the capabilities can be extended more efficiently. The
first stage of the effort was improving the architecture of TRAC-P to serve as the basis of consolidated
code. The architecture was revamped and the language migrated to FORTRAN90 to produce a more

modular, readable, extendable and developer-friendly code. TRAC-B and RAMONA capabilities have
been incorporated into the code while adhering to the new modular architecture concepts. Therefore, the
TRAC-B and TRAC-P finite volume equations were compared and only those additional terms required to
model the BWR components were consolidated. To enhance modularity, 1-D and 3-D kinetics were
coupled to the code across a well-defined interface. This coupling strategy has been extended into an
exterior communication interface, which will facilitate coupling other codes in the future. A RELAP5
accumulator model has been coupled in this manner to prove the feasibility of the approach. The graphical
user interface, SNAP, has also been extended to provide the input processing for the consolidated code.
SNAP will also allow the consolidated code to process RELAP5 input decks, so that the code will be able
to read TRAC-B, TRAC-P and RELAP5 decks. Currently, work focuses on assessing the consolidated
code in order to identify the TRAC-B constitutive models must be incorporated into TRAC-M in order to
achieve the simulation fidelity of TRAC-B for the BWR applications. These BWR component specific
constitutive models will be used only with the BWR components so as not to hamper the ability of the code
to model PWRs. This same approach will be utilized to consolidate the RELAP5 capabilities once the
BWR assessment is completed. A transition period will be provided to allow the user community to
acclimate to the consolidated code. With one code, the knowledge-base will be enhanced as the user
community can focus on one code instead of four and code improvements will be made more efficiently.
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Summary
This paper deals with proposals for thermal-hydraulic research applied to nuclear reactors. After an
evaluation of the challenges in terms of the competitiveness and safety of nuclear energy, areas are identified where
increased knowledge and advances in thermal-hydraulics are expected. They are in two complementary directions:
the improvement of the two-fluid model by inclusion of additional transport equations and the development of the
simulation of the fine scales of the flow. The greater computing efficiency can be fully used if the modeling is
enhanced, i.e. it becomes more generic end flexible. Recommendations are made for the development of
instrumentation and definition of new experiments able to provide the needed information. An outline is given for the
progression of the program from present day tools to future tools based on advanced two-fluid model and modeling of
local phenomena.
1.

Introduction

The French program for the next generation of thermal-hydraulic codes has been discussed since mid 1996.
The objective of the partners was to issue guidelines on the R and D effort which will be needed to prepare the next
generation of thermal-hydraulic codes around the year 2010. Prospective studies were conducted along two
complementary lines:
• Evaluation of the limits of our knowledge in thermal hydraulic phenomena and of our ability to simulate them by
present day codes. Knowing the trends in the development in computing capabilities, we tried to foresee the
lines of the developments in the discipline and evaluate the benefits for nuclear reactor applications. We made
recommendation on the development of the more promising models and on all the complementary developments
in numerics, instrumentation and experimentation, [1]

•

Evaluation of the potential gain from the R and D program in the achievement of industrial and safety goals. The
identification of the challenges and the motivation for improved methods and tools were the primary concerns of
a group of representatives from EDF, FRAMATOME, IPSN and CEA/DRN (GTD : Groupe de
Thermohydraulique diphasique). The group established guidelines for a research and development program for
the next decade.

Hereafter, the paper summarizes the results of this work and describes the ongoing program launched in
1998. First, it briefly presents the industrial challenges foreseen for the next decade and the resulting needs in
thermal-hydraulics. Then in chapter 3 it presents the general development of the R and D program and the expected
milestones concerning the development of software which will be the end result of this program. One important
aspect is the transition between the present generation and the next generation of software. Another is the elaboration
of generic developments which will be common to the field. The more precise research axes and the ongoing
developments are the subject of chapter 4 where the development of models is presented in conjonction with the
parallel improvement in experimental investigations. There our evaluation of the state of the art and of the new trends
in thermal-hydraulic research are presented in its four major activities: experimental techniques and instrumentation,
physical modeling, numerical techniques and software. The first results of the French ongoing program are also
briefly described.
Developments are to be shared with the international community of thermal-hydraulics, as in the present
conference or in past exchanges, such as the meetings organized in 1996 and 1997 by OECD on Transient thermalhydraulics and Neutronic code requirements or on Advanced Instrumentation [2], [3]. These exchanges are very
fruitful.
2.

Industrial challenges

With 57 reactors in operation providing more than 75% of the production of electricity, France will need no
new plants before the older ones begin to be decommissioned . The extension of the life span of this generation and
the preparation of the next generation are the main elements of context for R and D in thermal-hydraulics.
The primary objective is to sustain the economic competitiveness of energy production by nuclear reactors
while continuing to ensure safe operation. This can be achieved by:
• a better evaluation of margins of operation and safety
• a reduction of time needed to obtain validated design
• an optimization of the R&D program needed for validation of the design options
The main industrial challenges are:
• Better design
• Optimization of experimental qualification before start up
• Improvement of the performance and availability of existing and future reactors
• Extension of the lifetime of reactors
• Improvement of the safety demonstration in the field of operating events and accidents, optimization of
procedures
• Design innovations
These main industrial challenges can be linked to more specific issues. Thirty-five of them have been identified but
will not be detailed here.

Three generic challenges come into play in the above topics:
•

Develop ‘best estimate’ calculations to reduce limits that are too conservative: quantification of
uncertainty on results of thermal-hydraulic codes is necessary with this approach .
Optimize the number of thermal-hydraulic codes needed for reactor calculations among the three
categories : system codes, component codes for the core or steam generators, CFD codes for local
phenomena.
Reduce the investment cost by optimization of the experimental programs and by limiting the need for
integral test facilities.

•
•
2.1.

Related R and D needs

Methods are already well-established and efficient. Thus a qualitative jump in the description of the physics
is required for a significant improvement of an already good situation. The goal is to improve the predictive
capabilities of T/H models for two-phase flows in flow regimes encountered during operations or accidental transients
of NPP.
One major request is the generalization and improvement of 3D modeling in system codes, component codes
and analysis of some critical local phenomena.
For system codes three dimensional modeling is needed to describe large scales of the flow in the reactor
primary system. Such examples are [4] :
•For large break LOCA. During the refill phase, the injected water coming from the intact loops can bypass the core by direct entrainment by the vapor flow to the broken leg. During reflood, quench front progression can
be made more uniform by flow redistribution although the core power distribution is non uniform.
•For loss of heat removal systems during cold shutdown, flow recirculation inside the core is a major
contributor to cooling, and influences the void content.
For component codes, CHF can occur within highly three-dimensional flow configurations during some
transients. In steam generators, fatigue is caused by tube vibrations initiated by transverse flows across the tube
bundle and crud deposition is enhanced in flow stagnation regions. Both can be predicted only by 3D flow
simulations.
Small scale phenomena in singularities govern liquid phase entrainment and countercurrent flow limitations
which in turn impact the behavior of the whole primary system.
Improvement of physical modeling is also needed for :
• Direct contact condensation under unstable flow conditions: e.g. safety injection and water hammer
induced by condensation
• Distribution of two-phase flows in manifolds, application to heat exchangers
• Thermal striping: interaction of temperature fluctuations with the thermal-mechanical evolution of
structures
• Impact of subcooled boiling and heat transfer on corrosion of the clad
3.

R&D trends
3.1.

The different levels of development

R and D must be carried out in the context of existing and proven tools like CATHARE and SCAR for which new
industrial versions are programmed for the near future. On the other hand, gain in computer

efficiency can provide increased possibilities and more local simulation of 3D two-phase flows. In this context,
three levels are identified:
• existing tools: new versions have been planned and will not be greatly impacted by the developments
mentioned above.
• next generation tools with improved advanced two-fluid models and generalized 3D modeling: an
evolution of the two-fluid model with extension to other fields and the incorporation of transport
equations for the interfacial area will mostly benefit from the developments in the middle range time
frame
• advanced developments: local modeling of two-phase flow with phase change in a new frame different
from the averaged two-fluid models can be initiated today, e.g. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) with
interface tracking. Today these models can only be used on very fundamental issues related to the
development of models. However, they may be the initial bricks of long-term development of industrial
tools.
3.2.

Connections between these levels

The development of computers makes it possible to increase considerably the volume of the discretization
mesh and to refine the physical description to smaller length and time scales.
It can be assumed that when the modeling of physical phenomena is devoted to the small scales it will be
simpler and more universal than when it has to deal with all flow scales. The large scales are strongly dependent on
the geometry of the flow domain. Thus they are very specific to a given configuration and cannot be extrapolated
without additional validation and development from one configuration to the other. On the contrary, small scales are
more related to the local and instantaneous conditions of the flow. Solving numerically the large scale and limiting
the modeling to small scales may lead to more universal computational models.
This idea is still a conjecture and not a rigorous result for the good reason that there is a continuous spectrum
of scales in all flows : the separation between large scales directly solved and small scales below the grid size is only
artificial. However, this trend is shown in the simulation of turbulent single phase flows or dispersed two-phase flows
by the success encountered by Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and its growing share in the simulation of industrial
flows.
In two-phase flows the knowledge of the links between small scales and large scales is not as advanced as in
turbulent single phase flows (there is no equivalent to the Kolmogorov law). There can be intractable issues like
growing bubbles which are initially smaller than the grid size and which by coalescence or evaporation become larger
than the grid size and which must be introduced in the resolved scales. But there is no evidence that these issues
cannot be solved. Further work is needed to explore these possibilities.
At this stage, the prospect of very detailed simulation applied to industrial situations and the development of
industrial tools on this basis is a reasonable assumption only for the long term (approximatively 15 to 20 years). In
the meantime, this type of simulation should be developed for academic and basic flow situations (e.g. local study of
boiling in the thermal boundary layer along a heated wall.) This can give useful feedback for industrial tools in a
shorter time frame, providing information for the development of models or local instrumentation.

3.3.

Development in time

Figure 1 summarizes the preceding discussion and provides a map for the development of codes for the next
10 years, with the three categories identified: existing tools, next generation with improved multifluid models and
advanced local modeling. It illustrates the evolution of these categories in time and their connections:
• today’s generation of industrial codes which will enter a maintenance phase with reduced effort after the
development phase: T/H system code or component codes for two-phase flows, CFD codes mostly
devoted to single phase flows but with increased capacities in two-phase flows.
• the next generation of industrial tools should be based on improved modeling, the advanced two-fluid
model in particular which will first be developed at a pilot stage in the laboratory.
• the development of microscopic simulation (the bottom or more fundamental layer) provides inputs to the
elaboration of the improved fluid modeling thus complementing experimental developments which will
be the main source for elaboration of the models.
The development of this new generation of products is an opportunity for greater convergence of tools that
are separated today.
For the next generation of industrial codes based on the advanced two-fluid model, the main principles of the
strategy are the following: [4]
• The modeling options for industrial codes must be adapted to the space and time resolution that can be
used in an industrial context.
• A multiplication of the number of averaged equations and of the closure problems may be misleading and
better replaced by a more basic system of equations which could be obtained by reducing the filter scale
associated with the averaging. The model should be applicable to all flow patterns
• The model should be applicable to the complex geometry of a reactor.
• The model should be "validable" i.e. predictions should be comparable to measured parameters.
Adequate experimental programs are needed to reach this point.
• The most local models such as the DNS can be used as complements to the experimental programs. R&D
numerical tools simulating microscopic scales can be used as inputs for closure relations of industrial
tools.
3.4.

Requirements in physical modeling of the advanced two-fluid model

A more detailed analysis of the requirements of the physical models for component codes and system codes
is given in [4] and summarized below.
Component codes allow a local description of the flow since their domain of application is a part of the
reactor cooling system. Two levels of modeling are possible depending on the size of the filter:
• For a filter larger or equal to the size of the subchannel : the modeling required is a homogenized set of equations
for the flow in its solid matrix (porous body approach). It is in continuity with the current component codes.
• For a filter smaller by a decade than the subchannel size : the modeling required is a 3D local two-fluid model.
This approach may be proved useful when the knowledge of the details of the flow inside the subchannel have a
direct impact on the phenomena under consideration. Examples are: optimization of mixing vanes of spacer
grids of subassemblies, determination of CHF, flow induced vibrations in tube bundles.

System codes have more constraints in terms of CPU time and the modeling developed under this constraint can take
the following directions:
• In the reactor core and tube bundle of the steam generator, only the porous body approach is feasible.
• In all other components where the geometrical scales are larger than 0.1 meter, the local two-fluid model may be
used to obtain a direct simulation of the large scales characteristics of the flow: this may be the case for the
downcomer, the inlet and outlet plena of the RPV, the hot and cold legs, the inlet plena of steam generators.

Current system codes
Next generation two-phase
thermalhydraulics codes
Current component
codes

Convergence, coupling ?

CFD

1D, 3D averaged models
3D microscopic modeling
2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

Fig 1 Map for code development and R and D program
3.5.

Developments in numerics and instrumentation

The discussion in the preceding sections focused on software because software is one end product of research that
can be transmitted to industry or safety authorities. We must now acknowledge the real effort devoted to the
acquisition of this knowledge.
The planned software will simulate the physical reality at unmatched levels of accuracy. The quality of the
information produced by this software can be guaranteed for a long period only through comparisons with physical
reality. Thus basic data must be drawn from reality by conducting physically relevant experiments with fine and
accurate instrumentation. Thus the real effort of development results from different specialties working in synergy for
the elaboration of scientific strategy:
• instrumentation
• experimental methods
• physical modeling
• numerical methods and software development

4.

Research axes

Since the initial identification of the industrial needs and R and D requirements, common projects
have been initiated between the French partners in order to develop the program:
•
•

The identification of industry and safety needs for R and D results and the direction that R&D should take is the
subject of a concerted action in the frame of the 5th Research program of EC, where a group of European partners
will share their views on the future: the Eurofastnet task force.
Starting from the recommendations issued by GTD, technical groups have been constituted by French partners to
give more detailed specifications to the developments needed to answer the specific issues identified inside the
main industrial and safety challenges. The work is articulated along two lines:
• Identification of precise modeling issues, developments of models and associated developments in numerical
schemes
• Development of instrumentation and preparation of experimental programs needed to support the
development and qualification of models.
4.1.

Averaged two- fluid model

The development of an advanced generation of the two-fluid model is the first line of development. The
idea is to remove current limitations of the two-fluid model and to continue in this frame which still has good
potential for improvement. The physical extensions identified are:
• addition of a transport equation for the interfacial area in order to provide more physical transition
between flow regimes,
• revisiting the formulations for interfacial friction and wall friction tensors in rod bundles taking into
account the anisotropy of the geometry.
• addition of averaged equations for the turbulent characteristics of the flow to replace algebraic turbulence
models: a transport equation for turbulent kinetic energy could provide a better evaluation of turbulent
scales,
• revisiting closure relationships derived from developed flows in order to introduce memory effects in
these relations when needed
• addition of other fields (e.g. in the case of dispersed annular flow, separation of the liquid phase into two
fields - droplets and film - which may have different dynamic behavior),
improvement of heat transfer models.
Morel & al. recently derived a transport equation for interfacial area concentration which can be applied to
all flow patterns and which relate the interfacial velocity to measurable quantities. [5]
4.2.

Microscopic simulation of single and two-phase flows

In the area of single phase turbulent flows, the direct simulation of the large scales of the flow is making
rapid progress thanks to computing capacities and progress in the modeling of small scales. The first applications to
industrial flows are underway. Together with the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes modeling, this will provide
powerful solution methods for turbulent flows in industrial contexts. One recommendation is to pursue the
development of CFD in this area and to advance in the modeling of small scales of the flow particularly in the vicinity
of solid walls.
CEA and EDF are working on a joint project in association with French universities. It consists in the development of
software for Large Eddy Simulation: PRICELES. This new software is developed in a Object Oriented Method,
written in C++ and designed to run on parallel computers. Results of computation on unstructured meshes with 14
million meshes have been recently obtained.

In the area of two-phase flows no unanimous viewpoint exists within the scientific community as to the
modeling approaches or experimental efforts to be promoted. The subject must be initiated now in a way that leaves
the options relatively open. We recommend the implementation of platforms for numerical and modeling
developments on the one hand and instrumentation development on the other hand. In particular, it is recommended
to explore the possible extension to two-phase flows of methods available for single phase flows such as Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) or Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). A special attention must be given to methods of interface
tracking for liquid-vapor flows with phase change as in [6].
The complementary developments of the advanced two-fluid model and direct numerical simulation for twophase flows is described in [7].
4.2.

Numerical simulation and software development

The progress in modeling cannot be successful without a concomitant effort to go beyond the current
limitations of numerical simulation including numerical schemes, software architecture and development and user
interfaces (preparation of simulation and post-processing of results). This is a general need of development of the
environment for scientific computations and nuclear thermal-hydraulics will benefit from the general effort in this
field. However, we had to set our priorities in order to define where to put the effort of appropriation of these results.
Priorities are :
• Object oriented methods for code architecture
• Coupling with CAD to accelerate preparation and verification of numerical simulations
• 4D visualization software with hierarchical analysis of the results (from large scales to small scales in
some critical areas)
• Improved data base with fast retrieval of results and possibility of comparison with experimental results
On the other hand, developments in numerical methods are closely linked to the modeling issues : methods
must be improved or developed to fulfill the needs of more local and detailed simulations. The priorities are :
• an implicit method to remove undue time step limitations and have the possibility of controling time steps
in accordance with the physical phenomena, in order to treat long transients in particular,
• a finite volume discretization on unstructured meshes with reduced diffusion e.g. [8] and adaptive
methods to track small structures,
• domain decomposition and heterogeneous mesh coupling in order to better capture the geometry and to
allow coupling between different phenomena.
4.4

Instrumentation

A necessary condition for the development of advanced simulation is the availability of instrumentation
providing the data needed for the elaboration of the models or their verification. Ideally the instrumentation should
fulfill the following conditions:
• Give information with a spatial and temporal resolution compatible with the numerical model
• Have a negligible influence on the flow
• Work in a wide range of two-phase flow regimes
• Work for adiabatic flows and flows with heat transfer and phase change
Table 1 gives a rough summary of the techniques available for measuring different physical quantities
characteristic of the flow (void fraction, interfacial area, velocity, temperature), their limitations, and the proposed
developments to remove some of these limitations.

Table 1 Proposals in instrumentation
Area
One
dimensional
models

Current limitations
Cost of X ray
densitometry

Type
Impedance
densitometry

Adiabatic flows
Flow metering or
anemometry

Wall transfers

Threedimensional
dispersed flow

Detection of transition
between flow regimes
Perturbation by
intrusive probes

Void fraction and
interfacial area

Liquid velocity

Temperature and
velocity

Threedimensional
unstructured
flows

Void fraction and
interfacial area

Proposals
Extend impedance densitometry to
nonisothermal flows
Explore electromagnetic inductance
Extend use of electromagnetic flowmeters
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance for densitometry
and flow metering
MEMS fluxmeters and shear gauges
Electrochemical techniques for wall shear stress
measurements.
Time-frequency analysis and neural networks
Optical or electrical multiple probes:
miniaturization
Ultrasonic tomography
Extend Particle Image Velocimetry with
stereoscopic imaging.
Miniaturization of electomagnetic velocimetry
probes.
Extension of hot film probes to nonisothermal
flows and measurement of turbulent shear stress
and heat flux.
Temperature of superheated vapor
Optical or electrical multiple probes: signal
processing for interfacial area (density,
orientation of normal vector).

Adaptation of X Ray tomography to fast
transients
Local void fraction and Adaptation of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
velocities
Priorities for the development have been issued and developments are underway in:
• Miniature multiple optical probes for interfacial area characterization
• X Ray tomography for detailed two-phase flow analysis
Results obtained in cooperation with NRC and Purdue University will be presented in 2000 on the validation of
miniature optical probes under different flow configurations and in a cross comparison with electric probes.

4.5.

Coupling of thermal-hydraulics with other disciplines

The last item is at the boundary of the disciplines but must be considered in the definition of the strategy. It
concerns the links between thermal-hydraulics and other scientific disciplines which are also involved in the
resolution of practical problems :
• T/H Neutronics
• T/H Physical chemistry
• T/H Aerosols and vapor including chemistry modeling
• T/H corrosion
• T/H Mechanics : thermal striping, large amplitude vibrations modifying boundaries of flow domain.
5.

Conclusion :

The preparation of the new generation of thermal-hydraulic methods and tools for the next decade should be
launched without delay. The end tools of R and D are software gathering the knowledge under a transmissible form.
To produce the software, the R and D program must include a good balance of modeling, instrumentation
improvements, experimental programs related to the modeling issues and numerical developments.
The reflection initiated two years ago on both industrial challenges and scientific breakthroughs has led to
the results presented here.
International cooperation is of utmost importance. Reflection nourished by international workshops like
OECD meetings feeds the discussion at later meetings and initiates further exchanges in these highly challenging
issues.
6.
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The Industry Standard Toolset (IST) of Codes for CANDU Safety Analysis
J.C. Luxat (Ontario Power Generation Incorporated)
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P.D. Thompson (New Brunswick Power)
M-A. Petrilli (Hydro-Quebec)

INTRODUCTION
Computer codes are used in the Canadian nuclear industry for design support and safety analysis of CANDU reactors
and small reactors, and in the provision of analysis services to its internal and external customers. Many of these
codes were brought into service during the growth years of the nuclear power industry in Canada (mid 1970’s to late
1980’s). Typically, validation was conducted during the development of the codes to ensure their adequacy, however
the validation process followed was not formalized. Similarly, the software engineering processes employed during
their development and subsequent maintenance were not necessarily consistent with modern standards.
In the mid-1990’s the Canadian nuclear industry undertook a number of projects to upgrade the quality of safety
analysis software. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) established a safety analysis code Validation Project
and Ontario Power Generation Incorporated (OPGI) – formerly Ontario Hydro – established a Verification &
Validation of Safety Analysis Software Project as part of its Integrated Improvement Program (IIP). Underlying
forces driving these projects included concerns raised by the regulator regarding the quality of safety analysis
software and the need to conform to newly-issued Canadian quality assurance standards, specifically CSA N286.7
(Ref. 1).
These projects involve establishing either formal software validation or software verification and validation methods,
together with design recovery of the software and its documentation. The objectives of the projects are to ensure:
Ø
Ø
Ø

that there is a low likelihood of errors being introduced into safety analysis that are due to
deficiencies in the software,
a documentation base exists for the codes that would demonstrate to the regulator that acceptable
quality exists and
that the codes are formally qualified for their intended applications.

As these projects were being established it was recognized that developments to enhance capabilities,
verification, validation, qualification and maintenance of these codes represents a large commitment of
resources from organizations within the industry. Furthermore, there was the definite likelihood of
redundant work being executed at the different organizations. Compounding these considerations was the
fact that the timeliness and effectiveness of review by the regulator of licensing submissions based upon
results obtained with these codes could be detrimentally affected by the number and diversity of codes.
Therefore, in order to achieve benefits from more efficient resource utilization and reduced licensing risk,
an initiative has been undertaken to establish a consolidated common set of computer codes for safety
analysis, referred to as the Industry Standard Toolset (IST) initiative.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INITIATIVE
The initiative was started in mid-1996 with the establishment of a Steering Committee, initially involving AECL and
OPGI (Ontario Hydro) and subsequently the other two Canadian nuclear utilities, New Brunswick Power (NBP) and
Hydro-Quebec (HQ). Two Working Groups were established to pilot the process of identifying and selecting
appropriate suites of safety analysis codes and defining the work necessary to converge on industry standard codes.
The terms of reference for the Steering Committee and the pilot Working Groups were as follows.
The Steering Committee, comprised of senior industry safety analysis management staff, was tasked with:
Ø

Establishing a set of agreed top-level principles governing the migration of codes into the industry standard
toolset;

Ø

Developing a migration process and guide its implementation;

Ø

Establishing working groups in the various safety analysis disciplines to develop requirements for codes,
including user requirements, code capability requirements and requirements related to maintaining past
investments in plant data and models;

Ø

Promoting “buy-in”to the initiative at the working level;

Ø

Coordinating resourcing of computer code activities;

Ø

Managing commitments made to the regulator by, or on behalf of internal customers;

Ø

Providing a conflict resolution mechanism for working groups that were tasked to implement industry
standard toolsets in the various disciplines.

The two pilot working groups were comprised of technical experts in two subject disciplines from the four
organizations involved. The two groups were chosen to directly address issues relating to achieving convergence on
code suites to be used for safety analysis in the future. The working groups were tasked with:
Ø

defining code feature requirements (functionality) for industry standard tools in their discipline,

Ø

identifying user needs for standard tools,

Ø

identifying areas where investment in plant data sets was to be maintained,

Ø

identifying a code, or a suite of codes that would form the industry standard toolset for the discipline,

Ø

developing plans, as required, for consolidation of codes to meet requirements and user needs,

Ø

proposing "quick-track" implementation plans to the steering committee for approval,

These initial activities were subsequently extended to cover all major safety analysis disciplines and have culminated
in a formal IST agreement signed by the four Canadian nuclear industry organizations involved in the initiative. The
development of the initiative was assisted by a prior industry collaborative effort to develop industry standard
CANDU Validation Matrices for the technical disciplines involved in safety analysis (Ref. 2,3).
IST PRINCIPLES
The IST Agreement is a collaborative agreement based upon sharing of scarce skilled resources in the industry and
achieving both short and long term benefits and cost reductions. The following basic principles are embedded in the
agreement:
Mutual benefit to participants. All participants are expected to benefit from collaboration to upgrade software
quality, validate the codes and minimize forward-going maintenance costs.
Organizational commitment. The success of the initiative is strongly dependent on participant-organization
commitment, both in the short and long term. This has been achieved by obtaining early endorsement of senior
management and subsequent signing of the agreement at this level.
Mutually agreed processes. Achieving the objectives of the initiative requires that the work on safety analysis codes
performed at different organizations and sites within an organization be standardized to the maximum practical
extent. In turn, this necessitates that the work follow mutually agreed processes since each organization is required to
define and conform to their own quality programs.

Preservation of Ownership Rights. There is no common, joint ownership of the codes included in the
Industry Standard Toolset. In fact, a number of the codes have either third-party ownership or joint
ownership between one organization and a third-party. Potential difficulties that could arise from
attempting to restructure ownership rights have been avoided by structuring the agreement around “rights
to use”.
Preservation of Intellectual Property Rights. Similar to the principle above, potentially disruptive issues have been
circumvented by structuring the agreement around a “rights to use” basis.

Joint Development & Maintenance. Recognizing that mutual benefits are derived from both development
and qualification, in the short term, and through maintenance of the codes, in the long term, these activities
are to be performed through joint resourcing. This also provides a strong driver to ensure that
configuration control of the codes is maintained.
Assured Configuration Management. A key element to assuring the long term retention of mutual benefits is
maintaining the integrity and quality of Industry Standard Toolset codes. This requires rigorous configuration
management of all configurable items associated with a version of the code (i.e. the code itself and all related
documentation). Specifically, there can only be mutually approved and controlled versions of a code.
Future Protection of Joint Investment. The above principles provide a focus on protecting the joint investment of the
industry participants in the IST initiative. The focus on the future has been reinforced by setting the initial term of the
IST agreement well beyond the life of the OPGI and AECL projects that are re-establishing the quality of the safety
analysis software.

SCOPE OF THE IST INITIATIVE
The Industry Standard Toolset initiative encompasses the majority of technical disciplines relevant to CANDU
reactor safety analysis. The disciplines involved are:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Reactor Physics
Thermalhydraulics
Moderator system behaviour
Fuel channel thermal-mechanical behaviour
Fuel behaviour
Containment behaviour
Dose consequence estimation
Radiation Physics & Shielding
Severe accident phenomenology & behaviour

In each of these discipline areas a suite of codes with specific domains of application has been selected (or is in the
process of final selection and approval). The codes, their current status, and the nature of problems to which they are
intended to be applied are summarized in Table. 1.
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE & PROCESS
The management structure that has been established to direct the work necessary to establish qualified (verified,
validated, documented and configuration managed) IST safety analysis codes is shown in Figure 1. The software
qualification process is described in detail in a companion paper (Ref. 4). The management structure reflects the
current focus on the OPGI and AECL projects. The IST managers in those two organizations are also the project
managers of the relevant safety analysis software projects – in AECL, project manager of the AECL Code Validation
Project, and in OPGI project manager of the Integrated Improvement Program (IIP) V&V of Safety Analysis
Software Project. The reporting relationships to senior management for the AECL and OPGI IST managers has been
established to ensure ongoing organizational commitment to the initiative.
The process that is employed to establish a computer code as an Industry Standard Tool for safety analysis is shown
schematically in Figure 2. Any one organization can identify an area or code as potential for collaborative work
within the IST framework. The proposal is brought before the Steering Committee and if there is agreement with the
proposal a Working Group with a specific Terms of Reference is established. The Working Group is tasked with
identifying the needs of the participant organizations, defining the functional requirements of the IST code, and
developing a business case for proceeding. The Working Group recommends the IST code to the Steering Committee
on the basis of the business case. Following a review of the business case by the Steering Committee approval to
proceed is either granted or withheld. If approval to proceed is given, then the Working Group develops a Project
Execution Plan (PEP). The PEP is the overall project definition document in which:

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

the work to be executed is defined,
specific work processes and tools to be employed are identified,
resources and assigned work effort are identified,
risk factors that could impede completion of the project are defined, and
a detailed schedule of work activities and tasks is developed.

The PEP is a “living” document that is periodically reviewed and updated as required to reflect any changes to the
plans. When the Steering Committee approves the PEP work can be initiated according to plan under the direction of
the IST manager in the “Host” organization. The concept of “Host” organization has been introduced to assign
primary responsibility to one organization for development, documentation and maintenance of a code, and ensuring
that configuration is maintained. In many instances the “Host” organization is also the organization which has
ownership rights to a code. However, recognizing that the requirements of all organizations are to be met and that the
work is not performed solely in the “Host” organization, the IST managers work collaboratively to co-ordinate work
across organizations.
CONCLUSION
A major initiative has been undertaken within the Canadian nuclear industry to consolidate the computer codes used
for safety analysis on a limited number of codes that will become industry standard tools. This will ensure that the
significant work required to qualify safety analysis codes to modern software engineering standards will be
undertaken in a collaborative fashion to minimize the demands on scarce skilled safety analysis resources.
Work is proceeding to complete the code qualification by the end of the year 2001 under an established agreement
within the industry.
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TABLE 1
CANDU INDUSTRY STANDARD TOOLSET
Discipline

IST Computer Code

REACTOR PHYSICS
Lattice Physics

WIMS-IST

Core Physics

RFSP-IST

CONTAINMENT BEHAVIOUR
Containment Thermal-Hydraulics & Hydrogen
Behaviour

GOTHIC-IST

MODERATOR BEHAVIOUR
Moderator Circulation
Moderator Behaviour for In-Core Break

MODTURC-CLAS-IST
TUBRUPT-IST

FUEL BEHAVIOUR
Fuel Initial Conditions
Fuel Transient Behaviour

ELESTRES-IST
ELOCA-IST

FISSION PRODUCT BEHAVIOUR
Fission Product Release from Fuel

SOURCE-IST

Fission Product Transport in Primary System

SOPHAEROS
(In IST approval process)

Fission Product Transport in Containment

SMART-IST

DOSE CONSEQUENCE ASSESSMENT
Atmospheric Dispersion

ADDAM
(In IST approval process)

TABLE 1 (Cont.)
CANDU INDUSTRY STANDARD TOOLSET
RADIATION PHYSICS & SHIELDING
Isotope Generation – neutron, gamma & beta
decay, decay heat

ORIGEN-S/BETA-S
(In IST approval process)

Radiation Shielding

DOORS
(In IST approval process)

SEVERE ACCIDENT BEHAVIOUR
Integrated plant behaviour during severe accident
progression

MAAP4-CANDU-IST
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Summary
With one third of the electricity generated by 19 nuclear power plants, Germany actively develops and
applies thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes. Development of the T/H system code ATHLET includes dynamic flow
regime modelling, a 2D/3D module, and improved time integration for code speed-up. Validation will be completed
and the remaining uncertainties quantified based on GRS‘ own methodology. Moreover, it is planned to develop a
two-phase capability for the CFX code. For 3D neutron kinetics, the codes QUABOX/CUBBOX and DYN3D are
available, both coupled to ATHLET for analyzing transients with strong interaction between core and coolant system.
Siemens has developed the code system CASCADE-3D for core analysis. For coupled transients, it can be
linked with S-RELAP5, an in-house developed 2D code based on RELAP5. CFD codes are used for detailed
computation of flow mixing problems. For boron dilution transients, CFD codes are applied in a sequential approach
with system codes.
Introduction
At present, 20 commercial NPPs exist in Germany, six plants with BWR and 14 plants with PWR out of
which one plant is not operating due to legal problems. The PWRs can be divided into four generations, the plants of
the fourth generation are the plants of KONVOI type. The two types of BWRs are the 69 line and the 72 line.

Fig. 1: Date of Application and Commercial Operation of German NPPs
The contribution of nuclear power to the total electricity production in Germany is about 35%,
within the so-called base load range (electricity supply around the clock) about 60%. In six of the federal
states, the share of nuclear energy in the electricity generation for the public supply grid is more than 50%.
In 1999 the average plant availability of all 19 operating plants was 91%. They produced in 1999 about
170 TWh (gross).
The age of the running reactors matters because the present Federal Government pursues a phaseout policy for nuclear power plants. Since the utilities possess valid licenses for their plants that are not
limited in time, Government has involved them in negotiations with the aim to reach a consensus on a time
limit for operation of the NPPs. Although the outcome of these consensus talks cannot be predicted, all
government funded safety research is based on the fact that for more than another decade a considerable
quantity of electrical power will be generated by nuclear plants. To ensure safe operation of these plants
competence must be kept at high standard as well for utilities as for safety authorities. The technical
support to the safety authorities should enable them to effectively supervise the utilities at any time based
on up-to-date methods. This entails continuous adaptation of computer codes to new questions and findings
and development of tools that reflect the state-of-the-art in science and technology.
Code development supported by Government funding
Public funding for nuclear safety research reached a top in the mid eighties and has been
continuously decreasing since. Large experimental facilities, like the HTR and UPTF for thermal-hydraulic
tests, were closed. Several issues of the past were resolved. The level of funding that is now maintained
force the German research centres and GRS to co-ordinate their activities even closer and to limit research
in a number of areas to a minimum.
In spite of limited funds, the further development and assessment of thermal-hydraulic and
neutronic codes is supported. This support was recognized necessary not only for maintaining competence
but moreover for providing advanced methods for safety relevant questions, e.g.

–
–
–

boron dilution transients,
accident starting from shut-down or part-load states,
behaviour of cores with high-burnup and MOX fuel.

These questions and the demand for best-estimate analyses with quantified uncertainties entail the need for
further development and assessment of codes, both in thermal-hydraulics and neutron kinetics.
Thermal-hydraulic system code ATHLET
The computer program ATHLET (Analyses of THermal-hydraulics for LEaks and Transients) is
being developed by GRS for the whole spectrum of leaks and transients in PWR's and BWR's [TES 96].
The code is based on a five-equation system (mixture momentum equation with drift) but has an option for
a full six-equation two-fluid model including non-condensable gases. The reactor coolant system is
modelled by a network of one-dimensional components (objects), allowing for cross flow between parallel
channels. The time integration method is fully implicit.
ATHLET features
The following features of ATHLET are of special interest:
–
–

Steady-state capability:
A true steady-state, i.e. time independent solution, is calculated to establish the initial
conditions.

–

Critical discharge model:

–
as
–
–

–

The critical two-phase flow rates for a given geometry are calculated in a pre-processor step
function of the upstream conditions and stored for use during the transient run.
Full-range drift-flux model:

A model for the relative velocity between the two phases was developed, based on
experimental data for counter-current flow limitation in various geometries. The model
comprises options for vertical, horizontal, and inclined channels.
Dynamic mixture level tracking:

–

In a user defined vertical stack of cells, a two phase level with bubble rise below and droplet
entrainment above is calculated and dynamically traced across cell boundaries.

–

General Control Simulation Module (GCSM):
A high level simulation language allows via input control to model protection and other balanceof-plant (BOP) systems. Control circuits or even simplified fluid systems are convenient to
model this way. GCSM has a general interface for user provided external BOP models.

–

Integrated Mass and Momentum Balance (IMMB):
This simplified treatment of the mixture momentum equation (one dynamic pressure for a whole
loop) is a fast running option especially valuable for long transients. This technique is being
extended to permit local flow reversal.

The latest version of the code includes models for subcooled boiling in the core and transport of boron in the cooling
system.

ATHLET Validation
The systematic validation of ATHLET [TES 95] is based on a well balanced set of integral and
separate effects tests derived from the matrices proposed by CSNI emphasizing, however, the German
combined ECC injection system which was investigated in the UPTF and PKL facilities [WEI 86, WEB
93]. Consistent with the CSNI philosophy on the fundamental role of separate effects tests for assessment
of individual models, a large SET matrix has been established for ATHLET. It comprises almost 100
individual experiments in 26 test facilities. The separate effects test in the 1:1 sized UPTF facility play an
outstanding role because of their 2D/3D nature and their potential for checking the scaling ability of the
models.
For the integral validation of ATHLET, a matrix was compiled balancing the different types of
reactors and transients, and at the same time limit the total number of tests to a manageable amount. The
matrix comprises now 101 integral tests, covering large breaks in PWRs, small and intermediate breaks in
PWRs, small and intermediate breaks in PWRs with once-through steam generators, preventive accident
management (AM) for a non-degraded core in PWRs, transients in PWRs, transients in shutdown
conditions in PWRs, LOCA in BWRs and transients in BWRs.
An additional validation matrix has been established containing integral experiments for WWER
reactors. The effort of validating ATHLET on such a large number of experiments is shared by GRS with
several other organizations in Germany, and for WWER and RBMK reactors with organizations in Central
and Eastern Europe.
Ongoing and Future Development for ATHLET
The development of ATHLET is continued with the aim to improve realism and accuracy of the
models based on the feedback from validation and application, enhance calculational speed, diminish the
user influence on the results, complete the validation, and quantify the remaining uncertainties. In the
following, some of the major tasks are shortly described.
Dynamic Flow Regime Modeling
An ambitious task for further ATHLET model development is the simulation of the dynamic
evolution of two-phase flow regimes. The new determination of flow regimes, and of the corresponding
interfacial area, will replace static, simplified flow regime maps and should provide a more physical basis
for the calculation of the contact condensation and of the interfacial friction. A first step towards this more
mechanistic representation of two-phase flow was the introduction of an additional field equation
describing the one-dimensional transport of the interfacial area concentration. This equation is presently
applied only for vertical, dispersed flow (bubbles or droplets). The corresponding source terms take into
account the change of the particle number density due to coalescence and/or break-up, as well as the
change of the particle volume due to pressure changes and/or heat and mass transfer.
The modelling of the interfacial area has been checked against several adiabatic, small scaled
experiments available in the literature. As an illustration, Fig. 2 compares the measured and calculated
interfacial area concentration for an concurrent air-water up-flow in a 5 cm pipe [KAS 94]. Further
development work includes the extension of this approach to horizontal flows, taking into account the
dynamics of stratification processes.

Air-Water Co-Current Upflow Test (Kashyap et al) - Jl = 0.77 m/s

Air-Water Co-Current Upflow Test (Kashyap et al) - Jl = 1.11 m/s
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Fig. 2: Measured and calculated values for an air-water up-flow test
Time integration
ATHLET uses a fully implicit method (module FEBE) for the numerical integration of the time
dependent ODE system resulting from the finite-volume space discretization of the 1D conservation
equations. Several variants of the extrapolation method were investigated that have resulted in higher
robustness of calculations. The development is continued with the aim to further speed up calculations
while maintaining high accuracy [LUT 00].
2D/3D Module
Multi-dimensional flow simulation is planned for the reactor pressure vessel. The current
development (module FLUBOX) is based on the flux-splitting method on a non-staggered grid using mesh
sizes of a few tenths of a meter. A two-dimensional downcomer representation by FLUBOX was coupled
to ATHLET and sucessfully tested on a UPTF test with asymmetric ECC injection and counter-current
flow [GRA 98]. The extension of the method for a 3D representation of the lower plenum is under way.
Simulator ATLAS
Generic or plant specific applications of ATHLET are supported by ATLAS, a simulation
environment for visualizing the results of simulation codes and for interacting with the codes. For high
flexibility regarding the inclusion of different codes, ATLAS was designed as an application with
distributed processes. Main components of ATLAS include a data server holding the simulation data and
their history, visualization clients with an arbitrary number of screens, and tools for evaluating the data
stream produced by the model software online, e.g. for diagnostics or computer-based procedures. This
environment is supplemented with off-line tools such as a graphics editor for producing dynamic displays,
or interactive generators for creating balance-of-plant models. In the future, ATLAS will be extended by
3D visualization, intended mainly for displaying reactor pressure vessel and core. In addition, methods will
be developed to assists the analyst in adapting the models to best fit measured transients, in order to
quickly and accurately assess occurred events.
Evaluation of Uncertainties
GRS has developed an own method for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis [KRZ 94]. The main
advantage of this methods is that the number of necessary calculations is independent of the number of
parameters, i.e. no a-priori judgement is necessary on which parameters to leave out in order to limit the

calculational effort. The method has been applied to small break LOCA calculations with ATHLET [GLA
00]. It is planned to translate separate effects test data into individual model uncertainties and to extend the
application to beyond design basis accidents.
CFD Codes
The importance of multi-dimensional flow simulation has already been outlined above. Threedimensional representation of the flow in various reactor components should contribute significantly to the
reduction of uncertainties in transient and accident calculations.
While 2D and 3D modules are available or under development for the major system codes,
another set of tools has come into sight, the CFD (Computational Fluid-Dynamics) codes. Originating from
sources outside the nuclear industry, CFD-codes are spreading into various reactor applications. It is
certainly attractive to apply a product that has proven successful in a variety of applications and that is
shared by a large user community.
CFD codes are characterized by 3D fine-mesh resolution of the computational space. The use of
ensemble-averaged conservation equations allows reasonably large cells but requires modelling of
turbulence effects. The equations are usually discretized by a conservative finite-volume method on nonstaggered grids. Non-structured grids allow an easy adaptation to complex geometries.
Single phase flow
The application of CFD codes in the field of reactor safety is well established for single phase
flow problems. These tools offer advantages where turbulent mixing is dominating, e.g. mixing of cold and
hot water during high pressure injection into a PWR coolant loop, or distribution of hydrogen in the
containment. Due to the high computational effort required, CFD computation is restricted to a few
components of the reactor coolant system or compartments of the containment. These detailed components
calculation can be linked, however, to whole system calculations by code interfaces.
Boron dilution is a safety relevant problem where CFD codes are successfully applied. The
ability of these tools has been tested in the framework of the CSNI International Standard Problem No 43.
Rapid boron dilution transient tests were performed at the University of Maryland College Park (UMCP) 2
x 4 thermal-hydraulic test facility for deeper insight into mixing dynamics in downcomer and lower
plenum and to provide data for code assessment. CFD codes used by the participants to the ISP captured
important mixing phenomena observed in the test. Results obtained with the CFD software CFXTASCflow were recently presented to a German audience [GAV 00].
Two-phase flow
The success of CFD codes for single-phase flow leads quite naturally to the question whether
their field of application could be readily extended to two-phase flow problems. It is obvious that
substantial efforts would be required to arrive at CFD modelling of all two-phase flow regimes
encountered in reactor transients. Therefore, the necessity of such a development has to be evaluated.
Although a comprehensive evaluation is not at hand it is indicated in the following where reduction of
uncertainties could be achieved by CFD simulation.
Two-phase flow distribution in the reactor pressure vessel during LOCA was investigated
experimentally in large scale, e.g. in the UPTF facility. Available system codes with coarse noding are able
to calculate most of the phenomena observed. It remains open, however, how accurate the present codes
would perform if used outside the parameter range covered by the experiments.

High accuracy from CFD calculations is expected not only in the vessel but also for selected
locations in the coolant loops. Water entrainment into the surge line during primary system
depressurization is a dominant effect in certain accident management sequences. The uncertainty from
today's T-models should be substantially reduced by CFD modelling. Other locations where two-phase
CFD modelling should lead to higher accuracy are the pressurizer and the steam generator chambers.
Several attempts have been made to extend the two-phase capabilities of CFD codes. A recent example is
the modelling of two-phase flow with heat transfer performed at the Karlsruhe research centre [JAN 98]. A
dispersed two-phase mixed convection flow has been modelled using the two-fluid model. Thereby, a
continuous transition from a single-phase liquid flow to two-phase gas-liquid flow can be achieved. Both
phases, the continuous water and the dispersed vapour phase, are described by the ensemble-averaged
mass, the dispersed vapour phase is approximated as an ideal bubbly flow, with a large number of small
non-interacting spherical particles.
For the numerical simulation of subcooled nucleate boiling at low heat fluxes it is modelled
under a mechanistic approach if appropriate relationships are used. The models for the interfacial forces
(drag, lift, virtual mass and turbulent diffusion) and for the vapour source term at the wall and the
condensate source term in the fluid bulk have been implemented in the commercial software package
CFX4.1. The modelling of the interfacial transport phenomena were validated against the experimental
results from an isothermal vertical air-bubbly flow; the subcooled boiling phenomena were generally
checked by a numerical Benchmark and validated to experimental data from nucleate water boiling along a
circular heater in a vertical glass tube.
Recognizing the necessity to make the high potential of CFD simulation available for solving
two-phase flow problems in reactor safety, a "concerted action" has been planned in Germany, involving
research centre, university institutes, GRS, and parts of industry. The plan is to start from CFX-5, and
advanced version of CFX supplied by AEA Technology who would be the main developer of the new code
together with GRS. Modelling contributions and validation would come from other partners. The concerted
action includes basic separate effect experiments with advanced instrumentation. They are to be supplied
by universities and research centres. This concerted action for two-phase flow CFD modelling has not been
launched yet since priorities in the frame of available research funds are still being discussed. International
co-operation is highly desirable in this ambitious action. The EUROFASTNET project, sponsored by the
CEC in the 5th Framework Programme, provides a platform for discussing similar plans in Europe.
Neutron Kinetics Codes
Detailed analysis of reactor core behaviour during transients and accidents is based on 3D
neutronic models which solve the two energy group neutron diffusion equations including reactivity
feedback effects from fluid density and fuel temperature. Efficient solution of methods allow for whole
core transient calculations with spacial resolution down to fuel assembly size.
QUABOX/CUBBOX
Within the GRS code system, dynamic core behaviour is described by QUABOX/CUBBOX
[LAN 77]. This code solves the neutron diffusion equations with two prompt neutron groups and six
groups of delayed neutron precursors. The coarse mesh method is based on a polynomial expansion of
neutron flux in each energy group. The time-integration is performed by a matrix-splitting method which
decomposes the solution into implicit one dimensional steps for each spatial direction. The reactivity

feedback is taken into account by dependence of homogenised cross-section on feedback parameters, the
functional dependence can be defined in a very general and flexible manner. The code is being applied not
only to PWR and BWR accident analysis but has been successfully extended to complex transients in
RBMK reactors [CLE 98].
DYN3D
The 3D reactor core model DYN3D [GRU 96] has been developed at FZR to improve the
simulation of reactivity initiated accidents, where space-dependent effects in the reactor core are relevant.
The neutron flux distribution is calculated by solving the two group neutron diffusion equation by means
of different nodal expansion methods for hexagonal and for square fuel assembly geometry. The thermohydraulic part of the code comprises a one- or two-phase coolant flow model, a fuel rod model describing
the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the fuel and cladding and a heat transfer regime map ranging from
one-phase liquid flow to superheated steam. Steady state and transient reactor behaviour can be calculated.
While DYN3D was originally developed for WWER cores with hexagonal fuel elements it is now
applicable for cores with square fuel elements as well.
Coupling with ATHLET
Realistic predictions require coupling of thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes for all transients with
strong interaction of power generation in the core and flow conditions in the coolant system. Examples of
such transients are
-

Boron dilution accidents in PWR,

-

cool-down transients with strongly negative moderator temperature reactivity coefficient in
PWR,

-

anticipated transients without scram (ATWS),

-

BWR instabilities.

Both, neutronic codes QUABOX/CUBBOX and DYN3D, were coupled with ATHLET. The coupling
strategy has been extended to other neutronic codes [LAN 98]. Meanwhile, the performance of the coupled
code system was demonstrated by international benchmarks and various applications.
Further development for neutron kinetics
The codes for nuclear core design and analysis of reactivity initiated accidents were developed at
a time when the available computing capacity restricted them to use two energy groups and coarse mesh
methods. The rapid growth of computing power since then was mainly exploited for faster calculations and
coupled analysis. It is now planned to make use of the high computing power for a more accurate
description of the neutronic processes. Deterministic neutron transport models with PN or SN approximation
and Monte-Carlo methods describe the neutron reactions in many energy groups. While these methods are
already in use for steady-state calculations, they should become applicable for transient reactor analysis in
the future.

Code Development at Siemens KWU
For the solution of technical tasks in a PWR, which require the combined use of thermal
hydraulic and neutronic codes, Siemens KWU has developed the code system CASCADE-3D (Core
Analysis & Safety Codes for Advanced Design Evaluation, [VAN 99]. The Siemens program system
CASCADE-3D links some of the most advanced code packages for in-core fuel management and accident
analysis: SAV95, PANBOX/COBRA and RELAP5. Consequently by using CASCADE-3D the potential
of modern fuel assemblies and in-core fuel management strategies can be much better utilized because
safety margins which had been reduced due to conservative methods are now predicted more accurately.
The standard version of RELAP5 within CASCADE is S-RELAP5, an in house developed 2D
thermal hydraulic system code based on RELAP5 mod2 and mod3. PANBOX is the Siemens 3D transient
neutronic code and COBRA is the 3D thermal hydraulic sub channel code for PWR’s. COBRA is also the
thermal hydraulic core module of PANBOX. RELAP5 is coupled explicitly via the general coupling
routine EUMOD to PANBOX/COBRA. An example of the capabilities of the coupled system
RELAP5/PANBOX (R/P) is shown in figure 3. The figure shows for the transient Steam Line Break in a
PWR the reactor power versus time calculated with a point kinetics model and with the coupled system
R/P. Contrary to the extremely conservative point kinetic model the more realistically coupled system R/P
predicts no recriticality during this transient.
Figure 3: Reactor power versus time using 3D and point kinetics model
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The routine EUMOD is also used to couple containment codes, such as COCO for the analyses of
LOCA or simplified models of NPP components such as the turbine for analyses of transients to SRELAP5. Furthermore a digital simulation of analog I&C and the original safety related digital I&C
(TELEPERM-XS), has been coupled to S-RELAP5 via EUMOD to analyze transients or to validate new
I&C concepts.

CFD code application
In case a task requires the use of CFD codes, such as the analysis of transients with boron
dilution, Siemens in general applies a sequential approach. In the first step the NPP system is analyzed by
use of RELAP5, thereby defining the boundary conditions at the reactor pressure vessel for the following
analysis with a CFD code such as PHOENICS. The CFD code defines the spatial and time dependent
boron distribution at the core entrance and the 3D core behavior together with the thermal hydraulic system
behavior is analyzed thereafter by the coupled system RELAP5/HEXTIME, where HEXTIME is the
hexagonal version of PANBOX for WWER analysis. Figure 4, 5 and 6 show an example of the application
of such a sequential methodology to an WWER213 transient with a boron dilution transient (start of a
reactor coolant pump in a loop filled with deborated water). Figure 4 shows the boron concentration at the
core entrance at 34 sec calculated with PHOENICS: The lowest concentration of boron at the core entrance
shows up opposite the position of the loop with deborated fluid pushed by the RCP. Figure 5 shows the
local power distribution in the core at 38 sec calculated with RELAP5/HEXTIME: The maximum power is
reached in the stuck rod position. Figure 6 shows the reactor power versus time: At 38 sec the reactor
becomes critical and reaches 125% of normal power, but the power excursion is terminated rapidly by the
reactivity feedback of the fuel temperature.
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Figure 4: Boron concentration at core entrance at 34 sec
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Figure 5: Local power distribution in the core at 38 sec
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CFD codes are also used at Siemens in a stand alone mode. For instance, to determine thermal
stresses in structures, boundary conditions are provided from CFD calculations. A wide field of thermal
loads results from buoyancy effects. Typical problems studied are flow stratification in horizontal pipes
and mixing tees. Steep temperature gradients stagnant or moving with time can give high stresses or
deformations. Technical measures to reduce the thermal loads (thermal sleeves or mixing devices) were
assessed based on CFD analysis. An other thermal load influenced by buoyancy comes from cold plumes
touching walls. Plumes were studied for different components. The temperature fields of plumes,
impinging jets with temperature differences and stratified flows have also been evaluated for fatigue
problems.
CFD analyses are also applied by Siemens to study hydrogen distribution and deflagration in
containment after severe accidents [REI 94]. A specific development was carried out to introduce
turbulence controlled combustion in a 3D code. Most of the published analyses in this area are based on
results of lumped parameter type codes; complementary detailed 3D studies for parts of the containment
(single or multiply connected compartments) are carried out (e. g., pressure increase by jet ignition
between different compartments; hydrogen distribution caused by buoyancy driven jets).
Future code development at Siemens
The main emphasis of short term future development within Siemens, regarding thermal
hydraulic and neutronics codes for transient analysis, is enlarging the validation basis of the coupled
systems such as described above, thereby using recorded data of actual incidents in PWR’s. In the area of
sub or hot channel analysis, Siemens is involved in a development program increasing the capabilities of
COBRA.
In the analysis of transients in BWR’s, Siemens also applies S-RELAP5 (coupled with a one
dimensional core simulator via EUMOD) as the standard tool for thermal hydraulic system behavior. A
development of a coupled system of S-RELAP5 with the 3D neutronic code RAMONA has been started at
Siemens, which in the future should become comparable to the well established PWR code system
RELAP/PANBOX or RELAP/HEXTIME.
An example of an intermediate term development within Siemens in this area is the application of
the adjoint sensitivity method [CAC 99] to quantify the uncertainties in an analysis of a transient
calculated with RELAP5/PANBOX. This method is developed in a cooperation with the research center in
Karlsruhe, Germany. Through the application of the adjoint code version being developed, e.g. RELAP5,
via one single run all sensitivities of all RELAP5 input and model parameters for a specific output value of
a transient can be derived.
In the area of CFD codes Siemens is participating in a development program to enlarge the
capabilities of such codes, especially in the two phase fluid region.
Conclusions
With 19 nuclear power plants in operation, generating one third of her electricity production,
Germany will rely on nuclear power for the forseeable future. Safety relevant questions like behaviour of
cores with high-burnup fuel, boron dilution transiens, and transients starting from shut-down states entail
the need for further development of codes in order to have state-of the-art tools at hand.

With the thermal-hydraulic system code ATHLET, an efficient tool is available for transient and
accident analysis. Dynamic flow regime modelling and a multi-dimensional module will be main topics of
further development of this code. Validation will be completed and the remaining uncertainties quantified
using GRS’ own methodology.
Siemens has an own suite of codes, including S-RELAP5 for T/H system analysis and the system
CASCADE-3D linking several advanced codes for in-core fuel management and accident analysis.
Several neutronic codes are available for calculating 3D core dynamics. They have been successfully
coupled to T/H system codes and are now able to analyze transients with strong interaction of core and
coolant circuit behaviour. For the future, it is planned to make deterministic neutron transport models
available for transient analysis.
CFD codes are successfully used already for detailed 3D computation of single phase mixing
problems. It is planned to launch a development of two-phase capabilities for CFD methods.
Alltogether, the T/H and neutronic codes in Germany have reached a high standard. To ensure
timely response to safety relevant questions also for the future, continuous effort is necessary to modernise
the computational tools and to extend their capabilities.
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Good afternoon, Ladies and Gentlemen. I’m pleased to have this opportunity to discuss a regulator’s view of key
issues facing nuclear technology and the role of thermal hydraulics and neutronics. The accelerating pace of
“technolization”, “informatization”, and the expansion of market economies throughout the world continues to create
opportunities and challenges for all areas of endeavor, including the generation of electric power by nuclear energy.
Change is in the air, and everywhere; change is here to stay. Amongst all the changes, there are cornerstones that
ensure the safety of nuclear power: the expertise of nuclear practitioners, regulators, and decision makers. And that
should first spell safety. It should also spell increased productivity and efficiencies compatible with safety. There is
obviously a strong natural correlation between heat generation and heat sinks. Today, I would first explore the
potential correlation between safety and cost competitiveness, and proceed afterward to the main subject of this
conference.
Although I am speaking to you as a member of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), I will be
offering my individual views today.
Safety is really the regulator’s only business. Safety is a word that creates excitement, fear and devotion; it is part of
everyday life, everywhere. The transformation that is taking place at the NRC is to achieve real safety and, until better
terms are found, to place the “not important to safety” in its proper place. Some would think that the transformation
involves only risk-informed regulation. I believe this transformation is broader and fundamental to the mission of a
regulator: i.e., to focus attention and resources on what is more important to safety. The regulator’s job is to demand
safety in uncompromising ways, let industry manage it, and have an objective accountability system. I should point
out that risk-informed regulation is not only a decision-making tool, but it also has a public information role; it should
serve to communicate and clarify the safety relevance of events and regulatory decisions in terms of public health and
safety.
Safety brings us back to very old questions: Is it safe? Is it economical? But in today’s competitive marketplace,
these two questions are now joined in a dilemma; or is it an opportunity?
Safety vs Cost Competitiveness
The old question deserves a new answer in today’s challenging economic, technological, and energetic environment,
and the answer is real.

Safety and Cost Competitiveness
Compatible and enabling factors. Both safety and cost competitiveness are realities and must be worked on with the
same open approach that has brought the effected and about to be effected regulatory improvements.
There was a time when it was thought that safety could be achieved fully independent of cost. Then the U.S. nuclear
industry entered into an era where cost became important... and safety improved. I submit that two independent yet
related variables -- safety and cost competitiveness -- determine the viability, indeed the survivability, of nuclear
power and nuclear technologies. They are both integral quantities and embody most of the determinant issues. Safety
and cost competitiveness are both dynamic variables and easily tailored for use in decision-making. They have been,
and could be, at odds with each other but should not be. In fact, it is imperative that they work together and not
against each other.
I suggest that in the United States of America, the marketplace and regulatory reform are coupling nuclear safety and
cost in the right manner. Safety is the priority that enables cost competitiveness while safety-conscious cost
considerations strengthen safety. This coupling is obvious when looking at averaged safety and cost performance
indicators, and it is dramatic for “top performers.” There is no doubt that the safest nuclear power plants in this
country are generating electricity at very competitive production costs, often lower than coal. The U.S. NRC has
matured into a more safety-focused regulator; the industry is now able to focus more sharply on real safety, and
regulatory requirements. In fact, it was the industry that first enabled the NRC’s shift to real safety from prescriptive
regulation by lowering the number and significance of events and improving overall performance. It is the industry
that must keep it so.
Now, let me turn to thermal-hydraulics. There is a very strong correlation between heat generation and heat sinks.
There is a strong correlation between thermal-hydraulics development and nuclear safety. I believe that more than
any other discipline, thermal-hydraulics is the science and technology that plays the key role in determining safety
and performance. At the beginning of the commercial nuclear age, plants were designed and built before much of our
current knowledge was developed. During the 1960s, safety analyses and licensing reviews of the earlier plants were
done on almost an ad-hoc, or case-by-case basis. As new issues arose, the means to address them and the formulation
of rules and regulations developed concurrently. At that time, the technical basis was generally lacking for
performing best-estimate analysis or to determine the magnitude of uncertainties. Therefore, conservative
assumptions were often imposed in an attempt to provide bounding analyses. Through 40 years of operating
experience and safety research, we now have enough information to establish a regulatory framework based on risk
perspectives and to allow more realistic analyses. In fact, the current initiatives on risk-informed regulatory
framework presents an opportunity to launch a major effort to utilize state-of-the-art technology for consolidating and
upgrading the existing thermal hydraulic and neutronic codes used in reactor safety analyses. This is because in riskinformed regulation, we should strive to reduce unnecessary conservatism, and develop the best- estimate analytical
tools while maintaining the defense-in-depth philosophy. In the meantime, it also presents a challenge to code
developers because of the sheer size and complexity of these codes.
You are at the forefront of nuclear technology. You have a great opportunity in your hands to advance this
technology, to obtain a better understanding of the nuclear power thermal-hydraulics and neutronics, and their effects
on system’s interaction and configuration. A better thermal-hydraulics and neutronics understanding will allow the
operators and regulators to improve nuclear safety and its efficient use; to help the regulator quantify safety
requirements and support the nuclear industry’s efforts to achieve a positive feedback between safety and cost
competitiveness. This morning, Dr. Uhle from the NRC

presented the code consolidation and development effort at the U.S. NRC. Later on you will hear other NRC staff
members discuss additional details regarding NRC’s efforts in pushing the state-of-the-art in thermal hydraulic and
neutronic code development, and the NRC initiative in risk-informed regulation. Your work can make a difference.
The recent progress in thermal hydraulic codes has enabled us to enhance significantly our ability to better simulate
the transient physical phenomena in the nuclear steam supply system. The familiar RELAP 5 noding diagram is now
replaced by a GUI (Graphical User Interface) input. The 3-D Model Viewer now allows us to verify the intended
piping configuration. I believe that, because of the more realistic computer simulation, we should be able to reduce
some unnecessary conservatism that was necessary for the first generation codes and to develop a set of best-estimate
computer codes that can be used consistent with the concept of risk-informed regulation.
At this point in the maturity of both the nuclear industry and the regulators, we have learned much in how to enhance
the value of nuclear technology to society by improving its safe and efficient use. The issue for you is how best to
systematically use state-of-the-art thermal-hydraulics and neutronics to improve safety and cost competitiveness, and
to lay the foundation for a new generation of nuclear power plants. In other words, the nuclear industry and the
regulator must face the realities of a world of finite resources, to ensure that the benefits of nuclear technology can be
realized without compromising safety. There are many ways to accomplish this goal, but the goal should be the same.
You have a role to play, indeed an obligation to lead in multiple fronts in this endeavor. I believe that improvements
in technology, and specifically in thermal-hydraulics and neutronics, will serve our nations in the years ahead to
establish the appropriate place for nuclear power in the energy mix that fits the national interests.
I look forward to working with you and I wish you well.
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Summary
Now that we are entering a new millennium, the current trend of developing risk-informed initiatives is part
of USNRC re-examination of its regulatory activities. This trend will continue and will be enhanced by folding in
insights and lessons learned from applications of these initiatives and from close interactions with the agency’s stakeholders. Examples of the changes and the way insights are increasingly being used in the USNRC regulatory
framework are discussed in this paper.
Introduction
USNRC administers, inspects, assesses, and enforces compliance with its regulations to assure adequate
protection of public health and safety. This was successfully achieved in nuclear power plant safety over the past few
decades with regulations largely based on deterministic engineering judgment.
It was recognized that some of these regulations were developed in the past in a conservative fashion and lacked the
benefit of the available and growing pool of operating experience data and Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA)
insights. Based on this new information, some of these regulations are now regarded to be unnecessarily burdensome
to regulators as well as licensees.
In 1995, the USNRC issued the PSA policy statement which directed “the increased use of PRA in all
regulatory matters to the extent supported by the state-of-the-art in PRA methods and data and in a manner that
complements the NRC’s deterministic approach and supports the NRC’s traditional defense-in-depth philosophy.”
Issuance of this policy statement was followed by an aggressive effort in the agency to develop a risk-informed
approach to regulatory activities. This new approach uses risk insights together with other factors to further focus the
licensee and regulatory attention on design and operational issues commensurate with their importance to public
health and safety. This move toward risk informing regulatory activities marks perhaps the most significant change
taking place at USNRC.
Risk-Informed Strategy
To assure a widespread understanding of the regulatory reform goals at USNRC, the “Risk-Informed
Regulation Implementation Plan” was developed. This plan is based on the four elements of the commissions
strategic plan; namely, maintaining safety, reducing unnecessary burden, improving

effectiveness and efficiency, and improving public confidence. This risk-informed implementation plan describes the
strategy needed to decide what, how, and when to risk-inform the agency’s activities.
Risk-Informed Applications and Regulatory Decision Making
In 1998, a number of regulatory guides and the associated standard review plan section addressing the use of
PSA insights in the areas of Regulatory Decision Making, Technical Specifications, In-Service Testing, In-Service
Inspections, and Graded Quality Assurance were issued. This guidance was the result of significant interaction with
stakeholders.
As an example, in Regulatory Guide 1.174 “An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Riskinformed Decisions on Plant-specific Changes to the Licensing Basis,” July 1998, the staff developed guidelines for
regulatory decision making when addressing licensee initiated changes to their plants. These guidelines permit plant
changes which result in very small increases in core damage frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency
(LERF) independent of the estimated baseline CDF and LERF for the plant, provided that the licensees track, and the
NRC staff monitors, the cumulative effect of such changes. The commission also approved the staff proposed
definition of “very small” changes as less than 1E-6 per reactor year for CDF and less than 1E-7 per reactor year for
LERF.
Staff acceptance of the risk-informed licensee proposed changes depends on the magnitude of increases in
CDF and LERF and consideration of the impact of associated uncertainties. Use of PSA is applicable to full power,
low power, and shutdown operation (for internal and external events). Unfortunately, the current scope of available
PSA studies, such as Individual Plant Evaluation/Individual Plant Evaluations for External Events (IPE/IPEEE) and
other PSA studies, does not cover all modes of operation, and in many cases does not include a detailed assessment of
uncertainties. The decision maker is typically provided with an estimate of the expected (mean) value of the change
in CDF/LERF, supplemented by qualitative statements (or sensitivity analyses) characterizing what is judged to be
the major sources of uncertainties. Future efforts will be directed toward establishing a standard for characterization
of dominant uncertainties, and development of a formal framework for integration of uncertainty in decision making.
Application of the risk-informed regulatory guidance has acted to enhance the predictability of regulatory decisions,
and contributed significant burden reduction on operating plants while assuring an adequate level of safety is
maintained. Lessons learned from these applications are used to refine the risk-informed guidance, and enhance
success in meeting future agency goals for other risk-informed initiatives.
Risk-Informing Part 50 Initiative
The move toward risk-informing the current set of nuclear power plant regulations marks perhaps the most
significant individual change taking place at USNRC. A rulemaking plan for the modification of the scope of the
‘special treatment’ regulations in 10 CFR Part 50 is close to completion. This plan will allow for an alternative
regulatory framework that will enable licensees to use a risk-informed approach in order to categorize structure
systems and components and their associated design and protection according to their safety significance. NRC is
also proceeding with a program to develop changes to the specific technical requirements in the body of 10 CFR Part
50, including the general design criteria. This plan includes lists of regulations that are candidated for modifications
as well as the methodology and screening criteria used to identify these candidate regulations. This rulemaking plan
was developed in close cooperation with the agency’s stakeholders.

RI Reactor Oversight Process
The USNRC has developed a new risk-informed structured process to oversee the performance of nuclear
power plants. This process monitors licensee performance in three broad areas referred to as strategic performance
areas. These areas deal with reactor safety, avoiding accidents and reducing the consequences of accidents if they
occur; radiation safety, protecting plant employees and the public during routine operations; and safeguards,
protecting the plant against sabotage or other security threats. The process focuses on essential elements of licensee
performance within each of these areas. These elements, known as the cornerstones of safety, represent performance
objectives that if met, will enable NRC, licensees, and the public to conclude that the safety mission is fulfilled.
To monitor these cornerstones of safety, the NRC utilizes two processes which generate information about
the safety significance of plant operations. These processes use objective operating data and actual inspection of
plant systems and activities. On a quarterly basis, each licensee will report data to the NRC related to nineteen
performance indicators. Performance indicator data will be compared to specific criteria for measuring licensee
performance in terms of potential safety significance. In addition to monitoring key plant specific data, the NRC will
conduct inspections of licensee systems and activities.
The assessment process integrates information sources relevant to licensee safety performance so the agency
can reach objective conclusions regarding the significance of the performance indicators and inspection findings.
One of the newly developed assessment techniques is the Significance Determination Process (SDP). The SDP
utilizes a “risk-principled” framework to assess the risk-significance of inspection findings. The SDP allows
inspectors to have early feedback on the potential significance of their findings. If warranted, additional analysis is
performed to fully characterize the risk-significance of the inspection findings. In addition, the enforcement decisions
which are eventually made by USNRC will be more credible, since the output of the SDP forms the basis for future
enforcement action.
The USNRC considers its reactor oversight process including the cornerstones of safety, performance
indicators, new baseline inspection program, and the significance determination process, to be more objective than
past practice and will thereby promote more consistent findings and enforcement based upon factual information
related to actual safety-significant criteria. This reactor oversight process will reduce subjectivity in NRC’s
inspection, assessment, and enforcement results and will thereby improve public confidence in the USNRC oversight
program.
Conclusion
USNRC has formulated a strategy for change utilizing a Risk-Informed regulatory approach. The last two
years have witnessed an aggressive effort to develop risk-informed guidance to implement this strategy in licensing
decisions, reactor oversight and future changes to regulatory requirements. These efforts have involved significant
interaction with stakeholders and will ultimately result in a more objective, less burdensome, and scrutible regulatory
environment which will enhance public confidence in nuclear reactor safety.
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Summary

A regulatory approach has been developed in Belgium to assess the uncertainty treatment in licensing
calculations. It is based on a set of rules aiming at identifying acceptable combinations of uncertainties
ranging from purely deterministic to general statistic. Emphasis is put on requested conditions to gain
objective knowledge about both the sources of the uncertainties, and the models used in the licensing
calculations.
A procedure has been set up to practically apply these principles to models, input and target parameters involved in a
licensing calculation. It is based on a recursive decomposition of the models into basic elements and their analysis in
terms of uncertainty data and propagation mechanisms. At each level of the decomposition, the appropriate rules are
applied, delivering the uncertainty characteristics needed to perform the next step of the assessment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Licensing methods used for the design basis of Nuclear Power Plants were initially based on a
deterministic account of uncertainties. The historical evolution of some methods shows however a
progressive emergence of probabilistic concepts in revised formal treatments of uncertainties. Reasons to
do so are possible margin gains, or more flexibility in the application of the method.
In Belgium, the regulatory approach to methodological changes of that kind has been for a long
time a case-by-case one. As the frequency of such changes increases, more systematism is now needed
and would also help gaining in coherence and in efficiency.
After introducing some essential definitions (§ 0), to develop our new approach, we start from
ideas taken outside the nuclear safety context, that we then transpose to nuclear safety after checking the
validity of the exercise (§ 0). The result is a general method which is formally described in § 0. Some
opportunities to apply this method showed it to be easily practicable as soon as the required information is
available. An example is presented in § 0 for the sake of illustration.
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS
Licensing calculations are based on a model, with some input parameters, and a chosen output
parameter usually to be compared to a safety criterion, and hereafter called the target parameter. In the
present text, the word “model” refers to an analytical model or a calculation code. Where applicable,
model, correlation, or code internal parameters are globally considered as input parameters. The term
“modelisation” is avoided because in some contexts it designates a nodalisation choice for a particular
code.

The target (parameter) uncertainty is derived by choosing a convenient combination for each individual
input (parameter) uncertainty. The different kinds of uncertainty combinations are defined below. As the
choice criteria, which will be discussed later, depend on the available knowledge about the input
uncertainties and about the model, the status of this knowledge is also defined below, through the
important notions of internal and external variances.
2.1. Deterministic combination
2.1.1. The general case

An input uncertainty is deterministically combined if the input parameter takes its most penalizing
value inside its uncertainty interval, w.r.t. the target parameter. The penalizing value is determined using
sensitivity studies, which can be numerous in case of strong non-separable effects.
2.1.2 The linear approximation
An input uncertainty is deterministically combined using the linear approximation if its impact on
the target parameter is linearly accounted for in the penalizing direction, through a sensitivity coefficient.
This approximation requires a smaller amount of sensitivity studies (only those needed to compute the
sensitivity coefficients are necessary), but is valid only provided that at least one of the following
assumptions is verified:
1. almost linear behaviour of the target parameter as a function of the input parameter, in the studied
variation domain;
2. sensitivity coefficients bounded inside the studied variation domain.
2.2. Statistic combination
2..2.1. The general case

An input uncertainty is statistically combined if the error distributions of the input and target
parameters are connected using probability calculation rules. Additional choices are necessary to relate
uncertainties and error distributions (choice of distributions, of confidence levels). This approach implies
rather heavy techniques, such as the Monte Carlo method. Note that the deterministic case is retrieved
with a probability distribution centered on the input parameter penalizing value, taking the limit of a zero
width density.
2.2.2. The quadratic approximation
An input uncertainty is statistically combined using the quadratic approximation if the impact of
the related variance on the target parameter variance is linearly accounted for, through a squared sensitivity
coefficient. Additional choices are necessary to relate uncertainties and variances (choice of distributions,
of confidence levels). This approach deserves much less effort than in the general statistic combination
(only the sensitivity coefficients need be known), but it requires the following assumptions to be verified:
1. validity of the deterministic linear approximation;
2. statistic independence of the input parameters (this assumption can be relaxed by introducing
covariances);
3. applicability of the central limit theorem.

2.3. Internal variance
The terms “internal variance” refer to the situation where the account for the knowledge of both
the model and the statistical properties of some input data is accepted when calculating the target
parameter uncertainty. The model is then considered as a “white box”.
2.4. External variance
The terms “external variance” refer to the opposite situation where the account for the knowledge
of either the model, or any statistical property of input data, is prohibited when calculating the target
parameter uncertainty. The model is then used as a “black box”.
3. TRANSPOSITION TO NUCLEAR SAFETY OF MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY
PRINCIPLES
In the present section, ideas usual to the measurement practice in the laboratory are collected and
then transposed to nuclear safety, after a check of the validity of such a transposition. An ISO standard
project (ISO/TC 69/SC 6/N 266) is used as a reference basis, in particular to fix the vocabulary.
3.1 Measurement uncertainty principles
3.1.1. Definitions
A.
Error : the unknown difference between the measured value and the true value. It involves two
components.
1.
Random error: varies randomly with expectation zero, in the course of several measurements made
under the same conditions.
2.
Systematic error: remains constant in the course of several measurements made under the same
conditions. Two possibilities arise.
a)
Locally systematic error: a systematic error which is determined by a random process (example:
replacing a measurement instrument by another, equivalent one, without changing any other measurement
condition).
b)
Strictly systematic error: a systematic error which is not determined by a random process (error of
method).
B.
Uncertainty : number(s) defining an interval supposed to contain the true value of the measurand
(or measured quantity). The relation between error and uncertainty is a matter of convention; it is not
unique. At the highest level, a rather usual distinction is made between
1.
the random uncertainty: arises from random and locally systematic errors;
2.
the systematic uncertainty : arises from strictly systematic errors.
C.
Evaluation methods for measurement uncertainties: the above distinction leads to two families
of methods for evaluating the total measurement uncertainty.
1.
Method of standard uncertainty : quadratic combination of the random and systematic
uncertainties.
2.
Method of strict uncertainty : sum (linear combination) of the random and systematic uncertainties.

3.1.2. Some principles of particular interest
The ideas below essentially result from common sense in laboratory practice. The given references
relate to the ISO standard project, where all these ideas are found.
n°1. Quote strict rather than standard uncertainty when dealing with an individual experiment rather than
a collection of experiments including the one under consideration (§ 9.4 p.28).
n°2. Quote strict rather than standard uncertainty when the cost of underestimating uncertainties is
important (§ 9.4 p.28). “Those requiring an uncertainty measure for critical applications where exacting
contractual conditions, specified safety levels or other stringent requirements have to be met should
consider quoting strict uncertainty” (§ 1 p.2).
n°3. Quote strict rather than standard uncertainty when the higher costs of estimating strict uncertainty
are acceptable (§ 9.4 p.28).
n°4. The strict uncertainty method requires an objective knowledge of the probability distributions related
to the random and locally systematic errors: “it is rigorously based on error populations actually sampled
by the experiment and does not involve unrealistic populations or distributions in order to simplify
analysis” (Annex C § 2.1 p.56). It is indeed a matter of common sense that a quantitative method requires
really quantified data.
n°5. An error has to be considered as strictly systematic in case of doubt about its nature (the examples
provided in Annex A, § [3] p.45 and § [11] p.46, rely on the impossibility of a detailed source verification,
or of a determination of the nature, either local or strict, of systematic errors).
n°6. In the case of a measured quantity which is derived through a theoretical relation from effectively
measured quantities, the theoretical model must satisfy the following conditions to be used in the context
of strict uncertainty (§ 8.4 pp.19, 20; the “Example N” given pp.38-47, of the perfect gas R constant
measurement provides a detailed illustration):
− realism;
− modelisation of all relevant phenomena;
− strictly systematic errors identified and quantified;
− verification with a sufficient confidence level.
3.2. Discussion of the above principles in the context of nuclear safety
3.2.1. Validity of the transposition
The justification arguments given below show that the transposition of the measurement
uncertainty principles presented above to the context of licensing methods does make sense.
• Input parameters (initial and boundary conditions, correlations, ...) play the same role as measurands.
Allowed ranges for reactor operational parameters, tolerance margins for fabrication parameters, or
uncertainty intervals related to correlation samples, are the equivalent of measurand uncertainties.
• Models in licensing methods are analog to the theoretical relations used for derived measurements, and
the related assumptions required in the context of strict uncertainty are the same.
• In the same way, the target parameter corresponds to the derived measured quantity. Its bounding value
plays the same role as the derived measurement uncertainty.
• Many concepts are directly transposable, like components of error, categories of uncertainty,
uncertainty evaluation methods, quadratic uncertainty combination (and its generalisation to the statistic
combination), linear uncertainty combination (and its generalisation to the deterministic combination),
objective knowledge of uncertainty data.

• The main concerns are accuracy for measurement and conservatism for nuclear safety. The latter is
more general as it aims at bounding target parameters in a single direction. Some of the above concepts
can be generalised in that way:
−
objective knowledge of uncertainty data is not required provided that the conservatism of a postulated
probability distribution can be verified;
−
the model can be at least partly conservative in place of realistic;
−
in particular, the required account of relevant phenomena may be conservative.
• Measurement procedures applied by trained operators are equivalent to code user procedures followed
by skilled users.
• Engineering judgment is applicable the same way both in the measurement and in the nuclear safety
domains.
3.2.2. Applicability of the transposition
Before discussing uncertainty combination criteria, the advisability of an accurate account of
uncertainties, and even of the need to account for them, must be questioned. In cases where a rigorous
uncertainty quantification is not needed, the standard uncertainty method is acceptable or, more generally,
discussing the choice of the uncertainty evaluation method is irrelevant. Let us consider the following
points.
• Outside the design basis (in the case of beyond design accidents for instance), a “best estimate”
approach is sufficient because the purpose is to situate the consequences of the accident and not to verify
the respect of a safety criterion.
• In some cases, uncertainties are a “background noise” w.r.t. some phenomena which are very relevant
but difficult to predict, like human error in some medium or long term accident phases.
To support such a conclusion, uncertainties should however be evaluated, at least approximately.
• In case of lack of knowledge, so-called “conservative” methods are used and introduce often large but
ill known implicit margins. The uncertainty evaluation is then often purposeless.
This shows that the discussion of uncertainty combination criteria may be limited to the design
basis, and as far as all relevant phenomena are modelled with sufficient realism.
3.2.3. Consequences of the transposition
The principles enumerated in § 0 are referred to in the following paragraphs.
3.2.3.1. Uncertainty evaluation method
As a safety analysis addresses an individual plant (principle 1), and as an underestimation of uncertainties
may lead to severe consequences (principle 2), the strict uncertainty method is applicable. The higher resulting costs
(principle 3) may be seen as an insurance covering the avoided severe consequences. The impacts of retaining the
strict uncertainty method are analysed below.

3.2.3.2. Knowledge of uncertainty data
Strict uncertainty requires that only error populations actually sampled from representative measurements
may be statistically combined (principle 4). However, a postulated distribution is acceptable - and sometimes
required - for safety purposes as far as it provides a conservative synthesis of the actual uncertainty distribution.
Some examples are now given.

• The distribution effectively used to represent a correlation sample must conservatively take the sample
finite size into account.
• The postulated distribution is flattened with respect to the real one (the limit is the uniform distribution).
• The postulated distribution is shifted in the penalising direction.
• When uncertainty data are given in terms of an uncertainty interval, the associated postulated
distribution is more conservative when the confidence level is lowered (for example taking 90% in place of
the usual 95% value).
• The limit of the deterministic uncertainty combination is taken.
In addition, the different error components must be clearly identified, otherwise they are assumed strictly systematic
(principle 5).
3.2.3.3. Knowledge of the model

Regarding the model used, the strict uncertainty method requires to satisfy the four assumptions
related to principle 6, i.e. realism, modelisation of all relevant phenomena, identified and quantified
systematic uncertainties, and verification with acceptable confidence. A workable approach to achieve that
purpose should in general include the following steps.
• The model structure is analysed and the model is recursively decomposed into basic elements.
• The ability of the model and model elements to correctly describe the physics inside the model validity
domain and at the required accuracy level is verified. Conservatism is acceptable provided that it does not
reduce the impact of uncertainties (this property is addressed under the terms of “controlled
conservatism”).
• The realistic behaviour of model components and the correct modelisation of relevant phenomena is
verified by comparison with separate effect tests.
• The global model behaviour is verified to be realistic by comparison with integral tests.
• The representativity of the performed tests with the actual reactor situation is verified.
• The coverage of the model validity domain by the performed tests is verified.
• Systematic uncertainties can be identified and quantified through the different verification steps listed
above.
3.2.3.4. Internal variance
Internal variance is achieved when the knowledge of some uncertainty data and of the model are judged
sufficient in terms of the criteria discussed in § 0, defining the internal variance conditions for the uncertainty data,
and the criteria discussed in § 0, defining the internal variance conditions for the model. In that case,

1. the target uncertainty may be derived by a statistic combination of the random input uncertainties
satisfying the internal variance conditions;
2. alternately, the effect of a subset of such input uncertainties can be derived as a partial target
uncertainty, by comparison with an external reference (experimental tests, codes, tables, ...); the partial
target uncertainty may then be statistically combined if both the comparison method and the external
reference satisfy the internal variance conditions;
3. a deterministic combination is required for all the other input uncertainties;
4. if the target parameter is used in a calculation (for example in a chain of codes), its uncertainty is then
considered to satisfy the internal variance conditions in that wider context.

3.2.3.5. External variance
External variance is achieved when internal variance is not. In general this occurs when the model does not
fulfil the internal variance conditions (the case where the input parameters of a “white box” all lack of acceptable
uncertainty knowledge seems to be very marginal).

Under external variance conditions,
1. the target uncertainty must be derived by a deterministic combination of all input uncertainties;
2. alternately, the effect of a subset of input uncertainties can be derived as a partial target uncertainty, by
comparison with an external reference; the partial target uncertainty must then be deterministically
combined;
3. if the target parameter is used in a calculation, its uncertainty is then considered not to satisfy the
internal variance conditions in that wider context.
4. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The practical application of the principles discussed above to models, input and target parameters involved
in licensing calculations can be formalised as follows.
4.1. Applicability
Change of the methodology used for a licensing study, introducing a new way of combining
uncertainties.
Particular application conditions:
− design basis (i.e. beyond design studies are out of scope);
− knowledge of relevant phenomena with a sufficient degree of realism.

4.2 Purpose
To determine whether the uncertainty combination change is acceptable.
4.3. Conditions of inclusion of an uncertainty into a statistic combination
All the following conditions must be met.
• The uncertainty to combine results from a random process.
• To be combined, an uncertainty must result from an actual sampling, and the sampling data must be
open to verification; a postulated error distribution is however acceptable if it can be shown that it provides
a conservative synthetis of the actual distribution.
• The different considered error components must be clearly identified; this implies that the root
mechanisms leading to error must be known.

• The upward (in the case of a target parameter) or downward (in the case of an input parameter) model
must fulfil the internal variance conditions, i.e. realism, modelisation of all relevant phenomena, identified
and quantified systematic uncertainties, and verification with acceptable confidence. Conservatism is
however acceptable provided that it does not reduce the consequences of uncertainties.
In the particular case of a quadratic combination, the additional conditions defined in § 0 need also
be satisfied.
4.4. Conditions of exclusion of an uncertainty from a statistic combination
If one of the following conditions is met, a statistical combination is excluded. The combination
must be deterministic.
• The uncertainty is systematic.
• The error distribution is postulated, unless evidence of conservatism w.r.t. the actual distribution is
provided.
• By lack of time, by lack of information or for any other reason, the sampling data cannot be sufficiently
verified.
• By lack of time, by lack of information or for any other reason, the root mechanisms leading to error
cannot be sufficiently analysed, so that an unknown systematic component of the error cannot be excluded.
• By lack of time, by lack of information or for any other reason, the proposed statistic combination
method cannot be sufficiently evaluated.
In the particular case of a linear combination, the conditions defined in § 0 need be satisfied.

4.5. Model decomposition
The proposed model analysis is sketched in the flow chart of figure 1 and can be summarised as
follows.
First, the conditions of internal variance of the model (realism, modelisation of all relevant
phenomena, identified and quantified systematic uncertainties, and verification with acceptable
confidence) and of its input data uncertainties (objectivity or conservative synthesis) are analysed. If they
are not satisfied (case of external variance, “E.V.”), the deterministic combination (“DC”) is applicable.
Otherwise, the different elements resulting from a model decomposition are examined. For a
component of the “(sub)model” kind, the present procedure is recursively applied. For an elementary
component (parameter), the objectivity or the controlled conservatism of its uncertainty data is evaluated,
and the combination to apply is statistic (“SC”) in case of positive answer, and deterministic otherwise.
When models are chained, in the frame either of the above recursion or of a wider calculation, the
way of combining the uncertainty of the intermediate parameter depends on the assessment of the upward
and downward models. The most restrictive combination mode is retained.

5. EXAMPLE: METHODOLOGY CHANGE FOR THE DECAY HEAT CURVE
5.1. What to assess
A methodology change has been proposed for calculating the decay heat and its uncertainties:
1. new code, say “CONCENTR” because it computes nucleide concentrations;
2. new way of combining the uncertainties related to basic nuclear data (quadratic in place of linear).
The assessment of the first point is beyond the scope of the present paper; regarding the second
point, the application of the proposed regulatory approach is summarized below.
Three uncertainty components of basic nuclear data need be combined, related namely to fission
products, 239 U + 239Np, and other actinides.
5.2. Context of the assessment
The project provides limited time and ressources for the assessment, and the designer limited
documentation quantity and quality within the available assessment time. All this makes a set of
constraints impacting the assessment conclusions.
5.3. Main assessment steps regarding the uncertainty combination
The decay heat is involved in analyses relative to design basis transients. For the proposed
procedure to be applied, sufficient realism for the code used must in addition be checked. Then the
analysis is performed by recursively decomposing the methodology down to the level of detail needed to
consistently conclude.
5.3.1. Realistic character of the code used
The “CONCENTR” code is a state-of-the-art code. Sufficient realism of the code and its
environment (chain of codes) can be evidenced by looking at the validation data.
5.3.2. Level 0 of the decomposition: main code chain
The chain, illustrated in Figure 2, is made of three parts.
1. A neutronic calculation sequence, say “TRANSPORT”, is based on a 1-D transport model; its input
data are
−
the fuel characteristics, the geometry and the reactor operating conditions, all provided by the user;
−
a cross section library (say “CROSSLIB”);
−
a basic nuclear data library (say “NUCLLIB”).
The output is a new library (say “OUTLIB”), grouping the initial “NUCLLIB” library with one-group
averaged cross sections for each prescribed burnup step. Only definite fuel types, enrichment and
maximum burnup values are available.
2. When necessary, an interpolation module (say “INTERPOL”) allows the generation from “OUTLIB” of
libraries corresponding to intermediate enrichment values.

3. The evolution of the concentrations for the different active nucleides is calculated by “CONCENTR”,
from the following inputs,
−
the irradiation data, provided by the user;
an “OUTLIB” library from “TRANSPORT”, with or without an intermediate step of enrichment
interpolation by “INTERPOL”.
The output is the expected target parameter (decay heat).
The “OUTLIB” libraries from step 1 are generated “once and for all”; a graphical interface (say
“GRAPH”) with specific user input helps to pilot steps 2 and 3.
5.3.3. Level 1 of the decomposition
5.3.3.1. Calculation modules
5.3.3.1.1. “TRANSPORT” code
This code propagates several categories of uncertainties into its results (the library “OUTLIB”). These
uncertainties are relative to the basic nuclear data, the cross sections, the required user data, but also the code
uncertainties themselves, due to approximations related in particular to the 1-D transport model and the limitation to a
single energy group of the resulting cross sections.
No information has been provided about the uncertainty propagation by the code, to be then considered as a
“black box”. In addition, no information about the output uncertainties is available.
5.3.3.1.2. “INTERPOL” code
This very simple module can be seen as a “white box” propagating the uncertainties linearly from the input
to the output library. The linear approximation used is qualitatively known to weakly impact the results. However,
should the quadratic combination be used, as it has the ambition to be more quantitative, a numeric estimation of the
resulting specific uncertainty should be welcome.
5.3.3.1.3. “CONCENTR” code
This code numerically solves the Bateman equations. The problem to solve is mathematically well-known
and the solution converges for a sufficiently tiny time step. This convergence condition is controlled by the user. The
related code uncertainty can be reasonably considered as small.

However, the problem solved this way is a simplification w.r.t. the physical reality, obtained after
uncoupling energy and geometrical aspects. No information is provided about the associated model
uncertainty, its impact on conservatism and on the effect of other uncertainties.
5.3.3.2. Data
5.3.3.2.1. Cross sections
Their uncertainties are propagated through a “black box” code (“TRANSPORT”) into the averaged cross
sections. The resulting uncertainties are known to have an important impact, but no reliable information was given to
establish if and how they were accounted for in the proposed combination.

5.3.3.2.2. User data for “TRANSPORT” and “CONCENTR”

Related uncertainties could result from
− user input errors (judged insignificant because of a quality and well documented user interface);
− intrinsic input data uncertainties, like geometrical tolerances.
There is no information about provision for it.
5.3.3.2.3. Basic nuclear data
These are further decomposed at level 2 below.
5.3.4. Level 2 of the decomposition: basic nuclear data
5.3.4.1. Category “fission products”
A quadratic approximation is used to derive a bounding value of the related uncertainty. In the domain
covered by the investigated solutions of the Bateman equations, conditions of response linearity or guarantee of
bounding values for the sensitivity coefficients should be fulfilled. This is not necessarily obvious for long periods,
due to the exponential character of solutions and the large available range of half-lifes (from the shortest to the
longest ones).
5.3.4.2. Category “239 U + 239 Np”
The related bounding uncertainty should be justified.
5.3.4.3. Category “other actinides”
As the related uncertainty results from calculations / measurements comparisons, it covers the whole
calculation chain, including “CONCENTR”. Its conservatism is guaranteed by the account of a bounding
measurement uncertainty, which is in addition dominant. Unfortunately, this category only weakly contributes to the
total decay heat.

5.4. Synthesis
The level 0 decomposition is complete (“white box”). Its constitutive blocks are then further
reviewed at level 1, evidencing information flaws about:
− the consequences of the model approximations in the code under investigation (“CONCENTR”), i.e. the

code uncertainty and the resulting impact on conservatism and on the effect of other uncertainties;
− the user input data uncertainties, not accounted for;
− the neutronic calculation sequence (code “TRANSPORT”), to be considered as a “black box”;
− the uncertainties of the averaged cross sections calculated by the “black box”, although they are known
to have an important impact at the level of the “CONCENTR” code.
With respect to the known project resources and objectives, a huge amount of additional
information should be provided to rediscuss acceptability conditions for the proposed change of
uncertainty combination. The additional needed information concerns all uncertainty treatments related to
the code “CONCENTR”, except for the basic nuclear data. The present, “weakly informed” state, keeps
the usage of that code in a “black box” state.
The level 2 part of the decomposition raises more quantitative aspects which would be useful in
case of use of a quadratic combination. The following points could then be addressed:

− the importance of the uncertainty due to the interpolation by “INTERPOL” should be specified (level

1);
− additional evidence should be provided to guarantee that the “fission product” uncertainty component is

bounding (level 2);
239
239
− justification should be provided for the “ U + Np” uncertainty component (level 2).

6. CONCLUSION
To develop our regulatory approach to assess the uncertainty treatment in licensing calculations,
we started from an analogy with measurement uncertainty principles, which are of every-day practice in
laboratories. After showing that these principles are to a large extent transposable to the context of nuclear
safety, they were used to construct a systematic method applicable in case of a change of or in a
methodology used for licensing, introducing a new way of combining uncertainties.
The method, formally described in § 0, is based on a set of rules aiming at identifying acceptable
combinations of uncertainties ranging from purely deterministic to general statistic.
Emphasis is put on requested conditions to gain objective knowledge about both the sources of the
uncertainties, and the models used in the licensing calculations.
Regarding the sources of the uncertainties, the combination must be deterministic in case of a
systematic uncertainty; it may be statistic in case of a random uncertainty, but until proof to the contrary,
an uncertainty is supposed systematic.
Regarding the models used, different aspects have to be addressed (feasability of verification,
realism with possible identified conservatism, modelisation of the main involved physical phenomena,
identification of systematic uncertainties which must be quantitatively known).
A procedure has been set up to practically apply these principles to models, input and target
parameters involved in a licensing calculation. It is based on a recursive decomposition of the models into
basic elements and their analysis in terms of uncertainty data and propagation mechanisms. At each level
of the decomposition, the appropriate rules are applied, delivering the uncertainty characteristics needed to
perform the next step of the assessment.
In the case of an intermediate parameter linking two chained models or submodels, the way its
uncertainty has to be combined depends on the assessment of both the upward and downward models. In
case of conflict, the most restrictive combination mode is retained for licensing purpose.
The strict character of this approach is justified by the potentially high cost of uncertainty
underestimation in nuclear safety.
As shown in the example of § 0, the methodology is easily practicable as soon as the required
information is available.

Figure 1 - Model decomposition flow chart
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Summary
Best-estimate methods are employed within the STARS project at PSI. The project provides independent
technical expertise primarily to HSK in support of the Swiss licensing process in the area of deterministic safety
analysis, and covers applications ranging from operational occurences as well as beyond-design-basis transients.
Some examples are presented: an assessment of the coolability of a PWR for reduced availability of ECCS, timing
studies for an MSIV-ATWS event in a BWR in order to quantify the effect of delayed operator actions, predictions of
planned start-up tests and research on BWR-stability to deepen the understanding of the phenomenon. Future work
will include an extensive use of 3D-kinetics in transient analysis and the development of a comprehensive uncertainty
methodology. Calculations on high burnup fuel behavior for RIA- and LOCA-scenarios are planned; also CFD
applications will be developed to assess mixing problems in reactor geometries on a rigorous basis.

INTRODUCTION
The safety evaluation process for nuclear power plants in Switzerland has traditionally been based on a
detailed technical review of safety evaluations submitted by the licensees. These reviews are performed by the Swiss
Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK) with some support from external experts. Over the last number of years, however,
the need to perform independent safety analysis has increased for a number of reasons:

• During the process of the periodic safety reviews of the operating NPP's in Switzerland, a
substantial effort was devoted to an in-depth review of the submitted plant specific PSA's. In
this framework, detailed deterministic analysis of certain accident scenarios that normally
belong to the category of beyond design basis transients was needed in order to verify the
adopted success criteria.
• The requested retrofitting of selected emergency systems called for supporting transient
analysis that covers a relatively wide parameter space.
• A continuous increase of the maximum discharge exposure combined with introduction of
new and complex fuel designs call for re-analysis of selected transients that for obvious
reasons should be performed using the best possible methods. This implies hands-on
experience in applying such best-estimate methods.
• Several Swiss utilities submitted new LBLOCA analysis using best-estimate analysis
combined with some type of uncertainty assessment, which required a thorough review.

As the HSK does not have the in-house capacity of performing independent analytical work, it
relies on competent external resources from which such analysis can be obtained in a timely manner. These
analyses are normally specified on a case-by-case basis, as needed to support the licensing process.
PROJECT STARS
With this background, a project called STARS was started some years ago at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI)
with financial support from the Swiss Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK) and the Swiss nuclear power operators. The
project's goal is to establish an independent capacity for performing deterministic safety analysis for all Swiss NPPs.
Primarily, support for HSK is provided in the form of transient analysis ranging from operational occurences to
beyond-design basis transients. For this, state-of-the-art system codes and plant specific input models are used.
All the necessary technical areas are addressed in the STARS project: transient system analysis incl. threedimensional neutronics for PWR and BWR, core behavior and generation of nuclear cross-sections for 1D- and 3Dkinetics, fuel performance as well as sub-channel analysis. (Until now, the scope of the project excludes the analysis
of severe accidents.)
The Studsvik CMS system ( i), ( ii) is used for core analysis and nuclear cross-sections generation. It includes
a module (SLICK) for the generation of the one-dimensional nuclear cross-sections used in RETRAN-3D and TRACBF1.
The main codes used are RETRAN-3D ( iii) for transient analysis, TRAC-BF1 ( iv) for BWR LOCA analysis
and RELAP5 ( v) used for PWR LOCA analysis.
CORETRAN (vi) serves as transient core dynamics code (with three-dimensional kinetics in two groups) for
both PWRs and BWRs. For BWR stability analysis, the RAMONA-code featuring three-dimensional kinetics in 1½
groups is used. In RETRAN-3D, options for 0D-, 1D- or 3D-kinetics are available, TRAC-BF1 features 0D- and 1Dkinetics and RELAP5 has only an option for 0D-kinetics. The core input for the 3D-neutronics of RETRAN-3D can
be constructed with the help of special modules of CORETRAN ( vii).
VIPRE02, the thermal-hydraulics module of CORETRAN (vii), is used for the sub-channel analysis of both
BWR and PWR assemblies. TRANSURANUS ( viii) and FREY (ix) are applied for fuel behavior analysis. CFX is
utilized for computational fluid dynamics calculations related to mixing. For containment analysis, either CONTAIN
or GOTHIC will be used.
Fig. 1 depicts the inter-relationship of the different codes. Needless to mention that the project team must
include experts in each of the different technical fields which clearly indicates the multidisciplinary nature of this
project.
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Fig. 1 Analysis codes used in the STARS project
Because STARS covers applications in the range of operational occurrences to beyond design basis
scenarios, best-estimate analysis is adopted throughout. This requires plant-specific and detailed models as code
inputs as well as validated analysis codes and validated plant inputs. Hence, much effort has been devoted to the
continuous development of detailed and reliable representations of the relevant parts of the Swiss NPPs, mainly the
primary system with its safety systems and the plant control and protection systems. These plant representations have
been benchmarked against available measured plant transients. In addition, key models of the analysis codes, such as
the void models, have been assessed independently from the code developers (e. g. x, xi, xii).

CURRENT APPLICATIONS OF BEST-ESTIMATE METHODS
General remarks
In the framework of design basis LOCA accidents, a clear definition of conservative and best-estimate
approaches is described in ( xiii), the key distinctive feature of the latter being that the known key physical processes
during a LOCA are modeled as realistically as possible. In the ideal case, nominal input parameters should be used in
the base calculation. To quantify the uncertainty of the analysis, the USNRC put forward the CSAU-methodology
(xiv) as an example of how to address the requirements of the revised 10CFR50.46 rule.
Since this method (and alternative methods) impose a significant burden onto the analysis, a simplified
approach is frequently adhered to: using best-estimate codes combined with bounding input parameters. Sensitivity
calculations are normally performed, first to identify the relevant parameters that need a bounding input value and
second to determine if the deviation from the nominal input should be positive or negative. This approach can yield
reliable results if the studied scenario is well understood and hence "bounding values" for the important input
parameters can be defined easily. In other situations, where different sets of key parameters may develop for different
phases of the transient, a more systematic uncertainty assessment becomes a necessity.

The application of best-estimate methods described in the following do not yet include a systematic
assessment of the analysis uncertainty; however, first results of work to develop this capability are available and
summarized in a later section.

Coolability of a PWR during scenarios with assumed multiple failures of ECCS
This example originates from an open issue identified during HSK's review of the PSA submitted by the
licensee in the framework of periodic safety review. HSK was interested in a number of detailed studies to support its
review. Several scenarios were analyzed with the help of RELAP5/MOD3.1 (v) with assumed multiple failures.
Among these studies, a spectrum of small breaks at the cold leg (with diameters between 4.5" and 6") was
investigated under the assumption of a severely limited ECCS. It was postulated that

• no accumulators are available;
• the capability to depressurize on the secondary side is lost;
• only one out of three HPIS and LPIS are functional. They are assumed connected to the
broken loop. The HPIS stops to inject after the reactor pressures has fallen below 1.0 MPa and
after the boron water tank has empied (no recirculation from the sump)
• only one LPIS starts to inject for pressures below 1.0 MPa.

In the detailed represention of the plant, each steam generator was modeled individually and the core region
was split into three (hot, average and cold) core regions including also a hot pin.
The minimal size of a coolable break was found to amount to 5.5" for these severe conditions (see also Fig.
2) since the reactor pressure does not fall below 1.0 MPa for the smaller diameters and the LPIS would not start after
the HPIS stopped due to an empty boron water tank. This study demonstrated at the same time the robustness of this
reactor against quite severe failures of the ECCS.
Acceptably low mass errors of the order of 1 t (out of the total inventory of approx. 300 t for both the
primary and the secondary sides) were observed for the above cases although the calculations were extended up to
5000 s transient time and consumed several CPU-hours. This low mass error was achieved thanks to some PSImodifications to the code (xv).

Generation of simulated plant data used during an emergency exercise
In Switzerland, in case of an emergency at a plant, selected plant parameters are transmitted on-line to the
emergency center of HSK by means of a dedicated telecommunication system (ANPA). Obviously, the use of this
system is tested during emergency exercises that may involve a number of different organizations (e.g. police, civil
protection, ...) of the region surrounding the NPP concerned. Recently, RELAP5-simulations were performed for the
accident scenario as defined for the emergency exercise, with the scope of simulating the plant parameters to be
transferred by the ANPA-system. The calculated time histories of the specified plant parameters were edited at the
specified frequency and reformatted to match the input for the ANPA-system. During the exercise, the simulated data
were then fed into the ANPA-system and transmitted to the emergency center of HSK. In this way, the participants
were confronted with realistic plant data rather than the "manually" generated data used previously.
This data generation could easily be achieved due to the fact that the plant-specific input deck for RELAP5
was already widely tested with many similar applications.

Fig. 2 Reactor pressure for a spectrum for SBLOCA-cases. For break sizes below 5.5", the
reactor pressure does not drop below 1.0 MPa where the LPIS initiates
Studies related to ATWS scenarios in a BWR
An anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) following an inadvertent closure of the main steam line
isolation valves (MSIV) was analyzed for a Swiss BWR that had requested approval to up-rate the power. In order to
maintain the condensing capability of the suppression pool and thus the ability to bound the pressure in the
containment by limiting the suppression pool temperature, early operator action is required. Since the primary heat
sink is lost and no scram is assumed available, the reactor power must be reduced by increasing the void content in
the reactor core and by adding boron. The former is achieved through a reduction of the core flow. First, the core flow
is reduced by means of an automatic trip (on high pressure) of the recirculation pumps and second, the electrical feedwater pumps are shut down manually by the operator, if an automatic trip does not occur.
In this type of transient, the margin to the high temperature limit in the suppression pool decreases with
increasing nominal reactor power. Reanalysis of this scenario is therefore mandatory for power up-rate. Furthermore,
more stringent requirements for successful operator actions were defined in the light of an improved understanding of
the operator performance during accident conditions, as documented in the HRA-literature: a credible operator action
is not expected within a period of 5 min after the initiation of the transient.
Based on preliminary calculations, it was clear that an automatic trip of the feed-water pumps was required.
A number of sensitivity calculations were performed to explore how much time will be available to the operator to
initiate the secondary reactor shut-down system (SLCS) early enough to keep the maximum suppression pool
temperature below its limit value of 85 o C.

For this study, a detailed plant specific input deck of the BWR was derived from an input deck for the
reactor vendor's proprietary LOCA-code obtained via the utility. The calculations were performed with TRAC-BF1
v94.1 (iv ) that was enhanced with some PSI-modifications, including the increase of the number of control blocks,
additional logic to represent the low-low set points of the SRVs and some error corrections. The reactor power was
calculated based on the one-dimensional kinetic option with nuclear input data generated at PSI.
A typical evolution of the reactor power is shown in Fig. 3. The relatively strong oscillations from approx.
20 to 100 s follow the transition to natural circulation. The power reduction after 200 s is due to the lowering of the
reactor level to TAF.
The main result is shown in Fig. 4: as expected, the trip time of the electrical feed-water pumps has a drastic
effect on the maximum suppression pool temperature. Once the boron is injected into the reactor by the SLCS, the
temperature increase is reduced strongly, because the reactor is quickly shut down. The conclusion drawn from these
results was: if an automatic trip of the feed-water pumps is implemented, the operator has a time-window of 10 min
available to identify the reactor status and to initiate the boron injection (SLCS-initiation). This still holds if the
automatic trip of the feed-water pumps is delayed up to 60-90 s after the initiation of the transient.

Fig. 3 Evolution of the reactor power for the
base case (no boron injection). The
strong oscillations from approx. 20 to
100 s are due to the transition to natural
circulation and before the assumed feedwater pump trip at 90 s.

Fig. 4 Maximum suppression pool temperature
for several trip times (delay times after
the suppression pool temperature has
reached 40 o C) of the electrical feedwater pumps. Boron injection by the
SLCS is assumed to occur after 600 s.

Prediction of the most limiting start-up test at up-rated power for a BWR
For the just mentioned BWR, the power up-rate license was awarded with the requirement to execute
limiting tests that demonstrate the adequate performance of the plant protection systems and verify the available
margin to scram at 109% of the original power. HSK wanted to know in this context if a turbine trip or a loss of
generator load would yield more limiting results.

RETRAN-3D was used for this investigation together with a plant representation that was derived from the
plant-specific TRAC-BF1 input deck (see previous subsection) and was validated against earlier tests. The onedimensional kinetic option served for the reactor power calculation and collapsed nuclear data for the expected core
configuration at the time of the planned test were generated with the help of the CMS-system. To properly capture the
behavior of the steam bypass valves, significant enhancements to the already very detailed control model were
needed.
The study concluded that the turbine trip test would bring the plant closer to the scram-limits. A comparison
of the actually measured data for the steam flow with the calculations performed before the test showed a very good
agreement (see Fig. 5). Of special relevance is the proper prediction of the peak value as the steam flow was expected
to eventually initiate a scram.

Fig. 5 Comparison of blind pre-test calculation and experimental data for the steam flow rate
during the turbine trip test in a BWR.

BWR stability
Several instability events in BWRs have provoked significant research activities in the area of BWR
stability. In Switzerland, several stability experiments were conducted at the Leibstadt NPP (KKL) in order to better
appreciate the behavior of the plant for unstable conditions and also to validate the analysis tools used to define the
stability exclusion region of the power/flow map. These rather unique data were utilized to validate the methodology
for BWR stability analysis ( xvi).

Global oscillations were observed during the tests at begin of cycle 10. Normally, the decay ratio is used to
quantify the distance to the stability limit. The experimental values for the decay ratio were derived by means of a
time series analysis. The same technique was also applied to determine the decay ratios from the RAMONA-results.
Good agreement between the calculated and experimental decay ratios was obtained for low as well as for high values
of the decay ratio which are more relevant to plant safety (see Fig. 6).
The understanding of the regional oscillation phenomenon for reliably predicting the margin to stability for
given core configurations and plant conditions is still of special interest. In fact, some experiments conducted at the
beginning of cycle 7 were set up to explore regional oscillations. This type of oscillation also developed in the
simulation with RAMONA (see Fig. 7), once the conditions prevailing during the experiments (control rod positions,
core flow, core configuration) were properly modeled.

Fig. 6 Comparison of calculated versus
measured decay ratios for global (inphase) oscillations at 4 different core
conditions during the stability tests
BOC cycle 10 at KKL.

Fig. 7 Normalized LPRM-signals of two
detectors opposite to the symmetry line
that developed during the stability test
BOC cycle 7 at KKL. The two signals
oscillate out of phase.

STUDIES SUPPORTING THE BEST-ESTIMATE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
Assessment of the Analysis Uncertainty
In the framework of licensing, application of best-estimate methods should be accompanied with a
systematic assessment of the analysis uncertainty (e. g. xiii). Consequently, work was initiated in the STARS project
with the goal of implementing, step by step, a methodology for the quantification of the analysis uncertainty. Based
on a review of the different methods published to date, the GRS-method with the statistical package SUSA ( xvii) was
found to yield an optimal balance between statistical rigor and flexibility in the application. Currently, work is under
way to implement the element of statistical combination of the uncertainties identified for input parameters as well as
for modeling parameters hidden inside the analysis code.
To that aim, the necessary code modifications were developed to interface SUSA with the RETRAN-3D
code. The interface supports the perturbation of both external input parameters and code-internal model parameters.
SUSA statistically samples the space of possible parameter perturbations using their respective frequency
distributions. The interface generates the necessary inputs to RETRAN-3D that is run for all these cases. The
respective outputs are transferred back to SUSA through the mentioned interface where the corresponding statistical
evaluations (tolerance limits, sensitivities) of the code results are performed.
To demonstrate the functionality of this methodology, experiment no. 9 of the French OMEGA-loop that
represents the blow-down phase of a cold leg break in a PWR was simulated with RETRAN-3D. Six parameters were
determined to be of significant influence to the calculation of the clad surface temperature: pressure, power, mass
flow rate, time to switch the power off (in order to protect the rig from overheating), multiplier for sub-cooled choked
flow and the mu ltiplier for saturated choked flow. Only relatively crude estimates for the uncertainty ranges and the
respective frequency distributions were used for this demonstration case. Two-sided tolerance limits of 95%
probability at a confidence level of 95% were calculated by SUSA based on 93 different RETRAN-3D calculations
with different combinations of the statistically sampled six parameters. The statistical evaluation of the clad surface
temperature is shown in Fig. 8 together with the experimental data.
The sensitivities are shown in Fig. 9. Heater power and mass flow rate are the dominant factors at the begin
of the transient. A higher temperature is obtained for higher initial heater power, as expected. On the other hand, a
higher mass flow rate tends to reduce the clad temperature at the begin of the transient. The time to switch off the
heater is of importance during the time when the heater rod reaches the maximum temperature. Thereafter, the
influence of the heater power changes sign: the higher the initial power level, the higher the stored energy and the
higher the temperature difference to the coolant which means better cooling conditions during the later phase of the
transient. During the later phase of the transient, the influence of the initial power level gradually dies out. Similar
observations are made for the mass flow rate.
The example clearly shows the difficulties in defining so-called bounding values for important parameters
even for relatively simple transients.
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Fig. 8 Calculated uncertainty bands around the
nominal calculation for the clad surface
temperature during OMEGA test no. 9. The
upper and lower tolerance limits were
determined with the help of SUSA for a
probability of 95% at a confidence level of
95%.

Fig. 9 Partial Rank Correlatio n Coefficient
(PRCC) of the 6 parameters for the
clad surface temperature. Low
influence is indicated by a value close
to zero, high influence by values close
to |1|. A higher mass flow rate tends to
reduce the cladding temperature at the
being of the transient. The effect is
reversed later.

FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF BEST-ESTIMATE METHODS
The application of best-estimate methods (in conjunction with detailed plant representations at the "bestestimate" level) is indispensable for acquiring a better understanding of the plant-specific behavior especially during
beyond-design basis type scenarios. Combined with the information gained from the individual plant-specific PSAs, a
sound technical basis can be established for regulatory purposes. The STARS project intends to serve as a technical
support for HSK also in the foreseeable future. Therefore, the methods need to be maintained and the methodologies
need to be further developed adequately.
It is expected that more applications as described above will be needed in the area of beyond-design basis
transients. Special emphasis will be given to the support of PSA-studies and the verification of already applied, or
definition of new, success criteria. Thermal-hydraulic containment analysis with state-of-the-art tools will be included
in the methods-portfolio in the future. From a methods point of view, increased usage of 3D-kinetics will be made for
system transient analysis and it is planned to also use this new option for SLB-analysis in PWRs and ATWS-analysis
in BWRs. Also, more validation work is needed for the transient system codes. As an example, BWR ATWS analysis
may lead to parameter ranges outside of the current validation base of a systems code coupled with 3D-neutronics
from both the thermal-hydraulics and the reactor physics points of view.
More detailed core modeling will be developed to assess the performance of the different core monitoring
systems. The established BWR stability methodology will be utilized to verify the definition of stability exclusion
regions in the power/flow map and to explore the stability behavior of mixed cores.

Fuel performance analysis (both steady-state and transient) will become a focus for the next years mainly
because open issues with respect to high-burnup fuel must be addressed: transient behavior of high-burnup fuel
during design-basis LOCA, RIA and possibly ATWS sequences will be analyzed, hopefully taking profit of new
experimental data that should become available in the near future.
Currently, the computational fluid dynamics code CFX is being validated for mixing studies in reactor
geometries for which data from a French boron dilution are available. This test was conducted in a very detailed and
large scale mock-up of a French PWR. After successful completion, CFX will be applied to resolve mixing problems
in limited regions of the reactor system with dominantly single-phase flow.

SUMMARY
In support of the Swiss licensing process, analyses are currently performed with best-estimate methods. As a
systematic assessment of the analysis uncertainty is still lacking, the results mainly serve to explore the plant behavior
during accident conditions in a realistic manner. Work to establish a comprehensive uncertainty analysis is under way
in the framework of PSI's STARS project. The outlook to future applications includes, among others, extensive usage
of 3D-kinetics for PWR/SLB and BWR/ATWS, an assessment of high-burnup fuel performance in RIA and LOCA
conditions and the establishment of CFD-analysis for general mixing issues.
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Summary
Consistent with its revised Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS) Series, the IAEA developed a Safety
Report on Accident Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants during the period 1997-99. The objective of the
report is to establish a set of practical suggestions based on the best practice worldwide for performing
deterministic safety analysis. These cover the selection of initiating events, acceptance criteria,
computer codes, modelling assumptions, the preparation of input, qualification of users, presentation
of results and quality assurance. The paper summarizes the positions contained in the report. In
particular, the following items are presented: 1) classification of initiating events and acceptance
criteria, 2) methodology used for the analysis, 3) types of accident analysis, 4) computer codes, 5) user
effects on the analysis, 6) input data preparation, 7) presentation and evaluation of results, 8) quality
assurance, 9) specific guidance for individual reactor types.

INTRODUCTION
Deterministic safety analysis (henceforth referred to as accident analysis) is an important tool
for confirming the adequacy and efficiency of provisions within the defence in depth concept for the
safety of nuclear power plants (NPPs). Due to the close interrelation between accident analysis and
safety, an analysis that lacks consistency, is incomplete, or of poor quality is considered a safety issue
for a given NPP. Developing guidance documents is thus an important step towards addressing this
issue.
Requirements and guidelines pertaining to the scope and content of accident analysis have
been partially described in various IAEA documents. Several guidelines relevant to WWER (Russian
water cooled, water moderated power reactor) type reactors have been developed within the IAEA
Extra-budgetary Programme on the Safety of WWER and RBMK Nuclear Power Plants. These are:
general guidelines [1], pressurized thermal shock (PTS) analysis guidelines [2], anticipated transients
without scram (ATWS) guidelines [3], containment evaluation guidelines [4], guidelines for analysis of
accidents during shutdown operational modes of WWER NPPs [5], and for analysis of primary to
secondary system leaks [6]. To a certain extent, accident analysis is also covered in several documents
of the revised NUSS Series, for example in the Safety Requirements [7, 8] and Safety Guides [9, 10].
Consistently with these documents, the IAEA developed a Safety Report on Accident Analysis of
Nuclear Power Plants during the period 1997-1999 that contains detailed suggestions on the way in
which to perform accident analysis. This paper summarizes the main concepts and suggestions
contained in the IAEA report.

Objectives and scope of the report
The objective of the IAEA Safety Report is, based on present good practice worldwide, to
provide practical guidance for performing accident analysis. The report covers all the steps required to
perform such analyses, i.e. selection of initiating events and acceptance criteria, selection of computer
codes and modelling assumptions, preparation of input data and presentation of the calculation results.
The report also discusses various aspects that need to be considered to ensure that the accident analysis
is of an acceptable quality.
The report is intended to be used primarily by code users performing accident analysis. While
the main body of the document does not focus exclusively on a single reactor type, the examples
provided are applicable mostly to the accident analysis of NPPs with pressurized water reactors
(PWRs). The report:
• is applicable both to NPPs being built as well as to operating plants;
• deals only with internal events initiating in the reactor or its associated process systems; thus
the emphasis is on the physical transient behaviour of the reactor and its systems, including the
reactor containment;
• discusses both best estimate as well as conservative accident analyses;
• covers both design basis accidents (DBA) as well as beyond design basis accidents (BDBA),
although the DBA are covered in more detail;
• focuses on thermal-hydraulic aspects of safety analysis; neutronic, structural and radiological
aspects are also covered to some extent;
• covers the course of the accident from the initiating event up to the source term estimation.

The main body of the report was intended to be as generally applicable as possible to all
reactor types. Specific features of individual reactor types are taken into account in the appendices. At
present, two appendices, devoted to PWR and CANDU (Canadian deuterium, uranium) type reactors
respectively, are available. It is planned to develop appendices dealing with RBMK (Russian light
water cooled, channel type, graphite moderated reactor) and boiling water reactors (BWRs) in the near
future.

Structure of the report
At present, the Safety Report is so structured as to consist of ten sections, five annexes, and
two appendices. The first three sections are mainly explanatory. They introduce the basic terminology
and explain the role of accident analysis for overall plant safety. The subsequent sections are
predominantly devoted to practical suggestions for users. Section 4 summarizes the principles of two
approaches used to perform accident analysis, namely the conservative approach and the best estimate
approach. Suggestions regarding the proper selection of a specific approach or of a combination of
approaches are given. Section 5 discusses various applications of accident analysis; the main
characteristics of each application are presented. Section 6 deals with various issues connected to the
application of computer codes for accident analysis. The basic code features are described. Comments
on the code documentation, verification and validation and accuracy, including suggestions on the
selection of suitable codes, are given. User effects on the analysis are discussed in Section 7. The
importance of user qualification is described and suggestions for improving it are provided. Important
additional suggestions for code developers and user organizations to reduce user effects are also
provided. Section 8 deals with the input data preparation, including the collection of data from reliable
sources, the creation of the engineering handbook and the input decks, and checking the quality of the
input data. Section 9 provides basic rules for the format and structuring of results as well as for their
review. Section 10 underlines the importance of quality assurance (QA) of accident analysis and
summarizes good practices in QA.
There are five annexes attached to the Safety Report, providing more examples of its practical
application. Annex 1 specifies and characterizes the main steps in performing accident analysis; Annex
2 provides more discussion on and examples of uncertainty analysis; Annex 3 gives a practical example
of the preparation of input data for analysis and of the production of the corresponding documents;
Annex 4 contains references to the typical computer codes and provides an extensive list of codes for
accident analysis; and Annex 5 contains explanations of technical terms used in the main report and its
appendices.
The appendices to the main report contain specific guidance for individual initiating events or
groups of initiating events. For each group, typical direct causes, safety aspects of the accidents,
relevant acceptance criteria, key safety parameters, and various other conditions for performing
accident analysis, as well as suggestions for the presentation of the results, are provided.

Main concepts and suggestions of the report
Classification of initiating events and acceptance criteria
For accident analysis, initiating events are grouped into categories. There are various options
for grouping, leading to different event lists. The most typical categories used in design basis analysis
are based on grouping according to: 1) the principal effect on the potential

degradation of fundamental safety functions, 2) the principal cause of the initiating event, 3) the
frequency of the event, and 4) the relationship of the event to the original nuclear power plant design in
the case of existing plants. For example, grouping according to the relationship of the event to the
original plant design leads to the following categories [1]:
• anticipated operational occurrences and postulated accidents considered in the original design,
which may need to be re-analysed according to an updated methodology;
• anticipated operational occurrences and postulated accidents not considered in the original
design, which may need to be analysed for safety upgrading of the plant (known as ‘safety
upgrading accidents’); to the extent practicable, these events should also be analysed using the
same updated methodology;
• postulated accidents not included in the original design because of the assumed low
probability of their occurrence; they can be analysed using best estimate methods that account
for the actual event frequency, its consequences, and associated uncertainties.
Grouping by frequency of event occurrence differs in different countries. An example is given in Table
1. The probabilistic values given in the table are illustrative, i.e. they should be considered rather
qualitatively than quantitatively.
Table 1. Example for grouping of initiating events by frequency of occurrence
Probability of
occurrence
(1/reactor year)

Frequency
characteristics

Terminology
used

Variations in
terminology

Adequate
acceptance
criteria

10 -2 - 1
(expected in the
life of the plant)

Expected

Anticipated
Operational
Occurrences

Anticipated Transients,
Transients, Frequent
Faults, Incidents of
Moderate Frequency,
Upset Conditions,
Abnormal Conditions

No additional fuel
damage

10 -4 - 10-2
(chance greater
than 1% over the
life of the plant)

Possible

Design Basis
Accidents

Infrequent Incidents,
Infrequent Faults,
Limiting Faults,
Emergency Conditions

No radiological
impact at all or no
radiological
impact outside
exclusion area

10 -6 - 10-4
(chance lower
than 1% over the
life of the plant)

Unlikely

Beyond
Design Basis
Accidents

Faulted Conditions

Radiological
consequences
outside exclusion
area within limits

< 10 -6
(very unlikely
to occur)

Remote

Severe
Accidents

Faulted Conditions

Emergency
response
required

A very large number of individual accident scenarios can be derived by combining event
categories, plant operational states, and applicable acceptance criteria. It is therefore practical to select
from each event category a reasonable number of limiting cases that present the greatest challenge to
the relevant acceptance criteria and that define performance requirements for safety

related equipment. These limiting (bounding) cases should then be analysed in detail. The selection of
limiting cases can be based on more detailed calculations, on qualitative comparison with other events,
or on engineering judgment.
The concept of bounding cases and acceptance criteria is most commonly applied in licensing
calculations, both of conservative and best estimate type. Acceptance criteria may also be applied to the
results of severe accident analysis, typically in terms of dose to the public or prevention of
consequential damage to the containment. The range and conditions of applicability of each specific
criterion has to be clearly specified. Acceptance criteria are defined at different levels:
• Basic (high level) acceptance criteria. These are usually defined as limits by a regulatory
body. Examples would be dose to the public or prevention of containment failure in an
accident.
• Specific acceptance criteria, which may include additional margins. These criteria are chosen
so as to be sufficient but not necessary to meet the basic acceptance criteria. An example
would be the limit on clad temperature during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in a PWR.
• Analysis targets (more demanding acceptance criteria). They are set by the analysts to simplify
the analysis, or to provide economic protection against anticipated operational occurrences. An
example would be the prevention of fuel dryout under best estimate assumptions for a loss of
flow.
Acceptance criteria vary according to the conditions associated with the accident such as the
frequency of an initiating event, reactor design, and plant conditions. Different criteria are generally
needed to judge the vulnerability of individual barriers and for various aspects of the accident. More
stringent criteria apply for events with a higher probability of occurrence. The appropriate margins
between results predicted through accident analysis and the acceptance criteria are related to the
uncertainties in the accident analysis. If a result has a low uncertainty, the margin between the results
and the acceptance criteria may be smaller (for example, the boiling crisis criterion) and vice versa. It
can be determined whether the margin to the acceptance criterion is appropriate or sufficient by
qualitative or quantitative means by:
• using conservative accident analysis to meet the acceptance criteria; this approach is
conservative but by an unknown amount and provides distorted information on how the plant
would respond in reality;
• using more realistic accident analysis but choosing detailed analysis targets that are below the
acceptance criteria; the plant behaviour is more realistically represented but the actual margin
between the analysis target chosen and the specific acceptance criterion may be hard to
quantify;
• using best estimate accident analysis plus uncertainties to meet the acceptance criteria; the
advantage of this approach is that predicted safety margins can be expressed in quantitative
terms (confidence levels).

Methodology for the analysis

Although the acceptability of the approach to be used should be defined by individual
regulatory bodies, the use of totally conservative approaches (conservative models, input data,
and plant conditions) is now unwarranted given the broad acceptance of best estimate
methods. Mature best estimate codes are widely available around the world, an extensive data
base exists for nearly all power reactor designs, and best estimate plant calculations are well
documented. An example

of this is the detailed best estimate approach for design basis systems thermohydraulic
analysis that is outlined in the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide 1.157
[11]. On the other hand, the use of pure best estimate approaches is not always possible or
desirable because of the difficulty of quantifying code uncertainties for every phenomena and
for each accident sequence. In particular, the lack of experimental data for portions of beyond
design basis accidents precludes the complete definition of code uncertainties for these
accidents. As a result, a combination of approaches is suggested. The analysis of accidents
with best estimate codes using combinations of best estimate and conservative inputs is
particularly attractive since this approach provides some estimate of the uncertainties in the
overall plant behaviour. These estimates can then be compared to the uncertainty estimates
developed through international code validation activities as well as through studies on
representation and plant data uncertainties to help establish confidence in the predicted plant
behaviour.
In the process of building a methodology for accident analysis, sensitivity analysis
can be used, in combination with expert judgment, to help identify the important parameters
required for an accident analysis by ranking the influence of accident phenomena or to bound
the overall results of the analysis.
In pure best estimate methodologies the uncertainty analysis is needed and includes
the estimation of individual modelling or overall code uncertainties, representation
uncertainties, and plant data uncertainties for the analysis of an individual event. Scaling
studies to quantify the influence of scaling variations between experiments and the full plant
environment should also be taken into consideration. Due to the extensive effort made in
quantifying and propagating the uncertainties in the safety calculations, best estimate analysis
provides a good picture of the existing safety margins. On the other hand, conservative
modelling approaches can be used to avoid the cost of developing a realistic model provided
that they can successfully demonstrate the safety of the NPP.
Types of accident analysis
Based on the application of the calculated results, the report considers five types of accident
analysis intended for: a) design and design modifications, b) support for emergency operating
procedures (EOPs) and plant simulators, c) probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) related analysis, d)
support for accident management and emergency planning, and e) analysis of operational events. For
each use, the report explains the applications, provides the objectives, describes the relevant stage of
the project at which the results are used, summarizes typical assumptions, and suggests the appropriate
scope in relation to the objectives. A conservative approach is typically required for design, design
modifications (including extra safety margins), and licensing. It is also possible to use the best estimate
approach combined with uncertainty analysis for this type of analysis as long as major uncertainties are
included and an appropriate acceptance criterion is specified. Best estimate analysis is suggested for
preparatory and validation analysis of EOPs, for validation and for defining the limits of applicability
of plant simulators, for PSA analysis, for analysis of operational events, and to support accident
management and emergency planning; conservative models are, however, still used to overcome the
lack of information on molten core behaviour.

Computer codes
Recent developments have made it possible to switch from the simplified codes to highly
sophisticated system codes. As a result of the development of computer techniques there are no major
limitations on the cost of computer time. The report is based on the assumption that, at least for DBA
analysis, advanced codes capable of performing best estimate analysis are generally available.
For anticipated transients and design basis accidents, the following six categories of codes can
be distinguished: a) reactor physics codes, b) fuel behaviour codes, c) thermal-hydraulic codes
including system, sub-channel, porous media, and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes, d)
containment analysis codes, possibly also with radioactivity transport features, e) atmospheric
dispersion and dose codes, and f) structural analysis codes. Recent activities in code development have
focused on the integration of different types of codes with each other, particularly the integration of
other codes with system thermal-hydraulic codes. For severe accidents, the codes tend to be organized
according to the intended application of the codes, level of modelling detail, type of system considered,
and, in some cases, the phenomena addressed. These codes include: a) mechanistic codes for (reactor
coolant) system thermal-hydraulics, core damage progression, and fission product behaviour, b)
mechanistic codes for containment thermal-hydraulics, damage progression, and fission product
behaviour, c) parametric codes for system and containment response, and d) mechanistic separate
effects codes for the analysis of separate processes such as steam explosions.
Although it is not possible to provide a detailed list of key phenomena and required code
features for each type of code, three criteria should be used to judge the adequacy of the codes to treat
important phenomena. First, the use of internationally recognized and accepted codes provides some
assurance that the codes are suitable for their intended application. For example, most of the system
thermal-hydraulic codes now routinely include two-fluid, non-equilibrium hydrodynamic models,
reactor kinetics models, control system, and other reactor component models. Second, particularly for
codes used for design basis analysis, lists of important phenomena are well established in the
international community and should be considered when selecting the code. Third, individual codes
should be evaluated on a systematic basis by comparing the designed application of the code with the
actual conditions to which the code is to be applied.
Each computer code should be adequately documented to facilitate the review of the models
and correlations and to ensure that the models for the important phenomena are appropriate and that
they are not applied outside the range of their validity. The code developers should provide the users
with guidance on the use of the code including nodalization guidelines, recommended modelling
parameters, and estimates of the overall trends and uncertainties in the calculations for typical code
applications. However, it is the responsibility of the analysts to assess the applicability of the codes for
their use, to establish an adequate level of nodalization, to determine the impact of important modelling
parameters, and to assess the trends and accuracy of the calculations relative to their applications.
It is fundamental that the code be verified and assessed (validated) against relevant
experimental data for the important phenomena expected to occur. Four sources of data are generally
used to validate the codes: phenomenological data, separate effects (component) data, integral data, and
plant operational data. Usually, for more comprehensive validation, there is a need to develop a
validation matrix for each code through which different types of experimental facilities and different
sets of conditions in the same facility are used for code validation.

The assessment of the accuracy of individual codes typically requires a series of steps to: a)
identify the important trends in the supporting experimental data and expected plant behaviour, b)
estimate the uncertainties in the overall code results associated with the fundamental numerical
approaches used, c) estimate uncertainties in key models and overall code results, and d) establish
sensitivities in important processes. The preferred technique is code-to-data comparison when an
adequate data base exists. Code-to-code, model-to-model, code-to-analytical solution comparisons and
engineering judgment are also important techniques.

User effects on the analysis
Although there has been substantial progress in the development of more accurate and more
user tolerant methods and computer codes, the users can still have a significant impact on the quality
and results of the analysis. The reasons for the user’s impact on the results of the analysis are the
limitations of the codes themselves and the complexity of the system being analysed, the different
levels of experience of the individual users, a lack of adequate user guidelines, and inadequate QA in
general. There are a number of ways in which to reduce the user effects on the results of an analysis:
• Systematic user training. An essential condition for efficient training and for obtaining reliable
results is that the user belong to a safety analysis group in charge of the methodologies and
related applications. Within this framework, young users can perform sensitivity calculations
whereas more experienced users (typically with several years of experience) can, for example,
check the list of the key physical phenomena for the accident. Such training should preserve
and extend knowledge in system thermal-hydraulics, should support a better understanding of
the basic assumptions, features and limitations of the code, should improve understanding in
the area of code applications. At present, new user training programmes are being developed
to provide a more systematic method of training for new or inexperienced code users and to
enhance technical exchange between experienced users. This is certainly advantageous in the
case of widely used computer codes that have many users.
• Development of methodologies for individual accidents and selected acceptance criteria. The
methodology rigorously describes the whole process of safety analysis and typically includes :
a) identification of the key physical phenomena, b) demonstration of code adequacy, c)
identification of the key parameters for the calculation, d) elementary uncertainty
quantification, and e) integration of uncertainty in the result. Specifically, the development of
best estimate methodologies requires a thorough knowledge of the physical phenomena
occurring during the accident in order to precisely assess the influence of the various factors
on the results.
• Improved user guidelines. The detailed guidelines should be code specific and should also
reflect hardware, software and personnel capabilities of the organization. In addition, these
guidelines help provide a mechanism for transferring knowledge from experienced users and
code developers to new users. New information techniques can also contribute to more
effective guidelines (e.g. advanced desktop publishing and hypertext techniques).
• Code improvements. The codes are being improved to help eliminate code input errors
through more extensive input error checking and diagnosis. More user friendly graphical user
interfaces are being developed that will help the user build and edit input files, display the
results of the system calculations through animated representations, and provide direct
comparisons with reference calculations or data. In addition, as a part of the code
development, the number of code options to be selected by the code user is reduced through
more sophisticated modelling of the process.

•

•

•

Independent validation of the codes by user organizations. It is essential for qualification of
the code user that at least partial independent validation of each code be performed by each
organization. This validation can be based on a reasonably limited number of experiments
taken from the whole available validation matrix and selected from the following three
categories of experimental data: a) experiments related to the specific phenomena or a
component, b) integral experiments performed on a dedicated experimental facility, and c) real
plant transient data. The selection of experimental data should reflect the peculiarities of the
particular reactor design.
Independent checking and/or peer review of input decks. This should be part of an overall QA
procedure to qualify new input decks and to confirm the use of previously developed decks for
new applications. The most important calculations should be performed by two individuals (or
teams) acting independently. Independent checks using a different computer code for the same
problem can also be effective. This may include duplicate calculations by the same
organizations or may, if the plants and conditions are similar, include review of similar
calculations by other organizations.
Participation in software user groups and other technical exchange programmes. Participation
in groups not only ensures that a group of users follows the best available practices but also
promotes the development of improvements in those practices on a wider basis. The technical
exchange of views among specialists performing experiments, model developers, and other
researchers involved in resolving important technical issues is an effective way of achieving a
better breadth of experience and training.

Input data preparation
All data required for the preparation of a particular computer code input deck should be
collected from reliable, unambiguous, clearly referenced sources. It is advisable to compile them into a
single document, referred to as the database for safety analysis. This database should contain all
necessary information, such as geometry, thermal and hydraulic parameters, material properties,
control system characteristics and set-points, the range of uncertainties of plant instrumentation
devices, and should include drawings and other graphical documents. The database should preferably
be independent of the type of analysis and computer code used.

In parallel with the code input deck, the engineering handbook should be developed.
The engineering handbook is a document containing a full description of how the database
has been converted into an input deck for a particular computer code. The document contains:
a) the methodology and simplifying assumptions used to develop the code input data; b) all
calculations performed to convert the technical plant data to the required format of the input
deck; c) nodalization schemes used for a single component as well as for the system; and d)
all modelling assumptions made, adequately explained and described. The engineering
handbook should permit a unique interpretation and reproducibility of the code input. The
database, engineering handbook, and input deck should all be subjected to a strict quality
control. Depending on the objectives of the analysis, the plant model, code input deck, and
engineering handbook are typically accident dependent.
The final product of the input data preparation process is the computer input deck file in the
format required by the code. It is advantageous to develop one master input deck. It is strongly
suggested that, before performing the final analysis, the code version, the models selected by the user,
and the master input deck be frozen and placed under strict control. Independent verification of the
input deck is needed to check its formal correctness. Validation is performed after the verified input
deck is completed and before the accident analysis is started. The purpose of input
deck validation is to demonstrate that the model adequately represents the functions of the modelled
systems. The validation should include, but not be limited to, the following: a) checking the spatial and
time convergence of the nodalization, b) checking the energy and mass balances in the modelled
systems, c) checking the behaviour and response of individual components or separate systems, d)
checking the steady state conditions for different operational states, e) comparing the pressure
distribution of the model with that of the real installation, f) comparing calculations with data from
relevant integral test facilities and with the plant data. In relation to each of the above mentioned items,
the quantitative acceptance criteria for the code input deck should be specified.

Presentation and evaluation of results
The results of the accident analysis should be structured and presented in an appropriate
format in such a way as to provide a good understanding and interpretation of the course of the
accident. A standardized format is suggested for similar analyses to facilitate interpretation and
comparison of the results. Each case analysed should be characterized by a comprehensive description
that should include the specification of: a) the initiating events, b) the system initial conditions, c) the
control system conditions and logic, d) the availability of systems and components, e) the methodology
used for the analysis, f) the acceptance criteria, and should provide a list of references.
The summary report of the results of the accident analysis should contain: a) the chronology
(timing) of the main events as calculated, b) a description and evaluation of the accident based on the
selected parameters, c) figures showing plots of the main parameters calculated, d) a statement related
to the fulfillment of the acceptance criteria, e) an evaluation of alternative scenarios, and f) references.
The presentation of the results should be sufficiently complete to allow the entire process to be
displayed, from the initial steady state up to long term safe stable conditions.
Before any use is made of the results, their correctness should be carefully checked, based on
user experience and logical judgment, comparison with similar calculations, sensitivity analysis, and
consistency with general findings. The results derived should then be reviewed and evaluated from the
point of view of the initial goal and purpose of the analysis such as licensing, improvement of
operational documentation, plant upgrading, etc. The prime objective of reviewing the results is to
check, through a comparison of the calculated values with the criteria, whether the acceptance criteria
have or have not been satisfied. If the analysis is used for the evaluation of the system safety
performance, the review and discussion of the results should be focused on maintaining the safety
functions and the status of the physical barriers. The review of the results should anticipate and identify
the scope of potential additional analysis to achieve a complete understanding of the process and to
fully resolve the safety issue. The review and discussion of the results should address the correctness of
the calculations. The correctness should be checked by comparing the results discussed with those
obtained by alternative methods/codes or those obtained using the same methods/codes for a similar
plant.

Quality assurance of accident analysis
Accident analysis should be the subject of a comprehensive QA programme applied to all
activities affecting the quality of the final results. Relevant basic principles include the development of
formalized methodologies, specification of responsibilities, proper recording and documentation,
independent reviewing, effective control of non-conformances and corrective actions and adequate
archiving.

Specific guidance for individual reactor types
Detailed guidance on performing accident analysis depends on the characteristics of the NPP
in question and can only be developed for specific reactor designs or, in a more general manner, for
reactor types. At present, the documents are available for PWR (and WWER) and CANDU reactors.
The document pertaining to RBMK reactors is now in trial use in one of the IAEA projects and the
document for BWR reactors will be completed within two years.
For each of the reactor types, the respective document provides a detailed list of initiating events
with their direct causes. The safety aspects of the event leading to potential degradation of the barriers are
summarized. According to the frequency of their occurrence, initiating events can either be considered as
anticipated operational occurrences, also known as transients or accidents. Accidents can be further
subdivided into DBAs, BDBAs, and severe accidents. The analysis methodology for different events
differs mainly in the selection of different acceptance criteria and in the level of conservatism in the
analysis. Examples of numerical values for acceptance criteria are provided in the document. Conservative
directions for typical initial parameters are indicated. Suggestions on the selection of acceptance criteria as
well as initial conditions are provided. Specific methodological instructions on how to perform the analysis
of individual events are given. Lists of output parameters to be presented for various events are suggested.
Different safety aspects may be related to a single initiating event. For example, various LOCAs
lead to degradation of core cooling and possibly to fuel overheating. At the same time LOCA leads to
containment pressure build up, radioactivity transport, and, possibly, to environmental releases. Under
certain conditions, safety injection may cause significant temperature reduction in the downcomer region of
the reactor vessel, thus leading to a PTS. The boiling condensing regime of the LOCA may result in boron
dilution by creating a slug of coolant of low boron concentration in the primary circuit. Such a case would
have the potential for a reactivity accident. In some countries, complete failure of reactor scram in case of
LOCA is required to be studied as an ATWS sequence. For primary to secondary leakage accidents, which
are special case of LOCA, radioactive fission products can be directly transported to the environment
through the secondary side steam relief paths, thus leading to containment bypass. Each such aspect
requires different assumptions and at least a partially different methodology and often even a different
computer code.
For practical reasons, the suggestions on methodologies in this document are grouped according
to safety aspects and dominant phenomena. Consequently, for each such group it is possible to use the
same computer code, similar acceptance criteria apply, similar initial conditions can be selected, similar
methodologies can be used, and results can be presented in similar form. For PWRs, for example, the
groups selected are as follows: 1) analysis of core cooling and system pressurization for various events, 2)
analysis of core cooling for LOCA, 3) analysis of containment bypass due to primary to secondary side
leaks, 4) analysis of ATWS, 5) analysis of boron dilution, 6) analysis of PTS, 7) analysis of residual heat
removal degradation during shutdown operational modes, 8) analysis of pressure-temperature transients in
containments, 9) analysis of radioactivity transport during DBA, and 10) analysis of severe accidents.
Some suggestions, in particular the conservative selection of initial and other conditions for
accident analysis, are mainly applicable to conservative analysis. The majority of the other comments and
suggestions are also applicable to best estimate analysis.
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SUMMARY
The paper describes the basis of a consistent and comprehensive methodology to validate
coupled system thermal-hydraulics (T-H)/three-dimensional (3D) neutronics codes,
implemented in the specifications of the OECD/NRC MSLB benchmark. In order to meet the
objectives of the validation of best-estimate coupled codes a systematic approach has been
introduced to evaluate the MSLB transient. Multi-level methodology is employed including
the application of three exercises (phases), evaluation of several steady states, and simulation
of two transient scenarios. Since the MSLB benchmark is based on code to code comparisons
further guidance for presenting and evaluation of results has been established employing a
statistical methodology.
INTRODUCTION
The paper describes the basis of a consistent and comprehensive methodology to
validate coupled system thermal-hydraulics (T-H)/three-dimensional (3D) neutronics codes,
implemented in the specifications of the OECD/NRC MSLB benchmark 1 . In the past, great
efforts have been performed to validate separately neutronics and T-H models as well as
coupled 3D neutronics/core T-H boundary conditions models.2 The latest benchmarks are
used to verify the data exchange in the coupled core models and to test the neutronics
coupling to the fuel-rod heat-conduction solution methodology. The incorporation of full 3D
modeling of the reactor core into system transient codes allows “best estimate” simulations of
interactions between reactor core behavior and plant dynamics. The recent progress in
computer technology made the development of such advanced codes for realistic modeling of
plant transient and accident conditions (referenced further as “best-estimate coupled codes”)
feasible. To validate the capability of these codes to analyze complex transients with coupled
core/plant interactions, and to test fully the thermal-hydraulic coupling new plant transient
benchmarks, which use a 3D neutronics core model, need to be developed. The first
benchmark of this type has been defined for a pressurized water reactor (PWR) and the
chosen plant transient is a main steam line break (MSLB). The reference PWR design is
defined from the reactor geometry and operational data of the TMI-1 nuclear power plant
(NPP). The benchmark is based on a well defined problem, which includes: general
description of the MSLB transient and its expected contribution to the code validation; a
description of the event sequence including set points of all activated system functions and
typical plant conditions during the transient; and detailed description of the requested output
for comparison (the required set and format of physical parameters relevant to the transient).

Methodology
In order to meet the objectives of the validation of best-estimate coupled codes a systematic
approach has been introduced to evaluate the MSLB transient. Such codes use separate temporal and
spatial models and numerical methods for core neutronics, core thermal-hydraulics and system thermalhydraulics simulations. Therefore, the validation of these codes should include a testing of these
models for the defined transient (in this case a MSLB) as phases (separate exercises) of the overall
benchmark. The ultimate goal is to enable participants to initiate and verify these models before
focusing on the major objective – testing of coupling methodologies in terms of numerics, temporal and
spatial mesh overlays. This approach allows one to evaluate in a more consistent way the modeling of
combined effects (determined by neutronics/T-H as well as core/plant interactions) by removing the
uncertainties introduced with separate models. In order to perform such a comprehensive validation of
coupled codes a multi-level methodology is employed. It includes the application of three exercises
(phases), evaluation of several steady states, and simulation of two transient scenarios.
The analysis of the MSLB benchmark has been performed in an iterative manner3 . The
specific list of relevant parameters for comparison in each exercise has been finally decided after
having performed preliminary calculations and comparisons. The practical experience, gained in this
benchmark, shows that only after such preliminary stages of analysis, all peculiarities and requirements
of modeling can be fixed. In this connection a very important role have played the International
Benchmark Workshops and Ad-hoc Meetings (held in conjunction with International Conferences) as
forums of discussing obtained results and observed deviations as well as sources of modeling
uncertainties and subsequent modifications of the benchmark specification4-6.

First Phase (Exercise)

The Exercise 1 is defined as point kinetics (PK) plant simulation. The purpose of this
exercise is to test the primary and secondary system model responses. Compatible point
kinetics model inputs, which preserve axial and radial power distributions and tripped rod
reactivity are taken from the coupled three-dimensional (3D) kinetics/system T-H calculations
(these calculations have been performed with the Penn State TRAC-PF1/NEM code 7 ). During
the course of benchmark calculations about fourteen participants from eight countries have
been assisted in modeling the first exercise and subsequently submitting their PK results. This
international participation is summarized in Table 1, which provides information about the
names of participating organizations, countries and used system codes. These participants
have updated their solutions since the 2nd and 3rd Workshops using the provided additional
information and implementing the accepted modeling modifications. The final report on the
first phase will contain a summary of the comparison of the PK participant results for 26
parameters. This information is presented in plots illustrating graphically the agreement of
different code predictions and tables containing relative differences for each of the
participant’s results for each parameter.
Based on the preliminary comparisons of participant’s results it was concluded that
the overall agreement of the compared parameters could be improved 4-5. The performed
analysis demonstrated that the deviations are primarily due to the modeling differences rather
than due to the different code theoretical models. These modeling differences were identified
as follows: the conservative initial steam generator (SG) masses, modeling the additional feed
water to the broken SG, steam line break flow modeling, the flow paths to the upper head of
reactor vessel and different reactor vessel mixing models. The need of resolving these issues
was addressed by carrying out parametric studies, which demonstrated sensitivity of power
response during the

MSLB transient to key input parameters. This initiated a discussion in depth about the main
effects during a MSLB transient and their sensitivity to the modeling assumptions. As a result
a three-step procedure was applied: additional information was provided, some modeling
assumptions were specified explicitly (such as the additional feed water to the broken SG
which was specified as feed water mass flow rate vs. time), and other assumptions were made
consistent (such as the SG initial mass).
Due to the sensitive nature of this transient to small variations in initial parameters,
the participants were advised to follow the final specifications as closely as possible. To avoid
possible misinterpretations the benchmark team provided further clarifications before the final
results were submitted. The motivation behind such clarifications were to narrow down to the
extent possible the modeling differences for the initial steady-state conditions as well as for
the transient scenario. This strategy helped to obtain a cluster of solutions to be used as a basis
for deviations.

Second Phase (Exercise)
The Exercise 2 is defined as an evaluation of 3-D coupled core response to imposed
system T-H conditions. Another intention was to verify 3-D core models before performing
the third exercise8 . Participants are provided with a complete core description and crosssection library as well as initial and transient boundary conditions (BC). These BC include
radial distributions of mass flow rates and liquid temperatures at the core inlet, and pressure at
the core outlet. These radial distributions (provided for 18 T-H cells) are taken from the bestestimate core-plant system calculations performed with the PSU version of TRAC-PF1/NEM.
The MSLB event is characterized by significant space-time effects in the core caused
by asymmetric cooling and an assumed stuck-out control rod after the reactor trip. One of
major concerns for the MSLB accident is the return to power and criticality. Because of this,
the MSLB scenario was based on assumptions that conservatively maximize the
consequences for a return to power. Two versions of this scenario were specified. The first
version (V1) is the original scenario, which is employed in the current licensing practice. For
this scenario 3D models are expected not to predict return to power despite conservative
assumptions. The second scenario version (V2) was specified upon request of the participants
in order to better test coupled 3D predictions. In this scenario, 3D models are expected to
predict return to power. Both scenarios have the same initial conditions and follow the same
sequence of events. The difference is in the value of the tripped rod worth, which is achieved
through modifying the rodded thermal absorption cross-sections for control rod groups 1 to 6.
Six states at end-of-cycle (EOC) conditions were defined for initialization of the 3D core
models for the second exercise. The initial steady state for the MSLB simulation is to be
calculated at both hot full power (HFP) conditions (used as initial steady state for the transient
simulation) and hot zero power (HZP) conditions (used to evaluate the scram and stuck rod
worth for both transient scenarios).
About nineteen participants representative of eight countries have been assisted in
modeling the second exercise (see Table 3). As in the case of the first exercise additional
information was provided in order to clarify specific issues – sources of modeling
uncertainties and misinterpretations. These sensitivity issues include control rod modeling,
reflector feedback modeling, T-H core transient BC, decay heat modeling and required output
information for comparisons. A two-step procedure was employed to address first the
neutronics deviations. The four defined HZP initial states are with fixed T-H feedback and
they can be considered as “clean” neutronics problems. Since the participants are provided
with the cross-section libraries and the

linear interpolation procedure, it was believed that the observed discrepancies are due to using
different methods for solving the steady state diffusion problem; misunderstanding the
specifications and miscoding the input data; and different normalization procedures. First,
PSU defined the procedures for calculation of Kinf and normalized power (NP) distribution, to
be used by participants. The detailed Kinf comparisons for state 0 (all rods out – ARO) assured
that there is a consistency in reading and interpolating the cross-section tables. In the rest
three HZP states the control rods are inserted (ARI) except the stuck rod (states 3 and 4) and
group 7 (state 1), which gives an opportunity to check out the consistency in modeling control
rod positions. Secondly, special attention was paid to detailed comparisons of the 2D NP and
core average axial power distributions.
The hot full power (HFP) state (the initial state for the transient) is modeled with the
full T-H feedback and represented another modeling challenge. Two problems were identified
for the participants who are using parallel channels to model the core thermal-hydraulically –
correct interpretation of the inlet mass flow BC and the reflector modeling. The TMI-1
TRAC-PF1/NEM model uses a 3D vessel model in cylindrical geometry. A geometrical
interpolation method was used to process the TRAC-PF1/NEM BC in order to obtain inlet
conditions for each assembly. The corrected in this way BC can be directly used as input data
in the core multi-channel models. The reflector feedback modeling was simplified. PSU
provided average “fixed” feedback parameters for radial reflector and for axial reflectors the
inlet and outlet coolant parameters were used. A parametric study performed by PSU
indicated that the replacement of the best-estimate reflector model with the simplified one
affects mostly local parameters but not the integral one during the MSLB transient
simulation9 . It was concluded that the proper compatible HFP steady state initialization of the
feedback models is important because discrepancies in this stage would, of course, influence
the transient analysis.
The observed deviations in transient time history comparisons were also addressed.
The method to get a critical reactor at the beginning of transient was specified together with
correlation for fuel properties versus temperature (heat capacity and conductivity) in order to
avoid discrepancies at the beginning of transient. The decay heat evolution through the
transient for each scenario: return-to-power (V2) and no return-to-power (V1) was extracted
from best estimate TRAC-PF1/NEM results and provided to participants, in order to avoid
uncertainties coming from using different decay-heat models 3 . In addition the procedures
describing the relative contribution in the steady state and the 3D decay heat distribution
during the transient were defined.
Third Phase (Exercise)
The Exercise 3 is defined as a best estimate coupled core plant transient modeling. This
exercise combines elements of the aforementioned two exercises and it is an analysis of the transient in
its entirety. The first two exercises allowed participants to develop separately their own system and
core models and to test them. The major effort was devoted to systematically narrow down modeling
differences in terms of misinterpretations of the specifications. An additional benefit came from the
fact that deviations in different code predictions were observed separately for system and core
modeling before performing the “best estimate” coupled simulations. In this way the 3rd phase gives an
opportunity to focus on studying the impact of different neutronics and T-H models as well as the
coupling between them on code predictions, which is the real purpose of the benchmark. Up to now ten
participants, representative of seven counties, have been assisted in modeling and calculating the 3rd
exercise (see Table 2). The preliminary comparisons of the time evolution of total power response for
the return-to-power scenario (V2) are shown in Figure 1. The observed discrepancies among the
participant’s results seem to combine the deviations observed in the 1st and 2nd exercises. The local
parameter

distributions are monitoring at the position of the stuck rod. The preliminary comparisons for relative
axial power distribution are shown in Figure 2. Since the local parameter predictions are sensitive to
the spatial coupling schemes it was decided that in the final reports on the 2nd and 3rd exercises these
results will be compared in two groups: one cluster for very detailed spatial mesh overlays (one
neutronic node per T-H cell) and one cluster for coarse mesh overlays. It was also observed that in the
3rd exercise some of participants predict moderator density values outside of the range covered by the
cross-section tables. This is a consequence of the fact that participants use their own system models in
this phase. The cross-section linear interpolation procedure, provided to participants by PSU, has been
subsequently modified to include a linear extrapolation procedure for the values of the principal T-H
parameters outside of chosen ranges. Another feature of the 3rd exercise is that it has a large output
information to be processed, which also combine the requested output information from both 1st and 2nd
exercises.

Interesting results have been obtained in participant’s parametric studies on different
modeling issues and analysis assumptions. The sensitivity of the results to the following has
been analyzed: radial and axial neutronics nodalization, density correlation and feedback, heat
structure nodalization, T-H radial core nodalization and coupling spatial mesh overlays. For
example the PSU performed a sensitivity study indicating that unlike the rod ejection
calculations, MSLB simulations are less sensitive to radial neutronics nodalization. This is
especially the case when a coarser nodalization for the T-H model is used9 . Other studies
concluded that the so-called return-to-power transient scenario really helped to identify local
nodalization and coupling effects12.
Statistical Methods
Since the MSLB benchmark is based on code to code comparisons further guidance
for presenting and evaluation of results has been established employing a statistical
methodology10 . The situation is complicated by the lack of experimental data. The reference
values are calculated based on the statistical mean value of all submitted results except
obviously outlying solutions. While not ideal, this method provides a strong basis from which
to complete a statistical analysis and comparison of the results. In all phases of this problem,
several types of data must be analyzed, and the results of all participants compared. These
data types are: Type I - Time History Data; Type II - 2D Radial Distributions; Type III - 1D
Axial Distributions; and Type IV - Singular Parameter Values. Exercise 1 of the benchmark
problem contains only time history data, while Exercises 2 and 3 contain all four types. It is
necessary to develop a suite of statistical methods for each of these types of data, to be
applied whenever a comparison is desired. What follows is a description of each of these
methods.
Type I: Time History Data
In all three exercises, various parameters such as power, temperature, and pressure are plotted
as a function of time. Points of interest are isolated and submitted to a basic statistical analysis as
described below.
Step 1: Isolate points of interest. Such points include time of highest return-to-power, highest
power before and after trip, and values at the end-of-transient (EOT) for all parameters. These points
are identified for all time-series data sets, and the values of all participants are collected. As an
example, the isolated points for the Exercise Two time histories are listed in Table 4.
Step 2: Calculate mean values and standard deviations. The results of all codes are averaged
to provide a single mean value. The multiply versions (of some codes) that implement different kinetics
models are deemed independent. Their results and the results from single version codes are averaged to
provide the overall mean value, which will serve as the reference solution for that parameter. The
averaging process obeys the formula for statistical mean value:
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x represents the final mean value, and xi is the averaged result for those codes with

multiple versions or the single value for independent codes. These mean and standard deviation values
are calculated at each of the points defined in Step 1 above, to be used in the remaining steps that
follow.
Step 3: Determine and report the deviation and figure of merit for each participant's value.
The deviation, e , which is merely the difference between the participant's value and the mean as
determined in Step 2, is calculated according to:

ei = ( xi − x )

(3)
After calculating the deviation, the figure of merit can be determined according to the formula:

fom =
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σ

(4)

This figure of merit provides a means for comparison that is perhaps easier to interpret than
the raw deviations, relating the participant's deviation to the overall standard deviation. The resulting
deviations and figures-of-merit for all codes will be tabulated in the final report on the given exercise.

Type II: 2D Radial Distributions
Exercises 2 and 3 contain many steady state and transient snapshots of the radial distribution
through the core for certain parameters. Due to the two dimensional nature of such data, it is difficult
to plot the results as with time history data and 1D axial distributions. However, the same statistical
methods described above can be used to generate mean values, standard deviations, and participant
deviations. This method can not be applied to the NP distribution since defining mean values for
relative distributions has not physical meaning because of the normalization requirements, which these
distributions should obey.
Step 1: Calculate mean and standard deviation for each 2D cell. These reference values are
calculated according to the two-step procedure presented above. Such an analysis results in a 2D map
for both mean values and standard deviations, rather than a single value for each. Comparisons can
thus be made for each cell, rather than only specific cells of interest.
Step 2: Tabulate deviation values and figures of merit. For each participant, a map is
generated that shows deviations from the mean at each radial position. A second map shows the figures
of merit as derived from Equation (4).
Type III: 1D Axial Distributions
Exercises 2 and 3 contain many steady state and transient snapshots of the axial distribution of
certain parameters through the core. These parameters are usually a function of height, and can thus be
displayed on a x-y plot. Similar methods of statistical analysis are applied as with the previous two
data types, except for the axial relative power distributions. The
averaging procedure generates a mean solution, which itself does not follow the normalization
procedure and can not be relative distribution. In other words the statistical methods can only be
applied to absolute distributions.
Step 1: Calculate mean and standard deviation for each 1D cell. This analysis is similar to
that for the 2D distributions, and 1D maps are generated for the mean values and standard deviations at
each axial position using Equations (1) and (2).
Step 2: Determine deviations and figure of merit values. Again, examples of the 1D maps
with all participant values and tables with the deviations and figures of merit for each participant are
provided in the final reports.

Type IV: Singular Parameters
These parameters include such quantities as multiplication factor for the steady state cases,
total power and fission power for the transient snapshots, power peaking factors and axial offset values
for all states, and stuck rod and scram worths for steady state cases 3 and 4 (see Tables 5-8). In this
case, there is no need to condition the data by isolating points of interest. Likewise, there are no curves
to analyze. Thus, the mean value and standard deviation should be sufficient to complete a comparison
of the results.
Step 1: Calculate mean and standard deviation. Reference values are calculated according to
the same methods applied above utilizing Equations (1) and (2).
Step 2: Determine deviations and figure of merit values. These values are calculated
according to Equations (3) and (4) and tabulated.

CONCLUSIONS
The lessons learned while applying the aforementioned multi-level methodology are
outlined in this paper. The complete the PWR MSLB benchmark information is being
published by NEA, OECD in four volumes: Volume I (PWR MSLB Benchmark
Specification), Volume II (Summary Results of Phase 1), Volume III (Summary Results of
Phase 2), Volume IV (Summary Results of Phase 3). During the course of benchmark
activities (Workshops, Ad-hoc Meetings and etc.) a professional community has been
established, which allowed carrying out in depth discussion of different aspects, considered in
the validation process: sensitivity of solutions to numerical methods and coupling approaches;
neutronics effects on plant transient behavior; fluid-dynamics and heat-conduction effects on
reactor core behavior; and control system effects. This positive output certainly has advanced
the state-of the art in coupling research area.
In conclusion, during the course of defining and coordinating the OECD/NRC MSLB
benchmark a systematic approach has been developed which has contributed to determining
additional requirements and needs for validation of best-estimate coupled codes. The resulting
improved methodology is currently being employed to develop a similar benchmark for
boiling water reactors (BWR). The chosen plant transient is a turbine trip (TT) and the
reference design is based on the Peach Bottom-2 (PB-2) NPP. Unlike the MSLB benchmark,
there is available measured plant data, which makes this benchmark very valuable. The
proposal for the PB-2 TT BWR benchmark has been accepted internationally, and has been
approved by OECD and NRC as the next benchmark for validation of best estimate coupled
codes.
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Time History
Total Power
Total Power
Total Power
Total Power
Fission Power
Fission Power
Fission Power
Fission Power
Coolant Density
Doppler Temperature
Maximum Nodal Doppler Temperature

Point of Interest
Highest Power Before Trip
Highest Power After Trip
Power at EOT
Time of Highest Return to Power, if any
Highest Power Before Trip
Highest Power After Trip
Power at EOT
Time of Highest Return to Power, if any
Density at EOT
Temperature at EOT
Temperature at EOT

Table 4. Points of Interest for Statistical Analysis

Mean
Value
F

0
1.0354

1
1.0334

2
1.0051

2a
1.0042

3
0.9872

4
1.0021

0.0003

0.0003

0.0012

0.0007

0.0006

0.0005

Table 5: Mean Values and Standard Deviations for Steady State Keff

Parameter
Keff
Fxy
Fz
Axial Offset

Mean Value
1.0051
1.3501
1.0760
-0.0041

Φ
0.0012
0.0576
0.0242
0.0221

Table 6: Single Value Parameters for Steady State 2
Parameter
Total Power (MW)
Fission Power
(MW)
Fxy
Fz
Axial Offset

Mean Value
867.13
739.70

Φ
32.64
33.79

3.3744
2.0518
0.4801

0.2499
0.0950
0.0548

Table 7: Singular Parameters at Highest Return-to-Power
Parameter
Highest Power
Before Scram
(MW)
Highest Power
After Scram
(MW)
Power at EOT
(MW)
Time of
Return-toPower (sec)

Mean Value

Φ

3263.35

32.35

868.78

34.74

230.32

27.45

58.07

0.26

Table 8: Total Power Time History Results
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Figure 3. Preliminary Comparison of the Total Power Evolution for the 3rd Exercise
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SUMMARY
The three dimensional analysis of RIA for a typical PWR and BWR with high burnup fuel were
performed using the EUREKA-JINS/S code to understand the realistic fuel behavior during the
transient. The fraction of fuel failure was evaluated by applying the newly revised failure threshold.
For the analysis of RIA in BWR, the influence of void reactivity feedback was studied to understand
how it affects on the fuel behavior under the RIA.
The results for a typical PWR showed that even with the significant conservatism, the fuel safety
criteria is adequately satisfied and none of fuel failure occurs under the RIA.
The results for a typical BWR indicated that the void reactivity feedback significantly influences to
decrease the maximum fuel enthalpy and the fraction of fuel failure.
This paper presents the results of three dimensional analysis of RIA for a typical PWR and BWR.

This study was performed under the sponsorship of the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI).
INTRODUCTION
The results of recent reactivity insertion accident(RIA) experiments with high burnup fuel
performed in France(CABRI) (1) and in Japan(NSRR) (2) indicated that some fuel failed at the lower
deposited energy in the fuel than was previously assumed.Taking it seriously, Japanese Nuclear Safety
Commission(NSC) reviewed the current licensing criteria for RIA, and the failure threshold for high
burnup fuel was revised based on the new experimental data. The new failure threshold related to
PCMI is defined as a function of fuel burnup and it decreases stepwise with increasing fuel burnup.
This change would directly affect the safety assessment of RIA.
Historically, the point kinetics model or one dimensional kinetics model using core wide
coefficients having a significant conservatism has been employed for the safety assessment of RIA.
This approach is insufficient to evaluate the distribution of fuel enthalpy in the core considering the
variation of fuel burnup. In order to investigate the influences of fuel burnup and decreased threshold
on the safety assessment of RIA, the realistic analysis by using detailed three dimensional method is
necessary.
The three dimensional analysis of RIA in typical PWR and BWR with high burnup fuel was
performed using the EUREKA-JINS/S code to understand the realistic fuel behavior during the
transient and to evaluate the safety margin accurately. The fraction of fuel failure was evaluated by
applying the newly revised failure threshold. For the analysis of RIA in BWR, the void reactivity
feedback was applied to understand how it affects on the fuel behavior under the RIA.

Fuel Safety Criteria for RIA
The fuel safety criteria for RIA is defined in “the Evaluation Guide for Reactivity Insertion
Events of Light Water Nuclear Power Reactor Facilities” in Japan. Based on the data from the NSRR
RIA experiments, a fuel enthalpy level of 230 cal/g is used as the acceptance limit for the RIA in Japan.
This limit must be readjusted considering the decrease of fuel melting point with increase of burnup
and with addition of gadolinium or plutonium.
∉
∉

The fuel failure mechanism under the RIA is classified into the following two types.
Pellet-Cladding Mechanical Interaction (PCMI) Failure
High-Temperature Rupture

In accordance with the fuel failure mechanism, the individual fuel failure threshold is defined
respectively. The threshold for the fuel failure due to PCMI was revised in 1998 based on the new data.
Since the PCMI failure occurs in the early phase of the RIA, the limit for PCMI failure is defined by
the initial fuel enthalpy increase as shown in Figure 1. The initial fuel enthalpy increase from the time
zero to the time t e defined in Figure 2 is used to evaluate the PCMI failure. The high-temperature
rupture related to critical heat flux is observed in the fuels that have the pressure difference greater than
6 kg/cm2 g between internal and external pressure of the fuel. The threshold for the high-temperature
rupture is defined by the total fuel enthalpy as a function of pressure difference between internal and
external pressure of fuel rod as shown in Figure 3.

Outline of EUREKA-JINS/S Code
Three dimensional neutronic transient code “EUREKA-JINS/S” is a modification of
EUREKA-SPACE(3) code which was originally developed in JAERI. In the EUREKA-JINS/S code, the
model to calculate the reactivity insertion due to control rod movement and the feedback due to
changes in fuel temperature and moderator density is completely revised by applying the perturbation
theory. The code uses a quasi-static kinetics model coupled with a multi-channel thermal-hydraulic
model based on a homogeneous flow model. In the quasi-static kinetics model, the space-time neutron
kinetics is described by assuming variable separation between the amplitude function and the shape
function. The amplitude function is described by point kinetics equations for up to six delayed neutron
precursor groups indicating the overall dynamic behavior of core power. The shape function is
described by two-energy group diffusion equations which indicates the spatial power distribution in the
core. In calculating the shape function, three-dimensional diffusion equations are solved by using
CITATION code(4). The thermal-hydraulic model in EUREKA-JINS/S is based on a 3-balance
equations for a homogeneous flow. In the thermal-hydraulic calculation, the core is modeled with
multiple parallel coolant channels and each channel is divided into a number of axial nodes.
Analysis of RIA in PWR
PWR Core Model

With the support of the utility, full core three-dimensional model of a PWR core was
prepared. The PWR core model represents a typical four-loop core on a equilibrium cycle.
The core model at end of cycle(EOC) and hot zero power(HZP) was used for the RIA
analysis. The core includes 193 fuel assemblies of 17⋅17 fuel configuration with burnups up to
a assembly

maximum of 55 GWd/t. This core model was modified such that the best-estimated rod worth
of 0.60 %⊗k/k was increased to 0.87 %⊗k/k. This was achieved by modifying the thermal
absorption cross sections in the assembly that houses the ejected rod.
The initial core conditions and parameters used in the analysis are shown in Table 1.
In the analysis, the key parameters, such as ejected rod worth, reactivity feedback effects and
delayed neutron fraction were chosen very conservatively to keep the similar assumptions
used in the conventional safety analysis. Complying with the Japanese evaluation guide for
RIA, the fuel enthalpy limit of 230 cal/g was readjusted to 189 cal/g by considering the
decrease of melting point of fuel with increase of burnup and with addition of gadolinium.
The number of fuel rod failures due to PCMI was calculated by applying the PCMI failure
threshold shown in Figure 1.
Results for a Core at EOC and HZP
The three dimensional analysis of control rod ejection accident was performed for end
of cycle (EOC) and at hot zero power (HZP). Figure 4 shows the hot channel peaking factor
(FQ ) as a function of time together with the power pulse on a logarithmic scale. The power
pulse started at about 0.09 second and reached a maximum value of 28.5 times of nominal
power at about 0.17 second. At that time, the power pulse was terminated due to the negative
Doppler reactivity feedback. The hot channel peaking factor (FQ ) promptly increased right
after inserted reactivity exceeded $1.0 and reached a maximum value of 24.3 times when the
control rod was completely ejected out of the core. Figure 5 shows the maximum fuel
enthalpy during the transient together with the power pulse on a linear scale. The fuel
enthalpy increased rapidly due to the power pulse and reached a maximum value of 78 cal/g
at about 0.17 second. The results of three dimensional analysis on control rod ejection
accident for EOC and HZP are summarized in Table 2. The maximum fuel enthalpy for this
event is 78 cal/g, which is considerably below the fuel enthalpy limit of 200 cal/g. None of
fuel failure occurs in this event when the newly revised burnup dependent failure threshold
shown in Figure 1 is applied.
Analysis of RIA in BWR
BWR Core Model

With the support of the utility, full core three-dimensional model of a BWR core was
prepared. The BWR core model represents a typical BWR-5 core on a equilibrium cycle. The
core models for end of cycle (EOC) and both at cold and hot zero power (CZP and HZP) were
used in the RIA analysis. The core includes 764 type-A fuel assemblies of 9⋅9 fuel
configuration with burnups up to a assembly maximum of 55 GWd/t. The core model for each
condition was modified such that the design-based rod worth was increased to 1.3 %⊗k/k.
This was achieved by exchanging a few fuel assemblies adjacent to the dropped rod with
another positions. The initial core conditions and parameters used in the analysis for each case
are shown in Table 3. In the analysis, the dropped rod worth was chosen very conservatively
to keep the similar assumptions used in the conventional safety analysis.
The void generation causes negative reactivity feedback effect and plays an important
role in suppressing the fuel enthalpy increase for a BWR. In the current safety analysis of
RIA, the void reactivity feedback is not applied so as to make the results more severe. The
current void generation models are based on the experiments under steady-state conditions.
Therefore, these models are not verified against the prompt heating condition found during a
RIA. However, in order to understand the realistic fuel enthalpy increase and safety margin
during the transient, the

void reactivity feedback calculated by the current models was applied in the analysis.
Furthermore, to understand how it affects on the fuel behavior under the RIA, another
calculations were performed by neglecting the void reactivity feedback.
Complying with the Japanese evaluation guide for RIA, the fuel enthalpy limit of 230
cal/g was readjusted to 200 cal/g by considering the decrease of fuel melting point with
increase of burnup and with addition of gadolinium. The number of fuel failures was
evaluated for two failure mechanisms respectively. The number of fuel failures due to PCMI
was calculated by applying the PCMI failure threshold shown in Figure 1. The number of fuel
failures due to high-temperature rupture was calculated by using the burnup dependent failure
threshold shown in Figure 6. The limit of 92 cal/g up to 40 GWd/t was derived from the
failure threshold shown in Figure 3 by conservatively assuming the pressure difference of 30
kg/cm2 g. The limit of 65 cal/g was conservatively used for the fuels over 40 GWd/t.
Results for a Core at EOC and CZP
The three dimensional analysis of control rod drop accident was performed for end of
cycle (EOC) and at cold zero power (CZP). The results are summarized in Table 4. Figure 7
shows the reactor power during the transient on a logarithmic scale relative to nominal power.
The figure also shows the differences between the results with and without void reactivity
feedback. The power for the case with void reactivity feedback decreases gradually after
termination of power pulse, while for the case without the void reactivity feedback, the power
rises slowly until the plant is scrammed. Figure 8 shows the maximum fuel enthalpy during
the transient. The figure also shows the differences between the results with and without void
reactivity feedback. The maximum fuel enthalpy during the transient for the case without void
reactivity feedback is about 26 % higher than the results with void reactivity feedback.
Table 4 presents the numbers of fuel failures due to PCMI for the control rod drop
accident. The difference between two cases for number of fuel failures due to PCMI is small.
The void reactivity feedback becomes effective in the later phase of this event due to the
delay of void generation. Therefore, the void reactivity feedback shows smaller effect on the
initial fuel enthalpy increase and hence on the fuel failures due to PCMI. In contrast with the
small difference for the results of fuel failure due to PCMI between the cases with and
without void reactivity feedback, the large difference between two cases was obtained for the
results of fuel failures due to high-temperature rupture as shown in Table 4. The number of
fuel failures due to high-temperature rupture for the case without void reactivity feedback is
approximately ten times larger than the results obtained when the void reactivity feedback is
taken into account. The void reactivity feedback influences greatly to suppress the peak fuel
enthalpy and hence to reduce the fuel failures due to high-temperature rupture.
Results for a Core at EOC and HZP
The three dimensional analysis of control rod drop accident was performed for end of
cycle (EOC) and at hot zero power (HZP). The results are summarized in Table 5. Figure 9
shows the reactor power during the transient on a logarithmic scale relative to nominal power.
The figure also shows the differences between the results with and without void reactivity
feedback. The power for the case with void reactivity feedback decreases gradually after
termination of power pulse, while for the case without the void reactivity feedback, the power
continuously increases until the plant is scrammed. Figure 10 shows the maximum fuel
enthalpy during the transient. The figure also shows the differences between the results with
and without void reactivity feedback. The maximum fuel enthalpy during the transient for the
case without void reactivity feedback is about 85 % higher than the results with void
reactivity feedback.
Table 5 presents the numbers of fuel failures due to PCMI for the control rod drop

accident. In Table 5, the difference between the results with and without void reactivity
feedback is also compared. The difference between two cases for number of fuel failures due
to PCMI is small. The void reactivity feedback becomes greatly effective in the later phase of
this event. Therefore, the void reactivity feedback shows smaller effect on the initial fuel
enthalpy increase and hence on the fuel failures due to PCMI. In contrast with the small
difference for the results of fuel failure due to PCMI between the cases with and without void
reactivity feedback, the large difference was obtained for the results of fuel failure due to
high-temperature rupture between two cases as shown in Table 5. The number of fuel failures
due to high-temperature rupture for the case without void reactivity feedback is approximately
ten times larger than the results obtained when the void reactivity feedback is taken into
account. The void reactivity feedback influences significantly to suppress the peak fuel
enthalpy and hence to reduce the fuel failures due to high-temperature rupture.
Summary and Conclusions
The three dimensional analysis of RIA for a typical PWR and BWR with high burnup fuel
were performed using the EUREKA-JINS/S code to understand the realistic fuel behavior during the
transient. The fraction of fuel failure was evaluated by applying the newly revised failure threshold. For
the analysis of RIA in BWR, the influence of void reactivity feedback was studied to understand how it
affects on the fuel behavior under the RIA.

The results of three dimensional analysis of control rod ejection accident for a typical
PWR showed that the fuel safety criteria to avoid the core damage is adequately satisfied and
none of fuel failure occurs under this event even though the significant conservatism is
employed in the key parameters. The results of three dimensional analysis of control rod drop
accident for a typical BWR showed that the fuel safety criteria to avoid the core damage is
adequately satisfied and fuel failures are quite small under this event, even though the
significant conservatism is employed in the dropped rod worth. As a part of the analysis, the
influence of negative void reactivity feedback was studied. The results indicated that the void
reactivity feedback greatly reduces the maximum fuel enthalpy and fuel failure for this event.
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SUMMARY
The role of best estimate (BE) codes in nuclear technology has gained increased relevance in
the past years because of two factors: (a) the availability of high-speed computing, and (b)
the increased sophistication of reactor models. One of the most successful applications of BE
technology in BWRs is in the field of stability. This paper describes some of the BE stability
codes that have been developed and are currently used by industry, regulators, and
researchers. This paper also documents a study of the effect of radial nodalization on the
results of BE stability codes. This study shows that proper radial nodalization is a key
parameter to consider for successful BE stability predictive calculations.
INTRODUCTION
The role of best estimate (BE) codes in nuclear technology has gained increased
relevance in the past years because of two factors: (a) the availability of high-speed
computing, and (b) the increased sophistication of reactor models. Even though high-speed
computing is a necessary tool, the fact that BE codes are even considered in a regulatory
environment is a credit to many years of research and development that have resulted in
increased confidence that the results of these codes are credible. This was not the fact in the
early years of the nuclear industry, where code results were not believed to be accurate
enough for regulatory purposes. Thus, regulators and industry developed the approach of
using bounding or conservative safety calculations that would follow a “cookbook” definition
of input assumptions to guarantee the conservatism of the results. Both regulators and
industry are currently challenging this approach, and there are more and more examples of
successful applications of BE codes in nuclear reactors and in boiling water reactors (BWRs)
in particular.
A clear success story of the use of BE codes in BWR technology is the field of
stability analysis. BWR stability is a nuclear technology field where BE codes have been the
rule instead of the exception. This is driven by the specific characteristics of stability
calculations, which don’t allow for easy conservative assumptions. Thus, stability codes have
been either BE codes or bad codes. Most stability codes have been benchmarked successfully
against a variety of instability tests and events, and the stability-prediction technology has
reached a point in which we know what the major sources of errors are.
As with most BE codes, the principal source of errors in stability calculations is related more
to user errors than to modeling errors. These user errors can be classified in two areas: (1) the
definition of the reactor conditions to be simulated, and (2) user options that affect the results,
for example, the choice of spatial nodalization (size and groupings.)

In stability calculations, the most important parameter is the initial reactor operating
condition. However, this is the most difficult parameter to predict for next year’s cycle.
Thus, this error has been addressed in some regulatory domains by imposing arbitrary
definitions of the most relevant input parameters, such as the power distributions and
reactivity coefficients.
The second class of errors is related to the user options such as spatial nodalization. For
example, all codes require an axial nodalization, and most codes do not model all channels in
a BWR core, but require the user to “group” them into representative thermal-hydraulic
regions. This grouping is often an art, and it may result in significant errors.
This paper describes first some of the BE codes available for stability calculations and then
presents a study of the effect of radial nodalization on the results of these codes.
Best estimate codes used for BWR stability calculations
Predictive calculations of BWR stability are simply too complex to allow for simple calculations and
they require computer codes to simulate the dynamic behavior of the reactor. The family of codes that
have been used to present to predict the stability of commercial BWRs can be subdivided in two main
categories: frequency-domain and time-domain codes. Among the frequency domain codes, one finds
FABLE/BYPSS, HIBLE, K2, LAPUR, NUFREQ, ODISY, and STAIF. Time-domain codes are more
widely used; among them, one finds ATHLET, DYNAS, DYNOBOSS, EPA, PANTHER, QUABOX,
RAMONA, RELAP5, RETRAN, SABRE, SIMULATE-3K, SPDA, STANDY, TOSDYN-2, TRAB,
and TRAC. A full discussion of these codes and their capabilities can be found on the OECD-NEA
State of the Art Report on Boiling Water Reactor Stability. Some highlights are provided here:
LAPUR was developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for the US NRC and is
currently used by NRC, ORNL, and others; its current version is LAPUR-5. LAPUR's capabilities
include both point kinetics and the first subcritical mode of the neutronics for out of phase oscillations;
the thermohydraulics part is modeled as up to seven flow channels whose inlet flows are coupled
dynamically at the upper and lower plena to satisfy the pressure drop boundary condition imposed by
the recirculation loop. LAPUR's main result is the open- and closed-loop reactivity-to-power transfer
function from which a decay ratio is estimated.
NUFREQ is in reality a family of codes called NUFREQ-N, NUFREQ-NP, and NUFREQNPW that calculate reactor transfer functions for the fundamental oscillation mode; the main
differences between them are the ability to model pressure as an independent variable (NUFREQ-NP)
so that it can reproduce the pressure perturbation tests. NUFREQ-NPW is a proprietary version
currently used by Asea Brown Boveri (ABB); its main feature is an improved fuel model that allows to
model mixed cores.
FABLE/BYPSS and ODISY are proprietary codes used by General Electric (GE.) FABLE
uses a point kinetics approximation to estimate the reactor transfer function for the fundamental mode
of oscillation and ODISY uses a 1-D core representation and significantly more thermal-hydraulic
detail.
RAMONA is a code that was developed at the Institute for Energy Technology at Kjeller,
Norway, and it is currently used by Brookhaven National laboratory (BNL), ScandPower, and ABB.
RAMONA-3B has a full 3D neutron kinetics model that is capable of coupling to the channel thermal
hydraulics in a one-to-one basis. Typically, in time-domain codes, the thermal hydraulic solution is
orders of magnitude more expensive (in CPU time) than the neutronics;
because of this expense, the thermal hydraulic channels are often averaged into regions to reduce
computation time. RAMONA-3B uses an integral momentum solution that reduces significantly the
computational time, and it allows for the use of as many computational channels as channel are in the
core.
TRAC has two versions currently used in BWR stability analysis. TRAC-BF1 is the open
version used mostly by Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and Pennsylvania State
University. TRACG is a GE-proprietary version. TRAC-BF1 has one dimensional neutron kinetics

capabilities (as well as point kinetics). TRACG has full 3D neutron kinetics capability (as well as 1D
and point kinetics), and GE has incorporated most of their proprietary correlations. The numerics in
TRACG have also been improved with respect to those in TRAC-BF1 to reduce the impact of
numerical diffusion and integration errors.
RETRAN is a time domain transients code developed by the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI). It has 3D,1D, and point kinetics capability. RETRAN is a relatively fast-running code due to
the modularity and the fact that it models the vessel using a limited number of independent thermal
hydraulic channels.
EPA stands for Engineering Plant Analyzer, and it is a combination of software and hardware
that allows for real time simulation of BWR, including most of the balance of plant. EPA was
developed by NRC and is located in BNL. EPA's software for BWR stability simulations is named
HIPA, and it models point kinetics with mainly an average thermal hydraulic region (a hot channel is
also modeled but it does not provide significant feedback to affect the global results). HIPA uses
modeling methods similar to those of RAMONA-3B and, in particular, it uses the integral momentum
approach to speed up the thermal hydraulics calculation. An interesting feature of HIPA is the ability
to use time dependent axial power shapes to compute the reactivity feedback; the nodal power shape is
varied according to the local void fraction as a function of time based on some polynomial fits that are
input to HIPA.
SABRE is a time domain code developed and used by Pennsylvania Power and Light for
transient analyses that include BWR instabilities. SABRE uses point kinetics for the neutronics and a
single thermal hydraulic region.
TRAB is a 1D neutronics code with an average thermal hydraulics region. It was developed
and used in the Finish Center for Radiation and Nuclear Safety. It has been benchmarked against
RAMONA-3B calculations and a stability event in the TVO-I plant.
TOSDYN-2 has been developed and used by Toshiba Corporation. It includes a 3D neutron
kinetics model coupled to a five-equation thermal hydraulic model. TOSDYN-2 models multiple
parallel channels as well as the balance of plant.
STANDY is a time domain code used by Hitachi Ltd. It includes 3D neutron kinetics and
parallel channel flow across at most 20 thermal hydraulic regions. STANDY is a vessel model only,
and it does not include the balance of plant.
SPDA is combination of RELAP5 and EUREKA, and it is used by the Japan Institute of
Nuclear Safety. RELAP5 calculates the thermal hydraulic part of the solution, while the nodal power is
estimated by EUREKA, which is a 3D neutron kinetics code.

Radial nodalization effects on best-estimate stability calculations
This section presents the background theory behind the observed effects of radial nodalization
in BWR stability calculations. The theory of how a radial power distribution can be simulated in time
or frequency domain codes by using “representative” thermohydraulic regions is developed. The
approximations involved in this method of solution are reviewed, and some examples of the effect of
radial nodalization are presented based on the LAPUR code solutions.

Space-dependent reactivity feedback
The reactivity feedback, ∆ρ, due to a void perturbation, ∆α, can be estimated in cylindrical
coordinates form from the following expression

1
∆ρ ( t ) =
V

H R

∫ ∫Φ

+

( r , z ) Φ (r , z )

o 0

∂ρ
(r , z ) ∆α ( r , z , t ) 2πrdr
∂α

(1)

where Φ and Φ+ are the normalized neutron flux and its adjoint, respectively, ∂ρ /∂α is the local density
reactivity coefficient, and V is the core volume.
To solve this equation in a digital computer code, the integrals in the above equation are
typically approximated by a summatory over a series of nodes. In this way, this equation becomes
NR

N ir 2
P ∆ρ ir ( t )
ir =1 N

∆ρ ( t ) ≈ ∑

(2)

where ∆ρ ir (t) is the time dependent reactivity feedback from region ir, which is given by the following
equation

∆ρ ir ( t ) ≈

1
NZ

NZ

∑ϕ
iz =1

2
ir ,iz

 ∂ρ 
 ∂α ( t )  ∆α i,izr ( t )
ir ,iz

(3)

In Eqs (2) and (3), NR is the number of representative thermohydraulic “regions” (also called
thermohydraulic channels), and NZ is the number of axial nodes in each channel, Nir is the number of
bundles in region ir, and N is the total number of bundles in the whole core. The parameters with an ir
subscript represent region-averaged parameters, the iz subscript represent the axial node position: Pir is
the relative power of a bundle in region ir, (∂ρ /∂α)ir,iz is the density reactivity coefficient of region ir
as a function of axial node iz, ∆αir,iz is the time dependent void perturbation in region ir, and ϕir,iz is the
normalized axial flux (also called axial power shape) at axial node iz in region ir. In Eq. (2), the
adjoint flux has been assumed equal to the forward flux, which is an exact solution under one-energygroup diffusion theory.
Thus, the numerical solution of Eq (2) is only an approximation to the real reactivity feedback
given by Eq. (1). Equation (2) reverts to Eq. (1) only if NR equals the total number of bundles in the
core, and if NZ is large enough. The smaller the number of regions, the poorer the approximation. In
this approximation, the radial dependence in Eq. (1) has been substituted by a series of representative
channel calculations for each region. Typically, calculations are performed with a number of regions
varying from 1 to 20; few codes are capable of modelling all the bundles in a core. Even for these
codes, the calculations with such a large number of thermohydraulic regions are cost prohibitive.

The approach of Eq. (2) is essentially exact if the number of thermohydraulic regions, NR,
equals the number of bundles in the core; however, cost constraints typically result in a small number
of regions being modeled. This modelling of the radial power distribution affects the reactivityfeedback calculations through two main effects: (1) The nonlinear weighing of the reactivity
contribution from each region due to the P2 weighing of the void fraction perturbation, and (2) the void
dependence of the void reactivity coefficient.
Basically, the error involved in the above approximations can be expressed by the inequality
expressed in Eq. (4), which says that the sum of the product is not equal to the product of the sum
unless the operands are constant.
NR

∑
ir =1

Nir 2
(P ∆ρir (t )) ≠ P 2 ∆ρ (t);
N
NR

NR
N
N
P ≡ ∑ ir P 2 ; ∆ρ ( t ) ≡ ∑ ir ∆ρ ir ( t )
ir =1 N
ir=1 N

(4)
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The channel density feedback, ∆ρ ir (t), is a strong function of the channel power, Pir and, thus,
the inequality in Eq. (4) holds. ∆ρ ir (t) depends on Pir through two effects: (1) directly through the
generation of larger void perturbations, and (2) indirectly, through the effect of the density reactivity
coefficient. The direct effect is due to the fact that neutron flux tends to oscillate as a percentage of the
initial steady state power. In other words, if the reactor power oscillates by 10%, all the channel
powers oscillate by 10%. This results in a larger absolute power oscillation in the high power channels,
which causes increased void fraction oscillations and, thus, larger reactivity feedback from the high
power channels than from the low power channels. The indirect effect is due to the fact that the density
reactivity coefficient is a strong function of the local void fraction, as seen in Fig. 1. The larger the
void fraction (i.e, smaller density), the larger the magnitude of the reactivity coefficient. Thus, high
power channels have larger reactivity feedback coefficients than low power channels.
Typical fuel loading result in what
is known as a checker board arrangement,
where fresh fuel is loaded in one third of the
core and is surrounded by two thirds of old
irradiated fuel. This loading results in a
third of the bundles having high power (for
example, 140% of average power) and the
remaining two thirds having low power
(approximately 80%). If only one
representative region or channel (i.e, NR =
1) is used to model this type of core,
reactivity feedback can be seriously
underestimated. For example, in a checker
board pattern like the one described above, a
simple calculation indicates that the
reactivity feedback with a single average
channel is underestimated by 25%. This is
equivalent to reducing the density reactivity
coefficient by the same factor, which has
dramatic effects on the estimated stability of
the core.

Figure 1 Typical density reactivity coefficient as
a function of local density

Therefore, in order to model accurately the reactivity feedback, a sufficient number of
thermal-hydraulic regions needs to be represented in the model to describe the radial power distribution
accurately.

Space-dependent inlet flow feedback
In the previous section we have discussed the effect the radial power distribution has on the
reactivity feedback. It is well known that BWR dynamics relevant to density-wave instabilities have
two main feedback paths: (1) the reactivity feedback and (2) the core inlet flow feedback. The reason
we have discussed the reactivity feedback first is simply because it is easier to understand, not because
of its importance. Indeed, the inlet flow feedback, which constitutes part of the thermodynamics of the
channel, is probably more affected by the radial power distribution than the reactivity feedback.
A typical BWR core is composed of a large number of independent bundles that are connected
hydraulically at both ends by the upper and lower plena. Because of these large plena, the pressure
drop across all bundles must be maintained equal among all channels, although not necessarily constant
in time, so that low power channels must have the same pressure drop as high power channels. Thus,
to maintain this boundary condition, the inlet flow in the high power channels must oscillate
significantly more than in the low power channels. This effect is caused by the fact that, as described
above, the void oscillations are larger in the high power channels. This has a very significant effect on
channel pressure drop; thus, the inlet flow in the high power channels has to compensate more for the
increased flow oscillations, resulting in a more unstable configuration.

The effect of the radial power
distribution can be observed in Table 1,
which shows the decay ratio calculated by the
LAPUR code for a core configuration formed
by two thermal-hydraulic regions of an equal
number of bundles. We observe that as the
radial power distribution becomes more
skewed (i.e., power is taken from Region 1 to
region 2), the reactor becomes more unstable.
The conditions for Table 1 are 1500 MWth
power and 27 Mlb/h flow, with a sinusoidal
axial power shape.

Table 1. Effect of checker-board pattern
loading on core-wide decay ratio
Relative Power
Region 1
100%
80%
60%
40%

Decay Ratio
Region 2
100%
120%
140%
160%

0.54
0.81
0.98
1.35

An interesting result that highlights the effect of radial power distributions on inlet flow
feedback can be observed in Table 2. From this table, we can conclude that a 1500 MWth reactor with
a skewed radial power shape is more unstable than a reactor condition with a higher power. For
example, if the power is raised to 2100 MWth (approximately 140% of 1500 MWth) but only one
thermohydraulic region is used, the calculated decay ratio is only 0.68, which is larger than the oneregion decay ratio at 1500 MWth (0.54), but smaller than the two region (60%, 140%) reactor with
only 1500 MWth that results in a decay ratio of 0.98 (see Table 1). This is a counter intuitive result. It
says that if we take a reactor that operates at 2100 MWth and reduce the power of half of the bundles
(maintaining the rest of the bundles at constant power) so that the average power is now 1500 MWth,
the resulting lower-power configuration is more unstable than the original high power configuration.

The above effect can be explained by the effect the low power channels have on the inlet flow
feedback of the high power channels. In the low power channels, the void fraction does not oscillate as
much as in the high power channels following a reactivity perturbation. The large void fraction
oscillation in the high power channels would tend to produce large pressure drop oscillations; however,
the pressure drop across the high power channels must equal that of the low power channels. To
accomplish this, the high-power channels inlet flow must have greater oscillation amplitude, resulting
in an increased flow feedback that destabilizes these channels and the whole core.
The above theory is confirmed by the data in Table 2, which shows the decay ratio as function
of the gain of the recirculation loop pressure-drop-to-flow transfer. This gain may be increased
physically by reducing the friction in the recirculation loop. If this loop has no friction, then it has an
infinite gain and the pressure drop is maintained constant (and equal to the density plus pump heads)
regardless of the amount of core inlet flow required. A large gain, then, essentially decouples the core
channels from each other by forcing a constant pressure drop boundary condition. A small gain forces
a constant core inlet flow and the dynamic flow distribution between channels has a dominant effect.
This effect is seen in Table 2. For high gain values, the channels are uncoupled and the one-region core
with the highest power is more unstable. For low gain values, the two-region core (i.e., 60% 140%
powers) is more unstable than the one-region core, because the low power channels act as a source of
flow to the high power channels by oscillating its inlet flow out-of-phase.

In physical terms we can explain this process as follows: when a perturbation of
power causes an increase of voids in the high power channels, the low power channels
increase their flow to attempt to have the same pressure drop as the high power channels.
This reduces the flow available for the high power channels and, consequently, reinforces the

Table 2. Sensitivity of calculated core-wide decay ratio to recirculation-loop gain for
different radial power distributions
Relative Power
Region 1
Region 2
60%
140%
140%
140%

0
0.88
0.48

Decay Ratio Calculated with Recirculation Loop Gain Multiplier
0.9
1.0
1.1
10
100
0.97
0.98
0.99
1.25
1.26
0.66
0.68
0.70
1.27
1.35

original oscillation (i.e., more voids are produced). Thus this configuration is more unstable.
For the case in which the recirculation loop has low friction (i.e., high gain), the increase in
pressure drop in the high-power channels is compensated by an increase in total flow, most of
which is redirected through the low-power channels.
The above effect can be observed in Figs 2 and 3. These figures show the gain and phase of
the LAPUR calculated transfer function from total power to individual channel inlet flow in normalized
units. As can be observed, the low power channel has a smaller gain, which indicates that the flow
oscillations in this type of channel are smaller than in the high power channel for the same total power
perturbation. These results were expected from the above discussion, and tend to confirm that the low
power channels act as a destabilizer for the high power channels by forcing a smaller oscillation in the
core pressure drop. The phases of these transfer functions (Fig 3), as expected, are out of phase (i.e,
180o apart), which indicates that the increased flow through the high power channels is somehow
compensated by the decreased flow through the low power channel. An interpretation of this effect is
that the low power channel act as a source of flow oscillations for the high power channel, a fact that
tends to destabilize the whole core. It has to be noted that both of these transfer functions are
calculated by LAPUR for the core-wide in-phase

Figure 2. Gain of transfer function from total power
to individual channel inlet flow

Figure 3. Phase of transfer function from total
power to individual channel inlet flow

mode of power oscillation, which (as seen in Figs 2 and 3) does not preclude some form of out-ofphase radial flow oscillations.
What we have seen in this section is that flow redistribution among bundles of different power
is a significant effect that must be modeled accurately to estimate the stability of a particular reactor
configuration. This flow redistribution is only possible if the radial power distribution has been
modeled accurately enough to allow for different pressure drop responses following a power
perturbation. The recirculation loop dynamics also plays an extremely important role in allowing this
flow redistribution to occur. Proper modeling is, thus, required for the recirculation loop that includes
the upper and lower plena, the separators and driers, the downcommer and the recirculation pumps.

Hot-channel destabilization
We have seen in the previous two sections the destabilizing effect of skewed radial power
distributions by two mechanisms: the nonlinear power-square weighing of the reactivity feedback, and
the inlet flow redistribution. A third mechanism is the hot channel destabilization. The flow dynamics
in high power channels is, in general, more unstable than in low power channels. This is due to the fact
that high power channels produce more voids and, consequently, have a larger two-phase pressure drop
component that tends to make the channel flow oscillate more. When one combines this effect with the
power-square weighing of the reactivity feedback, it is observed that the increased instability of the
high power channels is not compensated by the decreased instability
of the low power channels. For instance, if a core is composed of half the channels with 60% power
and the other half with 140%, the high power channels weight when computing the reactivity feedback
is 196% (i.e., 1.42 ), while the weight of the low power channels is only 36% (i.e, 0.62 ). Thus, the total
core stability is heavily affected by the stability of the high power channels, while the low power
channels have a relatively small effect. Thus, from this point of view, a skewed radial power
distribution is a destabilizing effect, because the core stability is controlled in a large way by the hot
channel power and not by the average power.

CONCLUSIONS
From the above analysis we can conclude that adequate radial nodalization is very important
to obtain successful BE stability predictive calculations. There is a destabilizing effect related with
skewed radial power distributions associated to three mechanisms: the nonlinear power-square
weighting of the reactivity feedback, the inlet flow redistribution and the hot channel destabilization.
Also, the flow redistribution among bundles of different power must be modeled accurately.
This is only possible if the radial power distribution has been modeled adequately to allow for
different pressure drop responses following a power perturbation.This means that a sufficient number
of thermal-hydraulic regions needs to be represented in the model.
The recirculation loop dynamics also plays an extremely important role in allowing the flow
redistribution to occur. Proper modeling is, thus, required for the recirculation loop that includes the
upper and lower plena, the separators and driers, the downcommer and the recirculation pumps.
Predictive calculations of BWR stability are too complex to allow for simple calculations.
They require advanced best estimate computer codes to simulate the dynamic behavior of the
reactor.This is now possible because the availability of high-speed computing and high detailed reactor
models.
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Summary
During the last years, two major sets of studies concerning :
heterogeneous dilution (coupled neutronic and thermal hydraulic modelisation applied to the
fast injection of a slug of deborated water into the core),
TMI 1 Rod ejection benchmark, in collaboration with the US NRC and the Kurtchatov
Institute, have been performed by CEA on the request of IPSN. The aim is to provide informations to
support IPSN safety assessment of the new methodology proposed by the French Utility.
The present paper will focus on the heterogeneous dilution studies. After having described the main
sequences which could lead, with an important calculated probability, to a rapid sweeping of the core
by a slug of pure water, the main results and conclusion obtained from TRIO-VF calculation will be
presented. These studies have also pointed out the importance of the three-dimensional aspects of the
transfer of a deborated water slug into the core. In order to evaluate the consequences of this transient
on the core, it is necessary to use three-dimensional neutronic computer codes (CRONOS 2).
According to the results obtained, which pointed out the risk of reaching prompt criticality, IPSN
reiterated the importance to be attributed to prevention. In particular, it considered that, regarding the
large uncertainties associated to the mixing studies, the subcriticality of the core should be increased
from 1000 pcm to 2000 pcm in the shutdown state in order to avoid any return to criticality during an
heterogeneous dilution transient (considering a deborated water slug up to a 3m3 in the cold leg).
Electricité de France has also been encouraged to continue the improvement on the mixing calculations
tools including international comparison.
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1.1

RISKS LINKED TO THE SHUTDOWN STATES : THE HETEROGENEOUS
DILUTION
Introduction

On the occasion of the post-Chernobyl studies, started up in 1986, studies have been performed by the IPSN
and the utility on reactivity initiated accidents (RIA). Depending of the initial reactor state, these accidents
could not only lead to a severe core damage but also to the loss of the containment function. Accident
sequences have been studied starting from each reactivity initiating event already considered in the safety
report, cumulated with human errors and/or system failures and/or technical specification transgressions,
until severe core damage occurs. On the basis of these studies, probabilistic safety studies were performed
on the 900 MWe and the 1300 MWe plants, which pointed out in 1990, on the basis of an exhaustive
screening of the sequences issued from those initiators, the risk associated to boron dilution sequences.
These accidents can be divided into two types : the progressive dilution of the reactor cooling system (RCS)
and the fast injection of a slug of diluted water in the core.
Among all boron dilution scenarios, physical studies pointed out that a diluted water slug could lead to a
severe core damage in a very short time. The preliminary studies presented by the utility pointed out that the
critical size of the pure water slug entering the core (disk shaped hypothesis) and leading to prompt
criticality, is approximately one cubic meter (without taking into account any mixing) at the beginning of a
fuel cycle. Taking into account the flow dispersion in the downcomer, an equivalent volume of 2.5 m3
stored in the cold leg was estimated to be sufficient to lead to the critical size in the core. Furthermore, a
huge sensitivity of the reactivity insertion rate to the size of the slug entering the core has been established in
the range of 1 m3 .Therefore, situations which could lead to the formation of a diluted water slug in the
primary circuit or the connected systems have been investigated.
The preliminary investigations indicated that there are two main sequences which could lead, with an
important calculated probability, to a severe core damage after a rapid sweeping of the core by a slug of pure
water :
-

1.2

loss of primary pumps during a dilution operation,
start-up of a diluted residual heat removal system (RHRS).

Short term EDF actions

The particular accident sequence with a frequency reaching 10-4 /year was initiated by loss of the main
electrical power supply during operation of the reactor obtained by intentional dilution with pure water,
which led to the reactor coolant pumps loss associated while dilution is continuing. On the subsequent
restarting of the reactor coolant pumps by the operator, the slug of unborated water accumulated in a reactor
coolant system loop was introduced, in full, into the core and gave rise to a criticality accident.
According to the importance of the probabilistic safety studies results, EDF proposed to install an automatic
function aligning the pure water injection system with the borated water tank of the safety injection system
in the event of loss of the main electrical power supply in the shutdown state (figure 1), completed by
adapted locked out procedures.
Nevertheless, the efficiency of the provisional modification is limited to this main identified sequence. This
additional provisional measures led to a reduction of the probability of core damage from 10-4/r.y to few 107
/r.y (both for 900 MWe and 1300 MWe)

1.3

Detailed analyses and corresponding improvements

The safety authority set a goal of reducing the risk of core meltdown in shutdown situations to less than 106
/year. As concerns the reactivity accident issue, the safety authority requested the operator to make a
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comprehensive study identifying all potential initiators of a dilution accident, as well as the appropriate
countermeasures for each case.
With the intention of elaborating a definitive modification, a research program has been undertaken by
Electricité de France (1991) to improve the assessment of the reactivity insertion possibilities. This program
includes :
physical studies, based on neutronic calculations and 3-D thermohydraulic calculations (N3S
computer code) and validation tests performed on an experimental thermohydraulic facility (Bora-Bora).
The aim of these studies is to get a better assessment concerning notably, the critical size of a water slug in
the core leading to core damage and the critical size of a water slug in the cold and/or intermediate leg,
taking into account the mixing efficiency,
a thorough identification of the sequences which could lead to an injection of unborated water or
diluted boron solution in the core, including shutdown states and maintenance,
-

the evaluation of the corresponding probabilities.

Physical studies
From the thermohydraulics studies performed by Electricite de France, notably devoted to evaluate the
efficiency of thermosiphon to mix the injected fluid with the primary fluid, it was pointed out that when :
RHRS is not connected:
- the thermosiphon flow rate is sufficient to mix dilution flow by charging line even
unbalanced (only 1 steam generator in operation), but it can be blocked by the primary pump seal water
injection (formation of a cold water slug by density effect in the intermediate leg) if the residual power is too
low (estimated to 5 MW),
RHRS is connected:
- the RHRS flowrate can be opposite to the thermosiphon flow rate in certain loops
(annulation of flowrate occurs if the residual power < 5 MW for 1 RHRS train and < 30 MW for 2 RHRS
train.
For its part, IPSN has undertaken from as early as 1991 independent studies based on 3D thermalhydraulics
and neutronics calculation.
Mixing between the borated and unborated water in the reactor vessel (downcomer and lower plenum) were
carried out using the 3D TRIO-VF computer code. Sensitivity studies to the modelling assumptions were
also investigated. Neutronic calculations using the CRONOS2 computer code were performed to assess the
risk of a return to criticality by a rapid sweeping of the core by a 3 m3 slug of pure water. Complementary
analytical studies have also been performed
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to assess the sensitivity of the results to the size and the shape of the slug. For example, a 100 liter
pure water cylinder swept into the most reactive fuel assembly (without any mixing) would lead to prompt
criticality. These results have been used to support IPSN assessment of Electricité de France's proposed
plant modification.
According to the results and conclusion issued from the thermalhydraulic studies which have been obtained
for this topic, we will mainly focus hereafter on the TRIO-VF Modelisation ; the most important results
obtained with the CRONOS 2 in terms of return to criticality will be shortly presented for the understanding
of the requirements of the French Safety Authority to prevent the risk of heterogeneous dilution in the
shutdown states.

2

TRIO-VF THERMALHYDRAULIC MODELISATION

TRIO-VF [1] is a computational fluid dynamic code based on a finite volume discretisation with structured
meshes (i, j, k), allowing a large choice of modelisation. Different types of turbulence models such as KEpsilon, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) either different models for describing impediments can be used
(continuous or porous media).
TRIO-VF has been applied between 1992 and 1996 by CEA on the request of the French IPSN (Safety
Evaluation Department), in order to support its heterogeneous dilution risk assessment. The different types
of calculation performed have allowed an improvement of the understanding of the fast injection of a slug of
a diluted water into the core. A summary and a comparative assessment of the seven studies performed will
be described hereafter.

2.1

Presentation of the different calculations performed

2.1.1

Buoyancy effects

The transient of a 30°C deborated water slug located in the cold leg, swapped into the core by starting a
reactor coolant pump (RCP) at cold shutdown (120°C) has been studied. In such situation, the convection
effect may not be negligible. On the other hand, buoyancy effects associated to the boron concentration are
smaller than those associated to the temperature. In addition, since for fast transients heat transfers with the
core vessel are not significant for the study, the same conclusion can be applied to the boron concentration
and temperature. For that reason, pure thermal calculation have been performed, taking into account the
buoyancy effects according Boussinesq hypothesis, without any concentration evaluation. The clear water
concentration can be deduced from the temperature as described hereafter :
C = (120 - T ) / 90
A calculation has also been performed by eliminating the buoyancy effects, in order to appreciate the
influence of such an approach which can sometimes be considered for calculations or experiments. It must
be noticed that in salted water experiments, buoyancy effects are weak, but opposite to the real physical
effects.

2.1.2

Turbulence modelisation

Usual turbulence modelisation, based on homogeneous, isotropic and equilibrium turbulence assumptions,
can not rigorously be applied to the problem here considered (complex geometry
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transient). Nevertheless, for want of something better, it has been chosen to apply either a K-Epsilon
statistical model, either a Large Eddy Simulation (LES). A comparison between these two approaches can
provide a rough information on the uncertainties associated to the turbulence model.

2.1.3

Calculation and meshes

In 1992, the computer performances did not allow to consider meshes with a large number of cells. In such
conditions, it has been decided to limit roughly the study to an 900 MWe half core vessel. The modelisation
represents the injecting cold leg up to the core exit. The core has been described by a porous media. The
mesh includes 27 x 26 x 65 cells respectively in R, θ and Z directions as presented in figure 2. This rough
and irregular mesh is only compatible with K-Epsilon modelisation.
For some cases, depending of the computer performance, calculations have also been performed for finer
meshes. By limiting the refinement in the downcomer, without any treatment of the core itself, it can be
obtained a mesh compatible with both K-Epsilon and LES approaches, with 21 x 209 x 157 cells in R, θ, and
Z directions. This mesh is presented in figure 3.

2.1.4

Initial state and transient assumptions

At the initial state, the coolant is at rest ; temperature is 120°C. A cold water slug (30°C) is located in one of
the 3 intermediate legs.
The RCP located in the same loop is started, leading to a linear increase of the flowrate up to its nominal
value, obtained after 20 s. None other flowrate is induced in the two other loops.
By considering no dilution of the slug during its transfer in the cold leg, the flowrate ramp and a
concentration step are imposed at the inlet of the calculation domain. Pressure is supposed to be uniform at
the outlet.
Two steps of concentrations have been considered (3 m3 and 8 m3 slugs).
Since some searchers are used to simulate a such transient by using an « equivalent » steady regime, a
calculation has also been performed with the assumption of a steady state regime with a constant flowrate
corresponding to the one obtained after 5.4 s (start of incoming of deborated water in the downcomer).
In order to compare the different calculations performed, the results of the steady regime transient have been
adapted, such as similar times correspond to similar volumes introduced into the core.

2.1.5

Main results

All along the transient and for all the time steps, velocity and temperatures have been stored for several
nodes of the mesh.
Furthermore, temperature and velocity fields have been stored for periods of 0.5, 0.2 or 0.01s.
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Recapitulative table of the studied cases
Volume

Mesh

Regime

Density

Turbulence

Reference

3 m3

Coarse

Transient

Realistic

Statistic

Case 1

3 m3

Fine

Transient

Realistic

Statistic

Case 2

3 m3

Fine

Transient

Realistic

LES

Case 3

3 m3

Fine

Transient

Zero

Statistic

Case 4

3 m3

Coarse

Steady

Realistic

Statistic

Case 5

8 m3

Coarse

Transient

Realistic

Statistic

Case 6

8 m3

Coarse

Steady

Realistic

Statistic

2.2

Phenomenological interpretation

The constituted results data bank allowed to realise animated issues, which have led to a detailed
phenomenological interpretation of the fast injection of a slug of deborated water into a PWR core.

Main results
Transient study of a slug of deborated water into the downcomer.
The phenomenology described hereafter is approximately common to all transient regimes. It is illustrated in
figure 4 representing the different concentrations in the downcomer.
The jet which comes out the cold leg collapses unsteady on the core shell of the downcomer. It results flash
fits which propagate radially.
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The generated flow progresses in different ways :
- it propagates to the bottom of the downcomer without meeting any impediment,
- it runs into the thermal shields which deflect it to the external wall of the downcomer,
- it runs into the neighbouring hot legs and is divided into two parts. The one part progresses below the hot
legs and rapidly reaches the bottom of the downcomer. The other one, which propagates over the hot legs,
progresses with a slower velocity with a longer way. It reaches the bottom of the downcomer later than the
first one. The two parts of the slug can be seen in figure 4.a (time 9.1 s) ; they practically merge at 11.99 s
(figure 4b).
In the drag of the hot legs can be observed unsteady recirculating zones.
Transient study of the slug of deborated water into the core.
The two parts of the slug which has been divided by the hot legs reach the bottom of the vessel with a slight
time difference. They merge in an unique slug which will progress through the core (the tridimensional
distribution of deborated water will vary versus time).
The transfer of the slug is associated to velocity variations : under the influence of buoyancy forces, the
velocity decreases inside the slug and increases round it.
Figure 5 represents the isovolume curves of the boron concentrations below 0.6 after 18 s after starting the
transient. For both transient and steady regimes, the results obtained are presented for an initial slug of 8 m3 .
In the case of the transient regime, the relatively large slug, even slightly deviated towards the fluid entrance
location, is roughly located in the centre of the core. In the case of the steady regime, the slug is divided into
two parts ; the first one will stagnate in the bottom of the vessel, the other one will progress through the core,
on its edge and on the same side of the slug entrance location.
Sensitivity studies
Time evolutions in some places of the downcomer.
Figure 6 allows to compare the time evolution of the vertical velocity component and of the boron
concentration in the bottom of the downcomer, on the opposite side of the injecting leg. The influence of the
different types of assumptions considered on the flow regime, the mesh refinement, the buoyancy effects is
clearly illustrated.
In a similar way a clear sensitivity to the turbulence model considered has also been clearly pointed out.
Maximum volume of deborated water in the core
In both cases (transient and steady regimes), the maximal volume of deborated water in the core remains in
the same range (1.7 m3 ) (see figure 7).
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Distribution of the deborated water in the core
For 3 m3 and 8 m3 slugs, a comparison of the vertical profile of the mean and maximal water concentration
is presented in figure 8, for both transient and steady regimes (corresponding to the time where the maximal
volume of deborated water is observed). It can be noticed a low sensitivity of the mean profiles related to the
regime type. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of the maximal profiles is greater.

2.3

Preliminary conclusion

The performed studies have pointed out the importance of the choice of the modelisation for studying the
transfer of a deborated water slug into the core. Even for an experimental and a numerical point of view, it is
necessary to consider the pump starting transient and the buoyancy effects.
The sensitivity studies performed on the mesh and the turbulence model have pointed out the uncertainties
associated to the present computational fluid dynamic modelisation in this particular field.
Prospects of improvements for thermalhydraulic models
According to the continuous progress of the numerical thermalhydraulic modelisation, uncertainties are
expected to be reduced. For 1996, Trio_U [2] has replaced TRIO-VF allowing a better modelisation of the
transfer of a slug of deborated water in a complete primary circuit of a PWR. Nevertheless, a validation of
such modelisation will have to be performed, based on suitable physical tests. The CEA/DRN is involved in
this scheme through its participation in the ISP43, organised by the University of Maryland which consists
in a comparison between computer codes results and physical test measurements.
These studies point also out the importance of the three-dimensional aspects of the transfer of a deborated
water slug into the core. In order to evaluate the consequences of this transient, it is necessary to use threedimensional neutronic computer codes. The results data banks of the thermalhydralic calculations have been
used to perform the neutronic calculations.
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3

NEUTRONIC RESULTS AND RISK ASSESSMENT

As shown in the next table, the thermalhydraulic results obtained by EdF were different from those obtained
by IPSN.
Slug volume

3 m3

8m3

Minimal boron

Steady-state condition (nominal

Transient condition - (start-up of an

concentration

flow rate) (EdF initial assumptions)

RCP) - (IPSN initial assumption)

N3S (EdF)

TRIO (IPSN)

N3S (EdF)

TRIO (IPSN)

mean

0.91 Cbi

0.90 Cbi

0.90 Cbi

0.91 Cbi

local

0.85 Cbi

0.78 Cbi

0.65 Cbi

0.75 Cbi

mean

0.76 Cbi

0.72 Cbi

0.75 Cbi

0.72 Cbi

local

0.65 Cbi

0.53 Cbi

0.20 Cbi

0.40 Cbi

This appears to be mainly due to the different assumptions with respect to mixing (nominal flow rate for
Electricite de France, start up of an RCP for IPSN). The results pointed out that this last assumption was
penalizing regarding the mixing phenomena.
Furthermore, regarding the neutronic studies performed with the 3D CRONOS 2 computer code in cold
shutdown and hot standby, it has been pointed out that the cold shutdown state (initial boron RCP
concentration 1300 ppm) was the most limitative case and led, for the 3m3 slug, to approach the prompt
criticality.
That is the reason why, regarding to the uncertainties associated to the studies, Electricité de France has been
requested to increase the core subcriticality in hot and cold shutdown states (from 1000 pcm up to
2000 pcm), in order to avoid any return to criticality during such transient.

3.1

Identification of dilution sequences

The critical volumes of water being relatively small, it was necessary to examine in detail the various
possibilities which may lead to inject deborated water into the reactor coolant system as a result of human
error or equipment failure during normal operation and maintenance.
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The different dilution sources can be classified into the following sections :
-

reactivity accident due to diluted and/or cold water injection via CVCS;

dilution due to the connection of a system or a part of a system with a boron concentration lower
than the primary coolant one (CVCS, RHRS, ...).
-

dilution due to system leakage.

This notably involved examination of the possibilities of injection of unborated water during the following
operations:
-

injection of hydrazine and lithium hydroxide,

-

start-up of demineralisation systems and regeneration of their resins,

-

start-up of deaerators,
introduction of water into the reactor coolant system by the make up pumps,

-

leakage from the heat exchanger between the decay heat removal system and the
intermediate cooling system,

-

leakage through the thermal barriers of the reactor coolant pumps,

tank).

maintenance operations, particularly hydraulic tests of tanks ( e.g. SI accumulators,

CVCS

In addition, the risk of criticality associated with post-accident situations was scrutinised and are still under
investigation (steam generator tube rupture associated with draining of secondary water into the primary
system, reactor coolant system breaks associated with condensation of the steam produced).
This review resulted in the introduction of a certain number of countermeasures such as the installation of
automatic functions intended to isolate the dilution sources or to replace deborated water injection with
borated water injection, completed by administrative lockout procedures on pure water injection capability.
According to the thermalhydraulic studies, a definitive modification (figure 9) has been proposed by the
utility. This automatism is actuated after a RCPs shutdown if the thermosiphon is not efficient to mix diluted
injected water. The system described on figure 9 is based on the fact that the residual heat must be sufficient
to make a natural circulation flowrate able to ensure a good mixing between the primary water and the
deborated/cold water injected.
This one was completed by an improvement of the normal and accident situation operating procedures and
the setting in place of administrative lock-outs making it possible to retain unchanged a certain number of
equipment which are not the subject of permanent monitoring.

3.2

Probabilistic assessments

The consequences of the previous modifications on core damage frequencies are presented hereafter, for the
most important sequences. The results for 900 MWe and 1300 MWe plants can roughly be considered as
similar.

BEFORE
SEQUENCES

WITH FINAL

MODIFICATION MODIFICATION
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OBSERVATIONS

(/r.y)

(/r.y)
Automatic switching of

Cold water slug formation

7 10-6

2 10-8

1 10-4

1 10-8

the CVCS suction pumps
from CVCS to RWST

through primary pumps seals
Dilution via CVCS

Automatic switching of
the CVCS suction pumps

(dilution before cricality)

Resin replacement of a

from CVCS to RWST
2 10-6

2 10-8

demineralizer
Non borated demineralizer

Improvements of
operating procedures

5 10-6

1.3 10-7

Improvements of
operating procedures

Boron Recycle System

1 10-5

1 10-8

deaerator

Isolation of the boron
recycle system when
RHRS is connected

As a conclusion, the analysis of all initiating events shows that the definitive modification reduces the global
risk from 1.5 10-4 /r.y (without any modification) to 3 10-7/r.y.
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4

CONCLUSION

As concerns the risk associated with heterogeneous dilutions, IPSN reiterated the importance to be attributed
to prevention. Actually, according to the kinetics of the transient (a few tens of seconds), no accidental
procedures would be efficient. In particular, regarding this risk, IPSN considered that, according to the large
uncertainties associated with the mixing studies, the subcriticality of the core should be increased from 1000
pcm to 2000 pcm in the shutdown states, completed by administrative lockout procedures and material
modifications, in order to avoid any return to criticality during an heterogeneous dilution transient
(considering a deborated water slug up to 3m3 in the cold leg). The French utility has also been encouraged
to continue the improvement of the mixing calculations tools including international comparison.
It has also been required that the hydraulic tests of the chambers situated in circuits connecting to the reactor
coolant system must be carried out with borated water.
The measures implemented in France to protect PWRs against dilution cover the main scenarios identified
and reduce significantly the associated risks.
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Fig.1 Antidilution protection 900 MWe
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Thermal shield

Guide pad

Coarse mesh

fine mesh

Fig.2 mesh in a r-z plane
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Hot legs

Running cold
leg
location

Guide pads

Coarse mesh
Running cold
leg

Fine mesh

Fig.3 mesh in a teta-z plane
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Coarse mesh

Holder for
irradiation
specimens

Fine mesh

Fg.3bs mesh in a r-teta plane
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borated water
concentration

t = 9.10 s

t = 11.99 s
Fig 4 developed downcomer mid-plane colored by borated water concentration ; LES computation.
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borated
water concentrations

Increasing flow-rate case

Steady flowrate case

In blue : borated water concentration lower than 0.6
Time 18.1s for a 8**m3 inlet plug.

Fig.5 Visualisation of the cleared water plug in the core.
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Time (s)
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Fig.6 Sensitivty of concentration and velocity time evolutions
at the bottom of the downcomer and the oposite of the plug inlet
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Clear water volume in the core or in the vessel
(m**3)

Equivalent
time (s)

Fig.7 clear water balances versus time during a 3 m**3 plug transit
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Level in the core

Clear water
concentration

3 m**3 plug

8 m**3 plug
Fig.8 vertical evolutions of clear water concentrations as a function of the level in the core
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Fig.9 Modification of automatism
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Abstract
A summary of the recently completed International Comparative Assessment Study of Pressurized-ThermalShock in Reactor Pressure Vessels (RPV PTS ICAS) is presented with emphasis on the thermal-hydraulic
aspects. The ICAS Project brought together an international group of experts from research, utilities and
regulatory organizations to perform a comparative evaluation of analysis methodologies employed in the
assessment of RPV integrity under PTS loading conditions. The assessment activities based on the Problem
Statement were divided under three tasks: deterministic fracture mechanics (DFM), probabilistic fracture
mechanics (PFM) and thermal-hydraulic mixing (THM). 25 organisations in 13 countries provided analysis
results (see Table 1). During the course about 180 analyses and 43 parametric studies were performed by the
participants. Selected analysis results were processed and entered in a special results database. About 145
comparative plots were prepared for the discussions on the predictive capabilities of the analysis methods
applied to the different tasks. A comparison of the results performed by GRS showed that the partly
significant scatter of the results of the DFM Task Group was largely understood. Thus the DFM results - if
duly considered in connection with safety assessments - can contribute to enhancing the accuracy of
assertions. Generally, the scatter in the results of the THM analyses was due to differences in analytical
approaches used by the participants, which included correlation-based engineering methods, system codes
and three-dimensional computational fluids dynamics codes. Some of the models used to simulate
condensation effects showed a weakness in recognizing the flow regime at the water-stripe discharge in the
downcomer. In conclusion, the results show that a best-estimate methodology for RPV integrity assessment
can benefit from a reduction of the uncertainties in each phase of the process. It can be said that there may
well be uncertainties attached to a safety assessment, and these may cover a period of several fuel cycles in
terms of operating time toward the end of life of RPV. It is expected from future improvements within the
framework of a model development regarding CFD-programs that the deficiencies existing today will be
eliminated.

INTRODUCTION
For the assessment of the integrity of reactor pressure vessels (RPVs), various tasks of different technical
fields have to be involved to achieve a general statement. The thermal-hydraulic loads and the consequential
structure-mechanical stresses, occurring as a result of postulated incidents, have to be analysed. The material
conditions at the respective time up to the scheduled end of operation have to be estimated. Further, possible
defects from manufacture and operation, or defects to be postulated due to the limits of the non-destructive
testing technology, have to be determined. To simplify the process of proof, the nuclear rules and regulations
include standards regarding defect sizes to be postulated, load conditions to be considered and on the trend
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of the material toughness curve, which then have to be adapted to the respective plant-specific conditions. A
plant-specific consideration is necessary for an appropriate safety-related assessment.
In the recent years, remarkable progress has been made regarding the development of analysis methods for
the assessment of the thermal loads as well as the structure-mechanical stresses on reactor pressure vessels.
Uncertainty bands in connection with the determination of the loads and stresses could have been reduced
considerably, so that conservative assumptions to cover uncertainties can largely be replaced by "bestestimate" analyses, nowadays.
This success can be attributed, to a major part, to the extended data base established within the framework of
sub-scale and full-scale experiments. Fluid-fluid mixing experiments have been undertaken in the past in the
USA ( CREARE 1/5 and 1/2 scale, SAI 1/1 scale, Purdue University 1/2 scale), in Belgium, in Finland and
in Japan. Among the facilities mentioned above only the Finish facility applied multi-loop injection features
with a semi-annular downcomer. Fully three-dimensional downcomer representations were only available in
the full-scale HDR- and UPTF- facilities in Germany. Direct condensation on the ECC water in the cold leg
and downcomer with and without nitrogen effects was studied in the full-scale UPTF, in HDR and in subscale tests (COSI in France). Heat transfer coefficients between test vessel wall and plume were measured in
CREARE 1/2 scale tests and in other sub-scale tests. Gaussian azimuthal profiles, typical for plume cooling,
are indicated in the CREARE- and HDR- test results. On the structure-mechanical side sub-scale thermalshock experiments with thick-walled cracked cylinders were performed in the USA (ORNL), in UK (AEATechnology), in Germany (MPA Stuttgart) and in Russia (Prometey). Main objective was to study the
behaviour of cracks in different materials loaded under axisymmetric cooling conditions combined with
mechanical loads. Full-scale experiments with more realistic asymmetric cooling conditions were performed
at HDR in Germany.
Furthermore the progress made is based on an in-depth methodology which resulted in the course of further
upgrading in reliable analysis tools for the determination of critical load conditions and crack loading.
Considering the interdisciplinary aspects both the thermal-hydraulic conditions in the RPV and the stresses
in the RPV-wall directly resulting from them are determined.
The ICAS Project brought together an international group of experts from research, utility and regulatory
organizations to perform a comparative evaluation of analysis methodologies employed in the assessment of
RPV integrity under PTS loading conditions. The Project was organised by Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) under the auspices of the
CSNI/Principal Working Group (PWG) No. 3 “Integrity of Components and Structures” in co-operation
with PWG-2 “Coolant System Behavior”. Emphasis was placed on identifying the different approaches to
RPV integrity assessment being employed within the international nuclear technology community. A
Problem Statement including a detailed task matrix was drafted that defined Western type four-loop RPVs
with postulated cracks and defined loss-of-coolant scenarios (see Table 2). The assessment activities based
on the Problem Statement were divided under three tasks: deterministic fracture mechanics (DFM),
probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) and thermal-hydraulic mixing (THM). Two Workshops were held to
provide a forum for presentation of the full set of solutions that had been submitted by participants and to
discuss interdisciplinary aspects of RPV integrity assessments. 25 organisations in 13 countries provided
analysis results (see Table 1). During the course about 180 analyses and 43 parametric studies were
performed by the participants. Approximately 145 comparative plots were
generated from an electronic data base of results to focus the discussions on the predictive capabilities of the
analysis methods applied to the different tasks. Selected plots from the THM Task Group are presented and
discussed in this paper. A detailed documentation of the ICAS Project including a discussion of the analysis
results of all Task Groups is presented in [SIE 99].
Problem Statement of thermal-hydraulic tasks
The objective of the Task Group THM was to compare analytical models that estimate the effects of thermal
mixing and steam condensation for the emergency cooling water in the cold leg and the RPV downcomer.
The assumed plant type was a 1,300 MW four-loop PWR. The geometry of the fictitious RPV, and the cold
legs corresponds to that of the Upper Plenum test Facility (UPTF) in Germany concerning the internal
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dimensions. The internal diameter was 4,870 mm as measured in the test vessel, but the base-metal wall
thickness in the cylindrical region was 243 mm with 6 mm cladding, representing the geometry of a real
vessel. In contrast the wall thickness of the UPTF test vessel (see Figure 1) was only 55 mm with 3 mm
cladding. The assumed transient due to a 200 cm2 leak in a hot leg at time t = 0 s is characterised by the time
histories of internal pressure and emergency cooling water injection temperatures / rates and the water level
in the downcomer (see Figures 2-5). The hot-leg injection was neglected because of the given primary
absolute pressure and the hot-side leak position.
It should be noted that the above conditions are suitable for the use of correlation based engineering
methods. However, the same conditions may lead to an overspecified problem when system codes or CFD
programs are used. This might have caused code user intervention affecting the predicted system
performance.
In the first 300 s of the main task MIX, the water level of the primary system was assumed to decrease to the
level of the RPV nozzles. During this interval, the time histories of the global water temperature in the
downcomer and the global HTC at the RPV wall were taken from a systems analysis. For times after 300 s,
the downcomer fluid temperature and the HTC at the RPV wall were calculated by the participants with their
analytical models.
In addition, two parametric studies were proposed to investigate the influence of variations of the water level
in the downcomer (Task PMIX) and the influence of variations in the emergency cooling water injection rate
per cold leg (Task PINJ).
Discussion of Thermal-hydraulic Analysis Results
In the THM Task Group, eight organizations from five countries participated with seven analyses performed
for the main task (MIX) and 14 parametric studies (tasks PMIX and PINJ see Table 2). The codes and
approaches used by the participants of the THM Task Group are summarised in Table 3. Organisations that
provided analysis results for the various tasks are identified by an alpha-numeric code in the tables and
comparative plots. Some organisations provided updated results after the final Workshop. In the comparative
plots, these results are labelled with the index ‘new’.
Task MIX, global downcomer temperature outside of plumes:
-

The six sets of results show similar trends with maximum discrepancies concerning the global cooling
in the downcomer in the range of about 40°C (see Figure 6). This uniform result can be traced back
mainly to the data describing the system pressure. The time history of the pressure was given for this
task, and as partly saturation conditions in the downcomer were reached, global temperatures followed
partly the saturation temperature.

Task MIX, downcomer temperatures inside the plumes/stripes:
-

The Figures 7 and 8 show the fluid temperatures in the centrelines of the plumes at a location 2 m
below the cold legs 1/4 and 2/3 calculated by the participants. Large scatter in the results can be
observed below cold legs 2/3 especially in the time interval 400 to 800 s when the water level is 1.5 m
below the lower nozzle edge of the cold legs and the simulation of the condensation effects plays an
important role. The simulation of condensation effects is affected by the mesh sizes of the user selected
noding schemes when system codes or CFD codes are adopted in the analysis. The condensation effects
are more pronounced at heights closer to the lower nozzle edge. The solutions with the lowest
temperatures in that time interval might have underestimated the condensation effects in the cold legs.

-

At times greater than 800 s, when the water level in the downcomer increases again due to lowpressure injection, the results of the correlation-based models (A4_1, A5, A23) are close together.
Significant differences could be observed in the period that is influenced by the condensation effects.
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-

Figure 9 shows the azimutal temperature distribution in the downcomer at the location 2 m below the
lower nozzle edge, at time t = 900 s after start of the transient. Expected plume characteristics below
the cold legs of loops 2 and 3 are calculated by partipants A5 and A4_1. In these analyses, the
temperature difference between the centerline of the plumes under CL 2/3 and outside the plumes
reaches about 30 °C. This figure shows a very large spread of results. It is reported here, as well as
other results of the activity discussed in the following, in order to emphasize the main targets of a PTS
study in the thermal-hydraulic area. In the present case, this is the calculation of the azimuthal
temperature behaviour of the RPV as a function of time. However, the differences among the results of
the various submissions might not be representative of the (poor) state of the art. These might have
been orginated by misinterpretations of the boundary and initial conditions of the Task as well as, in
the case of CFD and systemcodes, by lack of homogeneity in selecting nodes dimensions as already
mentioned. Lack of resources, prevented so far to fully understand the reasons of so large
discrepancies.

Task MIX, heat transfer coefficients (HTC) inside and outside the plumes/stripes:
The HTC is a function of almost all system variables like pressure, fluid temperature and velocity, wall
temperature and conductivity, etc.. The HTC is defined as a local quantity and is computed in some models
as an average quantity. Therefore the computed values may be affected by the mesh sizes of the analysis
models. The comparison of the HTC results of the analyses shows a significant degree of scatter, with
values in the range between zero and about 10,000 W/m2 K. This variation in HTC may have relevance for
structure mechanics analyses. It is recommended that this aspect be addressed in future work.
-

As a group, the participants determined lower HTC values, mostly far below 7,000 W/m2 K for the
region outside the plumes (see Figure 10). For structure mechanics analyses, the region below 7000
W/m2 K is sensitive. Differences between the HTC values inside and outside the plumes may produce
additional thermal stresses which are likely to influence the loading of postulated cracks in terms of the
stress intensity factor.

-

When the water level is lowered (between 400 s and 800 s), condensation and thermal mixing
determine the fluid temperature, as well as the HTC value. The scatter in the calculated HTC values is
very pronounced in that time interval.

-

The system codes RELAP5 (A8) and TRAC-P (A21), like all thermal-hydraulic system codes currently
available to the international community may have problems in predicting correctly the condensation.
This is mostly true when direct contact condensation in large volumes is involved. However, the lack
of specific experimental data in the present framework, prevents drawing significant conclusions about
the validity of any of the codes as well as of the adopted noding schemes and methodologies of code
use. Here it can be stressed again that the various approaches lead to the prediction of very different
HTC values and that, in the case of system codes, HTC are strongly a function of time.

-

During the phase with lowered water level and also after this phase, the HTC values determined by
A4_1 and A23 outside the plumes are nearly constant at a level of about 1,500 W/m2 K. After the
downcomer is refilled, a decrease of the HTC values is determined by the other participants (see Figure
10).

-

The behaviour of the correlation-based models (A4_1, A5) is similar except during the phase with
condensation. During that phase, they differ in the value by a factor of 2, but they are similar in trend
(see Figure 11). In contrast to the model used in A5, the model used in A4_1 assumes reduced
condensation. It tries to consider effects, which can result from a nitrogen release in a reactor coolant
system. By this means, the water-jet enters into the water pool with a lower temperature than in the A5model. As a consequence, the entrained water plume sinks comparatively faster and induces a higher
HTC value. After finishing of the operating mode with lowered water level, the differences conditioned
by condensation are compensated. The trend produced by both models is equal (see Figures 11 and
12).
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-

For times greater than 900 s, A23 gives the highest values which stay stable for this operating mode.
All other models give results in opposition to this, i.e., a decrease of the HTC values (see Figure 11).

Task PINJ, downcomer temperatures inside the plumes:
-

For this task without condensation effects, Figures 13 and 14 show that the results of the correlationbased methods (A4_1, A5, A15 and A23) give a consistent trend, with differences in the fluid
temperature of less than 50 °C.

-

In the CFD application (A4_2), the slope of the temperature decrease in the plumes under cold legs 1/4
is comparable with the other results, but it starts at a later time (see
Figure 14). The concept of symmetric plumes under the cold legs is not supported by the threedimensional solution.

-

Lowest temperatures are calculated by the approaches of A 9 and A 21.

Task PINJ, heat transfer coefficient inside the plumes (see Figure 15):
-

The correlation-based methods (A4_1, A5 and A15) show a consistent trend with differences in the
HTC values of up to 5,000 W/m2 K.

-

Solutions A23 and A4_2 show nearly constant HTC values during the transient, while A9 and A21
show rapid decreases to a level lower than 1,000 W/m2 K.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The methods used in the THM Task Group of the ICAS Project can be grouped into correlation-based
approaches, system codes and CFD codes.
In the main task (MIX) the expected plumes / stripes under the cold legs are simulated in some correlationbased models. In these analyses, the temperature difference between the centreline of the plumes under CL
2/3 and outside the plumes is about 30°C. Large scatter in the results is observed early in the transient when
the water level is below the lower nozzle edge of the cold legs and simulation of the condensation effects
plays an important role. Some of the models used to simulate the condensation effects are affected by the
mesh sizes of the analysis models. The solutions with the lowest temperatures seem to underestimate the
condensation effects in the cold legs. The results of the correlation-based models are more closely grouped
at times when the water level in the downcomer increases again due to low-pressure injection. Furthermore
it should be noted that the flow regimes at the water-stripe discharge in the downcomer are not universally
identified and characterised.
Comparison of the HTC results shows a significant degree of scatter inside the plumes/stripes, with values
up to 10,000 W/m2 K. This scatter may have important implications for structure mechanics analyses. The
differences between the HTC values inside and outside the plumes may produce additional thermal stresses
and, consequently, for postulated cracks an increase of the crack loading in terms of stress intensity factors.
As a group, the participants determined lower HTC values for the region outside the plumes, but again with
significant scatter. Therefore, a more accurate representation of the HTC, especially in the range below
10000 W/m2 K, is needed from thermal-hydraulic researchers for input to the thermal/structural/fracture
analyses.
For the task without condensation effects (PINJ), the results of the correlation-based methods show a
consistent trend. Differences in the fluid temperatures are less than 50 °C. Differences in the HTC values are
up to 5,000 W/m2 K. The concept of symmetric plumes under the cold legs is not supported by the threedimensional CFD solution.
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Dispersion bands achieved from the comparison of results submitted by the participants are very broad and
unacceptable for the RPV integrity assessment connected with PTS loading. No experimental data are
available for the specific THM tasks. The agreement on reference solutions needs additional work. On the
other hand the scatter should not be interpreted as pure uncertainty in knowledge. Based on the experience of
the ICAS participants the following main reasons can be advocated to explain the spread of analysis results:
•

misinterpretation of boundary and initial conditions from the code users, thus introducing user effects on
the results;

•

lack of homogeneity in selecting the nodes dimensions and other code specific noding options, thus
introducing nodalisation effects into the results;
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•

code deficiencies when calculating direct contact condensation, specially when large volumes are
involved;

•

different access to relevant experimental data

The first two reasons constituted common causes of discrepancies of results submitted in various
International Standard Problems in the area of thermal-hydraulics. A deeper evaluation of input and output
data used by each participant could allow a better characterisation of the origin of so large dispersion bands.
In conclusion, coarse-grid and parallel-channel techniques are not sufficient to provide local fluid
temperatures. Engineering models derived from measured data can determine local fluid temperatures for
one- and two-phase flows sufficiently but have limitations concerning the transferability between the test
facilities and the geometries of the application cases. CFD Codes have the potential to determine local fluid
temperatures but the existing models to characterise turbulence and multi-phase flows have to be further
developed. The authors expect from future improvements within the framework of a model development
regarding CFD-programs that the deficiencies existing today can be compensated and that application limits
induced by geometry can be lifted.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1: Organisations participating in the International Comparative Assessment Study
(RPV PTS ICAS)
Country

Organization

Czech Republic
France

Nuclear Research Institute (NRI)
Electricité de France (EdF)
Centre d´Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay (CEA)
Framatome
Germany
GRS
Siemens AG, KWU
IWM Freiburg
Battelle Ing. Technik
Italy
University of Pisa
India
BARC
Japan
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Korea (Republic of) Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS)
KINS+SungKyunKwanUniversity
KAERI
Russian Federation RRC “Kurchatov Institute”
CRISM “PROMETEY”
Slovak Republic
VUJE Trnava
Switzerland
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
Ukraine
State Scientific & Technical Centre
United Kingdom
AEA Technology
Nuclear Electric Ltd.
United States of Oak Ridge National Laboratory
America
U.S. NRC
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Total number of organizations
25 Organisations from 13 countries
1
DFM - deterministic fracture mechanics
2
PFM - probabilistic fracture mechanics
3
THM – thermal-hydraulic mixing
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Task Groups
DFM 1 PFM2
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

THM 3

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

21

7

8

Table 2: Task matrix of the International Comparative Assessment Study (RPV PTS ICAS)

Task Group

Task

Parametric Study

DFM Deterministic
Structure and
Fracture
Mechanics

CmTn Fracture Assessment of crack PCT
Cm loaded by transient Tn
PCAR
(m=1-5; n=1-3)
PYS
For the asymmetric loading
transients T2 and T3
PRS
different loading conditions
were assumed (LAG, LAS).

Influence of the cladding
thickness
Influence of the cracks aspect
ratio
Influence of cladding and weld
yield stress as well as elastic and
elastoplastic approaches
Influence of residual stresses

PFM Probabilistic
Fracture
Mechanics

PFMn Conditional probability of
PFL
crack initiation and vessel
failure for two assumed
crack orientations loaded by
two transients (n=1-4)

Influence of cracks with finite
length (semielliptic, different
aspect ratio)

THM Thermalhydraulic
Mixing

MIXn Distribution of the fluid
PMIX Influence of different minimum
temperature and heat transfer PINJ water levels
coefficient (HTC) in the
Influence of reduced emergency
downcomer due to fluidcooling water injection rate
fluid-mixing and steam
condensation for a medium
size leak

Table 3: Computer codes and approaches used by THM participants of RPV PTS ICAS
Code
A4_1
A4_2
A5
A7
A8
A9
A15
A21
A23

Computer codes, approaches
correlation mainly based on large scale experiments at UPTF and HDR
CFD code CFX-TASCflow
correlation mainly based on large scale experiments at UPTF and HDR
correlation mainly based on large scale experiments at UPTF and HDR
system code RELAP5 mod3.2
code TFSPTS based on REMIX
code MIXEBO based on REMIX/NEWMIX
system code TRAC-P
physically based zonal approach
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Figure 1: UPTF test vessel and its internals, to be used for the geometry of the RPV internals,
not to be used concerning the RPV-wall thickness
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Figure 2: THM-Tasks: Time history of internal pressure
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Figure 3: THM-Tasks: Water Level in Downcomer Relative to Lower Edge of Cold Leg
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Figure 4: THM-Tasks: Time history of injection temperatures of emergency cooling water
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Figure 5: Task THM-MIX: Time history of injection rates of emergency cooling water for each
cold leg
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Figure 6: Task MIX: Global downcomer temperatures outside of the plumes
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Figure 7: Task MIX: Downcomer stripe centerline temperatures, cold legs 1/4, h = -2 m
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Figure 8: Task MIX: Downcomer stripe centerline temperatures, cold legs 2 / 3, h = -2 m
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Figure 9: Task MIX: Azimutal temperature distribution in downcomer, h = -2 m, t = 900 s
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Figure 10: Task MIX: Global downcomer HTC outside of the plume
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Figure 11: Task MIX: Downcomer stripe centerline HTC, cold legs 2/3, h = -2 m
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Figure 12: Task MIX: Azimutal HTC distribution in downcomer, h = -2 m, t = 900 s
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Figure 13: Task PINJ: Downcomer stripe centerline temperatures, cold legs 2/3, h = -2 m
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Figure 14: Task PINJ: Downcomer stripe centerline temperatures, cold legs 1/4, h = -2m
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Figure 15: Task PINJ: Downcomer stripe centerline HTC, cold legs 2/3, h = -2m
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Calculation of a Reactivity Initiated Accident with a 3D Cell-by-Cell
Method: Application of the SAPHYR System
to a Rod Ejection Accident in TMI1
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Summary
The 3D method for neutronic calculations of a Reactivity-Initiated Accident (RIA) in a Pressurized Water
Reactor (PWR) tends now to replace the former 2D-1D evaluations. In the frame of a search of adequate
penalties to apply to this new type of transient modeling, sensitivity studies on the geometrical description
accuracy, on the type of physical phenomena modeled and on the values of the key physical parameters are
currently undertaken by the IPSN and the CEA. 3D core neutronic calculations with a homogeneous and a
heterogeneous (cell by cell) assembly modeling were compared. The influence of the axial neutronic
calculation meshing was studied. As far as thermal-hydraulics is concerned, cross flow effects were
measured by a comparison of 3D and 1D core FLICA4 models (each assembly being represented by one
thermal-hydraulic channel). A more accurate feedback modeling was also studied by adjusting the thermalhydraulic calculation meshes to the neutronic ones (four thermal-hydraulic channels per assembly). All these
tests showed first that the power transient can be noticeably affected by the scale of the core physical
modeling and by the type of physical phenomena taken into account (moderator feedback effects, core cross
flows…). They also have highlighted that, for each studied model parameter, a preliminary search for the
“envelope transient” is necessary to be sure to evaluate its maximum impact on power transients.

Introduction
The 3D method for neutronic calculations of a reactivity-initiated accident (RIA) in a Pressurized
Water Reactor (PWR) is at present time worldwide spread and tends to replace the former 2D-1D
evaluations. The reason of its extensive use is that it allows gaining margins by predicting a better core
behaviour during the accident than the former calculations tools. The problem is now to determine the
penalties to apply to make sure of the methodology conservatism.
In the frame of a search of adequate penalties, sensitivity studies on the geometrical description accuracy, on
the type of physical phenomena modeled and on key physical parameters values are essential. Such a work
has been undertaken at the CEA with the SAPHYR system in the case of a Rod Ejection Accident (REA)
calculation in a PWR. This work takes opportunity of the Three Miles Island unit 1 (TMI1) data availability
given in the frame of an international benchmark between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and
the Kurtchatov Institute (KI) with a
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participation of the Institut de Protection et de Sureté Nucléaire (IPSN) and the Commissariat à l’Energie
Atomique (CEA.). The first results are presented here. Such comparison should provide first reflection
elements for the future safety evaluation of a RIA and is also a first step in a more ambitious neutronic
approach, which will result in studying the multigroup and transport aspects (diffusion theory with two
energy groups is used for now).
Neutronic sensitivity studies concerned a comparison between 3D core models with a homogeneous
and a heterogeneous (cell by cell) assembly description. The influence of the axial calculation mesh size
was also studied to check the necessity of adapting the axial meshing to the radial one.
Neutronic sensitivity studies were done with the same 3D thermal-hydraulic model for feedback
effects calculations: each assembly is represented by one thermal-hydraulic channel. But thermal-hydraulic
sensitivity studies have also been started. Cross flow effects were evaluated by a comparison of 3D and 1D
FLICA4 core models (each assembly being represented by one thermal-hydraulic channel). A more accurate
feedback modeling was also studied by adjusting the thermal-hydraulic calculation meshes to the neutronic
ones (four thermal-hydraulic channels per assembly). A core modeling at a fuel rods scale will follow this
work in year 2000.
The SAPHYR Code System
The CEA/DRN has developed the SAPHYR code system for reactor analysis. This package is
composed of CEA modular codes, APOLLO2[1], CRONOS2[2] and FLICA4[3] that can be coupled by the
ISAS[4] software (based on the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM). The SAPHYR system is used by the CEA
to study all type of commercial (PWR, BWR, VVER, RBMK…) and experimental reactors on normal and
accidental situations.
APOLLO2 is a modular code used for fuel assembly calculation (flux, reactivity, reaction rate,
isotopic composition …). It solves the multigroup equation of transport in space and energy, either by the
collision-probability method (integral equation) or by using Sn methods (integral differential equation) with
nodal or finite difference techniques, in geometries of one or two dimensions. The multigroup (99 or 172
groups) isotopic APOLLO2 library is based on the JEF2.2 evaluation. A specific model calculates the selfshielding multigroup cross sections in heterogeneous geometry. The depletion module gives the isotopic
concentrations for all media containing burnable nuclei, as a function of time, burnup, or fluence. This code
allows building libraries of neutronic constants condensed (the number of condensed energy groups being
free) and homogenized on an assembly, or on each one of its cells with a free choice of parameters
(temperature, burnup…) and equivalence coefficients (transport-transport or transport-diffusion). These
libraries, called SAPHYB, are used as nuclear constants for the core computer code CRONOS2.
CRONOS2 is a modular 3D neutronic code, which solves the equation of the dynamic, or static,
diffusion or transport of neutrons in two or three dimensions, in a reactor core. Several methods are available
for diffusion calculations: the finite elements, the finite differences with acceleration by coarse mesh, and
the nodal methods. The transport calculations are either done by the Sn method with even parity flux or by
the simplified Pn (SPn) method. This code can also take the thermal-hydraulic feedback effects into account
either by the use of a simplified 1D internal model (module named THERMO) or by a coupling with the 3D
code FLICA4. CRONOS2 is used for reactor core calculations for design, fuel management and accident
studies in steady state and transient situations.
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FLICA4 is a modular 3D thermal-hydraulic code for compressible two-phase flow, especially
devoted to reactor core analysis. The fluid is described by four balance equations: mass, momentum and
energy for the two phase mixture and mass for the vapour phase. It includes also a drift flux closure law, a
viscosity and turbulence representation, Critical Heat Flux prediction capabilities, zooming facilities and a
1D thermal model for solids. The fully implicit numerical scheme is based on the finite volumes and a ROE
solver (approximate Riemann solver).

Models and methodology used for the TMI1 core REA calculations
Main features of the studied configurations of the TMI1 reactor core are given in table 1 and figures 1 and 2.

GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Number of fuel assemblies
Assemblies width
Core height
Active part height
Core symmetry

177
21.9123 cm
400.742 cm
357.12 cm
1/8

REACTOR INITIAL CONDITIONS
10-6 Nominal Power = 2772 W
551 K
921 K
0.7695 g/cm3
15845 kg/s
151.68 bar

Initial power
Mean initial moderator temperature
Mean initial fuel temperature
Initial moderator density
Initial core moderator mass flow rate
Core pressure
Kinetic parameters (uniform over the core)
Number of precursor groups
Fraction of delayed neutrons (β)

6
521.1 pcm

Table 1: Main features of the studied TMI1 core
37.343
29
48.746 23.857 41.453
26
27
28
49.712 28.848 52.846 40.937
22
23
24
25
57.569 30.218 54.398 27.862 23.297 47.300
16
17
18
19
20
21
57.945 30.798 55.427 29.834 53.954 25.555 49.166
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
52.863
1
XXX

30.192 56.246 30.852 49.532 28.115 53.861 55.787
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Burnup (GWd/t)
Y Assembly number

Assembly with
inserted rods

Reflector

Figure 1: Radial description of the TMI1 core studied configuration (1/8 core)
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Figure 2: Typical burn up axial profile of the TMI1 core studied configuration

Neutronic aspects:

Chosen CRONOS2 code numerical scheme:
The neutronic core calculations are carried out by the CRONOS2 code in the 3D diffusion theory
with two energy groups. The numerical resolution is made using a mixed dual finite element approximation
of the diffusion equation based on a conforming approximation for the current. Due to the discontinuous
approximation of the flux, a slight modification of the equations allows to take into account discontinuity
factors and thus the flux to have rapid and strong variations at the element interface. The Raviart-Thomas
finite element family is used as approximation space.

Core radial modeling
Two different core radial modeling are done, the first one giving a homogeneous assembly
description and the second one describing it cell by cell (heterogeneous description). Four calculation
meshes per assemblies (respectively one mesh per cell) are taken for the homogeneous core representation
(respectively heterogeneous). Radial parabolic (resp. linear) elements are used for homogeneous (resp.
heterogeneous) calculations.
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Core axial modeling
Two different axial meshing are taken into account in cell-by-cell calculations. The first
one is the same as for homogeneous calculations (the calculation axial mesh size corresponds to
the size of the assembly: about 15 cm). The second take meshes sizes of the same order as
assembly cells sizes (about 1.5 cm). Axial parabolic (resp. linear) elements are used for
calculations using the first meshing (resp. the second).
Core cross sections libraries and reflector constants build up
The CRONOS2 code uses condensed and homogenized cross sections calculated by APOLLO2 from the
core assembly’s precise description (detailed mass balances were given in the frame of the international
NRC-KI-CEA benchmark). The only difference in the APOLLO2 cross section elaboration scheme is the
homogenization step which is done on the whole assemblies for homogeneous calculations and on pin cells
for cell-by-cell calculations. Tests were done to insure that calculations made with a homogeneous or with a
heterogeneous description of the assembly give the same assembly physical behavior. CRONOS2 uses also
reflectors constants calculated using a calculation scheme developed at the CEA[5]. Reflector constants used
are the same for homogeneous and heterogeneous calculations. The level of core discretisation (and more
precisely by the polynomial degree of the chosen finite elements) could indeed affect the last step of the
elaboration process, but tests evidenced that reflector constant values are not affected by this choice.

Feedback calculations
Feedback effects are calculated by the FLICA4 code in stationary as well as in transient situations. The 3D
thermal-hydraulic modeling of the core is kept at the assembly level for neutronic
calculation comparisons. No singular pressure loss is modeled. An initial core total pressure loss of 0.2 MPa
(which includes losses due to core grids) is obtained by a friction loss coefficient adjustment. The
calculation scheme is fully implicit. The required mass precision is 10-4 for steady state cenvergence.
The cross flow effects between assemblies are evaluated by suppressing this phenomenon in
FLICA4 modeling in the case of an homogeneous 3D neutronic calculation. A first geometrical description
refinement has been done by using 4 thermal-hydraulic channels by assembly. Calculations involving a cellby-cell thermal-hydraulic representation in the hottest assemblies will be done in year 2000. The feedback
effects are taken into account in an explicit way via the ISAS code data exchange management (see figure
3).

Transient modeling
The exercise deals with the calculation of a REA in the TMI1 PWR. The accident starts from zero power
operating conditions (10-6 nominal power) and is characterized by the central control rod ejection in 100 ms,
the regulating banks being initially completely inserted in the core. The calculated transient is computed for
2.5 s, without scram occurrence. The initial state is supposed to be critical (a renormalization of the fission
matrices by the keff value will allow to obtain the corresponding initial precursors concentration). The
inserted reactivity is kept constant (1.2 β) by
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an additional renormalization of the fission matrices by a corrective factor of 1.2 β divided by the calculated
control rod worth. Kinetic characteristics are supposed to be uniform over the core. All transient
calculations are done with a 10-3 s time step from start to 1. s and with a 10-2 s time step after. No sensitivity
study was done on this parameter for these transient calculations, but previous PWR REA transients
calculated with CRONOS2-FLICA4 showed that this time step was low enough.

CRONOS2

FLICA4

Time
t=0

t = t + dt

t = t + 2dt

Kinetic step

Thermal-hydraulic step

Power grid transfer

Doppler temperature and
moderator
density

Figure 3: ISAS code data exchange management during transient calculation

Neutronic calculation schemes comparison on a REA in the TMI1 core
Compared core neutronic calculations
Three different neutronic core calculations will be compared with the same feedback effect modeling:
Test 1: 3D homogeneous calculation with large axial meshes,
Test 2: 3D cell-by-cell calculation with large axial meshes,
Test 3: 3D cell-by-cell calculation with small axial meshes,
Tests 1 and 2 will give us information on the radial modeling impact whereas the comparison between tests
2 and 3 will show the axial calculation meshing effects.
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Stationary comparisons:
Comparisons are first made at stationary state. Radial and axial power maps as well as initial keff
and ejected rod worth are compared (these parameters have a direct influence on a REA transient).

Radial mesh
Axial mesh
keff rod inserted
keff rod extracted
Rod worth 1

Test 1
assembly size
assembly size
0.998866
1.003079
422 pcm

Test 2
cell size
assembly size
0.999511
1.00354
403 pcm

Test 3
cell size
cell size
0.999511
1.00354
403 pcm

Table 2: Initial state eigen values and ejected rod worth.

Table 2 gives the different calculated eigen values, rod inserted or not, and the
corresponding rod worth. The main effect comes from the core radial modeling refinement (4.7%
between test 1 and test 2) the impact of an axial modeling refinement being null. Let’s recall that
using a cell-by-cell assembly modeling instead of a homogeneous one implies a modification of
the calculation meshes physical characteristics. The axial meshing refinement consists in a
multiplication of the calculation mesh number (without modification of the core physical
description).
Figure 4 and 5 show respectively the radial power map and the axial power profile comparisons at
initial state (central rod inserted). The cell by cell core modeling tends to smooth the core radial power map
which, in our case, decreases the worth of ejected rod (located in the centre of the core). This effect is
accentuated by a sharper representation of the flux depression at the rod ejection location. Axial power
profiles are quasi identical (the higher discrepancies are observed where the power is the lowest).
The radial power map and the axial power profile, obtained by steady state calculations of the
configuration where the central rod is out of the core, are compared in figures 6 and 7. Discrepancies
between test 1 and test 2 are increased with this core configuration due to the higher core flux gradient. The
axial power shape is quasi identical for the three tests. Here again discrepancies are the highest at the lowest
power level locations.

Transient comparisons
Figure 8 presents the three different power transients. Let us recall that a 1.2 β ejected rod worth is
artificially imposed for all transients. The core global power transient is modified with the accuracy of the
physical radial description. A 5% discrepancy on the peak power is observed between test 1 (peak power =
437% of nominal power) and test 2 (peak power = 459% of nominal power) and time corresponding to the
maximum power level is different (0.359 s for test 1 and 0.349 for test 2).
Test 3 shows that adapting the axial meshes dimensions to the radial ones is not necessary for this
transient (same results for tests 2 and 3).

0.5431
0.5496
0.5496
-1.20 %
1

A 1.2 β rod worth was artificially imposed for transient calculations.
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Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
(1-2)/1

0.6869
1.006
0.4547
0.6802
1.014
0.4585
0.681
1.014
0.4583
0.98 %
-0.8 %
-0.84 %
0.7124
1.199
1.017
0.7136
0.701
1.204
1.023
0.7177
0.7019
1.204
1.022
0.7175
1.6 %
-0.42 %
-0.59 %
-0.57 %
0.9147
1.366
1.183
1.274
1.02
0.3493
0.8971
1.366
1.188
1.277
1.026
0.3523
0.8978
1.366
1.188
1.277
1.026
0.3523
1.92 %
0%
-0.42 %
-0.24 %
-0.59 %
-0.86 %
1.685
1.843
1.383
1.275
0.6283
0.8569
0.3519
1.676
1.829
1.382
1.277
0.6227
0.867
0.3554
1.675
1.828
1.381
1.278
0.6236
0.8673
0.3555
0.53 %
0.76 %
0.07 %
-0.16 %
0.89 %
-1.18 %
-0.99 %
1.058
2.022
1.74
1.687
0.7123
0.8035
0.3794
0.2581
1.029
2.007
1.728
1.679
0.7004
0.8122
0.3772
0.2618
1.03
2.006
1.727
1.678
0.7012
0.813
0.3779
0.2619
2.74 %
0.74 %
0.69 %
0.47 %
1.67 %
-1.08 %
0.58 %
-1.43 %
Figure 4: Initial steady state radial power maps (central rod inserted) for the 3 tests and discrepancies
between test 1 and test 2
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Figure 5: Initial steady state axial power profiles (central rod inserted) for the 3 tests

2.373
2.333
2.33
1.71 %

2.242
2.214
2.212
1.26 %
2.928
2.877
2.875
1.77 %

1.007
0.9852
0.9859
2.21 %
2.175
2.15
2.149
1.16 %
2.109
2.086
2.084
1.10 %

0.5864
0.5841
0.585
0.39 %
1.061
1.071
1.071
-0.93 %
1.097
1.104
1.104
-0.63 %
1.238
1.242
1.242
-0.32 %
0.7081
0.6967
0.6975
1.64 %

0.6699
0.6608
0.6617
1.38 %
1.369
1.371
1.371
-0.15 %
1.469
1.465
1.465
0.27 %
1.836
1.823
1.822
0.71 %

0.4473
0.4559
0.456
-1.89 %
0.8375
0.8504
0.8506
-1.52 %
0.8662
0.8758
0.8759
-1.10 %
1.109
1.117
1.118
-0.72 %
0.5627
0.5599
0.5608
0.50 %
0.731
0.7414
0.7422
-1.40 %

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
(1-2)/2
0.3754
0.3812
0.3812
-1.52 %
0.5955
0.6029
0.603
-1.23 %
0.8588
0.8692
0.8693
-1.20 %
0.7275
0.7404
0.7409
-1.74 %
0.326
0.3259
0.3266
0.03 %

0.2902
0.2948
0.2948
-1.56 %
0.2934
0.2983
0.2985
-1.64 %
0.216
0.2204
0.2206
-2.00 %

Figure 6: Steady state radial power maps at initial state with the central rod out of the core for the three
tests and discrepancies between tests 1 and 2 – central rod extracted
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Figure 7: Steady state axial power profile at initial state for the 3 tests - central rod extracted
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Figure 8: Core global power transient – neutronic calculation schemes comparison
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Figure 9: Total reactivity variations and Doppler and moderator contributions for the three tests 2
Figure 9 shows the total reactivity variations and the Doppler and moderator
contributions. Both Doppler and moderator feedback effects appear sooner in test 2. It is coherent with
the highest and soonest power increase. It has to be noticed that taking moderator feedback into
account starts affecting the power transient as soon as the time of maximum power and does it
significantly in its decreasing part.
Figures 10 to 12 show the radial power distributions at different times of the transient.
Figure 7 represents the radial power map without feedback effects modeling. Comparing figures 10 to
12 to figure 7 measures thus feedbacks impact on the core radial power map. Feedback effects already
affect the radial map at time of maximum power. The reduction of the FXY reaches about 6% at 0.5 s
and more than 9% at 2.5 s. This behaviour is observed for both test 1 and test 2 and is slightly
accentuated in test 2 for which feedback effects are higher. The axial calculation meshing refinement
does not affect the radial power map.
Figure 13 shows the axial power profiles at different times for test 1 and 2. Axial power
profiles at time zero and at peak power time cannot be distinguished on this figure. And feedback
effects do not even modify drastically the axial power profile at time 2.5 s (for both tests feedback
effects lead to an axial power peak lowering of about 12% at 2.5 s). This could explain that the axial
calculation meshing refinement does not change results: axial mesh size does not need to be the same
as radial mesh size since, in the axial direction, physical variations are negligible. There are thus two
different (and certainly complementary) reasons for which the axial discretisation refinement done here
was not necessary: this refinement does not correspond to a finer physical description and only a weak
axial variation is observed during the transient.

2

The reactivity does not stabilize at a zero level because of the artificial fission matrices renormalizing
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Conclusion:
The radial refinement of the core neutronic physical description leads to significant
differences in the power transient: the radial description refinement leads to a 5% increase of the core
global power peak. This difference is however partly compensated, at the hot spot location, by the core
radial map flattening (let us recall that the higher power increase is indeed due to this power map
flattening). Taking feedback effects into account affects noticeably the radial power map, the
discrepancies being already of 6% at 0,5 s and reaching more than 9% at 2,5 s. Their effects are also
slightly increased for cell-by-cell calculations (that lead to a higher power increase).
No significant conclusion can be drawn from the axial refinement done for this transient
for two reasons: it does not correspond to a finer physical description (it is only a multiplication of the
number of calculation meshes) and no drastic axial variation is observed during the transient. Others
transients, introducing strong axial power profile variations, would be more adapted to axial modeling
sensitivity studies.

Thermal-hydraulic calculation schemes comparison on a REA in the TMI1 core
Compared core thermal hydraulic calculations
Test 1: 3D homogeneous calculation with large axial meshes, 3D FLICA4 core modeling, 1 thermalhydraulic channel per assembly.
Test 4: 3D homogeneous calculation with large axial meshes ,multi 1D FLICA4 core modeling, 1
thermal-hydraulic channel per assembly.
Test 5: 3D homogeneous calculation with large axial meshes, 3D FLICA4 core modeling, 4 thermalhydraulic channels per assembly.
Note: Being at a zero power level at initial state no significant discrepancies can be observed for
stationary calculations (no feedback effects).

0,4568
0,4653
-1.86%
0,5955
0,8536
0,5929
0,8663
0.44%
-1.49%
Test 1
0,6725
1,073
0,8799
Test 2
0,6632
1,082
0,8893
(1-2)/1
1.38%
-0.84%
-1.07%
0,9961
1,366
1,102
1,124
0,9746
1,367
1,11
1,132
2.16%
0.07%
-0.73%
-0.71%
2,196
2,141
1,456
1,238
0,5684
2,169
2,117
1,452
1,242
0,5654
1.23%
1.12%
0.27%
-0.32%
0.53%
2,318
2,865
2,072
1,816
0,7065
0,7374
2,279
2,816
2,049
1,803
0,695
0,7477
1.68%
1.71%
1.11%
0.72%
1.63%
-1.40%
Figure 10: Tests 1 and 2 radial power maps at power peak time and discrepancies
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(1-2)/1

2,231
2.19
1.87%

2,124
2.095
1.38%
2,764
2.712
1.92%

0,9805
0.9585
2.30%
2,087
2.061
1.26%
2,013
1.989
1.21%

0,6773
0.6679
1.41%
1,36
1.36
0.00%
1,436
1.431
0.35%
1,784
1.77
0.79%
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-0.71%
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-0.24%
0,7046
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1.67%
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0.00%
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Figure 11: Tests 1 and 2 radial power maps at 0,5 s and discrepancies
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Figure 12: Tests 1 and 2 radial power maps at 2,5 s and discrepancies
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Figure 13: Tests 1 to 3 axial power profiles at different transient times

Transient comparisons
All tests have the same shape of transient core global power evolution. The cross flow modeling does
not affect the power transient (comparison of tests 1 and 4) the peak power time is the same and the
discrepancy on the maximum power value is less than 0.02%. However representing 4 thermalhydraulic channels per assembly modifies the maximum power value (but not the time of maximum
power): a decrease of 1.1% of the maximum power is observed with a power peak of 432.24% of
nominal power for test 5 instead of 436.98 for test 1.
Radial and axial power shapes are quasi identical for test 1 and 4 throughout transient: the core power
repartition is not affected by cross flows. There are several explanations for that:

- the transient starts at a zero power level and reaches maximum power in a time too short
to establish cross flows ;
- the axial power peak is located at the top of the core. Radial power discrepancies affect thus the
flow on about 2 meters only, the fluid speed being of about 4.5 m/s this does not give much length to
establish cross flows ;
- the central rod is fully extracted when power starts to increase. With this configuration power
radial gradients are lower in the core central part (where power is maximum). This limits the radial
flow redistribution impact on feedback effects calculation ;
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- core mixing grids that modify cross flows are not modeled for this FLICA4 transient calculation.
Their associated pressure losses are modeled by an adjustment of the friction coefficient.
A comparison was made on stationary calculations of the ejected rod core configuration at nominal
power with 3D and 1D thermal-hydraulic modeling. A difference of about 19 pcm is observed on the
core reactivity. Radial and axial power shapes are given in figures 14 and 15. The radial power map is
nearly not affected, but the axial power profile is slightly translated towards the top of the core by cross
flow effects (1% discrepancies are observed). The axial power shape is flat, fluid heat up starts thus at
the bottom of the core which explains that cross flows have a sensitive impact. Of course, grids should
be modeled to see the real impact. This test shows anyway that the studied accident is not the best
suited3 to evaluated the maximum impact of cross flows on feedback evaluation. In vue of the weak
cross flow effects let us define possible simplified calculation schemes in order to lower the thermal
hydraulic CPU requirement:
• 1/8 homogeneous core with cell-by-cell zoom (on hot assembly, or on a few assemblies). The
homogeneous core calculation provides, in that case, lateral boundary conditions to the cell-bycell zoom.

• 1/8 homogeneous core and separated cell-by-cell assemblies (on hot assembly, or on a
few assemblies) without lateral boundary conditions from the coarse homogeneous
calculation.
• 29 separate cell-by-cell assemblies for parallel computation.
The reference thermal-hydraulic model remains the 1/8 core with full cell-by-cell meshing without any
restriction on cross flows (3D standard model).
Thanks to the FLICA4 code modularity and to the use of the ISAS coupling software, it is easy to adapt
the feedback model to the requested accuracy and to the problem complexity. One should still verify a
posteriori that subchannel cross-flows at subchannel level remain weak (as in homogeneous
calculation) to keep an acceptable response despite the hypothesis of parallel assemblies.
1,2

normalized power
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0,8
0,6

3D FLICA4 modelling
1D FLICA4 modelling
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0,0
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Figure 14: Test 1 and 4 core axial power profile comparison – stationary calculations at full power with
all regulation rod inserted except the central one

0,7202
3

0,6037
0.6053
-0.27%
1,081

0,5102

Reduced mass flow rate conditions or core fuelled with different assembly types (from hydraulic
point of view) would enhance the cross flow effects
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Figure 15: Core radial power map comparison – stationary calculations at full power with all regulation
rods inserted except the central one
The test 1 and test 5 radial and axial power distributions are quasi identical throughout
the transient (discrepancies are kept below 0.1%): the 1% discrepancy observed on the core global
power has thus a very low effect on the homogeneous power distribution: by decreasing the total power
level the thermal-hydraulic calculation mesh refinement diminishes the power map flattening effect of
the better feedbacks evaluation. In any case these two effects cumulate (as opposed to the neutronic
radial refinement impact) to decrease the hot spot power during transient (let us remind that hot spot
power transient is obtained by the product of the core global power and the hot spot factor FQ
evolutions). In view of these first results the assemblies heterogeneous thermal-hydraulic modeling
should affect transient results in a noticeable way by a better adjustment of feedback effects to the
heterogeneous
power distribution (15x15 thermal-hydraulic meshes per assembly instead of 4 in test 5) and by a more
realistic physical description of the thermal-hydraulic channels (intra-assembly cross flows …).

Conclusions:
These firsts thermal-hydraulic tests show that cross flows between assemblies are not significant for
this transient and that a cell by cell thermal-hydraulic core modeling could be simplified by computing
either 29 parallel 3D cell-by-cell assemblies or an heterogeneous zoom only for assemblies of interest
(hot spot for instance), ISAS handling the core temperature and moderator density grid reconstruction
from the separated calculations. The first radial refinement shows that a fine core description should
have a noticeable impact on power transient. Complementary tests have also shown that the defined
transient is not the best suited to evaluate the impact of all thermal-hydraulic physical phenomena.

Conclusion
These first neutronic and thermal-hydraulic sensitivity studies show that the power transient is
noticeably affected by the scale of the core physical modeling and by the type of physical
phenomena taken into account (moderator feedback effects, core cross flow…). It has also
highlighted that one transient type is not sufficient to evaluate the influence of all modeling
parameters. A transient at a significant power level with high radial power gradient is for
example better suited than this transient to evaluated the maximum cross flow modeling
impact on power transient. A preliminary search for the “envelope transient” corresponding
to each modeling parameter should thus be done.
This work will first continue by introducing a heterogeneous thermal-hydraulic description of
each assembly. It should then be followed by sensitivity studies on β, Doppler and moderator
coefficient values. Neutronic sensitivity studies will then be completed by the introduction of
the transport theory.
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Summary
The present paper is to outline the recent application of a thermal-hydraulic code, RELAP5,
to the plant calculation for supporting safety regulation in KINS. For those plant
calculations, the code predictability and modeling scheme were determined by peer-reviewing
the international code validation effort and performing the code assessment calculations. The
background, basis, and major findings of four applications were described: the loss of RHR
during mid-loop operation in YGN Units 3/4, the LOCA at shutdown mode in YGN Units 3/4,
the post-LOCA long term cooling in Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plants, and the
feedwater line break in Kori Unit 1. The result of those plant calculations indicated that the
current RELAP5 code could be reasonably used and the specific concern of each application
could be investigated. Based on those experiences and the anticipated challenges, the future
perspectives are suggested.
Introduction
Since 1980’s, the Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS) has extensively used the RELAP5
code [1], one of the best estimate thermal-hydraulic code, in the analysis supporting for the safety
regulation and the evaluation of the major safety issues in Korean nuclear power plants (NPP). For a
development, maintenance, and improvement of the thermal-hydraulic safety analysis capability, the
KINS has participated in the International Code Assessment and Application Program (ICAP) since
1987 and is also participating in the thermal-hydraulic Code Applications and Maintenance Program
(CAMP), organized by United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC). As a result from
those programs, the codes, RELAP5 and TRAC, were significantly improved in model and
performance and a huge amount of code
assessment database could be developed. And encouraged by those improvements, the reliable
prediction on the plant behavior for various transients and accidents could be substantially achieved.
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Generally, it should be determined before applying the thermal-hydraulic code to plant
transient calculation whether the predictability of the code is sufficiently assured and whether any
special modeling is required on the major phenomena of the accident scenario to be evaluated. Thus, a
peer-review on the code assessment database including separate effect test (SET) and integral effect
test (IET) accumulated from the international program such as ICAP and CAMP has been regarded as
an important one for plant calculation.
However, it is still not easy to confirm those prerequisites completely in spite of the
experience in the world over the past 20 years. The important result from the international code
validation efforts has been also reviewed in KINS to develop an expertise and experience on the code
predictability and the modeling know-how for various transients of interest. And code assessment
calculations have been performed for the various IET and SET showing the important physical
phenomena anticipated in real plant accident scenario. Table 1 shows a list of code assessment
calculations performed by KINS and Korean domestic participants. As an example, for the safety issue
evaluation on loss of residual-heat-removal (RHR) event during mid-loop operation, RELAP5 code
assessment calculations were performed on the selected integral system experiments from the Large
Scale Test Facility (LSTF) [2] in Japan and the BETHSY facility in France. And the code
predictability, limitation, performance, and special modeling scheme obtained from the assessment
calculation has been fed back into the real plant calculation [3].
Based on this capability being developed, the various transients ranging from the postulated
large break loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) to the real plant transient by stuck-open spray valve have
been calculated by the RELAP5 code for each specific objective. Table 2 summarizes the list of the
plant calculation using the RELAP5 code for the safety regulation and safety issue evaluation.

The present paper overviews the recent applications of the thermal-hydraulic code,
RELAP5, to the real plant calculation. The basis, the calculation, and the major findings are
described on four applications: loss of RHR event during mid-loop operation in the YGN
Units 3/4; LOCA at shutdown condition in the YGN Units 3/4; post-LOCA long term cooling
(LTC) in the Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plants (KSNPP); and main feedwater line break
(MFLB) in Kori Unit 1. The code predictability and each modeling schemes in those
calculations were supported by the appropriate code assessments. This overview is believed to
contribute to define the adequacy of the current code for use in support of current safety
issues, one of the scope of the present Workshop.
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Table 1 List of Code Assessment Calculation in Korea
ID
I-1
I-2
I-3
I-4
I-5
I-6
I-7
I-8
I-9
I-10
I-11
I-12
I-13
I-14
I-15
I-16
I-17
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
C-15
C-16
C-17
C-19
C-20
C-22

Facility
Kori 1
YGN 2
YGN 2
Kori 3
LOFT
LOFT
LOFT
LOFT
LOFT
LOFT
Semiscale
Semiscale
LSTF
BETHSY
Marviken
NWU
KAERI
LSTF
LSTF
LSTF
Semiscale
Semiscale
BETHSY
BETHSY
BETHSY
FLECHT
SNUF
KAIST
LOFT
LOFT
LOFT
Kori 2
KAIST
UCN3
LOFT
KAIST

Description, Test
Loss of Offsite Power at (’81)
Net Load Trip Test
Natural Circulation Test
Inadvertant Safety Injection
LBLOCA Test, L2-3
LBLOCA Test, L2-5
LBLOCA Test, L2-5
SBLOCA Test, L3-7
IBLOCA Test, L5-1
TLOFW & Recovery Test, L9-1/L3-3
SBLOCA Test, S-NH-1
FLB Test, S-FS-11
SBLOCA Test, SB-CL-18
SBLOCA Test, 9.1.b
Critical Flow Test, No.15, 24
Direct-Contact Condensation
CCFL in Tubes/Rod Bundle
SGTR Test, SB-SG-06
Loss of RHR during Mid-loop
Steam Line Break Test, SB-SL-01
SBLOCA Test, S-NC-8B
Nat. Cir. & Reflux, S-NC-3, 4
SBLOCA Test, 6.2TC
Loss of RHR, 6.9a
Natural Circulation Test, 6.9c
Improvement of Reflood Model
Hot Leg Break
Direct-contact Condensation
LBLOCA Test, LP-02-6
SBLOCA Test , L3-1
TLOFW& Recovery, L9-1/L3-3
Pressurizer Spray-SI Incident
Vertical Tube Condensation
Load Rejection Test
ATWS (Loss of FW), L9-3
Direct-Contact Condensation

Type
Plant
Plant
Plant
Plant
IET
IET
IET
IET
IET
IET
IET
IET
IET
IET
SET
SET
SET
IET
IET
IET
IET
SET
IET
IET
SET
SET
IET
SET
IET
IET
IET
Plant
SET
Plant
IET
SET

Code
r5/m2
r5/m2
r5/m2
r5/m3.0
r5/m2
r5/m2
r5/m3.0
r5/m2
r5/m2
r5/m3.0
r5/m3.0
r5/m3.0
r5/m3.0
r5/m3.0
r5/m3.0
r5/m3.0
r5/m3.0
r5/m3.1
r5/m3.2
r5/m3.1
r5/m3.2
r5/m3.1
r5/m3/7j
r5/m3.1
r5/m3.1
r5/m3.1-K
r5/m3.2
r5/m3.1
r5/m3.2
r5/m3.1
r5/m3.2.2β
r5/m3.1
r5/m3.2
r5/m3.x
r5/m3.2.2β
r5/m3.2.2β

References
NUREG/IA-0030
NUREG/IA-0125
NUREG/IA-0105
NUREG/IA-0070
NUREG/IA-0032
NUREG/IA-0031
NUREG/IA-0069
NUREG/IA-0114
NUREG/IA-0099
NUREG/IA-0104
NUREG/IA-0095
NUREG/IA-0104
NUREG/IA-0086
NUREG/IA-0077
NUREG/IA-0100
NUREG/IA-0130
NUREG/IA-0143
NUREG/IA-0148
NUREG/IA-0144
NUREG/IA-0131

NUREG/IA-0132
NUREG/IA-0134
NUREG/IA-0139

NUREG/IA-0147

Currently, the KINS is confronted with new and various safety issues as well as old
unresolved safety issues, which needs a specific thermal-hydraulic evaluation. One of the new
issues is a capability to evaluate the three-dimensional neutronic analysis methodology being
applied for licensing use in Korea. Three-dimensional hydrodynamic analysis capability is
also requested for the safety review and evaluation of the new plant with direct vessel
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Table 2. List of Plant Calculation in KINS
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Plants
YGN 3/4
YGN 3/4
YGN 3/4
YGN 3/4
Kori 3/4
Kori 1
Kori 3/4
Kori 1
UCN 3/4
UCN 3/4
UCN 3/4
UCN 3/4
UCN 3/4
Wolsong 2/3/4
Wolsong 2/3/4
YGN 3/4
YGN 3/4
YGN 3/4
Kori 1
KSNPP

Accident Scenario
LBLOCA
Steam line break
SGTR
Total Loss of Flow
LBLOCA
SBLOCA
Station Blackout
SGTR
LBLOCA
SGTR
Total Loss of Flow
Feedwater Line Break
Total Loss of Feedwater
ROH LBLOCA
Steam Line Break
Overpressure Protection
LOCA at Shutdown Mode
Loss of RHR at Midloop
Feedwater Line Break
Post-LOCA LTC

Code
R5/m2-psi*
R5/m2
R5/m2
R5/m2
R5/m2
R5/m2
R5/m3.0
R5/m3.0
R5/m3.0
R5/m3.0
R5/m3.0
R5/m3.0
Scdap/relap5
R5/m3.1
R5/m3.2
R5/m3.0
R5/m3.2
R5/m3.2
R5/m3.2
R5/m3.2.2β

Remark
Licensing Audit Cal.
Licensing Audit Cal.
Licensing Audit Cal.
Licensing Audit Cal.
Uncertainty Evaluation
Uncertainty Evaluation
Safety Issue Evaluation
Safety Issue Evaluation
Licensing Audit Cal.
Licensing Audit Cal.
Licensing Audit Cal.
Licensing Audit Cal.
Licensing Audit Cal.
CANDU Evaluation
CANDU Evaluation
Safety Issue Evaluation
Safety Issue Evaluation
Safety Issue Evaluation
Licensing Audit Cal.
Safety Issue Evaluation

Note: * Reflood Model Update from Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland
injection (DVI) and the existing plants with upper plenum injection (UPI) as a emergency
core cooling system (ECCS). It also may be necessary to analyze the thermal-fluid mixing
problem in pressurized thermal shock (PTS) issue in for the plant life extension. Those
aspects have been already discussed in the Annapolis Workshop in 1996 [4]. Additionally, a
regulatory auditing code has been still requested for thermal-hydraulic analysis of CANDUtype pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR) in Korea. Those needs for the future
application as well as the aspects from the recent applications are summarized in the future
perspectives.
Recent Applications
Loss of RHR during Midloop Operation
A loss-of-shutdown-cooling event (loss-of SDC) event during shutdown operation and
refueling, often called a loss-of-RHR event, has been experienced in several times in PWR [5]. The
loss-of-RHR event by the RHR pump failure had been also experienced at the Kori Units 2 and 3 in
Korea on 1984 and 1987, respectively. Although the plants were recovered within a proper time after
event, the continued recurrence of the events raised the issues on reliability of the RHR system and the
importance of the plant recovery measures.
If alternative heat removal means cannot be established after loss-of-SDC event, the heat-up
of the coolant leads to core boil-off, core uncovery, and core damage. In case that the reactor coolant
system (RCS) is open, the RCS coolant could be discharged into containment and threaten the
personnel working in the containment. If there are containment openings such as equipment hatch, an
uncontrolled release of fission products to environment is
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possible in the early phase of the transient. If an alternative cooling scheme using a forced or gravity
injection into the RCS is available, then the core boil-off and core damage could be prevented of
delayed for some time period. Based on the previous experience, the preventing and mitigating features
of the event have been requested including the recovery procedure. In preparing the plant procedure for
the event, the prediction of thermal-hydraulic behavior of the plant is essential, which can be varied by
plant design and operation features to be considered.
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Fig. 1 Collapsed water level in the RPV

Fig. 2. Mass flow rate from the RWST

The present study was performed with aims to investigate the plant thermal-hydraulic
behavior following the event, to determine the containment closing time to protect personnel, and to
evaluate the gravity injection as a mitigating measure.
In the analysis for those purposes, the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code was used and the postulated
loss-of-SDC event of YGN Units 3/4, a 2815 MWt Combustion Engineering type pressurized water
reactor (PWR) was calculated. The predictability of the REAP5 code was fully demonstrated as
described in reference [3]. The plant was modeled by 214 hydrodynamic volumes, 242 junctions, and
228 heat structures. The detail description of the modeling can be found in the reference [6]. For the
evaluation of the containment closing time, five cases of the event were analyzed as follows:

(1) Case 1: a pressurizer manway opening (PMO) case with water filled steam generators
(SG)
(2) Case 2: a pressurizer manway opening (PMO) case with emptied SG
(3) Case 3: a SG inlet manway opening (SMO) case with emptied SG
(4) Case 4: a small cold leg opening case (CLO) with emptied SG
(5) Case 5: a large cold leg opening case (CLO) with emptied SG
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For the evaluation of the gravity injection capability, six cases of the event were
analyzed as follows:
(1) Case A: gravity injection to hot leg for a PMO case
(2) Case B: gravity injection to hot leg for a SMO case
(3) Case C: gravity injection to hot leg for a small CLO case
(4) Case D: gravity injection to cold leg for a PMO case
(5) Case E: gravity injection to cold leg for a SMO case
(6) Case F: gravity injection to cold leg for a large CLO case
The containment closing time could be determined by the time to boil, the time to core
uncovery, and the time to core heat-up predicted from the transient calculation. In the gravity injection
performance analysis, the water from the refueling water tank (RWT) was considered as a source of
injected water and the complex pipe routing from the tank to the RCS injection point was modeled with
appropriate loss factor. The gravity injection was assumed to begin at 20 minutes after the event.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the reactor core collapsed water level for the Cases 1, 2, and
3. It can be shown that the time to core uncovery was 42.5 minutes for the Case 3, that the SMO with
emptied SG was the most limiting one among the three cases, and that the containment closure should
be completed within 40 minutes for this case. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the injected mass flow
rate of Cases A, B, and C. This result indicated that the gravity injection was stopped for the case of hot
leg injection and pressurizer manway opening. It was due to pressure increase in RCS caused by liquid
hold-up in pressurizer.

As a result of the present study, the followings are found:
1) The current RELAP5 code can be reasonably used to predict the thermal-hydraulic behavior
following the loss-of-RHR event during mid-loop condition. When compared to the previous
versions of RELAP5, the current version of the RELAP5 code provided a significant reduction of
numerical oscillation and mass error, which improves the reliability of the calculation. However,
some weakness in the code still remained including long computational time, time step sensitivity,
user modeling dependency, etc.
2) From the analysis on five cases of typical RCS configuration with no RCS makeup and no SG
secondary cooling, the time to core coolant boiling was about 10 to 13 minutes
regardless of opening size and location. The time to core uncovery was about 40 to 183 minutes
depending on the elevation and size of opening and the SG secondary water inventory. The
minimum containment closing time was estimated 40 minutes after event of SG inlet manway
opening or large cold leg opening
3) In the events with gravity injection from the RWT when the pressurizer manway open, the core was
uncovered at 96 minutes due to water hold up in pressurizer despite of gravity injection. This was
due to a higher elevation of pressurizer manway then the RWST water level in YGN Units 3/4 and
may be strongly plant-dependent.
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4) In cases with the opening and injection point on the same legs, the core could not be effectively
cooled because the most of the injected water from the RWST bypassed the core region.
Meanwhile, in cases with the opening and injection point on the different legs, the RCS was well
depressurized and the core boiling could be successfully prevented for a long term.
5) Approximately, 54 kg/sec as a minimal injection flow rate was required to keep core cooling. Such
an injection flow rate was capable of providing the core cooling for 10 hours if 70 % of the RWT
water was available.

LOCA at Shutdown Condition

The accident during shutdown operation of NPP, in contrast with that during power
operation, has been recently emphasized due to its potential for leading to a severe condition
because the various systems and equipment may be unavailable during shutdown operation
modes.
The purpose of the present study is to evaluate thermal-hydraulic response following the
LOCA during shutdown condition and to evaluate the adequacy of operator action time for mitigate
LOCA consequence especially in modes 3 (hot standby) and 4 (hot shutdown).
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Fig. 3 Com parison of liquid fraction at cold leg
Fig. 4 Com parison of Break Spectrum Analysis

The YGN Units 3/4 was selected and the plant-specific design and operational features were
reviewed to identify the analysis cases. The thermal-hydraulic behavior following LOCA in shutdown
mode was calculated by the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code. The applicability of the code to the shutdown
LOCA has not been assessed directly, however, the predictability of the code on the major thermalhydraulic phenomena during small break LOCA was sufficiently validated for various tests including
LOFT, LSTF, etc [7]. Based on the code prediction, the difference from the LOCA at full power in
thermal-hydraulic behavior was identified, and the effect of HPSI on plant response was investigated.
And the spectrum analysis was performed to evaluate an adequacy of operator action time for manual
actuation of high pressure safety injection (HPSI). The plant was modeled with 189
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hydrodynamic volumes, 207 junctions, and 212 heat structures. The detailed description on the
modeling and the result can be found in the reference [8].
Figure 3 shows a comparison of liquid fraction at cold leg for three cases (full-power LOCA,
hot-standby LOCA with HPSI, and hot-standby LOCA without HPSI). The result shows that the loop
seal clearing occurred at about 2000 seconds both in full-power case and hot-standby case if HPSI
available, while it was not observed in hot-standby LOCA if HPSI unavailable. Figure 4 shows a
comparison of heat-up initiation time and the maximum cladding temperature for the cases without
HPSI. This result indicated that the earlier was initiated for the larger break size, however, that the
higher peak clad temperature (PCT) was experienced for the smaller break size.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of RCS pressure

As a result of the present study the followings are found:
1) The current RELAP5 code can be reasonably applied to the calculation of LOCA in shutdown mode
as in the LOCA in full-power condition. Some phenomenon such as loop seal behavior and break
flow were dependent on the code model and modeling scheme in the shutdown LOCA as
experienced in the full-power LOCA.
2) It was found that the major thermal-hydraulic phenomena including depressurization rate, break
flow, inventory distribution, natural circulation, and core heat-up and quenching were almost
similar to those at full-power LOCA. Similar to the full-power LOCA, the HPSI in the hot-standby
LOCA was found to be effective in enhancing the depressurization, extending the two-phase
natural circulation, and thus, preventing the core heat-up.
3) The break spectrum analysis shows that a critical break size can be between 1 to 2 % of cold leg
break, and that the available operator action time for SI actuation and the margin of peak cladding
temperature could be significantly reduced for the critical break. For this reason, automatic
actuation of HPSI may be required at operating modes 3 and 4 for risk reduction.
Post-LOCA Long Term Cooling
Post-LOCA Long term cooling (LTC) is defined as a accident sequence from the time the
reactor core was quenched following a LOCA to the time the RCS could be brought into a secured
state, i.e., cold shutdown state. It has been one of the acceptance criteria of the regulatory requirement
for ECCS performance evaluation in light water reactor (LWR) [9].
To provide a reasonable assurance of the LTC, a LTC strategy and the related procedure was prepared,
which adopted the SG feed-and-bleed operation combined with the ECCS operation including
simultaneous hot/cold leg injection in the KSNPP [10].
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The present study aims at evaluating the adequacy of the strategy and the procedure and the
conservatism and margin in the analysis result by predicting the RCS behavior during the LTC process.
The effect of the isolation time of safety injection tank (SIT) and the initiation time of simultaneous
injection during LTC procedure were also investigated. Especially the boron transport behavior
including the possibility of boron precipitation in the core was evaluated.
In the present study, a realistic LTC calculation was performed for small cold leg break LOCA
with 0.02~0.5 ft 2 of break size and a double-ended cold leg break LOCA. The RELAP5/
MOD3.2.2beta code was used and the plant was modeled with 191 hydrodynamic volumes, 218
junctions, and 212 heat structures. The reactor vessel core was modeled with two separate channels;
average channel and hot channel with area ratio of 50:1. The RWT and the containment recirculation
sump were separately modeled considering the effect of switch-over of the ECCS water source and
especially the effect of low pressure safety injection (LPSI) shut-off at the recirculation actuation signal
(RAS). The detailed description can be found in the reference [11].
Figures 5 and 6 show comparisons of RCS pressure and the boron concentration in the core. It
was found that the transient could be reasonably calculated and the maximum boron concentration was
far below the limit value.

From the present study, the followings were found:
1) The current RELAP5 code can be reasonably applied to the long term calculation of LTC sequences
following both small break LOCA and large break LOCA. The calculated boron transport behavior
could be used for confirming the safety margin.
2) The shutdown cooling entry condition was achieved in 30,000 seconds for 0.02 ft 2 break, it
indicated that sufficient safety margin in time could be confirmed when compared to the FSAR
analysis (32,600 seconds). For the breaks larger than 0.02 ft 2 , a longer time than 50,000 seconds
will be required
3) The maximum boron concentration in the core for the small breaks was 14 wt%, which is less than
the precipitation limit (29 wt%) and the concentration remained a low level for a long term, which
confirmed a sufficient safety margin in boron concentration. For the large break LOCA-LTC, the
core can be completely refilled and maintained at a low temperature by the continuous ECCS
injection. The maximum boron concentration was 15 % and maintained at a low level less than the
precipitation limit, which also confirmed a sufficient margin.
4) From the break spectrum analysis, the operation of SG was effective in RCS cooldown only for the
breaks less than 0.01 ft 2 . From the sensitivity study on SIT isolation and the simultaneous injection
initiation time, it was found that the SIT isolation at one hour and a delayed simultaneous injection
may result in a significant increase in the core boron concentration for a certain range of break size.

Feedwater Line Break
As the recent licensing application of the replacement of steam generator (RSG) of Kori Unit
1, one of the Westinghouse 2-loop PWR, was issued, a main feedwater line break (MFLB) accident
was newly analyzed using the Westinghouse methodology [12]. The analysis of the accident was not
required in the regulatory requirement when the plant was commissioned (the early 1970’s). During the
licensing review, an independent regulatory auditing analysis of the event has been requested to
evaluate the validity and conservatism in the analysis methodology and to evaluate the safety margin to
the acceptance criteria.
Thus the present study aims at evaluating the validity and the conservatism of the vendor’s
methodology and the analysis result by comparing the present audit calculation result with the vendor’s
data. In the present study, thermal-hydraulic analysis was performed using the RELAP5/ MOD3.2 code
for the MFLB of Kori Unit 1. The applicability of the RELAP5/MOD3 code to the MFLB accident was
already validated by the code assessment with the Semiscale experiment S-FS-11 [13].
In the present analysis, the Kori Unit 1 was modeled with 139 hydrodynamic volumes, 148
junctions, and 180 heat structures. Especially, the conservative curve derived from the RSG analysis
was adopted for the moderator density coefficient (MTC) and doppler temperature coefficient (DTC) in
RELAP5 point kinetics model which have strong effect on the reactor core power excursion until the
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reactor trip. In modeling the new SG, a specific feature of Model ∆60 with 10% plugging level was
considered. The calculation result was compared for the important thermal-hydraulic parameters with
the corresponded data in the RSG report. The detailed description of modeling can be found in the
reference [14].
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Fig. 8 Comparison of hot leg temperature

Fig. 7 Comparison of pressurizer pressure

Figures 7 and 8 show comparisons of RCS pressure and hot leg coolant temperature between
the present audit calculation and vendor’s calculation. Similar behavior can be found in RCS pressure
although some minor differences existed due to difference in code model and assumption.
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As a result of the present analysis, the followings are obtained:
1) The RELAP5 code could be reasonably used in predicting thermal-hydraulic behavior of RCS
following the MFLB accident including the reactor trip on high neutron flux, the safety injection at
low steam line pressure.
2) The validity and overall conservatism in the vendor’s methodology could be confirmed for Kori
Unit 1. Through the comparison of the present audit calculation with the vendor’s calculation on
the major thermal-hydraulic parameters including reactor core power, pressurizer pressure, and
coolant temperature, a sufficient margin was found to the acceptance criteria of the event, i.e.,
maximum RCS pressure, subcooled margin for DNB (departure from nucleate boiling).

Future Perspectives
Based on the current application of RELAP5 code to the plant calculation and the
challenges anticipated in KINS, the future perspectives of the thermal-hydraulic code and its
use can be summarized as follows:
1) Various transients including LOCA, FLB, loss-of-RHR, etc., could be reasonably calculated by
using the current RELAP5 code and the specific objective could be achieved with an appropriate
modeling scheme. Thus, those capabilities will be increasingly used in the future plant calculation
as appropriate and the scope of the current RELAP5 code use will be extended.
2) The current application of the RELAP5 code to some plant calculations implied that some features
of the code models were effective in predicting the important thermal-hydraulic phenomena.
However, it was also found that some parameters including low pressure and low flow behavior,
mass error, time step sensitivity, break flow, etc., were very sensitive to the user modeling. Thus, it
is necessary to resolve the identified problems and to improve the current RELAP5 models. It is
expected those improvements should be validated with a wide range of experimental data through
the international program such as CAMP.
3) Some new features are needed to resolve the limitations experienced in the current RELAP5 code
use. Included are a capability of thermal stratification and mixing during PTS scenario, a threedimensional hydrodynamic capability for UPI or DVI behavior. Commercial computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) codes may be used more frequently, however, it is currently preferred to extend the
capability of the existing codes to have 3-D features for those special applications.
4) A three-dimensional neutronic capability is also needed for predicting reactor power asymmetry
during reactivity accident or steam line break accident. It may be obtained through the international
effort to couple the system code and neutronic code such as RELAP5-PARCS. The capability still
needs further development and validation.
5) A code having a capability to predict thermal-hydraulic behavior in CANDU-type pressurized
heavy water reactor is requested. The capability includes a horizontal core relevant flow regime and
heat transfer model, a decay heat model for CANDU-type fuel, a heavy water properties, specific
component model including the liquid relief valve, etc. It is believable that the capability can be
developed to incorporate into the current RELAP5 code and can be validated through the applicable
experiment database [15].

Concluding Remarks
The present paper overviewed the recent application of a thermal-hydraulic code,
RELAP5, to the plant calculation for supporting safety regulation and safety issue evaluation
in KINS. The code predictability and modeling scheme on those plant calculations were based
on the peer-review on the international code validation results and on the code assessment
calculations performed by the KINS. Four applications were described with their major
findings; the loss of RHR during mid-loop operation in YGN Units 3/4, the LOCA at
shutdown mode in YGN Units 3/4, the post-LOCA long term cooling in KSNPP, and the
feedwater line break in Kori Unit 1. The result of those plant calculations indicated that the
current RELAP5 code could be reasonably used and the specific concern of each application
could be investigated. Based on those experiences and the anticipated challenges, the
followings are expected in the future:
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1) extensive use of the current RELAP5 code for various plant transient calculation
2) needs for an improvement of the modeling sensitivity in the current RELAP5 code
3) three-dimensional hydrodynamic capability in the existing code
4) validation of the coupled three-dimensional neutronic capability
5) development of an improved code for CANDU-type reactor based on the current RELAP5
code.
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Summary
Three-dimensional hexagonal reactor dynamic codes have been developed for VVER type reactors and
coupled with different thermal hydraulic system codes. In the EU Phare project SRR1/95 these codes
have been validated against collected real plant transients by the participants from 7 countries. The
two experiments chosen for calculation were such that both primary circuit behaviour and fission
power behaviour were strongly affected including movements of control rods. Critical boron
concentrations, 3-D core power distributions, time behaviour of total fission power, coolant
temperatures and pressures were the main parameters utilised in the validation. Good accuracy of the
results was generally achieved comparable to the measurement accuracy. Confidence in the results of
the different code systems has increased and the consequences of certain model changes could be
evaluated.

Introduction
Recently, three-dimensional neutron kinetic core models have been coupled to advanced
thermal-hydraulic system codes. These coupled codes can be used for the analysis of the whole reactor
system, since they are capable of estimating the feedback effects in a consistent manner. Coupled code
systems have been developed also for modelling the behaviour of Russian pressurized water type
VVER reactors during transients. The stand-alone neutronic codes, including their nuclear data bases,
have already been validated e. g. by using data from experiments in critical facilities and zero-power
reactors, in which there is no thermal-hydraulic feedback on neutron kinetics. The thermal hydraulic
system codes have also been separately validated against a lot of experiments in thermal-hydraulic test
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facilities (validation matrices). The interaction between the neutronic effects of the reactor core and the
fluid dynamic behaviour of the plant cannot be measured in these experimental facilities, but only in
nuclear power plants.
Hence in the SRR1/95 project of the European Commission's Phare programme suitable
measured VVER transient data had to be applied for the validation of coupled codes. The simulation of
the plant transients includes the validation of the whole neutronic calculation system, i. e. nuclear data,
burn-up calculations, and reactor kinetics. Measured safety-relevant parameters, such as power, coolant
temperatures, pressurizer water levels and pressures, have to be compared with the calculations. The
right modelling of temperature feedback effects by the coupled codes is important. Therefore, emphasis
must be laid on the simulation of the physical behaviour of the reactor, especially of the core and the
primary circuit. The simulation of the secondary circuit and of the plant controllers is of minor interest
in this project.
The Phare Programme is a European Union initiative which supports the development of a
larger democratic family of nations within a prosperous and stable Europe. Phare does this by
providing grant finance to support the process of economic transformation and to strengthen newly
created democratic societies. The aim of the SRR1/95 project was to improve the verification of
coupled thermo-hydraulics / neutron kinetics codes in Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Slovak
Republic. The facts, opinions and views of this article are the authors' and not necessarily the
Commission's.
Codes
The coupled neutron kinetic / thermal-hydraulic codes listed below have been validated
against real VVER-440 and VVER-1000 transients. Each participant had to use his own nuclear data.
The nuclear data libraries applied in the calculations have been generated by the codes given in
parentheses.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

⇒ HEXTRAN/ SMABRE (VVER-1000:
CASMO-4)
(VVER-440:
CASMO-HEX)
KI
⇒ BIPR8/ATHLET
(KASSETA)
FZR
⇒ DYN3D/ATHLET
(VVER-1000:
NESSEL)
(VVER-440:
KASSETA)
INRNE ⇒ DYN3D/ATHLET
(NESSEL)
STCNRS
⇒ DYN3D/ATHLET
(NESSEL)
NRI
⇒ DYN3D/ATHLET
(KASSETA)
AEKI
⇒ KIKO3D/ATHLET
(KARATE)
VTT

In the Institute for Safety Research of FZR, the code DYN3D [Gru95] has been developed and
coupled to the thermal-hydraulic code ATHLET. The ATHLET code, developed by GRS [Tes 96],
includes basic modules for thermal hydraulics, heat transfer and heat conduction, neutron kinetics
(point kinetics and 1D neutron kinetics) and balance of plant simulation. The thermal-fluid dynamics is
described by a five- or six-equation model. DYN3D is a three-dimensional two-group nodal neutron
kinetic code, applicable for both rectangular and hexagonal fuel element geometry. It contains a
thermal-hydraulic model of the reactor core, including a thermo-mechanical fuel rod model.
VTT Energy has coupled its neutron kinetic code HEXTRAN with its thermal-hydraulic code
SMABRE [Kyr95, Mie98]. HEXTRAN solves the three-dimensional kinetic two-group equations by a
fast nodal expansion method. The reactivity feedback is calculated by modelling individually the fuel
rod heat transfer and flow channel hydraulics of every fuel assembly. In SMABRE, the thermal-fluid
dynamics is described by a five-equation model. Advanced fast numerical schemes are applied for the
solution.
Three different types of coupling are used in the codes. The coupling between HEXTRAN and
SMABRE is a parallel coupling. SMABRE calculates the whole thermal-hydraulics of the loops and
the core in a sparse geometry. But additionally, HEXTRAN performs the detailed thermal hydraulics
and fuel heat transfer calculation in every fuel assembly of the core to get the nodal fuel and coolant
conditions for the calculation of three-dimensional neutron kinetics and reactivity feedback effects
needed in it.
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In coupling of DYN3D to ATHLET two different versions are available: external and internal. In the
external coupling, the whole core is cut out of the ATHLET plant model. The core is completely
modelled by DYN3D (neutron kinetics, core thermal-hydraulics including a fuel rod model). In the
internal coupling, only the 3-dimensional neutron kinetics of DYN3D is implemented into ATHLET,
which calculates the thermal-hydraulics of the whole system including the core. In the project FZR,
NRI and STCNRS used the external coupling, INRNE the internal coupling of DYN3D to ATHLET)
The KIKO3D [Heg98] core model has been developed in the KFKI AEKI. The thermal
hydraulic in KIKO3D consists of a fuel heat conduction model and a hydraulic model. The neutron
kinetics model solves the two-group diffusion equations in homogenized fuel assembly geometry by a
sophisticated nodal method. Special, generalized response matrices of the time dependent problem are
introduced. The time dependent nodal equations are solved by using the Improved Quasi Static
factorization method.
KI has developed the three-dimensional two-group neutron kinetic code BIPR8 [Liz92]. Both
BIPR-8 and KIKO3D are coupled to ATHLET by the same internal coupling method as DYN3D.
In all cases, the nuclear data libraries and burn-up codes that have been used for the burn-up
calculations are consistent with the libraries and neutronic codes applied in the transient analyses.
NPP transients measured
Five well-documented transients have been made available in the Phare SRR1/95 project.
VVER-1000 transient measurements were provided by KI (Balakovo-4), INRNE (Kozloduy-6) and
STCNRS (Zaporoshye-6). VTT and NRI provided data measured in the VVER-440 of Loviisa-1 and
Dukovany-2, respectively. For each VVER type, one transient has been chosen for the code validation.

Balakovo-4 VVER-1000 transient
The initiating event for the transient was the switching-off of one of the two working steam
generator feed water pumps at full power. Two seconds after the pump failure, the power control
system responded by inserting the first control rod group from core top to bottom within four seconds.
Group No. 10, that had been at the axial position of 275 cm, started moving in at the rate of 2 cm/s. As
a result of dropping group No. 1, the neutron power decreased to about 63% of the nominal value
within 10 seconds. The slow insertion of group No. 10 down to a position of 140 cm resulted in a
power decrease to about 45%. The reactor power was stabilized at this level by the automatic power
controller. The thermal power of the primary circuit followed the neutron power decrease with a delay
of about 20 seconds. The differences between the temperatures of the hot legs and the corresponding
cold legs of the four primary circuit loops decreased proportionally to the thermal power reduction, as
all four pumps continued working. In the secondary circuit, where the transient had been initiated, the
flow rate through the second feed water pump that was still in operation, was increased by some 50%
within 16 seconds after the failure of the first pump, in order to partly compensate the deficient feed
water flow. In the following, the flow rate of the second pump was reduced again to match the
decreasing thermal power of the primary circuit. During the whole transient, the water level in the
steam generators was always kept well above the heater tubes.

Loviisa-1 VVER-440 transient
The transient was initiated by the load drop of one turbo-generator, i.e. the electric power
output of the plant was suddenly reduced by half. At the moment of generator drop, the nuclear power
production in the reactor core was still at 100%. Shortly after transient initiation, the reactor control
system started to reduce the reactor power by inserting the control rod group number six. Thus neutron
power was reduced down to 60% within some 100 seconds. As a result of power reduction, the hot leg
temperatures of the primary circuit decreased. Moreover, the cooling of the primary circuit through the
steam generator was reduced because of the increasing steam pressure at the secondary side. Therefore,
the cold leg temperature first increased significantly. Some 20 seconds later this temperature also
started decreasing. Also the primary circuit pressure first increased, but was quickly reduced by
spraying in the pressurizer. Later on, the reducing nuclear power decreased the pressure, so that the
pressurizer heaters were switched on to stabilize pressure at its nominal level. On the secondary side,
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pressure also started increasing sharply, but was quickly brought back to normal by opening the turbine
bypass valves, before the decreasing nuclear power took effect here, too.
Analysis of the Balakovo-4 VVER-1000 transient
Burnup calculations
To obtain the reactor state before the transient, burn-up calculations were carried out by all
participants over the first 152 full-power days of the first fuel cycle, using the operation history
provided by KI. The maximum burn-up deviations of 4% between the codes occur in assemblies near
to the boundary of core. They are caused for the most part by different albedos applied in the
calculations. The measured critical boric acid concentration was 3.00 g/kg, the calculated values were
2.74 g/kg (FZR), 3.04 g/kg (VTT), 3.27 g/kg (KI) and 2.78 g/kg (INRNE, STCNRS). The main
reason for the differences between the calculations was found in the different nuclear data used.
Comparisons for the core steady-states before and after the transient
KI provided three-dimensional core power distributions derived from self-powered neutron
detector measurements in the stationary states before and after the transient.
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Fig. 1: Assembly-averaged relative powers
before the transient

In fig. 1 the measured assembly-wise relative power density distribution before the transient is
compared with the values that were calculated by the different codes. The maximum deviation is about
4.6% in an assembly at the core boundary. The three different DYN3D calculations (by FZR, INRNE
and STCNRS) show slightly different values caused by small deviations in the burn-up distribution,
albedo values, and slightly different assumptions on fuel rod properties. In fig. 2, a comparison is
presented for the axial power distributions of the hottest fuel assembly (No. 17). Altogether, there is a
good agreement between measurement and calculations in the three-dimensional power distribution.
The higher deviations are found in the vicinity of the upper core edge. In the stationary state after the
transient, the maximum deviation of the calculated assembly-wise powers from the measurement is 5.4
%.
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Fig. 2: Axial power distribution for the hottest assembly (No 17)
Transient modelling assumptions and peculiarities
The control rod group positions as functions of time were provided as input to all calculations.
Fig. 3 (upper part) shows the positions of the control rod group 10.

In the ATHLET calculations, a simplified description of the secondary circuit was used. The
measured pressure in the main steam header (MSH) was applied as a boundary condition. The
regulation of the calculated steam mass flow was modelled by a controller, which guarantees that the
pressure in the calculation follows the data in the table. The measured feed water mass flow rate was
also used as a boundary condition. Due to this approach, the ATHLET results for the MSH pressure
agree quite well with the measured values (fig. 3, lower part). In the SMABRE input deck, the
secondary circuit was modelled in more detail. The modelling of the feed water collector and the feed
water pumps is included in the input deck. The control of the feed water valves is based on the
collapsed water level values. The feed water flow does not affect the primary circuit behaviour, as long
as the steam generator heater tubes are totally covered by water. This behaviour was reproduced by
both the ATHLET and SMABRE calculations for the whole transient, although different water levels in
the steam generators were computed.

In contrast to the ATHLET simulations, the first group of pressurizer heaters was switched off
in the HEXTRAN/SMABRE calculation. Furthermore, 3% of the primary circuit flow are
assumed to pass through the upper head, thus cooling the head during the transient. Such an
additional circulation was not included in the ATHLET input decks.
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Comparison of the main parameters
The behaviour of the calculated and measured reactor power and the cold leg temperature is
shown in fig. 4. The power is controlled for the most part by the control rod movements, but there is
also an effect of fuel and coolant temperature on reactivity and power. The cold leg temperature
decreases with falling power, but it is influenced by the pressure in the secondary circuit, too. A rising
steam header pressure means an increasing saturation temperature, which leads to a decreasing heat
transfer in the steam generator. The result is a rising cold leg temperature, and vice versa. A
comparison between figures 3 and 4 shows this influence.
In the first seconds of the transient, the power decreases very fast as a result of dropping the first
control rod group. The minimum is reached at t = 6 s, when the group is fully inserted. Four
calculations (FZR, VTT, INRNE, STCNRS) yield nearly the same minimum value of about 1550 MW,
only the calculation by KI shows a higher value (1700 MW), which is in best agreement with the
measured power (see fig. 4, lower part). The power rise observed in the next few seconds, is mainly
caused by a reactivity growth due to fuel temperature decrease. The measured power increase after the
end of the insertion of control rod group K1 is about 200 MW. The calculated values are between 190
and 300 MW. The deviations between the calculations are caused by different temperature
dependencies of the nuclear cross sections and different assumptions on the thermal properties of the
fuel rods. Detailed investigations have shown that the change of the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) in
the gas gap during the transient is relevant. With dropping fuel temperatures, the gap width increases,
which leads to a decreasing HTC. This reduces the fuel temperature decrease. Comparing the results of
DYN3D/ATHLET calculations with constant and changing HTC in the gap, performed by FZR, has
shown that the difference in the power level of the final state (caused by this effect) is about 150 MW.
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Fig. 4: Cold leg temperature and nuclear power
In the time interval between t = 10 s and t = 60 s, the power is mainly controlled by constantly inserting
control rod group K10 at the speed of 2 cm/s. But the cold leg temperature decrease between 10 s and
20 s (FZR, INRNE, KI, STCNRS) causes a reactivity increase (moderator density feedback), which for
the most part compensates the reactivity effect of group 10, so that the power does not drop much in
this short interval. The different modelling of the secondary circuit by VTT leads to some deviation
from the cold leg temperature and power curves calculated by the other participants. After stopping the
insertion of group 10 at t = 60 s, power and temperatures are stabilised. Due to the much slower rod
motion, the power increase resulting from the reduced fuel temperatures is significantly lower than that
observed after dropping group 1. At t = 100 s, the calculated power values are between 1470 MW and
1550 MW. The measured value amounts to 1480 MW.
In the time between t = 115 s and t = 130 s the control rod group K10 is further inserted at
working speed, which leads to a further power reduction. Withdrawing K10 by some 5% between t =
150 s and t = 175 s does not increase the power, because the reactivity growth is compensated by a
coolant temperature rise. In the following 10 seconds, the reinsertion of K10 reduces the power again.
This behaviour is well described by all calculations. When approaching a new stationary state (t > 250
s), the differences between calculated and measured power are within the accuracy of the neutron
power measurement of ± 2%. Only the INRNE results show some greater deviation.
The pressure in the primary circuit is also a very important parameter for the safe reactor
operation. Fig. 5 (top half) shows the upper plenum pressure as a function of time. All calculations
show a similar behaviour. The pressure is well described up to t = 60 s The lowest measured pressure
value that was reached during the transient is 14.75 MPa. The calculated minima are between 14.85
MPa (FZR) and 14.95 MPa (INRNE). After about 70 seconds (pressure minimum), the difference to
the measured pressure increases. The oscillations observed from t = 100 s on are caused by the
fluctuations of the secondary circuit

pressure. At about t = 400 s, the switch-off set points of the pressurizer heater groups are reached in the
calculations, and the pressure remains constant up to the end of the transient.
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Variation calculations, in which the pressurizer heater states were modified, lead to the conclusion, that
probably the heater groups 3 and 4 were not continuously working during the transient. Presuming a
special control signal (such as known from the Loviisa VVER-440), which prevents the operation of
the highest heater groups during a too fast coolant heating-up, would significantly reduce the
differences between calculation and measurement.
During the transient, the measured collapsed water level in the pressurizer decreases by more than 2
meters. Within the first 80 seconds, all calculations show a faster decrease of the level in comparison to
the measured value (fig. 5). After some 200 seconds, the level stabilizes at a new stationary value. The
KI and the FZR results are practically in full agreement with the measured level. The other calculations
differ between 10 and 20 cm. The reason for the deviation in the INRNE calculation is probably the
higher power level. In the case of STCNRS, there is almost no deviation from the FZR power values;
but a lower primary circuit mass flow rate causes an increased core outlet temperature that leads to a
higher pressurizer level. VTT also calculated a slightly higher hot leg temperature which increases the
water level. But altogether, the calculated and measured coolant (hot and cold leg) temperatures agree
well, if the delayed response of the thermocouples is considered. The deviations of (1 – 2) K are within
the accuracy of measurement.
To obtain the reactor state before the transient, the burnup state at 71 full-power days of the
21st cycle was calculated by all participants based on the given burnup distribution from the beginning
of the 19th cycle, using the given operation history. The measured critical boric acid concentration was
5.53 g/kg and it was reproduced by VTT with the accuracy of 1.3%, FZR with 2.2%, AEKI with 1.5%,
NRI with 2.3%, and KI with 6.1%.
In VVER-440 reactors, there are fuel assembly shroud tubes preventing coolant mixing
between the assemblies. Hence, core outlet coolant temperature measurements can be used for a radial
power distribution validation. Fig. 6 shows the measured outlet temperatures and deviations of the
calculated values from them (only calculated values where no measurements are available) in the
stationary state prior to the transient. The maximum deviations are about 1.5 °C, but mostly the
differences are well below 1 °C which corresponds to 3% as a relative power difference.
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Fig. 6: Measured assembly outlet temperatures (°C) and deviations of
calculations from measurements (assemblies 1, 4, 7, 10, 30, 33,
50: no measurements – only calculated temperatures)

Transient calculations - comparison of the main parameters
Analysis of the Loviisa-1 VVER-440 transient
Burnup and steady-state calculations
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The turbine trip at the beginning of the experiment leads rapidly to a steam header pressure
increase. Fig. 7 shows that the following increase of primary pressure is quite well predicted in all
calculations. The subsequent decreasing of the pressure due to spray operation and the later pressure
increase caused by the pressurizer heaters are also rather well reproduced by the codes, although some
assumptions about the operation of the primary circuit systems were different in the calculations. The
comparisons with the measurements of the secondary side parameters are not shown here because they
were mostly used as input parameters in the ATHLET model concentrating on the calculation and
validation of the core coupling. The results of the more detailed SMABRE model agreed well with
these measurements.

Fig. 7: Primary circuit pressure
The neutron power starts to decrease due to the control rod group movement. The stepwise
measurement of the group position in a VVER-440 reactor (ten steps of 25 cm axially in the core) is
shown in Fig. 8. This measurement gives the accurate rod position only at the moment when the value
changes. After each step, it is only known that the position of the group is within the 25 cm above the
next step. Thus all the tuned insertion histories used in the calculations with different codes are
formally correct. As a consequence, this measurement cannot be used for an accurate validation of the
control rod reactivity worth. Further uncertainty in predicting of the neutron power level is due to the
Doppler reactivity feedback effect of the fuel temperature. As in the Balakovo calculations, different
models and data have been used for the heat transfer from the fuel to the coolant (e.g. gas gap). Hence
the fuel temperature results differ considerably between the codes. Naturally but unfortunately, there
are no direct measurements of the fuel temperature available from the plant.

The neutron power histories in Fig. 9 show a rather good agreement with the measured data.
The power levels differ significantly between 38 and 70 seconds, when the control rods have
been inserted only in the upper part of the core (about 20% of the core height). However,
during this phase, there is a systematic error in the power measurement, because the fast
neutron detectors outside the core are located axially at the middle of the core. These
detectors do not measure correctly the neutron power decrease occurring in the uppermost
part of the core. The magnitude of this error was calculated with HEXTRAN using the new
kernel model of the detector [Kal99]. This effect explains half of the 3% discrepancy during
this phase in the VTT calculation, the other calculations differed somewhat more. The neutron
power measurement is vulnerable also to other disturbances, e.g. the changing coolant
temperature in the downcomer influences neutron transmission.
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Fig. 8: Position of control rod group 6

Fig. 9: Neutron Power

The thermocouples measuring the coolant temperatures are encapsulated in tubes
which influence the time behaviour of the measured signals. Unfortunately, the time constants
of the thermocouple delayed response are not known well. However, the importance of taking
into account the time constants is illustrated in Fig. 10. The assembly outlet temperature
measurement at the core position No. 31 (cf. numbering in Fig. 6) is compared with
calculations carried out with and without time delay integration, upper and lower curves in
Fig. 10, respectively. The time constant of 30 s gave the best compatibility with the
measurements. For the cold and hot leg temperature measurements with different
thermocouples the time constant of 10 s was most suitable. In Fig. 11, the temperature
differences over the core calculated from these values are shown. This temperature difference
reflects the total power behaviour. It shows a better agreement with the measurement than the
neutron power.
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Fig. 10: Fuel assembly outlet temperature at position 31

The signals of the local Rhodium emitter self-powered neutron detectors (SPND) inside the core have
not been used earlier in dynamic comparisons because they are quite slow. But as the different half-life
components of their delayed responses are known, the detector delay behaviour was simulated in the
calculated neutron fluxes, assuming a constant SPND sensitivity during the transient. Hence, the
calculated values were normalized at the initial state. Four fuel assemblies of a 60-degree core
symmetry sector are equipped with SPND detector lances, each carrying SPNDs at the distances of 50
cm, 100 cm, 150 cm and 200 cm from the active core bottom. In Fig. 12, the time behaviour of the
relative signal values from the detectors at these four height positions are shown for the fuel assembly
position No. 53 (numbering given in Fig. 6). The different behaviour of the neutron power at different
axial levels due to the partly inserted control rods is clearly seen. The agreement with the
measurements is satisfying. Similar degree of agreement has been observed for the other three
assemblies equipped with SPND. In all, the simulation by the codes for the upper core region is better
than for the lower part.

Fig. 11: Average temperature difference between hot
and cold legs
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Fig. 12: Relative neutron detector signals in position 53

Conclusions
Generally, the physical behaviour of the NPPs, especially of the core and the primary circuit is
well described by the coupled codes involved. A good agreement between calculated and measured
safety-relevant parameters has been achieved for both the VVER-440 and the VVER-1000 reactor
transient. In reactor physics calculations the achieved accuracy was somewhat better in VVER-440
core. VVER-1000 core is more difficult to model with its larger and more complicated fuel assemblies.
Some deviations can be explained by uncertainties in the measurements, e. g. the control rod positions
in the VVER-440 and the lack of information on pressurizer heater operation in the VVER-1000. It is
important to take into account the systematic errors of the measurements, whenever possible. For
example, the time delay properties of measuring devices, like thermocouples and SPND, must be
considered. If they are unknown, they can be determined by the comparison of measurement and
calculations. This approach was justified for the coolant temperatures, because of the good agreement
between the calculations by different codes.
In both transients, a main effect was the fission power decrease due to control rod group
insertion. Differences in the nuclear data used in the calculations are the cause of different control rod
efficiencies leading to differences in power levels. The fuel temperature feedback on reactivity also
influences the power. Both effects can hardly be separated. For separately studying the control rod
efficiencies, the neutronic codes including the applied nuclear data bases should additionally be
validated against measurements in zero-power research reactors. The results of new kinetic
experiments carried out in the V-1000 facility of the Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, would be very
suitable for this purpose. As for the calculated fuel temperature, the present investigations have
revealed that it is very sensitive to the modelling of the gas gap between fuel pellets and rod cladding.
A dynamic modelling of the gap width is necessary.
Altogether, it was shown that the coupled neutron kinetic / thermal hydraulic codes under consideration
are capable of simulating typical VVER plant transients. Hence the work contributes to increase the
confidence in the results of the code systems. In future, some more details of the automatic control
systems should be included in the thermal hydraulic system models. The remaining transients,
measured in VVER-1000 and VVER-440 plants, that were documented for the SRR1/95 project but not
yet calculated by the coupled codes, should be used for further validation work.
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Summary
The postulated steam line break accidents at the Loviisa NPP with VVER-440 type reactors were
reanalysed as a part of the plant modernisation and power upgrading project. First, extensive scoping
calculations were performed with the thermal hydraulic system code SMABRE. The cooling process
under various assumptions was tested, and in order to make a realistic prediction of the plant
behaviour, care was taken to model several critical details of the plant. The scoping studies showed
that a larger break in the steam lines does not necessarily lead to a stronger cooling at the core inlet.
The potentially most reactive variations were analysed using the coupled code HEXTRAN-SMABRE. In
order to stay on the safe side, some conservatism was imposed on core reactivity characteristics. The
calculations showed that only a mild return to power after the reactor scram is to be expected under
the worst conditions. A modern calculation system with a detailed description of plant functions and
core behaviour offers the possibility to evaluate the plant safety in a more realistic and versatile
manner.

Introduction
The main steam line break is one of the basic cases to be analysed as a part of the safety
analysis of a pressurized water reactor. Its accurate modelling is a very demanding task, because
various complicated processes, such as asymmetric power generation, mixing in the reactor vessel and
various protection and conventional automation signals, contribute to the scenario. Even fairly recently
both experimental and calculational efforts have been published as indicated in Ref. [1-3]. A steam line
break of TMI is currently the subject of an international benchmark exercise.
The spectrum of steam line break accidents at the Loviisa NPP with VVER-440 type reactors
was reanalysed as part of the plant modernisation and power upgrading project. The coupled thermal
hydraulics code SMABRE4.6 [4] and 3-D core dynamics code HEXTRAN2.7 [5] were used. A
potential hazard of the steam line break is the recriticality due to a strong core cool-down, combined
with an incomplete reactor scram, causing possible fuel damage. The purpose of the analyses was to
demonstrate the ability of the protection signals, control rod system, and plant safety systems to bring
the reactor to a stable shutdown without fuel damage. A further goal was to increase the realism of
applied models, while still maintaining conservatism with regard to the essential characteristics.
Extensive scoping calculations were performed with the thermal hydraulic system code
SMABRE. The cooling process under various assumptions on the break size, operation of the reactor
coolant pumps, and performance of other systems was tested. In order to make a realistic prediction of
the plant behaviour, care was taken to model several critical details, such as the level measurements in
the horizontal steam generators, feed water system, and turbine control. In all studied cases, the
complete shutdown of the reactor was assumed upon reactor scram. The potentially most reactive
variations were analysed using the coupled code HEXTRAN-SMABRE. In these calculations, the
combined effects of a stuck control element and flow of colder water from the broken steam generator
towards the same sector of the core were described.
A modern calculation system with a detailed description of plant functions and core behaviour
offers the possibility to evaluate the plant safety in a more realistic and versatile manner. This helps to
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eliminate excessive conservatism, which may even mask the real problems. The increased complexity
of the models increases the spectrum of cases to be analysed, but our present codes are relatively fast
compared to the available computer capacity.
General features of the applied codes and their parallel coupling
Until recent years most of the thermal hydraulic safety analyses at least for PWRs have been
performed with codes which model the neutronics only with the point kinetics. For BWRs, transient
analyses have been carried out with axially one-dimensional models, because the coupling between
neutronics and thermal hydraulics is very strong due to the boiling in the core, and the axial effects
dominate. The stability considerations for BWRs always need a three-dimensional core modelling.
In Finland, a number of transient and accident analysis codes have been developed during the
past twenty years mainly for the needs of our own power plants, but some of these codes have also
been utilized elsewhere. Two different solutions are used to perform the coupled calculations with
cooling circuits. In the BWR models, the coolant circuit flow equations are solved simultaneously with
a tight coupling to the core flow and power solution. In the VVER (or PWR) models, the core solution
and the circuit thermohydraulics are calculated separately with a loose coupling. The current VVER
model is HEXTRAN-SMABRE, with 3D core modelling of the hexagonal fuel lattice and 1D flow
modelling of the cooling circuit and its heat structures. The solution method of the SMABRE circuit
model is non-iterative, while the HEXTRAN core model solves neutronics, core flow and heat transfer
iteratively.
The coupled code HEXTRAN-SMABRE has its own main program and a few interfacing
subprograms, but in the combination HEXTRAN and SMABRE are used as if they were separate
codes. Both codes use their own input, output, restart and plotting capabilities. HEXTRAN dictates the
time step. The loose coupling between HEXTRAN and SMABRE is a parallel type of coupling.
SMABRE calculates the whole thermal-hydraulics of the loops and the core in a sparse geometry. But
additionally, HEXTRAN performs the detailed thermal hydraulics and fuel heat transfer calculation in
every fuel assembly of the core to get the nodal fuel and coolant conditions for the calculation of threedimensional neutron kinetics and reactivity feedback effects needed in it.
In addition to the loop thermohydraulics and heat conduction, SMABRE solves the core using
the point neutron kinetics and 1D radial fuel heat conduction. The point kinetics is, however, bypassed
in the coupled calculation. The SMABRE core model typically consists of as many parallel sectors as
there are loops in the plant, each divided into 5 to 10 axial nodes. In the HEXTRAN core model, each
fuel assembly is normally divided into 20 axial nodes, both for thermohydraulics, neutronics and heat
transfer. It is possible to choose a flow channel for each assembly separately, or several assemblies can
be combined to a flow channel. Core neutronic symmetries can be utilized in the grouping. One fuel
rod with radial heat conduction describes representative conditions of an assembly. The interchanged
variables between modules are the power to coolant distribution from HEXTRAN to SMABRE, and
core outlet pressure, inlet pressure, inlet mass flow and enthalpy and inlet boron concentration for each
core sector from SMABRE to HEXTRAN. The data is exchanged once during a time step.
Mixing of coolant from different primary loops affects the core inlet temperature and boric
acid distributions. Potential mixing volumes in the VVER-440 vessel are the downcomer and the plena
below and above the core, whereas radial mixing in the core is prevented by the shrouds of the
assemblies. The thermohydraulic model SMABRE takes into account the mixing between the loop
sectors. In each sector, the main flow direction is considered as a vertical flow through the sector, but
in addition to this, cross flow connections with a convective flow and turbulent mixing have been
defined between adjacent nodes. In the turbulent mixing model of SMABRE, boron and enthalpy is
exchanged between these nodes. The amount of transfer depends on the rate of the main flow and the
mixing parameters defined by the user. The mixing before the core is determined from the forced flow
measurements [6].
The calculation of the critical flow in the break is essential in steam line break analyses. In
SMABRE, the break flow is based on the Moody model combined with contraction coefficients.
The thermohydraulic validation of SMABRE is mainly based on international standard
problems and on Loviisa NPP and PACTEL facility measurements. Also parallel analyses with
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RELAP5 have been carried out as a part of validation work. The core model HEXTRAN has been
validated against VVER measurements and results from hexagonal test reactors and critical assemblies
[7].
The benchmarking of the coupling has been carried out by calculating various transients with
different code combinations. SMABRE alone with point kinetics, SMATRA (with axially 1D
neutronics of TRAB combined with SMABRE) and HEXTRAN-SMABRE have been tested. Steam
line break cases have been calculated with SMABRE and HEXTRAN-SMABRE for NPPs Loviisa and
Paks, as well as ATWS cases with RELAP5/mod3, SMABRE, SMATRA and HEXTRAN-SMABRE
for Loviisa.
Typically, three time periods are calculated during a transient analysis. SMABRE alone
calculates stationary power operation at the initial power level for showing that no transitions are going
on in the reactor cooling system. In the beginning of the incident, at time 0 s, HEXTRAN creates a
compatible stationary state for the core, and the two codes are coupled for the common calculation.
During this period SMABRE consumes typically 5 % of the calculation time and HEXTRAN 95 %.
Therefore, after the fission power generation has terminated, the calculation is often continued with
SMABRE alone. During this period the core power follows the decay power curve. By this
combination, the integral system may be efficiently used both for studying coupled neutronics thermohydraulics phenomena in complex incidents and possible long period recovery procedures. The
first applications with the coupled code were carried out in 1991 - 1992.

Loviisa plant model in a steam line break
In the HEXTRAN core model, all the 313 fuel assemblies are represented with wide range two
group cross sections at the end of burnup cycle. Each assembly is connected to a separate flow channel
with a representative fuel rod model.
The most important core characteristic in a steam line break is the isothermal recriticality
temperature of the core. It is set at the traditional conservative value 200 °C following an incomplete
reactor scram, when the control rod with the highest reactivity worth is stuck out of the core.
Compared with best estimate calculations, the applied recriticality temperature is conservative by
several tens of degrees. The final adjustment is made by weakening the reactivity worth of the control
rods by adjusting the albedos of all absorbers uniformly. This tuning is made after adjusting reactivity
coefficients.
The reactor power generation properties are tuned in a conservative direction in order to cover
their uncertainties. In the changes, the governing principle is to maximize the power generation after a
potential recriticality. For this purpose, the cross section representation is modified as follows: In order
to increase reactivity addition below the recriticality temperature, the reactivity coefficient of coolant
density is increased by 20 % in the initial state. The coefficient of fuel temperature is made 10 % less
negative to weaken the Doppler effect of the fuel temperature rise. Likewise, the absorption cross
section of boron is reduced with 5 %, and the fraction of delayed neutrons is decreased by 5 % to speed
up the power rise.
The gas gap conductance of the fuel rods is decreased by 20 % to increase reactivity release
during cooldown phase. Also the decay heat is reduced from the ANSI model to speed up reactor
cooldown after the scram.
A new version of the SMABRE code was developed for the needs of the Loviisa upgrading
analyses. In particular, a general trip logic was added in order to enable a more detailed simulation of
the protection and conventional automation systems of the plant. The details of the plant description
were also increased considerably. Compared to the earlier simpler representations, the changes remove
the nonconservative features from the analyses of the steam line break. As an example, the steam
generators now cool down more efficiently via the late trip of the reactor coolant pump in the broken
loop.
The primary circuit includes six separate loops. Excluding the upper head, the pressure vessel
is divided into six parallel channels. The total number of nodes and junctions is 534 and 694,
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respectively. The lower and upper plenum nodes just below and above the core are rather short to
produce the correct thermohydraulic values for the data exchange between the coupled codes.
In the steam line break, a special attention is paid on the horizontal steam generator modelling
because of the importance of the cooldown process and the trip signals from the water level
measurements. The steam generator nodes are in five levels up to the upper level of the tubes, Fig. 1.
The outer zone, where the measurements are located, is described as a separate downcomer. The riser
part includes the heat transfer tubes described with two-sided heat structures. The riser part is more
voided than the downcomer part. This is achieved with a special junction that limits the steam flow
from riser part to downcomer under water level. With this modelling it is possible to simulate the
typical measured large and narrow scale water levels. The main function of the narrow scale signal is
here to contribute to feed water control, whereas the large scale water level signal may trip the reactor
coolant pump.
Steam line

Break

Large scale
water level

Narrow scale
water level
DP

Downcomer
DP

Riser
Feed
water
From hotleg

Fig. 1

To coldleg

The nodalization of VVER-440 steam generator for SMABRE code

The feed water lines are described up to the feed water tank. The feed water pumps inject
water directly from this tank into the feed water collector. From the collector water flows via the high
pressure heaters and the feed water lines into the steam generators. The modelling of total volume of
the feedwater line is essential in the steam line break to describe the increased feedwater to the broken
steam generator due to decreased pressure. The feed water lines include the control valves and the
check valves. The new feed water supply system of Loviisa, injecting feed water just below the
nominal water level in the steam generator, is modelled.
The steam lines are modelled up to the turbine valves. In order to obtain a realistic steam
consumption, a special care was taken to model the control system of the turbine valves. The steam
header, connected to six steam lines, is divided into two nodes.
All main primary and secondary side related operational systems that may operate in the steam
line break are modelled. Also protection and control actions, essential in the steam line break, are
modelled, with the exception of the lower level reactor protection signals. The pressure dependent
safety injections are described without pipelines. These models, however, take into account the
possible presence of pure water in the simulated pipelines before boration. More conservatism was
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included in the analyses by assuming that emergency boration signal does not initiate any boron
injection and the high pressure safety injection system operates in minimum configuration.
In the beginning of the transients, the reactor is assumed to operate at the uprated nominal
power of 1500 MW and with a stationary xenon concentration, with the reactor power controller
already disconnected, with the control rods in the lowest permissible position, and no boron in the
coolant. Most of the cooling circuit parameters are kept at their nominal values.
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The scoping calculations
Extensive scoping calculations were performed with the thermal hydraulic system code
SMABRE. In all the studied cases, the complete shutdown of the reactor was assumed upon reactor
scram. With the scoping calculations, the transient variant with the lowest fluid temperature at the core
inlet before the safety injection was determined.
The scoping calculations were focused to vary the break size, the operation of the reactor
coolant pump trip in the broken loop and the loss of offsite power at turbine trip. All the calculated
transient variants were performed with break sizes of 50, 100, 200 and 263 % of one steam line flow
area. The biggest break flow areas were in the cases with two double ended breaks (2x200 %). The 50
and 100 % cases indicate a partial break in a steam line, the 200 % a double ended break, and the 263
% case a large break of the steam collector just above the steam generator. The assumed simultaneous
breaks in two steam lines are located outside the containment before the main steam isolation valves. In
one case the two broken steam lines lead to the same turbine, and to different turbines in the other. In
the case with different turbines, the cooled two sectors are adjacent sectors in the core.
In the steam line break cases it is reasonable to assume, that level measurements in the broken
steam generator may fail to operate as a result of the initiating event. In Loviisa, this eliminates the
reactor coolant pump trip in the broken loop. However, contrary to most VVER-440 plants, the reactor
coolant pumps are tripped also according to the signal of low pressure in the primary circuit. This
signal is not eliminated. Similarly, the formation of the signal for steam generator isolation is
independent of the measurements in the broken loop. Here, the isolation of the steam generators is
performed by the signal for low pressure in the steam header. Furthermore, the assumption of one main
steam line isolation valve to fail in the isolation leads practically to the same conditions, as the other
steam line isolation valves isolate the intact steam generators from the break. The significance of the
main steam line isolation is that until the valves are closed the intact steam generators are bleeding.
One group of analyses was performed assuming that the reactor coolant pump is tripped at the
time of the isolation of the emergency feed water. This isolation is a result of a low pressure in one
steam line compared to others. (In the real plant this pump trip is not available.) Also, a group of
analyses including the loss of offsite power at the time of turbine trip with different break size was
studied. Further, an early turbine trip resulting from high water level in the steam generators due to
flashing, was analysed. The behaviour of narrow and large scale water level measurement during the
case with 100 % break is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2

Narrow and large scale water level in broken steam generator

The scoping studies showed that a larger break in the steam lines does not necessarily lead to a
stronger cooling at the core inlet. The trip of the reactor coolant pump in the broken steam generator
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loop and the isolation of the steam generators appeared to be important processes in limiting the
amount of cooling down. Generally, a larger break area leads to a faster pressure decrease both in the
secondary and primary side. As a result, the faster isolation of the steam generators and faster boron
injection is expected.

Recriticality analyses with HEXTRAN-SMABRE
According to scoping calculation, the potentially most reactive variants were analysed using
the coupled code HEXTRAN-SMABRE. These calculations describe the combined effect of a stuck
control rod and flow of colder water from the broken steam generator to the same core sector. The
chosen steam line break sizes were 100 %, 263 % and 2x200 %.
In all these cases the reactor trip results from high power within 10 to 20 s, when the
decreasing core inlet temperature, particularly in the broken steam generator sector, introduces
additional reactivity in the core. The primary pressure begins to fall down after the scram. The cooling
is fastest with the two larger breaks. In these cases the consequent pressure reduction initiates high
pressure safety injection pumps with gradual boration, and somewhat later, trip of all the reactor
coolant pumps. The scram first brings the reactor deeply subcritical and to a very low fission power.
Due to decrease of coolant inlet and fuel temperatures, however, the subcriticality begins to reduce. In
the colder core sector corresponding to the broken steam generator and the stuck control rod, the power
does not decrease as quickly, and even slightly increases within the second minute from the beginning,
when the inlet temperature of the sector goes below the recriticality temperature. The local power peak
then begins to disappear because of the temporary increase of the inlet temperature, which is due to
improved mixing by gravitational forces with decreasing flow and isolation of the intact steam
generators (Fig. 3). The boration finally ensures subcriticality.

Fig. 3

Core inlet temperature in six parallel sectors and in the cold leg after broken steam
generator, 263 % break
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Fig. 4

Core inlet temperature in six parallel sectors and in the cold leg after broken steam
generator, 100 % break

In the case with the 100 % break, it is assumed that the reactor coolant pump of the broken
loop is not tripped, because the large scale water level measurement is assumed lost. The pumps of the
other loops do not trip either, because, due to smaller break the primary pressure does not decrease
enough (Fig. 4). During the third minute from the break, the reactor temporarily reaches criticality with
a rather peaked radial power distribution (Figs, 5 and 6) when the temperature in the cold sector goes
below the recriticality temperature, and when the full flow cools down the reactor effectively. The
boration finally supresses power generation within the next few minutes.
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Fig. 5

Fission power, 100 % break
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Fig. 6

Assembly-wise fission power distribution at maximum power, 100 % break

The cases with the larger breaks do not lead to real recriticality, but the small temporary power
increase is due to combined improved local multiplication and the remaining source of delayed
neutrons from the preceding full power period. Such a situation is also analysed in [1]. The case with
full flow and smaller break, on the other hand, seems to be a real recriticality with slightly higher
power peak. In all these rather conservative cases the temporal power rise is of the same order as decay
heat, and so the results do not deviate noticiably from the simpler scoping calculations. The hot channel
analyses indicated that the cooling of the fuel is not threathened in the steam line break. The further
addition of boron by the operator is necessary to reach cold shutdown.
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Discussion
As a minimum requirement for the steam line break analyses, the model has to be capable for
the two-phase simulation with gravity phase separation and energy non-equilibrium. A more refined
collection of requirements for the code and nodalization, that emerged during these analyses, is
summarized in Table 1. The requirements are mainly on the modelling aspects. Mostly, they may be
considered in other kind of transients, too.
In the core modelling the most important feature, as concerns the main steam line break, is a
proper modelling of the core inlet distributions. In the present code combination, this is based on sector
division according to primary loops. This representation gives to some extent distorted but conservative
result, at least in full flow cases. In principle these distributions could be given with the accuracy of an
assembly, but currently there is no reliable and fast enough calculation system to produce them. In
particular, mixing in the downcomer and the lower plenum during asymmetric changing flow
conditions would require model development and extensive validation.
Detailed modelling of assembly properties is not very critical in the steam line break because
of the fairly mild transient from the core point of view. However, speedup of the computers enable also
pin power reconstruction calculations and more detailed burnup and temperature dependent fuel and
gas gap properties. The HEXTRAN code is currently developed further in these fields.
The conventional method to bring conservatism to the behaviour of the reactor core is still
defendable in safety analyses to cover uncertainty of critical parameters. Here the reactor data is chosen
mainly conservatively and without this conservatism, no recriticality would have been observed in
these cases. The present analyses, however, indicate that in complicated transients the introduction of
conservatism is not straight forward because of competing phenomena that can influence the timing in
some cases and even the sign of expected result. Sensitivity analyses are needed to evaluate importance
and interaction of various corrections, such as the combined effects of Doppler coefficient and gas gap
conductance.
For the primary and secondary circuits, including all the components and operating systems,
the best estimate modelling with all the main details is used. Compared to the old analyses, the results
appear more conservative in some respects, but still, a better modelling may be achieved. The division
of the steam generators into the riser and downcomer part together with the simulation of the water
level measurements leading to a later pump trip, is one example. In the same example, as a result of the
decreased heat transfer in the riser part of the steam generator, the cooling effect of the broken loop is
not so strong.
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Table 1. Requirements for thermohydraulic model and nodalization for steam line breaks in VVERs.
1

2

3

4
5
6

7
8

9

10

Layered steam generator primary and
secondary side

The heat transfer area is reduced by secondary level
drop.
Primary side circulation possible.
SG secondary side with riser and
Real circulation pattern in SG secondary side, in riser
downcomer
2-phase mixture upwards, at the ends and on the sides
of the SG vessel, water flow downwards.
The collapsed water level in the downcomer is higher
than in the riser and influences water level
measurements.
Simulation of water level measurements The characteristics of the measuring equipment in
interpreting pressure difference into water level are
considered.
Feedwater lines
The total volume of the feedwater from the feedwater
lines into broken SG increases the cooling.
Boric acid injection system
Real plant injection characteristics and the total
volumes of pipelines.
Sectors in downcomer and lower plenum Horizontal cross flow and turbulent mixing model
with mixing
defines the core inlet temperature and boron
concentration.
Sectors in core
Heat transfer to the coolant for each sector.
Sectors in upper plenum
Horizontal cross flow and turbulent mixing model
contribute to the SG heat transfer via hot leg
temperatures
Upper head nodalization
Vertical mixing, like cooling of upper head after upper
plenum temperature drop, decreases the primary
pressure.
Signals and their failures
Near the break, the measurements may fail due to
consequential damage.

As the scoping studies showed, a larger break in the steam lines does not necessarily lead to a
stronger cooling at the core inlet. So, the definition of the analysed cases is very important and also the
circumstances, where the steam line break leads most likely to recriticality, are essential. These cases
are highly dependent on the reactor type and also on the constitution of the automation systems even
within the same reactor type. Generally, the steam line break in the hot stand-by state should always be
analysed. The present study was involved in the power upgrading project, and because the steam line
break in hot stand-by state was basically unchanged, it was not analysed here. An example of a
different control action from many VVER-440 reactors, is the reactor coolant pump trip due to the low
primary pressure in Loviisa.
The loose coupling of HEXTRAN and SMABRE worked well in the current transient, as it
has earlier done in more demanding cases. No severe calculation problems were encountered in this
particular case, because the present code system has been used for this plant already for a number of
years. The construction, testing and validation of the mo dels, however, has called for much more
effort. A positive side effect has been that the analysts have better familiarised themselves with the
real plant.
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Conclusions
The main steam line break of the Loviisa plant is analysed. The calculations showed that only
a mild return to power after the reactor scram is to be expected under the worst conditions. The
recriticality, or a low subcriticality combined with the source effect of delayed neutrons, raising the
power locally for a period of one hundred seconds or so, but the cooling of the fuel was not threatened.
The proper analysis of the main steam line break requires a three-dimensional core calculation
due to the asymmetric phenomena. Generally, the coupling of a one-dimensional thermal hydraulic
code with a three-dimensional core kinetic code is sufficient for realistic analyses. Still, accurate
modelling of the transients is a very demanding task, because various complicated processes, such as
asymmetric power generation, mixing in the reactor vessel and various protection and control actions,
contribute to the scenario. A modern calculation system with a detailed description of plant functions
and core behaviour offers the possibility to evaluate the plant safety in a more realistic and versatile
manner.
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Summary
The tools and methods used in KFKI-AEKI for the safety analysis calculation of RIA and ATWS events
are presented. The results of two selected transients are detailed. An asymmetric steam-line break
problem was analyzed by the coupled KIKO3D-ATHLET code system, while the presented ATWS event
was calculated by the SMATRA code.

Introduction
Most of Reactivity Initiated Accidents (RIA) and Anticipated Transients Without Scram
(ATWS) can be characterized by significant deformation of the time dependent power and temperature
distributions, therefore the use of 3D or 1D coupled neutronic and thermal-hydraulic codes is
necessary. In KFKI-AEKI two types of tools are used for calculations:
-The 3D dynamic code KIKO3D, coupled to the ATHLET system thermal hydraulic code in two
different ways. It is possible to use the stand-alone KIKO3D code with its own core thermal hydraulic
module, too.
-The 1D dynamic code SMATRA, in this the TRAB core model is coupled to the SMABRE system
thermal hydraulic code. It is possible to use the stand-alone TRAB code for hot channel calculations.
The above tools have been applied in the deterministic safety analysis of NPP Paks for
introducing modernized fuel assemblies. The safety calculations must be conservative even in case of
using best estimate codes. This needs more sophisticated considerations and methods during the
analysis than the application of the simple point kinetic model.
At first the methods and the validation process of the above tools are discussed briefly. The
definition and introduction of conservative assumptions and parameters into these analyses in the
KFKI-AEKI practice are described after this.
An asymmetric steam line break calculation of NPP Paks calculated by KIKO3D-ATHLET is
presented in the report as a selected example of the application. In an other example, the SMATRA
code was used for ATWS calculation. The results of the inadvertent withdrawal of control assembly
group without scram are discussed in the paper.

Description of the codes
KIKO3D is a three-dimensional reactor dynamics program for coupled neutron kinetics and
thermohydraulics calculation of VVER type pressurized water reactor cores [1-2]. The code has been
developed in the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute. Main applications of KIKO3D are the
calculation of asymmetric accidents in core, e.g. control rod
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ejection, start-up of inoperable loop, inadvertent control rod withdrawal. The above - so called middle-fast transients play an important role in safety analyses. The modeling of the faster transients
characterized by the pressure waves spreading at sonic velocity is out of the scope.
KIKO3D is a nodal code, the nodes are the hexagonal or rectangular fuel assemblies
subdivided into axial layers. Typical numbers of assemblies and axial layers for a VVER-440 core are
349 and 10, respectively. The symmetries of full and 1/2 core can be used. The thermohydraulics is
calculated in separate axial hydraulic channels of the core, each of which relates to one fuel assembly.
The conservation equations of mass, energy and momentum are solved for liquid and vapour phases. In
order to get an accurate representation of the fuel temperature feed-back, a heat transfer calculation
with several radial meshes is done for an average representative fuel rod in each node. The release of
prompt and delayed nuclear heat in the fuel is modeled. In the present version of the code, the VVER440 correlations are used in the thermohydraulical module.
The neutron kinetics model of KIKO3D solves the two-group diffusion equations for
homogenized fuel assemblies. Special, generalized response matrices of the time dependent problem
are introduced. The unknowns are the scalar flux integrals on node boundaries. The time dependent
nodal equations are solved by using the IQS (Improved Quasi Static) factorization method.
The ATHLET (Analysis of Thermal-hydraulics of Leaks and Transients) system thermal
hydraulic code [3] is a well verified computer code developed by the Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS). It has a wide range of application for the analysis of anticipated and
abnormal plant transients, small and intermediate leaks as well as large breaks in PWRs and BWRs.
ATHLET offers the possibility of choosing between different models for the simulation of fluiddynamics. A two-fluid, 6-equation model, with completely separated equations for mass, energy and
momentum for both phases, taking into account also non-condensables is included in the last release
version. In our calculations the 1.2A version is used with the option of 5 equations.
There are two possibilities for the coupling of KIKO3D to ATHLET thermal hydraulics:
•

Coupling of 3D neutronics models to the system code that models completely the thermalhydraulics in the primary circuit including the core region. In this case ATHLET obtains the heat
source from the decay heat model of KIKO3D. The fuel and moderator temperatures, moderator
densities, boron concentrations necessary for the feedback in KIKO3D originate from the ATHLET
program. The drawback of this method is that the assumed discretization of the system
thermohydraulic code is too coarse to take into account the node-wise feed-back effects.

•

Parallel running of the two programs. In this case KIKO3D obtains inlet flow rate, enthalpy, boron
concentration distribution and outlet pressure from ATHLET. ATHLET performs calculations in
the core too. KIKO3D calculates the time dependent heat source distributions.

At the first step of the KIKO3D benchmark testing, two rectangular problems were solved.
The time-dependent two-group constants were given in both three-dimensional problems, consequently
the neutronic part of the code was validated separately. In the LMW (Langenbuch-Maurer-Werner)
problem [4] a normal operational transient in a pressurized water reactor is investigated. The slow
variation of the reactivity and the power is induced by the motion of two absorber groups moving in
opposite directions. In the HWR (Heavy Water Reactor) problem [5] an accident initiated by a
hydraulical event is simulated in a CANDU type reactor. The maximum value of the reactivity is near
to 1$, and the transient is shut down by SCRAM. The peculiarities of this benchmark problem are the
very large size both of the reactor core and that of the node-size (78x78x80 cm), as well as the
asymmetric application of the perturbations. The reference solution was calculated by the CERKIN code.
Average power of reactor and thermal flux shapes were compared during the transient. Fig. 15. shows the
time dependence of the average power for KIKO3D and for CERKIN. The thermal flux shapes belonging
to different codes are compared in Fig. 16. at time points t=0.0s and t=0.9s. The flux shape is given in
direction X, at Y=360cm and Z=270cm.
The KIKO3D code was validated also against the hexagonal VVER-440 specific "AER"
benchmark problems [6,9,12,15,18]. Five benchmarks of different aim was investigated till this time. With
respect to the geometry, these problems are corresponding to the standard first cycle of the VVER-440
reactors. The first three benchmarks are asymmetric rod ejections from low power level, containing more
and more complicate feedback calculations. The 4th problem is directed mostly for the investigation of the
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interaction between neutron kinetics and core thermal hydraulics, the initial event is boron dilution and
cooling disturbance of the coolant. The 5th benchmark is a symmetric steam-line break problem.
The systematic solution and the comparative analysis of the presented benchmark series validated
the adequacy of KIKO3D models for VVER reactors. Results of other independent codes verified the
neutron kinetic solution. The agreement was good even with the application of relatively large time steps
due to the factorization method [7,8,10,11,13,14,16,17,19,20].
The selected results demonstrated the capabilities of KIKO3D for safety analysis of VVER power
plants. It is a best estimate code but methods for conservative distortion of the desired parameters has been
developed in it. Solution of the realistic benchmark problems made necessary the extensive analysis and
the improvement of some parts of the thermohydraulic model. The final results were reliable and the
accuracy of the safety related parameters was satisfactory.
SMATRA is an accident analysis code developed in Technical Research Center of Finland for
VVER analyses [21]. It couples dynamically the core model of the axially one-dimensional reactor
dynamics code TRAB [22] and the thermohydraulic circuit model SMABRE [23]. It is intended for
applications, where the main spatial effects occur in axial direction, e.g. RIA and ATWS.
SMATRA includes 1D models for two-group neutronics, fuel rod heat transfer, and thermal
hydraulics of typical coolant channel. Fuel temperature rise after boiling crisis and clad oxidation are
modeled as extreme phenomena. TRAB core model of SMATRA can be used separately for hot channel
analyses on the basis of the output files of the main calculations made with SMATRA 1D or other 3D
dynamic code, e.g. KIKO3D. The circuit hydraulics of SMABRE consists of five conservation equations
for mass and enthalpy of vapor and liquid and the momentum for the mixture.
The TRAB, SMABRE and the coupled SMATRA codes were thoroughly verified [24-28]. The
methods for generating reactor physics data, and the steady state results of the reactor dynamics codes have
been verified by comparisons with plant data. Validation of the dynamics consists of calculation of start-up
experiments and real plant transients, of international benchmark problems and code comparisons. Thermal
hydraulic circuit models have been validated with calculating international standard problems. Real plant
transients have been simulated with VVER models with good accuracy. The validation work for SMABRE
and SMATRA against Loviisa measurements is described in ref. [27].
SMATRA was adapted in KFKI AEKI, it was extensively applied for RIA&ATWS calculations
in AGNES project, during reevaluation of safety of VVER-440/213 units at NPP PAKS [29].

Conservative neutronic calculations using 3D (or 1D) best estimate kinetic codes, the “frameparameters”
The conservatism of the safety analysis calculations must be assured even in the case of
application of 3D best estimate codes. This paragraph gives the discussion of reasons and methods of
the conservative approach used in the neutronic calculations.
The uncertainties of the following parameters and circumstances must be considered.
1. The dependence of fuel node group constants on the moderator and fuel temperatures and on the
coolant void content. - The feed-back is determined by these parameters but the power distribution
is influenced by them too.
2. The reactorphysical parameters of the absorbers. - In the VVER-440 reactors, large boron steel
assemblies replace the follower fuel assemblies during absorber insertion causing strong
deformation of the power distribution. Moreover, the absorber albedo determines the control
efficiency and the reactivity conditions.
3. The uncertainty of the distribution of the burnup and the most important isotopes (Xe, Sm), the
dependence of the group constants on these parameters.
4. The uncertainty originating from the space-time kinetic nodal algorithm.
The error originating from the nodal approach mentioned in 4 can be estimated from the
validation process. In general, it can concluded that this type of uncertainty is smaller than the errors
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rising from the first 3 reasons. The first three type of errors are resulting from the determination and
parametrization of the few group constants and from the different loading patterns applied from cycle
to cycle. In order to handle these uncertainties and - in spite of their existence - to assure the
conservatism of the neutronic calculations, the so called “frame parameters” are applied.
Although the number of node-wise parameters characterizing the group constants is very
large, it is supposed that not too large number of parameters (e.g. reactivity coefficients, peaking
factors) determine the main characteristics and consequences of the transients and accidents. The
maximum or/and the minimum values of such parameters form the set of the frame parameters. They
belong to the initial stationary state, namely the core is in safe conditions only in that case when the
corresponding parameters are surely within the range determined by the frame parameters. In the
course of “proof” of this, both the uncertainty of the determination (group constants, nodalization) and
the influence of the different loading patterns must be taken into account. Consequently the actual
values of the frame parameters must be calculated before each reloading in the core design phase [30].
In the determination of the uncertainty originating from the group constants and the nodalization, the
comparison with the result of the start-up measurements plays an essential role.
In the practice followed in KFKI-AEKI, the following set of the frame parameters are used:
- Maximum linear heat rate depending on the fuel pin burnup.
- Maximum pin power.
- Maximum and minimum values of moderator temperature reactivity coefficient at BOC HZP, EOC
FP.
- Maximum value of the fuel temperature reactivity coefficient at BOC and EOC.
- Maximum and minimum values of the boron concentration reactivity coefficient at BOC FP.
- Shut down reactivity. The most efficient absorber is stuck, the power is zero, the temperatures are
corresponding to the zero power before cooling down, Xe, Sm, boron are frozen due to FP.
- Excess reactivity at BOC HZP (determined via critical boron concentration)
- Maximum efficiency of the ejected rod at BOC, EOC and at FP, HZP.
- Maximum and minimum efficiency of the working group of absorber rods.
- Maximum recriticality temperature
- The minimum efficiency of the scram rods (the most efficient rod is stuck)
- Minimum and maximum value of the total delayed neutron fraction at BOC and EOC.
- Subcriticality with the maximum assumed boron concentration(all control rods are withdrawn).
- Minimum subcriticality during refueling (the most efficient control rod is withdrawn).
The user of KIKO3D and SMATRA is supported by special subroutines and input
possibilities, which make possible the tuning of the prescribed frame parameters at the initial state of
the transients.
Analysis of a steam-line break accident
The consequences of an asymmetric steam line break accident in a VVER-440 reactor have
been studied. The concern is that the cooling of the secondary loop results in cooling of the primary
loop, leading to a reactivity and a power increase. The power increase actuates the scram but further
cooling can lead to recriticality and to a second power increase.
The transient was calculated by the ATHLET-KIKO3D coupled code system. The TRAB code
was used for the hot channel calculations. The transfer functions between the core periphery and the
ionization chambers were determined by the MCNP Monte-Carlo code.
The double-ended break is assumed to occur in the steam line of one SG (No. 6.). The break
location is immediately at the SG outlet. The cross sections of the break are A=0.24 m2 and A=0.1244
m2 on the SG and MSH side respectively, taking into account the different real cross sections of the
steam line.
The asymmetric behavior of the primary loops must be taken into account. The ATHLET
input deck is a two-loop model with 1/6-5/6 distribution of the primary circuit. Several core super
channels are given in the two core segments. Grouping of the fuel assemblies into ATHLET superchannels is shown in Fig. 1. The numbering of assemblies and heated rods are shown in Table 1.
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Name of TFO
V-AV1-5

Number of
assemblies
13

Name in the
feedback map
A01

Number of
heated rods
1638

V-AV2-5

28

A02

3528

V-AV3-5

37

A03

4662

V-AV4-5

40

A04

5040

V-AV5-5

142

A05

17892

FOLLOW5

30.83

A06

3906

V-AV1-1

1

A07

126

V-AV2-1

1

A08

126

6

A09

756

V-AV4-1

2

A10

252

V-AV5-1

9

A11

1134

V-AV6-1

11

A12

1386

V-AV7-1

10

A13

1260

V-AV8-1

13

A14

1638

FOLLOW1

5.17

A15

630

V-AV3-1

Marker of
assemblies

¤

Table 1: Core pattern with the 15 ATHLET super-channels.
Due to a single failure - the protection signal "pressure difference between SG and MSH is
greater than 0.5 MPa" is not available - the MSIV in the single steam line does not close allowing
blowdown of the intact SGs through the main steam headers. (The flow is limited by the steam line steam header connection line). As a result, not only the affected SG is emptied completely, but
considerable mass is lost from the intact ones as well. The consequence of the main isolation valve
failure is that the reactor coolant pump of the affected loop remains in operation driving cold water into
the reactor core. Further consequence is that the feedwater isolation valves to the affected SG (No. 6.,
connected to the broken loop) do not close, the auxiliary and emergency feedwater to the affected SG
do not stop.
The initial state corresponds to EOC in order to maximize the absolute value of the moderator
temperature coefficient. Conservative assumptions are made concerning the isothermal recriticality
temperature (210 o C) and the coincidence of a stuck control rod with the sector of cold water from the
damaged steam generator. The “frame parameters” are chosen in a conservative way, too. For the
effective delayed neutron fraction, conservative under-estimate value is used. The parameters of the
parametrized group constant in KIKO3D are modified to achieve the conservative minimum of the coolant
temperature reactivity coefficient: 70.0 pcm/K at FP EOC state. The best-estimate value of the fuel
temperature reactivity coefficient -3.5 pcm/K is used. After the scram the most effective control rod is
stuck. The control rod albedo is tuned to achieve the 210 o C recriticality temperature.
The effect of the realistic response of ex-core detectors in an asymmetric power rise was taken
into account. The detector signals were calculated from the space and time dependent flux in the core,
which are calculated by KIKO3D, and from predetermined transfer functions between the outgoing
current at the core periphery and the detector reaction rate. This latter function was determined by a set
of MCNP Monte-Carlo calculations.
It turned out that the scram occurred at a higher power level then 110 %, due to the outcore
signal evaluation process of the plant computer. The power level of the core is measured by 3 ex-core
detectors in each “chain” positioned in rotational symmetry of 120o degree around the core. Two sets of
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such chains are used for power measurement at the given reactor state, which are overlapped by 15o
turning and both of them contains one detector which is close to the 6th loop. The plant computer
evaluates the signal of the ex-core detectors and initiates scram if two of the three detectors in one
chain detect the 110 % power level. In case of asymmetric perturbation, the power is higher in the
vicinity of the strongly cooled loop than in the other 5/6 part of the core and the scram signal can be
delayed comparing to the case when the average power is considered. In this respect the damaged SG is
selected conservatively because the 6th loop is close to one of the detectors but one signal is not enough
to actuate scram. Both distant detectors feel essentially lower power increase, which delays the scram
actuation (see Fig. 9). Due to the time delay, the scram was initiated 17.5 s after the break when
average core power increased to 125% of the nominal value. The chronology of events is shown in
Table 2.
Time (s)
Event
0.0
Break open
0.3
∆p (MSH-SG) > 0.5 MPA
0.3
Turbine trip, valve 1 close
17.5
Reactor power > 110 %
17.5
Scram
30.6
Turbine trip, valve 2 close
65.3
Pressurizer heaters off
72.8
Reactor outlet pressure < 11.8 MPa and PRZ level < 2.7 m (SI signal)
113.8
HPIS injection starts
168.8
AFW pump start
364.1
PRZ heaters on
Table 2: Chronology of events
The break in the single main steam line loop causes a rapid pressure decrease in the SG of this
loop (Fig. 2). The pressure decrease of the other loops due to the opened MSIV is slower. There is a
liquid flow through the break during the first 8-10 s.
The pressure difference between the main steam header and the steam generator exceeds the
0.5 MPa. This gives a closing signal to the single loop MSIV but this valve fails to close (single failure)
and consequently the corresponding MCP does not stop. Although the pressure difference signal could
stop the main feed water injection, it was not stopped in the calculation in order to maximize the
primary cooling.
The decrease of the cold leg and core inlet temperatures (Fig. 3) causes increasing reactivity
(Fig. 4) and core relative power (Fig. 5). After scram the reactivity and the power of the fuel assemblies
decrease rapidly. After the scram rods reached their lowest position, the reactivity starts to increase
again due to the continuous moderator temperature decrease. Due to the intensive cooling of the
primary circuit, the density of the primary coolant is increasing, and as a consequence the pressurizer
level falls down to 2 m at 90 s (Fig. 6). The decreasing level starts the HPIS injection at about 114 s,
when the boration is starting (Fig. 7). The core inlet temperature is decreasing continuously (Fig. 3)
which leads to an increasing reactivity (Fig. 4). At the time of starting the HPIS boration, reactivity is
near to zero, but further increase is moderated by the increasing boron concentration. The reactivity can
not exceed zero (Fig. 4) and only a limited rise of the average power can be observed up to 110 s (Fig.
5). The reactivity effect of the injected boron (40 g/kg) is higher than that of the decreasing core inlet
temperature which results in a decreasing reactivity and core power after 400 s. This boron
concentration is enough to close the reactor at any temperature.
The time dependent behavior of the core parameters were studied, using the above
conservative assumptions. In spite of the strong cooling, recriticality did not occurred but the
increasing reactivity resulted in increasing power level especially in the affected sector. After the scram
the maximum of the linear heat rate was reached at about 130 s according to Fig. 8. The power rise due
to the cooled moderator was larger before the scram. The most loaded assembly was the 36th one
according to the KIKO3D numbering.
The hot channel analysis was performed by the TRAB code. The time-dependent KIKO3D axial
power distribution of the most loaded assembly was multiplied by the Kx radial power peaking factor. This
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factor was determined from the core design limits of the maximum linear heat rate (315 W/cm at EOC) and
the maximum pin power (57 kW). Assuming that these limits are valid at 104 % of the nominal power, the
maximum value of Kx radial power peaking factor was limited to 1.59 due to the 57 kW pin power limit.
As the initial value of Kq and Kz are known from the KIKO3D calculation, Kx is responsible for Kk and the
engineering safety factor.
The results of the hot channel calculation are given in Figs. 10-11. only before the scram. Boiling
crisis did not occur, the minimum of DNB ratio was 2.5 using the SMOLIN bundle correlation. The clad
temperature remained below 334 Co . The maximum centerline fuel temperature was 1825 Co . The hot
channel calculation proved, that heat transfer crisis did not occur and the PA acceptance criteria were
fulfilled.

Analysis of an ATWS event
The inadvertent withdrawal of a control assembly group was analyzed without scram. Control
group No. 6. (containing 7 control assemblies in symmetrical positions) was withdrawn with 2 cm/s
velocity from the most unfavorable position permitted by the operational rules at full power. The
calculation was performed by the SMATRA code with best-estimate temperature feedback parameters
at the beginning of cycle. The acceptance criteria for PA (postulated accident) were investigated. The
time of withdrawal was 1 minute, but the transient was followed by the calculation up to 30 minutes. A
common electric failure was supposed in the emergency reactor protection system (ERP), stopping all
level ERP signals. Hence the transient was going on without scram, without automatic boration,
without turbine trip. Operator action was assumed only after 30 minutes. The most characteristic
parameters of the transient are shown in Figs. 13-14.
The withdrawal of the control assemblies inserts reactivity, the power is raising rapidly in the
first 52 s, its maximum is 147 %. During the withdrawal the fuel and moderator temperature are
raising, the average fuel temperature by 115 o C, the average coolant temperature by 12 o C. After
finishing the withdrawal, the temperature feedback causes a small but rapid decrease of power, then the
power is stable at 139 % until ca. 400 s. The primary pressure is increasing due to the high temperature,
it has a large peak above 143 bar, hence not only the relief valve but the first safety valve of the
pressurizer opens for a-few seconds, it is enough for the limitation of the pressure (the 2. safety valve
remains closed). When the rod withdrawal is finished, the power increase stops. The decreasing power
results in a pressure drop from 14.3 to 12.7 MPa while the outlet temperature is at 316.7 °C. There is no
void at the outlet of the core.
The permanent excess heat transfer from the primary side increases secondary pressure, the steam
dump to the steam condenser is open after 66s but it can not compensate the pressure rise. The steam
generator (SG) water level falls rapidly due to the increased steam generation. At 170 s the -400 mm SG
level setpoint of the stepwise startup procedure is reached, and at 276 s this starts auxiliary and emergency
feedwater injections. This can not compensate the further level decrease, and the SG level is stabilized due
to the later power stabilization only after 550 s at ca. 1.05 m. Before this at ca. 400 s, there is a sudden
change in the heat transfer, because the first layer of the SG is totally dried out. The drop of heat transfer in
SG results partly in a pressure rise at the pressurizer, partly in negative reactivity causing rapid decrease of
power. The relief valve of the pressurizer opens again in this period, but after 600 s it remains closed. After
600s reactivity is zero again, the reactor parameters are stabilized (power at 110 %, pressure at 128 bar,
outlet temperature at 318 °C). The primary pressure is below the limit of the makeup system. This means
that after 30 minutes the operator can start boration to decrease power and finally the reactor will be shut
down. Manual scram is an other possibility for shut down.
The hot channel calculation was carried out by TRAB code with the conservative kx=1.823 radial
power peak factor. The minimum of the critical heat flux ratio diminished due to the high power till 400 s,
but did not reach the 1.3 DNB margin (conservative limit of boiling crisis in GIDROPRESS correlation).
The maximum outlet void fraction in the hot channel was 48 % . The maximum of the fuel centerline
temperature was 1568 °C . The calculations proved that the PA and even the AOO acceptance criteria were
fulfilled.
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Fig. 1. Nodalization of the core into super-channels
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Fig. 2: Pressure of the steam-generators

Fig. 3: Core inlet temperature
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Fig. 4: Dynamic reactivity

Fig. 5: Relative core power
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Fig. 6: Pressurizer collapsed level

Fig. 7: Core inlet boron concentration
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Fig. 8: Assembly power in various super-channels

Fig. 9: Signal of ex-core detectors
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Fig. 10: Minimum of DNB ratio in the most loaded fuel assembly (SMOLIN
bundle)

Fig. 11: Maximum of clad temperature in the most loaded fuel assembly
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Fig. 12: Maximum of fuel centerline temperature in the most loaded fuel assembly

Fig. 13: Fission power and coolant temperature during inadvertent withdrawal of a control rod group,
without scram (ATWS)
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Fig. 14: Core outlet pressure and steam generator's water level during inadvertent withdrawal of a control
rod group, without scram (ATWS)
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Fig.15. Comparison of average power in HWR test problem.

Fig. 16. Comparison of thermal flux shapes in X direction belonging to t=0.0s and t=0.9s in HWR test
problem.
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Summary
This paper summarises the latest results in the development and implementation of a coupled
RELAP5/PANTHER model of the Sizewell B reactor. A full 4-loop RELAP5/MOD3.2 model has been
constructed of the primary and secondary systems, with the core divided into four quadrants and 12
axial nodes. Coupling to PANTHER is enabled by TALINK, a generalised interfacing utility developed
jointly by British Energy and NNC Ltd, which allows pertinent data to be exchanged between the two
codes. The model is driven by RELAP5, which calculates the thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions
at the core inlet, the control rod position and the reactor trip status for input to PANTHER. The
appropriate core power for each quadrant of the core, is then calculated by PANTHER, based on the
RELAP5 supplied data, and its own internally calculated boron concentration based on the initial core
state. The model has been assessed against plant data from two transients; a grid frequency error
injection test at minimum stable generation power, and a single turbine trip event from full power.
Conclusions from this work include insights into the advantages of using coupled thermalhydraulic/reactor kinetics codes for plant transient analysis.

Introduction
The traditional development route adopted by advanced thermal-hydraulic codes designed for
reactor safety studies has been to concentrate on improving the thermal-hydraulic models to
incorporate the latest understanding of the governing heat transfer and fluid flow phenomena.
However, in most cases, the core neutronics modelling has not kept pace with the advances in the
thermal-hydraulics models, and advanced best-estimate codes, such as RELAP5, still rely on point or
1-D neutron kinetics models, allowing only relatively simple treatments of the thermal-hydraulic
feedback on the neutronics calculation.
In contrast, reactor core performance codes required the use of sophisticated core neutronics to
evaluate new fuel loading patterns, and perform transient analysis, such as xenon oscillations etc. Such
codes tended to rely on simple models to provide the necessary thermal-hydraulic feedback on the core
neutronics calculations. As computational power improved, it has been possible to incorporate more
comprehensive thermal-hydraulic models into the latest generation of neutronics codes. However,
these models are generally limited to evaluating core heat transfer, and require boundary condition
information to take account of behaviour external to the core, such as for a loss of steam generator (SG)
heat sink fault etc.
In recent years, it has become clear that the coupling of advanced thermal-hydraulic and
neutronics codes would produce a synergy leading to an improved understanding of the response of a
nuclear power plant to a wide range of initiating events. This paper discusses the results of an
initiative, jointly led by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate, the UK regulatory body, and British
Energy the UK nuclear utility, to validate a coupled thermal-hydraulic/reactor kinetics model of the
Sizewell B reactor. The USNRC code RELAP5/MOD3.2 is employed for the thermal-hydraulics with
the UK industry PANTHER code providing the core neutronics.
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Code Methodology
PANTHER has been developed over the last 15 years to provide a steady-state and transient
neutronics and thermal-hydraulic solution for the two principal UK reactor types (the gas cooled
reactor and pressurised water reactor) and is routinely used to provide support to all British Energy
stations. PANTHER is sufficiently general that it can be, and has been, applied to other reactor types,
eg VVER and RBMK. Over the last few years PANTHER has undergone extensive validation against
benchmark calculations and plant data derived from both UK plant (gas cooled and pressurised water)
and other PWRs.
The RELAP5 code has been developed over a number of years at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory and more recently at Scientech Inc., Rockville for the USNRC. The design
intent of the code has been to provide realistic modelling of all important first-order effects necessary
for the accurate prediction of system transients. It employs a generalised input structure to enable it to
be applied to a wide range of experimental facilities and reactor designs. RELAP5 has been used
extensively throughout the international community and has a long pedigree based on validation
against a wide range of experimental facilities and reactor designs. In the UK, the code has been used
for independent verification of safety case issues in Sizewell B, as well as the investigation of a wide
range of thermal-hydraulic phenomena, in both full-scale plant and separate and integral effects test
facilities.

Background to Validation Programme
This paper describes work carried out by AEA Technology to validate the Sizewell B
RELAP5/PANTHER Plant Model, which employs TALINK (Page 1996) to run coupled calculations
with RELAP5/MOD3.2 (Berta 1995) and PANTHER (Hutt 1996).
An extensive validation programme underwriting the validity of RELAP5/MOD2 was
undertaken in the UK prior to its use for independent assessment calculations for Sizewell B.
Substantial international development of RELAP5 has now taken place, culminating in the currently
released version RELAP5/MOD3.2. In the UK most of the experience gained in use of this version has
been for faults at shutdown (i.e. low power and low pressure). Attention is now being paid to faults at
power.
The RELAP5 code has only a limited reactor kinetics capability and the appropriate reactor
power is best calculated in the neutronics code PANTHER which, through models already available,
has the potential to represent the Sizewell B core in detail at any particular time in the fuel cycle. The
TALINK code provides a capability to link any two, or more, computer codes and allow coupled
calculations with the interchange of information between the linked codes being available at a predefined frequency. The approach adopted in this work is to employ RELAP5 running in parallel with
PANTHER and linked via TALINK. The aim was to use the data from the plant for the validation of
the RELAP5/PANTHER Plant Model.
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Model Description
Two plant transients chosen to form part of the validation of the RELAP5/PANTHER Plant
Model have been performed by comparing the calculations for a Grid Code Compliance test, GCC 50,
and for the Single Turbine Trip (STT) with the corresponding plant data. An outline of these transients
is given later after the basic model has been described.
In model development, as part of this work, the Z-bank control rod model was modified, based
on the plant coolant temperature control system (Nuclear Electric (1996)). Appropriate time lags were
included to match the response to plant data.
The main features of interest for the analysis were the primary and secondary behaviour. The
boundary conditions applied to RELAP5 were principally steam header pressure, SG feed flow rate and
temperature. These boundary conditions were selected since they enabled the validation of the model to
include conditions in the SGs, such as water level and heat transfer, in addition to those on the primary
side. Further boundary conditions were imposed upon RELAP5 or PANTHER, as appropriate, where
operators performed actions which were not part of the station automatic control system such as
boration or overriding the pressuriser heater control system.
For the GCC Test 50 calculation, the secondary side pressures and SG feedwater flow and
temperature, were taken from the plant data and used as boundary conditions in the RELAP5 model.
However, in the case of the Single Turbine Trip event there was little variation in the SG levels and
changes in the feed water temperature were small. Therefore, in this case, the feedwater and level
controls were retained in the RELAP5 model.
For the STT event, it would have been possible to calculate the boron concentration with
appropriate control functions in the RELAP5 model although, in general, this would not be required for
fault studies. It is worth noting that the level of boron in the primary circuit is not well known at times
other than when coolant sampling occurs. This means that there are data uncertainties affecting the
prediction of some nuclear reactivity coefficients, which depend upon the boron concentration. This
manifests itself, as will be seen, through differences between PANTHER model predictions and plant
measurements. Furthermore, following the single turbine trip the reactor stabilises at about 90% power
as a result of control rod insertion, so boron is required to reduce power further. The concentration of
boron in the primary circuit has been estimated from other plant calculations.

Methodology of the Calculations
For both the analyses presented it was necessary to achieve steady state conditions before the
start of the transient. For GCC 50 this involved modelling a reactor power of 60.7%. The single
turbine trip event occurred at close to full load.

The Achievement of Steady State Conditions
In order to achieve rapid convergence to steady conditions some temporary modifications to the
plant model are routinely used. RELAP5 was employed in a standalone mode with the core power set
through a control variable. The pumps were operated under a speed control, which adjusted the speed
to give the required mass flow. The turbine governor valve areas were also set by a control system to
adjust the steam flow to give the correct core inlet temperature for the power. Both these control
systems employed proportional-integral controllers, but it was found that more stable results were
achieved by eliminating the contribution from the integral component until conditions were close to
those required at the steady state.
Once steady state conditions had been achieved in this manner, it was then possible to run the
coupled RELAP5/PANTHER model under steady state conditions with PANTHER now calculating the
core power (see the next section). This was achieved in a restart mode for RELAP5.
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For the STT event it proved necessary to reduce the imposed SG pressure by 0.5bar compared to
measurement (which was within the expected instrument uncertainty) to obtain a match for the core
inlet temperature.

Initiation of the RELAP5/PANTHER Link
At the start of the transient it is necessary to obtain a match with plant data for the reactor
power, the control rod position and the boron concentration. The PANTHER calculation starts with the
burn-up files for the correct point in the fuel cycle and Sizewell geometry specified in “store/retrieve”
files. The initial reactor power is specified in the PANTHER input data as a percentage of the total
reactor power.
The initial part of the PANTHER calculation is set to find the correct boron concentration for
the specified initial conditions and with Keff = 1.0. This is done as a steady state calculation in
PANTHER and a 10-5s timestep in RELAP5. The modelled boron concentration is subsequently
maintained constant in the PANTHER unless specifically altered. The initial rod position set in
RELAP5 from the plant data is imposed upon PANTHER.

Transient Calculations
After the establishment of the coupled RELAP5/PANTHER calculation, PANTHER is set to
determine the power from the rod position and other parameters it receives from RELAP5. New
powers are calculated consistant with an analytical solution for the changes in neutron population as
time progresses. Where a change in boron concentration is required, as when modelling the STT event,
this has been imposed through the PANTHER input. The other data passed to PANTHER are the
temperature, pressure and mass flow for each of the quadrants. The power calculated by PANTHER
for these conditions is then returned to RELAP5.
The frequency of data exchange through TALINK is defined by the minor edit frequency in
RELAP5 which, for the analyses reported here, was chosen as 0.1s. This could be viewed as
effectively defining the timestep for the coupled model, since the RELAP5 and PANTHER
calculations are suspended at the completion of each of these timesteps until the data transfers have
taken place. No back step is possible so the timestep chosen must be sufficiently short to ensure that
the power changes as determined by PANTHER are fully defined.

GCC Test 50
In this test the plant is operating at the Minimum Stable Generation (MSG) power (~52% station
load). A small decrease in grid frequency (0.5 Hz) is simulated over a short time (10 s), resulting in a
reduction in turbine speed and consequent rapid opening of the turbine governor valves to correct this.
The extra steam demand leads to a fall in turbine pressure and a corresponding fall in core inlet
temperature. The rod control system detects both the change in turbine demand and the temperature
fall. The rods are motored out of the core to increase the core power and to attempt to re-balance the
plant conditions. The results are shown in Figures 1 to 4. On each graph the calculation is depicted as
a solid dark line and the data as a broken line.
The calculation exhibited the characteristics of the test described above. Using the coupled
control rod model, the rod movement is well predicted (Figure 1) although the core power is initially
over-predicted by about 2% at the rod maximum withdrawal (Figure 2). The over-prediction of the
power occurs before the mismatch in cold leg temperature, which could point to a mismatch in the
moderator temperature coefficient. It arises as the PANTHER burn-up file being used (the closest
match in terms of burn-up to the test) was not identical to the test and the Moderator Temperature
Coefficient (MTC) is a strong function of burn-up. Furthermore, it has necessarily been assumed that
the core was in equilibrium, including xenon, prior to the test.
The coupled model provides good agreement with measured core inlet temperatures until the
minimum temperature is approached, after which the temperatures are over-predicted consistently by
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~0.5°C, as shown in Figure 3. This is within the expected instrument uncertainty and confirms correct
modelling of heat transfer in RELAP5.
The pressuriser pressure (Figure 4) is seen to be well represented, with the operation of the
sprays, occurring at ~100s, being well-predicted by RELAP5. The pressuriser proportional heaters
provide a boundary condition in the model, with the rise in proportional heater power to 100% being
imposed through input when the primary system pressure falls.

Single Turbine Trip
The initiating event in this analysis is a trip of a single turbine, which causes the control rods to
motor into the reactor and reduce the power until rod movement is arrested at the rod insertion limit. A
reactor trip is avoided automatically by directing steam through the steam dump valves. Operators
increase the boron concentration in the primary circuit manually in order to limit rod insertion and
control axial offset as the steam dump demand is off loaded. A necessary action is to ensure that the
increased boron concentration is also transferred to the water in the pressuriser. This is achieved, again
under operator control, by switching on the pressuriser reserve heaters. This causes the pressuriser
sprays to be activated, drawing water from the cold leg let-down line, which mixes with the water in
the pressuriser.
The results of this base case calculation are shown in Figures 5 to 8. Two calculations are
shown on these figures together with the plant data. The fine line (curve 2) is the initial calculation
described in this paragraph. The bold line (curve 1) was the result of sensitivity studies described later.
It is seen from Figure 5 that the model correctly predicts the start of control rod movement and the rate
of insertion into the reactor. It is evident from Figure 6, however, that the calculated reduction in
power is greater than experienced in the plant. This in turn affects the rod insertion limit, which is
determined from the instantaneous calculated power, leading to the model predicting the limit to occur
at a lower power. The calculated final rod position is therefore lower and thus the resultant core power
is under-predicted for the remainder of the transient. This has a consequent effect on the rest of the
calculated parameters.
A further, but separate, discrepancy is noted in the pressuriser pressure behaviour (Figure 7).
The initial pressure spike is well captured. For this, it proved necessary to ensure that the initial
conditions in the pressuriser were well represented, particularly that the pressuriser proportional heaters
had been operating at the correct power (in this case at ~85%, rather than the expected 50% for normal
operation). However, the subsequent fall in pressure is over-predicted, leading to the model calculating
a minimum primary system pressure which is ~1bar lower than the data. Once the reserve heaters are
switched on, the model over-predicts the pressure recovery, although the rise is arrested at the correct
pressure, albeit ~300s earlier than experienced in the plant. All the reserve heaters (a total of
~1.4MW) are modelled as one heat structure in RELAP5 and switched on as one without any ramp in
power.
Comparison of the predicted core inlet temperature (not shown) illustrates that the model is
over-predicting the average of the four loop temperatures, but matches the upper of the two data curves
well. On the other hand, the model achieves good agreement with the peak and final values of the
pressuriser collapsed liquid level, which is very sensitive to the primary circuit temperature, as shown
in Figure 8, although it under-predicts the data at other points in the transient.

Sensitivity Studies
A further two calculations, based on the above STT analysis, have been performed to assess
potential causes for the discrepancies noted in the previous section and determine the sensitivity of the
overall response of the model to these discrepancies. The result of a calculation with the rod
movement imposed is summarised briefly. More detail is given for the calculation where the actual
(plant) power was imposed.

Rod Movement Imposed
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This calculation was performed with the rod control model in RELAP5 disabled and rod
movement and positions taken from the plant data. Despite the control rod movement now reflecting
the plant response exactly, the fall in calculated reactor power was still over-predicted in this transient,
although the subsequent rise in power was faster than the data. The turn over in reactor power, when
the boron is injected, was well predicted and the model achieved good agreement with the data from
that point in the transient. Other parameters exhibit little difference from the results of the base case
described above, with the pressuriser collapsed liquid level showing the most marked improvement.

Reactor Power Imposed
In order to determine the extent to which the discrepancy in calculated core power is affecting
predictions in the RELAP5 results, the calculation was re-run with an imposed core power, based on
smoothed plant data. The results are shown as the bold line in Figures 5-8.
In this calculation the control rod movement was calculated with the new RELAP5 rod control
model, with the only difference from the base case being that the model now responded to the imposed
(plant) power rather than the calculated power. This was also a test of the model predicting the rod
insertion limit and stopping the rod movement. It is seen (Figure 5) that the new control rod model
predicts a rod insertion limit that is approximately 3 steps greater than seen in the plant, which is within
the data uncertainty.
The calculated core inlet temperatures are marginally higher than the previous analyses as a
result of the higher core power. The error is, however, still small and similar to the data uncertainty.
The pressuriser peak pressure (Figure 7) is still well represented and the subsequent fall in
pressure is now an even closer match to the data. After the fall in pressure, the under-prediction of
pressure is less than 0.5 bar but the subsequent rise in pressure is very similar to that calculated
previously. The sprays are equally successful in arresting the pressure rise.
The model now shows good agreement with the pressuriser collapsed liquid level data during
the middle of the transient, with over-prediction at the peak and at later times in the transient. This
reflects the trend in over-estimating the core inlet temperature. At approximately 400s, there is a small
increase in the core inlet temperature observed in both the data and in the calculation. It is noticed,
however, that the corresponding increase in pressuriser level is rather larger in the calculation than in
the data.

Summary of Results
The RELAP5/PANTHER Plant Model has been shown to calculate overall response for GCC
Test 50 and the Single Turbine Trip event without code failures, giving generally good agreement with
many of the main plant parameters.
The GCC Test 50 was well represented by the calculations in almost all aspects. The main
difference was the greater calculated rate of power increase during rod withdrawal than in the test, and
this led to an over-prediction of power by about 2% (of the reactor full power) just after the control
rods reached their fully withdrawn position.
The calculations of the single turbine trip event showed a faster drop in power as the control
rods were inserted which, when coupled with the rod insertion limit, gave an under-prediction of power
of 4% after the first part (60s) of the transient. The predicted pressuriser level tended to be low (as a
result of the low power) but the core inlet temperature was well-predicted.
Sensitivity studies for the STT show that if the control rod position is forced in line with the
data, there is still an underestimate of the power predicted by PANTHER in the initial part of the
transient. If the power is forced in line with the data, then the time and position at which the rods reach
the insertion limit is correctly predicted, and the pressuriser level agreement is much improved. There
is a consequent increase in core inlet temperature, but this is still within the data uncertainty.
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Efforts have been made to remove inconsistencies in matching core conditions between
RELAP5 and PANTHER. There are unavoidable uncertainties arising through a lack of knowledge of
the precise boron concentration in the plant at the time of the tests. This was the principal cause of the
discrepancies in the response to the single turbine trip.
The main RELAP5 deck employed in the calculations was derived from the RELAP5/MOD3
deck used by British Energy. The rod contol model was modified and proved effective in the transients
modelled here and in other test work (not reported here) carried out during its development.
Throughout the calculations, the link between RELAP5 and PANTHER via TALINK proved
robust and easy to use. The calculation time using a SUN Sparc Ultra2-200 machine was
approximately 5000s for the 600s STT transient.
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Conclusions
A validation exercise has been performed for the Sizewell B RELAP5/PANTHER Plant model.
The model was evaluated against Grid Code Compliance Test 50 and a Single Turbine Trip event.
The following conclusions are drawn:
1.

Calculations of the overall response of the primary circuit to a frequency injection event showed
good overall agreement with the plant data and do not highlight any code deficiencies. There was
a small discrepancy in the power prediction. The results are considered to be as close as might be
expected taking into account approximations in determining the fuel burn-up and more
specifically the uncertainty over boron concentration.

2.

Calculations of the single turbine trip exhibited less good agreement because of an underprediction of the reactor power by PANTHER as the precise boron concentration was only known
approximately. By forcing the correct power to be supplied to the RELAP5 calculation, good
agreement was achieved between the data and the main circuit parameters predicted by RELAP5.

3.

As part of this work a revised rod control model was developed for the RELAP5 deck and this
performed well in the calculations reported here.

4.

The results of this work demonstrate clearly that the RELAP5/PANTHER link via TALINK
works well and the model provides a suitable basis for further fault assessments.

Recommendations
Further work on RELAP5 Balance of Plant (BoP) models/components is recommended. This
would provide a capability to build up a complete plant model. Some important models are either not
available or require further validation. For example the development of a condenser model should be
considered. In recent years RELAP5 has been substantially improved for low pressure applications. A
turbine model is available in the code but further exercising and validation would be beneficial. Finally
data acquisition can be a problem for BoP components. BoP models must be developed in such a way
that the data they require can actually be obtained.
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Summary
To clarify the safety margin of light water nuclear power plants, a ten-year program from
1993 was started by NUPEC named 'IMPACT’, Integrated Modular Plant Analysis and
Computing Technology. In the IMPACT program, an analysis code for boiling transition and
the departure from nucleate boiling has been developed. The prediction precision of 5.1%
was obtained for the critical power of BWR fuel bundles. The fluid structure interaction
analysis code for two-dimensional cross flows has also been developed and could reproduce
the first instability region of in-line oscillation due to symmetric vortex shedding. Finally the
severe accident analysis code is being developed. Eleven modules of the prototype code have
been verified with separate effect tests and an integrated analysis demonstrated the code
capabilities and applicability.
I. Introduction
Remarkable progress continues in the field of supercomputing including parallel computing.
Although numerical analysis has been an essential part of nuclear engineering from its beginning, most
of the current analysis codes and tools do not fully utilize the present computer capability. Many
empirical correlations are still adopted in thermal-hydraulics analysis codes. Currently available
severe accident analysis codes 1) appear to assume too conservative conditions or depend too much on
user input because of limited understanding of the phenomena simulated at code development time.
Hence, the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) initiated a ten-year program from 1993
to develop a simulation system named ‘IMPACT ’, an acronym for “Integrated Modular Plant Analysis
and Computing Technology”, with financial sponsorship from the Japanese government’s Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI).
The IMPACT program aims to simulate a wide spectrum of thermal-hydraulics phenomena
which appear in nuclear power plants during normal operation and accident conditions with a final goal
to clarify the safety margin of light water nuclear power plants. First, a fluid dynamics analysis code
based on the a-Flow Code2), has been developed to provide the core program for other IMPACT
software and has been modified for application in a parallel computing environment. The PLASHY
Code (Parallel Large-scale Analysis System for Hydrodynamics) analyzes single- and multi-phase
flows in pipes and vessels in three dimensions using a finite-difference numerical scheme and turbulent
flow models. To estimate thermal margin of nuclear fuel bundles including those of improved fuel
designs, an analysis code for boiling transition and the departure from nucleate boiling has been
developed, named “IMPACT-CAPE” (Critical Power Analysis in Parallel Computer Environment).
The FLAVOR Code (Fluid-Structure Interaction Analysis Code for Vortex-Induced Vibration) has
been developed to demonstrate the structural integrity of components under flow conditions in a
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nuclear power plant. Finally, to clarify the safety margin of light water nuclear power plants under
severe accident conditions, the development program continues for the SAMPSON Code (Severe
Accident Analysis Code with Mechanistic Parallelized Simulations Oriented towards Nuclear Fields).
This overview presents up-to-date IMPACT development activities. The CAPE, FLAVOR,
and SAMPSON codes are introduced with their outlines and verification studies. The PLASHY Code
has already been reported in the reference3). Further, a brief review is finally given on the containment
integrity tests made by NUPEC.
II.

Critical Power Analysis in Parallel Environment Code, “ CAPE ”

Analytical Step
for PWR
1. Reactor Core
2. Fuel Assembly
3. Subchannel

Calculation Method

Analytical Step
for BWR

Subchannel Analysis
by Drift-Flux Model

1. Fuel Bundle

3-D, 2-Phase Flow
Analysis by
Two-Fluid Model
3-D, Liquid Droplet
Transport Analysis
in Steam Flow
Liquid Film Flow
Analysis

4. Detection
of DNB

Katto, or Weisman
DNB Model

2. Spacer
Effect
3. Subchannel
4. Detection
of Dryout

Fig.1 Analysis steps of boiling transition

Based on mechanistic models, the CAPE Code evaluates the critical power of BWR
fuel bundles when the liquid film on the surface of a fuel rod depletes and the DNB heat flux
of PWR fuel assemblies when the vapor bubbles cover almost all of the surface of fuel rod.
II.1

Steps of numerical analysis

Figure 1 illustrates the calculation flow of the CAPE Code. In the PWR core, the
flow distribution of coolant into fuel assemblies is first analyzed based on the drift-flux model
of two-phase flows considering three-dimensional cross flows between assemblies. Each
assembly consists of one subchannel in this analysis.
This analysis determines which
assembly will first experience an occurrence of DNB. The subchannel analysis for that one
assembly follows, to examine the hottest subchannel. Then the three-dimensional two-phase
flow analysis is made on that subchannel by the two-fluid model to provide the void fraction
and liquid film flow rate around the rod surface. The code determines an onset of DNB by
the Weisman or Katto Model.
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In the case of a BWR, the CAPE Code starts the subchannel analysis of one fuel bundle to
concentrate the following analysis on the hottest subchannel. The fuel bundle spacer affects the liquid
droplet downstream behavior in the present model. The single-phase vapor analysis with the turbulent
model and the Lagrangian analysis of liquid droplets enable mechanistic evaluation of the effects of the
spacer. When the mass flow rate of liquid film on the fuel rod surface becomes zero, dryout is
assumed to occur and the bundle power at this time is output as the critical power.

12

Average difference : 0.5%
10 : 5.1%
(Standard deviation)

Calculated Critical Power (MW)

Calculated DNB Power (kW)

200
Standard Deviation :
13.2 %

100

Test Conditions
Pressure : 9.8 - 16.7 MPa
Flow Rate : 8 - 17 x 10 6 kg/m 2h
Inlet Subcooling : 42 - 419 kJ/kg
0

100
Measured DNB Power (kW)

Fig.2 DNB prediction by Weisman Model

II.2
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4
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Number of Data Points : 116
0
2
4
6
8
10 12
Measured Critical Power (MW)
Fig.3 Critical power prediction by CAPE Code

Results of verification studies

The results of subchannel analyses for PWR and BWR fuels were verified with
respect to their void fractions in the subchannels 4).
In the PWR analysis, the bubble
crowding model by Weisman and Pei5) is used. DNB occurs when bubbles near the wall
coalesce and build up to form the bubbly layer, because turbulent eddy size is insufficient to
transport the bubbles radially. The layer deteriorates the heat transfer from the heated wall to
the liquid phase. Figure 2 compares the present analysis with the experiments of the single
tube DNB tests6). The analysis underestimates the DNB power with the standard deviation of
13.2%. The validation by the rod bundle tests is now going on.
The full-scale 8x8 BWR heater bundle tests 7) are analyzed by the present module to verify its
analytical models. Two types of bundles were tested, i.e., one with two water rods and the grid-type
spacers and another with one water rod and the ferrule-type spacers. Figure 3 compares the predicted
critical power with measured power. Good agreement was obtained. The standard deviation of the
difference is 5.1%. The different effects of two type spacers are analyzed and shown in Figure 4.
The critical power increase of the ferrule spacer case over the grid spacer case is simulated very well.

III.

Fluid Structure Interaction Analysis Code for Vortex Induced Vibration,

Critical Power (MW)

10
8
6
Spacer
Ferrule
Grid

4
2

Exp.

Cal.

40
60
Mass Flow Rate (t/hr)
Fig.4 Spacer effect on critical power
20

“FLAVOR”
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The flow-induced vibration may have a serious effect on the integrity of components
immersed in the liquid coolant unless the components have been appropriately designed.
Two modules have been developed in the FLAVOR Code. Three dimensional load analysis
module from ambient fluid was developed for application to situations in which structure
movement induced by fluid flow dose not affect the fluid flow. In these cases, the fluid and
structural vibration are uncoupled.
This module is based on the PLASHY Code and
evaluates the fluctuation of pressure load on the component surfaces due to fluid flow. The
complete fluid structure interaction is analyzed by the second module.

II.1

Fluid structure interaction analysis code for two-dimensional cross flows

When the fluid flow is affected by the vibrating component, the interaction should be analyzed
by an iteration of flow analysis and displacement analysis of the rigid body. The moving boundary
evaluated from the latter analysis is handled in the former flow analysis by an Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian method. The code developed is capable for analyses of not only a single tube but also
multiple tubes under cross flow conditions.
The Navier-Stokes equations of incompressible fluid with continuity equations are solved by a
finite element method which is also used in the structural analysis. The SMAC method is used for
time integration. The boundary velocities of the structure surface give the boundary conditions of the
flow analysis. The deformation of the cross section of the structure is ignored because it is much
smaller than the displacement of the structure itself. The natural frequency of the structure in the twodimensional analysis is obtained by a beam model analysis. The equivalent mass per unit length and
the damping factors in X-Y coordinates are also given from the beam model analysis. The fluid force
on the structure obtained from the flow analysis is used as the load boundary conditions for the
structure analysis after being weighted by the participation factor based on the fundamental mode
displacement.

King et al. made extensive tests on the in-line flow induced oscillations 8) which
brought about the sodium leakage from a thermocouple well at Monju, the Japanese prototype
fast breeder reactor. The experiment analyzed was an aluminum tube test of one-inch in
diameter and 41 inches in length fixed at its bottom to the flow duct floor. The weight
attached to the tube free end was 0.3lb(=136g). The water depth and the channel width were
0.732L(L:tube length) and 2 ft (=60.96cm). The tube wall thickness was deduced to be
1.75mm from the flexural rigidity of 845lbf ft2 reported.
The fundamental mode of
oscillation was observed in the aluminum tube tests. The minimum size of radial mesh
around the tube was determined to be 67µm considering the thickness of the boundary layer
under the experimental flow conditions.
The analytical conditions are summarized in
Table.1
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The results of numerical analyses(the stability parameter, k s =0.38) are compared with experiments in
Fig.5. In the
Table1 Analytical conditions of FLAVOR
figure, the maximum amplitudes are
plotted against the reduced velocity (=u/fcd). For the deflections, the authors reported a conversion
accuracy of 15% from
Analytical grid
Elements
2496(-)
bending moments measured
by strain gages. The
Nodes
10122(-)
analytical results for the six
flow conditions simulate
Fluid
conditions Density
997(kg/m3)
very well the experimental
water at 25?
8.93x10-7(m2/s)
ones in which an in-line
Kinematic viscosity
oscillation starts at the
reduced velocity of about 1.3
Flow conditions
Reduced
velocities
1.0, 1.3, 1.5,
and declines at 2.4. Further,
the flow patterns indicate the
1.7, 2.0, 2.4(-)
appearance of a symmetric
Re
7300-17500(-)
vortex shedding behind the
Water depth
76.2cm(0.732L)
cylindrical tube. It is
concluded from this
verification study that the
Circular tube
Material
Aluminum
FLAVOR code could
Outer diameter
reproduce the first instability
2.54cm(one-inch)
region of in-line oscillation
Tube thickness
1.75mm
due to symmetric vortex
1.041m(41
shedding.

Tube length

inches)
10.1(Hz) in water
0.0004-0.004(-)

The verification
analyses were also made on
the 1/6th sector tests of the
Natural
frequency
ABWR lower plenum in
Damping factor
which the guide tubes for the
control rod drives and incore monitors were installed at full-scale. The results showed the capability for FLAVOR to be
applied to the flow induced vibration of the tube array as well9).

Fig.5 FLAVOR analysis results for in-line oscillation

χ. Severe Accident Analysis Code with Mechanistic, Parallelized Simulations Oriented
towards Nuclear Fields, “SAMPSON”
The SAMPSON Code is being developed in order to simulate not only the in-vessel
phenomena from the normal operation to accidental conditions but also the ex-vessel i.e. in-
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containment phenomena during severe accidents conditions. The prototype of SAMPSON has been
completed in 1998 and the phase?development is going on to enhance its applicability. This overview
gives the outline and the verification studies of some modules in the prototype SAMPSON Code.

χ.1 Structure of SAMPSON Code
The prototype SAMPSON Code consists of eleven modules to analyze specific phenomenon
assigned as shown in Fig.6 and one control module which supervises the start and stop of the eleven
analysis modules according to the progression of the accident events. The RELAP5/MOD3 Code is
incorporated into the prototype as one module which simulates the thermal-hydraulics in the primary
system during normal operation and LOCA conditions. This analysis continues until the melting of
fuel rods starts. The thermal-hydraulics in the containment system are analyzed by the same models as
the CONTAIN Code10) developed by the USNRC and the MACRES Code11) developed by the NUPEC
evaluates the transport of the FP (fission products) in the primary and the containment systems of
nuclear power plants. The supervisory module not only controls an individual analysis module
according to the event progression based the accident scenario programmed but also allocates it to
parallel processor elements of an appropriate number in order to do an efficient analysis as reported by
Simulation Supervisory
Module
In Vessel
Thermal Hydraulics

FP Behavior in RCS
FP Release from Fuel

Core Heat-Up
Molten Core
Relocation
Debris Cooling in
Lower Plenum
Debris-Concrete
Interaction

FP Behavior in
Containment
Ex Vessel
Thermal
Hydraulics
Debris Spreading
Steam Explosion

Fig.6 Eleven modules in SAMPSON Code

Ujita12).

χ.2 Fuel Rod Heat-up Analysis (FRHA) Module
This module starts its analysis when an accident, for instance LOCA, takes place and
simulates the fuel rod phenomena of heat-up, oxidation of cladding, melting & dissolution,
ballooning, cladding deformation, and cladding failure. The thermal-hydraulics conditions
surrounding the fuel rod are given by the modules of RELAP5/MOD3 or molten core
relocation.
The axisymmetric two-dimensional R-Z heat conduction equations are solved by the
finite difference scheme over the regions of fuel pellet, gap, and cladding. The elastic and
inelastic deformation of cladding due to the thermal expansion and/or the gap gas pressure is
analyzed by the finite element method. The rod burst criterion is adopted from MATPRO in
RELAP5/MOD3. The oxidation of zircaloy and the hydrogen generation are calculated by
the Baker-Just correlation. The failure at the quench event is judged by the cooling rate, the
thickness of ßzircaloy, and the dissolved oxygen content. The limit of dissolution of UO2
into the melted cladding is calculated from the phase diagram. The failure of the cladding is,
also, assumed when its temperature reaches the melting point of zircaloy.
The CORA-13 experiment on severe fuel damage by KfK13) was analyzed to verify
the code. The experiment investigated the PWR fuel elements during early core degradation
and fast cooldown due to refill.
The temperature response of cladding by the W-Re
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thermocouples and the hydrogen generation measured by the quadrupole mass spectrometer
were recorded. Figure 7 compares the results of analysis with experiments. The analysis
traces the history of cladding temperature very well, but the results of hydrogen generation
analysis indicate the necessity of further improvement of the present model.

Rod SurfaceTemperature (

)

2500
2000

CORA-13 Test Data

1500
1000
500
0

3000

Time (s)

4000

Fig.7 FRHA analysis for CORA-13 experiment

χ.3 Fission Product Release from Fuel Pellet Analysis (FPRA) Module
The diffusion process of FP through the fuel pellet and the molten debris pool is
modeled in this module. This module also gives the decay heat generation rate based on the
data compiled by the Japan Atomic Energy Society. The FPs in atoms and gases are
formulated to diffuse by the gradients of concentration and the temperature from the grain to
the grain boundary where they accumulate and form the void. When the concentration of the
void exceeds the threshold, the FPs are assumed to be released from the fuel pellet. Further,
the grain growth due to the temperature increase is considered to accelerate the FP release by
expanding its boundary and the absorption of FPs in the increment by the boundary void.
The grain growth model is described by the grain radius, growth rate expressed in the
Arrhenius formula and the mass balance equations of FP atoms and gases in the spherical
grain are solved by a finite difference scheme.
Verification was performed against the FP release experiment (VI-3) of the irradiated nuclear
fuels at ORNL14). The temperature of the irradiated fuel pellet was increased to 2700K by induction
heating and the released krypton was measured under the steam flow condition. The comparison of
the present analysis with the experiments is shown in Fig.8. The activation energy of the grain growth
is 232 kJ/mol which is smaller than that of UO2 (332kJ/mol) and corresponds to that of an oxidized
pellet (UO2+x, 0 < x < 0.15). The analysis simulates the experiment fairly well.
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Fig.8 FPRA analysis results of HI/VI test ( VI-3 test )

χ.4 Molten Core Relocation Analysis (MCRA) Module
The core degradation is modeled by this module, i.e. the relocation of molten fuel,
solidification, and re-melting etc. The reactor core is divided into calculational cells in this
module. The one-dimensional, multi-channel analysis model has been developed for the
prototype version of SAMPSON. The materials considered in each cell are fuel, cladding,
control material, structures, coolant (water), non-condensable gases, and FP. The phase
change is analyzed between solid and liquid (melting and freezing) and between water and
steam (vaporization and condensation). In each cell, the MCRA Module solves:
- Nine mass conservation equations for fuel, cladding, control material, and
structures in liquid and particle phases plus water and six mass equations for gases,
steam, N2 , O2 , H2 , He, and FP
- Nine energy conservation equations for the above and one equation for a gas
mixture
- Three momentum conservation equations for water, a mixture of other liquid
materials, and a gas mixture.
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Fig.9 MCRA analysis results of KROTOS
-37 experiment

The convective terms for the vapor and liquid field equations are approximated in the finite
difference equations by the CIP (Cubic-Interpolated Propagation) method which adopts the
spline interpolation of the third order, and upwind difference scheme optionally.
The
constitutive equations are almost the same as those of RELAP5/MOD3.
The KROTOS-37 experiment by JRC-ISPRA 15) was selected as a verification study. The test
section of the experiment consists of a stainless steel cylinder of inner diameter 0.2m, filled with water,
which was incorporated into the pressure vessel of inner diameter 0.4m and free volume of 0.29m3 .
The molten corium (UO2 -ZrO2 ) was discharged at 0.46m above the water surface and dropped through
argon cover gas in the pressure vessel. A steam explosion did not occur in this experiment. The onedimensional analysis was made with 13 cells of which the cells from the first to 6th are in the water
region and upper cells are in the argon gas region. Figure 9 shows the results of analysis compared
with the experiment. The penetration of the corium into the water for the analysis is slower than that
of the experiment while the pressure increases rapidly in the analysis. One of the reasons for this
difference is due to the one-dimensional calculation of current model in which an instantaneous
fragmentation overestimates the heat transfer between corium and water. The difference in pressure
after 2 s appears to be due to the ignorance of the heat capacity of the pressure vessel in the analysis.
Multi-dimensional model is under development.

χ.5 Debris Cooling and Spreading Analysis (DCA) Module
After the core melting, the corium/debris analysis in the lower plenum is succeeded
by the DCA module from MCRA. The MCRA module gives the falling corium flow rate as
a boundary condition to the DCA module. The DCA module analyzes the spreading and the
cooling of the debris over the lower head of the pressure vessel as well as its temperature
change to make possible failure judgment. The spreading analysis model is also used for the
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debris on the floor of the containment where the debris / concrete reaction is simultaneously
evaluated.
The prototype DCA module adopts a two-dimensional, X-Y coordinate system for analysis of
the debris spreading where the height of accumulated debris in each node is also analyzed as an
unknown parameter. This pseudo-three dimensional analysis, hence, is done for the spreading based
on the mass, momentum, and energy balances of the debris. Further, the application of the VOF
(Volume Of Fluid) method to the numerical analysis makes it possible to evaluate the location of the
outer edge of the debris pool. The free convection cooling of the debris pool is also analyzed in an
axisymmetric two-dimensional R-Z system to output the temperature and the solid phase fraction in
each node. The free convection will stop when the solid phase fraction exceeds the user input value.
The heat transfer coefficient of the gap between the debris pool and the vessel wall is a user input for
the prototype module, but an improvement is being made by considering a CCFL condition at the inlet
of the gap. A criterion using the Larson-Miller parameter is applied to the creep failure of the pressure
vessel, for which a heat conduction equation in three dimensions is also solved. The break area of the
pressure vessel is a user input for the prototype and the discharge mass flow rate through the break is
given by the Bernoulli mass flux.
The water pool spreading experiments by Theofanous et al.16) were analyzed by the present
model. Their experiments used a 1/10th scaled model of the BWR Mark-I type containment. The
cylindrical shell of 0.566m with the slit of width, 0.095m is installed on the center of the floor of the
simulated containment of diameter, 1.13m. Water falls down through the shell and out the slit and its
spreading through the annulus was observed. The results of the analysis are shown in Fig.10.
Although the analysis gave non-symmetrical results which appear to be due to the coarse noding, good
agreements were obtained. The blocks shown in Fig.10 are the nodes of analysis.
:Water Falling Point
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D

:4s
1130 mm
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:16s

:20s
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(1) Release Rate of Falling Water: 0.17kg/s
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16s

12s

8s
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C
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D
D

(a) Experiment
(b) Calculation
(2) Release Rate of Falling Water: 0.33kg/s
Fig.10 DCA analysis for water spreading experiment

χ.6 Vapor Explosion Simulations under Ex-Vessel Conditions with Integrated Modular
Software (VESUVIUS)
The VESVIUS module simulates steam explosions in the containment vessel, dividing the
event into the premixing phase of the fuel breakup, the triggering phase, and the fine fragmentationpropagation phase. Figure 11 illustrates the phenomena and corresponding physical models. The
multi-phase analysis code, PLASHY-M was adopted as the base code and was used to solve the mass,
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momentum, and energy balance for liquid, vapor, and two components of molten corium. The particle
and jet breakup models were developed by considering instabilities on the surface of the corium and
the stability of the particle as a whole. The triggering model is based on criteria including the stability
of the vapor film around corium. The direct contact of hot corium with coolant after the vapor
collapse yields a pressure wave which brings about further fragmentation. This fine fragmentation
promotes heat transfer between corium and coolant which is succeeded by the rapid vapor formation
and the pressure wave growth and finally the steam explosion. The rate of fine fragmentation is
estimated using Chen’s empirical equation. Improvements to constitutive equations and equations of
state extended analysis capabilities to the supercritical fluids.

…_
…^
…`

…b
…c

…a

…d
Premixing Phase
…^ Quasi-steady state premixing
…_ Jet breakup due to surface instabilities
- Epstein-Fauske Model:Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability
…` Jet breakup at leading edge
…a Particle breakup
- Pilch Model:Rayleigh-Taylor Instability
Triggering Phase
…b Vapor film collapse
- Deterministic Spontaneous Trigger Model:5 criteria
- Forced Trigger Capability
Fine Fragmentation- Propagation Phase
…c Fine fragmentation
- Theofanous Fragmentation Model
…d Pressure wave growth and propagation
- Extended EOS for Supercritical Conditions
- Constitutive Equations for Supercritical Conditions

Fig.11 Physical Models in VESVIUS Module
The KROTOS-44 experiment15) was analyzed to verify the models. The experimental setup is
given in Fig.12. 1.5kg of molten Al2 O3 was released as a jet into the water pool and during jet
breakup, a steam explosion was triggered by an external triggering device. The test section in Fig.12
was divided into 5 meshes radially and 64 meshes axially for the verification analysis in cylindrical
coordinates. The calculation started at melt release and a trigger was applied as in the experiment.
The changes of pressure measured at the side wall are given in Fig.13 together with the analysis. The
pressure at the elevation 0.15m(K1
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Fig.12 Test section of KROTOS-44 experiment
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Fig.13 VESVIUS analysis for KROTOS-44
experiment

Elevation) starts to increase without delay since the molten material was there at the time of trigger.
The propagation of pressure in the upper and lower directions appear in the experiment and is
simulated very well. The peak pressure is also predicted fairly well.
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IV.7

Severe accident integrated analysis with the prototype SAMPSON Code

To demonstrate the capability of the SAMPSON Code for the integrated analysis of severe
accidents, a verification analysis was performed on the initiating accident scenario, a 10-inch cold leg
pipe break LOCA with failures of high and low pressures coolant injection, and failure of containment
vessel spray. The nuclear power plant analyzed was the Surry plant(2441MWt, 3loops PWR) in the
United States. Before a pipe break event, the steady state analysis was performed to confirm the
precision of the analysis.
In the analysis, the reactor core was divided into 5 channels, channel 1 for the central fuel rod
and channel 5 for the periphery. Each channel consists of 10 axial nodes. The cladding burst took
place at 1625 s after LOCA initiation when the heat of the Zr-water reaction increased the fuel
temperature and the inner pressure. The fuel melting started at 1712 s in the core center and moved to
the periphery and Node 9 of the fuel rod began melting and the melting of upper and lower nodes
succeeded. Relocation of molten corium and its accumulation into the lower plenum increased the
temperature of reactor pressure vessel. The gap cooling between the molten debris and the pressure
vessel wall was ignored and only steam cooling was considered. At 2068s the in-core monitor
housing connected to the pressure vessel melted (1700K) and the molten debris was discharged through
the housing break. The spreading of the molten debris on the concrete floor terminated at 2355s. The
attack of concrete floor by molten debris was saturated to be less than 30 cm at 120m.
V.

Outline of containment integrity tests by NUPEC

To demonstrate the integrity of the reactor containment vessels under severe accident
conditions, a variety of tests program is being made by NUPEC. The COTELS (Coolability Test with
LAVA-SLAVA) project covers the ex-vessel fuel-coolant interaction and the molten core concrete
interaction tests. At Brookhaven National Lab., the hydrogen combustion was investigated using three
different types of combustion facilities, such as the small-scale test, the large-scale test, and the hightemperature condition test. The effect of the containment spray on the fission product removal was
examined at the GIRAFFE facility in Japan with an actual spray height and cesium iodine (CsI) as
simulated FP. Further, the Cooperative Containment Research Program at SNL has progressed to
elucidate the structural behavior of the containment under pressure loading Both steel containment
vessel (SCV) and prestressed concrete containment vessel were tested. NUPEC also joined the
RASPLAV project and the PHEBUS-FP program. All of these tests not only demonstrate the safety
margin of the reactor containment vessel but also provide verification data for the analysis codes
including the IMPACT codes.

VI.

Conclusions

This overview presents the development activities of the IMPACT project.
conclusions obtained in the discussed topics are as follows.

The

1) Based on mechanistic models, the CAPE Code has been developed to predict the
DNB heat flux of PWR fuel assemblies and the critical power of the BWR fuel
bundles. The precision of the DNB prediction was 13.2% standard deviation for
single tube tests. The standard deviation of 5.1% was obtained for the critical power
prediction of BWR bundles.
2) Fluid structure interaction analysis code for two-dimensional cross flows, the
FLAVOR Code, has been developed and the verification study showed that the
FLAVOR code could reproduce the first instability region of in-line oscillation due
to symmetric vortex shedding.
3) The severe accident analysis code, the prototype SAMPSON Code, has been
developed to adopt the most advanced models.
The code consists of eleven
modules, each of which was verified by separate effect tests of severe accidents.
Although this phase of development is not a stage to clarify the prediction accuracy
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of the SAMPSON Code, the verification studies and the integrated analysis
demonstrate the code’s capabilities and applicability.
VII.
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Qualification Programs for Computer Codes Used for Safety & Transient
Analysis in Canada
J. Pascoe (Ontario Power Generation Incorporated)
B. H. McDonald (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited)
J.C. Luxat (Ontario Power Generation Incorporated)
D.J. Richards (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited)
B. Rouben (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited)
1.

Introduction

Computer codes are used in the Canadian nuclear industry for design support and safety
analysis of CANDU reactors. Although the codes in these suites had been validated against experiment
as they were developed and used, the methods were not formal and were therefore difficult to audit for
completeness.
The Canadian nuclear industry therefore initiated programs of formal verification and
validation in the mid 1990s, to demonstrate a very low likelihood of significant errors or unquantifiable
uncertainties in the codes, to provide a documentation base which would establish software quality and
to demonstrate to a regulator that applicable requirements have been met. Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited (AECL) established a safety analysis code Validation Project and Ontario Power Generation
Incorporated (OPGI) – formerly Ontario Hydro – established a Verification & Validation of Safety
Analysis Software Project as part of its Integrated Improvement Program (IIP). Underlying forces
driving these projects included concerns raised by the regulator regarding the quality of safety analysis
software and the need to conform to newly-issued Canadian quality assurance standards, specifically
CSA N286.7 (Ref. 1). The objective of these programs is to formally qualify the safety analysis codes
for their intended applications.
It was apparent that the formal qualification was costly and that substantial savings in both
manpower and expenses could be achieved if the efforts could be combined. AECL and the utilities
therefore initiated a systematic evaluation of all safety analysis codes, with a view to selecting a
reference code suite with code versions to be validated, verified, and used by the entire industry. This
code suite would then form an “Industry Standard Toolset”, or IST. The development of this initiative
is described in a companion paper (Ref. 2).
2.

Scope of Qualification Programs

The software qualification programs encompass the majority of technical disciplines
relevant to CANDU reactor safety analysis. The disciplines involved are:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Reactor Physics
Thermalhydraulics
Moderator system behaviour
Fuel channel thermal-mechanical behaviour
Fuel behaviour
Containment behaviour
Dose consequence estimation
Severe accident phenomenology & behaviour
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3.

Safety Analysis Tool Qualification
A qualified safety analysis tool is one that:
a)

is adequately specified, which entails:
- documentation of requirements, design, characteristics and limitations or
constraints on use
- identification of all required tool components and associated quality
attributes

b) possesses attributes that have been demonstrated to satisfy all requirements.
c)

is shown to be capable of addressing the intended safety analysis problems.

d) is under configuration management and change control.
The major activities involved in tool qualification can be divided into three main phases – the
requirements and design recovery phase, verification phase and validation phase – which are
summarized below.
Requirements and Design Recovery Phase
Development of new software normally follows a “forward engineering” process involving
problem definition, requirements specification, design and implementation (coding) with verification
applied at completion of each stage of the process. However, the majority of safety analysis software
being qualified has already been developed (i.e. they are legacy codes). Therefore, for legacy software
the objective of this phase is to reconstitute the design basis for the codes including problem definition,
requirements specification and theoretical basis (conceptual models) – essentially a design recovery
exercise.
Not all safety analysis software is necessarily of the same level of importance in application
and therefore prior to initiating any qualification activities a required level of qualification must be
assigned. The purposes for assigning a tool qualification level are:
Ø

To ensure that tools that are critical elements of the safety analysis infrastructure possesses a
commensurate high level of quality.

Ø

To match the level of qualification of less critical tools to duration of use, expected
maintenance load and possibility of functionality migration (consolidation of code functions).

Ø

To ensure that limited resources are directed at activities that will result in greatest over-all
increase in quality of safety analysis infrastructure.

One particular focus being pursued at OPGI is the use of Computer Assisted Software Engineering
(CASE) tools to assist the design recovery activities through semi-automation of labour intensive
tasks. The intent is to achieve productivity enhancement and lay the foundation for streamlining
future software maintenance tasks.
Verification Phase
The activities in this phase concentrate primarily on verification of the software design
description (SDD) against design requirements and verification of the required functionality of the
implemented code. The latter verification activities are conducted primarily through testing (unit and
integrated testing), which is assisted through use of CASE tools to perform coverage analysis and test
execution. Coverage analysis is used to provide objective measures as to which portions of the code
are executed during testing and, subsequently, to guide code inspection activities toward verification of
more critical areas of the software.
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Validation Phase
Validation is a key component in the qualification of
computer codes for use in nuclear safety analysis. Validation demonstrates the applicability and
credibility of a particular computer code for use in specific analysis applications. The accuracy of the
computer code calculations, as quantified through comparison with experimental measurement, is used
in the determination of uncertainty allowances for intended applications. To this end an industry
standard validation process has been developed for CANDU safety analysis codes. This validation
process is described in detail in the following sections.
4.

Key Elements of the CANDU Industry Validation Process
The CANDU Industry Standard Toolset (IST) Validation

process has two major objectives:
1.

to ensure that the conceptual model component4 of a Safety Analysis tool is scientifically
reasonable, internally consistent in its representation of the relevant phenomena, and compatible
with the intended use of the model as specified in the Problem Definition Document (PDD) 5 , and

2.

to ensure that the computer code component of a Safety Analysis tool satisfies functional
requirements as specified in the Software Requirements Specification (SRS).

The processes by which these objectives are met in the IST
Validation program are, respectively, Conceptual Model Validation 6 , and Computer Code Validation.
The basis of the computer code application, including safety concerns that will be addressed,
and phenomena that govern expected behavior are described in the Technical Basis Document. The
phenomena, their relative importance during accident phases and experimental data sets in which they
may occur are specified in discipline specific Validation Matrices.
The intended application places requirements on the
capability of the computer code, which are defined in the Problem Definition Document (PDD). These
requirements are then fully specified in a Software Requirements Specification (SRS) document. The
SRS states the computer code functional requirements, including performance acceptance criteria that
are used in assessing the acceptability of validation findings.
The conceptual models employed in the computer code are
determined by its intended application and are described in a Software Theory Manual (ST-MAN).
The specific process followed in the validation of safety
analysis computer codes is determined by the host organization’s software quality assurance practices.
Both the OPGI and AECL software quality assurance programs comply with CSA N286.7 and share
many common features. The CANDU Industry Standard Toolset (IST) process recognizes that the
code qualification requirements of all signature parties shall be met in the qualification of codes that
are covered under the IST initiative.
The common objectives of the industry validation process are stated in the next section. The
interrelationship of the validation documents and the key elements of the validation process and are
described in the following sections.
5.

Interrelationship of Validation Documents

4

A conceptual Model is composed of those documents, equations, functional relationships, or natural
laws that describe a problem or physical behavior.

5

The content and interrelationship of the Validation documents is described in section 5.

6

The process by which the coding representation of the conceptual model is verified for conformance to
design specification is referred to as Conceptual Model Verification.
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The interrelationship of the documents involved in the Validation Process are shown in Figure
1 and described in the following sections.
5.1

Technical Basis Document

The Technical Basis Document (TBD) provides an overview of the technical basis of accident
analysis performed to quantify the consequences of events in a given accident category (e.g. large
LOCA, Loss of Flow, Loss of Regulation etc.).
For a given accident category, the TBD identifies the key safety concerns, such as fuel
channel integrity, fission product release, containment integrity, etc., for which consequences are
quantified and assessed through analysis. The expected phenomena governing the behaviour that
evolves with time during identifiable phases of an accident are identified by discipline and the
supporting physical rationale as to why particular phenomena are governing in particular phases of the
accident is described.
The TBD is essentially analysis methodology oriented and does not identify specific codes to
be deployed in the analysis – rather it focuses on the disciplines involved. The TBD establishes a
relationship between the disciplines involved in an accident analysis, the safety concerns associated
with a phase of an accident, the governing physical phenomena, and the relevant validation matrices.
5.2

Validation Matrices

The Validation Matrices (VM) are discipline-oriented documents which employ phenomenology-based
classification to:
•
•
•
•

Identify phenomena relevant in the discipline,
Rank the phenomena according to their importance in governing behaviour that is characteristic of
various accident categories,
Identify experimental data sets in which the phenomena are known (or expected) to occur, and
Provide a cross-reference to the applicability of experimental data sets for validation of analysis
tools (e.g. codes, analytical models, etc.) within the discipline.
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5.3

Problem Definition Document

The Problem Definition Document (PDD) provides the linkage between the TBD, discipline specific
VM and the intended use of a specific computer tool in safety analysis (SA). The PDD specifies:
•
•
•
•

the accident categories, operational transients or design assist analysis for which the specific SA
tool is intended to be applied,
the plant components or systems that are to be modeled by the SA tool,
the fundamental physical processes that the SA tool must be capable of modelling
key parameters calculated by the SA tool and their expected range,

PDDs are required for all new, legacy and third party SA tools. A PDD for legacy SA tools may be
prepared prior to the completion of the TBD based on previous use of the SA tool as described in
existing documentation such as Safety Reports. The PDD, however, must be completed and approved
prior to the initiation of validation activities.
5.4

Software Requirements Specification

The Software Requirements Specification specifies the detailed requirements placed on a computer
code by the intended application of that code as described in the PDD. These requirements include:
•
•
•
•

functional requirements;
performance requirements;
design requirements and
development standards.

These requirements are specified to a level of detail sufficient to enable designers to design a code to
satisfy those requirements and testers to test that the code satisfies those requirements. These
requirements include, as a minimum, a description of every input to the system, every output from the
system and all functions performed by the system in response to a input or in support of an output.
Specific requirements should be cross-referenced to appropriate higher level documents such as the
PDD. In terms of validation, the section of the SRS that is most relevant is the one specifying
functional requirements. This section of the SRS specifies:
1.
the phenomena that the code must be capable of simulating
2.
the ranges of parameters that will be calculated by the code,
3.
the required accuracy of the calculation, and
4.
acceptance criteria on the code calculations.
Assessment of the computer code performance during the validation exercise is based on the above
functional requirements.
5.5

Software Theory Manual

The intent of the Software Theory Manual (ST-MAN) is to document the conceptual models employed
in the software to represent physical systems, components, processes and phenomena. The ST-MAN
describes the theoretical and mathematical foundation upon which the models are based. It contains
sufficient detail and references to the scientific/engineering literature to allow the basis for the
conceptual models to be validated (conceptual model validation).
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The ST-MAN contains as a minimum the following content:
•
•
•

•

Description of all systems and components that are to be modeled in the software, as per the
requirements specified in the SRS.
Description of all models that represent physical processes and phenomena (e.g. nuclear,
thermal, mechanical, hydraulic, chemical, etc.) occurring in the systems and components that
have to be represented in the software, as per the requirements specified in the SRS.
Description of mathematical algorithms that specify how the physical models are to be
evaluated in a solution scheme for the simulated physical processes.
The primitive (governing) equations that describe the physical models in terms of functional
relationships (e.g. linear and nonlinear algebraic equations, ordinary or partial differential
equations, transcendental functions, integral functions, etc.). These equations are presented in
normal scientific symbolic form associated with continuous time and space

representation.
•

•

Derivation of the fundamental (derived) equations that define the basis for the numerical
implementation of the models and solution algorithms (such as finite-difference or finite
element forms that represent difference equation approximations to the differential equations,
iteration schemes for evaluation of the roots of equations, matrix operations, etc.).
A set of complete and applicable references to the literature from which physical models,
numerical solution schemes and algorithms are drawn.

The ST-MAN is used by
a) software designers to determine the models that have to be incorporated in a new code.
b) verifiers to confirm that the Software Requirements Specification is being met.
c) users to understand the underlying theoretical and numerical basis for the software.
5.6

Validation Plans

The Validation Plan (VAL-PLN) is a computer code-specific document the contents of which are
derived from information contained in the validation matrix document(s). The VAL-PLN acts as a
specification document that governs the validation work to be executed to qualify a computer code for
a particular intended application. Acceptance criteria specified in the Validation Plan are derived from
the SRS.
For each code, a validation plan is developed which with reference to the appropriate validation matrix,
specifies the data sets that are to be employed to validate the code for use in analysis of specific
accident categories. The VAL-PLN can not initially be fully comprehensive since it only need reflect
the validation for a specific accident category. However, with time it will expand as the range of
validated application increases.
5.7

Validation Reports

Conceptual Model Validation Report
As part of the IST Validation process the Conceptual Model Validation Report summarizes:

1. The objective of the Conceptual Model Validation and its relationship to other code qualification
activities.

2. The methodology used to conduct the Conceptual Model Validation. Reference may be made to
review terms of reference and guidelines which may be attached to the Conceptual Model
Validation Report as Appendices.
3. The models, processes and phenomena that formed the basis of the conceptual model validation.
Reference may be made to the PDD, SRS and ST-MAN as required.
4. The findings of the conceptual model validation.
5. The disposition of the conceptual model validation findings including issuance of failure reports.
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6. The validity of the conceptual models employed in the target Safety Analysis tool.
Validation Exercise Report
The Validation Exercise Report contains:

1.

An abstract summarizing the work and presenting the key findings. Particular emphasis is
placed on acceptance criteria and sensitivity, if relevant.

2.

A broad overview that places the validation exercise within the context of the Validation
Matrix and a specific Technical Basis Document. The safety concern driving the validation
exercise and the phenomena being validated are identified. The experiments used in the
Validation exercise and their relevance are discussed

3.

A description of the phenomenon being validated, its relevance to analysis (with reference to
the Validation Matrix and Technical Basis Document), and the range of conditions over which
it must be validated. If possible, key parameters that are either directly related or an indicative
of the phenomenon are identified.

4.

A brief summary of how the phenomenon is modelled within the code. Particular attention is
paid to range of application. Reference is made to the ST-MAN wherever possible.

5.

A detailed description of the test facility, including:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Schematic;
Discussion of scaling;
Instrumentation (Errors, Filters, Location, Range of Applicability);
General Experimental Conduct or Test Procedure.

The issue of the suitability of the specific tests used in this report to validate the target
phenomena is addressed within this section. Particular attention is paid to
demonstrable occurrence of target phenomenon, scaling and ranges of key parameters.
6.

A description of test(s) or problems used including test conduct, event sequence and duration.
Appearance/onset of relevant phenomena are highlighted. This description should lead to a
basic understanding of the test behavior. Departures from planned experimental conduct,
including instrument and process failures are clearly indicated and their relevance discussed.
Reference to experimental plots are made as needed. The methodology used to gain a
understanding of the physical processes occurring in the experiments is discussed or reference
made to appropriate documentation.

7.

A description of how the experimental facility was modelled and, if applicable, the
nodalization . The rationale for the nodalization must be clearly specified and a schematic
showing the nodalization is included. Assumptions made as to the state of various
components during the test must also be presented.

8.

A summary of the boundary conditions and their use. The actual boundary conditions are
included in tabular form and in plots comparing them with actual experimental data.
A discussion of the experimental errors. This will include accuracy, time response, range of
validity and corrections such as transfer functions if they are available. Any corrections that
were applied to the experimental data for use in comparison with code calculations are
described.

9.

10.

Specification of the version of the code used for the validation exercise including whether or
not it is a standard version or whether modifications have been performed for example, to
allow more than the usual maximum number of nodes. Any departure from the standard set of
input options and correlation is also specified.
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11.

A comparison of the results of the computer code calculation and the experimental data on a
phase by phase basis. Experimental plots contain error bars together with a clear statement of
any corrections (such as instrument transfer function) applied.

12.

If the agreement between calculation and experiment does not meet the acceptance criteria
outlined in the Validation Plan, the nature of the discrepancy is analyzed.

13.

Documentation of the findings of sensitivity studies to examine the effect of user options and
boundary/initial conditions. Any analysis performed to examine why the acceptance criteria
were not met is documented in this section. If the discrepancy was traced to a code
functionality error a Failure Report is referenced.

14.

A summary of the major findings including:

a) degree of agreement between code and calculation;
b) range of validity of code;
c) resolution of coding errors.
5.8

Validation Manual

The Validation Manual contains:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

An abstract specifying the name and version number of the computer code, related Validation
Matrix and a brief summary of the current state of Validation.
A specification of the safety concerns that have been addressed by validation (referring to
TBD) and a description of the behaviors that have been validated using component or
integrated test data.
A listing of all experimental, test and other data used for validation.
A Table listing:
a) Phenomenon name
b) Related parameter
c) Range over which the parameter has been validated
A brief discussion of how the validation exercises have shown that the tool satisfies functional
requirements as specified in the SRS.
A summary of the findings resulting from of Accuracy Quantification. This section specifies:
a) The methodology used to quantify the accuracy
b) Accuracy and bias (if known independently ) for key parameters
c) References to individual Accuracy Quantification exercise reports.

7.

The findings are cross-referenced to the functional requirements as specified in the SRS.
Individual Validation Exercise Reports, or summaries thereof, as appropriate.

6.

Reactor Physics – An Example

In the case of the neutronics analysis, the code suite WIMS-AECL/RFSP is currently being qualified
for reactor-physics calculations in CANDU reactors as part of the IST initiative. In this code suite,
WIMS-AECL [Ref. 3] is the lattice cell component. It is a multigroup transport-theory code
performing calculations in 2 spatial dimensions. WIMS-AECL provides the two-energy-group
homogenized-cell properties, including those for fast fission and up-scattering. RFSP (Reactor
Fuelling Simulation Program) [Ref. 4] is the reactor core physics code. It models the entire CANDU
core using diffusion theory in a full-two-energy-group formalism. The WIMS-AECL/RFSP suite is
being qualified because WIMS-AECL is replacing POWDERPUFS-V [Ref. 5], an empirical-recipe
lattice cell code based on the results of measurements made on heavy-water-moderated lattices in the
zero-energy research reactors ZEEP and ZED-2 at Chalk River Laboratories. POWDERPUFS-V had
been used very successfully since the beginning of the CANDU program. However, for some
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conditions such as estimating coolant void reactivity, WIMS-AECL is a more accurate and viable
lattice cell code.
For complex core calculations which involve spatially-distributed properties such as coolant density,
coolant temperature and fuel temperature, the local-parameter history-based methodology has given
excellent results with POWDERPUFS-V and RFSP [Ref. 6]. Because of the significant computing
time required by WIMS-AECL, the Simple Cell Model [Ref. 7], based on WIMS-AECL and
superhomogenization [Ref. 8], has been developed. It allows calculations within reasonable computer
times and reproduces WIMS-AECL results. The full-2-group RFSP version and the Simple-Cell
Model have been validated against a long period of CANDU-6 operating history.
The WIMS-AECL(SCM)/RFSP suite has a spatial-kinetics module based on the Improved Quasi-Static
method. This module is coupled to thermalhydraulics codes, thus allowing the coupled neutronicsthermalhydraulics simulation of transients. This capability is also being qualified.
In the context of the IST initiative AECL is the “Host” organization for this code suite and is
responsible for producing the majority of code documentation. OPGI is performing verification
activities and has piloted recovery of the Software Design Description (SDD) using CASE tools. This
recovery effort is based on semi-automated design description generation directly from the source
code, including generation of data strucutures, module strucuture, subroutine calling trees, basic
flowcharting, generation of a data dictionary and module/subroutine description. For descriptive
components of the SDD place-holders are generated for subsequent manual inclusion of the text. The
SDD is generated as a hyper-text linked electronic document on a CD-ROM.

7. Conclusion
The program of requirements/design recovery, verification and validation currently being followed to
qualify computer codes used in the Canadian nuclear industry for design support and safety analysis of
CANDU reactors has been presented. The requirements and design recovery phase has largely been
competed and the current focus of work has shifted to the verification phase where significant
productivity enhancement is being realised through the use of CASE tools. The recovery and
verification of the computer code design basis will facilitate the subsequent validation activities and
ultimately demonstrate the applicability of the computer codes for their intended analysis applications.
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Summary
Best estimate simulation by means of the thermalhydraulic models of operating nuclear power plants has
been impressively helpful for utilities during the last decade. Operation responsibles are today quite used to
take advantage of the results of dynamic simulation for their own aims. The final use of these results is
somehow specific. The results themselves are depending on codes and models, not only when related to
safety issues but also when used to solve availability and operational questions. The paper shows the
advantages of using integral plant models, deals with improvements on models and codes, and focus on
specially original subjects like control block development.

Introduction
Utilities are using the models of their own plants, developed by their analysts, studying
transients occurred (or hypothetically occurred) following their own procedures... This means that
the utility itself decides which kind of effort is worthwhile and which are the development
priorities, as a result of the expected benefits.
ANACNV is the utility responsible of Ascó and Vandellòs Nuclear Power Plants, a two-unit and a
single unit 1000 MWe PWR plant, respectively.

Both plants, Ascó and Vandellòs, are in normal operation since 1983 and 1987
respectively and have undergone different important improvements like: steam generators and
turbine substitution, power up-rating...
Since 1987 thermalhydraulic models [1][2][3] are used for different purposes, which are
presented through some examples.
The use of plant models in design improvements is also presented.
In order to fulfil the previously commented purposes some developments have been
performed in two main directions: improving the models (adding more detail in the existing ones
or adding completely new system models) or improving the codes (performing changes in routines
or adding new blocks).
In the former direction the subjects are the following:
• Adding controls, protections, interlocks and circuitries
• Stand-alone validation of systems
• Adding manual and automatic actions
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• Adding systems traditionally introduced as boundary conditions
In the latter:
• Developing interactive capabilities.
• Adding new control blocks.
• Developing graphic interfaces.
These developments are briefly commented along with some examples and the description
of the uses of the different models.
A summary of the result exploitation is included explaining when this is intended to solve
internal questions, or to help in the dialogue with the regulatory body or with engineering
companies.
The significance of two key-subjects in the utilities use of integral plant models is
emphasised in the paper. These subjects are fine-tuning of system behaviours on one hand, and
advanced modelling of controls on the other hand.
Special developments carried out as a consequence of key-subjects are explained along
with an example of their applications.
The benefits of such activities are showed in the conclusion section. Although these
benefits are quite evident, they seem in a certain way rather different from the benefits obtained by
other groups of users in similar activities.
Safety and availability
When ANACNV started its modelling activities about 15 years ago, the use of codes and models
was focused on safety issues. During that period utilities analysts were devoted to study how to model
separate effects, in strong collaboration with experimental facilities. Two-phase flow and other complex
thermalhydraulic phenomena were analysed as well as transients occurred in integral experimental facilities.
Once this first phase was complete, Nuclear Power Plant applications started with the simulation of
actual and hypothetical transients. New developments were then performed in order to improve the detail of
facility models. At the end of this second phase, models became reasonably qualified for operational
transients.

Today most of the questions answered by means of integral plant models are availability
issues. "How to avoid reactor trips keeping safety margins?", seems to be the current subject. So
tools built up for safety reasons, are producing today both safety and availability benefits. Once we
know how to simulate thermalhydraulic phenomena in a safety scenario, we know how to avoid
the trip when it is sensible to do it.
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Actual transient analysis

Transient analysis related to actual scenarios is, traditionally, one of the most interesting
applications of integral plant models [4][5].
The results of such analysis can be useful for two different purposes: the first one,
understanding the transient phenomenology and the second one improving the validation level of
the model.
In relation with the first purpose, the analysis helps understanding the transient causes
and allows to pick values of parameters not recorded by plant instrumentation. Thanks to knowing
these values the analyst can get a better final idea of what actually occurred in the plant. Even a
quite correct evaluation of the actual existing safety margins can be performed based on the model.
As a follow-up of questions involved, the model can help to make decisions on which
modifications are worthwhile to be implemented.
Among all the available cases discussed using the model, a failed loss-of-load start-up
test occurred in Ascó unit 2 in the last reload will be shown as an example.
A power up rating of about 8% took place in that reload. After nuclear design, the safety
evaluation was completed with several adjustments in technical specifications. Among these
changes new protection equations were implemented. At the same time and as a result of Hot Leg
Streaming studies new filters were implemented for signals related to hot leg temperatures, in
order to avoid spurious turbine run-backs. Design criteria of both modifications were fulfil. The
final global settings had to allow a loss-of-50%-load without reactor trip.
Once the test was performed the reactor scramed due to over-temperature. The reactor went to a
safer situation and for this reason it seems sensible to think we were in front of an operational issue: the
practical flexibility of the plant was less than expected. As it can be seen in figure 1, the trip took place at
about 8 or 9 seconds after the loss-of-load signal. In this period a quick pressurisation took place in primary
system which resulted in a change of the setpoint value, and the steam-dump opening started producing a
cooling effect by means of primary-to-secondary side heat transfer
To be able to reproduce the quick pressurisation a certain level of qualification is needed for
different components: pressurizer pressure controls (including equations, spray and heaters) and core power.
To be able to reproduce the cooling effect via secondary side, the same comment is valid for steam-dump
valves (opening time and flows) steam-dump controls (including interlocks, dead bands and signal delays).
The failed test was successfully simulated, and the transient even helped to certify the function of the related
components.
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The subsequent discussion using the model allowed finding a solution for plant
flexibility. Modifying the steam-dump opening signal by means of an adequate lead-lag filter, the
actual opening would take place some seconds before and the setpoint would never be reached (see
Figure 2). This modification, as affecting parameters not involved in the reactor protection system,
was intrinsically consistent with core design and approved technical specifications. The flexibility
of the plant was recovered without any major changes, with the consequent availability benefit.
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In relation with the second purpose, the results of the analysis become very useful in
order to provide the qualification of the model of any particular system or component of the plant.
In an actual commercial plant, for instance there are not many flow meters, at least if
compared with experimental facilities. Auxiliary feed-water and steam-dump flows are normally
not measured in power plants. The adjustment of such flows after an automatic actuation have
been performed in Vandellòs model analysing a set of different transients where the average
temperature and secondary pressure were correctly recorded. After a fine-tuning of these
parameters (see example in figures 3 and 4) along with different sensitivity studies allowing to
ensure that there is not much error compensation, the level of confidence on the adjusted flows
increases.
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As a consequence of the analysis of the behaviour of average temperature and secondary
pressure, steam extraction just after the trip has been indirectly evaluated. In a similar way,
studying the steam header depressurisation after a main steam isolation (see Figure 5), the steam
extraction flow can be estimated with enough accuracy.
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Hypothetical transient analysis

Any hypothetical transient analysis normally performed by means of integral plant
models relies on the qualification level of the model itself [6]. The main areas related with such
studies are validation of training simulators, verification of emergency procedures, licensing
transient studies and Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) calculations. ANACNV has quite a large
experience in the calculations related to these areas.
Training simulators of both plants Ascó and Vandellòs have been initially validated and
periodically reviewed [7]. The verification of emergency procedures is a normal activity
performed in connection with the operation responsible. PSA calculations are re-executed in order
to keep consistency with the actual configuration of the plant.
Licensing transients studies need a particular comment. ANACNV plant models are
basically ready for such studies. Equivalent scenarios are currently studied on a best estimate basis
for internal use. Since June 99, ANACNV is involved with other Spanish organisations in a project
devoted to produce the capabilities of a complete licensing for future.
As an example of hypothetical transient analysis a small break LOCA is presented under
two different assumptions on auxiliary feed-water flows (using design or actual values) As it can
be seen in figure 6, design flows are producing cooling effects greater than it is needed. Using
design values is only correct in certain licensing transient studies where the related methodology
asks to do it. In all other cases the actual value has to be used, as it provides a better prediction of
the general expected phenomenology.
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Many different hypothetical scenarios are related with every day operational questions. Among
them ANACNV has recently analysed: Margins to reactor trip in a FW pumps trip scenario, Margin to
reactor trip in an AFW manual control scenario...
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Design improvements

Taking advantage of the reached level of qualification, plant models have been extremely
useful in the field of design improvements [8].
Steam generators substitution for Ascó units, and power up rating and feed-water control
improvement for both plants, are the main projects where integral plant models have produced
relevant results from the utility point of view.
Thanks to these models an important amount of dynamic situations were analysed before
implementing them with the final calculated settings.
Among all the above mentioned items, feed-water control improvement needed the
previous development of new control block which allow to simulate manual to automatic transfer
with signal tracking. Adding this new block to Relap model transitions between modes were
calculated with a qualified feedback of the hydrodynamic behaviour of feed-water flow. The
improvement has been implemented in the plant and start-up tests corroborate the expected smooth
transition and the adequacy of the design change.
ANACNV has drawn important benefits not only from these major changes but also
from the so call minor design improvements.
As an example of minor impr ovement, the fine analysis of steam extractions after a
turbine trip allows in Vandellòs unit to avoid steam isolation. Before this improvement, the
extractions lead to an excessive cooling, and the isolation lead to a rather complex subsequent
start-up. Again the analysis produces an availability benefit.
Areas of special significance

Once the general use of models by utilities has been presented, it is interesting to point
out how results exploitation led to consider areas of special significance.
At the very beginning, the results obtained by means of integral plant models were
restricted to internal questions. This was good enough for general knowledge of plant behaviour.
In a second phase they have been used in dialogue with engineering companies devoted to perform
more sophisticated calculations on the same subject. Today, ANACNV is using the results
provided by plant models either to implement design improvements, as said before or to dialogue
directly with regulatory body.
Looking back and evaluating the benefits of using integral plant models, two questions
have a special significance. One of them is fine-tuning of models. This is, obviously, an activity
carefully performed following professional recommendations or what we normally call ‘good
practices’ of qualified users of thermalhydraulic codes [9]. ‘Keeping alive’ a plant model, by
means of using it in the above mentioned situations and improving it when a new actual scenario
suggests it, gives a unique opportunity to go into a deeper concept of qualification. This is a point
that has been experienced in ANACNV for the last 13 years.
The second question is related to advanced modelling of controls. Traditionally, controls
of nuclear power plants were designed using specific computing tools, which included quite
sophisticated software for control equations and a quite simple thermalhydraulic feed-back. This is
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still valid in controls design, because they are in principle needed in situations where
thermalhydraulic complex phenomena do not take place.
Nevertheless, adding fully developed control equations to a thermalhydraulic code
becomes very helpful in the every day follow-up of plant behaviour by means of integral plant
models.
Sometimes, the final explanation of the causes of an actual transient is only possible if
the model includes a detailed dynamic description of the relevant controls actuating in the
scenario. Sometimes, fine-tuning itself depends absolutely on the correct simulation of the related
controls.
Special developments

Taking into account the contents of the previous section, a detailed description of the
different control systems has been developed and coupled to the thermalhydraulic model of the full
plant. The final complete model is currently used in almost all the analysis performed not only
those related to actual transients but those related to hypothetical ones as well.
In a first stage, as it has been seen before, changes were implemented in Relap input deck
in order to improve the realistic simulation of the behaviour of the control block. Relap
proportional-integral (PID) component limitations, for example, have been corrected as it follows
Relap PROP-INT model has two important limitations:
• It doesn’t allow simulating the saturation of the electronic card with the contribution of the
proportional, the integral and the derivative altogether.
• It doesn’t allow changing the value of the integral. Such a change is necessary to
incorporate the auto/manual-tracking model.
That’s why the following specific model has been developed:
PROPORTIONAL-INTEGRAL MODEL

without derivative or tracking

+

Subtracts proportional
PI-P=Integral

-

SUM
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error
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0.5

dt
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+

SUM

+
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proportional added
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+

Figure 7

In the scheme above (Figure 7), for simplicity’s sake, neither the derivative model nor
the tracking model, which both participate in most control systems, are incorporated. It should be
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noticed that electronic cards are more sophisticated than standard control blocks. The co-operation
with control specialists has been very helpful in order to fulfil such developments.
As the number of control variables increase, as well as the complexity of the resulting
logic diagram, our own control block models have been prepared modifying the adequate source
program. PID model itself, permanent memory model (see Figure 8) or valve speed model (see
Figure 9) are examples of this second stage.
Although permanent memory scheme is quite simple, a block summarising the complete
function is very helpful for simplicity and to minimise user effect.
PERMANENT MEMORY MODEL

.OR.

.AND.

.nor.

Figure 8

A valve opening or closing command doesn’t lead in the practice to an immediate action.
This is due not only to instrumentation and control ‘delay’ but also to mechanic reasons. In actual
plants periodic tests are performed and opening and closing times of safety-implicated valves are
measured to observe the operation technical specifications. A simple opening/closing model has
been implemented, which allows incorporating final plant-measured speeds.

OPENING/CLOSING SPEED MODEL
TRIP
(opening/closing)

integral
function

valve
position

opening speed
closing speed

Figure 9

As an example of the practical importance of these developments a calculation of a
scenario with and without realistic control model is presented. It is an unnoticed pressurizer spray
valve opening.
Both the result of a calculation using Relap PROP-INT component and the result
obtained with a complete model are presented. The scenario is not intended to be realistic but
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should simply show the different behaviour obtained when considering (or not) the effect of the
saturation of PI component. In other scenarios, the differences caused by control models were also
observed. Pressurizer pressure should be maintained long enough to allow the saturation effect.
The initial condition is a full power steady state, and an unnoticed opening of one pressurizer spray
valve takes place. At 197 seconds, the reactor trips because of low pressure, and at 210 seconds the
HPIS begins its actuation. At 220 seconds, the pressurizer spray valve is manually closed. The
evolution of the pressurizer pressure with both models is shown in figure 10.
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In the simple control model, the PI integral doesn’t saturate, and since this output signal
has to actuate on the pressurizer spray system, this one doesn’t operate. The pressure control is
performed through the second pressurizer relief valve.
In the realistic model, thanks to simulating the PI saturation, the spray actuation takes
place and primary pressure is controlled avoiding relief opening.
From operational point of view, the difference is significant, because in the simplified
control model case, a steam extraction to the relief tank could take place in approximately 10
minutes. Such an effect is highly undesirable for the utility.
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Limitations and future needs
Thermalhydraulic models of operating nuclear power plants have become very helpful
for utilities nowadays.
Anyway, some limitations have been identified and today’s developments are producing
interesting progress.
“Best Estimate” analysis helps the study of actual and hypothetical transients as well as design
improvements.
The most important limitation of such analysis is the fact that it always needs of supplementary
calculations to ensure the safety issues. The final position on such issues will be produced after performing a
complete uncertainty study or a conservative calculation following an approved methodology.
Future codes and procedures would have to deal with this subject in order to save the effort of
supplementary special calculations.
Conclusions

Utilities are today quite used to take advantage of the results of dynamic simulation for
their purposes.
The analyses performed help understanding the transient causes and evaluating the
existing safety margins during actual transients.
Integral plant models are suitable for validation of training simulators and verification of
emergency procedures as well as Probabilistic Safety Analysis calculations. Although such models
are an important part of work needed for future applications in licensing purposes on best estimate
basis, the major limitations are still related to this point.
Coupling realistic control block models which allow a fully developed simulation of
control behaviour with engineering codes such as Relap, improves substantially the final results
not only from the operational point of view but also regarding safety issues.
Taking into account today’s computing speed and the results of this study; it is
worthwhile that future codes include the most powerful and flexible software devoted to simulate
controls behaviour on a ‘best estimate’ basis.
Models and codes are valuable tools for utilities studies from both safety and availability
point of view. Benefits obtained by improving availability are producing, in many cases, a safer
operation and thermalhydraulic analysis is corroborating what was expected.
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Summary

There has been concern during the last several years that the core neutronics
methods that have been developed for uranium fueled LWRs do not provide the same
accuracy when applied to the same cores fueled with mixed oxide. Several modifications
to the existing methods have been proposed and some have been implemented in utility
and vendor codes. The purpose of this paper is to provide a framework for understanding
the limitations in modern neutronics methods and for examining some of the modifications
available for improving the accuracy of MOX fuel analysis.
Introduction
The current state of the art in reactor physics methods represents a long period of successful
methods and code development. Core criticality and the fission power distribution of the current generation
of LWRs can be very accurately predicted for the expected range of reactor operating conditions. During the
past several years there has been some concern that the core neutronics methods that have been developed
for uranium fueled LWRs do not perform satisfactorily when applied to the same cores fueled with mixed
oxide (MOX), or more generally to cores with very different neutron spectra.
The accuracy of the nodal neutronics solution is particularly important for the best estimate analysis
of MOX fueled LWRs since the presence of MOX can exacerbate the kinetics response of the core. For
example, the end of cycle moderator temperature coefficient will be more negative in a MOX fueled core,
which will increase the positive reactivity insertion during a main steam line break event in a PWR. Also,
the delayed neutron fraction in a MOX fueled core will be smaller and the energy deposition during a
postulated rod ejection accident can increase. This makes it essential that the accuracy of nodal methods for
MOX fuel analysis are at least as accurate as methods used for the analysis of UO2 fueled cores.
During the last decade, there has been considerable experience in both Europe and Japan with the
irradiation of reactor grade MOX fuel. There has been extensive analysis of the operating data from these
reactors, as well as numerous MOX critical experiments such as those at the VENUS facility in Belgium.
Special workshops have been organized specifically to address MOX fuel issues such as the 1998 OECD
Workshop in Paris on the “Physics and Fuel Performance of Reactor-Based Plutonium Disposition” [Sevelli,
1998].
The purpose of this paper is not to provide a review of the extensive literature on the physics and
performance of MOX fuel. Rather, the objective of this paper is to provide a framework for understanding
some of the limitations of existing reactor physics codes for MOX fuel analysis, as well as some of the
recent modifications designed to improve the accuracy of the codes for analyzing MOX fuel. The specific
focus of this paper will be to assess the limitations of modern nodal methods used to predict the core
eigenvalue and power distribution. Because nodal neutronics methods are frequently used in coupled
thermal-hydraulics/spatial kinetics codes, this focus is most appropriate for the purposes of this meeting on
the current and future applications of advanced thermal hydraulics and neutronics codes.
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Core Neutronics Analysis Methods
The solution of the Boltzman transport equation for computing the neutron flux and the reactor core
power distribution in light water reactors is usually performed with a two step process. In the first step, the
integral transport equation is solved for individual fuel assemblies with primary focus on the energy
dependence of the neutron interactions. The result of this "lattice calculation" is a set of homogenized few
group constants which are then used in the second step to solve the diffusion equation for the spatial flux
distribution in the entire core. This process is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Modern Neutron Physics Solution Strategy

This two step method has proven successful for the analysis of Light Water Reactors fueled with
enriched uranium dioxide fuel. The reactor core power distribution has consistently been predicted within a
few percent of measurements. During the last several years there has been considerable discussion within
the reactor physics community about which assumptions made in this solution strategy may be inappropriate
for the analysis of MOX fuel. This discussion has generally focused separately on the limitations with group
constant generation in the lattice physics codes and the limitations of the nodal codes themselves. The
following section will first briefly discuss limitations in the group constant generation process for MOX fuel
analysis and then focus on the nodal methods.
Group Constants for MOX Fuel Analysis
The use of MOX fuel in LWRs and the consequent shift in the neutron spectrum places increased
importance on several isotopes and reaction rates that are not necessarily important in the analysis of UO2
fueled reactors. The adequacy of group constants required for MOX fuel analysis can be assessed in several
ways, to include comparisons to Monte Carlo calculations, comparisons among different evaluated data files,
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as well as comparisons to critical experiments. Some examples of each of these methods and some of the
relevant conclusions will be provided here.
Monte Carlo Calculations
Comparisons of the Monte Carlo predictions of the eigenvalue and power distribution in a fuel
assembly to those calculated with deterministic lattice physics codes such as CASMO [Edenius, 1992],
HELIOS [Stammler,1995], or CPM-03 [Jones, 1994] are useful in identifying limitations in the integral
transport methods used to generate the few group constants. A recent example of such a comparison is the
benchmarking of CASMO-4 with the Monte Carlo code MCNP on various MOX fuel loadings of both PWR
and BWR fuel assemblies [Edenius, 1998]. The comparisons included color set (multi-assembly)
calculations consisting of a MOX assembly in a 2x2 array with three UO2 assemblies. The pins in the PWR
MOX assembly consisted primarily of 7.5 w/o PU (>5 w/o fissile Pu). The rms differences in fission
distributions between CASMO-4 and MCNP was 1% or less which was similar to the MCNP statistical
standard deviation of 0.4%. The eigenvalues differences ranged from 70 to 160 pcm (1 pcm = 0.001%k),
with the larger differences experienced for the cases with high void content or Gadolinia loading. In general
the results reported for CASMO-4 are similar to other codes.
Intra-comparison of Nuclear Data Files
Comparisons of nuclear data files such as ENDF/B-VI and JEF-2.2 is important for identifying
major deficiencies in the experimental evaluation of important isotopic cross sections. This is especially
important for the U.S. data libraries which have not had as extensive validation as the European libraries for
isotopes important in MOX fuel analysis. A recent study at ANL [Finck, 1998] is particularly worthwhile
because it provided a systematic comparison between JEF-2.2 and ENDF/B-VI using both Monte Carlo
simulations with VIM [Blomquist, 1995] and deterministic calculations with DRAGON [Marleau, 1997].
Several different benchmark models were analyzed to include pin cells and subassemblies loaded with MOX
fuel. In general, the comparisons were good between data libraries for non-voided cases, with the major
contribution to differences attributable to the evaluation of the PU-239 fission cross section in the resonance
range (275 to 444 pcm). For the voided cases differences as large as 1700 pcm were encountered and were
attributed to differences in evaluation of the U-238 elastic scattering cross section at high energies. The
general conclusion of the ANL study is that ENDF/B-VI and JEF-2.2 give similar results for criticality and
power distributions in most MOX fuel cases. However significant differences were noted in some voided
cases that could be important for the evaluation the moderator density coefficient.
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Critical Experiments
Perhaps the most definitive assessment of nuclear data is achieved by comparisons to critical
experiments. And perhaps the most relevant critical experiments for the evaluation of nuclear data in MOX
fuel analysis were those performed in Belgium at the VENUS critical facility [Maldague, 1998]. A
considerable range of core compositions and arrangements were analyzed with some of the most relevant
being the heterogeneous MOX/UO2 multi-assembly arrays with 17 x 17 pins per assembly. The plutonium
contents of the MOX fuel rods was as high as 14.4 w/o and the fissile content of the UO2 was in the range of
3.3 to 4.0 w/o. Aluminum rods were inserted into positions between fuel rods to simulate the hot-full-power
moderator condition of commercially operating PWRs. The accuracy of the measured fission rate
distributions was reported to be between 1 and 2% and the accuracy of the measured eigenvalue prediction
was reported to be within 24 pcm. A recent example comparing calculated eigenvalue and fission rate
distributions to the VENUS experiments is the work at KAERI [Joo, 1999] with the HELIOS lattice physics
code. The rms error in the pin power predictions as well as the calculated eigenvalues were consistently
within 1% of the measured data.
Other MOX critical experiments have been used to assess lattice physics codes, such as the
experiments performed by Studsvik at KRTIZ in the 1970s which were recently used to benchmark
CASMO-4 [Edenius, 1998]. Very favorable comparisons between the predictions and the critical data were
reported. The overall adequacy of existing experimental data was addressed at the 1998 OECD workshop in
Paris [Savelli, 1998]. It was specifically noted that existing nuclear data libraries and validation databases
could be considered adequate for weapons grade MOX applications without conducting further experiments
in critical facilities. However, it was noted that further benchmark exercises would be necessary for
validating the codes and methods that were to be used for analyzing MOX fueled cores.

Modern Nodal Methods for MOX Fuel Analysis
Modern nodal methods have been widely used for the last several years to provide the core power
distribution for both core depletion and transient analysis. The general consensus is that the deficiencies of
the current methods for MOX fuel analysis can be isolated into four primary effects: (1) a homogenization
effect, (2) a spatial discretization effect, (3) a group collapsing effect, and (4) a transport effect. Each of
these effects will be briefly reviewed in the following section and demonstrated with a simple MOX
benchmark problem.
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MOX Benchmark Problem

A simple one-dimensional MOX benchmark problem can be useful to demonstrate the
sources of inaccuracies in modern nodal methods for MOX fuel analysis. UO2 (3 w/o) and MOX
(8 w/o) fuel assemblies were placed adjacent to a Water Reflector region as shown below in Figure
2. A reflective boundary condition was imposed on all external interfaces to simplify the analysis.
A 97 group multi-assembly “color set” calculation was performed on this problem with the lattice
physics code CPM-03 [Jones, 97] and served as the reference for analyzing each of the four effects. In order
to graphically display the neutron flux shapes, the reference 97 group fluxes were integrated into 2 groups
with the thermal group cut off at the standard 0.625 eV. The plots are shown in Figure 3. The fast flux
distribution is smooth, but the thermal flux varies dramatically with significant gradients at both the
UO2/MOX and MOX/REF interfaces.

.

Figure 3 Fast and Thermal Flux Distributions in MOX Benchmark Problem
The following sequence of calculations were performed to isolate each of the effects indicated:
1. Homogenization Effect: A fine mesh finite difference diffusion solution with 97 group
constants from a “zero current” boundary condition single assembly calculation.
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2.
3.
4.

Spatial Discretization Effect: A nodal diffusion solution with 2 group, single assembly group
constants.
Collapse Effect: A fine mesh finite difference diffusion theory solution with single assembly
group constants at 97, 8, 4, and 2 energy groups.
Transport Effect: A fine mesh finite difference P3 transport and diffusion (P1) solution with
the exact 97 group constants.

It should be noted that this example only considers the assembly “homogenization effect” whereas
additional homogenization error is introduced when homogenizing the fuel, cladding, and moderator at the
pin cell level. Of these two homogenization effects, the assembly homogenization effect is considered more
important for predicting core behavior which is the primary concern here.
The Homogenization Effect
During the calculation of the assembly homogenized group constants, a zero current boundary
condition is imposed on the fuel assembly. The group constants are then used in a core environment in which
there is substantial leakage into and out of the fuel assembly. Strictly speaking, the group constants should
then be recalculated with an updated estimate of the assembly boundary conditions. However, experience
has shown that the error introduced with the zero current assumption is small for standard uranium dioxide
fueled cores. Recently, several researchers have shown that the strong mismatch in flux spectra between
uranium dioxide and mixed oxide fuel assemblies can lead to significant errors in the homogenized group
constants.
The 97-group neutron spectra are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 for the center of each assembly and the
two interfaces. In the UO2 assembly, the spectrum at the right surface is hardened because of the presence of
the MOX fuel and therefore the spectrum is very similar to the spectrum at the left surface of the MOX
assembly. The spectral interaction at the MOX/REF interface is even more pronounced. The spectrum at the
right surface of the MOX fuel assembly is very soft and similar to the left surface spectrum of the reflector.
The fast to thermal flux ratio is much lower because the magnitude of the fast neutron flux is about the same
as the magnitude of the thermal neutron flux.

Figure 4 Neutron Spectra in UO2 Assembly
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Figure 5 Neutron Spectra in MOX Assembly

Figure 6 Neutron Spectra in the Reflector
Several remedies have been proposed and have been incorporated into some of the production
codes used in the nuclear industry. These methods generally involve some type of "rehomogenization"
which adjusts the few group constants based on the ambient core conditions [Rahnema, 1990], [Smith,
1994], [Chao, 1998].
Palmtag [Palmtag, 1997] recently analyzed the two group constants in a onedimensional UO2-MOX problem with different enrichments. He observed that the effect of the spectrum
change must be presented in two terms, the fast neutron leakage and spectrum interaction, and cast these two
factors into leakage and spectral correlations, respectively, which have been incorporated in the nodal code
SIMULATE-3K [Smith, 1997], [Palmtag, 1998].

The Spatial Discretization Effect
The original coarse mesh nodal methods relied upon fourth order polynomials to describe the flux
shape within a node [Finnemann, 1977], [Lawrence, 1986]. Several researchers [Joo, 1997] have shown that
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polynomials can not adequately describe the severe flux gradients between uranium and mixed oxide fuel
assemblies. This can be demonstrated using the MOX benchmark problem. As shown in Figure 7, the
quartic polynomial solution for the thermal group flux shown as "NEM" differs substantially from the
analytic solution shown as "ANM". The “exact” thermal flux for this problem was shown in Figure 3.

Figure 7 Thermal Flux Comparison in the 1D MOX Benchmark
A particular concern with the NEM solution is that it predicts non-physical fluctuation in the fuel
region and negative fluxes in the core reflector region. This can lead to substantial errors in the fuel power
predictions and significant numerical problems with the solution algorithms. Several “hybrid” ANM
methods have been developed in last decade [Esser, 1993], [Joo, 1997] that incorporate hyperbolic functions
in the basis of the flux expansion and accurately predict the node flux variation of MOX fueled nodes.
Modifications to spatial discretization methods were also required for the flux reconstruction or
“dehomogenization” methods used to predict the pin powers in the advanced nodal codes. These
modifications include the use of explicit two group “form functions” to incorporate the intra-assembly flux
distribution [Shatilla, 1997]. Comparisons to Monte Carlo and MOX benchmark problems [Caverac, 1994],
[Lefevbre, 1991] indicate that the pin-wise fission rates for MOX fueled cores can be predicted to within 1%
of fine mesh reference results using the nodal flux solution and pin power reconstruction [Smith, 1997].

The Group Collapsing Effect
Current light water reactor calculations utilize two energy groups for the global core calculation.
This has proven adequate for cores fueled with uranium dioxide fuel. However, the presence of significant
amounts of plutonium in the core creates a hardened neutron spectrum in which the neutron interaction and
transport effects in the epithermal region can be significant. There is evidence [Taiwo, 1998] that more than
two energy groups may be necessary to adequately capture the important physics effects. The eigenvalue
error from performing the MOX benchmark problem with various numbers of energy groups is shown in
Table 1. As indicated, the error in the two group solution is reduced by 70% and 83% when using 4 and 8
energy groups, respectively. Since only minor additional computational expense is added by increasing the
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number of groups from 2 to 4, this result suggests that at least 4 energy groups should be used for the
analysis of MOX fueled cores.

Table 1 Eigenvalue Comparison with Different Numbers of Energy Groups
Number of Groups
K_eff
97
1.29073
8
1.29109
4*
1.29135
2
1.29284
*Energy group boundaries are 0.625eV, 4eV, and 0.82 MeV

Error: pcm
36
62
211

The Transport Effect
The severe material changes at the interface between uranium and mixed oxide assemblies can lead
to significant neutron streaming effects. The presence of strong "transport effects" brings into question the
validity of the P1 or diffusion approximation to the transport equation. Several researchers have suggested
that higher order approximations to the transport equation such as P3 are necessary [Brantley, 1999].
The transport error can be demonstrated using the MOX benchmark problem. The difference in the
eigenvalue of the 97 group diffusion (P1) solution and the exact reference is 177 pcm. A 97 group P3
calculation was then performed and the error was reduced to 54 pcm. The error in the power distribution of
the P1 and P3 solutions relative to the reference is shown in Figure 8 for the UO2/MOX interface where the
highest power fuel pin occurs. As shown in the Figure, the maximum error in the P1 solution is reduced by
about 50%, which is consistent with the results of other researchers [Mengelle, 1999].

Figure 8 Pin Power Error Distribution in UO2/MOX/REF Benchmark Problem
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Summary and Conclusions
There has been concern during the last several years that the core neutronics methods that have
been developed for uranium fueled LWRs do not provide the same accuracy when applied to the same cores
fueled with mixed oxide. Several modifications to the existing methods have been proposed and some have
been implemented in utility and vendor codes. The purpose of this paper was to provide a framework for
understanding the limitations in modern nodal methods and for examining some of the modifications
available for improving the accuracy of MOX fuel analysis.
While modifications to the current generation of modern nodal methods have recovered much of
the accuracy lost by the presence of MOX fuel, further benchmark analysis and assessment will help identify
any remaining issues that must be resolved. Specifically, the work here addressed primarily steady-state
neutronics, whereas additional considerations may be required for transient neutronics analysis of MOX
fueled cores. Such an exhaustive benchmark and assessment effort for both steady-state and transient
analysis will help reduce any perception of risk associated with weapons grade plutonium disposition in
commercial Light Water Reactors.
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ABSTRACT

Since 1997, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) has been developin g
the three-dimensional transient analysis codes : J-TRAC/SKETCH-N code system fo r
pressurised water reactor (PWR), and the TRAC-BEY SKETCH-N for boiling wate r
reactor (BWR) . The J-TRAC code, developed by JAERI, has a framework based o n
the TRAC-PF1, which is best estimate system transient analysis code having the
capability to simulate PWR system components and three-dimensional core in
cylindrical R-9-Z coordinates . The TRAC-BF1 is a BWR system analysis code . The
neutronics code SKETCH-N can solve the steady-state and kinetics forms of neutron
diffusion equations in X-Y-Z geometry . The efficient polynomial and semi-analyti c
nodal methods based on the nonlinear iteration procedure are used in the code .
Coupling with the TRAC codes is performed using the interface module based on th e
message-passing library Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) . The interface module i s
responsible for data transfer between the codes, mapping of the data between differen t
spatial meshes and synchronisation of the time stepping . Verification of the coupled
TRAC/SKETCH code system has been performed against light water reactor (LWR )
transient benchmark problems . J-TRAC/SKETCH has been verified by NEACR P
PWR rod ejection benchmark and NEA/NSC PWR rod withdrawal benchmark . .
Verification of the TRAC-BFl/SKETCH-N has been performed using NEACR P
BWR cold water injection benchmark . TRAC/SKETCH numerical results and a
comparison with the other codes are given in the paper . The second part of the pape r
presents current status of the out-of-pile experiments at JAERI on BWR stability to
assess and improve the TRAC-BF1 cod e
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1.

INTRODUCTIO N

Best-estimate analysis of many light water reactor (LWR) transients requires 3D neutro n
kinetics modelling of the reactor core (Diamond, 1996) . To provide such capabilities the popula r
system transient analysis codes have been coupled with 3D neutron kinetics models : ATHLET
code coupled with several neutron kinetics codes (Langenbuch et . al, 1996), RELAP5/NESTLE
(Judd et al ., 1994), RETRAN-3D/ARROTTA (Goose et al ., 1998), TRAC-PF1/NEM (Bandini ,
1998) etc . 3D LWR core transient benchmarks (Finnemann and Galati, 1992) were carried out b y
Nuclear Energy Agency through its Reactor Physics Committee (NEACRP) to give the first surve y
of the state of the art in this area . These benchmarks describe several control rod ejection
transients in pressurised water reactor (PWR), and cold water injection and core pressurisatio n
events in boiling water reactor (BWR) . The bènchmarks have been extensively used to verif y
coupled neutronics/thermal-hydraulics code systems ; the first results of the benchmark participants
are published in the benchmark report (Finneman et al ., 1993) . For PWR applications these
benchmarks are followed by a PWR rod withdrawal benchmark (Fraikin and Finnemann, 1993 )
and a main steam fine benchmark (K . Ivanov et. al ., 1999), which is presently going on . BWR
stability benchmark provides the experirnental data of the Swedish reactor Ringhals 1 (Lefvert ,
1994). This benchmark has been organised for validation of computer codes and models applied
in the BWR stability analysis .
An interest to the best-estimate analysis of the reactivity-initiated accidents in PWR and out-ofphase instabilities in BWR results in the TRAC/SKETCH project .in Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute (JAERI) has been started in 1997 . 3D neutron kinetics code SKETCH- N
(Zimin and Ninokata, 1998) has been coupled with the best estimate transient analysis codes : JTRAC (Akimoto et . al ., 1989) for PWR problems and TRAC-BF1 (Borkowski et . al ., 1992) for
BWR applications . The paper outlines the main features of the TRAC and SKETCH codes an d
describes the coupling interface module . Verification of the coupled J-TRAC/SKETCH code
system has been performed against PWR rod ejection and rod withdrawal benchmarks . NEACR P
BWR cold water injection benchmark has been computed by the TRAC-BF1/SKETCH cod e
system . Numerical results of the TRAC/SKETCH codes are given and discussed in the paper .
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives the main features of the both TRAC codes .
Section 3 describes the nodal neutron kinetics code SKETCH-N . Section 4 outlines the main
features of the interface module, which is responsible for the data transfer between the codes an d
synchronisation of the time stepping . Application of the J-TRAC/SKETCH-N code system for th e
NEA/NSC PWR rod withdrawal benchmark is described in the Section 5 . Section 6 contains th e
description of the NEACRP BWR cold water injection benchmark and gives the numerical result s
computed by the TRAC-BF1/SKETCH-N code . Section 7 presents current status of out-of-pile
BWR experiments performed in JAERI and their analyses by the TRAC-BF1 code . Section 8
draws the conclusions and outlines present activities .
2.

J-TRAC and TRAC-BF1 code s

J-TRAC code (Akimoto et al ., 1989) is the best-estimate two-fluid thermal-hydrauli c
code TRAC-PF1/Modl (Lilies et al ., 1988) modified in JAERI to improve the simulation o f
reflooding phenomena during loss-of-coolant accidents . The verification of the reflooding mode l
of the J-TRAC code is given in (Akimoto et. al., 1988), summary of the TRAC-PF1/MOD 1
assessment results is presented in (Sahota and Addessio, 1985) .
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The SKETCH-N code (Zimin and Ninokata, 1998) solves neutron diffusion equations i n
X-Y-Z geometry for steady-state and neutron kinetics problems . The code can treat an arbitrary
number of neutron energy groups and delayed neutron precursors . Polynomial, serai-analytic and
analytic nodal methods based on the nonlinear iteration procedure can be used for spatial .
discretization of diffusion equations (Zimin et al ., 1998). Time integration of the neutron kinetic s
problem is performed by the fully implicit scheme with an analytical treatment of the delayed
neutron precursors . Steady-state eigenvalue problems are solved by inverse iterations with a
Wielandt shift, the Chebyshev adaptive iterative procedure is used for the neutron kinetic s
problems . The block symmetric successive overrelaxation method (SSOR) is applied as a
preconditioner in the both iterative procedures . Automatic time step control procedure based o n
the time step doubling technique is used in the code .
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a new time step size and performs the neutronics calculations . Then, SKETCH sends a message t o
TRAC with the power distribution and the used time step size . TRAC receives the message and
performs the thermal-hydraulics calculation . The procedure is repeated till the end of the transient .
Actually time stepping procedure is slightly more complicated due to an automatic tim e
step control based on the time step doubling technique as illustrated in Fig 1 . SKETCH perform s
the calculations using two temporal meshes : fine temporal mesh, which consists of pairs of the
time steps of equal length, and coarse temporal mesh with a double time step size . A comparison
of the power distribution computed on these meshes gives an estimate of the SKETCH time ste p
size. Finally, a time step size of the TRAC/SKETCH code system is selected as a minimum of th e
time step sizes proposed by the codes .
The TRAC and SKETCH-N codes usually perform calculations using different spatia l
meshes . Additionally J-TRAC code applies axially staggered meshes for the fluid dynamics an d
heat conduction models. The coupled TRAC/SKETCH-N calculations require a mapping of th e
data between the neutronics, heat conduction and fluid dynamics meshes . The mapping procedure
based on the mapping matrix approach has been developed . For each pair of the spatial meshes a
code user define two mapping matrices : a mapping matrix describing a correspondence of the 2 D
radial meshes and a mapping matrix for 1D axial meshes . Details of the mapping procedure i s
given in (Zimin et al ., 1999), we only note that a choice of the spatial meshes of the codes can b e
arbitrary, the mapping procedure provides the consistent data exchange between the meshes .
t

. t+At

t+ 2 At

Time

J-TRAC

SKETCH
SKETCH Temporal Error Estimator
Figure 1. Time Stepping of the Coupled TRAC/SKETCH code syste m

The List of the variables, which transfer between the meshes, is given as follow s
• from the neutronics mesh into the heat conduction mesh :
heat generation rate of the heat conduction nodes ;
• from the neutronics mesh into the fluid dynamics mesh :
heat generation rate of the fluid dynamics nodes due to direct coulant heating ;
• from the heat conduction mesh into the neutronics mesh :
average Doppler fuel temperature of the neutronics nodes ;
• from the fluid dynamics mesh into the neutronics mesh :
average coolant temperature and coolant density of the neutronics nodes .
Variables transferring from the TRAC code depend on the macro cross section model of th e
SKETCH and can be changed for a new reactor type or a new problem .
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5.

J-TRAC/SKETCH-N results of PWR benchmark on uncontrolled withdrawal of
control rod

A coupling of the 1'RAC/SKETCH codes has been verifièd against international LW R
benchmark problems . For verification of J-TRAC/SKETCH-N code we performed calculations o f
'the NEACRP PWR rod ejection benchmark and NEA/NSC PWR rod withdrawal benchmark . The
results of the rod ejection benchmark have been already published (Zimin et al ., 1999) and th e
results of the rod withdrawal benchmark are given below .
PWR rod withdrawal benchmark (Fraikin and Finnemann, 1993) is an extension of th e
NEACRP PWR rod ejection benchmark (Finnemann and Galati, 1992) . The reactor core model i s
the same ; the only difference that a central control cluster added for symmetry in the rod ejectio n
problem has been removed in the rod withdrawal benchmark . The reactor core configuration i s
illustrated in the Fig 2 . The transient is initiated by a withdrawal of control rod banks from a n
initial critical core at the hot zero power (HZP) . The scram signal is generated when the power
level reaches 35 % of the nominal power . The control rods begin to fall after a time delay 0 .6
seconds. All control rods participate to scram .
/.

Fuel Assembly w/o CR

Fuel Assembly with CR

Radial Reflector

C

D

Figure 2. NEA/NSC PWR Rod Withdrawal Benchmark ; Core Geometry an d

Arrangement of Control Rod Bank s
Four cases are defined in the benchmark as follows :
Case A: single bank D is withdrawn ; other banks (C, B, A, S) remain fully withdrawn till scram .
Case B : two banks (B and C) are withdrawn, banks A and D remain fully inserted, the bank (S) i s
fully withdrawn .

c

Case C is the same as the case B, except that the heat transfer coefficient between cladding an d
coolant is set to a constant .
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Case D starts from the same initial conditions as the case B, but two peripheral banks A and B ar e
withdrawn, banks C and D remains fully inserted and bank S are fully withdrawn till scram .
The cases B, C and D give similar results, only the cases A and B have been computed by th e
TRAC/SKETCH code system .
The benchmark report (Fraikin, 1997) provides the numerical results computed by ten
participants from ten countries . The results include the reactor average data (reactor power ,
average Doppler fuel temperature etc .) as well as the most important local safety parameters : hot
pellet enthalpy, maximum fuel temperature at the centerline of hot pellet, maximum hot pelle t
cladding outer surface temperature etc . The results are compared against the reference solutio n
generated by the PANTHER code using fine temporal and spatial meshes . There is a good
agreement between the codes on the reactor-averaged data, while there are some discrepancies in
the hot pellet results .
5.1

SKETCH-N Model

The neutronics model has two neutron energy groups and six groups of delayed neutro n
precursors . Reactor core is specified at the beginner of cycle 1 . The macro cross sections ar e
given as polynomial functions of the boron concentration, effective fuel temperature, coolan t
density and coolant temperature . The SKETCH-N calculations were performed using a quartercore representation . Several spatial meshes were used for neutronics calculations : 9x9x18 - 1
node per assembly (npa) and 18 axial layers specified in the benchmark ; 9x9x30 - 1 npa and 3 0
axial layers ; 17x17x30 - 4 npa and 30 axial layers. In the initial condition, a reactor is critical an d
a value of the critical boron concentration was computed . An automatic time step control
procedure based on the time step doubling technique was used to determine the time step size . A
temporal truncation error tolerance was set to 5x10 -3 .
5.2

J-TRAC Model

The VESSEL component is used to simulate the reactor . Spatial mesh in R-0 plane
contains 27 nodes (3 rings and 9 sectors), each of the 26 nodes simulates a single fuel assembly o f
the 1/8 core representation and 1 node models a radial reflector . Each of three small axia l
neutronics layers on the top and on the bottom of the reactor core are combined into the single
fluid dynamics layer, the resulting axial spatial mesh has 14 layers . The radial heat conductio n
mesh has 9 zones in the fuel, 1 in the gap and 2 in the cladding . The reactor boundary condition s
are given using the FILL components on the bottom, which define the mass flow rate and th e
BREAK components on the top, which specify the reactor pressure . Zero lateral cross flow i s
simulated setting to zero the cross flow areas in R and 0 directions . The. material propertie s
defined in the benchmark are implemented as an option in the J-TRAC code . A direct coolantheating model has been also developed for the VESSEL component of the J-TRAC code .
5.3

Numerical Results

Table 1 represents the steady-state results computed using different neutronics spatia l
meshes . Even with the coarsest spatial mesh 9x9x18, the J-TRAC/SKETCH-N results are in th e
excellent agreement with the PANTHER reference solution (Fraikin, 1997) confirming accuracy o f
the semi-analytic nodal method of the SKETCH-N code .
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Before considering transient results one problem should be addressed . In the benchmark
specification, a hot pellet is defined as the neutronics node with maximum power density at th e
finest spatial mesh available during the calculations . Following the definition a pin powe r
reconstruction technique should be used to recover the power distribution inside fuel assembly an d
supplemental fuel rods should be used in the J-TRAC code to compute hot pellet fuel temperatur e
and hot pellet fuel enthalpy. Pin power reconstruction is flot presently available in the SKETC H
code and hot pellet is defined as a node of the fuel assembly with maximum power density . Th e
hot pellet thermal-hydraulics data are given respectively for this node .
Table 1 . J-TRAC/SKETCH-N Steady-State Results of the NEA/NSC PWR Rod Withdrawa l
Benchmark.
Case A
Case B
Parameter

Critical boron
concentration (ppm)

J- TRAC/ SKETCH-N PANTHER

J-TRAC/SKETCH-N

PANTHER

9x9x18

17x17x30

25x25x48

9x9x1
8

9x9x30

17x17x30

25x25x48

1268 .5

1262 .8

1262.7

795 .6

.795 .6

793 .7

793 .6

+5 .8 ppm

+0.1 ppm

+2

+ 2 ppm

+0.1

ppm

PPm

1D axial peak factor
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Figure 3. NEA/NSC PWR Rod Withdrawal Benchmark . Power and Reactivity versus Tim e
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Figure 4. NEA/NSC PWR Rod Withdrawal Benchmark . Hot Pellet Fuel Enthalpy versus Time .

Fig . 3 shows the reactor power and reactivity versus time for the cases A and B . The
transients are different in these two cases . The case B is a typical rod withdrawal transient usuall y
considered for safety analysis . Two banks of the control rods are withdrawn . The power increas e
is very fast and exceeds significantly the trip level . In the case A, where only one rod bank i s
moving, the reactivity insertion rate is much lower, reactivity remains slightly below promptcriticality . The power surge is terminated by the Doppler feedback when the power level slightl y
below 30 % of nominal, however the control rod withdrawal continues and power slowly increase s
till the scram level . Relatively high power level during a long period of time results that th e
energy deposited into the fuel, hot pellet fuel enthalpy and fuel temperatures are higher in the cas e
A than in the case B . Fig. 4 illustrates this point showing the fuel enthalpy of the hot pellet for th e
both cases A and B .
Table 4 provides a comparison of the J-TRAC/SKETCH-N results with the referenc e
PANTHER solution . The SKETCH calculations were performed using several spatial meshes . I n
the case A, there is an acceptable agreement with the PANTHER results even in the case of spatia l
mesh with 1 npa and 18 axial layers (mesh 9x9x18) . In the hot pellet, the errors of maximu m
fission power, maximum fuel enthalpy, maximum centerline fuel temperature are -4 %, -6 .7 %
and -12 °C, respectively . An application of the finer spatial mesh (17x17x30) practicall y
eliminates the error in the maximum fuel centerline temperature . The errors in power and fue l
enthalpy are also decreased till -3 % and -4 % . The case B with larger reactivity insertion and
faster power surge is more sensitive to a choice of the spatial mesh . The coarse spatial mesh
(9x9x18) with 1 npa and 18 axial layer results in -16 % error in the reactor power peak, -28 %
error in maximum fission power of the hot pellet and -14 % error in the maximum fuel enthalpy o f
the hot pellet . An application of the finer axial mesh (9x9x30) decreases the errors in the powe r
peak tilt 2 % and the errors in the maximum power and fuel enthalpy of the hot pellet till -10 % . A
refinement of the mesh in radial plane (4 npa, mesh 17x17x30) practically does not change thes e
rèsults . Case B illustrates that a rod cusping effect can be very significant in PWR transients, an d
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a homogenization procedure for the partially rodded nodes used in the SKETCH-N code need s
further improvement.
The differences in the hot pellet results between PANTHER and J-TRAC/SKETCH
solutions are explained by the assembly-averaged definition of the hot pellet node in the JTRAC/SKETCH code . Assembly-averaged data give the lower values of the hot pellet fissio n
power and fuel enthalpy . An application of the pin power reconstruction procedure coul d
significantly decrease these differences .
Table 2. J-TRAC/SKETCH-N Transient Results of the PWR Rod Withdrawal Benchmark .
Case A
Parameter

Maximum fission power
(%)

Time of maximum fissio n
power (s)

Maximum fuel Dopple r
temperature (°C)

Max . fission power in hot
pellet w/r to nominal power

Maximum fuel enthalpy
injected in hot pellet (J/Kg)

Time of maximum fuel
enthalpy (s)

Coolant temperature at outlet
of hot channel (°C)

Maximum fuel temperature
at centerline (°C)

Maximum cladding oute r
surface temperature (°C )

Case B

J-TRAC/SKETCH-N

PANTHER

J-TRAC/SKETCH- N

PANTHER

9x9x18

17x17x30

25x25x48

9x9x18

9x9x30

17x17x30

25x25x4 8

35 .4

35.4

35 .6

113 .2

132 .2

129 .9

134 . 8

-0.6 %

-0.6%

-16 %

-1 .9 %

-3.6 %

83 .0

82.7

34.6

34 .34

34 .42

+0.9s

+0.6s

+0.3s

+0.04s

+0.1 s

359 .3

359.2

315 .0

316.1

315 .6

+0.6 t

+0.5 °C

-0.2 °C

+0.9 °C

+0.4 °C

0.84

0 .85

4 .3

5 .4

5 .4

-4 .2 %

-3.1 %

-28 %

-10 %

-10 %

57502

59005

39430

41267

41213

-6.7 %

-4.3 %

-14 %

-10 %

-10 %

83 .1

82 .8

35 .2

34.9

35 .0

+0.9 s

+0.6s

+0.35 s

+0.05 s

+0.15 s

301 .2

301 .2

296

296

296

-0.8 °C

-0.8 °C

-1.2 °C

-1.2 °C

-1 .2 °C

620

629

474

482

482

-12 °C

-3 °C

-4 t

+ 4 °C

+ 4 °C

307

307

302

302

302

-1 .2°C

-1.2t

82.14

358 .7

0.8771

61662

82 .19

302.0

631 .8

308 .2

-1 .6-1 .6°C
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-1.6°C

34.3 0

315 . 2

6.001 6

45882

34 .85

297 . 2

478 . 2

303 . 6
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6.

TRAC-BF1/SKETCH-N results of NEACRP BWR cold water injectio n
benchmark

Verification of the TRAC-BF1/SKETCH code system is done using NEACRP BWR
cold water injection benchmark. NEACRP BWR cold water injection (CWI) benchmark i s
proposed by H . Finnemann and A . Galati (1992) for verification of the couple d
neutronics/thermal-hydraulics BWR codes . The reactor core consists of 185 fuel and 64 reflecto r
macroelements, which represent four regular subassemblies homogenized with a control blade .
Each macroelement is subdivided into 14 axial layers of 30.48 cm height . Cold water injection
over the whole core is simulated by doubling the inlet water subcooling through an exponentia l
increase with 2.6 s time constant . Final benchmark report (Finneman et al ., 1993) provides the
results of 8 industrial and national institutions from 5 countries participated in this benchmark .
VTT Finland recently published some results by the TRAB-3D code (Kaloinen, Kyrki-Rajamaki ,
and Raty, 1999) . In a comparison with the PWR benchmarks, the deviations of the result s
computed by different participants are large : about 600 pcm for the steady-state eigenvalue, and
almost 200 % in the power peak . Oversimplified representation of the reactor core, larg e
discrepancies in the results computed by the benchmark participants and an absence of th e
reference solution make this problem not very useful for the TRAC-BF1/SKETCH-N cod e
verification . However, because there is no any other benchmarks for the couple d
neutronics/thermalhydraulics BWR codes we decided to perform the TRAC-BFl/SKETCH- N
calculation of this problem .
6.1

SKETCH-N Model

The neutronics model has two neutron energy groups and six groups of delayed neutro n
precursors. Reactor core is specified at the beginner of cycle 1 . The macro cross sections are
given as polynomial functions of water density and Doppler temperature . Criticality of the initial
condition is set by dividing an average number of the neutrons per fission by the steady-stat e
eigenvalue . The SKETCH-N'calculations were performed using the spatial mesh 17x17x26 with 1
node per macroelement (npm) and 26 axial layers : top and bottom axial reflector layers are 30 .48
cm height and 24 reactor core layers of 15 .24 cm. An automatic time step control procedure ha s
been used ; a temporal . truncation error tolerance was set to 5x 10-3 .
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6.2

TRAC-BF1 Mode l
BREA K

. . . . . . . . . .. . . .

... . . . . . .
1
8
5

PIPE
1
UPPER PLENUM

VESSEL

.. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .... ... .

LOWER PLENUM
CHANNELS

PIPE
FILL
Figure 5. TRAC-BF1 Model for the BWR Cold Water Injection Benchmark.

The TRAC-BF1 reactor model is illustrated in Fig . 5 . The VESSEL component with 18 5
CHANNELS is used to simulate the reactor core . Channel's axial mesh has 24 layers, which
coincides with neutronics axial mesh in the reactor core . The radial heat conduction mesh for fue l
rods has 6 zones in the fuel, 1 in the gap and 2 in the cladding . The reactor boundary condition s
are given using the FILL component on the bottom, which defines the inlet coolant properties an d
the BREAK component on the top, which specify the reactor pressure of 6 .7 MPa . The inlet water
subcooling perturbation is simulated as the table of the FILL component by defining the inle t
coolant temperature, velocity and pressure . The material properties defined in the benchmark ar e
implemented as an option in the TRAC-BF1 code .
6.3

Numerical Results

Table 3 presents a summary of steady-state results computed by the TRACBF1/SKETCH-N code . The eigenvalue computed by TRAC-BF1/SKETCH is equal to 0 .9843 9
and by 240 pcm below than the TRAB-3D value of 0 .9868 (Kaloinen, Kyrki-Rajamaki, and Raty ,
1999) and by 150 pcm below than the mean of 0 .9859 of the benchmark participant results
(Finneman et al ., 1993).
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1.0

Parameter

TRAC-BFl /
SKETC H

0. 9

Eigenvalue

0.9843 9

0. 8
0.7

1D power peaking factor

1 .444

2D power peaking factor

1 .955

3D power peaking factor .

3 .312 .

0. 6

Averaged Doppler fuel temperature (°C)

49 9

0. 5

Maximum Doppler fuel temperature (°C)

1105

Maximum centerline fuel temperature (°C)

211 2

Averae channel outlet coolant densit y
(kg/m )
Average channel outlet coolant temperature
(°C)

45 3

0.4
1
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Figure 6.

NEACRP BWR CWI Benchmark . Steady-State
Normalized Axial Power Distribution. .

282 .1

Table 3.

TRAC-BFI/SKETCH-N Steady-State Results of th e
NEACRP BWR CWI Benchmark .
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7. NEACRP BWR CWI Benchmark . Steady-State Mass Flow Rate and Outlet Density along the Vertical Traverse .

Fig . 6 shows the axial power distribution computed by the TRAC-BF1/SKETCH an d
several benchmark participant codes : DYNAS (NFI, Japan), TNK-XC (Siemens, USA) an d
QUABOX/CUBBOX (GRS, Germany) . Fig. 7 compares the channel mass flow rate and outle t
coolant density along the vertical traverse of the reactor core . TRAC-BF1/SKETCH gives lowe r
values of the outlet density than the other codes .
Table 4 gives a summary of the TRAC-BF1/SKETCH transient results . Fig. 8 shows a
comparison of the reactor power computed by SKETCH/TRAC-BF1 code system with the result s
of the TRAB-3D code (Kaloinen et al ., 1998). A delay in the reactor power increase is attribute d
to the TRAC-BF1 reactor model . In the TRAC model, cold water is injected using the FIL L
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component, as a result there is small time delay because the coolant has to pass through the inle t
PIPE and LOWER PLENUM before reaching the CHANNEL inlet .
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Figure 9 . NEACRP BWR CWI Benchmark . Core-Average d

Figure 10. NEACRP BWR CWI Benchmark. Core-Average d

Doppler Fuel Temperature Difference with respect to the
Steady-State Value .

Channel Outlet Density Difference with respect to SteadyState Value.

Core-averaged Doppler fuel temperature computed by SKETCH/TRAC is compare d
with the TRAB-3D code in Fig . 9 . The difference in average outlet channel density with respect t o
the steady-state value is given in Fig . 10 . For compared global reactor parameters there is a clos e
agreement of the TRAC/SKETCH results with the TRAB-3D results . The TRAC/SKETCH
results are also close to the mean results of the BWR benchmark participants given in (Finneman
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et al ., 1993) . There are no local transient parameters available for a comparison for thi s
benchmark . More detail analysis of this benchmark and a comparison with the TRAB-3D cod e
will be given in the forthcoming paper (Zimin et . al., 2000).
7.

Experimental activitie s

In order to assess and improve the TRAC-BF1 code, out-of-pile experiments on BW R
stability are under way using two experimental facilities . A one of the two facilities, called Tw o
Phase flow Test Facility (TPTF), has single channel core with a simulated natural circulation loop .
The single-channel tests are focused on core-wide stability and density wave propagatio n
phenomena . Another facility, called parallel-channel facility, has 3-pararel channels for out-ofphase stability tests with bypass channel . In the both the facilities, a core power control system ,
composed of a computer system furnished with a reactor kinetics model, was installed to provid e
the capability to simulate coupled neutronics thermal-hydraulics behaviour in a BWR core . This
system controls the electric core power in real-time as a function of the measured core voi d
fraction, fluid temperature and fuel rod temperature .
7.1

TPTF Experiment

The TPTF consists of a pressure vessel, core test section, power control system, inlet flow
control system and natural circulation loop as shown in Fig . 11 . The pressure vessel, 0 .079m inne r
diameter, 6 .2m long, includes the core test section with 24 electrically-heated rods and 8 nonheated rods, simulating a full-length (3 .7m) PWR 17x17 type fuel bundle . The rods with an outer
diameter of 9 .5mm are arranged at 12 .6mm pitch and supported by spacers at seven elevations .
The test section is equipped with various two-phase flow instruments to measure temperatures ,
pressures and void fractions . Local differential pressures are measured at 9 locations in the cor e
heated length of 3 .7m. The core power supply system has a capability to provide force d
oscillations of the total core power with radially and axially uniform power profile .
The density wave propagation test is being conducted by providing various core inle t
flow rates under forced core power oscillation . The specific tests described herein were conducte d
at a core power oscillation (600KW±150kW) with a period of 4s, for core inlet mass fluxe s
ranging 120 to 450kg/m2s under system pressure of 7MPa.
The experimental analysis was done with TRAC-BF1 alone using the measured thermalhydraulic conditions as boundary conditions . The core test section of 4 .1m between lower and
upper plena was modelled with 41 volumes . The boundary conditions were imposed in terras of
measured liquid velocity and temperature (subcooled) for the lower plenum, and measure d
pressure for the upper plenum . The natural circulation loop was excluded from the model . Most of
the prediction results were reasonably well for the various core inlet mass fluxes . Figure 12 show s
measured and predicted local core differential pressures at location near the core outlet (labelle d
DP8 in this figure) of the test section for inlet mass fluxes of 300 and 450•/m 2s, respectively . The
differential pressures oscillated according to core power oscillations in both the experiment an d
prediction . The differential pressure first increased as core power started to increase from 600kW ,
and peaked when core power became maximum value of 750kW . In the most predictions ,
differential pressure responses were characterized by a continuous oscillation during the force d
core power oscillation under the constant core inlet mass flux . However, it was found that th e
differential pressure behaviour was in discontinuity or irregularity at upper part of core only when
the bore inlet mass flux was nearly 300kg/m 2s, whereas it was not observed in the experiment as
shown in Fig.12. The authors are now putting an effort to solve this problem.
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7.2

20

Parallel-Channel Experiment

JAERI is performing experimental simulation of the nuclear and thermal-hydrauli c
coupled instabilities with a parallel channel test facility . The test facility is shown in Fig . 13. It
consists of three channel test sections (2x2 bundle test sections) and one 4x4 bundle test section .
Three electrically heated rods and one unheated rod are ir)stalled in each 2x2 bundle test section .
The diameter and heated length of the heater rods are the sanie as those of nuclear fuels o f
conventional BWRs .
Instantaneous area-averaged void fraction in the test section is measured wit h
impedance-type void meters . Electrical power of heater rods is calculated with point neutro n
kinetics by using measured void fraction . Thus, the nuclear and thermal-hydraulic coupling is
simulated .
Expenment is undergomg . Following experiments were performed .
(1) Tests for channel stability
- Single channel, Two channels, or three channel s
Pressure=1-7MPa
- Mass flux=130-660kg%mes
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-

Kout/Kin=0 .1-40

Kout/Kin is flow resistance ratio between outlet and inlet of test section, as shown i n
Fig.13 . Figure 14 shows stability map of single-channel test under various Kout/Kin . Stability
threshold increases with decrease of Kout/Kin . In the figure, boiling transition threshold is als o
shown . The boiling transition threshold also increases with decrease of Kout/Kin .
(2) Test for nuclear and thermal-hydraulic couplin g
- Single charme!
- Pressure=7MPa
Mass flux=400 to 530kg/m2s (step response )
- Kout/Kin=0 .1-40
Figure 15 shows a test result . Initial mass flow rate of the test was 0 .3kg/s . Then, mass flow rat e
was changed to 0.4kg/s and then to 0.3kg/s . Figure on the left side shows the result of a tes t
without void feedback simulation . The increase of mass flow rate results in decrease of voi d
fraction . The decrease of mass flow rate results in increase of void fraction . Both of mass flow rate
and void fraction are stable. On the other hand, a figure on the right side shows the result of a tes t
with void feedback simulation . The increase of mass flow rate results in decrease of void fraction ,
and then increase of power . Some oscillation of void fraction and power take place and continue .
However, the oscillation decays in about 10 seconds in this test . Finally, void fraction is lower tha n
initial value, and power is higher than initial value . Thus, increase of mass flow rate results i n
increase of power due to void feedback effect, and void fraction is higher than that without voi d
feedback simulation .
According to other experiments, void fraction, mass flow rate, and power are mor e
oscillatory under higher Kout/Kin . Thus, experimental result is much dependent on Kout/Kin .

Figure 13. JAERI 3-channel test facility for nuclear and thermal-hydraulic coupling test .
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Figure 14. Stability map under single channel.
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Figure 15 . Nuclear and thermal-hydraulic test under step increasé and decrease of flow rate .
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S.

CONCLUSIONS

3D neutron kinetics model SKETCH-N has been implemented into the transient analysis
codes J-TRAC and TRAC-BF1 . J-TRAC/SKETCH-N coupling has been verified using PW R
benchmarks : NEACRP rod ejection benchmark and NEA/NSC uncontrolled rod withdrawal a t
zero power. A comparison with the PANTHER reference solution demonstrates acceptabl e
accuracy of the J-'l'RAC/SKETCH-N code system for reactivity-initiated accidents . Verification
of the TRAC-BFl/SKETCH-N coupling has been done by the BWR cold water injectio n
benchmark . TRAC-BF1/SKETCH-N results are in a good agreement with the mean results of th e
benchmark participants and with the TRAB-3D results, which published recently . An absence of
the reference solution for this problem and large discrepancies in the participant results prevent u s
from further conclusions . Presently Ringhals-1 stability benchmark is on the way for the TRACBF1/SKETCH code system assessment .
A progress has been made on the out-of-pile tests regarding BWR stability . Further TRAC-BF 1
code verifications will be made through the single- and parallel-channel tests conducted at JAERI .
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Summary
One of the requirements for the USNRC's consolidated reactor safety analysis code is that it
supports parallel computations . One standard parallel calculation would speed calculations by
distributing spatial regions (system components) to copies of the Consolidated Code running on
separate processors. A more interesting form of parallel processing uses additional programs t o
provide special component or process models, to extend the code's capabilities . We have
developed a code structure and communications protocol that supports both these forms of
parallelism. The Consolidated Code uses a flexible request driven exterior communicatio n
interface . A set of negotiations at the beginning of a calculation determines the data to b e
transferred. Both the requesting and responding tasks record source and destination pointers fo r
transfers in special transfer tables . Actual transfer of data is a very simple process, using th e
transfer tables to flll or empty interprocess buffers.
Introduction
Two design criteria for the USNRC consolidated reactor safety code have driven the us e
of parallel computing. The first is the standard desire for faster real-time turnaround of transient
simulations . The resulting improvements in staff efficiency have always been important, and wil l
continue to be significant for such applications as risk-informed regulation . The Exterior
Communications Interface (ECI) described in this paper provides for savings in computer time b y
permitting users to split system simulations into several parallel calculations . The second desig n
criterion is the need for a tool that can be easily extended as new modeling capabilities or use r
features are needed. The flexibility of the ECI permits addition 'of new capabilities to th e
Consolidated Code through interaction with separate programs . A developer now need only
understand the interface specifications and general features of the Consolidated Code to add
capabilities . Detailed knowledge of internai coding is not necessary .
The Consolidated Code is designed to provide simulations of transients involving ai l
aspects of a nuclear reactor's primary and secondary coolant systems . However, the level of detail
in its models may not be appropriate for ail analyses . Greater detail might be required to captur e
some physical behavior, or a simpler component model might capture ail relative phenomena at a
lower computational cost . As examples, some simulations might need a detailed containmen t
model, 3-D neutron kinetics, or an AP600 Core Makeup Tank (CMT) with resolution of surfac e
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thermal stratification . None of these features are currently scheduled for the Consolidated Code ,
but the first two are currently available in other programs . In the case of the CMT, a relativel y
simple standalone program could be written to capture the thermal stratification . The
Consolidated Code will permit tight coupling of its results with those from other special codes ,
through a well-defined interprocess communication interface . In the discussion that follows, thes e
separate computer programs will generally be referred to as "processes" . This paper describes th e
context and defines the high level protocol for the process to process communication .
The basic model for operation of the interface is centered on the Consolidated Code . It is
normally assigned central contrai of interprocess communications and key problem calculations .

.

Co nsolidated Cod e
. Special Proces s
(Loup 1)

Consolidated Cod e
Spècinl Proces s
(Loop 2)

(Reactor VesseÎ)
Consolidated Cod e
Central Process

Containmen t
Reacto r
Special Proces.s

Special Proces s
for Reactor Cor e
3- D Kinetics

Figure 1 Process Connectivity for a Reactor Analysi s
Satellite processes are spawned by the central one to provide supporting calculations . Figure 1
provides an illustration of this mode of operation . In this example the central process models th e
thermal-hydraulics of the reactor vessel . Two other Consolidated Code jobs model coolant loop s
in the reactor . This demonstrates that the Consolidated Code is not restricted to a central role, an d
can also be used as a satellite process . A fourth process provides a 3-D kinetics model, obtainin g
core fluid conditions and rod temperatures from the central process, and returning powers to th e
central process's rod conduction calculations . Another special process provides a detailed mode l
of the containment, receiving mass and energy flows from the central process and one of th e
coolant loop calculations . The containment process returns fluid state information needed t o
compute the connecting flows . A key feature of the interface, illustrated with the containment, i s
that communication paths need not be routed through the central process . The ECI supports direc t
communication between satellite processes .
One limitation was recognized in design and installation of the ECI . The desires fo r
increased speed and code extensibility are not compatible in all hardware and softwar e
environments . Speed penalties should be expected when parallel applications are ported t o
platforms, which rely on normal network software and hardware for interprocess communications .
Configurations such as multiple PCs on a standard Ethernet, should only be regarded a s
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development platforms, or used for calculations where run time is not as critical as developer or
user time . Latency associated with message passing in such situations is relatively high . When
the ECI is used to configure simulations with speed as a goal, the applications should be ported t o
a shared memory parallel (SMP) machine, or distributed processors with a very high spee d
communications hardware, using appropriate supporting communications software .
Computational Flow and Synchronization Point s
Before establishing communications links ; the developer of a satellite application for th e
Consolidated Code needs to consider its general computational flow . Input processing establishe s
basic geometry, and state variables . An initialization phase maps the system configuration, an d
evaluates dependent variables not required in the basic state information (e .g. mean densities ,
specific infernal energies, etc .). Next the code approximates the solution of the flow an d
conduction equations with a series of time steps . The following outline summarizes the key stage s
in a time step used by the Consolidated Code . Its structure largely reflects the use of the SETS ,
numerical method . When the code is operating in semi-implicit mode stages associated wit h
stabilizer equations are not present .
1.

Setup
a. Local Time Step Size
Calculate time step size based upon restrictions placed by conditions in the region s
covered by each process .
b. Global Time Step Size
All time step limits are collected by the central process and a final step size sent bac k
to the other processes .
c. Set Old Time Value s
Move new time results from the previous time step into the old time arrays . Generat e
basic old time only fluid properties such as viscosity, conductivity, and mea n
density .
2.
Control System
All signal variables, trips, and control blocks are evaluated . Signal variables may
reference state variables in regions modeled by another process .
3.
Correlation Evaluation
Evaluate correlations for heat transfer and friction (wall and interfacial) . This is separate
from the basic time step setup because these correlations can and do involve basic flui d
properties in adjacent components . Correlations may be component specific . This pas s
also includes special component models such as pump momentum source ternis an d
valve area calculations .
4
Stabilizer Momentum Equation
a. Evaluate Terms
Coefficient and right hand sides for the momentum equations are evaluated for eac h
face in the system . These linear equations have stabilizer velocities as th e
unknowns .
b. Local Solution
Solution for velocities within this process in terms of unknown velocities in region s
evaluated by other processe s
c. Central Solution
Final solution of the reduced velocity equations either on the central process or on a
designated special process
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.

d. Solution Storage
The global solution is stored in the local component data structures .
5.

6.

Serai-Implicit Equation Solution
a. Velocity Dependency Equation
Evaluate terms in the linear equations relating the new time velocities to the ne w
time pressures.
Evaluate average quantities at volume edges for use in computation of mass and
energy fluxes .
b. Evaluate average quantities at volume edges for use in computation of mass an d
energy fluxes .
c. Evaluate Mass and Energy Equation Terms
Mass and energy equations are linearized about current new time estimates .
Coefficients and right hand sides for the equations are evaluated for each volume i n
the syste m
Local Solution
Solution for pressure changes are obtained in terms of unknown pressure changes i n
regions evaluated by other processe s
e. Central Solution
Solution for pressure equations either on the central process or on a designate d
special process
f Solution Storage
New time temperatures, air partial pressure and void fraction are computed based on
the global pressure solution . These are used to update all dependent fluid state
information . All new variables are stored in the local component data structures .
g. Local Convergence Check s
Each participating process checks changes in primary variables or residuals agains t
local convergence limits to determine if the non-linear equation solution is locall y
converged .
h Global Convergence Chec k
The central process surveys the local convergence checks from all processes . If ail
have declared convergence, the calculation moves on to the stabilizer mass an d
energy equations . If not the calculation branches back to step 5B for relinearization
of the equations and another iteration of the Newton solution method . If the
maximum permitted iteration count is exceeded, or water packing is detected, this
sends a message to trigger the appropriate time step backup in all processes .
Stabilizer Mass and Energy Equations
a. Evaluate Terms
Coefficient and right hand sides for the stabilizer mass and energy equations ar e
evaluated for each volume in the system . These equations are linear in stabilizer
macroscopic densities and macroscopic energy densitie s
b. Local Solution
Solution for variables in ternis of unknowns in regions evaluated by other processe s
c. Central Solution
Final solution of the reduced stabilizer equations either on the central process or on a
designated special proces s
d. Solution Storage
The global solution is stored in the local component data structures, and new tim e
void fractions computed . checks are made for excessive void fraction change that
may trigger a time step backup
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7.

8.

Conduction Solutio n
Given boundary conditions from fluid components, and power from tables or kinetic s
calculations, the conduction equation is solved for metal temperatures in each heat
structure in the system .
Central Status Check
The central process checks to see if an excessive void fraction change or heat transfe r
energy error requires a backup . If not, information is transmitted on whether or not it i s
time for various edits . Special processes must respond to a request for a restart dump ,
but other edits are optional .

Synchronization points for interprocess communications are not required at all of -the
above stages . Communication points are made available to support the most complex interaction ;
a SETS based solution of flow equations, spanning processes . In that case information must be
passed at a number of points in a time step . Evaluation of time step is accomplished in a single
special exchange. All satellite processes transmit the results of step la to the central process, whic h
performs a serial calculation to select the system-wide time step limit. Beginning of time step
values may be also exchanged at this first synchronization point . Control block values are
transmitted after stage 2 . At the end of stages 4b, 5d, and 6b, equations are passed to the central
process for final solution . At the end of stages 4c, 5e, and 5c values of "exterior " variables are
passed back to special processes to complete their equation solutions . After all stabilizer velocities
have been obtained (stage 4d), they must be communicated between processes for use in the stag e
5a of the semi-implicit step . At the same time any necessary information on heat fluxes from
structures to fluid is transmitted across processes . Communication after setup of the velocity
dependency equations is useful but not always required between processes using a semi-implici t
method . These dependency relations are transmitted after step 5b along with the edge averag e
quantities needed for mass and energy fluxes . Satellite processes communicate the state o f
convergence and any requests for time step backup to the central process after stage 5g. The
central process in turn issues instructions to continue iterations, move on, or redo the time ste p
after stage 5h . New time velocities at process junctions must also be passed at this point fo r
further iteration or continuation to the stabilizer mass and energy equations . At the end of step 7
the central process receives information on whether or not a backup is required by other processes .
After step 8 the central process may trigger a backup and request edits .
Two other transfer points are provided before the solution step . Some calculations an d
error checks performed by the Consolidated Code during initialization need information fro m
other tasks . As a result a synchronization point named "Input" has been inserted before an y
component initialization subroutines are executed . Many quantities specifying system geometry
need only be transmitted once in a calculation. These are may be transferred after all initialization
has been completed, but before the first time step is started .
Simple satellite applications may only require data transfer at the beginning or end of
each time step. Processes containing their own variation on the SETS numerical method will nee d
to use all of the communication points listed above . Connection to aprogram using a fully
implicit method to solve flow equations is not directly supported at this time . However, a fully
implicit program may be modified without too much effort to behave like a serai-implicit or SET S
method at a connection to another process . Templates of the above computational flow and
communication schedule are provided with the Consolidated Code distribution to aid developers i n
scheduling interprocess communications .
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The synchronization points listed above for communication also have significance fo r
deepér parallelism within the code . A developer can be assured that between any pair of thes e
synchronization points, computations associated with a given mesh cell or cell face do sot depen d
on the results obtained for any other cell or face between the same pair of synchronization points .
This permits usage of parallel compiler directives such as those in the OpenMP standard, t o
facilitate efficient use of the code on shared memory parallel processors . Loops exist within the
code so that this parallelism may be implemented at the cell or component levels . Research i s
currently scheduled to determine the most effective way to take advantage of such paralle l
directives .
Configuration of Data Transfers
The ECI is based on dynamic configuration of data transfers . The content and timing o f
data transfers are established during the initialization, based upon exchange of requests betwee n
processes . Scheduling begins with transmission of the central process's identification number t o
all processes . Each process reads its input files, and builds a list of system component numbers
from which it needs information, but which are not included in its own input . Each then transmit s
the list of missing components to every other process . Each other process returns a subset of thi s
list identifying the components for which it is responsible . Additional information is contained i n
this found component list providing information about the process's treatment of the component .
An abbreviation designates the nature of the component model (fluid, heat structure, neutronics ,
...) . This is used for consistency checks and error messages . When the component to componen t
connection between processes involves fluid flow, two more pieces of information are transmitted .
One indicates whether or sot the component's owner must control the solution of the full syste m
of fluid equations . The other indicates whether the flow equations at the junction are to b e
explicit, serai-implicit, or SETS . A flow connection between processes also drives one mor e
information exchange to establish the general form of the flow paths between components .. Bach
satellite process sends a block of information to the central process uniquely specifying th e
exterior flow connections to its mesh, and indicates whether it must control the evaluation o f
momentum equations at these flow junctions . The central process returns a full map of flow
connections, including a set of unique indices for cells and cell faces adjacent to the interproces s
flow junctions . These indices are used in a fully coupled solution of the flow equations .
This initial negotiation imposes requirements on satellite processes, to recognize th e
concept of components as well as standard indexing conventions for a finite volume mesh . Most
special purpose programs will only compute results for a region considered to be one component .
However, for standardization and to permit multiple use of that program within a syste m
simulation, the user must be able to assign arbitrary "component" numbers to label specific region s
of the system . The user must also be able to assign unique numbers to identify flow junction s
between processes .
Once initial information is provided to the central process, connections are checked fo r
consistency (e .g. you can't have a fluid flow connection to a heat conduction component) .
Component lists are checked to be sure that all have been located and a process identifier i s
directly associated with each component number . Where problems are detected, useful message s
are printed for the code user . At this stage actual data transfer scheduling can Begin . Based o n
known location of exterior components, each process transmits blocks of information to othe r
processes requesting receipt of information . Each data request block contains variable informatio n
groups giving :
1) A pneumonic name for the variable requested (e .g. "alpha", "p", "tl") ;
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2) The number of the component containing the information ;
3) Cell or junction numbers locating the information ;
4) The synchronization point at which the value should be transmitted (start of time step ,
end of each iteration, etc .)
Internally it notes the storage destination for each of these pieces of information, using a pointe r
assignment . Next it transmits a block of information to each connected process indicatin g
information that it must transmit to that process's data structure . This is currently needed fo r
transfer of heat structure heat flux information to a fluid component .
Processes receive and store these requests . Now each possesses a complete list o f
information that it must transmit and receive at each synchronization point . These lists are store d
in the form of transfer tables, implemented as Fortran 90 derived type arrays . Each element of the
array contains a "from" and a "to" pointer variable (e .g. table(i)%to, table(i)%from) . For
transmissions the table'. s "from" pointer is associated with the location in memory of a variabl e
requested by another process, and the "to" pointer is associated with a location in an interproces s
communication buffer that will be transmitted to the requesting process by a message passin g
service . This pointer association is a form of dynamic equivalencing . Any future reference to
table(i)%from will directly access the memory location for the information scheduled by th e
corresponding exterior data request . At this stage of the scheduling all processes understand th e
exact sequence of information that they must transmit to other processes, and understand th e
meaning of every string of information received from other processes . Time steps can Begin ..
Data Transfers
Internai details of data transfer can vary from program to program . Key features of the
data transfer between two Consolidated Code processes are summarized in Figure 2 . The firs t
stage is internai to one process . It is table driven and very similar to the table driven data transfe r
used internally to communicate information between components . The export transfer table i s
built during the initial scheduling described above . At the actual time of a scheduled transfer, th e
export transfer buffer is filled with a loop structure of the form:

DO i = 1, SIZE(table )
table(i)%to = table(i)%fro m
ENDDO
(Step 1 in Figure 2) . The use of pointers in the above loop amounts to a form of indirect indexing,
which operates very quickly on modern CPU's .
The actual process to process communication (Step 2 in Figure 2) is facilitated by th e
transfer buffers . In the current version of the code, contents of the buffers are transferred between
processes with calls to PVM . . The implementation of this transfer is restricted to a single modul e
containing low level subroutines, and can be easily adapted to other libraries (e .g. MPI-2, )
supporting interprocess communication . Currently, only 15 PVM subprograms are utilized in a
total of 30 PVM calls.
The final stage of data transfer is a mirror image of the first stage . Here the initia l
scheduling has assigned pointers in an "import" derived type transfer array . The "from" pointers
are associated with elements of import transfer buffer, and the "to" : pointers associated with the
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final storage locations for the data . Step 3 of Figure 2 consists of execution of the above DO loop ,
using an import transfer table, to place data in its final destination .
table(1)%to = table(1)%fro m
Step 1 : Transfer Data to Buffer
Fluid Data
alpn
tin

1. 1

1

tvn

Transfer Table

Export Buffer

table(1)%from table(i)%t o
table(2)%from table(2)%to
table(3)%from table(3)%to

table(1)%to = table(1)%from

Step 2 : Copy Buffer to 2nd Process

Fluid Data
alpn
N

tin
tvn

Transfer Table

Import Buffer

table(1)%to table(1)%fro m
table(2)%to table(2)%fro m
table(3)%to table(3)%from

i .~

Step 3 : Transfer Data from Buffer
table(3)%to = table(3)%from

Figure 2 Table drivera data transfer from a fluid component to a heat structur e
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Figure 2 does not capture the fact that communication is also running in the othe r
direction at the same time (reverse the headngs "Process 1" and "Process 2") . If both processe s
exist on a shared memory parallel computer, the possibility exists for the export transfer buffer o f
one to be the same block of memory as the import buffer of the other process . This variation ca n
be implemented under the MPI-2 standard, and has a potential for significant timesavings fo r
applications with unusually large data transmission requirements . Unfortunately, MPI-2 has not
yet been widely implemented on parallel computers . Implementation of a shared buffer now
would generally require use of machine specific coding .
Solution Procedure for Multiprocess Flow Modelin g
When more than one task is responsible for fluid flow modeling, some form of implici t
coupling should be maintained between the tasks to avoid numerical instabilities . If proper data
naming conventions are followed, the Consolidated Code will correctly couple the solution o f
semi-implicit or SETS numerical methods across all processes contributing to the fluid flow .
Provisions also exist within the communications interface for another process to take control o f
the fluid equation solution . This represents a much more difficult programming effort for th e
application developer, but might be necessary for a special process which provides detailedCF D
modeling of a specific region within the full system .
Solution of the flow equations is based upon an agreement between tasks on th e
location of "exterior variables" to be used in a two stage reduction of the equations . Figure 3
illustrates special variable assignments performed during a multiprocess solution of flo w
equations. The upper half of the loop' is modeled with one process, the lower half is simulate d
with a flow model in a parallel process . To shorten notation in the following discussion, cells i n
the figure have been given an absolute numbering convention . In tenus of component numbering ,
tells 1-4 in this figure can be considered cells 1-4 of PIPE 1 (modeled by the first process), an d
cells 5-8 in the figure are cells 1-4 of PIPE 2 (modeled on the second process) . For the
multiprocess solution, one variable is assigned on each side of each junction between tasks . For
the semi-implicit pressure equation the exterior variables *pExt 1, *PExt 2, *PExt 3, and *PExt 4
correspond directly to the solution variables *p at volumes with absolute indices 1, 4, 8, and 5
respectively .
Selection of exterior variables for tell edges associated with the SETS stabilizer
momentum equations is somewhat more complex . Again two exterior variables are associate d
with each interprocess flow junction . At a given junction, the task responsible for evaluation o f
the junction momentum equations associates its exterior variable with that junction's velocity .
The task not responsible for the interprocess junction momentum equations evaluates its exterior
variable at the next face in from the junction face . For the example in Figure 6, the exterior
velocity variables vExt 1, vat 2, VExt 3, and vat 4 correspond directly to the stabilizer velocities at
edges with absolute indices 1, 5, 8, and 6 respectively .
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Figure 3 Cell Centered Exterior Variables .
The first stage of the solution is local to each process, and follows the normal equatio n
solution procedure with the addition of terras on the right hand side of each equation to accoun t
for the unknown effects of variables in adjacent processes . . For the first process in the Figure 3
example, the system of pressure equations would have the form:
A *p = b - aExt 3 *PExt 3 - a Ext 4 *PExt 4,
which is solved to give ;
*Pi = * po,i ai,3 * PExt 3 - ai,4 * PExt 4A similar set of solutions are generated by the second process in the form :
*Ili = * po,i - ai,l *PExt 1 - ai,2 * PExt 2For the second stage of the solution, the reduced equations adjacent to each inter-proces s
connection are collected by the solver process :
*Ill = *Pol - a1,3 *PExt 3 - a1,4 * PExt 4
*P4 = *Po4 - a4,3 * PExt 3 - a4,4 * PExt 4
*P8 = *Po8 - a8,1 * PExt 1 - a8,2 * PExt 2
*P5 = * Pos - a5,1 * PExt 1 - a5,2 * PExt 2Recognizing the identity relationships between local variables and exterior variables, an d
gathering unknowns on the left side, these equations become :
*PExt 1 + a1,3 *PExt 3 + a1,4 *PExt 4 = *Po,Ext 1
* PExt 2 + a2,3 *PExt 3 + a2,4 *PExt 4 = *Po,Ext 2
* PExt 3 + a3,I *PExt 1 + a3,2 *PExt 2 = *Po,Ext 3
* PExt 4 + a4,1 *PExt 1 + a4,2 *PExt 2 = *Po,Ext 4This closed set of equations is solved, and the final values of the exterior variables are transmitte d
back to the separate tasks where a final substitution step generates values for all local pressur e
variations . A similar series of algebraic operations is used for all equations associated with SET S
stabilizer steps . Schemes can be devised that cut the number of "exterior variables" . This one
was selected for relative simplicity, and associated ease of coding necessary data transfers .
By default the Consolidated Code takes responsibility for the above solution procedure .
If only Consolidated Code processes contribute to the simulation, the whole solution i s
transparent to the developer, or user . If a developer writes an application to participate in a flo w
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solution, he or she needs only pay attention to the naming conventions for terms in the abov e
equations, to let the central process automatically generate the solution .
Constructing Application s
The ECI consists of eleven Fortran 90 modules structured to minimize changes require d
for use with new applications . Only one of these modules contains subroutines directly called b y
the developer's application . One of these subroutines provides the initial connection with other
processes, and four others support the scheduling of data transfers . None of these five
subroutines requires arguments. Actual data requests are made by a calling a sixth subroutin e
with arguments specifying the name and location (component, and mesh indices) of the missin g
information, and providing a pointer to the destination of the information once it is transferred .
One of the ECI modules contains all application specific coding, which provide s
information on the data structure and problem configuration . One subroutine in this module mus t
be rewritten if the application responds to information requests from other programs . This is th e
subroutine that interprets the variable name and location indices, and assigns a pointer to th e
correct location of information in the local data structure . Another subroutine must be modifie d
to respond to inquiries from other processes about components that they are missing . If the
application contains component models used by other processes a short subroutine must b e
modified to provide basic information about the component . If the application contains a flow
model, a simple subroutine must be modified to provide information about flow junctions, an d
another one altered to use results of the multiprocess flow solution . For many applications, code
changes are relatively minimal and can often be adapted quickly from examples in th e
Consolidated Code distribution package . For an application with a very detailed flow model an d
unique data structure for fluid state variables, changes could run up to 10001ines of Fortran .
The ECI has a large number of potential applications beyond those suggested by Figur e
1 . One class of application provides more detailed modeling than is available in the Consolidate d
Code . The ECI could for example be used to couple a detailed CFD model of a limited region i n
a reactor, with a standard simulation of flow in the balance of the system . Some caution would
have to be exercised in this instance to provide a good velocity profile to the- inlet of the CF D
grid . This might involve actual CFD modeling of a larger region than first expected, and/o r
application of assumed fully developed velocity profiles to the interface between 1-D modelin g
from the Consolidated Code and 3-D modeling by the CFD code .
A second application class consists of simplified component or process models . Thes e
are designed to save time and frequently increase accuracy by using a simples, but more directe d
model than is available within the consolidated code . As an example . of this capability, we have
extracted the accumulator model from RELAPS into a separate application . Its direct modeling o f
gas expansion and motion of the liquid surface is simpler and more accurate than use of th e
Consolidated Code's full two-fluid model . This is provided with the code distribution as a n
example of exterior linkage to other flow models .
Enhanced user interfaces are another class of application that can utilize the ECI . Th e
code distribution provides an application that allows users to provide their own control system s
via a Fortran subroutine, and another application that recovers values of any requested set o f
variables for special processing and display as the simulation runs . Work is also planned t o
permit direct user interaction during a calculation via the graphical user interface, Symbolic
Nuclear Analysis Package, currently under development . This plant analyzer type capability will
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display selected variables as the calculation evolves, and allow user intervention to alter th e
course of the transient by changing valve settings, triggering a SCRAM, or tripping a pump .
Conclusions
The Exterior Communications Interface (ECI) provides a powerful and relativel y
convenient method to extend the capabilities and improve mn times of the USNRC' s
Consolidated Code, through use of distributed parallel computing . To provide extended
capabilities, a code developer does not need expertise on programming internai to th e
Consolidated Code . The developer must learn the general computational flow of the cod e
through study of sample ECI applications, and use a dictionary of variable names to make an d
respond to information requests . If the developer is extending fluid modeling capabilities, a high
level understanding of the two-fluid model and associated numerical solution methods are als o
required to insure a physically consistent and numerically stable interaction between new an d
existing models . The knowledge required to produce a useful ECI application, is a small subse t
of the knowledge required to implement the same capabilities internai to the Consolidated Code .
Use of the ECI can meet goals of faster code execution times . However, users an d
developers need to remember that this feature does not automatically provide major mn tim e
improvements for system simulations . Direct application of the interface to faster calculation s
first requires that a user split the system input into input for multiple linked subsystems wit h
balanced computational loads . It also requires the availability of suitable parallel hardware ,
preferably a shared memory parallel processor . We achieve parallel efficiencies around 90% o n
load balanced problems, when using four processors of a shared memory workstation . In th e
future, the work associated with the ECI will provide more automated methods to efficiently us e
parallel computers . Restructuring of computational flow associated with the installation of th e
ECI has provided many opportunities for use of directives such as those in the OpenMP standar d
to enable automatic distribution of the computational load across many processors .
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SUMMARY

The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission is currently developing an integrated suite o f
programs designed to provide an efficient framework for the use of nuclear safety analysis code s
that will result in higher quality models and greater insight into calculated results . This suite of
programs is referred to as the Symbolic Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP) . This paper discusse s
the capabilities of SNAP and provides an overview of the system design .

INTRODUCTION

SNAP covers nearly ail aspects of T/H analysis from model creation through dat a
analysis and archivai of results . SNAP provides the analyst with the following capabilities :
Models may be created and modified though a drawing editor using an iconic display of th e
model . Models may be created from scratch or imported into the system to maintai n
investment in existing decks . The graphical view of the model provides an intuitive method
for renodalization of the model.
• An expert system can be invoked to verify or obtain recommendations for nodalization .
• A syntax-colorized smart editor is also available to allow direct modification of input decks .
• A 3D view of the entire model, or selected regions can be displayed .
• The analyst can submit, monitor and interact with calculations.
• Detailed visualization displays can be created to perform runtime and post-processing dat a
analysis of calculations and experimental results . Multiple data sources are handled
simultaneously to support comparisons between calculations and experimental results . Th e
Xmgr5 plotting software is also fully integrated into the SNAP system .
• Configuration control is maintained to control access to models and results, to track change s
to models and to maintain a reference between results and input decks . Results of calculation s
may be archived along with the model that was tised to generate them.
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SNAP software is designed to be platform neutral to the extent possible . The software
runs on a wide range of UNIX X-window platforms, as well as Microsoft Windows-NT/98/95 .
The software is designed to mn in a distributed heterogeneous environment which provides th e
analyst the ability to submit, monitor and control calculations running on other networked
computers that may be using different operating systems .
The design approach focuses on creating a modular design using state-of-the-ar t
software component-modeling methodologies . RELAPS was used as the target analysis code
during initial SNAP development, however, support for the TRAC-M code is currently bein g
added to SNAP .
The software was developed in a manner that allows it to be extended to any other time dependent analysis code or data source .

SYSTEM DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

The SNAP software includes a wide range of functionality that must be supported ove r
a wide range of operating systems and processors . A component-based methodology was
adopted for this project in order to reduce the complexity of the system design, and eliminate
many of the problems associated with development of large monolithic programs . The
component-based methodology relies on assembling software components with well-define d
functionality and strictly defined interfaces . Software development and future maintenance i s
simplified by encapsulating functionality into manageable components .
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 3 was selected to provid e
the basis for the SNAP design . CORBA is an "industry standard developed by the Objec t
Management Group (OMG), a consortium of over 700 member companies and universities .
CORBA provides a system-level framework for globally distributed language-, platform- an d
network-neutral objects. Rather than customizing direct interfaces between each of the syste m
components, a standard interface is developed for each system component . The syste m
components can then instantiate other system components and can communicate with them b y
invoking their interface functions .
CORBA uses an Interface Definition Language (IDL) to describe interface object s
along with any structures and exceptions needed to support the objects . An IDL compiler is use d
to generate skeleton interface objects . Implementation objects are sub-classed from the skeleto n
objects and coding is added to the interface functions to provide the required functionality .
Another advantage to using IDL is its ability to self-document the interface . An HIDL compiler
can be used to automatically generate documentation of the CORBA interface objects in a
hypertext format .
Although the Java programming language is relatively new and much of th e
functionality required to support this dévelopment effort was only available in beta release at th e
project's inception ; it still represented the best choice for development of the client-side
visualization software . The key advantages to Java for this development project include :
• The Java compiler generates an architecture neutral object file format that can mn on an y
operating system supporting the Java Virtual Machine . Java eliminates the problem o f
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supporting X different computer languages on Y different operating systems running Z
different processors . Software can be compiled-once and mn anywhere . The resources that
are normally required to port the code to each platform and to maintain it as new operatin g
system versions are released can instead be devoted to developing functionality .
• Unlike C and C++, the Java language is portable across all platforms. Machine word
definitions are included in the language specification, eliminating problems such as the "bi g
endian/little endian" machine dependency . There is no need to use #ifdef constructs in Jav a
to isolatemachine dependencies .
• Java was developed to be used in a distributed environment and much of the networkin g
functionality required for this project is built into the language .
• Java is a fairly simple object oriented language, following the basic syntax of C++ bu t
omitting some of the more troublesome features . The improved pointer model eliminate s
memory leaks and the potential for inadvertently overwriting memory, leading to more robus t
code.
• Support for multithreading is built into Java. This improves interactive response by allowin g
time-consuming tanks, such as accessing the data-sources, to mn on separate threads .
The systern architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 . The software is divided into four
basic areas of functionality . These include front-end processing, run-time, post-processor and th e
database . The front-end is responsible for development and modification of input decks for th e
analysis codes . The runtime provides control of and communication with calculations an d
experimental results . Data analysis is performed by the post-processor components . The
database provides a persistent-store for models and results, as well as access and configuratio n
control over the entire system .

Figure 1 . SNAP System Architecture
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As illustrated in Figure 1, each of these four areas includes one or more softwar e
components . Each of these software components provides a specific functionality to the overal l
package, which will be discussed in more detail below . Each of the lins in the figure
corresponds to a CORBA interface with the arrowhead pointing to the server side of the interface .
Front-End
The front-end consists of four software components, the SNAP Model Editor, th e
Expert Nodalization Assistant (ENA), a 3D Model viewer (Crackle) and a plug-in for the jEdi t
editor .
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Figure 2 . Model Editor
The Model Editor, displayed in Figure 2, provides an iconic representation of the mode l
to assist in developing and modifying input . The Model Editor can be extended to work with an y
thermal-hydraulic code that is based on flow networks constructed from "nodes" and "junctions .
Its graphical interface is based on the metaphor of the noding diagram, which has long been a
common method for analysts to present nodalization information . In this interface,
hydrodynamic, heat structure and control components are represented by icons, which have a
recognizable shape and scaleable proportion . The user connects these icons to construct flo w
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and logic networks . These icons behave like real components, e .g., users can connect these icon s
only if the selected code (e .g., RELAPS or TRAC-M) allows these components to connect . Al l
icons act in a manner to provide visual feedback of connectivity and status using colors an d
shapes . One of the problems encountered during the design of the GUI was how to present th e
large volume of information contained in a RELAPS or TRAC-M input model to the user in a
clear and concise manner . The graphical presentation adopted by the Model Editor include s
several layers with limited connections and superposition between layers . The base layer is the
nodalization diagram, which can have heat structure information superimposed . Trips and
controls is an additional layer that can have connections to and from the nodalization layer .
Reactor kinetics is still another layer that can interact with the other layers . Models are available
from drag-and-drop templates at the basic node, junction and heat structure level and also for
more complex multi-node components .
The Model Editor is designed to generate a nodalization view from existing RELAPS input deck s
that can then be modified and saved by the user. This capability is considered essential since it
will preserve the considerable investment in these legacy decks . The Model Editor is als o
designed to facilitate the translation of input decks between analysis codes . A wizard is planne d
that will assist in the translation of RELAPS components to TRAC-M components, automaticall y
converting most of the model and prompting users to supply the missing information wher e
necessary .
The Expert Nodalization Assistant, ENA, is a rule-based expert system developed b y
the Institute of Thermal Hydraulics at Purdue University using the Java Expert System Shel l
(JESS) . ENA applies a set of mies to the model to obtain an optimum nodalization of thermalhydraulic components for a given transient . ENA is accessed through the Model Editor' s
graphical user interface .
For users who prefer to work with (or at least maintain familiarity with) input decks ,
jEdit, shown in Figure 3, provides the capability to maintain RELAPS input decks using a
colorized user-friendly text editor with RELAP5 syntax . jEdit is a powerful, Open Source, cros s
platform text editor written in Java by Slava Pestov . An XML definition was created for th e
RELAPS input files to provide the customized syntax colorization . A plug-in was also created to
provide an interface through which models can be retrieved from the database and submitted t o
the runtime . The plug-in also provides a quiqk search function to locate model elements by type .
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Crackle provides a 3D wire-frame view of the model that may be rotated through an y
angle . This 3D view provides valuable insight into the physical layout of the model that was no t
available previously . Crackle can be used to view the entire model or a subset of connected T/ H
components . The Crackle component can be invoked from either the Model Editor or the jEdi t
plug-in . An example Crackle window is illustrated in Figure 4 . This figure demonstrates how
changes in length, slope, elevation, and flow area can be displayed for each node of a simpl e
piping section.

Figure 4 . Crackle 3D Model Viewer
Runtime
The Execution Monitor and the NRC Databank Server are the primary components tha t
comprise the SNAP Runtime . The Execution Monitor is a server application that acts as a
wrapper around the analysis codes . The Model Editor and jEdit plug-in submit their input decks
to the Execution Monitor which in turn schedules them for execution . The calculations may be
submitted to a local instance of the server, or to a server running on a networked machine . The
Execution Monitor maintains a 2-way communication path with each active calculation .
Interactive commands are sent to active calculations by way of the Execution Monitor, and the
calculations provide notification to the Execution Monitor, as new data becomes available .
Multiple users may be connected to a given calculation simultaneously from the post-processo r
applications . Access to the calculations is controlled by administrative fonctions available in th e
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SNAP Database server. Access can include the ability to send interactive commands, or b e
restricted to a read-only status . Completed calculations remain on the Execution Monitor and ar e
available as a source of data to the post-processor until they are either deleted or archived to the
SNAP Database.
The NRC Databank Server is similar in function to the Execution Monitor in that i t
provides a source of data to the post-processor with the difference being that it works wit h
experimental data as opposed to calculations . The post-processor applications connect to th e
server to obtain the list of all experimental facilities, the list of experiments available for a give n
facility, and the list of data channels available for a given experiment . Multiplexed or demultiplexed data sets can then be retrieved for a selected set of data channels and time ranges .
The remaining two runtime components shown in Figure 1 are the Job Status and Fil e
Archival components . The Job Status component is a client-side user interface that displays a lis t
of all calculations available on a machine along with their current status . It also provides the
ability to send interactive commands to calculations and to delete or archive complete d
calculations . The File . Archive component is a client side application whose sole purpose is t o
cave and retrieve files to and from the SNAP database . These two components are utilized b y
several of the front-end and post-processor components illustrating the benefits of componentbased design .
Post-Processo r
The Visual Engineering Data Analyzer (VEDA) is the main component of the postprocessor . VEDA provides the analyst with the capability to graphically interact with, an d
display the results of calculations . It is in some ways similar to the Nuclear Plant Analyze r
(NPA) ' in that it allows display of results on a mask with changes in parameter values keyed t o
color changes . Figure 6 shows a VEDA mask for the typical PWR sample problem . Unlike th e
NPA, an inexperienced user can easily create a mask by drag and drop of components . Displays
are created directly in VEDA and may be modified even during the animation process . This
approach provides direct feedback to the analyst, resulting in an intuitive interface for creation o f
displays . Currently, VEDA is limited to 2D animations, however, support for 3D displays i s
planned for the year 2000.
VEDA is designed to handle multiple data sources simultaneously, allowing displays t o
be created that provide comparisons between calculations and experimental results . When
multiple data sources are connected, one data source serves as a master . The remaining source s
are then synchronized to the master source to ensure consistency between the data sets .
VEDA is based on Java's component model specification, JavaBeans . Displays are
created by assembling reusable software components known in Java-speak as beans . These
beans correspond to the visual items contained on the display such as pipes, pumps, valves an d
strip charts . This approach is extremely extensible, allowing users to add their own customize d
beans, without requiring modification or even recompilation of VEDA . Reliance on th e
JavaBean standard allows visual components originally developed for web pages and unrelate d
Java applications to be incorporated into VEDA displays . VEDA provides a parent bean that can
be easily extended to create new visual components . The parent bean provides the functions
required for connecting to data sources, retrieving data channels, and sending interactiv e
commands . Data-aware components can be created by extending the parent bean and supplyin g
the drawing function desired to represent the data values . For example, a simple dial gauge bea n
is included in VEDA . In this case, the drawing function involves superimposing a gauge needl e
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and the scale factor over the digital image of an actual dial face . This technique can be used t o
create beans customized to closely resemble plant instrumentation.
The post-processor also includes the Xmgr5 plotting software2. Xmgr5 has been used
for several years to provide plotting capability for a wide range of analysis codes . Xmgr5 wa s
modified to allow it to obtain channel data from the Execution Monitor and NRC Databank
servers . It has also been fitted with it's own CORBA interface to allow it to be driven by othe r
software such as VEDA . When a visual element in VEDA is clicked using the right mous e
button, the list of data channels that drive the component is displayed . Selecting a specific
channel produces an Xmgr5 plot of the data . This illustrates how CORBA can be used t o
incorporate legacy software in a seamless fashion .

Figure 5 . Visual Engineering Data Analyze r
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Database
The SNAP Database Server provides a platform independent persistent store fo r
models, results and system configuration information. The SNAP Database Server encapsulates a
commercial relational database management system (RDBMS) . This approach eliminates th e
dependence on a specific database vendor allowing the system to be easily tailored to site-specifi c
requirements . The server has been tested with both Oracle and Sybase RDBMS but can be easil y
adapted to most multi-user SQL-based relational database systems.
The system administrator manages the system configuration information contained i n
the database using an administrative tool . The tool provides the ability to create users, manag e
projects, assign privileges and manage system tables .

CONCLUSION

SNAP should greatly improve the ease-of-use of T/H analysis codes . Reducing the potential for
error, improving consistency in modeling approach and providing greater insight into th e
calculated results should improve the quality of analyses and lead to more accurate simulations .
While there is still considerable work remaining to be completed on SNAP, the work i s
proceeding at a good pace. A beta version of the Model Editor has been available for over a year ;
beta versions of the runtime, post-processor and database portions are expected by the summer o f
2000 .
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Summary

The aim of the present paper is to review some new developments for the numerical
simulation techniques for complex two-phase flow phenomena which combine th e
preservation of signal propagation characteristics with the conservation properties of
finite volume techniques . These methods, originally developed for high speed ga s
dynamics applications, are characterized by low numerical diffusion and viscosit y
effects and as such provide a "high resolution" simulation of local flow processe s
including strong parameter gradients or flow discontinuities . This paper
demonstrates to what extent these techniques can be applied also for transient twophase flow processes relevant to nuclear safety and what further effort is needed fo r
their use in general purpose thermal-hydraulic codes .
1. Introduction
The major conclusion from the OECD/CSNI "Workshop on Transient Thermal Hydraulics and Neutronics Codes Requirements " in Annapolis (1996) [1] has been that existin g
thermal-hydraulics codes used in the nuclear industry no longer represent the present state-of-theart in physical and numerical modeling and that they do not make use of the increase d
performance of present computer hardware . Specific code deficiencies identified include th e
prediction of flows with steep parameter gradients (e .g. two-phase mixture levels), strong thermal
non-equilibrium effects, counter-current flow conditions, critical (choked) flow conditions ,
transients conditioned by low driving heads like natural convection, stratification in large wate r
pools, or general three dimensional flow phenomena. All these deficiencies are a consequence o f
oversimplified modeling of complex two-phase flow processes and consequential drawbacks an d
limitations of the numerical methods applied .
These deficiencies have motivated the development of a new clans of two-phase flo w
methods, which may be seen as extensions of high resolution numerical schemes used for single phase gas dynamics ; building on well-recognized techniques such as wave decomposition an d
upwind differencing techniques . Just as their single-phase counterparts, these schemes ar e
characterized by low numerical diffusion, high resolution capture of shocks and sharp contac t
discontinuities and conservation properties through a finite volume formulation .
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The first part of this paper briefly reviews some aspects of two-phase flow modelin g
that are most relevant for the numerical analysis and development of discretization schemes . Thi s
also includes the hyperbolicity of the underlying two-phase flow equations which is of crucial
importance when analyzing wave propagation phenomena, as forms part of any characteristicsbased upwinding procedure, the basis of many modern `shock-capturing' schemes .
The second part of the paper deals with advanced numerical methods which combin e
preservation of signal propagation along characteristic directions within the framework of a full y
conservative finite volume scheme . These techniques have been extremely successful for ga s
dynamics applications where they have become a standard method . Their extension to two-phas e
flow processes was not a straightforward process due to a number of obstacles like the intrinsi c
non-hyperbolic nature of the two-phase flow equations, the existence of "non-conservative" terra s
in the separated balance equations for momentum and energy, complex thermodynamic stat e
equations or the presence of stiff source terms . Nevertheless, the two-phase counterpart of thès e
techniques has now reached a certain degree of maturity in terms of accuracy and robustness as
will be shown by various benchmark and industrial test cases .
2.

Physical Modeling Basis

2.1

Governing equations of transient two-phase flow

Since any "direct" simulation of two-phase flow is (at least for industrial applications )
beyond our present predictive capabilities, all models of practical interest are based on some time ,
space or ensemble averaging of the underlying Navier-Stokes equations for liquid and vapor .
These averaging procedures result in the two-fluid model of two-phase flow where both phase s
are treated as interpenetrating continua [2,3,4,5] . As a result of the averaging process, mos t
information on local flow processes (especially at the interface or near the wall) is lost and has t o
be compensated for by additional modeling requirements . As a consequence, the two-fluid mode l
can provide information only on the average flow behavior, assuming that sufficiently accurat e
empirical correlations are used to describe the heat, mass and momentum transfer processes at th e
interface and at the wall.
A further difficulty of the two-fluid model arises from the fact that it includes in it s
general form more unknown governing parameters than equations . Usual practice in reacto r
safety application has been to assume a common local phase pressure . The resulting macroscopi c
conservation equations of the two-fluid model are given by equations (1) to (3) with i = g (gas o r
vapor) and i = 1 (liquid)
mass :

dt (aiPi)+V . i Pivi) = 6iN

with

Eo

=0

(1)

i=g,l

momentum :
a
at

(ai pi vi) +V '

.iint +
ai loivivi)+criVp -v • (a.T )= F
with

~Fiint = 0
i=g,l
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energy :

d
1-2dal
ai
-V (ai T
i pi (Ui + 2 vr
+ 2i
+p ~
a
.
al
t

(3)

int int
6 Q + 6 M hi + 21 vi2 + Fvi
+a pi fiext vi + Qiext
=(
J

with

a'Q = 0

E
1=g •,

Compared with single phase flow equations, there are two new features in the
conservation laws for the two-fluid model : (1) the occurrence of the volumetric phas e
concentration on the LHS of the equations and (2) the source terms on the RHS which describ e
the interfacial transport for mass (evaporation/condensation), momentum (interfacial forces) an d
energy (heat) as well as external momentum and energy sources .
For certain flow conditions thé two-fluid model might represents only a roug h
approximation to the real flow situation . This is in particular true for more heterogeneous flo w
regimes like bubbly flow with a large range of (local) bubble sizes or for annular-mist flow where
the liquid film at the wall behaves completely differently to the liquid droplets in the gas cote . In
all these cases a multi-fluid model might be more appropriate where either the liquid or the vapo r
phase is further divided into sub-domains each having their own state properties and separate d
flow fields [6] . Further extensions of the two-fluid model are necessary for the description o f
additional components in the gas or liquid phases like the existence of non-condensable gase s
(e.g. nitrogen) or the transport of boron .
2.2

Interfacial transport processe s

With any averaging procedure, local transport phenomena in particular at the interfac e
and at the wall regions have been filtered out and are substituted with the source terms on th e
RHS of the balance equations . These sources represent the interfacial transfer of mas s
(evaporation or condensation), momentum (interfacial friction) and energy (heat transfer)
between the phases, as well as wall friction, heat transfer and "external" sources for momentu m
(e .g. gravity) or energy .
These source terms are usually modeled in an algebraic manner as a product of the interfacia l
area concentration a'nt and a "driving force", e.g . the difference of local phasic velocities (slip) o r
differences between phasic temperatures and the equilibrium temperature .
o-

int = Cd a in'

AX

A highly empirical transport parameter C r is generally used to match experimental data or t o
provide "reasonable" values for the predicted deviations from the thermal and mechanica l
equilibrium .
For the modeling of the interfacial area, two basic approaches exist a
• the use of static, flow regime dependent empirical correlations which express th e
interfacial area concentration as an algebraic function of the major dependent flo w
parameters, e.g. void fraction, local phasic flow velocities, pressure, etc . This method i s
implemented in nearly all present TH-codes
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• an explicit modeling of the transport of interfacial area concentration by an additional
balance equation and related source terms as discussed in some detail b y
Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii [7] .
The interfacial area transport model, which consists of a balance equation for interfacia l
area concentration
V

(aint )+V .(a mh ii int )=6a

seems rather attractive since it allows the description of interfacial processes as a dynamic, timedependent process and is expected also to provide a more physically-based prediction of flo w
regime transitions . As is true for all time and space averaged approaches, the crucial point i s
always the formulation of the corresponding source or sink terms 6-A describing processes like
bubble nucleation, particle (bubble/droplet) break-up or coalescence and flow regime transition s
which is discussed further in [7] .

3.

Standard Numerical Techniques Used in Present TH-codes

All of the presently well-established codes are using finite difference, first-orde r
numerical methods based on staggered grid and donor cell techniques . Although this method is
known to introduce a substantial amount of numerical (artificial) diffusion or viscosity, it is often
preferred because of its inherent numerical stability . This is of specific importance since most
codes are based on two-fluid models having complex characteristics which suffer from smal l
wave length (high frequency) instabilities . Therefore, additional damping is usually introduced
(e.g. by the way in which the momentum flux terms are formulated in RELAPS) which ma y
further contribute to the unwanted numerical diffusion or viscosity in the predictions .
Apart from the staggered grid and donor cell approach, numerical methods largely diffe r
in the degree of implicitness for the time integration . The NRC sponsored codes RELAPS an d
TRAC are using an extension of the Implicit Continuous Eulerian ICE method originall y
developed for the solution of single phase gas dynamic problems [9] and later extended also fo r
transient two-phase flow conditions [10] . The ICE technique is expected to provide stable result s
for lime step sizes below the material Courant limit, however applying the method for two-phas e
flow predictions often shows a rather high level of numerically induced (unphysical) oscillations .
A further problem of the ICE technique is that it does not a priori guarantee the conservation o f
mass and energy . In RELAPS [11], the appearing mass error is used as a parameter for the timestep control . In the TRAC code [12] a "two-step" method is applied where an ICE-type approac h
is used only as an intermediate step, followed by a "stabilizer step" to provide conservation of
mass and energy for the two separated phases .
Of large importance in the numerical approach is the way the interfacial transport
processes are dealt with which might be characterized by rather small time constants . In RELAPS
and TRAC the related source terms are treated only in a partially implicit manner (e .g . using new
time values for phasic velocities or temperatures) which might result in numerical instabilities .
For this reason additional damping procedures like an "under-relaxation" are often applied (as in
RELAPS) where the related source terms are averaged between the old and the new time values .
The above mentioned problems with respect to time-step limitations and/or numerica l
stability can .be largely avoided if fully implicit time integration techniques are used as in
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CATHARE [12] and ATHLET [13] . However, the principal advantage of fully implicit method s
might be compromised by the large numerical effort needed for the matrix inversion in particula r
for large (3-dimensional) systems . For this purpose a partially implicit "two-step" numerica l
method is presently applied also in the CATHARE code for the 3-dimensional reactor pressur e
vessel module.

4.

Advanced Numerical Methods

As outlined above, in the purely mathematical sense there are three different processe s
to deal with : (1) convective part of the flow equations which is expected to be of a hyperboli c
nature, (2) the diffusive ternis (e.g . molecular or eddy viscosity effects) which are of a paraboli c
nature and (3) the source terms which represent a system of stiff (coupled) ordinary differential
equations. The most promiding approach for the coupled system is an Operator Splittin g
technique which allows to apply for each individual part a tailored numerical technique . The
following considerations are largely concentrating on the convective or hyperbolic part which i s
by far the most challenging process to deal with . For the diffusive terms a central differencing (o r
a finite volume equivalence) might be in most cases appropriate . For the time integration of th e
source term vector, fully implicit numerical techniques exist which can also handle the hig h
degree of stiffness of the ODE's as resulting from the wide spectrum of characteristic times fo r
the interfacial transport processes .
Any further improvement in the prediction capability for multi-dimensional two-phas e
flow will largely depend on the success in the development of numerical techniques providin g
low numerical diffusion or viscosity . These kinds of techniques, also known as essentially nonoscillatory (ENO) high resolution methods, have been developed within the last decade for singl e
phase flow and have become a standard for many gas dynamics calculations . They include for
example the method based on the Approximate Riemann Solver, the Flux Vector Splitting
Technique and the Split Coefficient Matrix Method . The former two belong to the Godunov-typ e
methods based on a finite volume discretization assuming a constant (or linear) paramete r
distribution within a cell . The arising (generally small) parameter diseontinuities are treated as a
quasi one-dimensional Riemann problem with an approximate solution for either the new tim e
cell values or the "Godunov Fluxes" at the cell-to-cell interfaces . Both techniques can be easil y
applied for unstructured grids. The Split Coefficient Matrix Method instead represents a finit e
difference technique where the new-time values of all grid points are calculated by solving th e
linearized characteristic form of the governing equations along characteristic unes within th e
framework of a regular Cartesian grid .
Common to all these methods is the concept of "upwinding" which combines th e
preservation of wave propagation processes along characteristic directions with the conservatio n
property for mass, momentum and energy, for the solution of the advection problem . The specifi c
features of these techniques are summarized in the following .
4.1

Characteristic Analysis of the Governing Equations

Independently of the specific two- or multi-fluid models used, all the balance equation s
can be written in a compact vector form a s
U +G•(VU)=S(U )
al-
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with the state vector of "primitive" parameters U, the coefficient matrices Ô including th e
advection and transport parts and the source term vector S(U) .
For convenience, we can also write the system (1)-(3) in vector form as :
aV
at

+V . F(V) + H nc(V) • VF(V) = S(V)

(7)

with the state vector of conservative variables, V, and the corresponding flux vector, F(V) . The
new source vector, S(V), for the conservative variables includes the volume source terms fo r
mass, momentum, energy and interfacial area . The "non-conservative" part of the coefficien t
matrix, Hnc (V) in equation (7), reflects the fact that the separate momentum and energ y
equations cannot be put into a fully conservative form due to some coupling terms including tim e
and space derivative terms .
From (1)-(3), we deduc e
iag pg vg

a g pg

atPtvl
ag p g vg ©v g +ag p

alPi
V=

a g p g vg

, F(V) =

alPivi
a g pg Eg
al pi El

aiPtvl ®iii + ail,
ag p g Hg vg ,

(8)

aiP1Htvi

We introduce the Jacobian matrices
J(V)=aaV)

and K(U) =a (
)

(9)

and we write the system (7) in the following compact for m

ât +A(V)•VV=S(V )
with the coefficient matrix
A(V)=(Id+H tic (V))J(V )
Assuming that all source terms are described by algebraic relations, the resultin g
systems of governing equations (6) or (10) are characterized by complex conjugate eigenvalues
even in the case when all viscosity or diffusion terms are dropped . This indicates that the model
represents an ill-posed initial/boundary value problem which might result in unbounded growt h
of disturbances due to short-wavelength instabilities .
The occurrence of complex eigenvalues for the two-fluid model has been extensivel y
(and controversially) discussed within the 1970's [8] . Since then, there have been many attempt s
to render the system of equations for two-phase flow into a "hyperbolic model" following tw o
different approaches :
• modelling of additional processes normally excluded in the averaged balance equation s
like surface tension effects, or transverse gravity forces (stratified flow conditions) leading t o
different local phasic pressure values
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adding of additional interfacial terms into the momentum and energy equations whic h
contain time and space derivative terms representing added or virtual mass effects, lift
forces, Reynolds stress ternis, et c

In the sequel it is assumed that the model equations are of the hyperbolic type, a
necessary condition for the rriodel equations to be well posed as an initial value problem .
Examples for hyperbolic two-phase models are summarised in section 4 .3 .
Since the advection part of the governing equations is assumed to be hyperbolic, the coefficien t
matrix G can be diagonalized
A = P-1GP or G = PAP -1

(12 )

to yield the diagonal matrix A with eigenvalues 2k along the principal diagonal, where the
columns of the transformation matrix P are the right eigenvectors of the coefficient matrix G an d
the rows of P-1 are the left eigenvectors of G . With respect to the individual characteristic
velocities (eigenvalues), the coefficient matrix , G can be split into elementary parts as
9

G = . EGk with Gk = PAkP -1

(13 )

k=1

where the diagonal matrix A k includes only the kth eigenvalue . In the came way, we get (the two
matrices A and G are similar) :
A = T-1A(V)T or

A(V) = T AT -1

The properties of the coefficient matrix as expressed by equation (13) are of crucial importanc e
for the numerical method as described in the following paragraph.
4.2

Approximate Riemann Solver (CEA)

In this section, we present an upwind numerical method for two-phase flo w
computations, which is based on an approximate Riemann solver . It requires the solution of a
one-dimensional Riemann problem at tell interfaces to define, on a non-staggered grid, backward
and forward differences of the spatial derivatives . This method was applied to one-dimensiona l
two-phase flow equations in [17, 18]and [20] . Using a finite volume method, we have extende d
this numerical scheme to calculate three dimensional two-phase flows within the FLICA- 4
computer code devoted to steady state and transient thermal hydraulic analysis of nuclear reacto r
tores [15,19]
We will now describe an upwind discretization method for this system, based on a cellcentered finite volume formulation, in which the conservation equations (7) are solved in eac h
control volume in integral form . This implies the evaluation of a mass, momentum and energ y
fluxes at each cell interface, separating a `left' state denoted by VL and a `right' state denoted by
VR . This defines precisely a non-linear Riemann problem, the exact solution of which is costly i n
the single phase case, and as far as we know, has never been attempted for a two-fluid two-phas e
flow problem.
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More suitable to practical calculations are Approximate Riemann solvers based o n
conservative solutions to linearized Riemann problems . At the heart of such schemes is the socalled Roe matrix A(VL ,VR ), first introduced in [16] for the single phase compressible flo w
equations, which form a hyperbolic system in conservative form (E(V) a-0 ) . In that case, the
interface flux can be written as
Fs (VL ,VR )= F(VL)

+F(VR)
2

-IA(VL ,VR )I

VR

2 VL

(15 )

where the matrix A(VL ,VR ) is the Jacobian matrix A(V) evaluated at an average state dependin g
on VL and VR . This shows that the numerical dissipation of the scheme scales with th e
eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian, and takes into account the physical propagation of the differen t
waves of the system .
The extension of this scheme to the two-phase flow case is not straightforward . Indeed,
since the basic two-fluid system is not hyperbolic and the numerical dissipation of the abov e
scheme is precisely based on eigenvalues decomposition, the interface pressure correction term i s
added to make the system hyperbolic . A second difficulty lies in the fact that system (7) is not i n
conservative form, hence it is not clear a priori what `fluxes' appear in the conservation balanc e
equations . However, a Roe-type scheme can still be constructed and the reader is referred t o
[18,20] for details . We can summarize the building steps of the method as follows :
(i) As in the single phase case, the Roe matrix A(VL ,VR ) can be defined as some suitabl e
average of the Jacobian A(V) . Thus, we look for an integration path rp(s,VL ,VR ) ,
0 s 1, linking the left (s = 0, rp = VL ) and right (s =1, rp = VR ) states, so that: .
(16 )

A(VL, VR) = f0 A (w(S , VL, VR))d S

To evaluate this integral, it is actually more convenient to introduce another state vector ,
called the parameter vector and denoted by Z, such that Z = f0 (V) , with fo a smooth
function . Our choice of parameter vector is the `two-fluid' extension of Roe's paramete r
vector [16] and takes the form
Z = ( V ag pg,VagPg, .JagPg u g,~aiPt ut~~avPv Hv

a Pc Hc) T

and one can check easily that f0 is a quadratic function of Z, but also contains terms o f
the form ag p and al p , which are more complex functions of the state vector Z . Th e
flux is also a quadratic function of Z, but also contains terms proportional to the pressure
p = p(Z) .
The simplest choice of path is the
`canonical'
path,
(s, V L' V R ) = f0 (Z L + s (Z R - Z L )) along which most integrals of the coefficients
of the Jacobian matrices J = aV/aZ and H = aFlaZ can be evaluated analytically .
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(ii)

In the second step, the Roe matrix is constructed a s
A(VL, VR) = H (VL, VR)

J-1

(18)

(VL, VR) ,

with
1

J (VL ,VR) = J
0

(ZL + s(ZR - ZL ))ds ,

(19)

dz (ZL +s(ZR -ZL))ds .

(20)

Z

and
H (VL, VR) =

J

0

Integrals involving partial derivatives of pressure with respect to the parameter vector ar e
substituted by averages based on linearized coefficients p , âg and Er
Using Roe's condition F (VR )- F (VL ) = A(VL ,VR ) (VR -VL ), we get an equivalent expression for
Roe' s numerical flux

Fs( VL, VR) = F(VL )

2F(VR)

-sbm(A(VL,VR)) F(VR) 2

F(VL )

(21 )

This last expression shows that the flux at an interface is a combination of the fluxes on bot h
sides of this interface . We believe that this property is very important and that it enhances th e
relevance of the scheme as far as physics is concerned . Indeed, we can replace Roe's matrix b y
another average Jacobian matrix whose eigenvalues and the sign can be easily calculated .
Unstructured grid formulatio n
One of the main advantages of finite volume Godunov methods over standard method s
used in the current generation of thermal-hydraulic two-phase flow codes is that the extension t o
unstructured grids is straight-forward . Indeed, unlike staggered grid methods, the unknowns ar e
all stored in the cell centers, and mass, momentum and energy balance equations are solved b y
evaluating the corresponding fluxes at each cell interface, and applying upwind differencing i n
the direction normal to the interface . The numerical flux depends only on the states left and right
of the interface, and the direction of the normal . Typically, a multi-dimensional flux is calculate d
by first transforming the state vector in a coordinate system aligned with the normal (rotation) ,
solving 1D Riemann problem in this system, and transforming back the flux into the Cartesia n
coordinate system .
Thus, there is no conceptual difference between solving a one-dimensional Rieman n
problem on a one-dimensional mesh or solving a pseudo one-dimensional Riemann problem on a
three-dimensional mesh . Then the discrete form of system (7) is the following (see Fig . 2) :
~ As p (Vi
v.n+1 =Vin +Ot n+1Sn+1 - Atn+1
n+l ,Vis+1 )
(22)
vol(VZ)
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i

i

where V n is an approximation of a mean value of V on the control volume V and

S

F

(Vin+1

s

, V +1 )

i

is the numerical flux between the cell V and

Vs at the new time level . Including

the non conservative term E(V) we get the discretization of the full system (see [22] for details)
n+l
Vn+l _Vin+Atn+1Sn+1 _ At
vol (V ) E
s

/A5(Id+Hnc(Vn+1)`

i

4.3

(Vn+1 ~ Vn+l )

(23 )

Flux Vector Splitting (JRC)

At the JRC Ispra, a new thermal-hydraulic code is under development with the specifi c
objectives to further develop and test advanced modeling and numerical strategies for transien t
two-phase flow.
Specific modeling features
The heart of the development has been a new hyperbolic model for inhomogeneous ,
non-equilibrium two-phase flow for the whole range of vôid fraction from single-phase liquid t o
vapor [25] . The hyperbolicity has been achieved by an appropriate formulation of "non-viscous "
interfacial forces into the system of governing equations (1) to (3) which might be seen as a n
extension of the virtual mass ternis [26] . The model has been further extended by an explici t
interfacial area transport model [27] .
A specific feature of this model is that for the convective part of the governing equatio n
(6), all eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix G and the corresponding full spectrum o f
eigenvectors can be expressed algebraically as a function of major dependent parameters .
The various eigenvalues can be identified as the following characteristic velocities in th e
Ĥ - direction (see Fig . 3)
X1,2 = Dg

Y

.23,4 = ii

g
= vg

115,6 = v
11j,8

vint

v"

i

n
'

ç

+a

k , vi • nn~-,
nç
n"~

void wave s
pressure/densitywave s
shear waves
temperature/entropy wave s
interfacial area waves

Fig . 1: Direction of wave propagation and characteristic wave speed s
with the phase velocities,

vg and vl ,

the mixture flow velocity and sound velocity

v and a

respectively . More detailed information on the various wave propagation mechanisms can b e
obtained from the corresponding eigenvectors as explained in more detail in [26] .
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Numerical method

For the numerical solution scheme, the governing equations (21) are transformed into a
finite volume approximation for arbitrary polygon- (2-D) or tetrahedron- (3-D) based
unstructured meshes (Fig. 2), as given by
Vin+l

-

~tn+1

vol(Vi )

E

Ot

n+l

(r

l
1

As \Fi l s +l

vol(Vi )

As (Hnc l n+1
Is

(24)
n+ 1

(Fi Is + Si

+1 At n+ 1

where the intercell fluxes (F ) s , the non-conservative matrix Hi ` and the source term vecto r
are evaluated at the new time level . The numerical fluxes at the interface between th e
computational cells
`

Ê

,)s -

Fi

'n

s

(25)

are calculated from a series of linearized quasi-one-dimensional Riemann Problems normal to th e
specific surface areas of the computational cell boundary segments, as shown schematically i n
Fig . 3 .

Fig . 2: Finite volume discretization
This yields the "Godunov" fluxes at the cell interface, F S , the following :
Fs

=

E

[ R s } FL

k,%k ?0

+ E [R AFR
k,~.k SO

The "weighting" factors for the left and right fluxes in equation (24) are the sums of the spli t
coefficient matrices for fluxes ordered with respect to the sign of the corresponding eigenvalue
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timett

n

s

F1
Fr

rightr

leftl

--► n

Fig . 3: Linearized Riemann problem for two-phase flo w
These matrices can be obtained from the split coefficient matrices for the "primitive" parameter s
Gk as already defined in equation (20) using the similarity transformatio n

(27)

Rk = KGkK-1
4.4 Finite Volume Characteristic Flux Method (EDF )
Two-phase flow has always been a large field of research at Electricité de France . EDF
is developing a 3D code for the prediction of two-phase flow based on the two-fluid mode l
formulation . In this formulation, the two phases are described separately with 3 average d
equations of conservation for each phase (mass, energy and momentum) . The numerical
discretization uses a cell-centered colocalised finite volume approach on unstructured meshes .
More precisely, we consider the VFFC (Finte Volume Characteristic Method) approach . We are
mainly motivated by the computation of the following flow conditions : high compressibility ,
steep pressure gradients, phase change, etc ...
Moreover, despite many efforts, a cômplete and satisfactory physical model fo r
describing multi-phase flows is not yet derived . This means that numerical simulations must
leave to the final user a broad choice on the physical model to use . Thus the VFFC method mus t
be robust with respect to any modelization term [34] .
Numerical Metho d
Let us consider the system of balance equations (10). We observe that rince J(V)

ar

=

aF(V )
)

then according to Equation (10) :
aF(V)
+A(V)•VF(V)=J(V)S(V)
at

(28)

A(V)J(V)A(V)J(V) 71 =J(V)(Id+Hnc(V))

(29)

where
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This shows that the flux F(V) is `convected' along of the characteristics of A(V) . At each cel l
interface, separating a `left' state denoted by VL and a `right' state denoted by VR , we replac e
Equation (28) by the local linearizatio n
aF(V)
+A(,u(VL,VR)) •VF(V) = J(V)S(V )
at

(30 )

vol(VL)VL +vol (VR )VR
f t (V
L' R) - vol(VL)+vol(VR )

(31 )

using the mean value

Let us assume that the matrix A(u(VL ,VR)) is hyperbolic and denote by (u) its eigenvalue s
and h- = (Rk (,u)) and î, = (4 (u)) the right and the left eigenvectors . It follows that setting
Fk (V) = Lk (u) • F(V) , which is termed as the k-th characteristic flux, Equation (30) can be
written under its characteristic form:

aFk(V)+2
at

k(ft(VL, VR))• VFk( V) = 0

(32)

Solving exactly this last equation, leads to the following numerical flux (for more details see [34] )

Fs(ft) =

1(4(fI)•F(VR))•Rk(p) + ~lLk(II)
i(,u)<o
.l(tc)> o
+

ol Lk (,u)
(,u) l

F ( VL))' Rk( t )

F(VL )+F(VR ) 1
2
I• Rk(f1)
J

(33 )

Now that we have a formula for computing the numerical flux at an interface, we have t o
discretize the non-conservative products . This leads to the question of approximating the integra l
rv.(Hnc(V)VF(V))dv=Hnc(Vi)l

As(Fs

(Vi,Vis))-F(Vi))

s

where Ê,(Vi ,Vis ) is the numerical flux (33) between the cell Vi and Vis . Finally the finite
volume approximation of the full system (7) leads to
ASFs (u(Vi
vin+l _vin + Atn+1si +1 _ Atn+l
n+l VZS+1 ) )
vol(Vi ) s
Atn+l
E ASH ne (vin+l )(Ès („(vi n+l ,VLs+1 ) )_ F.(Vin+l )
l"
)
vol(Vi ) s
Non hyperbolic convection operators
It might happen (this is very often the case when dealing with two phase flow) that the convectio n
operator is not hyperbolic . That is the matrix J might have complex eigenvalues. When it is th e
case, we keep formula (34) unchanged but this time, 2k denotes the real part of the k-t h
eigenvalue of J(V) . The physical meaning of this is that we still identify these numbers a s
physically meaningful wave speeds .
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4.5

Split Coefficient Matrix Method (GRS)

This part describes numerical methods developed at GRS for the solution of multidimensional model equations for two-phase flows .
The split coefficient matrix method (SCM) [39], also known as CIR-method [40], is a
finite difference method to solve hyperbolic systems of equations . For hyperbolic equations th e
theory of characteristics is a rich source of information on signal propagation . The information
inherent in the theory of characteristics is utilized to construct a simple numerical method whic h
is in many respects superior to conventional finite difference schemes . It yields a stable, robust
and accurate scheme on non-staggered grids also for the solution of two-phase flow models [41] .
Consider equation (10) with constant coefficient matrix A(V). Multiply equation (10) with T -1 to
get
1 +A•VW =T-1S(V )

(35 )

with W =T -1V (characteristic form of equation (10)) . Each component of (35) is now spatiall y
differenced according to the sign of the eigenvalue 2k and one obtains the semi-discrete schem e

d

+A+ •V +W +A- •V_W =T-1S(U)

(36)

where V+ is a discrete first or second order backward (upwind) difference and V - is a discrete
first or second order forward (downwind) difference of gradient V . Multiplying with T
transforms equation (36) back to the V variables :

dt

+A+•V+V+A- .V V=S(V)

where A+ =TA+T-1 is associated with the positive eigenvalues and A- =TA-T-1 is associate d
with the negative eigenvalues of A and the spatial differencing of equation (37) takes informatio n
from the correct characteristic directions . Some notes :
It is A = A+ + A- and the continuous equivalent of (37) is identical to equation (35) .
The splitting of A into positive and negative parts is not unique and the type of splittin g
used may have an influence on the numerical properties of the scheme .
The single-pressure two-fluid model in its basic form has complex eigenvalues . In orde r
to use the SCM-method this model must be improved to have real characteristics only .
This can be achieved by adding physical terms, e .g . a phase-to-interphase pressure
difference p - p i in the momentum equations [47] .
The explicit form of T -1 must be known, if not, T -1 is calculated numerically an d
updated per each discrete grid point and time step .
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Relation to Flux Vector Splitting .

Consider the scheme of conservation laws in the form

a
a +V .F(V)=S(V)
If flux vector F has the homogeneous property, i .e.
F=AV

with A=a

U

then F can be split into positive and negative parts as F = F + + F - ,with F + = A + V ,
F - = A - V , where A + and A - are defined as above.

The SCM-method is the nonconservation law form equivalent to the flux vector splitting [42] .
The drawbacks of the non conservativé character of the SCM-method greatly depends on th e
choice of the solution variables of state vector V . The numerical error when using primitiv e
variables like the velocity is significantly higher than with other choices, for example flow-like
quantities ap w (a volume fraction of vapor, p density, w velocity) . Oùr experience is that wit h
flow-like variables, i .e. state vector V=( ., .,apw, ., .)T instead of U=( ., .,w, ., .)T, the error due to the
non conservative property of the SCM-method is negligible .
Implicit Time-Integration .

The semi-discrete scheme (39) is a nonlinear system of ordinary differential equation s
(ODE) . For its solution any gond solver for stiff ODE-systems may be used . The implicit timeintegration in two-phase fluid dynamics leads to systems with severe stiffness originating fro m
real as well as complex eigenvalues of the system's Jacobian matrix . In the GRS there is i n
practical use for many years now an ODE-solver called FEBE [45] . FEBE uses loca l
extrapolation for error control and to adjust the time-step size and order of consistency to th e
local solution behavior . The ODE-solver FEBE is based on a one-step formula . It is A-stable for
orders one and two and A( )-stable otherwise, with
> 89° for orders up to seven .

a

a

An alternative approach to FEBE using Runge-Kutta-methods is discussed in sessio n
4 .6 of this workshop [46] .
4.6

Second Order Spatial Differencing

A higher numerical accuracy can be achieved by using second order spatial differencin g
instead of first order differencing . A nearly second-order accuracy is obtained by a linear reconstruction of the solution in all computational cells following the Monotonic Upwind Schem e
for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) approach of Van Leer [30] as is indicated schematically fo r
one-dimensional flow in Fig. 4 .
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Fig. 4 : Linear re-construction of solutio n
New state parameters at the left and right sides of the cell interfaces are then calculated by a
linear extrapolation from the adjacent cell center values a s
l
(~)i
14+1/2
= Ui + 6i 2
Uir-1/2 = 14+1 - 6i+1

(38 )
2

Spatial approximation operators of second or higher order however tend to produce numerica l
over- or undershoots when steep gradients are to be convected . To overcome this difficulty, slop e
limiter functions are used to bound the parameter gradients in order to maintain a monotoni c
behavior of the solution . There are many suggestions of such limiter functions, like "minmod" ,
"superbee" [31] or also the harmonic limiter function h(a,b) = (ab+Iabl)/(a+b) which has the
total variation diminishing (TVD) property .
4. Results of benchmark calculation s
5.1

Application examples with the Approximate Riemann solver method (CEA )

This first result concerns the standard water faucet benchmark proposed by Ransom i n
the late eighties. Here we shall use equations (1)-(3) supplemented with terms that make th e
system hyperbolic . The Roe type scheme is used and we represent below the void fraction, a g at a
given time . This result show the ability of the method to capture the front (more and mor e
accurately as the number of cells increases) .
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Figure 5 : The behavior of the void fraction as the mesh is refine d

This numerical method has also been implemented for the three-dimensional thermalhydraulic code FLICA-4 [21] which is mainly dedicated to core thermal transient analysis . Here
we show a very significant three-dimensional application that consists in an analysis of a
penalized low flow steam-line-break in a N4 PWR reactor core . In the present scenario, initial
operating conditions correspond to a hot zero power state . The steam-line-break accident i s
characterized by an uncontrolled steam release in the secondary ride . Consequently, primary
pressure and average inlet core enthalpy drop while the heat transfer through the broken stea m
generator tubes increases . Furthermore, a rod cluster control assembly is supposed to remain full y
withdrawn in the affected loop region . All these conditions lead to a very heterogeneous powe r
distribution and thereby to important cross flows from low power region to high power region .
Fig. 6 represents three-dimensional axial and radial velocity fields at 60 seconds .
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Further work at CEA
A new three-dimensional two-fluid two-phase flow solver has been described . It
incorporates advanced numerical techniques such as upwind differencing based on approximat e
solutions and a fully unstructured grid formulation . This generalized Roe's scheme is no w
introduced in the TRIO_U platform that is currently developed by CEA Nuclear Reacto r
Division . The TRIO_U platform [24] will combine advanced physical modeling capabilitie s
(dimensional two-fluid model coupled to an additional transport equation for interfacial area
concentration) with modern numerical methods well-suited for three-dimensional unstructure d
mesh, massively parallel simulations . The platform architecture, is based on Oriented-Object
modular design and use of C++ for implementation . From the numerical point of view, futur e
work includes the development of fully implicit time-stepping and high-order spatial accuracy b y
variable reconstruction .
5.2

Application Examples with the flux splitting method (JRC )

A large number of test cases have been performed in order to verify the basic modelin g
and the numerical techniques applied . These include in particular : phase separation and
countercurrent flow in vertical pipes and vessels (sedimentation), moving interfaces (oscillatin g
water column in a vertical U-tube, gas injection into flat bubble column, blowdown of initiall y
subcooled and saturated liquid from pipes and vessels [30 to 33] .In this paper, the prediction o f
the two-vessel test case is presented as sçhematically shown in Fig . 7.
po =1bar

vapour

symmetry axis
Fig . 7: Initial conditions for two-vessel problem
In this test case, two cylindrical vessels are connected by a horizontal 1-dimensional pipe . For the
two vessels the expected planar symmetry is used for a quasi 3-dimensional calculation . At the
beginning, the left vessel is partially filled with saturated liquid (water) at a high pressure of 1 0
bar whereas the right vessel is filled with pure saturated vapour at a lower pressure of 1 bar .
The transient is initiated by opening a valve at the outlet at the high (left) pressur e
vessel . Fig . 8 shows predicted volume fraction for liquid (dark blue) and vapor (light blue) at fou r
different times after opening the valve at the outlet of . the high pressure vessel . From this figure,
varions interesting flow patterns can be identified : rapid level swelling due to fast evaporation i n
the liquid pool, transition from single phase vapor to two-phase flow and choking in th e
interconnecting pipe, jet formation in the right (low pressure) vessel, jet impingement at th e
vessel wall and a strong re-circulating flow pattern, gravity-induced phase separation, liqui d
collapse and a wave-like formation of residual liquid pools in the two vessels .
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t = 3.00 s

t=4 .00s

= 20.0 s

Fig. 8 : Two-vessel test problem, overlay of volumetric concentration for Iiquid (dark blue) and vapo r
(light blue) with vector fields of flow velocities for liquid (yellow) and vapor (red )
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5.3 Application Examples With The VFFC method (EDF) .
Physical model
We consider a simplified form of the "two-fluid model" for isentropic flows . This model is :
+V . (avPv u v)
=0 ,
(a vPv),r
+0
.
p
),r
(
a
(a v v uv
vPv u®®uv) +av VP = avPvg + Md ,
+V
.(a
1Pr
(e V'),t
ut)
=0 ,
,(aip1 ui ),, +V .(a1prui ®ut) +a1Vp =a/Ag - Md .
Here Pk (k=1,v) represents the specific mass of the phase k, uk its velocity, p is the pressure, an d
ak denotes the volume fraction of the phase k. Md is the drag term .
A flow

with non equilibrium mechanics [35 ]

In this benchmark, we use the 3D version of equations (39) . 'Here the fully implicit
VFFC method is used . We consider the inviscid flow of water and air bubbles in a rectangula r
duct. A high relative velocity is imposed at the inlet in order to test the ability of the code t o
compute a steady-state solution when a stiff source term is present . Here, the source term is th e
drag force which is given by :
3
Cd
Md = -«vpi
U r Ûr
8
Rb
where Rb =0 .5mm is the bubble radius and C d=0 .5 is the drag coefficient in the presen t
computation . The mesh is composed by 168 tetrahedrons . The relative velocity along the X-axi s
is shown in Fig . 9. The computed solution is very close to the analytical one, which i s
satisfactory . We can see that the gradient is strong near the inlet, which requires an appropriat e
implicit treatment of the numerical scheme and the source term .
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Fig. 10 (bottom)
A benchmark with the so-called homogeneous 3 equation model [36] : the injector-condenso r
An injector condensor contains a Laval nozzle which transforms by pressure drop a
two-phase mixture into a single " phase (liquid) flow . This occurs at a stationary shock in th e
diverging part of the nozzle . The flow is subsonic at the inlet, becomes supersonic at the throa t
and is again subsonic after the shock . This flow is very difficult to capture. Here we show that the
VFFC method is able to capture this flow by computing a physical transient .

FURTHER WORKAT EDF

Introduction of the energy equations and real gases thermodynamics in order to dea l
with more realistic cases is being developed by Electricité de France in the project "Solveur
Commun EVA" . More precisely, we use a formai calculation software to calculate analyticall y
main quantities (flux, jacobian, ...) and we input them in a code (FORTRAN source) . We collect
at the same time a report (LATEX source) .
Let us note that the ASTRID Steam-Water code is being developed by Electricité de France ,
Research & Development Division [37,38] . ASTRID is a 3-D, 2-fluid computer code for th e
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Eulerian simulation of two-phase flows . The physical model is the same between EVA an d
ASTRID Steam Water but the numerical methods are different and complementary .

Fig . 1 1
5. 4

Application Examples with The SCM method (GRS) .

The above mentioned numerical methods have been realized in a computer code calle d
FLUBOX [47] . In FLUBOX the linear equation systems which occur during the implicit timeintegration procedure are solved with a fractional step method . The basic idea in fractional ste p
methods is that the complex multi-dimensional problem is replaced by successive solutions o f
one-dimensional problems . The fractional step method has a good potential for paralle l
computation [48] . In each fractional step the one-dimensional problems are independent of eac h
other and can be solved in parallel .
LLlBCX- 2d
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Fig . 12 : Time history of void fraction

Fig . 13 : Final state of separation

In general geometries (e .g. the numerical test case below) FLUBOX utilizes cartesian
meshes [49] which has beside ease mesh generation and simple data structure, the advantage tha t
the efficient solver on regular grids can be used .
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A numerical test case shows the separation of water and steam in a two-dimensiona l
computational domain, which is a cut of the lower plenum of a reactor pressure vessel . In the
final state of the separation, the sharp transition of the void fraction from zero to one is achieve d
with only four mesh points .
A more realistic application is the countercurrent two-phase flow of water and steam in th e
downcomer of the reactor pressure vessel of a pressurized water reactor. The results of thi s
calculation have been compared to an experiment (test 6) of the Upper Plenum Test Facilit y
(UPTF) [50]. The main results of the experiment, emergency cooling water from the cold leg s
two and three are completely delivered into the lower plenum and water entering from cold le g
one was completely bypassed out of the cold leg break, were reproduced in the numerica l
simulation .

FURTHER WORK AT GR S

The post calculation of the UPTF-test 6 experiment was performed with a combine d
code system, where the two-dimensional module FLUBOX simulated the downcomer of a
pressurized water reactor, while the other system components were simulated by the system cod e
ATHLET. The two programs were implicitly coupled [51] .
In work is the extension of the two-fluid model and the numerical methods of FLUBOX
to 3D . Further experiments must be post calculated for the development of the model equations .
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Experiment

Calculation

6.

0.0.
Fig . 14 Distribution of water phase in downcome r

Concluding remarks

The paper summarized present activities in several CSNI member countries on th e
development of advanced numerical methods for transient two-phase flow . Common to all thes e
methods is the use of first or second order characteristic based up-wind schemes, which requires a
hyperbolic nature for the convection part of the governing flow equations . These techniques ,
originally developed for single-phase gas dynamics applications, are characterized by lo w
numerical diffusion/viscosity effects and as such allow a high resolution of local flow phenomen a
including steep gradients or sharp discontinuities .
The transfer of these techniques to two-phase flow processes has reached a certai n
degree of maturity as indicated by various numerical test cases shown in the paper or given i n
references. Future perspectives mainly concern the development of 3D simulation capabilities fo r
advanced two-phase flow models including 3D closure laws, interfacial area transport equation ,
etc, with the use of unstructured meshes, higher order reconstruction techniques and efficien t
time-integration algorithms . Moreover, extensive testing of these methods is necessary t o
demonstrate their efficiency and robustness for typical reactor safety conditions . This should
include fast pressure transients (blowdown), transition between single and two-phase flo w
conditions (appearing/disappearing of phases), presence of complex and stiff source term s
resulting from interfacial transfer processes and complex wall heat transfer processes, free convection flow with low driving heads, phase separation and stratification phenomena .
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Summary
An automated code assessment program (ACAP) has been developed to provid e
quantitative comparisons between nuclear reactor systems (NRS) code results and experimenta l
measurements . The tool provides a suite of metrics for quality of fit to specific data sets, and the
means to produce one or more figures of ment (FOM) for a code based on weighted averages o f
results from the batch execution of a large number of code-experiment and code-code dat a
comparisons . Accordingly, this tool has the potential to significantly streamline the verification
and validation (V&V) processes in NRS code development environments which are characterize d
by rapidly evolving software, many contributing developers and a large and growing body o f
validation data. This paper summarizes NRS code assessment issues, as well as the analysi s
capabilities and mechanical deployment of ACAP, with emphasis placed on their relevance t o
NRS code development environments .
Introduction
In recent years, the commercial nuclear reactor industry has focused significan t
attention on nuclear reactor systems (NRS) code accuracy and uncertainty issues . To date, a large
amount of work has been carried out worldwide in this area (see [1-9], for examples) .
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission has sponsored the present authors to :
1) Survey available data conditioning and analysis techniques, focusing on thei r
appropriateness in NRS code accuracy and uncertainty assessmen t
2) Develop software to deploy recommended technique s
3) Develop coding and interfaces for the software to enable automated assessment on a
large number of data sets so as to facilitate code update efforts and modeling revalidatio n
The ACAP software described herein represents the outcome of this code developmen t
effort .
In [10, 11], details of the data conditioning and analysis technique survey are presented .
In [12, 13], an overview of the design of ACAP is provided with several NRS code applicatio n
examples which illustrate the software's capabilities, as well as some of the issues that arise i n
NRS code accuracy and uncertainty assessment . The focus of the present paper is on the thir d
(and most recently pursued) effort . Specifically, a spreadsheet based batch capability fo r
executing ACAP has been developed which enables its use. in rapidly providing an automate d
quantitative assessment of the change in the quality of a thermal-hydraulic analysis code fro m
version to version, and provide more specific information on the range of impact of mode l
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changes to such a code . In particular, this capability enables the use of ACAP to further automat e
the configuration control process for the USNRC' s consolidated code, increasing confidence tha t
code modifications do not produce unexpected degradation in the code's fidelity, and allowin g
for quantitative tracking of improvements in the code' s capability .
In this paper, the several issues associated with systems . code accuracy assessment ar e
first summarized, with emphasis of software development environment needs . These issues hav e
led to thé design of ACAP, which includes data pre-processing, data analysis and figure-of-merit
assembly elements which are also briefly summarized . Next, the functionality of ACAP in both
interactive and batch modes is described, with discussion on the appropriate uses of each .
Issues and Needs
The issues associated with nuclear reactor systems (NRS) code accuracy and uncertainty assessment are numerous and complex . They include : • scaling of test data, • discretization ,
• model setup and other "user issues", • software reliability, • key parameter selection, • the wid e
variety and complex features of the transient physics, • the inconsistency of measured and computed comparison quantities, • uncertainty in experimental measurements, and • the large and
growing available test matrix data base.
Though significant progress has been made in addressmg most of these assessmen t
issues, reliable and general tools to quantify NRS code accuracy are not available today . An
important contribution to meeting this ideal would be a universally available assessment tool fo r
the developers and users of NRS codes to post-process results in a way that would retur n
quantitative correspondence measures of code-code and code-data comparisons . Such a tool
would only address some of the uncertainties in real plant analysis . However, it would be part o f
a process which validates a code with scaled facility data, thereby contributing to uncertainty
estimation in full scale plant simulations .
Also, as emphasized herein, such a solution accuracy/correspondence quantification too l
could be automated to facilitate NRS code development revalidation tasks . The NRC ha s
established qualitative code-experimental comparison measures such as "excellent, reasonable ,
minimal and insufficient" . These are well defined [9, 14], and allow a group of experts to study a
set of results and produce some meaningful statement on the fidelity of a code . The process is
useful for major releases on a code, but is time consuming, especially when it must be applied t o
large test matrices . Therefore, streamlining this man-power intensive and inherently subjectiv e
revalidation comparison process might significantly benefit the NRC code consolidation effort. In
particular, doing so would allow code upgrades to be rapidly reassessed and would allow fo r
quantitative tracking of improvements in the code's capability .
Consistent with these observations, the goal of the present work has been to initiate a
software framework to address several of the NRS code assessment issues summarized above . In
particular, the ACAP software package has been developed to objectively and quantitatively compare NRS simulations with data . This package was designed to : • draw upon a mathematical too l
kit to compare experimental data and one or more NRS code simulations, • return quantitativ e
figures of ment associated with individual and suite comparisons, accommodate the multipl e
data types encountered in NRS environments, • incorporate experimental uncertainty in th e
assessment, • reduce subjectivity of comparisons arising from the "event windowing" process, •
accommodate inconsistencies between measured and computed independent variables (i .e.
different time steps), • tie into data bases of NRC test data and code results, • provide a
framework for automated, tunable weighting of component measures in the construction o f
overall accuracy figures of ment for a given comparison, and • be deployable in a convenien t
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batch processing mode to allow for revalidation of code versions against a large quantity of tes t
matrix data and NRS code simulations of previous versions . The remainder of this pape r
summarizes this development effort .
Data Categorization
In [10-12], NRS data types are classified into five categories, in order to provide a basi c
for assessing individual comparison methods . Specifically, scaled NR facilities are instrumente d
to provide a fairly wide array of data . These include : I) key parameters tables, II) timing of events
tables, III) scatter plots of nominally 0-dimensional data, IV) 1-dimensional (in space) stead y
state data, and V) time record data. The emphasis of the ACAP project is on the latter three . In
particular, data conditioning and analysis techniques were assessed and deployed within ACAP
for code-code and code-data comparisons of data Types III, IV and V . Type V data in particular
provides a significant challenge for several reasons : • the ubiquitous appearance and relevance o f
these transient data in reactor systems, • the typically long record (often O(10 5) time steps) nature
of these data, complicated significantly by their non-stationarity and diversity in characteristi c
features, and • the fairly significant differences that often appear between computed an d
measured time trace data .
Data Analysis Methods
In [10, 11], a number of mathematical data analysis methods from the fields o f
probability and statistics, approximation theory, time-series analysis, as well as adapted method s
utilized in atmospheric/geologic sciences, economic forecasting, aerodynamic stability ,
demographics, digital signal processing and pattern recognition are reviewed for thei r
applicability in the construction of NRS code-data and code-code comparison measures . The goa l
of that review was to identify issues and techniques to be considered in the development of a n
automated simulation rating procedure . The findings of that review defined the scope, use r
interface and a recommended process for using ACAP . A summary of these issues and findings i s
provided here :
1)

Most of the methods considered can be applied to provide useful quantitative measure s
of accuracy for at least a subset of NRS data Types III, IV and V .

2)

Inappropriate use of some methods can yield incorrect results, that is, retur n
figures of merit that are worse for more accurate simulations . This motivates :
- Definition of a robust comparison measure or suite of measures as one that reliably
returns better figures-of-merit for superior comparisons and worse figures-of-meri t
for inferior comparisons .
- That great care be taken in the selection of the suite of analysis tools chosen for each
particular comparison .

4) The inherent limitations to stationary data of most available methods render
straightforward application to NRS Type V data less than rigorous . Trend remova l
techniques can be brought to bear to preprocess the data, thereby yielding more robus t
comparison measures, especially when deployed in concert with time-windowing .
5)

For Type V data, techniques that are intrinsically appropriate for non-stationary
data analysis can be utilized in the construction of comparison measures . These include
best approximation fits and, most promising in the view of the authors, time-frequenc y
techniques .
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5)

Inconsistency between the computed and measured independent variable rang e
and basis (i .e. different time steps) motivates the incorporation of resampling and rang e
trimming conditioners within ACAP . Such "synchronization" is required for mos t
comparisons .

6)

There is a fundamental lack of rigor in applying basic statistical analysi s
procedures to most NR systeins data . This arises due to non-stationarity of the data and
the unavailability of a known distribution of error about its mean . This renders the
construction of statistical inference measures suspect at best . Basic statistical difference
and correlation measures can be deployed to construct useful figures of ment, but
uncertainty bounds should not be inappropriately constructed .

7)

Experimental uncertainty can be effectively incorporated in code-data accurac y
assessment within the framework of the "tool kit" of analysis procedures considered .
Experimental uncertainty should be included with the "raw" experimental data in th e
code reassessment test matrix .

8)

The methods vary widely in range/dimensionality of their returned metrics . Thi s
complicates the definition of an overall figure-of-merit, and thereby motivated
normalization and range limit scaling in constructing component figures of ment .
Specifically, each individual comparison measure is redefined to range from 0 to 1 .

9)

As indicated in conclusion 2 above, great care must be taken in deploying
comparison measures . In particular, for each experimental data set, a demonstrably robus t
assessment strategy must be developed . The present investigators feel that thi s
requirement defines a process whereby expert assessors "calibrate" and document a suit e
of robust data analyses for each experimental data set in the code reassessment matrix .
This assessment configuration will in general include preconditioning strategies, dat a
comparison measures, figure-of-merit weighting assembly factors, and should be include d
with the "raw" experimental data in the reassessment matrix . Such configured
assessments will then be used to define ACAP sessions in future code re-assessments .

In concert with the above design criteria and method assessment findings, a set o f
baseline techniques for code-data (or code-code) çomparisons, data preconditioning, figure-ofmerit-assembly and incorporation of experimental uncertainty were selected and implemented i n
ACAP . These are summarized in the next section . For brevity, the details of the mathematic s
associated with these methods are not provided in this paper - the reader is referred to [15] .
ACAP Methods
The data conditioning and data comparison utilities available in ACAP are summarize d
in Table I.
The available data conditioning utilities include particular choices of resampling, tren d
removal and time windowing methods . A number of authors have observed the usefulness o f
time-windowing of transient NRS data in order to isolate distinct physical processes, and thereby
provide a more focused assessment of simulation strengths and weaknesses . Resampling of th e
computed data traces is usually appropriate in order that the experiment and simulation have a
consistent independent variable basis (i .e. discretization increments relevant to Types IV and V
data) . Lastly, the authors have found that trend removal techniques can be useful in analyzin g
non-stationary NRS data . In particular, a trend removal step allows the independent assessment o f
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the accuracy with which large scale trends and higher frequency oscillatory features are predicted ,
resulting in a more robust comparison configuration .
Table 1 . ACAP Methods

Method

Utility Clas s

D'Aiiria FF l' (DFF°l)

Data Compariso n

Mean Error (ME)

Data Compariso n

Variance of Error (VE)

Data Compariso n

Mean Square Error (MSE)

Data Compariso n

Mean Error Magnitude (MEM)

Data Compariso n

Index of Agreement (1A)

Data Compariso n

Systematic Mean Square Error (SMSE)

Data Compariso n

Unsystematic Mean Square Error

Data Compariso n

Mean Fractional Error (MFE)

Data Compariso n

Cross-Correlation Coefficient (pxy)

Data Compariso n

Standard Linear Regression (L2

Data Compariso n

_ sta„d ard)

Origin Constrained Linear Regression

Data Compariso n

Perfect Agreement Norm L

Data Compariso n

(

e-perfect)

Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)

Data Compariso n

Percent Validated (PV)

Data Compariso n

Resampling

Data Conditioning

Trend Removal

Data Conditioning

Time-Windowing

Data Conditioning
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Among the data comparison
utilities, the reader will likely
recognize the FFI' method of
D'Auria [5] . Also available are
a number of baseline statistical
techniques (methods 2-5, 1114), Willmott's Index of
Agreement (method 7, [16] )
and several adapted statistica l
methods utilized by th e
atmospheric science s
community (methods 6, 8-10 ,
see [17] for example) .
Experimental uncertainty i s
incorporated in a fashion
consistent with recent
computational fluid dynami c
(CFD) code validation work
undertaken by Coleman an d
Stem [18], where a "Percent
Validated" metric (method 16)
is defined from the fraction of
simulation data in a trace
which falls within the
uncertainty bands of the measurements . A particularly
attractive comparison tool for
NRS code accuracy assessmen t
is the continuous wavelet
transform (CWT) measure
installed in ACAP (method
15), due to the direc t
applicability of wavelet
analysis to non- stationary
data.
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Significantly more detail on the specific methods employed in ACAP are available in
[10-13, 15] . Also, in these references, several examples of application of the code to sampl e
nuclear reactor systems code test cases are included which illustrate the capabilities of the tool .
There, the software's ability to provide objective accuracy assessment figures are demonstrated . It
should be re-emphasized that though it is demonstrated in the cited references that the method s
which define the underpinnings of ACAP can be deployed usefully in code assessment, great care
must be taken in using them in a demonstrably robust fashion .
ACAP Program Description and Mechanic s
ACAP is a PC and UNIR station based application which can be mn interactively on PC s
running WINDOWS 95/98/NT or in batch mode on PCs as a WINDOWS console application or i n
batch mode on UNIX stations as a command line executable . The code was delivered to NRC with
full source code . The interactive and batch PC versions can be modified and recompiled from a
WINDOWS "folder" under the Microsoft Visual C++ environment . The batch UNIX version ca n
be modified and recompiled using any C++ compiler which conforms to the C++ draft standar d
(including the freely available g++/gcc compilers) .
Interactive Mode Execution
A brief summary of the operation of ACAP is provided here . Figure 1 shows a schemati c
overview of the structure of the code . Experimental and computational NRS data are input through
ACAP data files, which, in their simplest form, contain a table of x-y data and a few dat a
descriptor keywords . The user specifies, either intèractively or through front end script files, a
suite of data conditioning and data analysis methods to be deployed in quantifying th e
correspondence between the measurements (if available) and the (one-or-more) simulation dat a
sets. This suite of methods is termed the ACAP configuration, which can be saved in a file fo r
later use on thé current or other data sets . In interactive mode, ACAP displays the data sets with a
modest but reasonably versatile embedded plotting package, and provides standard windows
environment interfaces to select and adapt the mathematical methods to be deployed . The code
then executes specified data conditioning processes and data comparison measures . Lastly, with
user selected weighting, also part of the configuration, an overall figure-of-merit is constructe d
quantifying the accuracy of the individual code runs . The results of the ACAP session, including a
summary of all selections made, and the component and overall figures-of-merit are output t o
screen and file . Figure 2 illustrates several elements of the interactive ACAP interface for an
application of the software to the "D'Auria" data [5] . Complete documentation for the stand-alone
ACAP software is available in the ACAP User's Manual (Appendix A of [13]) .
Batch Mode Exécution
As discussed above, users must take care in assembling robust ACAP configurations, i n
order that returned FOMs reliably quantify the improvements or degradation in mode l
upgrade/code version. The interactive mode for ACAP is preferred in constructing thes e
configurations on a "new" test matrix data set. This is because the ACAP GUI allows one t o
effectively visualize and interact with the systems code and experimental data (i .e. try differen t
conditioning and comparison strategies) until a satisfactory configuration is established . Once a
configuration is established for a given test suite entry, it becomes, in principle, frozen in time .
Subsequent reassessments of code versions are then more efficiently carried out in batch mode .
ACAP has the potential to significantly streamline NRS code development efforts . Th e
development environment for such software is characterized by rapidly evolving software (i .e.
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frequent updates), many contributing developers and a large (and growing) body of validation
data. As each new version of a NRS code is proposed for release, it is important that a revalidatio n
process is undertaken, on some level, to ensure that new modifications have not "broken" some o f
the required application capabilities of the code . Such revalidation is a major element in th e
configuration control of the USNRC's consolidated code, and allows for quantitative tracking o f
improvments in the code's capability . ACAP, running in batch mode, has great potential to furthe r
expand this role in the development process .
Accordingly, batch execution of ACAP is provided as an option within the auto-validatio n
tool (Auto-DA), currently in use at NRC . As also illustrated schematically in Figure 1, this too l
automatically runs systems code simulations for a sequence of test cases and generates a prespecified series of plots, using xmgr5 [19], which include experimental measurements and th e
results of the multiple simulation runs . The Auto-DA utility, which is comprised of two PER L
scripts, has been extended to optionally execute ACAP for each test case, so that attendant to eac h
test case and plot is the figure-of-ment output of the ACAP session .
Auto-DA

Figure 1 . Schematic overview of the structure of ACAP and the Auto-DA tool .
This Auto-DA/ACAP batch capability is illustrated here with an example application .
Elements of this example are provided in Figure 3 . Figure 3a shows the Auto-DA "path" spreadsheet page (Microsoft Excel shown here), which points to two TRAC-M executable version file
paths and the ACAP executable file path . The Auto-DA "cases" spreadsheet page is shown in Figure 3b. There, the "CaselDs" are identified, Demol, Demo2, Demo3 . Two rows and associate d
TRAC-M version are included for each case, indicating that both the baseline and a "new" versio n
of TRAC-M are to be executed for this case . The "Base" column indicates with an "X" which ru n
is to be deemed the base case against which all other runs for that case (only one here) are to b e
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c)

Figure 2 . Elements of interactive mode ACA P
interface . a) "D'Auria" data [51 displayed i n
ACAP main window with results of compariso n
assessment for sample "code " results .
b)
Resampling
dialog .
c)
Figure-of-meric
configuration dialog .
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compared using ACAP . (Often an experimental data set will be the "base"and one or more NR S
code runs will be compared to it in ACAP) . The "ACAP" spreadsheet page illustrated in Figure 3 c
includes, for each of the cases, a sample fully configured ACAP session . Specifically, all information necessary to mn ACAP once for each case (i .e., three times here [Demo1, Demo2, Demo3]) i s
provided including data conditioning, data comparison and FOM assembly elements .
Once these spreadsheet pages are assembled, they are converted to text files and Auto DA is executed . For those cases that an ACAP configuration has been built, Auto-DA generate s
the two necessary input files to ACAP . One is a data file which contains x-y values for the dat a
sets to be assessed . The other is an ACAP script file which names the data file and specifies th e
ACAP configuration (processing parameters such as preprocessing to be performed, metric selection and parameters as required, and metric weighting) . The Auto-DA script generates these tw o
files for the specified NRS code solutions and experimental data as well as a file which causes
ACAP to the launched with the appropriate ACAP script for execution external to the Auto-D A
script . ACAP then executes once for each case, writing computed component and overall figuresof-merit to a file . Once the input spreadsheets are assembled for a given suite of test cases, the
overall process outlined above becomes quite streamlined . In particular, to revalidate a new
version of the code one simply edits the "path" and "cases" pages to point to the new code version
and reexectues Auto-DA and its output ACAP script .
ACAP Configurations
In the . above example an arbitrary ACAP configuration was specified which executes al l
available ACAP methods (Figure 3c) . As discussed above, robust ACAP configurations must b e
assembled for each test in a revalidation suite . For complex data sets (i .e. those with rich transien t
features such as long tirne scale damping, local quasi-periodicity, sudden changes due to active o r
passive phenomena, chatter (often of high amplitude), dependent variable limits [for volum e
fraction] between 0 and 1) this can be difficûlt, indeed definitive procedures to do so remai n
unavailable . However, for revalidation applications, where NRS code solutions do not vary dramatically, the authors provide here "lower fidelity" recommendations for building configure d
ACAP sessions for Types III and V data . These baseline configurations are relatively simple bu t
capture several of the basic requirements/features of an optimum configuration . Accordingly they
are probably useful on nome level, and also probably represent a good starting point for ACA P
users who wish to become familiar with the code and/or a new Type III or V data set . However,
these recommendations do not necessarily form the basis for robust configurations of the fidelit y
required for test matrix reassessment .
•

Type III Data Configurations :
Data conditioning configuration : N/ A
Figures-of-ment configuration :
Methods
- Index of Agreement, I A
- Mean Fractional Error, MFE
- Cross-correlation coefficient, p,, y
Normalization :
- Equal weighting for all selected metric s
Discussion :
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MFE and •,c , metrics capture the distinct features of bias and correlation of the data, respectively .
Additionally, the basic statistical IA metric has been widely used for Type III data in th e
Atmospheric Sciences community, where the data are not rendered "O-D" by collapsing data
obtained at multiple space-time coordinates to a single scatter plot .
•

Type V Data Configuration
Data conditioning configuration :
- Resample using linear interpolation to experimental time steps .
Figures-of-ment configuration :
Methods :
- D'Auria FP 1
- Mean Error or L2-standard
- Percent Validated, PV (if experimental uncertainty is available )
Continuous Wavelet Transform, CW T
Normalization :
- Equal weighting for all selected metric s
Discussion :

The mean error and L2 norm are the most straightforward measure of absolute error.
Additionally, the D'Auria F'F'1 ' metric has been fairly widely used for Type V data in the NRS cod e
assessment community . As discussed above and in detail in [10-12], the CWT metric has the potential to capture a wide variety of distinct features of the error between data and simulation .
The appropriateness of these basic Type III and V configurations is illustrated with tw o
example applications in [12] .
Conclusions
The Automated Code Assessment Program (ACAP) software, developed by the author s
under contract to the USNRC, has been presented . Several issues related to systems code accurac y
assessment were summarized as these play importantly in the design of ACAP. An overview of th e
code mechanics with example illustrations was provided with emphasis on the recentl y
implemented batch mode Auto-DA interface which can play an important role in configuratio n
control role in the evolution of the NRC's consolidated code .
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Summar y
The purpose of this paper is to present some recent works for the numerical time integration in ATHLET There are two different ways for the numerical solution of thermohydraulic systems. One way
is the fully discretization of the partial differential equations (PDE) in space and time . RELAP is one
example for this way. The other way, the method of lines (MOL), performs first a spatial discretizations and handles the time integration afterwards . This way is used in ATHLET and CATHARE.
Considering the special numerical features of the thermo-hydraulic models in ATHLET, linearly implicit Runge Kutta Methods are shown to be well suited for the time integration of the system o f
ordinary differential equations (ODE) resulting from the spatial discretization. After a general description of these methods a second order method implemented in ATHLET is described . The paper
concludes with a numerical experiment for a realistic problem of the two-phase-flow modelling .
Introductio n
There are many physical problems which can be presented as a system of partial differential equations . In this field, the 2-phase flow modelling represents one of the most challenging systems fo r
the numerical solver . Nevertheless these equations are solved as a matter of routine in the thermohydraulic codes for many years . The numerical results of many difficult problems stand the comparison to experimental tests . The numerical methods in these codes are developed especially for thes e
systems and highly matched to the models .
There are two main reasons to have a look around for alternative methods . Simulations are
nowadays applied in much larger areas of technology and science than in the times as the thermohydraulic codes for nuclear safety were developed . Some of the applied numerical methods could
help to overcome sonie older or newer drawbacks in these codes . One of these problems is th e
coupling of different 1D and 3D modules . The other reason can be seen in the recent advances in th e
field of numerical analysis .
In ATHLET two general numerical methods are applied . The discretization of spatial operators
and the numerical time integration are considered separately . The Method of Lines provides a flexibl e
tool for the spatial discretization . The thereby created system of ordinary differential equations i s
solved by a general ODE solver . Presently a extrapolation method based on the linearly implicit
Euler method is applied .
Though the matching of this method to the models has been refined strongly during the last year s
there are some points which could be improved . One of these points is the small time step size i n
certain periods of transient calculations . This may be caused by high absolute values of the imaginar y
part of the eigenvalues in this time interval . A main focus of the search for a new time integration
method is therefore high stability.
This paper starts with an survey of the specific numerical features of the thermo-hydraulic model s
in ATHLET. Several demands for a numerical time step integration are derived from this properties .
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The number of applicable methods is strongly'reduced by these demands . In view of these demand s
the linearly implicit methods turn out to be optimal .
After a general description of these methods the results of a numerical experiment for a realisti c
problem of the 2-phase modelling is presented .

The Differential Equations System in ATHLE T
ATHLET provides a two-fluid, 6-Equation model, with completely separated equations for mass, en ergy and momentum for both phases, taking also into account non-condensable gases . The solution
variables are pressure, vapor temperature, liquid temperature and mass quality within a control volume, and the phase mass velocities (velocity finies flow area) at a junction . These partial differentia l
equations are discretized in space (MOL) and a system of ordinary differential equations is created .
It represents an initial value problem in the time .
Numerical characteristics
For the choice of an appropriate numerical solver the numerical properties of the above describe d
models are essential. These properties are :
large absolute values for both real and imaginary part of the eigenvalues
strong nonlinearitie s
discontinuities in the derivative s
high accuracy required for quality variables to avoid mass error s
computional lime expensive right hand sid e
limited differentiability
Figure 1 shows the eigenvalues at different timepoints during the transient of the below specifie d
testcase HDR E33-1168 . It can be seen that stability on the imaginary axis is requiered in the sam e
way as on the real axis . Values near the imaginary axis point to weakly damped oscillations .
Requirements for a numerical solve r
The stiffness of the system is caused by the existence of physical phenomena with strongly differin g
time constants . An additional complication is caused by the large absolute values of both real an d
imaginary part of the eigenvalues . Implicit methods are here indispensable. Explicit methods with
an extended stability region can usually handle only large real parts of the eigenvalues .
The strong nonlinearities usually require a fully implicit method . These methods use Newton or
Newton-like iterative methods for the solution of the nonlinear equation systems . For each iteration
step a complete calculation of the right hand side is required . But this is a cpu-time consumin g
procedure.
Another contradictory is found in the limited differentiability and the high accuracy required fo r
the quality variables . A good compromise should be found between second and fourth order . Th e
application of solutions of different order for the various variables can be very helpfully to overcom e
this contradictory .
The discontinuities are caused on the one hand by nonautonomous terms (digital control signals ,
valve closures, switched heaters and other phenomena) and on the other hand by switched constitutiv e
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relations. The latter occurs mainly in heat transfer coefficents or flow maps . This seems unavoidabl e
in spite of much effort which has been done in this field in the last time . Just this discontinuitie s
prevent the exploitation of informations from previous timesteps and therefore the application o f
multi step methods . The demands for an appropriate time integration method can be condensed t o
the following list :
▪ high stability
• ability to handle strong nonlinearities
one-step methods (information of previous time steps not consistent available )
high order (at least for the quality variables) but limitited by differentiabilit y
• no iterations
In this way, many of the well known methods for the integration of ODE's are excluded .
Present time integration procedure in ATHLE T
The present time integration procedure in ATHLET is an extrapolation method . The basis of this
method is provided by the linearly-implicit Euler method, it calculates the sub-step or basic solution s
of the ODE system at discrete subpoints of the basic time step interval .
Yn

2J n
+ lh

I

= f (1n, t n) + {- ( (Yn+1 - Yn) +
y n

h8

(1 )

tn

Using the basic solutions at different time step size as supporting points, solutions of differen t
orders of consistency are calculated by means of local polynomial extrapolation . By comparison
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Figure 1 : Eigenvalues at different timepoints for the testcase HDR E33-1168 (mirrored to the positiv e
region)
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of these solutions the local discretisation error is quantified . The method is strongly adapted to th e
code by some additional features . The solutions of the linearly-implicit Euler are used directly fo r
the phase mass velocities . In this way a very stable and oscillation damping method is applied t o
these variables . Usually the extrapolation is utilized up to third order . This solutions are applied t o
the other variables . If a nonconvergent behaviour of the extrapolated solution is found for a variable ,
only second or first order is applied . Error control takes place at a reduced level for the variable s
of phase mass velocities . This agrees with the applied first order method . Additional accuracy
requierementsare set for the error of the quality variables .
One disadvantage of this method is the limited stability of the solutions of higher order . The
first order, the linearly implicit Euler, is L-stable . The second order solutions are A-stable and al l
solutions of higher order only A(a)-stable . For this reason, stability caused limitations of the ste p
size can occur . Applying the solutions of first order to the phase mass velocities improves the stabilit y
of the whole system . On the other hand this low order causes some questions concerning the loca l
discretisation error. The implementation of an alternative numerical solver in ATHLET provides a
possibility to check the influence of the numerical methods on the results .
Another reason to test alternative methods in ATHLET is to find a satisfying way for the couplin g
of 1D- and 3D-modules .

Short overview of numerical methods for OD E
Stabilit y
Most of the . thermo-hydraulic codes use any kind of implicit methods for time integration . Usually
the term fully implicit is used for methods which are not courant limited . In the terms of an ordinary
system of differential equation this property is mirrored by a time step size independent of the eigen values . There are many different stability definitions according to the complexity of this problem .
Two of these stability properties are defined for linear systems and provide a good criterion for th e
choice of an appropriate method .
These stability properties are based on the linear Dahlquist Equation .

y'
Yo

(2)
(3)

= )y
= y (to)

with ReÀ < 0 and the stepsize h > O . Applying one step of a numerical time integration metho d
yields a relation :
yi = R(hÀ)y o

- (4)

, which is called stability function . A method is called A-stable if for all ha
(5 )

R(ha) ~ < 1

Methods with this property provide stable discreticed systems if they are applied to stable systems . If
this applies only for a limited region of the left complex area of ha the method is called A(a)-stable .
A method is called L-stable if it is A-stable and :
lim ha_+-oo 1 R(h\)

1=

0

It provides in this case asymptoticly the correct solution of the differential equation .

10 0

(6)

Already in 1979 Bui [7] showed, that A-stable methods applied to excessive stiff systems provid e
oscillating solutions . For such problems the stronger L-stability of the time integration rriethod is a
decisive property. From the eigenvalues shown in figure 1 it is expected, that such problems wil l
occur also in the typical 2-phase flow models .
The advantage of L-stable methods for integration .of stiff systems have been proven by severa l
authors in very different fields of modelling. In [4] a L-stable method is applied to photochemica l
dispersion problems . Stability problems are there caused mainly by the stiff nonlinear terms o f
photochemical reactions . These problems may be compareable to the problem of condensation an d
evaporation in thermal-hydraulic codes . L-stable methods prove to be advantageous . Another field
of application is shown in [5] . An L-stable Rosenbrock method is successfully used for the tim e
integration of heat equations . In the field of semiconductor modelling a L-stable method described
in [6] provides excellent results .
Classes of methods
There are three main groups of numerical methods for initial value problems of systems of ordinar y
differential equations :
one-step method s
multi-step methods
• extrapolation method s
Most of these methods can be applied in :
• an explicit mode
• or an implicit mod e
As the problems considered here are stiff problems, the explicit variants will not be considered . Th e
three main groups reflect three ways to achieve an integration method of an order higher than one .
One-step methods calculate the derivatives at several places . Multi-step methods make extensive us e
of information computed in previous timesteps . Extrapolation methods reward the higher order fro m
integrating the problem with several different timestep sizes . In any case, the multi-step metho d
provides a good performance because there are no additional calculations of the derivatives required .
Unfortunately these methods can not be used because of the discontinuities in the derivatives . In
other words - each timestep is a new initial value problem . The best stability is expected by full y
implicit methods . They require the solution of one or more nonlinear systems . A simplified Newto n
methods is applied usually . In case of ATHLET the time expensive calculation of the right han d
side provides a strong drawback for the application of fully implicit methods . The tests of such
a method [6] in ATHLET showed furthermore nome problems in the convergence of the Newto n
method . Considering all this problems the class of linearly implicit Runge-Kutta methods seems to
be the most compromising basic for further investigations .

Linearly-Implicit Runge-Kutta Methods
General structure
A comprehensive description of linearly implicit Runge-Kutta methods can be found in [1] . An
s-stage linearly implicit Runge-Kutta method is accordingly given by the fomulaes :
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S

Yn+l

= E biki

(7)

i=

i- 1

ki =

hf (y n +

E aijkj) + hJ E yij kj
j=1

(8)

j=1

The coefficients bi â ij and ryij are determined by order conditions . If ' i = ••• = yss = y
only one LU-decomposition per time step is required . The Matrix J represents the Jacobian . The
number of order conditions depends strongly of the order. Additional order conditions are requiered
for inexact jacobians . The simplest linearly implicit scheme is the linearized backward Euler method .
An complete method of second order is described in the next chapter .
Implemented methods used in the test cas e
Presently several methods of second to fourth order are implemented in ATHLET. Most of thes e
methods are tested methods described by different authors . The results of the test calculations in
this paper are based on a method of second order from [3] and a method of fourth order described
in [1] .Both methods were selected to show the strong influence of order on the efficiency of th e
time integration in ATHLET. Since the methods of second order requires not so much effort a short
description will be given .
Several authors [2],[3],[4],[5] describe methods of 2 . order and apply them to different models .
All these methods can be derived from the order conditions for s-stage linearly implicit Runge-Kutta
methods. Starting point is a method of 2 . order:
[I - yhJ]k l = hf (yo)

(9)

[I - yhJ]k2 = hf (t o + c 1 h, yo + a 2iki ) + y21Jk1

(10)

y(to+h) =yo+bi ki +b 2 k2

(11 )

Demanding a local error of order p=3 provides the following conditions for the coefficients :

b 1 + b2 = 1

(12 )

b2c2

=

Z

(13 )

b2a21

=

(14 )

b2y21 + y

=

1
2
0

(15)

The choice b2 = 1 provides the in [3] applied method :

[I - yhJ]ki.. = hf (yo)
[I - yhJ]k2 = hf (yo

+2

k 1) - yhJk1

y (to + h) = yo + k 2
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(16)
(17)
(18)

Other values for b2 are possible and provide comparable results . This method provides an order
of p = 2 using only 2 stages . L-stability requires that -y = (2 ± /)/2 . The smaller valu e
y = (2 - )/2 gives a smaller error coefficient . Because test calculations, using ATHLET, showed
a significant better stability for y = (2 +V)/2 this larger value was selected . There were some fe w
examples applying high condensation rates which could not be solved by the smaller value of y . The
same results have been found in [4] . There can be found also some further explanations concernin g
this feature.
The second method presented in the test calculations is taken from [1] . It is based on a L-stable
4-stage formulae and requires four derivative evaluations and four backsolves.

A Testcase
HDR Testfacility and the Experiment E33-116 8
The experimental facility for the HDR direct condensation tests consists of a horizontal test pip e
of 200 mm diameter and 8 m length . ECC water inlet simulation pipe of 65 mm diameter wa s
horizontaly arranged on a 600 inclination to the test pipe . Furthermore the test pipe was equipped
with two water-steam separators located at both pipe ends . Separator I was used as wellas for watersteam separation, as for damping-tank for condensation induced pressure waves . Simultaneously,
through Separator I injection of the steam mass flows was carried out as specified in the test matrix .
The larger Separator II was used to remove the non-condensed steam passed through the test pipe .
separator II was build larger than Separator I after the assumption, during the preparation phase o f
the experiments, that the main flow direction of ECC and condensed water will in the case of a
considerable pressure drop caused by strong condensation (e .g. Test E33-1168), additional steam
was injected in Separator II for pressure maintanance, which caused periodically change of the water .
and steam flow direction to Separator I or II . So the reference typical pressure level of 4 bar was
choiced for the ATHLET verification .
Numerical Resuits
The calculations were performed using three different integration methods :
presently used adapted extrapolation method basing on the linearly implicit Euler (FEB E
• second order linearly implicit Runge-Kutta (FPIC2P )
• forth order linearly implicit Runge-Kutta (FROS4)
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Conclusions
The method of unes as applied in the code ATHLET, provides a flexible tool for the spatial discretiza tion of the PDE for 2-phase flow models . Many different methods are available for the solution o f
the résulting ODE's . The specific features of the models in the ATHLET code require a single ste p
and linearly implicit method. Several different methods can be found in the class of linearly implici t
Runge-Kutta methods . They provide excellent stability up to fourth order . The application of tw o
selected methods in ATHLET showed the following results :
All solvers generated exactly the same results . This is remarkable because the presently use d
extrapolation method uses a solution of first order for the massflow equation . This stabilizing
modification does not cause any inaccuracies to the solution .
The methods of fourth order outperforms the the method of second order significantly .
The performance of the presently used extrapolation method is comparable to the method o f
fourth order. This holds at least for the mildly stiff problem shown above.
The ATHLET models, especially the equations for void quality, require methods of sufficien t
high order . This seems to be a specific feature of the ATHLET models .
More numerical experiments are planned to reveal the performance in cases where the application o f
the present solver leads to small stepsizes .
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ABSTRAC T
The objective of this research is to replace the current flow regime dependen t
interfacial area correlations in the thermal-hydraulic system analysis codes with an interfacia l
area transport equation, which dynamically models two-phase flow regime transitions . The
interfacial area transport equation applicable to bubbly flows has been developed based o n
mechanistic modeling of bubble interaction . Detailed experiments have been performed fo r
bubbly conditions in 2 .54, 5.08 and 10 .16-cm ID pipes to benchmark the model. This new
approach predicts the continuous changes of the interfacial area and will eliminate artificia l
bifurcations stemming from the use of the static flow regime transition criteria . This pape r
presents the preliminary results of incorporating the one-group transport equation into th e
USNRC consolidated code, currently under development. The framework for the two-group
transport equation and the necessary constitutive relations are also presented .
1.

Introduction

For predicting the thermal-hydraulic behavior of two-phase flow, the interfacial structur e
is one of the most important parameters, rince all the transfers of mass, momentum and energ y
between phases occur at the interface . Traditionally, the effects of interface structure have been
analyzed using flow regimes and transition criteria that do not dynamically represent the change s
in interfacial structure. This approach, which is currently implemented in most thermal-hydraulic
system analysis codes, can lead to instantaneous changes in flow regime, which can not only
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induce non-physical oscillations in system behavior but can limit the code accuracy . Improving
the treatment of interfacial structure and regime transition represents the best opportunity t o
enhance the capability of the system analysis codes.
To better represent the effects of interfacial structure and regime transition, the use of a
first order equation to characterize interfacial area transport has been reconimended . As describe d
in Section 3, the equation is in the form of a transport equation of interfacial area concentratio n
with the right hand sicle that represents the sources and sinks due to the physical processes tha t
govern the creation and destruction of interfacial area . Section 5 discusses the methods that can b e
used to implement an interfacial area transport model into a system analysis code to exemplify
how dynamic flow regime modeling can be used to advance the state of the art in two-phase flo w
simulation . Results of such an implementation into a developmental version of the USNR C
consolidated code are also given .
Experimental programs have been mn to develop a database for use in developing th e
constitutive relations for the source and sink terms of the transport equation . The model is
evaluated against this database in Section 4 .
2.

Two-Fluid Model

In two-phase flows, the interfacial area concentration and void fraction are the ke y
geometric parameters, representing the volume occupied by each phase and the surface area ove r
which the phases interact, respectively . Interfacial phenomena govern the degree to which th e
phases are coupled . Since the two-fluid model solves conservation equations of mass, momentu m
and energy for both phases, without accounting for interfacial phenomena, the phases woul d
behave independently [1] . In view of practical applications, Ishii and Mishima [2,3] simplified th e
two-fluid model equations of mass, momentum and energy as :
dakh,+V

dakPkVk+V . (œ

dakPkHk+V
ât

(akPkvk) -rk

kPkvkvk) --akYPk +V gk(T+2k)+akPkg+Vkirk+MMkVak

ki
.((~kPkHkvk)--Qak(gk+qk)+akDkPk+Hkirk+
+ 0k '
Dt
LS

( 1)

;

(2)

(3)

where Fk, Mik, 2;, q 'ki and 0 are the mass generation, generalized interfacial drag, interfacial shear
stress, interfacial heat flux and dissipation, respectively . The subscript i denotes the value at th e
interface . The terms Ls denotes the length scale at the interface, so that 1/L5 has the physical
meaning of the interfacial area per unit mixture volume [1] :

(4)
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In Equations 1-3, the generation of mass per unit volume, the generalized drag force per unit
volume and the interfacial energy transfer per unit volume constitute the interfacial transfer term s
and are modeled by Equations 5-7, respectively [4-8] :

T a imé ;

Mid

ad FD

adFv

Bd

Bd

9 ad f P~,u m Dd
2 rd
?r D

(5)
d

y

(6)
S

T Hki + ` = a i[mk Hki +hki(T - Tk )] .

(7)

Here, mk, FD, Bd, Fv, and ,u,,, are the mean mass transfer rate, standard drag force, volume of a
typical dispersed fluid particle, virtual mass force and mixture viscosity, respectively . With the
last terni in the right hand side of Equation 6 being the Basset force, the interfacial transfer terni
due to standard drag can be written in terms of interfacial area concentration [2,3] such that :

ad FD
Bd

_-a.

CD
D

rsm

4 rD)

Pcv rlv

(8)

2

For the interfacial energy transfer term, the interfacial heat flux, q ki can be modeled using the
driving force or the potential for an energy transfer . Hence, in Equation 7, Ti and Tk are the
temperature at the interface and the bulk temperature based on the mean enthalpy, and hki is the
interfacial heat transfer coefficient .

As shown in Equations 5-8, the phasic interaction terms are expressed in terms o f
interfacial area concentration and the driving force such that :

(Interfacial Transfer Terni) - a i x (Driving Force) .

(9)

Therefore, an accurate closure relation for the interfacial area concentration must be provided i n
order for the two-fluid model to predict the behavior of two-phase flow .
In an effort to close the two-fluid model, Kojasoy and Ishii [4] established the foundatio n
of the interfacial area transport equation using population balance approach suggested by Reye s
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[5] . In their study, the fluid particle number density transport equation of particles having volum e
V was formulated by accounting for the fluid particles entering and leaving a control volume suc h
that :
(x,V ;t)

dt

+V .(f (x,V,t)vp(x,V,t))= ES.(x,V,t)+Sph(x,V,t),
i

(10)

where f(x,V,t) is the particle density distribution function, which is assumed to be continuons an d
specifies the probable number density of fluid particles at a given time t, in the spatial range dx
about a position x, with particle volumes between V and V+dV. The terra vp(x,V,t) is the local
particle velocity of volumes between V and V+dV at time t. In the right hand side of Equation 10 ,
the first term represents the net rate of change in f(x,V,t) due to fluid particle interactions, such a s
coalescence and disintegration, whereas the second term represents the fluid particle source or sin k
rates due to the phase change .
The interfacial area transport equation was obtained by multiplying Equation 10 by th e
average interfacial area Ai(V) of particles of volume V, and integrating the result over particle
volume . The resulting interfacial area transport equation was then given by Kojasoy and Ishii [4 ]
as :

da'dt + V . aiv; = D
,
; 1 +Oph
where a ;(x,t) is the average interfacial area concentration of all fluid particles of volumes betwee n
V,,,,,, and V,,,a, and v ;(x,t) is the interfacial velocity defined by :

a;(x,t)5v"`~ f(x,V,t)4(V )dV ,
vm;n

(12)

and
,,,

v`(x, t)

J Vvm m

f(x,V,t)4(V)v p (x,V,t)dV
v
v: f(x,V,t)A,(V)d V

S

(13)

respectively. The terms O and Oph in the right hand side of the Equation 11 represent the rate o f
change in the interfacial area concentration due to particle break-up and coalescence processes ,
and that due to evaporation or condensation, respectively . They are defined by :
rv
A
Jvnun ;(V)S.i(x,V,t)dV andOph

v

jvn. 4(V)Sph (x,V,t)dV .

(14 )

wn

Therefore, in order to complete the interfacial area transport equation, mechanistic models o f
interaction mechanisms should be established as the interfacial source and sink terms .
Recently, the one-group interfacial area transport equation for bubbly flow wa s
formulated by Wu et al . [6]. In the model, the source and sink terms are established throug h
mechanistic modeling of bubble interaction phenomena in the bubbly flow regime as illustrated i n
Figure 1 . These phenomena include : disintegration due to turbulent impact, coalescence throug h
random collision driven by turbulent eddies, and coalescence due to the acceleration of th e
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following bubble in the wake of the preceding bubble . The one-group interfacial area transport
equation is then formulated as :
_ 2 a.

aa .

aa

(a,v,)-3

at~+0

+O•av g

1
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/a \2
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W \a, ~

a at

[ Rn -RRC
-RWEIl

+9rD

bC

Rph

,

(15)

where the terms in the right hand side of the equation represent bubble expansion due to pressur e
change, a source of interfacial area due to turbulent impact, a sink of interfacial area due to rando m
collision coalescence, a sink of interfacial area due to wake-entrainment coalescence and a sourc e
due to phase change, respectively .
3

One-Group Interfacial Area Transport Equation for Bubbly Flow s

In order to formulate an interfacial transport equation to describe the phenomena tha t
occur over the wide range of conditions encountered in two-phase flow, a two-group model i s
needed . A two-group model categorizes the bubbles into two groups : group one for spherical an d
distorted bubbles and group 2 for cap, slug and churn-turbulent bubbles . This added complexity i s
required, since small spherical bubbles and large cap bubbles have markedly different interfacial
area characteristics as well as different interfacial transfer processes . For example, the drag laws
and heat transfer coefficients differ dramatically between the two groups .
However, the present study focuses on the development of the interfacial area transpor t
equation applicable to the bubbly and distorted-bubbly flow conditions, and utilizes the one-grou p
interfacial area transport equation . As shown earlier by Equation 1, the preliminary one-grou p
equation had been developed by Wu et al . [6], and has recently been improved by Kim [7] . In the
model, the source and sink terms were established through the mechanistic modeling of bubbl e
interaction phenomena . These phenomena are depicted in Figure 1 . Equations 16-18 are the
mathematical expressions for the bubble number density source rate due turbulent impact break-u p
(RTI ), and the sink rates due to random collision (R RC ) and wake induced bubble coalescenc e
(RWE ) respectively :
nur

Rri =Cri

exp -

C
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_
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Wecr

, when We > We cr;
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1/3
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RWE = CWE CD( Db

)n2Db2ur(Db ) ,

where the CTI,

and CWE are expenmentally determined coefficients .

CRC,
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Coalescence Mechanisms

DisinteRration Mechanisms

turbulent impact; Rn

Random Collision ;

R

Rc

bubble+bubble=bubble

bubble=bubble+bubble

Wake Entrainment ; Rx,E

bubble+bubble=bubble

Figure 1 : Major bubble interaction phenomena in bubbly flow condition s
The evaluation of the mode], against an . extensive set of experimental data has yet to be
completed, due to the limitations of the previously available database . Recently, the onegroup mode] was evaluated against experimental data obtained in a rectangular vertical airwater flow duct by Kim [7], and good agreement was observed . The objective of the present
study is to further evaluate the model against the rcently expanded database .
To simplify the mode] for comparison against data taken in one-dimensional channel flow ,
Equation 15 was spatially averaged over the channel cross-sectional area . This process assumes
all parameters exhibit radially uniform profiles, so that the covariance terms are negligible . It was
verified through the experiments that, in mort of the flow conditions, the a, a i and vg profile s
remain nearly uniform across the tube cross-section . However, in some cases, the characteristic
wall-peak phenomena were also observed . In such cases, the 1-dimensinal approach ma y
introduce error in the a i estimation, and a fully 3-dimensional approach should be taken .
Nevertheless, in the scope of the present study, only 1-dimensional approach was employed in
order to validate the current mode] . Also, to reflect the fact that the experiments were performe d
under adiabatic air/water two-phase conditions, the nucleation source term, R ph, was omitted fro m
the model . Furthermore, noting from the experimental data that the bubble size across the flo w
duct at a given axial level was nearfy uniform, the a i weighted bubble interfacial velocity was
approximated as :
(atyi)

(( y» - (ai)

( erg ) _
«v »

(19)

(a)

Assuming no radial dependence in fluid properties, the steady-state one-dimensional onegroup interfacial area transport equation is given by :
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where the following expressions were substituted for the particle number density, n and the bubbl e
Sauter mean diameter, Ds„,:
a3
n=y/-?

and

D

a

6a
S»,_ - ,

ai

(21 )

and for spherical bubbles,
_
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1
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(22)

Evaluation of the Model

In the present study, the model was evaluated with the experimental data acquired fo r
bubbly flow conditions in round tubes of various sizes . The local time-averaged two-phase flow
parameters were acquired using miniaturized double-sensor conductivity probe instrumentaion. At
several axial levels, the probe was traversed along the radial direction at various increment s
depending on the flow duct geometry at several axial locations . In acquiring the local data ,
thousands of bubbles were sampled, such that the measurement error associated with th e
conductivity probe was within ±10%[8] . The experimental conditions and the flow condition s
reported in the paper are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 2, respectively . In Figure 2, the solid
fine represents the boundary between bubbly flow and slug flow suggested by Mishima and Ishi i
[9]
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Table 1 : Experimental conditions for the data employed in the model evaluatio n
Round Tube ID [cm]

Axial Locations (z/D)

2.54

12, 65, and 125

5.08

5, 30, and 55

10.16

3, 18, and 33
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Run No jg [mis]
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10
1-11
1-12
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-11
3-1
3-2

0.055
0 .078
0.041
0.081
0.143
0.046
0.116
0.257
0.575
0.051
0 .201
0.702
0.039
0.136
0.242
0.321
0 .138
0.506
0.471
0.624
0.538
1 .106
1 .790
0.052
0.100

jf [m/s]
0.262
0.262
0.872
0.872
0.872
1 .75
1 .75
1 .75
1 .75
3.49
3.49
3.49
0.682
0.682
0 .986
0.986
2.336
2.336
2.010
2.010
5 .100
5 .00
5 .00
1 .01 8
1 .021
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10

1f
[m/s]

10
Figure 2 : The Flow Conditions in Each Duct
In order to evaluate the model with the experimental data, the adjustable coefficients i n
the model were specified . In the present study, the coefficients were determined using the give n
experimental conditions, such as liquid superficial velocity, gas superficial velocity, and voi d
fraction . For example, in highly turbulent flow conditions, the turbulent break-up mechanism (TI)
was assumed to be dominant, whereas in flows with high void fractions, the dominant mechanism s
were assumed to be the wake-entrainment (WE) or the random collision (RC) coalescence.
Furthermore, the constant C in the random collision source term formulation accounts for th e
effective range of influence of eddies in driving bubbles to collisions, and was assumed to be 3 . In
order to estimate the critical Weber number, the value was varied from 2 .3 to 8, based on the
studies by Prince and Blanch [10] for bubbly flow condition and Ishii and Chawla [11] for bubblycap transition conditions, respectively . In the present analysis with the round tube data, the critical
Weber number of 6 yielded the best results . In this study, the coefficients were determined b y
finding the values that produced the best agreement with the experimental data. These values are :
Wake Entrainment: CWE=0.002
Random Collision : CRC=0.004 ; C=3 .0; Dmax=0.75
Turbulent Impact : CTI=0 .085; Wecr=6.0
The coefficients given above significantly differ from the ones given by Wu et al .[6] .
This stems from several facts as follows ; First, in their study, the bubble expansion due t o
pressure drop (EXP) was flot considered, which plays a major role in the a; change as will be
discussed later . Secondly, the model presented in this study was further improved from the
preliminary model given in their study . These include; criterion for critical Weber number in the
turbulent effect and the drag effect on the bubble rise velocity in the WE model . Also, the
preliminary model was evaluated based on a very limited database . The comparison of the current
model with the data presented in their study was not possible, however, due to the lack of pressur e
drop measurement information for the quoted experimental data . Therefore, accounting for the
improvements made in the model, and also considering the wide range of database employed i n
the evaluation of the present study, the current model should be more reliable .
11 9
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The results of the model evaluation for all of the present experimental conditions ar e
shown in Figure 3 . In the figure, the axial development of interfacial area predicted by the mode l
and the experimental data are plotted for each flow condition . The solid lins and the symbol s
depict the model predictions and the experimental data, respectively . So as not to hamper the
clarity of Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the experimental error is only depicted in Figure 3(c) . However ,
for all runs the error was estimated to be ±10% .
As shown in Figure 3, overall agreement between the model and the data is within the
measurement error of approximately ±10% . Most disagreement was observed in condition s
approaching the transition to slug flow, such as Runs 2-10 and 2-11 . In these runs, occasional cap
bubbles were noted . Therefore, the discrepancy most likely stems from the .fact that the one-grou p
model does not account for transport behavior of the cap bubble group, suggesting that a twogroup formulation is necessary to adequately predict the transition to slug flow. The deviatio n
from the model prediction is most significant in the data obtained in the 10 .16-cm ID pipe as
shown in Figure 3(c), Runs 3-1 and 3-2 . In the large diameter pipe, the bubbles had a larger
component of velocity in the transverse direction and some local re-circulation patterns wer e
observed . These flow patterns are not accounted for in the one-dimensional model . Nevertheless,
the predictions of the model agree quite well with the data taken in all channels .
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) depict the contributions from individual source and sink
mechanisms to the total change in a; in the 2 .54 and 5 .08-cm ID pipes, respectively . In both runs ,
bubble expansion due to the pressure gradient along the pipe (EXP) and the random collision
mechanism (RC) play an important role in the overall development of a i. Furthermore, for these
conditions the interactions due to wake entrainment (WE) was found to be relatively weak ,
whereas the contribution from turbulent impact source term (TI) varied depending on the liquid
Reynolds number and the critical Weber number .
5.

Code Evaluatio n

USNRC-developed system analysis codes are based on the two-fluid model described i n
Section 2, so that both thermal and mechanical non-equilibrium can be modeled . Since the
conservation equations are solved for each phase, the two-fluid model has the capacity to predic t
detailed phase interactions . For instance, in cases where sudden acceleration is experienced, the
two-fluid model, different from mixture models, treats the momentum changes in the two phase s
separately . The interaction terra in the momentum equations, interfacial drag, would work t o
retard the vapor phase velocity as it accelerates the liquid phase . The phenomena occurring durin g
the period of acceleration are not modeled by mixture models, which assume that the buoyancy
and drag forces are in equilibrium at all times . In prototypic reactor designs, especially during off normal conditions, it is unlikely that the flows are ever fully-developed due to the complicate d
structures in the vessel as well as the geometrical layout of the piping systems, limiting th e
applicability of the mixture models .
However, for the two-fluid model to be valid, the interfacial interaction terras must be
accurate, since without them, the two phases are virtually independent . Currently, the theoretical
area with the most room for improvement is the modeling of the constitutive relations for th e
phasic interaction terms . Due to the complicated motion and structure of the interfaces, modeling
these terms is difficult . Specifically, in order to formulate these terms, the geometry of th e
interface must be known .
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Figure 3 :
Evaluation of the Model with Experimental Data . (a) Data obtained in 2 .54-cm ID pipe . (b) Data
obtained in 5 .08-cm ID pipe . (c) Data obtained in 10 .16-cm ID pipe (error bar ±10%) .
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Figure 4 : Contribution of Individual Bubble Interaction Mechanisms to Total Change in a ;. (a)
Run 1-12 : jg=0.702-m/s and j=3 .49-m/s in a round pipe of 2 .54-cm ID (b) Run 2-6: jg=0.506-m/ s
and j2336-m/s in a round pipe of 5 .08-cm ID.
Currently, system analysis codes rely upon flow regime maps to characterize the
interfacial strùcture . When first formulated, the flow regimes were based upon superficial phasi c
velocities but the criteria were recast in terms of a direct geometric parameter of the flow, the voi d
fraction, and mixture mass flux (or velocity) [2] . Although they contain some dependence on the
flow structure, the flow regime maps are not an ideal way to characterize the interface . For
instance, these maps were constructed from data taken under fully-developed, steady-stat e
conditions and are now applied to both developing and transient flows, which have an inheren t
time and length scale for development . Additionally, the boundaries between flow regimes are
sharp with terms changing by several orders of magnitude so that smoothing functions must b e
implemented into the codes to preclude numerical instabilities . Therefore, in order to take full
advantage of the two-fluid model's capabilities, more accurate and consistent interfacial transfe r
ternis should be developed .

5.1

Flow Regime Transition

This section outlines how the current methodology can result in instantaneous flow
regime transition . Determining the flow regime based on the values of void fraction and mixture
mass flux constitutes a static approach . That is to say, no time or length scale is incorporated int o
the transition criteria . As soon as the velocity or void fraction changes, the interfac e
instantaneously reconfigures . This of course is not what happens in reality . For example, in the
case of flow undergoing a transition from bubbly into horizontally stratified in a channel, a finit e
amount of time (and in turn, length) is required for the dispersed vapor phase to travel to the top o f
the channel . The amount of time required for the flow to stratify can be estimated by calculatin g
the time required for the bubble to rise over a distance equal to the diameter of the pipe . The
development length is then equal to the liquid phase velocity multiplied by this time . The
diameters of reactor piping systems are large, on the order of a meter, so that the flows are ver y
rarely fully-developed.
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The currently implemented flow regime models do not have a means of modeling the
development length . Therefore, if the flow in the upper plenum is bubbly, and the velocities ar e
low enough in the hot leg for horizontal stratification to exist, the code predicts an instantaneou s
transition into stratified conditions . If a depressurization valve is located at a distance, x, from the
entrance of the hot leg that is less than that required to develop stratified flow, then the accuracy o f
the code predictions can be hampered . Simply, the code has the possibility to over predict the
quality of the effluent at the valve, enhancing the depressurization rate while maximizing the core
liquid inventory. This example does not represent a challenge to the code for design basis acciden t
events where there is an excess water supply to cover the core to a level above the hot leg .
However, for beyond design basis accidents, multiple system failures could reduce this leve l
below the top of the hot leg . In this situation, sensitivity calculations must be performed to ensur e
that the depressurization rate and vessel inventory are calculated with reasonable accuracy .
A case was mn with USNRC consolidated code, currently under development, t o
exemplify how the current flow regime model can lead to instantaneous flow regime transition.
This same behavior would be seen by all system codes that determine the flow regime with stati c
criteria. A model was constructed of a core, upper plenum and hot leg as shown in Figure 5 . A
two-phase mixture was modeled to vent through a valve located at the top of the hot leg, located a t
a distance 2 .0 m from the entrance . The system, at steady-state conditions, was at a pressure of
0.22 MPa . Flow was provided through the core and hot leg by locating a valve at the top of th e
upper plenum and at the end of the hot leg . The flow was calculated to be slug in the core region ,
bubbly in the upper plenum and horizontal stratified in the hot leg . In the hot leg, the liquid
velocity, v i, was calculated to be 1 .2 mis . At the conditions of the run, the terminal bubbly ris e
velocity, vb, was approximated to be 0.2 m/s . With a hot leg diameter, D, of 1 .0 m, the minimum
time required to develop stratified flow, t d, is:
td=D/Vb= 5 .Os .

23

With a liquid velocity equal to 1 .4 m/s, the development length, 1 d, can be found as :
ld =VI * td = 6 .0 m.

24

In this simulation, at the location of the depressurization valve, x = 2 .0 m, the flow should be
bubbly, since the development length is x = 6 .0 m . However, the code predicted horizonta l
stratified conditions at the entrance to the hot leg, so that the quality of the effluent would be ove r
predicted .

5.2

Interfacial Area Prediction

System analysis codes that determine the flow regime statically do not model th e
fundamental processes that produce interfacial area but must use some algebraic expression t o
compute a value for ai. Unfortunately, wrong trends can result. For example, in the consolidate d
code [12], the interfacial area of bubbly flow is calculated by the following equation :
a,=

67 b,

25

where Db is the Sauter mean diameter of the bubble population, which represents the total volume
of the bubble population divided by the total surface area of the bubble population, and a is th e
void fraction . Depending upon the flow conditions and the bubble production mechanism, a wid e
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range of bubble diameters has been reported in literature . The consolidated code uses the
approach that th e

bubbly
code : stratified, reality : develo pi~g
X<ld

X=l d

2 phase ixture
Figure 5 : Modeled System Configuration Depicting Calculated Flow Regime s
Sauter mean diameter can be expressed as an approximate arithmetic mean between the minimu m
and maximum diameters observed experimentally, or equal to :
Db =2La,

26

y g(pf-_pg) ,

27

where Lo is the Laplace number:
Lo

and a, g and pg represent surface tension, gravity and density of the vapor phase, respectively .
From this expression, one can determine the trend in a i along the flow path . In an adiabatic test ,
the reduction in pressure along the channel causes the density difference to increase and the voi d
fraction to increase. The increase in density difference results in a reduction in D b, which along
with an increase in void fraction, yields an increase in ai. This trend in ai is not based on th e
physical processes that govern the creation and destruction of ai, but on the functional dependenc e
of the algebraic expression with pressure . Therefore, improper trends can result .
This effect is exemplified in Figure 6, which depicts data from Runs along with the cod e
results using the current ai formulation (TRAC)and with the interfacial area transport equatio n
(TRAC IA Eqn) . The code is denoted TRAC in the figure, since a modernized TRAC-P cod e
serves as the basis for the consolidation effort . In the case of Run 2-3, the data show a reduction i n
ai with axial distance, since the sink terras of wake entrainment and random collision outweighe d
the source terms of turbulent impact and pressure reduction . However, as explained above, th e
current ai formulation in TRAC produces the opposite trend . Since the interfacial area equation
attempts to model the physical processes of creation and destruction of a i, when incorporated into
TRAC, the data are well matched and proper trends are noted . Since in other flow. conditions, th e
source terms may dominate leading to an increase in a i with axial distance, the current TRAC
formulation will at times trend in the proper direction, as exemplified by Run 1-4 and Run 1-12 .
Nevertheless, the interfacial area transport equation yields better results . By referring to Run 1-12,
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the interfacial area equation underpredicts the sink ternis, yielding larger values of interfacial area .
This discrepancy is especially noted at the midpoint to outlet of the channel . As noted in Section
4, slug flow was beginning to develop as cap bubbles were noted at these axial levels . However,
the one-group model assumes the vapor is in the form of spherical bubbles of the same size, an d
does not account for the different drag coefficients of the large cap and small bubbles . In reality,
the cap bubbles rise faster than the spherical bubbles . The cap bubbles overtake the smaller
bubbles and increase the coalescence rate . As a result, the data show a smaller increase in
interfacial area than the one-group interfacial area equation . In order to model this coalescenc e
phenomenon, a two-group model is required, outlined in Section 6 .
Interfacial Area Data and Predictio n
Run 1-4,1-12 & 2-3 .
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®
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Figure 6 : Characteristic Result s
Since the current system analyis codes adequately predict the interfacial transfer term s
(Equation 9) but the predicted trends and values of the interfacial area are not proper, th e
constitutive relations used to model the driving potentials are also not ideal . In essence, integral
behavior can be reàsonably predicted by a set of models that are not by themselves altogether
accurate, since the models act together to predict the system response . This situation is acceptabl e
provided the code is used within the parameter ranges of its assessment . Now that the technology
to measure interfacial area concentration has evolved, more mechanistic modeling of the transfe r
terms should be attempted to enhance the accuracy of the two-fluid model to ameliorate some o f
the limitations associated with the current approach .

5.3

Implementation into a Two-Fluid System Analysis Cod e

To prove the feasibility of the method, the one-group bubbly to slug transition wa s
incorporated into a developmental version of TRAC-M . To illustrate how this was done, th e
current approach used to determine the interfacial transfer terms will be illustrated and the n
contrasted with that of the interfacial area model . With static flow regime maps, the geometry o f
the interface is specified by parameters such as mass flux and void fraction, G and a, respectively .
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Typically, for a < 30% and G < 2000 kg/m 2-s, the flow regime is assumed to be bubbly . The
interfacial area is then calculated as discussed in section 5 .2. To close the momentum equations ,
the interfacial drag force per unit volume, F i, is needed:
Pf vrlvrl
Cd rsm
28
Fi = ai 4
2
rd
where rsm and rd are the Sauter mean radius of the bubble population and the average bubbl e
radius, respectively . Their ratio represents a shape factor, which is équivalent to unity if the
bubbles are spherical . The term vr is the relative velocity between the gas and liquid . Cd is then
the drag coefficient for a bubble, which is a function of the Reynolds number .

When the one-group dynamic flow regime model was implemented into the syste m
analysis code, the only procedure that changed was the calculation of a i to close the momentum
equation . Instead of utilizing the static flow regime maps, ai is calculated using the interfacial are a
transport equation . Determining Cd is then a function of the Reynolds number . The sum of th e
product of ai multiplied by the driving potential term closes the field equations of the two-flui d
model.
In general, the system, analysis codes evaluate ai explicitly, that is to say with old tim e
values . This same approach was followed with the dynamic model, so that a i was solved after th e
solution of the field equations and did not increase the size of the matrix of the finite volum e
equations . Essentially, this technique would replace the call to the flow regime map with the call t o
the transport equation, an algebraic expression after discretization . The computational impact o f
the interfacial area model on the mn-tiare of the code was therefore negligible, since only on e
additional equation, Equation 20 was solved . Since only a one-dimensional formulation has bee n
developed for pipe flow, the matrix was a simple tridiagonal, as the source and sink terms were
based on old-time values and the ai flux terms were implicit . The added cost of the matrix solutio n
required per each time step may be compensated by added stability of the code using the dynami c
model in lieu of the static approach . Further work will have to be done to ascertain the impact .
Due to the limited accuracy of the current determination of a i by system analysis codes ,
but the relatively good simulation fidelity of the codes for integral response, it is likely that th e
driving potential terms (eg ., Cd) that are currently used will have to be modified for use with th e
dynamic flow regime model . In essence, since the code generally works with the product of ai and
the driving potential (Equation 9), changing a i to correct values will result in incorrect values o f
the product of ai and the driving potential if driving potential terms are not also modified .
Therefore, during the experimental phase of the proposed work, values for the driving potentia l
terms, such as Cd and H if, Hig (interfacial heat transfer from the fluid and gas phase, respectively )
will have to be developed so that their products will be valid and the simulation fidelity of the cod e
for integral experiments will be sound .

6.

Framework of Two-Group Interfacial Area Transport Equation

Section 4 alluded to the fact that in order to model interfacial transpor t
phenomena of fluid particles in all two-phase flow regimes, the effects due to th e
differences in bubble size and shape should be carefully considered. Therefore, tw o
transport equations for two different groups of bubbles should be sought . Group on e
describes the transport phenomena of small-dispersed and distorted bubbles, while grou p
two describes the transport phenomena of cap/slug/churn-turbulent bubbles .
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The theoretical approach in developing the two-group particle number transpor t
equation can be established by defining the critical volume by which the bubble group is
determined, such that :
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where Vc is the critical bubble volume defined by the maximum distorted bubble limit . Hence, th e
interfacial area transport equation can be readily obtained as :
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with the following closure relations :
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Therefore, in solving the two-group transport equation with the closure relation give n
through equations 33 to 39, it can be also noted that the gas-phase continuity equations for group 1
and group 2 bubbles should be employed . In specifying the gas phase velocities for the tw o
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groups of bubbles, however, the drift flux model cm be employed in conjunction with th e
experimental measurements, instead of employing the momentum equation .
The major challenge in establishing the two-group transport equation arises from th e
complicated bubble transport phenomena and their interactions . With the introduction of another
bubble group, additional source and sink terms specific to the larger bubble group, as well as intergroup terms must be modeled. For instance, the source terms for the larger bubbles should includ e
shearing off of small bubbles at the skirts of large bubbles and break up due to surface instability .
Some interaction mechanisms will apply to . both groups and may require modifications to
Equations 16-18 . Since the sink terms of one group may prove to be the source terms of the other ,
these inter-group mechanisms will have to be developed in concert with both groups, adding to th e
complexity of the development process . Figure 7 pictorially represents the inter-group bubbl e
interaction mechanisms .
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Surface instabilit y
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No change in group 2 number equation
Source in group I number equation

no change in group 2 number equatio n
source in group 1 number equatio n

Wake entrainmen t

Random Collision

R a1,2,
sink in group 1 number eqn .
source in group 2 number eqn .

1

:5w

~~/

f•

sink in group 1 number eqn .
source in group 2 number eqn .

(12,2)

R (RÇ2

sink in group 1 number eqn.
source in group 2 number eqn .
no change in group 2 number eqn .

R WE

'. :\ .

sink in group 1 number eqn .
source in group 2 number eqn .
no change in group 2 number eqn .

Figure 7 : Schematic Illustrations of Inter-Group Bubble Interactio n

7.

Summary and Conclusion s

The two-fluid model was developed to model two-phase flows under transien t
conditions, such as accelerating and entrante flows . The inclusion of the interfacial transfer terms
in the formulation makes the treatment of mechanical and thermal inhomogeneity possible . To
close the system of equations and to provide the coupling of the phases, the model utilizes th e
product of the interfacial area and the driving potentials to yield the interfacial transfer terms .
Improving the formulation of these terms represents the best opportunity to enhance the capabilit y
of the two-fluid model . Currently, static flow regime maps and associated transition criteria ar e
utilized to characterize this interfacial structure. This approach is limited, rince it lacks the
capability to incorporate development length and time scales and the maps were constructed usin g
data taken under fully-developed, steady state conditions, not conditions for which the two-fluid
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model was developed to simulate. To improve the treatment of interfacial structure with an aim o f
enhancing the two-fluid model, a one-group interfacial area transport equation was developed an d
incorporated into a developmental version of the USNRC consolidated code to prove the concept
of modeling flow regime transition dynamically . Good results were achieved . Work is now
underway to expand the model to a two-group formulation to more accurately predict the transitio n
into slug and churn turbulent flow . Once developed for all conditions and geometries prototypic o f
nuclear reactor designs, the dynamic flow regime model will be implemented into USNRC syste m
analysis codes .
Nomenclature '
English
ai
interfacial area concentratio n
C

coefficient accounting for the effective range of collision driven by turbulent eddie s

D.,,,,

bubble Sauter mean diamete r

H

enthalpy

h

heat transfer coefficient

j

total superficial velocity

M;k

generalized interfacial drag

N

particle numbe r

n

particle number densit y

n

unit normal vector

q"

heat flux

R

number source or sink rate per unit mixture volume

S

number density source or sink rate per unit mixture volume

ut

turbulent velocity or root mean square of velocity fluctuatio n

vg

gas phase velocity

v;

particle interfacial velocity weighted by interfacial area concentratio n

vparticle velocity weighted by particle number
v,

relative velocit y

We

Weber number

GREEK SYMBOL S
void fraction

a

T

rate of mass generatio n

e

turbulent energy dissipation rate per unit mixture volume

0

interfacial area concentration source or sink rate, or dissipation rat e

rlph

rate of volume generated by nucleation per unit mixture volume
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density

6

surface tension

z

shear stress

yi

chape factor

SUBSCRIPT S

1

group 1

2

group 2

cr

critical

D

drag

e

volume equivalen t

EXP

expansio n

f

liqui d

g

gas

max

maximu m

ph

phase change

RC

random collisio n

SI

surface instability

sm

Sauter mean

SO

shearing-off

TI

turbulent impact

WE

wake entrainment
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Validation of the CFX-4 Code for PWR Fault Analysi s
C. J . Fry' , J. N. Lillington 1
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Summary
This paper presents the current status of the AEA Technology work validating CFX-4 as a tool fo r
modelling fluid transport and mixing in reactor coolant systems . Conclusions are given on the
adequacy of this methodology for correctly predicting turbulent mixing in the fault transients of
relevance . CFX-4 code predictions have been carried out against pump start-up data from the 1/5
scaled (based on Ringhals) experiments at Vattenfall . These experiments are concerned with the
transport of a boron depleted slug offluid from the cold leg to the vessel. These computationa l
results showed the timescales and concentration of the boron depleted slug reaching the core
region to be well predicted. AEA Technology, on behalf of UK Health and Safety Executive, i s
also participating in the pump start-up ISP at the University of Maryland during 1999/2000.
Predictions of thermal mixing have been carried out against Sizewell-B plant data fro m
Emergency Boration System (EBS) commissioning tests . These data provide a stringent test fo r
the code which successfully replicated the broad features but failed to reproduce an observe d
swirl. This modelling discrepancy is currently under investigation.

Introductio n
Current thermal-hydraulic system codes have limitations in modelling certain transien t
faults where turbulent mixing phenomena are important . This situation necessitates assumption s
to be made in the analysis of events such as boron dilution faults, overcooling transients an d
pressurised thermal shock. A particular problem is that coarse mesh fluid dynamics analysis code s
(e.g. system codes) introduce false diffusion, in addition to any real diffusion that may or may no t
be modelled. This produces smearing of regions of low boron concentration or cold temperatur e
fluid leading to optimistic predictions for reactivity increase . Thus it is difficult to use any such
code and argue that predictions will be pessimistic .
Computational Fluid Dynamics codes such as CFX-4 have the potential to utilise fin e
meshes and advanced turbulence models to resolve steep gradients and therefore in principl e
overcome the problem . The CFX-4 code is a general purpose computational fluid dynamics cod e
developed by AEA Technology . The objective of this paper is to summarise briefly the work tha t
is being carried out in the UK to validate the CFX-4 code for such applications . The objective of
the work is to use the CFD methodology to provide more realistic estimates of mixing . The work
is supported by the Health and Safety Executive and British Energy .
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The calculations presented here have ail utilised the k, E 2-equation transport turbulenc e
model . ln addition to the transient Reynolds - averaged equations for mass, momentum an d
energy transport, a scalar transport eqùation for boron is also solved. Turbulent diffusion o f
temperature and boron is modelled using constant turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers, whic h
are close to unity . For the applications presented in the paper the cold legs and the reactor vesse l
are modelled using a computational grid, 100,000 - 300,000 cells . The concern is to model mixing
of the coolant in moving from the cold legs clown the downcomer, into the lower head of the vesse l
and then into the core region . The paper will describe the lessons learned in producing these grid s
and in modelling complex internai structures such as grid support plates .

CFX-4 Computational Fluid Dynamics Cod e
CFX-4 includes a wide range of fluid flow and heat transfer models for application t o
general physical flow problems . The code solves a rigorous formulation of the three-dimensiona l
equations of motion and includes various turbulence models, including the k - epsilon model . Th e
code includes numerical methods to produce high order accuracy and pre- and post-processors . It
has flexible grid generating software . The computational domain of an application may be spli t
into individual components which are then coupled to provide construction of the overall model .
Complex boundaries and internai. structures are treated via curvilinear mesh constructions . Th e
code has been validated for application to the transport of scalar concentrates, pollutants etc . It is
being validated for a number of applications in the nuclear industry, including the transport an d
mixing of slugs of water at different temperatures from the bulk fluid and containing differen t
concentrations of other scalars, the subject of this paper .
Code Validation against Experimental Dat a
Pump

Start-up Transients, Vattenfall Dat a

The addition of boron to the cooling water of a Pressurised Water Reactor is an accepte d
method of controlling its reactivity . However, potential fault conditions have been postulated
which could lead to quantities of un-borated water being injected into the reactor . A safety issue
exists as to whether these could be of sufficient volume to cause a local reactivity excursion and
possible core damage .
The suitability of the CFD code CFX-4 for modelling particular boron dilution transient s
in a PWR was tested by modelling an experiment carried out for SKI in Sweden [1] . Thi s
experiment, in a 1/5 scale model of a PWR, represented a boron dilution transient following th e
start-up of a Reactor Coolant Pump . In the test the injection of some un-borated water wa s
simulated by a slug of sait solution being pumped into a vessel containing pure water .
Measurements of local sait concentration were made by the measurement of conductivity . High
quality experimental data was made available to the UK via AEA Technology collaboration with SKI . "
Data was supplied for one test, in a 1/5 scale model of a PWR, representing a boron dilution transien t
following the start-up of a RCP.
The work demonstrated that it was possible to generate a 3-dimensional model of a PWR ,
using the CFD code CFX-4, which represents all the significant features in adequate detail fo r
modelling pump start-up boron dilution transients . The model contained 150,000 cells to provide
adequate resolution for modelling the steep concentration gradients at the boundaries of th e
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transported slug . Calculations using such models are now practicable on curent supercomputers o r
top-end workstations . By exploiting the multi-block capability of CFX-4 it was possible to model th e
basic géometry of a PWR vessel and connecting pipework.
Comparison of the results of the 3-dimensional CFX-4 model against experimental dat a
provided by SKI showed generally good agreement . The concentration profile in the inlet pipe is a
square wave . The average and maximum concentrations across the plane of the concentratio n
measuring probes are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows that the agreement between th e
calculated and measured average concentration is good, in particular the time and magnitude of th e
peak is well estimated . Figure 2 shows maximum concentrations . The calculated concentration s
agree well with the maximum measured data taken over ail probes . The highest concentrations were
measured by the probe at location 3 :6 and were very localised . The peak of the measured
concentrations excluding this probe is shown to be much lower .
The prediction of the 'concentration of sait solution at selected individual locations showe d
noticeable differences to the experimental data . These differences may relate to the significant local
spatial variations in concentration which are predicted to occur and are on a scale comparable to th e
variations in concentrations observed between different tests . That the model cannot predict well th e
concentration at specific locations is not necessarily significant with respect to its intended use fo r
modelling boron dilution transients . This saine feature has been observed in other studies .
The techniques demonstrated in this work for a 3-loop PWR can be readily extended t o
model Westinghouse PWRs, for use in modelling mixing and for benchmarking mixing models i n
transient analysis codes . Such a CFX-4 model of a PWR could also be used to investigate the
effectiveness of operator actions, such as operation of'combinations of RCPs, in reducing local boro n
dilutions and asymmetries .
Additional boron dilution tests have since been performed by SKI. Other boron dilution
tests have also been performed by EdF and other programmes are currently going ahead . The key
phenomena in the problem modelled here are single phase (water) forced circulation flow and scala r
transport (the boron concentration). The CIi'D code CFX-4 performs well in modelling thes e
processes . Other possible boron dilution transients could involve buoyancy driven and 2-phase flows .
The ability of the code to model such phenomena has not been assessed and further validation woul d
be required for this type of problem .
International Standard Problem (ISP) 43

The University of Maryland College Park (UMCP) thermal-hydraulic test facility i s
being used to assess the generation, transport and mixing of boron-dilute water volumes in a oneloop rig . A test is being made available for a CSNI International Standard Problem (ISP) exercice
[2] . The purpose of the work programme below is to validate the CFX-4 code against data fro m
this test . The capability of the code in predicting the correct mixing is the most important issue i n
regard to verifying the model . This activity is directly relevant to validation of the code for
investigating the consequences of certain classes of postulated boron dilution scenarios .
The
first workshop of this ISP took place in October 1998 . Data relevant to pump start-up transient s
will be made available to the participants . Two tests will be considered : Test A Once through
flow; and Test B - Recirculating flow with cold slug .
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These tests were performed between December 1998 and February 1999 . Results of
blind calculations were required by 31 August 1999 . A second workshop at which results of th e
tests and calculations will be presented, is planned for late 1999 . The AEA Technology
programme of work involved the following events . Firstly, sensitivity studies were performed for
a backward step and for a junction of cold leg with downcomer . (The purpose of these is to defin e
the mesh, numerical methods schemes to be used etc .). After these the CFX-4 model of ISP tes t
rig was built and the calculations run .
The conclusions from the sensitivity studies were that the mesh should be concentrated a t
the cold leg and step . The standard k-e turbulence model was used . Advantage was also taken o f
high order differencing schemes : the 3rd order QUICK for velocities ; and QUICK with th e
SUPERBEE flux limiter to prevent overshoots for temperature and turbulence . (NB . For earlie r
work [1], the standard QUICK scheme was used .) For the 3-dimensional CFX-4 mode l
approximately 'h million cells were used . The mesh was fine in the active cold leg but coarse in
the 3 stagnant cold legs . The bottom diffuser plate was represented explicitly . The upper and
lower core plate were represented by flow resistances . 0.05 second timesteps were used wit h
about 30 iterations per step . The overall transient was 62s . Temperatures at about 200 locations at
0.5s intervals were provided . Calculations for both Tests A and B have been completed . Th e
analyses were sent to ISP co-ordinators before the 31 August 1999 deadline .

Code Validation against Plant Dat a
Review of Early Code Validation for Coolant Flow Mixin g
The analysis of the Oconee-1 reactor thermal mixing test [3] was performed by Splawsk i
in 1987 using an early version of CFX-4 . A number of tests had been performed at the reactor bu t
the one which was modelled was that which had the largest difference in inlet temperature betwee n
the loops . In this steady state test two adjacent loops injected water into the pressure vessel 10° C
cooler than in the other two loops . Temperatures were recorded at 20 locations across the inlet t o
the core and at 47 locations at the core outlet . The reactor was running at 40% of full powe r
during the test.
Contours were fitted to the temperatures measured during the test at the core inlet and thes e
are shown in Figure 3 . Only the contours within the area covered by the experimental data ar e
shown . In the Splawski analysis [3], contours were also fitted outside this area to extrapolate d
data. These extrapolated data are considered of dubious accuracy and have therefore been omitte d
from Figure 3 as they could lead to confusion .
It is immediately noticeable from Figure 3 that the mixing of the cooler coolant from th e
loops B1 and B2 with the hotter coolant from the loops Al and A2 is neither uniform no r
symmetric . It is characterised rather by longues' of the coolant at one temperature penetratin g
into the other and there is a clockwise bulk rotation of the coolant of about 45°C relative to its
distribution at the inlets (e .g. without any rotation, the temperatures would be symmetric about
horizontal and vertical planes through the centre of the hexagonal cross-section in Figure 3 .
Because of this apparent bulk rotation this mixing phenomenon has been referred to as `swirl' .
Splawski modelled the Oconee reactor test using release 1 .1 of the CFX-4 code. A threedimensional cylindrical mesh was used containing just over 25,000 cells . All the cells were
rectangular (in cylindrical coordinates) and the hemispherical lower plenum was therefor e
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represented as a series of steps. The flow restriction and resistance in the reactor core wa s
represented by modelling it as a porous medium . Flow resistances and sources of turbulence wer e
also included in the lower plenum to model the effects of the horizontal core support plates an d
vertical instrument tubes .
The predicted temperature distribution across the core inlet is reproduced as Figure 4 .
The orientation exactly corresponds to Figure 3 . The predicted mixing is uniform and symmetric
about corresponding horizontal and vertical planes through the centre, with no evidence of th e
`swirl' observed in the plant data in Figure 3 . Splawski investigated whether some imbalance o f
the flow in the four loops, a slight ovality of the downcomer or rotation in the flow in the cold leg s
could reproduce observed `swirl' but, in each case, the CFX-4 results remained symmetrical . It
was concluded that the observed asymmetric features of the flow were not being predicted by th e
CFX-4 simulation . A previous study using the COMMIX code had attributed the apparent `swirl '
to the asymmetric distribution of instrument guide tubes in the lower plenum but this wa s
considered to be inconsistent with the CFX-4 analysis . Splawski considered it more likely that th e
`swirl' was caused by geometrical features of the downcomer or lower plenum which were no t
being included in the CFX-4 simulation .
It was concluded that, despite the failure to predict the observed gross asymmetries in th e
flow, the thermal diffusion between the warm and cool loops was reasonably well predicted, with a
tendency for the mixing to be somewhat underestimated . CFX-4 was considered to have been
demonstrated as a useful tool for calculating thermal mixing in PWR cooldown faults . Given th e
models available in the code at that time and the limitations on model size imposed by th e
computers available, this is considered to be a well conducted and thorough analysis . Although it
failed to reproduce the observed flow patterns in detail it predicted the overall flow and therma l
mixing reasonably well and proved the potential for CFD modelling of this type of problem .
Code Validation for Coolant Flow Mixing in Sizewell- B
Following the validation of CFX-4 against the test in the Oconee reactor (see previou s
section), Splawski used the CFX-4 code to model the flow through the Reactor Pressure Vessel o f
Sizewell-B . During the part decade there has been considerable development of boththe models,
accuracy and capabilities of CFD codes. Parallel developments in the speed and cost of th e
computers used to mn them have also taken place . In 1996 the Splawski CFD analysis of mixin g
in Sizewell-B Reactor Pressure Vessel was therefore repeated, using the latest version of the CFX4 code [4] . This code was previously validated for this application by the modelling of a smallscale boron dilution transient test performed for SKI [1] . The CFX-4 model of Sizewell-B was
much more detailed than that used by Splawski . In particular, the model represented explicitl y
most of the details of the structures in the lower plenum as these were judged to be a significan t
source of mixing and the possible cause of the `swirl' phenomenon . The predicted mixing betwee n
loops was, however, very similar to that obtained in the earlier analysis . Some asymmetric bul k
flow of coolant between quadrants was predicted and this was thought to be a contribution to th e
`swirl' observed in reactor tests . The presence of other sources of `swirl' was not, however, rule d
out.
Since that work was completed experimental data on coolant mixing in Sizewell-B ha s
been provided by British Energy [4] . This data comprised of the measurements made on the plan t
during a commissioning test of the Emergency Boration System . This data indicated a muc h
greater degree of `swirl' between quadrants than had been predicted in the CFX-4 analysis . The
transient Sizewell-B EBS test was modelled using the CFX-4 model developed in the previous
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programme of work . This involved the performance of transient calculations, in contrast to th e
previous study where only steady state calculations were performed, and various modifications t o
the model were carried out aimed at improving the prediction of `swirl' .
Three calculations were performed, using the CFD code CFX-4, to model a test of th e
Emergency Boration System performed on Sizewell-B . These calculations were intended to give
further insight into the flowpaths of the coolant in the RPV and, in particular, to help identify th e
source of the `swirl' of the coolant, between the cold legs and the reactor core, evident in th e
results of the EBS test . Although much was learnt about the `swirl' in the RPV the calculations
again failed,to reproduce the `swirl' observed in the test, see Figures 5, 6 and 7 .
Figure 5 shows the measured temperature in the cold legs during the test . The
temperature in loop 1 initially falls rapidly as the contents of the cold EBS tank flow into it . The
temperature in this loop then rises as the liquid flowing from the EBS tank becomes diluted, an d
warmed, by the coolant flowing into the tank . The temperature of the coolant in loops 2, 3 and 4
falls gradually due to the EBS system shutting clown the reactor . The temperature of the coolant i n
these loops is also affected by the mixing of the cooler coolant which starts initially in loop 1 . It
should be noted that there are significant differences between the temperatures of loops 2, 3 and 4 .
This demonstrates that the mixing of the coolant from loop 1 is not uniform . In particular, there i s
a significant difference between the temperatures in the loops 2 and 4, although both are adjacen t
to loop 1 . This demonstrates a significant asymmetry in the mixing of the coolant from loop 1
with the coolant in its neighbouring loops .
Figure 6 shows the measured coolant temperatures at the hot legs . All four loop s
experience a fall in temperature due to the falling power of the reactor but there are agai n
significant differences between the temperature profiles of the individual loops . The most
significant feature is that the lowest temperature is experienced not in loop 1, as would be expecte d
from the cold leg temperatures shown in Figure 5, but in loop 2 . This demonstrates the stron g
`swirl' effect in the reactor pressure vessel which results in more of the coolant from cold leg 1
leaving through hot leg 2 than through hot leg 1 . Inspection of Figures 5 and 6 shows this effect t o
be consistent, with the ` swirl' always acting in the saine direction of rotation .
The predicted water temperature at the hot legs is shown in Figure 7 and can b e
compared against the measured hot leg temperatures, shown as Figure 6 . Significant difference s
are evident between the predicted and measured hot leg temperatures . The most noticeable is that
the largest temperature drop is predicted to occur in hot leg 1 while the largest measured change
occurs in hot leg 2 . This difference can be attributed to the absence of significant `swirl ' in the
predicted flows . This `swirl', during the test, also results in the cold coolant from cold leg 1 bein g
shared more between hot legs 1 and 2 and therefore the magnitude of the maximum temperatur e
change measured in the hot legs being less than the predicted value (-4°C cf. -5 .7°C).
A previous analysis, in which the CFX-4 model was initially developed, had identifie d
the upper and lower tie plates in the lower plenum as the possible source of the `swirl' . Improving
the representation of these tie plates in the model did not lead to `swirl' being generated and the ti e
plates are therefore not now considered to be the feature responsible for generating `swirl' . Swirl
in the cold legs, caused by the rotating pumps, was also investigated as the potential cause of th e
`swirl' in the RPV . The predictions were not substantially improved by the inclusion of thi s
possible source of swirl, but the mesh of the model was relatively coarse around the cold legs an d
more refined modelling in this region warrants further attention . It was demonstrated that th e
significant level of `swirl' in the RPV observed in the EBS test would result from just a smal l
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degree of swirl in the downcomer . A swirling flow in the downcomer was demonstrated to deca y
only slowly but ultimately, in the model used, not to be stable under the conditions modelled .
Further work to identify the source of the RPV `swirl', which would be needed for the flows in th e
RPV to be fully understood, should focus on the flows in the downcomer and the reduction o f
mesh errors in this region, especially around the cold legs . Improved turbulence modelling could
subsequently be investigated .

Conclusions
The CFX-4 methodology provides a flexible means of modelling certain transient fault s
where turbulent mixing phenomena are important . The present study has been confined to forced
convection transients . Further work is needed for validation against buoyancy driven transients .
The geometry of the inside of a PWR pressure vessel is complex and relatively smal l
features can affect the flow pattern and mixing . The CFD model therefore needs to adequately
represent all there significant features and have an sufficiently fine mesh around them . In
particular, there needs to be adequate mesh resolution near the cold leg/annular downcome r
junctiori . The process of learning which features are important to different reactor designs, and t o
which two types df transient is still continuing . The sensitivity of results to the nodalisation an d
mesh density is an important issue and is being investigated in future work . Sensitivity to th e
modelling of the small scale features of the pressure vessel will also be considered .
CFX predictions for pump start-up transients have been compared favourably wit h
experimental data . The agreement for ensemble averaged key parameters is good, e .g. for profiles
of concentration at core inlet .
Predictions of coolant flows under loop operation give overall correct qualitative behaviour .
However the current work has failed to reproduce significant "swirls" that have been observed i n
plant data . Inadequate mesh resolution in the cold leg and downcomer may be a possible reason .
The sensitivity of the results to the turbulence modelling is another question that has to b e
resolved.
In summary the results to date have exhibited some good trends, although some unresolve d
issues remain .
There is a need to establish Best Practice Guidelines for the use of CFD codes in safety
analysis and how to evaluate code uncertainty (modelling and numerical) . The ERCOFTAC
International Group should provide a useful forum for discussion and agreement .
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Future Activities
The current plans are to consider the following issues :
Learn from current ISP . The data from the `blind' tests has not yet been published .
`Open' tests from the UMCP programme . Test from further tests will be released .
`Swirl' in Sizewell B . This is still an unresolved issue.
Participation in future EU programmes . This issue is of interest in a number of EU countries .
Linking of CFX-4 with neutronics code . This is under consideration for gas reactors bu t
would be an ambitious activity at this stage for water reactors rince two-phase thermalhydraulics are required .
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Summary
A Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model is developed to simulate the LWR transient such as reflu x
two-phase flow and heat transfer with phase change . The CFD model is based on the Navier-Stoke s
formulation in conjunction with a set of constitutive relationships for water-steam system . The mode l
combines the high-resolution capability of the state-of-the-art CFD methods with a novel approach tha t
allow for the tracking and delineation of the dynamic interfacial water-steam boundary. Reynolds numbe r
and Raleigh number are included in the parabolic-type governing equations to identify the flow and hea t
transfer regimes in water, vapor and two-phase regions . In this method the need for temporal and spatia l
averaging is completely eliminated and the use of closure relationships for the treatment of the interfacia l
transport phenomena is minimized . The geometrical void fraction in this formulation is replaced by th e
internal energy fraction that is defined based on the internai energy in a fine computational grid . Th e
internal energy fraction, which is a parameter with both local and instantaneous value, plays a pivotal rol e
in tracking the liquid-vapor interfacial boundary . The CFD model is used to analyze a simple case of
reflux condensation that involves film condensation on a typical vertical wall of steam generator unde r
loss of coolant accident condition . Details of two-phase countercurrent flow are captured and simulated .
Microscopic details such as formation of interfacial wave and stability of the falling liquid film ar e
simulated and analyzed. Results are compared with semi-empirical relationships for the thin film thicknes s
and Kelvin-Helmholtz stability wavelength .

Introduction
The aspects of héat transfer and two-phase flow behavior in reflux condensation and film boilin g
is quite important in safety analysis of nuclear reactor [II. It provides the fundamental physical mechanism
to accurate predict critical heat flux (CHF), which determines the limitation of heat removal from wall an d
the performance of heat transfer . Therefore, a lot of extensive résearches have been carried out bot h
experimentally and theoretically [2l. Based on those previous researches, many of the empirical or sera i
empirical correlation have been proposed and used in
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safety analysis of nuclear reactors . However, most of these correlations are based on experimental data .
Their applicability is limited to the certain conditions and there is no assurance of reliabilities o f
extrapolation of these correlations beyond the experimental conditions . It becomes necessary to
numerically simulate reflux condensation and carry out more accurate safety analysis for nuclear reactors .
The reflux condensation process is characterized by two-phase counter-current flow in vertica l
channels . Under normal gravity condition, the interaction of the upward super-heated steam flow with th e
falling liquid film results in forced vaporization and wavy behavior of the liquid film. Both these
phenomena cause significant instability in the numerical model and impede the convergence . Modeling of
the transient condensation process inside steam generator tubes is a challenging issue due to the effects o f
lateral heat transfer and the gravitational force [3]. In recent years, many investigators have treated th e
problem as a parabolic flow condensation problem, in which the vapor pressure, saturation temperature ,
and latent heat are treated as constant parameters [41. This type of treatment is not applicable to transien t
cases, where the flow parameters could rapidly change . In case of liquid-vapor phase change problems ,
there is a usually sharp movement by both phases and density change is commonly two-three orders o f
magnitude different. This sudden change in the density causes a pseudo-singularity behavior in the Navier Stokes equations in the phase change region . Hirt et al [5] in their early 80's approach, which is commonl y
known as "Volume Of Fluid," developed a new model for direct simulation and tracking of the twocomponent, two-phase interfacial boundary where the phase change heat transfer is not involved . The
Volume of Fluid approach has been the basis for almost all the commercially available CFD codes wit h
two-phase modeling capability . However, due to lack of a complete form of the energy equation, th e
Volume of Fluid model is not applicable to any reflux and film condensation problem .
This paper presents a general two-phase flow and heat transfer model and applied to track th e
water-steam interfacial boundary as well as for the calculation of temperature, pressure, and flow fields .
The proposed model is an energy-based vapor-phase fraction iterative approach, which is based on direc t
numerical solution of Navier-Stokes equations that includes all relevant phase change parameters such a s
the latent heat, surface tension, shear stress and gravity . The pressure is treated as a dependent variable an d
using an internai energy based iterative scheme, the interfacial boundary is delineated and tracke d
throughout the system . This scheme directly predicts the evolution of the interfacial liquid-vapor boundar y
and calculates the transport of the mass, momentum and energy across the interfacial boundary . Th e
concept of energy based formulation for the internal energy fraction, which was first introduced b y
Anghaie and Ding [6l, defines and delineates the computational cells which are the geometrical locations o f
the interfacial boundary . In this approach, the whole computational domain is divided into three types o f
computational cells . The first and second computational cells are those that contain the vapor-phase an d
the liquid-phase, respectively . The third type contains a mixture of liquid and vapor . These computationa l
cells also define the topology of the dynamic interfacial boundary throughout the computational domain .
Governing equation s
The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for two-phase single-component flow i n
Cartesian coordinate system could be written as

ap
+V . (p1)=0
dt '
DV
=_VP+V•i+pg
Dt

(1)
(2)

(3)

PCn DT
Dt =-DP+V(WT)+Q
Dt
14 6
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where

D
a + V .V is substantial derivative,
Dt at

V - V (u, v)

is velocity vector,

i

is the stress tensor, g

is the gravitational acceleration vector, and Q is heat source . For two-dimensional flow in a cylindrical
tube, the conservation equations for transient, compressible flow -in the liquid and vapor phases are reduce d
to the following form :
(4)

+v (P,V) 71i

aPPi

dPu

dp,v

+V • (P, Ûu ) = - aP +V . (,', vu ) - p i g

+ v . (,uwv)

+ v (p7v) -

dp vT

(5)
(6)

f) + v • (P»v T ) = i V 2 T - Ae a (
DeV (P,Vf)

(7)

K

where the subscript i=l or v denotes the liquid and vapor phases, respectively . Z, is interfacial mas s
exchange . The thermal expansion coefficient, (3, is introduced into the u-momentum equation to include th e
buoyancy force term, according to the Boussinesq approximation :

Pr =Pr,o[l-/3 (T-To )]

(8 )

where p i,o is the reference density .
Substituting Equation (8) into the last term in Equation (5) yield s

-Pi g =

(9)

gPi,o[/i(T -To )-1]

The first term in Equation (9) represents the thermal expansion induced buoyancy effect and th e
second terra is the phase change induced buoyancy force . In liquid-vapor two-phase systems the secon d
term in Equation (9) is much greater than the first terni .
Using scaling laws, Equations (4) - (7) can be reduced to dimensionless forms :

Continuity :
(10)
dr dX dY

Momentum :
dp.U
dr

+

d (P;UU ) +
d (P; UV ) - dX

dY

1

+-

dX

Re,

Ra
-Ra

.

E .v

Re v z Pr ,

dp,v d(p,VU) d(p,W) _ dp
1
d z + dX + dY
dY + Re v

[/3.p

oe+ (1 -A0 )
)(3 A T

(12 )

(,~; v V )

Energy:

dAO
dr

+

d(P,UO)
dX

+

d(P;Vt)
dY

x,
Re v Prv V

1

d(P;.f)

Re v Prv St

dr

z

9
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In order to obtain the Equations (10)-(14), the following dimensionless variables are used

-tuo,X=x,Y-y,=u,V=ve=Tpr=Plp=
L

L

L

uo

uo

To

P,,,o

P 2
Pv,o u o

Constitutive equation s
Additional constitutive relationships are included to complete the governing equations . Based on
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, the relationship between the saturation temperature Tsar and saturation
pressure ',sa, is defined as :
C
(15)
Tsat =
D -ln ( psar )
Equation (15) is used to justify saturate temperature in term of saturate pressure . It can be
reduced to non-dimensional form by using a set of reference temperature and pressure,
Tsar- To = 1
C
- A' (16)
po) -To] _
AT
AT ~D-ln(p v •
D'-1n(p • po )

csar

where C '

~
T , D'=D+ln(po), A'=

T

To

.

To solve the governing equations for three different regions, i .e. liquid, vapor and two-phase, a
relationship between the internai energy fraction f and the temperature 9 or the internai energy e should b e
formulated . For a pure substance undergoing evaporation or condensation, the total internai energy is a
discontinuous function of the temperature . However, from a computational viewpoint, discontinuities are
difficult to track and it is often necessary to smear the phase change over a small temperature range t o
attain numerical stability . Thus the following relationships are used :
e=Sr
=Sr

•e
91 +(9-e 1 )/(e v -91 )

0< . 01

et <B<0

é=Sr •e+1

(17 )

ov <0

A formulation, expressing the internai . energy fraction as a function of the total internai energy ,
rather than the temperature or enthalpy, is developed in this work . This approach minimizes the coupling
between the internai iterations (energy-based iterations) that are intended for delineation of the interfacia l
boundary and the external iterations that are intended to achieve global convergence for ail dependen t
parameters over the entire physical domain . According to the classical thermodynamic definition, the
internai energy fraction is defined:
_e-el
f

e„-e1

( 18)

This is used for the iterative update of the internai energy fraction . This update procedure i s
referred to as the E-based update method, which is analogous to the isothermal case discussed b y
Swaminathan [81 and Shyy [9]. The internai energy is updated with the current values of saturatio n
temperature and latent heat, first ,
k-1
fk-1 < 1
(19)
O<
ep k = StO P k + f
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Then the internai energy fraction is updated with the current internat energy ,
fk = el, - elk

et < ep k < ev k .

(20 )

The density for two-phase region is defined as a function off according to the followin g

P( f) =

PLPv
PL .f

(21 )

+ Pv(1 -f )

The viscosity and conductivity for two-phase region is the average of what is defined b y
McAdams's and Cichetti's formula [' °':

~(f)=2(pLf+
k(f)= l

21

k

v(1-f)+fuv+(1-f),uLJJ

L f +kk(1-

f)

+ .fkv +(1- f)kL
]

(22)

(23)

Numerical method
The energy-based iterative agorithm uses the average value of the total internai energy in eac h
computational cell to identify the cells that are located on the vapor-liquid interfacial boundary . The
internai energy fraction is defined as the ratio of the average internai energy differential to the latent hea t
of vaporization in the computational cell . An internai iteration loop is added to the SIMPLE Agorith m
(Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) [11] to calculate and update the internai energ y
fraction . This' update procedure is referred to as the E-based update method, which is analogous to the
isothermal case discussed by Voiler and Swaminathan [8] . In this method, a cyclic series of guess-andcorrect operations are used to solve the governing equations . An iterative solution scheme is developed i n
which three différent regions are determined using the current field values of the internat energy . Then the
velocity, pressure and temperature are updated, accordingly . This procedure is continued until a steadystate condition is reached . The overall procedure chart is summarized in Fig . 1 .To solve the discretize d
equations, the TDMA (Tridiagonal Matrix Algorithm) and Gauss-Seidel Line-by-line iterative method i s
used to obtain the velocity and temperature fields .
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Initialize the fields of P, T, p and V

Assume the pressure drop = 0

i
Enthalpy
Rebalancing

Wall
Temperature

Determine Interfacial Boundary with
Energy-Based Iteratio n

Fig. 1 Overall procedure chart for SIMPLE scheme .
Steep changes in convective terms and properties often result in the growth of instability an d
divergence of the numerical scheme . To achieve stability and convergence, a multi-scheme procedure i s
proposed for the computation . The first order upwind scheme will be used for resolving the convectio n
terms. This numerical approach guarantees computational stability and convergence during the transien t
phase of the problem . Before the steady-state condition is reached, the numerical scheme is switched t o
the second order central difference scheme to improve the accuracy of the steady state results . This multischeme procedure trades high accuracy for stability and convergence during the transient phase of th e
problem .
Results and discussions
To validate the numerical procedure, a few cases involved with reflux and film condensation ar e
simulated . A mesh of 101x51 uniform and fixed grids is adopted for the liquid and vapor in a vertical tub e
0.18 m long and 0 .035 m in diameter. The constant heat flux is set at -10 4 W/m2 to remove heat from solid
wall. The time step size of 10 -3 is chosen for the computation of the transient behavior of the phase chang e
process . A second order central difference is used to calculate all spatial derivative terms and a full y
implicit difference is employed for the time marching . In particular, during the reflux condensation, th e
gravitational force is countered by the momentum exchange at the interfacial boundary . About 2000
iterations are needed to achieve convergence . The CPU time on a Pentium workstation is about 16 hours .
Fig . 2 schematically illustrates the model configuration and coordinate system used in the present study .
The transient falling condensation film on the vertical wall for this case is shown in Fig . 3 . In th e
early stages of the transient, the thickness of liquid film is pretty thin . Such a thin liquid film with a large
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temperature gradient is very good thermal conductor for heat transfer. As heat removal from the wall of the
tube, more and more saturated vapor loses latent heat and is accumulated in the liquid film. The condens e
film become thicker and thicker . The thickness of top region grows much faster than the bottom because o f
the temperature differences . And, mass of lower region is being removed much faster than the top owing t o
the surface tension . This procedure continues until achieving the steady-state condition in both energy an d
momentum. Fig . 4 shows the temperature distribution inside the tube. Due to higher thermal conductivit y
of the liquid film, the temperature gradient inside the liquid film is much smaller than the temperatur e
gradient in the superheated vapor . Fig. 5 shows velocity distribution inside the tube at the final stage . Du e
to the gravity effect, the liquid film falls downward .
Taylor instability is characterized in terms of the liquid film thickness and a characteristi c
wavelength . Under turbulent liquid-phase flow condition, Bankoff and Lee [12] give the thickness of th e
7

liquid film : 8 =

0.304 Re 1 1i

(24 )

g sine \3

vi

2
i

H ea t
output

S

Fig . 2 Model configuration and coordinate system (not to scale) .
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1=1 .60

t=1 .8 0

Fig . 3 Evolution of water-steam interfacial boundary in reflux condensation .

1 .60
,
1= 1 .8 0
Fig . 4 Evolution of temperature contours in reflux condensation .
where Re 1 is the liquid Reynolds number, e is the inclination angle with respect to a horizontal plane, Vl
is the liquid kinematics viscosity, and g is the acceleration due to gravity . For a simulated case of reflu x
condensation in a PWR steam generator tube, the thickness of the film is : 8 = 2 .9mm . Hsu and Graham
recommended that the value of the Taylor's instability wavelength [13] be adopted for this analysis:
= 1 .40

S=
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g (PI

- Pv

(25 )

where a is surface tension and pi, p, are the densities of liquid and vapor phases, respectively . Th e
wavelength of Taylor's instability in two-phase flow region is about 9 mm . The results obtained from
numerical simulation are in fairly good agreement with the theoretical values of the film thickness and th e
Taylor instability wavelength, which can be observed from Figure 5 .

t

0 .8
Umax = 6 .0 .
Vapor Phase

0. 6

Umax= 0.5

0. 4

Liquid Phas e

0.2

0 .1

0.2

0.3

0 .4

0 .5

Fig . 5 Velocity distribution in reflux condensation .
Conclusions
A two-phase computational fluid dynamic model for prediction of microscopic convectiv e
boiling and condensation heat transfer problems of interest to LWRs is developed . The model is based on
complete form of Navier-Stokes equations for compressible flow that are solved to determine all two-phas e
flow and heat transfer parameters over the entire physical domain . The model uses an energy-based
iterative procedure to detect and delineate the liquid-vapor interfacial boundary . The rate of mass ,
momentum, and energy transport through the interfacial boundary are directly calculated . The rate of wal l
heat and momentum transfer for the two-phase region is also directly calculated by clustering severa l
computational cells within the thermal sublayer . The model is used to simulate several cases involvin g
boiling and condensation heat transfer in LWR cores and PWR Steam Generator tubes . In particular, th e
full sequence of the reflux condensation process in steam generator tubes under accident conditions i s
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simulated . Reflux condensation problems often involve film wise condensation on the wall under vertica l
upward flow conditions, which may result in countercurrent two-phase flow . Results of the simulation are
compared with the Taylor film instability criteria .
Nomenclatur e
constants
internai energy [J ]
enthalpy [J]
Axial dimension [m ]
R
Gas constant [
T
temperature [K]
3
volume [m3]
U, V, u, vvelocity [mis ]
X, Y
dimensionless coordinate s
cy , c ,
specific heat at constant volume and constant pressure [J/kg/K ]
e
specific internal energy [J/kg]
h
specific enthalpy [J/kg ]
f
internai energy fractio n
g
Gravitational acceleration [9 .8 m/s2]
l
length scale [m ]
m
mass [kg ]
component of the unit normal vecto r
n
p
pressure [bar ]
t
time [s ]
x, y
coordinates [m ]
A, C, D

E
H
L

Non-dimensional Characteristic Numbers
Pr

Re

St

Prandtl number Pr„ = vV, q
a v,o
v L

Reynolds number Rev = °
VV, o
gAATLL
Raleigh number Ra E,V =
av,o vv, o
CpAT
Stefan number St =
Ae

Greek symbol s
thermal diffusivity [m2/s], or thermal diffusivity rati o
a
(3
thermal' expansion coefficien t
thermal conductivity [W/K/m], or its rati o
A
dimensionless temperature
p
density [kg/m3]
't
dimensionless time
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Subscripts
0
f
l
r
s, sat

x,y,z
v, vap

referential state
interface position, mixed phas e
interface
liquid phas e
characteristic scale
saturation point
Cartesian. coordinates [m ]
vapor phase
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Summary
This paper describes a progress in the NASCA code development program being aimed at improve d
capabilities of analyzing transient boiling two-phase flow phenomena, boiling transition (BT) and post B T
phenomena in BWR rod bundles. Under the BWR operating conditions, we assume that BT on the ro d
surface can be explained by the liquid film dryout . Hence two-phase flows are described by the two-flui d
three-field model.. Major physical processes of significance are : 1) two-phase flow turbulent mixing and
void drift that affect the void distribution in a bundle ; 2) droplet entrainment and deposition phenomen a
including spacer effects on BT and post BT in a subchannel ; 3) rewetting phenomena during the post BT.
The physical modeling related to these phenomena are outlined and computational results based on thes e
models are compared to experimental data available including BT experiments in 3x3 and 4x4 ro d
bundles. Sensitivity of the droplet entrainment/deposition models is discussed in connection to the bundl e
BT power.

Introductio n
BWR fuel design has improved to a great extent in the last decades to increase reliabilit y
resulting in much less fuel failure probability and to reduce the fuel cycle cost by accommodating highe r
burnup. Improvement of thermal hydraulic performance is always one of the most important desig n
challenges to assure the safety margin for further increase in fuel burnup or upgrade of plant power output .
For example, additional spacers, mixing vanes and the larger sized rod bundle design are
candidates of new fuel designs and such development efforts are now underway . Also there is a stron g
motivation to modify the current CPR criteria and to introduce so-called "the post dryout criteria" or "the
time at the temperature criteria" to allow short time dryout in transient events . The criteria yield a
substantial benefit for BWR fuel design . Together with experimental evidences and phenomenolôgica l
understandings, the extensive use of detailed analysis is important to establish the application methodology
for the new criteria . When .introducing a new fuel design, a large number of expensive thermal-hydrauli c
experiments have traditionally been necessary while the computational methods have the potential t o
significantly reduce the needs for such costly experiments and to expedite the development process . There
subchannel analysis code predictions play an important role in evaluating the impact of, for example, th e
power shapes other than those tested and to extend the parameter ranges outside the capability of test
facilities .
Recent development in the computing environment makes us believe that the time will corne i n
the future when we would be able to replace experiments partially and/or totally by computations . To thi s
ultimate goal, CFD approaches seem promising that include the distributed parameter approach employin g
ultra fine meshes inside subchannels . Also from scientific point of view, the microscopic approaches ar e
on-going efforts based on the statistical methods like Monte Carlo methods with a help of the Molecula r
Dynamics principles focusing on behaviors of fluid pseudo-molecules . However we recognize that, even i f
the most powerful massive parallel computers to date are employed in such computations in engineerin g
applications, computing power is not sufficient and far from what we require to attain that goal yet . In this
regard, the subchannel analysis is one of the most practical and reasonable options to get Gloser to the goa l
for the time being.
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Scope of the NASCA Code Development Progra m
On the basis of the above background, a joint study has been launched by Japanese BWR owner s
utility group and participated by universities, reactor vendors and software houses to develop a ne w
advanced subchannel analysis code NASCA (Nuclear Reactor Advanced Sub-Channel Analysis) . Aim o f
the NASCA code has been focused on improved capabilities of analyzing transient boiling two-phase flo w
phenomena, boiling transition (BT) and post BT phenomena in BWR rod bundles . Our current target is t o
have NASCA be able to analyze transient phenomena such as those during the pump coastdown an d
turbine trip incidents .
The basic framework of the code development program has been specified, in principle, in th e
realm of currently available and well-established technology . Under the BWR operating conditions, we
assume that BT on the rod surface can be explained by the liquid film dryout . Therefore the equatio n
system is written on a basis of the two-fluid three-field description model differentiating three velocit y
fields of liquid film, vapor core and droplet flows . The framework was completed by 1996 and reported i n
[1] in detail . Recent efforts have been directed toward code verification and model improvement . The y
include the verification of models pertaining to heat transfers in the range of BT and post BT, two-phas e
flow and void distribution in a bundle due to turbulent mixing and void drift, and influences of spacer s
onto BT . Also the code is, in its final developmental stage, being applied to and verified for several
integrated experiments on 3x3, 4x4 and 8x8 simulated fuel rod bundles .
A detail of the physical models employed in the NASCA code is found in Ref . [1] . In the
following, major physical processes of significance are discussed ; some of which are still not wel l
understood and require us to elaborate on experimental endeavors in making the mechanistic modelin g
possible . They are : 1) two-phase flow turbulent mixing and void drift that affect the void distribution in a
bundle ; 2) droplet entrainment/deposition including spacer effects on BT and post BT in a subchannel ; 3)
rewetting phenomena during the post BT [1] . In particular sensitivity of the droplet entrainment/depositio n
models will be discussed in connection to the bundle BT power . The physical modeling related to thes e
phenomena are outlined and computational results based on these models are compared to experimenta l
data available .
Inter-Subchannel Exchange s
In the case of two-phase flow in a vertical rod bundle, the inter-subchannel exchanges are usually
categorized into the following three mechanisms according to Lahey and Moody [2] :
(1) Turbulent mixing : a fluid exchange across a subchannel boundary due to turbulent fluctuations .
With this mixing, neither net mass transfer nor net volume transfer occurs between subchannels for eac h
phase, but energy and momentum transfer arise ;
(2) Void drift : a result of a crossflow resulting from the tendency of the two-phase flow to attain a
hydrodynamic equilibrium state (Lahey et al . [3]) . This crossflow can occur even in the absence of a latera l
pressure difference between subchannels when averaged over a long span of time, and this causes the ne t
transport of fluid properties from one subchannel to the neighboring subchannels ; an d
(3) Diversion cross-flow : a crossflow arising from the lateral pressure difference which is induce d
by, for example, a flow blockage in the subchannel . This crossflow causes net transport of the fluids a s
well.
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Accurate prediction of the inter-subchannel exchanges is important because locations of B T
much depend on the phasic mass flow distributions in a bundle . Therefore it is essential to verify the
models used for the inter-subchannel exchanges . In this study, the turbulent mixing, the void drift and th e
diversion cross-flow are assumed to be independent of each other as suggested by Sadatomi et al [4] .
Fundamental models for inter-subchannel exchanges were developed on the basis of the well-controlle d
experiments using several inter-connected two-subchannel test sections [4] and validated separately fro m
the integral experiments using bundle test sections [1] . These models are briefly described in the following .
Two-phase flow turbulent mixing term s
Two-phase flow turbulent mixing terms are associated with discretized conservation equation s
for mass, axial momentum and energy of liquid and vapor phases in the form of :

okij =

agap,k

/TP

{(Pk k )i - (Pkk )j

l

(1)

where agap,k is the volume fraction of phase-k at the gap, £ is the eddy diffusivity, 2 is the mixing length ,
p k is the k-th phase density and q).kij represents the phase-k transport flux in mass, axial momentum an d
energy equations between subchannels i and j, corresponding to E k = 1, Wk (axial velocity) and h k
(enthalpy), respectively . In the NASCA code, (£12 )TP is to be calculated from the single-phase flow model
(E/ , )sp [41:
e
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where O is the two-phase multiplier ; pis the mixture density and
£

_ 1

Fi + Fi
(3)
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On the right-hand-side of Eq. (3), su is the gap spacing between two adjacent rods ; e is given by avRe i b .
Here Re ; is the i-th subchannel Reynolds number ; a and b are constant (=0 .0084 and 0 .875, respectively) .
Fi* is the rod chape factor and determined from subchannel geometry [4] :
sp

F

.*_ °

1
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dy ; and F, = f

y;

,
(4)
o S(Y)dy
where y is the distance from the gap along the line connecting two subchannel centers ; for inner
subchannels for example, S(y) is a sum of the lengths of lines stretched out toward the two rod walls ,
perpendicular to the line at the position y ; and y i is the distance between the i-th subchannel tenter and th e
gap. Fi * is eventually obtained as a function *of P/D with P and D being the rod pitch and rod diameter . The
two-phase multiplier 0 is given as a function of subchannel flow quality and remains rather ambiguous . In
calculating (el .e)TP in the NASCA code, we employ Beus's model [5] for the vapor phase and its variant
for the liquid phase with 0proposed by Kazimi and Kelly [6] .
y.

y)

J

J

Void drift term
The void drift phenomena are considered to be a result of a driving force exerted on the fluid s
that enforces the two-phase flow redistribution to establish hydro-dynamically equilibrium or fully160
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developed state in a bundle . Although mechanisms of the void drift are not fully clarified yet, we firs t
employ a variant of the Lahey's approach [2] based on the extension of the turbulent mixing model by :

(0kt/)VD -

(J

2 TP [{kPkk )(akPkk) } - { (ak Pkk)(kPkk

(5 )

}

Q
wher e (okij)V) represents, in the same way as in Eq . (1), mass flux, shear stress and energy flux across the
subchannel boundary due to the void drift. Subscripts VD and EQ designate void drift and hydraulicall y
equilibrium state . Equation (5) is derived from the void drift model proposed in Lahey-Moody [2] with th e
equilibrium flow redistribution :
G .- G .

1(

akPk

k), -(akPk k)j}EQ

A.

-Ka G . +G .(A ./A .) (akPk k) +(ak p k k) J A .

(6 )

where Gk = Pk akwk and A; is the flow area of subchannel i . It is noted that Eq . (6) does not always yield
good comparisons with the equilibrium two-phase flow distribution data obtained in an inter-connected
two subchannel test section . In this regard an attempt is being made to predict the distribution based on th e
principle of minimum entropy production [7] .

Calculational results for GE 3x3 bundle experiment s
Inter-subchannel exchange models (1)-(6) have been tested for the GE 3x3 rod bundle data [3] .
Figure 1 shows a cross section of the test section . The axial as well as radial power distributions ar e
uniform .
Figure 2 provides a confirmation that the code calculates correctly the single-phase mass flow
distribution in the corner, side and center subchannels of a rod bundle . For boiling two-phase calculations ,
Fig . 3 shows that calculated flow quality in the center subchannel is higher and lower in the corner
subchannel due to implementation of the void drift model . This trend is consistent with the experiments .
We note here that, in obtaining the consistent results with the experiment, several mode l
adjustments have been necessary . For example, the two-phase multiplier 0 in (E/ )TP does not have to be
common to both in turbulent mixing (Eq . (1)) and void drift terra (Eq . (5)) because the turbulent mixin g
and void drift are considered to be caused by different mechanisms . The multiplier 0 for the void drift ca n
take different dependency on the flow quality (or flow regime) and its maximum does not have to be takin g
place at xM, i .e., at a transition quality from slug to annular flow regime . Also the magnitude of 0 in th e
void drift term is found to be much larger than that of the turbulent mixing term to yield reasonable exi t
quality distributions in a bundle .
Equations (2) and (3) are considered' to be a magnitude of the diffusion velocity . From th e
numerical point of view, they are formulated explicitly in the code and are included on the right-hand-sid e
of the matrix equation during the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure . It has been reported that this cause s
a difficulty to attain an overall convergence and often results in a much longer CPU time than calculation s
without turbulent mixing and void drift models . Remedy to this problem is being made .
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BT and Post BT
Dryout phenomen a

It is suggested that the BT or dryout occurs due to almost perfect vaporization of liquid fil m
flowing on the heated wall [8] . In the forced-convection vaporization mode, the flow regime is thought t o
be annular-mist flow . Using two fluid three field model, conservation equations for liquid film, liqui d
droplet and vapor phase are solved, and it is assumed that the BT or dryout point is reached when the liqui d
film flow rate becomes zero [8, 9, 10] . In the three-field model, droplet entrainment and deposition rate s
are most important factors affecting the prediction of BT point .
Film flow rate along a fuel rod is explained by the following mass conservation equation :
dGf - pw
dz q G

D - GE

qw

(7 )

h fg ~
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where Gf is the mass flux of liquid film, z the distance along the fuel rod, Pw the wetted perimeter, A the
flow area, GD the droplet deposition rate onto the liquid film, GE the droplet entrainment rate from the film
to the vapor core, qw the heat flux and hfg the latent heat of vaporization .
Many droplet deposition and entrainment models have been developed in the past to predic t
interfacial mass transfer rate between liquid film and droplet [8]-[13] . Among them, Sugawara proposed
the models based on experimental results in high pressure BWR conditions [9] . In the models, suppression
of droplet deposition due to vaporization of liquid film and occurrence of droplet entrainment from rol l
wave were taken into account . In the NASCA code, the droplet deposition and entrainment models of GD
and GE proposed by Sugawara [9] and Wurz [11] are used, respectively, in churn and annular disperse d
flow regions . With these models being implemented into the code, it has been found that the NASC A
predicts higher critical power in single channel calculations than the CISE correlation [14] as the heate d
length decreases . This has been considered to be due to the fact that insufficient droplet entrainment was
calculated in the upstream region of the annular flow regime .
The droplet entrainment rate is considered to be contributed to by two different mechanisms o f
droplet formation : breakup of disturbed waves and boiling in the liquid film. Regarding the latter
mechanism, Mishima [15] explains that burst of boiling bubbles in the liquid film may cause drople t
entrainment at sufficiently high heat fluxes . Since CHF reaches relatively high values, especially for small
L/D ratios where L is the heated length and D the channel diameter, a considerable amount of liquid ma y
be entrained in the vapor core by this process .
Therefore the boiling entrainment rate GB is added to the àbove GE in Eq . (7) in the NASCA code
using the following model by Ueda [16] :
GB h fg

C q' z 6 X0.75
(8)

q"

hfg26Pg

where Sis the liquid sublayer thickness, 6 is the surface tension, and C is the. constant (=4 .77). Then w e
have applied the NASCA code to the above single channel BT test calculations and confirmed that the
code predicts nearly consistent BT powers with the CISE correlation .
Rewetting phenomen a
Rewetting process is thought to be complicated, rince its mechanism changes remarkabl y
depending upon the thermal and flow conditions . According to Duffey and Nelson [17], rewettin g
phenomena are classified into several regimes . Typical regimes are hydrodynamic-limited and convectionlimited regimes . Since our current purpose is to analyze such transients as the pump coastdown, th e
hydrodynamic-limited regime, which occurs at a relatively low wall temperature, becomes predominant .
Flow pattern in the hydrodynamic-limited regime is annular-mist flow . Thus like BT, three field model ca n
be used to describe hydrodynamic-limited rewetting . As for the criterion for rewetting by liquid film, ther e
is very little theoretical basis . In reality, sputtering may be observed at the rewetting front, or if the wal l
temperature and the reflooding velocity is high, the minimum film boiling point may be the criterion fo r
rewetting . However, for simplicity in the NASCA code, we adopt the simplest and reasonable criterion tha t
rewetting occurs due to the recovery of the liquid film flow rate .
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Influence of the Spacer
Figure 4 shows the concept of the spacer model in the NASCA code [1] which accounts for th e
following three major effects of the spacer :
(1) change in droplet deposition rate downstream of the spacer, due to a spacer induced turbulence ,
(2) change in droplet deposition downstream of the spacer, due to a change of vapor velocit y
distribution caused by a spacer ,
(3) runoff effect of that the spacer serves to collect impinging droplets and provides runoff of liqui d
to the fuel rod .
Deposition rate due to a spacer-induced turbulence (Effect 1) is modeled by :
D sp =k

(9)

C (D ,

where C is the homogenous droplet concentration in the gas core, and k is the droplet depositio n
coefficient, • is the multiplier of deposition rate caused by the spacer turbulence . According to the result s
of Yao [18] and Nishida et al [19], • is expressed by the following equation :
(D=1 .0+6 .54e

2

-0 .27(z /D )

•e

e

(10 )

where e is the blockage ratio of a spacer, z is the distance from the spacer and D e is the equivalent
hydraulic diameter.
Film

Vapor

Fig. 4 Spacer effect
A velocity distribution downstream of the spacer changes with the distance between the space r
and rod, and so the deposition rate is enhanced due to this effect . This effect (2) is included by the
following equation :
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D sp =

(1+17sp, DD

77

sp, CL

C sp ,

( 11 )

where 7JSp,DD and 7JSp, cL are multiplier of the deposition rate caused by the spacer turbulence and by th e
distance between the spacer and fuel rod, respectively . Csp is the homogeneous droplet concentratio n
downstream of the spacer . 77Sp,CL is found in Yokobori et al . [20] and Yamamoto et al. [21] .
Droplets impinge agamst the spacer watt and splash into the vapor flow . The resulting flow rat e
onto the spacer Gsf can be described as follows :
G

Sf

=C

sf

(12 )

• Gd • S ,

where Gd is the droplet mass flow rate, F is the area of the spacer projecting into the main flow and Csf i s
the droplet flow fraction remaining on the spacer element . Using Eq. (12), the deposition rate due to th e
runoff effect (3) is expressed by the following equation :
Dsp =as .

C

•G d

•F,

(13)

where as is the flow rate fraction splashing from the spacer edge onto the liquid film on the fuel rod an d
must be determined from experiment.
Calculational Results for 4x4 Bundle Experiment s
The NASCA code has been applied to many bundle experiments including 3x3, 4x4 and 8x 8
bundles. In the following, code applications to Toshiba 4x4 bundle experiments are shown that simulat e
BWR conditions to demonstrate the code capabilities to predict bundle BT powers under steady-state a s
well as transient conditions by comparing calculation and experiment . Transient calculations include thos e
for flow coastdown and pressure transients . The power shape is axially cosine and rods are spaced b y
seven spacers arranged in the heated section . Figure 5 shows a cross section of the 4x4 rod bundle an d
subchannel scheme that takes advantage of a 1/8 `' symmetry of the bundle . In this bundle, power of th e
four rods in the central region is controlled to be 30% higher than the average .
Influence of spacer onto film and droplet flow s
Figure 6 displays distributions of liquid film and droplet volume fractions in the cente r
subchannel of the 4x4 rod bundle together with distributions of droplet entrainment and deposition rates .
The figure clearly shows that the droplet entrainment rate increases downstream of each spacer and th e
liquid film volume fraction increases accordingly in the downstream region of the spacer . This calculate d
results explain the experimental observations that the critical power increases in due to the spacer effects .
Also for transient problems, similar figures in time sequence can be drawn exemplifying the transport o f
liquid film toward the downstream region that explains well the BT duration and timing of rewetting .
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BT and post BT prediction

Calculation has shown reasonable agreement with the steady-state BT experiments except tha t
the code tends to predict slightly higher BT power as the mass flow rate increases . Regarding flo w
coastdown cases, BTs are predicted at the locations just upstream of fourth to seventh spacers . Among
them predicted temperature behaviors on the rod surface facing the central subchannel are in goo d
agreement with the experiment at the fifth to seventh spacer positions toward the end of heated section . For
example, Fig . 7 displays one of the excellent comparisons of the calculated course of rod wall surfac e
temperature with the experiment just before the 6th spacer position . However, the calculation has also
shown a BT just upstream of the fourth spacer while in the experiment no BT was observed at thi s
location . There should be many reasons for this disagreement, for which we consider an excessive drople t
entrainment prediction is most responsible in the churn-turbulent flow regime in an upstream region of th e
bundle. It is also noted here that calculated BT periods are much shorter than the experiment on the ro d
surface facing to the second row subchannels . The disagreement is considered to be due to the fact that th e
second row subchannels associate with different heater power rods where the peripheral rod power is 10 %
lower than the average . The earlier rewetting is contributed by an influence of the lower power rods ont o
the flow quality in these subchannels .

30
Time [s ]

Fig. 7 Comparison of rod surface temperature behavior facing the central subchannel at jus t
upstream of sixth spacer
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For the pressure transient calculations, it has been observed that, while the BT timing is wel l
predicted, BT periods are also shorter in general and the rewetting timing is earlier than experiment . There
it has been pointed out that pressure dependency of the droplet entrainment rate G E must be improved .
In predicting BT and post BT phenomena, we admit that we cannot avoid the use of man y
empirical correlations . In particular, many of these models used in the NASCA code could be validated fo r
the separate effect experiments that may not fully represent the BWR rod bundle configurations an d
operating conditions . However, when these models are combined and incorporated in the code, it occur s
often that, even if we obtain good agreement between calculation and experiment for the BT timing an d
location, calculated BT duration and timing of rewetting do not always show consistent results wit h
observed phenomena in experiments . From our experiences, sensitivities to the onset of BT and rewettin g
timings are high of such several adjustable coefficients as both two-phase multiplier 0 and K a in Eq. (6 )
related to the void drift model, C in Eq . (8) for the boiling entrainment, and in particular the spacer runof f
effects . It is pointed out that the dependency of various droplet entrainment/deposition phenomena on th e
mass flow rate and system pressure is to be analyzed and properly modeled . In order to surmount thes e
difficulties, we need further elaboration in model development based on the separate effect experiment s
that represent as much prototypicality as possible . After these efforts, combined effects of these model s
should be validated for integral type rod bundle experiments . Overall, at the present stage however, w e
conclude from the assessment that the NASCA code, although improvement is needed in modeling th e
physical processes related to BT and post BT, is equipped with fundamental capabilities to calculate B T
and rewetting.
Conclusions
Development and verification of a two-fluid three-field subchannel analysis code NASCA i s
underway in pursuit of robustness and enhanced capabilities in analyzing transient two-phase flo w
phenomena under BWR transient conditions leading to boiling transition (BT) and post BT phenomena .
The code has shown promising performances in transient analysis including those which cover onset an d
after the film dryout .
BT and post BT are a result of complicated flow and heat transfer phenomena including mas s
flow and void distribution in a bundle, entrainment and deposition whiçh are strongly affected by spacer
effects . Therefore modeling of these phenomena on the basis of mechanistic approach is a key to th e
success of the NASCA code development . It is pointed out that further elaboration and improvement ar e
required for the current version of the NASCA code in more extensive steps of verification to corne . In
particular, clarification of the void drift as well as rewetting mechanisms, and modeling interfacial mas s
transfers due to various hydrodynamics and spacer effects are essential .
Final stage of the overall code development program is refinement of the analysis capabilities ,
verification and validation of the code for full mock-up experiments available or to be conducted i f
necessary, and standardization . Further discussions will be required for independent code assessmen t
efforts . Finally the NASCA code is hoped to be put into the practical use as a standard code for th e
Japanese BWR utility group .
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Summary
In 1998, EDF and the CEA launched the ECUME project . The aim of this project is to answer the futur e
needs of the French nuclear industry in terms of modeling and development of two-phase thermalhydraulic codes. Present component codes for core and steam generators such as FLICA, THYC an d
GENEPI and the system code CATHARE use either the 1-D two-fluid 6-equation model or 3-D models in a
porous medium approach with 3-equation to 6-equation . Advanced models are being developed includin g
transport for the volumetric interfacial area, turbulence modeling, multi-field capabilities, in a 1-D
approach, and in 3-D for both porous and open media . Direct Numerical Simulation techniques are als o
developed to investigate some small scale local phenomena and will be used as `numerical experiments '
for solving closure problems of averaged models . For each of these new models, a state of the art an d
examples of first developments and applications will be presented as well as the planned futur e
developments .
Introduction
EDF and CEA have developed numerical tools for the design and analysis of nuclear powe r
plants for several decades . The system code CATHARE, the component codes THYC, FLICA, GENEPI ,
and the local CFD codes TRIO-U, ESTET-ASTRID have now reached a maturity level and ' hav e
contributed to the demonstration of a high degree of safety .
However, as a result ofderegulation, EDF is experiencing new economic and social backgrounds .
To keep the nuclear option open for the future, it is of high importance to maintain the competitiveness o f
nuclear plants to a level equivalent to other power sources while ensuring the safety of the installations .
This can be achieved by optimizing core designs, increasing fuel efficiency, minimizing maintenanc e
costs, improving availability and extending life span .
In order to face these new challenges, EDF and CEA have decided to launch new collaborativ e
programs, aiming at drastically improving the knowledge of the two-phase flow phenomena encountered i n
nuclear power plants and the prediction capabilities of numerical tools . These programs include physical
modeling, experimental facilities, new instrumentation developments, numerical methods improvement s
and software architecture optimization .
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The ECUME project, launched in 1998 by EDF and CEA, addresses the physical modeling issue .
The first part of this project was devoted to the analysis of the state-of-the-art knowledge in two-phas e
flow thermal hydraulic phenomena . During a second stage, the main industrial challenges have been
identified and the shortcomings of the current models have been highlighted . Based on this analysis, a
strategy has been defined in order to prepare the next generation of industrial two-phase flow thermalhydraulic tools .
The ever increasing computer efficiency will allow the use of refined meshing and the capture of
smaller scale phenomena, provided more sophisticated models are available . However this will not permit,
in the foreseeable future, the simulation by CFD codes of the whole primary or secondary loop of a nuclear
plant or even of a single nuclear component . System and component codes will still remain the main tools .
However they will benefit from the development of the more refined approaches (CFD code and DNS) .
The CFD codes will allow the zooming in on specific zones of a circuit or may be used as a tool to deriv e
new closure relations for more macroscopic approaches, reducing the necessity of expensive experimenta l
programs . Coupling between CFD and global codes may also be an efficient way to improve th e
description of small-scale phenomena while maintaining computer costs at reasonable levels . As soon as i n
progress developments are available, Direct Numerical Simulation codes will be used for à bette r
understanding of small scale physical processes and for the derivation of new models for average d
approaches .
The strategy for preparing the next generation of thermal hydraulic tools consists in improvm g
the capabilities of system and component codes by developing new models while extending CFD code s
capabilities to all flow regimes and improving DNS techniques . For each of these new models, a state o f
the art and examples of first developments and applications at EDF and CEA will be presented as well a s
the planned future developments .
The advanced 1-D models
The 1-D two-fluid model with interfacial area transport
Why and how to develop a 1-D model with interfacial area transpor t
Most of the available 1D thermal-hydraulic models used in system codes for nuclear safet y
studies are based on the two-fluid 6-equation model with balance equations . of mass, momentum an d
energy for each phase. The interaction terms for the interfacial transfers of mass, momentum and energ y
are generally proportional to the available contact area between phases per unit volume, namely th e
volumetric interfacial area, which is correlated through algebraic relations depending on the flow regime .
The determination of this volumetric interfacial area is of the utmost importance for the calculation of gasliquid two-phase flows using the two-fluid model (Ishii, 1997) .
When algebraic closure relations are used, they depend on the flow regime that must b e
determined before calculating the interfacial area although the interfacial area is the main paramete r
characterizing the flow regimes . Indeed, break up and coalescence, which control the interfacial area, ar e
also the principal mechanisms governing the flow regime transitions . Algebraic relations also assume that
the interfacial area is instantaneously adjusted to an equilibrium value depending on the local flo w
parameters (as example : droplet size is instantaneously adjusted to a maximum value given by a critica l
Weber number) . However the equilibrium value may depend on the competition between severa l
mechanisms and the time necessary to reach it can be quite long .
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An important advantage of predicting the volumetric interfacial area by a transport equatio n
instead of an algebraic relation is to take into account the relaxation times associated to the mechanism s
responsible for the flow regime transitions : coalescence and break-up of bubbles or droplets, phase change
and stretching due to interfacial instabilities . Then it should limit the use of the flow regime maps, that do
not reflect the dynamic aspects of the flow regime transitions and are often sources of numerica l
difficulties and code inaccuracies as pointed out by Ishii et al. (1998) and by Uhle et al. (1998) .
In the case of dispersed bubbly or droplet flows a particle number density transport equation ca n
be written and the volumetric interfacial area is expressed as a function of the fluid particle number densit y
and of the void fraction assuming spherical particles . The closure of this equation is more simple than tha t
of the interfacial area transport equation because the mechanisms of phase change at the surface of th e
fluid particles or of particle shape fluctuations do not affect the fluid particle number density but affect th e
interfacial area . However, this approach is limited to dispersed flow regimes and has no sense in stratifie d
or annular flows . In the context of a 1D model for nuclear safety codes, all flow regimes can b e
encountered and the use of the interfacial area transport is recommended .
Then a volumetric interfacial area transport equation has first to be derived without assuming an y
particular interfacial configuration, in order to be valid for all two-phase flow regimes . Such an equation
has been suggested by Ishii (1975) for the local volumetric interfacial area and has been demoristrate d
independently by Marie (1982) and Drew (1990) using the ensemble average, and Morel and Delhay e
(1998)
.
or Morel et al. (1999) using the time-average . It was also shown that the local volumetric interfacial
area and its transport velocity 'are measurable quantities . All the equations obtained by these authors are
equivalent and are also compatible with those obtained by other authors in the case of dispersed flows b y
making an analogy with the kinetic theory of gases (e .g. Kocamustafaogullari & Ishii, 1995), as shown by
Lhuillier et al. (2000) .
In the context of a 1D model, a global volumetric interfacial area is defined on a time interval [T ]
and on the duct cross section area, instead of the local one defined at any point on a time interval [T] . The
transport equation for the global volumetric interfacial area is simply obtained by space-averaging the local
volumetric interfacial area transport equation over the duct cross section, as shown by Kocamustafaogullar i
and Ishii (1995) . Then closure relations are necessary for the following quantifies :
• the weighted macroscopic transport velocity of the volumetric interfacial area ,
• the source terms due to coalescence, breakup, phase change including homogeneous nucleatio n
and collapse and stretching due to interfacial instabilities, averaged over the duct cross-section ,
• an additional source term due to heterogeneous nucleation on the duct walls .
Many flow processes such as break up, coalescence, bubble sedimentation up to stratification, are strongly
dependent on the turbulence intensity and it is also envisaged to use a transport equation for at least on e
turbulent quantity, like for example the turbulent kinetic energy .
Planned developments for the 1-D model with interfacial area transport
The first step in the development will be to demonstrate the feasibility of such a model through a pilot code
in order to answer the questions:
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• Is a 1-D model with interfacial area transport able to deal with all flow regimes in horizontal an d
vertical ducts ?
• Is a transport equation for a turbulent quantity necessary in this context ?
• Is it possible to validate such a model and what experimental data are necessary to validate it ?
• In which situations of reactor transient simulation are the expected progresses likely to be reached ?
• Is it necessary to combine interfacial area transport with multi-field capabilities ?
In this first step, closure relations will be developed based on mechanistic models and the first availabl e
experimental data.
In a second step, closure relations will be validated and possibly improved by comparison with dat a
provided by planned experimental programs
The 1-D multi-field model s
In a multi-field model for a steam-water flow, at least one of the phases is split into several fields ,
each field being governed by at least a mass balance equation, and possibly by momentum and energ y
balance equations . Several types of multi-field models have been investigated .
Four-field model for two phase flows

A four-field model is being studied at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Lahey & Drew ,
1999). In this model, each phase is described as the superposition of a continuous field and a disperse d
field : continuous liquid (CL), dispersed liquid (DL), continuous vapor (CV), and dispersed vapor (DV) .
The four-field approach has the capability to deal with very complex situations, like the annular flow wit h
droplets in the gas core and bubbles in the liquid film, in the case of an important heat release at the wall,
or a stratified flow with droplets entrained above the free surface and bubble presence under the fre e
surface . The closure terms of the four-field model include :
• transfer terras that were already present in the two-fluid model : they will be simplet in the four field model because they are more local and they integrate processes in a more homogeneou s
domain than in the two-fluid model . For example in an annular mist flow, the two-fluid mode l
must integrate over two velocity fields having different orders of magnitude .
• new transfer terms between the continuous field and the dispersed field in each phase : mass ,
momentum and energy exchanges due to the bubble and droplet deposition and entrainmen t
phenomena . The most important terms are the mass exchange terms that govern the fou r
volumetric fractions .
A difficulty may be encountered for the validation of such models since it would require experiments wit h
advanced sensors able to discriminate the fields, which is far from the present state of the art .
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The numerical conditioning problems associated to a field appearance and disappearance will b e
more complex than in a two-fluid model . In some flows it can be degenerated in two types of single-phas e
flows (CL; CV), three types of two-field flows (CL+CV ; CL+DV ; DL+CV) or two types of three-fiel d
flows (CL+CV+DL ; CL+DV+CV) .
Multi-field models for dispersed flo w
Nigmatulin (1990) and Ho-Kee-King (1996) have tested a three-field model for the annular
dispersed flow regime, with a droplets field, a field for the liquid film on the wall and a gas field . A
literature survey of the entrainment and deposition terms has been presented by Ho-Kee-King (1996) .
If the dispersed phase (bubbles or droplets) is characterized by a large size spectrum, it can b e
interested to split the dispersed phase into several fields acçording to the size and/or shape of the particles .
In the case of bubbly flows, Ishii et al. (1998) and Uhle et al. (1998) ciassified bubbles into small spherica l
or distorted bubbles in a first field and large cap or Taylor bubbles in a second field . Mass balanc e
equations and volumetric interfacial area transport equations are written for each bubble field, but only one
momentum equation and one energy equation for the bubbles are used, the velocity difference between th e
two bubble fields being given by an algebraic relation .
Planned developments for the 1-D multi-field mode l
The analysis of the main shortcomings of the present codes has identified the reflooding phase o f
LBLOCA in a PWR with the so called steam binding effect as an important case where more accuracy ma y
be obtained by advanced models . Droplets entrained from the core through the upper plenum and the ho t
legs up to the steam generators vaporize in the hot SG tubes, changing the pressure distribution in th e
circuit and reducing the rate of core cooling and reflooding . Therefore, an accurate prediction of th e
amount of droplets entrained to the SG is required for an accurate prediction of the peak clad temperature .
A large spectrum of droplet sizes has been observed in reflooding experiments . Large drops are expected t o
be de-entrained into the upper plenum whereas small droplets may be entrained up to the SG an d
contribute to the steam binding effect . Accurate description of this phenomenon is still challenging and
may need to introduce at least two droplet fields separated by a critical diameter value .
Then a three-field model for annular-mist flows will be first investigated through a pilot code.
The first step in the development will be to demonstrate the feasibility of such a model in order to answe r
the questions :
• Can a three-field model significantly improve some reactor transient simulations and which ones ?
• Is it necessary to use two droplet fields for the reflooding phase of LBLOCA in a PWR ?
• Is it possible to validate such a model and what experimental data are necessary to validate it? Ar e
the necessary advanced measurement techniques available or feasible ?
• Is it necessary to combine a multi-field model with interfacial area transport ?
In this first step, closure relations will be developed based on mechanistic models and the first availabl e
experimental data .
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In a second step, a choice will be made to develop a model which may combine a multi-fiel d
model with interfacial area transport in the view of modeling all flow patterns encountered in reacto r
transients . Then closure relations will be validated and possibly improved by comparison with dat a
provided by planned experimental program s
The local two-fluid 3-D model for open mediu m
The local two-fluid 3-D model for dispersed flows
Following Ishii (1975), Delhaye & Achard (1976, 1977) and Delhaye (1981), time averaged twofluid model equations can be obtained . The time averaging over a time interval [T] filters the turbulent
fluctuations and the two-phase intermittence . Due to the averaging, interfacial transfer terms and th e
turbulent transfer terms appear on the rhs of the balance equations . No explicit wall transfer terms ar e
present in the equations but boundary conditions through wall functions are necessary to solve a two-phas e
flow problem with solid boundaries .
EDF developed the ESTET-ASTRID code (Thaï Van et al ., 1994, Borée & Freydier, 1993 ,
Larrauri & Brière, 1997) for the Eulerian simulation in open medium of single-phase flows and two-phas e
flows using the six-equation two-fluid approach . It was mainly applied for simulating boiling flows . CEA
developed a siniilar model in a pilot code derived from the 3D module of the CATHARE code which i s
being implemented in the TRIO-U code and it was mainly applied to investigate air-water bubbly flow s
and slug flows in pipes .
Investigations of closure problems were focused on dispersed bubbly fl o
Interfacial momentum, heat and mass transfers
Momentum transfers are derived from the analysis of the forces exerted by a continuous phase on a singl e
inclusion with correction terms to account for interactions between inclusions . They include the drag force ,
the lift force, the added mass force and a turbulent dispersion force . Many simplifying assumptions ar e
often mentioned which restrict the domain of validity to bubbles smaller than the liquid integral turbulen t
scale and to dilute bubbly flows with spherical bubbles . Assuming an interface at saturation temperature ,
classical models for heat transfers between continuous liquid and bubble interface are used and th e
interfacial mass transfer is calculated from an energy balance at the interfac e
Turbulent transfer terms
Extrapolating from single-phase flows, the turbulent transfers are modeled by a turbulen t
diffusivity calculated by solving k-E equations for the continuous phase . Additional terms model the sourc e
of turbulent kinetic energy or turbulent dissipation in the wake of bubbles .
Boundary conditions along solid boundarie s
The dynamic boundary conditions at the walls are written as for single-phase flows : a laminar
and a turbulent sub-layer are assumed to be present . They only apply to the continuous phase . The
conditions for the dispersed phase are derived from those for the continuous phase .
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In the ESTET-ASTRID code, the thermal boundary conditions at heating walls are given for th e
continuous phase through a constant Prandtl number hypothesis . The occurrence of boiling is predicte d
through a boiling incipience model (Hsu, 1962, Hino & Ueda, 1985) . The heat flux at the walis is the n
predicted by a wall model and depends on the density of active sites, the bubble frequency and the bubbl e
detachment diameter (Del Valle & Kenning, 1985, Kurul & Podowski, 1991, Unal, 1976) .
Extension of the local two-fluid 3-D model to all flow regime s
Identification of the local flow structur e
In the view of building a model applicable to all flow patterns, Morel (1997) proposed to
establish a local flow structure mapbased on the vector Va / a, , ratio of the void fraction gradient to th e
volumetric interfacial area calculated by a transport equation . This vector is capable of discriminatin g
several local flow configurations :
• locally dispersed bubbly : for low a and low value of Va / a;
1

• locally dispersed droplet : for high a and low value of Va / a,
1

• locally separated phases: for high value of Va / a;
1

The flow is locally with separated phases at the film interface in an annular flow or at the wate r
level of a stratified flow, and the vector direction gives the mean orientation of this interface . The limiting
values of this vector still have to be determined from analysis of experimental data and the closure term s
have to be correlated as a function of the local flow structure .
Closure problems
Unfortunately, no big effort was paid to the closure problems in annular flows, stratified flows o r
unstructured flows . Morel (1997) studied closure problems for flows in pipes from bubbly to slug flows . It
was shown that closure problems are very different when the void fraction increases no dilute disperse d
flow assumption is possible - and when the bubble . size has the same order of magnitude as the large
turbulent scale of the continuous phase L,, . New non-dimensional numbers N k = a; L,k / ak are introduce d
which characterize the ratio of turbulent scales to interfacial scales . An order of magnitude analysis (Morel ,
1995) shows that depending on the value of this number, some closure ternis of the turbulence equation s
may be neglected.
Application of local two-fluid 3-D model to air-water bubbly flows and slug flows in pipe s
Grossetête (1995) and Morel (1997) investigated vertical upward cocurrent air-water flows fo r
bubbly to slug flows . Using a k-c model for the liquid phase, writing a transport equation for th e
volumetric interfacial area and modeling bubble coalescence and gas expansion, the main characteristics o f
this type of flows could be reasonably well predicted :
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• void fraction profile with a void peaking near the pipe walis in bubbly flows ,
• void fraction profile evolution towards a void coring during the transition from bubbly to slu g
flow,
• velocity profiles and turbulence intensity profiles .
Although the accuracy of prediction may still be improved, it was encouraging to see that th e
evolution along the pipe of the predicted parameters (void fraction, interfacial area, velocities, turbulenc e
intensity) were also qualitatively well predicted during a flow regime transition .
More recently the model was applied to the vertical downward co-current bubbly flows and co-curren t
bubbly flows under micro-gravity studied by Kamp (1996) and predicted also the main characteristics o f
the flows :
• void coring in vertical downward flows : the lift force is directed towards the pipe axi s
no void peaking in zero gravity flows : the lift force is zero since there is no phase slip due to th e
absence of buoyancy force s
Applications of the ESTET-ASTRID code to boiling flows
ESTET-ASTRID has first been validated for boiling flows in tube and annular space against th e
Debora (Garnier, 1993) and ASU (Roy, 1993) experiments, where local void fraction measurements wer e
available . Then it has been validated in more complex geometries representative of PWR tores but withou t
local void fraction measurements :
Poseidon, a Freon 12 experiment with a vertical rectangular test section and three heating tubes ,
was calculated to investigate the conditions of CHF appearance (Larrauri & Brière, 1997) .
Graziella experiment simulates a 5x5 PWR tore rod-bundle with measurements of the averag e
mass flow rate and enthalpy in each sub-channel . In spite of a rather coarse meshing and heavy computin g
time, the calculations show how a local approach can be complementary to the porous medium approach o f
component codes (Leduc & Larrauri, 1997) for flows in rod bundles .
The calculations achieved with ESTET-ASTRID have proven its capability to simulate twophase flows in industrial components . Further developments are required to replace the constant bubble
diameter hypothesis by a transport equation for the volumetric interfacial area in order to take into accoun t
coalescence and break-up of the bubbles, and to better model the interfacial transfers . This should improve
the predictions of subcooled boiling flows close to CHF conditions opening the way to more precise CH F
predictions through more universal mechanistic models expressed with local variables .
Planned developments fora local two-fluid 3-D mode l
Following this approach, a generalized advanced two-fluid model for all flow patterns is possibl e
although a lot of work is required for solving closure problems for unstructured flows or separated-phas e
flows. The time interval [Ti used for the averaging of the Navier-Stokes equations must be carefull y
chosen such that during this interval several interfaces pass through the point x . Therefore, the time scale
used for averaging cannot be chosen as small as one would like. However, it is interesting to use this mode l
with a filter scale as small as the topology allows and to develop closure relations consistent with this filte r
scale .
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The first step will be to demonstrate the feasibility of extending the local two-fluid 3-D model t o
all flow regimes by developing a pilot code in order to clarify the main closure problems :
• How to model turbulent transfers when Nk= a; Ltk / ak are close to 1 corresponding to a turbulenc e
mainly created by interfaces?
• How to extend boundary conditions along solid boundaries known for single phase to all types o f
two-phase flows ?
• What are the limits of writing a single equation for the volumetric interfacial area for polydispersed flows? In other words, what are the shortcomings associated with the mono-disperse d
assumption ?
• Is this approach able to treat two-phase flows with separated phases ?
In this first step, closure relations will be developed based on mechanistic models and the first availabl e
experimental data.
In a second step, closure relations will be validated and possibly improved by comparison wit h
data provided by planned experimental program s
Future applications of the local two-fluid 3-D model
Present system codes and component codes used for nuclear reactors are still limited by th e
porous medium approach . Trying to refine the meshing to capture smaller scale phenomena requires a loca l
3-D model with an adequate physical modeling . In many cases the necessity to be able to treat all flo w
regimes will be critical . If this condition is fulfilled, many investigations will become possible at th e
appropriate scale :
• Complex 3D flows in rather open reactor components : downcomer, lower plenum, upper plenum ,
• Complex 3D flows in heat exchanger headers such as inlet or outlet headers of steam generators ,
• Thermal shock in two-phase conditions in reactor loops or reactor vessel ,
• Perturbed flows or non-established flows at pipe inlet, in tee branches, pumps, valves ,
• Rapid transients such as condensation induced instabilities ,
• Impact of singularities such as spacer grids with mixing vanes on the flow,
• Corrosion and deposition phenomena in SG tube bundles ,
• Local flow characteristics in the U-bend part of SG tubes to investigate fluid-induced tub e
vibrations .
The 3-D models for a porous medium
In a 3-D model for a porous medium the governing equations are obtained by a double-averagin g
process : time averaging and space averaging over control volumes including fluid and solids . The presenc e
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of the solids is taken into account through the concept of porosity . Fluid-solid interactions are taken into
account through specific closure relationship s
The 3-D models for a porous medium in present component codes
The component code THYC was developed by EDF for PWR core, SG, condensers, hea t
exchangers (Petit et al ., 1991, Carémoli et al ., 1993) . CEA developed the component codes GENEPI fo r
SG, and FLICA for all types of reactor cores . They model single and two-phase flows in tube bundles an d
rod bundles using the 3-D model for a porous medium .
Component codes use a 3-equation model or a diffusion 4-equation model for the 3D description of th e
flow outside the tubes (secondary fluid) : 3 equations for the mass, the momentum and the energy of the
mixture, the fourth equation allowing the modeling of the thermal or mechanical non-equilibrium betwee n
the vapor and the liquid phases (subcooled boiling or superheated steam, velocities non-equilibrium) .
Moreover, they use either a 1-D energy equation for the description of the primary fluid (fluid inside the
tubes) for the heat-exchangers applications, or a 1-D thermal equation for the core applications .
Closure relationship s
Turbulence is modeled through an algebraic diffusivity model .
The friction pressure loss tensor adds two terms for the effect of rod bundle (regular term) and for th é
effect of singular obstacles such as grids or anti-vibration bars (singular term) . With one of the space coordinate parallel to the rods, the regular part of the tensor is diagonal .
The heat flux from the walls contributes to liquid heating and steam production . Interfacial mass transfer i s
modeled to reach the thermal equilibrium with a relaxation time .
The relative velocity results from the sum of two terms : the first one stands for small scale effects (smaller
than the sub-channel scale) and is expressed through a drift flux type model ; the. second one stands for twophase mixing effects due to large scale quality gradients .
Examples of applications for reactor calculation s
The current component codes correctly predict most of the thermal hydraulics of reactor core s
and steam generators under operating conditions . The steam-generators codes were used for the evaluatio n
of the global efficiency of the heat exchanges, the optimization of new design such as the economizer o f
the N4 reactor steam generator (David, 1999), for giving accurate descriptions of shell side flow patter n
and heat transfer, and for investigating tube bundle vibrations, deposition and corrosion . The core versions
have mainly been developed to evaluate fluid performance and safety margins . Examples of applications
are DNB analysis, mixed cores (Mur, 1997), steam line break analysis (Rascle & Duval, 1999), ro d
ejection .
Planned developments
For some applications, predictions can still be improved in different ways :
• revisiting the formulations of the interfacial friction and wall friction tensors in rod bundles t o
better take into account the non isotropic geometry using non diagonal tensors .
• addition of averaged equations for the turbulent characteristics of the flow to replace algebrai c
turbulence models : a transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy could better describe th e
decaying turbulence past a gri d
• using finer nodalization together with a local two-fluid 3-D model instead of the homogenize d
approach for porous medium.
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THE DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATION TECHNIQUE S

During the past decade, new approaches in two-phase flow modeling defined promising avenues .
Compared to averaged models, the DNS solves the local instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations withou t
any degradation due to a time or space averaging and without any closure relations in the system o f
equations . In single-phase turbulent flow simulations, it requires very fine meshes, smaller than th e
Kolmogorov scale . In two-phase flow, the DNS adds the physics of interfaces such as the surface tensio n
force to the Navier-Stokes equations and it can track all interfaces. Several methods and numerical
techniques, reviewed e.g. by Lebaigue et al . (1998), are available such as Volume Of Fluid, Fron t
Tracking, Second Gradient, Level Set. Simulations require even smaller meshes than in single-phase due t o
the presence of interfaces . However such methods are already able of simulating flows in a very smal l
spatial domain and can be used to learn about small-scale physical processes that cannot be investigate d
experimentally .
An alternative to the DNS is the Large Eddy Simulation (LES), where Navier-Stokes equations are filtere d
at a scale in relation to the mesh size . Large eddies are calculated, the diffusive effect of the smaller bein g
modeled. Less consuming of computer power than the DNS, this model is now currently used in singl e
phase flow . An extension to two-phase flow is also possible for nome kinds of dispersed flows . A
generalization to other flow regimes is still challenging since transfers from microscopic scales t o
macroscopic scales may be very complex .
Common features of DNS approaches of liquid-vapor flow s
In the present context, the goal of DNS tools is to perform non-isothermal simulations of liquidvapor flows with phase-change, to capture thermal-hydraulics phenomena at the scale of interfaces .
Therefore, numerical approaches that allows us to tackle with the specific features of two-phase flows :
interface jump conditions, surface tension, latent heat of vaporization, etc. Due to the complex flows we try
to simulate, a special care was given to the physical and numerical treatment of interfaces, including
changes of topology through coalescence and fragmentation ; the motion of contact fines on solid wall als o
deserved special treatment . These physical behaviors are essential to capture even the simplest case of th e
growth and detachment of a vapor bubble on a heated wall .
The so-called DNS still have unresolved physical scales that will request sub-grid modeling : pinch-off in
coalescence and fragmentation, nucleation, singular heat and mass transfer along the contact fine, etc.
Local, thermal or mechanical non-equilibrium will have to be investigated in great detail . In addition ,
upstream conditions must be measured carefully to give data to simulations, for it is now well establishe d
that the finer the simulation, the bigger the need of accurate boundary conditions .
Applications of the second gradient theory and planned development s
The second gradient approach, see e.g. Jamet et al. (1999), is a rather new concept that i s
numerically very convenient to use for liquid-vapor flows : liquid-vapor interface are described as a threedimensional continuous medium using the so-called van der Waals or second gradient theory . This
approach ensures a perfect thermodynamic coherence of the equations describing the motion of a flui d
within a liquid-vapor interfacial zone and was adapted such that the interfacial thickness is artificiall y
enlarged to be captured by the numerical grid . In this approach, surface tension is a continuous propert y
coming from the peculiar form of the internal energy of the fluid that depends not only on its density an d
temperature but also on spatial derivatives of the density (fluid endowed with internai capillarity) . Several
examples of application show that this method can be applied successfully to study various physica l
problems, including contact fine phenomena and phase change . Extension from actual two-dimensiona l
cases to three-dimensional cases is straight forward, as interfacial zones require no special treatment .
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Future improvements of the numerical implementation will allow realistic computation of flows wit h
nucleation and complex changes of topology .
Applications of the Front Tracking method and planned development s
The Front Tracking approach developed by G . Tryggvason's team (Unverdi et al., 1992, Julie et
al., 1998) considers two distinct fluids separated by a smeared interface with smeared jump conditions .
The approach uses both a fixed grid for flow and a second meshing for the interface . We extended this
approach to manage with moving contact lines (Duquennoy et al., 1999) applied it to various physical
problems including contact line phenomena and phase change .
The extension from actual two-dimensional cases to three-dimensional cases is more tedious but wil l
allows us to tackle with complex changes of topology and to include physical mechanics for coalescenc e
and fragmentation .

PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF INDUSTRIAL CODE S

A program for the development of the next generation of industrial codes is established for the nex t
decade .
In a first phase, up to 2003, the feasibility of the new models has first to be demonstrated . Pilot codes will
be developed for the 1-D two-fluid model with interfacial area transport, 1-D multi-field models, and th e
local two-fluid 3-D model . From this first phase, çhoices will be made to further develop advanced 1D an d
3D models for the next generation of industrial codes and these models will be specified.
In a second phase, from 2003 to 2010, the selected models will be further developed in a R&D softwar e
then implemented in dedicated component code and system code . In parallel, adequate experimental
programs will be conducted to validate these models .
The next generation of system code s
For industrial safety applications with a system code, many sensitivity calculations are needed for eac h
accidentai transient for determining the code uncertainty . Then a reasonable CPU time and the capability t o
work in a very large domain of accidental transients have to be considered for selecting the appropriate
level of physical modeling . The reactor circuits and pressure vessels have components with variou s
geometry, porosity and space scales and several types of model will be necessary :
• In pipes, advanced 1-D models with interfacial area transport and/or with multi-field capabilitie s
can replace the two-fluid mode l
•

In the reactor core, only the 3-D models for a porous medium will be possible for industria l
applications . However the two-fluid model may be extended with multi-field capabilities and/o r
additional equations for volumetric interfacial area and turbulent quantities as for 1D model s

•

In other components the computer efficiency will progressively make it possible to use a local twofluid 3-D mode) for open medium .

The next generation of component code s
Component codes are generally used in a less restrictive way than system codes in terms of CPU cost an d
their domain of application is smaller in terms of flow configurations . Two levels of modeling are possible :
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• The 3-D models for a porous medium will remain the basic models for industrial applications . It
allows a modeling of a reactor core, a steam generator or a heat exchanger either with meshe s
containing a few rods or tubes or with one mesh per sub-channel .
The local two-fluid 3-D model for open medium used in one or a few sub-channels will allow t o
zoom in a reduced spatial domain when necessary .
The future component code may also become the core module and the SG module of the future syste m
code provided that the physical 'modeling is extended to a larger spectrum of accidental situations . For this ,
the present 4-equation modelshould be extended to the two-fluid model, or better to a multi-field mode l
and/or with additional equations for volumetric interfacial area and turbulent quantities, as extrapolate d
from advanced 1D models .

CONCLUSIONS

Advanced JD models with volumetric interfacial area transport and/or multi-field capabilities an d
improved 3D models for porous medium will be the basic bricks of future component and system codes . A
coupling with a local two-fluid 3-D model for open medium will allow a finer description of some reacto r
components . DNS can also be used as a support for developing closure relations in the averaged models .
Let us consider the example of boiling flows and DNB investigations :
• DNS may simulate very local processes such as bubble formation, growing, detachment and ma y
provide time averaged laws for these processes .
• Using these laws, a local two-fluid 3-D model for open medium may predict bubble transit in a
sub-channel with possible coalescence, break-up, dispersion by turbulence, collapse by
condensation . A criterion for DNB occurrence may be established as a function of local tim e
averaged flow parameters .
• This local behavior may be space averaged over the cross section of a sub-channel to develo p
closure relation as a function of space and time averaged flow parameters for a 3D model in a
porous medium approach as used in a component code .
This example illustrates how different types of models can contribute to the next generation o f
codes.
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SUMMARY

MARS (Multi-dimensional Analysis of Reactor Safety) code is being developed by KAERI for the realisti c
thermal-hydraulic system analysis of light water reactor transients. The MARS development progra m
consists of two stages of code development . MARS 1 .4 is a unified code of RELAPS and COBRA-TF an d
has been developed as a basic code frame for the multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulic system analysis .
And, MARS 2 .x is being developed as a multi-purpose system analysis code for the coupled analysis o f
multi-dimensional system thermal-hydraulics, 3D core kinetics, CHF and containment . This paper
discusses the MARS development program and the progress focusing on the new features of the code, tha t
is, çode unification, code modernization and restructuring, code assessment and code coupling. It also
briefly introduces KAERI experimental activities for T/H model development and safety confirmation .
Introduction
With the evolution of safety concepts from deterministic safety to probabilistic safety and fro m
design safety to operational safety, the realistic analysis methodology of the nuclear reactor thermalhydraulic (hereinafter T/H) transients has been highlighted . In 1988, USNRC (United States Nuclea r
Regulatory Commission) revised 10CFR50 .46 to permit the realistic analysis of LOCA (Loss-of-Coolant Accident) with appropriate accounting for uncertainties . This accelerated the application of the realisti c
analysis method not only to reactor safety design, but also to operational safety issues including acciden t
prevention against beyond design-basis-events . Moreover, it also stimulated a need to apply a multidimensional T/H code to the simulation of transients where the multi-dimensional effect dominates, suc h
as LOCAs and MSLBs (Main Steam Line Breaks), etc .
For the realistic analysis of plant systems, extensive research programs have been performe d
worldwide, not only in the areas of T/H experiment, but also in the areas of realistic côde development .
RELAPS (USNRC), TRAC-PF1 (USNRC), COBRA/TRAC (USNRC), COBRA-TF (USNRC) ,
CATHARE (CEA), ATHELET (GRS), JTRAC (KAERI) are the major two-phase codes developed for th e
realistic analysis . Among these codes, RELAPS [1] and COBRA-TF [2] had been introduced to KAER I
through ICAP (International Code Assessment Program) and CAMP (Code Assessment and Maintenanc e
Program) of USNRC since 1983 . KAERI developed the COBRA/RELAP5 [3] that couple d
RELAP5/MOD3 v5m5 and COBRA-TF using the `shared-memory' and `inter-processor communication '
techniques on a UNIX platform . Even with the elementary nature of COBRA/RELAP5, it had been used a s
a first multi-dimensional system code in KAERI .
In July 1997, a systematic and extensive program was commenced as a governmental R& D
program in an effort to develop a multi-dimensional and multi-purpose realistic T/H system analysis code ,
MARS . This paper discusses the MARS development program and MARS development progress focusin g
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on the new features of the code, that is, code unification, code modernization and restructuring, cod e
assessment and code coupling . It also briefly discusses the KAERI experimental activities for T/H mode l
development .
Overview of MARS Development Program and Progres s
The MARS development program became effective in July 1997 as a Nuclear R&D Program o f
MOST (Ministry of Science and Technology) . The research goal is to develop a realistic T/H system
analysis tool for the multi-dimensional and multi-purpose analysis of light water reactor transients . In order
to realize this goal, the 5-year R&D program had been established as shown in Figure 1 . The program aim s
at the development of two MARS versions, that is, MARS 1 .4 as a basic code frame for the multidimensional T/H system analysis, and MARS 2 .x as a multi-purpose consolidated code for couple d
analysis of multi-dimensional system thermal-hydraulics, 3-D core kinetics, CHF (Critical Heat Flux) an d
containment .
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As shown in the figure, the program consists of five major tasks . Major code features of the
MARS 1 .x and the MARS 2.x are developed and verified through the task of consolidated cod e
development . Code T/H models are developed and assessed not only using the T/H databases constructe d
in the T/H data bank, but also maintaining a close interface with the experimental group in KAERI . The
improvement of numerical method is rather basic and long-term work aiming at more stable and accurate
computation . In parallel with the above tasks, the overall performance of the code is validated throug h
extensive code assessments of integral effect tests and plant applications .
MARS 1 .4 had been developed as a final version of the MARS 1 .x in early 1999 . The backbone s
of the MARS 1 .4 were RELAP5/MOD3 .2.1 .2 (hereinafter RELAPS) and COBRA-TF codes . The RELAP S
is a robust one-dimensional (hereinafter 1D) system analysis code and includes versatile component an d
special process . models required for the analysis of various system transients . The COBRA-TF code is a
multi-dimensional vessel analysis code and has the potential for extension to sub-channel analysis . In order
to fully exploit the excellent and well-verified features of both codes and to generate a new code wit h
extended capabilities, these tw o
codes were unified into a single code, MARS, in the form of 1D and 3D modules through a integration o f
hydrodynamic solution scheme and the unification of various T/H models and I/O features . The code was
then converted into FORTRAN90 and restructured into a modular database-type structure . This enabled
the application of a new dynamic memory management scheme to each module, which greatly enhance d
code readability and maintenance capability [4] . In addition, Windows graphic features were implemente d
for user friendliness . MARS 1 .4 now runs on Windows platforms and is used as a multi-dimensional T/H
system analysis tool for the analysis of light water reactor system transients, experimental facilities an d
various safety research purposes. The UNIR version of MARS 1 .4 is also available, however, it is not
supported by Windows graphic features . Furthermore, MARS 1 .4 plays a role as a basic code frame for the
development of MARS 2 .x.
In early 1999, the program moved into the new phase for MARS 2 .x. Development of the MAR S
2.x aims at not only the implémentation of coupled analysis capability, but also the improvement of T/ H
and numerical models and the further enhancement of user friendliness . Preliminary couplings with 3- D
kinetics and containment codes have been accomplished and demonstrated . T/H models of the code are
being improved by assessing the code to the T/H databases and the experimental results in KAERI . The
joint R&D Program with GRS [5] is in progress for the development of multi-dimensional T/H models.
'Also, new features and models of the recent RELAP version have been transplanted in the code [6] . Pilot
codes that employ the advanced numerical model based on the notion of surface tension thickness [7] hav e
been developed and the applicability of the advanced method is being examined. MARS capability for
multi-dimensional and coupled analysis is being demonstrated through various benchmark problems an d
plant analyses . The following sections discuss the progress in more detail .

Code Unification
One of the major objectives of MARS 1 .4 development was to develop a new basic code frame
that has an extended multi-dimensional systeml analysis capability through the unification of RELAPS an d
COBRA-TF codes . Therefore, the code unification requirement was imposed such that the intrinsi c
features of both codes are to be maintained and improved . Based on this requirement, the scopes of th e
code unification were identified as given in Table 1 .
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Table 1 . Scopes of Code Unificatio n
Models

Input Processor

RELAPS COBRA-TF

YES

Initialization
yes
Transient Processor
- Time Step Control
yes
- Hydrodynamics
yes(1-D )
- Sparse Matrix Solve r
yes
- Heat Structure & Fuel
yes
- Kinetics Model
yes
- Control Variables
yes
- Water Propertie s
yes
- Material Properties
yes

Unification Method

YES

INP Package of RELAPS

yes

Automatic Initialization

ye s
yes (3-D)
ye s
ye s
no
no
ye s
yes

dt=min(dtr , dte )
Implicit Coupling and Simultaneous Solution
RELAPS
1-D/3-D Thermal Coupling
RELAPS Point Kinetics with 3D T/H Feedbac k
RELAPS Function s

RELAPS + ASME '92 Transpor t
Propertie s
RELAPS Function s

Output Processor
- Output
- Restart/Plot/Strip

Unit Conversion and Format Improvement
yes
yes

ye s
yes
GUI Processor

Hydrodynamic Mode l
RELAPS employs a 1D two-fluid model and COBRA-TF employs a three-dimensional
(hereinafter 3D) two-fluid, three-field model . Both codes adopt the mass, momentum and energy equations
for vapor and liquid phases and the mass equation for noncondensable gases . In addition to these
conservation equations, COBRA-TF employs the mass and energy equations for liquid droplet, while th e
boron transport equation is modeled in the RELAPS .
Numerical solution schemes of both codes are basically the same such that both codes use a semiimplicit, finite-difference method based on a staggered-grid mesh and donor cell scheme . In both codes,
the phasic momentum equations are solved first to represent the phasic velocity (phasic mass flow rate i n
the COBRA-TF) at a junction in terms of pressures of the adjoining cells . Then, the finite difference
equations of mass and energy of a hydrodynamic cell are linearized with respect to thé independent scala r
variables, which sets up the NxN system pressure matrix equations as ;
A r 8Pr = br , where r = R or C for the RELAPS and COBRA-TF
The pressure variations are obtained by solving the above equation . Then, using the new time velocities
from the phasic velocity relations, the variations of other independent scalar variables are obtained b y
back-substiting the linearized mass and energy equations .
The flow system simulated by the MARS is subdivided into 1D and 3D regions as shown i n
Figure 2 . The hydrodynamic behavior of each region is modeled by either RELAPS or COBRA-TF, whic h
is a kind of "domain decomposition" method . Review of the basic equations and the numerical metho d
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concluded that the hydrodynamic system pressure equations of both codes could be implicitly integrate d
and solved simultaneously if with the following assumptions ;
1) No boron exists in the flow system.
2) Vapor and noncondensable gas phases are treated continuous across the regions .
3) Continuous liquid and droplets flowing from the 3D region are in mechanical equilibrium an d
agglomerated into the liquid phase in the 1D region . The liquid phase flowing from the 1D region i s
subdivided into the continuous liquid and droplet phases in the 3D region by the partition mle based on th e
droplet entrainment fraction in vertical co-current annular-mist flow [1] .
4) Momentum balance at the interfaces is modeled by the RELAPS .
Phasic velocities at the ith interface junction are then expressed as ;
Vk;1 = ak,i + Nk,i (bPci - SPRi ) , where k =f or g and Ci and Ri are interface cells

Using the phasic velocities at the interfaces, the original system pressure equations of both region s
can be implicitly coupled in the form of ;
(y V „é l + y r Vnl1 ) , where yis the interface coefficient vecto r
Ar8Pr = bk +
i=1,NC

Then, the system pressure equations above are integrated into a single system pressure matrix equatio n
which is reduced and solved using the sparse matrix solver of RELAPS . Figure 2 illustrates a typical
example of a system nodalization and the integrated pressure matrix .
For better user accessibility of the code, the hydrodynamic calculation sequence is modified t o
work on a single CPU platform, that is, to mn in a serial computation mode . The hydrodynamic time step
advancement is . modified to use the minimum time step size of both codes . Eventually, both codes are
completely merged into a single code, MARS, in the form of the 1D module (hereinafter replace s
RELAPS) and the 3D module (hereinafter replaces COBRA-TF) .
COBRA-TF
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(a) typical MARS nodalization (b) integrated system pressure matrix (c) reduced matrix
Figure 2 . Typical MARS Nodalization and Corresponding System Pressure Matrix .
Input Processor
The inputs of the earlier MARS version consisted of two input files each for the 1D modul e
and the 3D module . The 3D module input was of fixed format structure, while the 1D module input had a
free format structure . For better user friendliness and input maintenance, the input processing routines o f
the 3D module were completely replaced with those of the 1D module that uses the INP package . The two
input files were then integrated into a single input . Now, MARS has only one input file having a fre e
format structure .
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Light Water Properties
RELAPS is basically developed for the simulation of reactor transients covering high pressur e
to low pressure transients, whereas COBRA-TF is for the simulation of low pressure reflood core thermalhydraulics. Thermodynamic and transport properties in both codes are based on ASME '67 Steam Tables ,
however it was found that the water properties in COBRA-TF were not proper enough to cover all th e
ranges of interest. Thus, it was required to unify the water property routines of the ID and 3D modules i n
the MARS code for better accuracy and consistency of the calculated results . Moreover, according to the
ASME '92 Steam Tables [8], the transport properties were revised with a déviation of about 10 %
maximum compared with the ASME '67 Steam Tables: This also necessitated the need to improve the
transport properties of the MARS code. Based on these findings, the routines for the thermodynamic
properties calculation of the 3D module were completely rewritten using those of the 1D module. The ne w
transport properties based on the ASME '92 Steam Tables were implemented in the MARS code .

Heat Structure Coupling
Each module of the MARS code is equipped with the general heat structure model for a fuel pin ,
electrically heated rod and heat conductors and the heat transfer package . In both modules, the 1D heat
conduction equations are basically employed with various representations of heat transfer boundar y
conditions. However, in the earlier MARS version, there was a restriction' that the heat structure model of
each module should use its own hydrodynamic volumes in the convection heat transfer calculations . Thi s
limited the code modeling capability in case that the 1D hydrodynamic volumes transfer heat to the 3 D
volumes across the heat conductors .
To circumvent this limitation, the 1D module heat structure model was modified in such a way
that it can simulate the heat structures contacting either the 1D or 3D hydrodynamic volumes . This feature
permits heat exchange between the 1D and 3D regions across the heat conductors, which is called "hea t
structure thermal coupling" . In addition, this feature enables the use of the 1D module heat structures i n
modeling the heat structures in the 3D regions, which provides the extended modeling flexibility of usin g
the 1D or 3D heat transfer package depending on the problems . This feature has been verified throug h
various code assessments [9], however, it does not work when the fine mesh rezoning scheme is invoke d
during the reflood.

Automatic Initializatio n
Due to the complex nature of 3D initialization, it is practical to give a single set of initial value s
for pressure, enthalpy and null flow to all 3D cells . This feature results in the three-step initialization
method in the 1D/3D coupled analysis ; 1) initialization of the 3D region using the 3D module b y
increasing the flow, and then the power from zero to the desired conditions, 2) initialization of the 1 D
region using the 1D module, 3) coupled initialization of the 1D and 3D regions . Application of this threestep method is somewhat complicated and user unfriendly, since users have to maintain several inputs an d
outputs and to restart the calculations . Even, output files generated in the null-transient runs require large
disk space. Thus, an automatic initialization scheme for the 1D/3D coupled analysis is developed an d
implemented in MARS . This scheme automatically performs the above three-step calculations withou t
requiring user efforts .
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The scheme automatically detects the analysis configuration from the input data, that is, th e
volumes and junctions where the boundary conditions are imposed and the associated boundary conditions .
Then, the self-initialization of the 3D region starts . For this, the 3D filling time is defined as the
characteristic time for the flow and heat-up control, that is, the time to fill the total volume of the 3D as ;
tfill = (Pinlet *V3DY

Winlet,boundary , Zf tfiu<5, tfiil

is reset to 5, and if tfiil >10, tfiil is reset to 1 0

The null transient calculation first advances by increasing the flow from zero to the desired flow then b y
increasing the power from zero to the desired power as shown in Figure 3 . After the initialization of the 3D
module, the second and third steps of the initialization process are automatically carried out by the code . At
the end of the initialization steps, the boundary conditions for automatic initialization are removed and th e
Lime is reset to zero .
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Figure 3 . Control of Flow/Thermal Power during Automatic Initializatio n

Point Kinetics

Model

and Other Unifications

In the 1D module, reactor power is computed using the point kinetics model With 1D feedback ,
whereas a reactor kinetics model was not provided in the 3D module . So, the point kinetics model of the
1D module was modified to use 3D feedback data generated by the 3D module and to deposit the resultin g
core power in the 3D module heat structures . Alternately, it realized the use of 1D heat structure model i n
the 3D region together with the point kinetics model . In addition, further unification and improvement s
have been accomplished in the boron transport model, the use of the 1D control functions in the 3 D
module, the unification of material property tables and general tables, the unit conversion in output and a
new output file for trip log, etc .

Code Modernization and Restructurin g
One of the major objectives of the MARS .1 .4 development was to develop a new basic cod e
frame that is technically domesticated for further incorporation of new models and functions . With thi s
objective, the code dévelopment requirements were imposed to have the enhanced capability in cod e
portability, code maintenance, code readability, code flexibility and user friendliness . In order to fulfill
these requirements, MARS code was modernized and restructured using the advanced programmin g
techniques .
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Code Modernization

The first step of the code modernization was to convert the code into a new standar d
programming language, FORTRAN 90 [10] . A conversion program "CONVF90" was developed fo r
automatic conversion from FORTRAN 77 to FORTRAN 90 . As a result, the MARS code becomes
portable and the advanced programming technique supported by the FORTRAN 90 can be easil y
incorporated in the code .
The second step was to make the code user-friendlier . The user's interface of the MARS consist s
of a set of input files, output files, and restart/plot files . User inconvenience mainly cornes from the use o f
text-oriented progranuning . Using a simple Windows programming technique of the Visual FORTRA N
90, QuickWin run-time library, user-friendly GUI (Graphic User Interface) features were implemented int o
the code . Those are the masks of users' dialog for input and output and the on-line graphic display of x- y
time plots, 2D contours and 3D graphics . In addition, users can view the inputs and outputs, input manua l
during the calculation and connect to the MARS Web-site . Figure 4 shows the GUI features of the code .
Now, MARS runs by clicking a Mouse and the transient results can be conveniently and efficientl y
analyzed on-fine . User graphic interface at a plant analyzer level is being developed using a mor e
sophisticated toolkit .

MARS Windows and
On-fine Graphic Display
On-fine Manual

Figure 4 . MARS User Graphic Interfac e
Code Restructuring

The MARS data structure was restructured into the modular database-type structure using th e
advanced features of standard FORTRAN 90 . In the 1D module, new MODULE data blocks for volumes ,
junctions, components, etc. were defined and the relevant data variables were reorganized as the member s
of a MODULE block in the form of DERIVED TYPE VARIABLEs . Then, the dynamic memor y
management scheme was applied to each MODULE using ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE statements .
As a result, complicated variable indexing from a pool of data was completely removed and th e
EQUIVALENCE statements were removed. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the data structure an d
dynamic memory allocation before and after the code restructuring . The volume-organized data structur e
of the 3D module was not restructured, whereas the dynamic memory management scheme was applied t o
the large data blocks for saving memory .
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With these new data structure and memory management features, MARS became more readabl e
and easy-to-maintain while maintaining flexibility in the memory and storage management . Now, the data
variables of a computational node are stored and operated contiguously, that is, readable . The addition or
deletion of the module blocks and member variables become easy, which will greatly help cod e
maintenance and the implementation of new models . It should be noted that code technology has bee n
domesticated through code restructuring, which will also facilitate further improvement of code model s
and functions .
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Figure 5 . Comparison of Data Structure and Dynamic Memory Allocatio n
Code Assessmen t
In order to verify and validate the new features of MARS and its modeling capability, the code
developmental assessment matrix was constructed as in Table 2 . Through the code assessment to 1 1
conceptual problems, it was verified that the code unification and the code modernization and restructuring
were well implemented . Assessments to 8 separate and 2 integral tests demonstrated the enhanced twophase modeling capability of the code . And, the overall performance of the code was validated through
plant applications for a variety of plant designs and transients . The following figures show some of th e
physical assessment results related to LBLOCA therm 1-hydraulics where the multi-dimensiona l
phenomena dominate . More extensive code assessment will fllow as part of the T/H model development .
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Table 2 . Code Developmental Assessment Matri x
Conceptual Problems
SETs
Nine Volume Water Over Steam
FRIGG-2 313001 *
Manometric Problem
ORNL THTF 3.09.10*
Zero Loop Flow Problem
ECN 3231 *
ID Steady Flow Problem
THETIS Boil Off*
Drain of Horizontal Pipe
4ft GE Level Swell Test*
Edwards Pipe Problem*
Cristensen Subcooled Boiling
Fill and Drain
FLECHT-SEASET 31805
Conceptual Kinetics
THTF test 105
Conceptual Heat Structure
Boiling Curv e
Reflux with NC gas

IETs
LOFT L2-5
LOFT L2-3

Plant Applications
Typical PWR SBLOCA *
YGN 3&4 Mid-Loop *
Kori 3&4 LBLOCA
OECD Benchmark Proble m
SMART SBLOCA
YGN 3&4 Locked Rotor

* Only the ID module capability is tested up to no w

Cladding Temperature - LOFT L2-5

Cladding Temperature - THTF 10 5

400

Time (s)

LOFT L2-5 Downcomer Liquid Distribution

Claclding Temperature - FLECHT-SEASET 31805

Figure 6 . MARS Physical Assessment Results

Code Couplin g
In an attempt to extend the MARS capability to multi-purpose coupled analysis, MARS wa s
coupled with state-of-the-art codes ; MASTER-a [11], a 3D static and transient neutronic code an d
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CONTEMPT4/MOD5/PCCS [12], a containment T/H analysis code. The MARS/MASTER/CONTEMPT
system will render realistic representations of system physics by coupled transient analysis using the mostupdated technology, from which the over-conservatism in the previous de-coupled and conservativ e
analysis methods can be removed . It can also render an efficient calculation without requiring iterativ e
calculations .
Code Coupling Technology

The Windows system provides the dynamic link library (DLL) technique for the coupling o f
independent codes [10] . DLL is a collection of source and object code and it is associated with a mai n
project during execution through an interface specification . Data and code in a DLL are loaded into th e
same address space as 'the data and code of the program that calls it . However, variables and routines
declared in the program and in the DLL are not shared by default . The special compiler directives ,
DLLIMPORT and DLLEXPORT, are used for the compiler and linker to map to the correct portions of th e
address space so that the data and routines can be shared . These features render the coupled code structure
much simpler and easy-to-maintain thari other coupling techniques by multi-threading or a parallel virtua l
machine . In addition, multiple DLLs that are independently maintained by relevant expert groups can be
easily linked on the request of the application program .

MARS/MASTER/CONTEMPT Coupled Analysis System

The overall configuration of the coupled code system is designed such that MARS runs as a mai n
driver program while MAS'l'ER and CONTEMPT4 work as associate routines as shown in Figure 7 . The
calculation processes are divided into three steps as the input process, the initialization process and th e
transient advancement steps . The main driver, MARS, synchronizes the calculation by calling DL L
routines at the appropriate steps . The interfacing algorithms and shared data are specified in the interfacing
routines . The interfacing routines are defined in the interface module and the data are shared through th e
interface module.

Figure 7. Configuration of Coupled Code Syste m
The preliminary coupled code system, MARS/MASTER/CONIEMPT has been developed and i t
_is verified using conceptual problems [13] . On-going works are the addition of restart capability and th e
containment evaluation model in the MARS/CONTEMPT system, and the generalization of data mapping ,
time step control and control rod movement modeling in the MARS/MASTER system .
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MARS/MASTER Coupled Analysis
In order to demonstrate the coupled analysis capability of .the MARS/MASTER system, th e
OECD/NEA PWR MSLB Benchmark Problem [14] has been assessed . During the MSLB transients, th e
asymmetric loop temperature feedback from the system and the stuck rod assumption result in a significan t
distortion in the core power distribution . Thus, multi-dimensional analysis is of importance . The reactor
core is modelled consisting of 178 radial and 28 axial neutronic cells using the MASTER module . Th e
reactor vessel is three-dimensionally nodalized into 3 sections, 59 channels and 95 gaps using the 3 D
module of MARS . The reactor coolant system is one-dimensionally modelled consisting of 157 volume s
and 156 junctions using the 1D module of MARS . Figure 8 shows the analysis results of Exercise II and II I
and they are compared with several reported results . Even though there is no exact solution for compariso n
yet, it can be concluded that the MARS/MASTER system has an enhanced modelling capability of th e
MSLB transients .
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Figure 8 . Results of OECD/NEA MSLB Assessment (Exercise II & III)
The MARS/MASTER system has also been applied to the YGN 3&4 Locked Rotor transients i n
which the asymmetric loop flow transients and the stuck rod assumptions may results in the core powe r
and flow distortion at the time of MDNBR (Minimum Departure from Nucleate Boiling) . The reactor core
is modelled consisting of 241 radial and 26 axial neutronic cells . The reactor vessel is three-dimensionâll y
nodalized into 4 sections, 62 channels and 97 gaps and the reactor coolant system is one-dimensionall y
modelled consisting of 146 volumes and 150 junctions . The analysis results show that core power and flo w
are not much distorted by the multi-dimensional effect at the time of MDNBR (3 seconds after the accident
initiation) . Furthermore, the transient DNBR calculation by a coupled analysis of the MARS/MASTE R
system provides quite a large margin in MDNBR compared to the decoupled and conservative desig n
analysis .
KAERI Experimental Activities
KAERI has an extensive experimental program not only for the development of T/H models bu t
also for the safety confirmation of reactor systems . The experimental program mainly consists of the safet y
system tests and integral effect tests for nuclear power plants and the safety system tests for SMAR T
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(System-Integrated Advanced Modular Reactor), which is a new reactor system under development a t
KAERI.
As the safety systems tests for KNGR (Korea Next Generation Reactor), IRWST (In-containment
Refueling Water Storage Tank) and sparger tests are being performed in the Blowdown and Condensatio n
Facility . DVI (Direct Vessel Injection) tests are in the final design stage . The medium-scale fluidic device
tests have been performed and the full-scale tests are in the final design stage . Using the RCS Loo p
Facility, annular flow CHF tests at high temperatures and pressures have been carried out for single ro d
annulus geometry and the 3x3 rod bundle tests are under preparation . This facility will be used for the CHF
tests for SMART fuel . As fundamental tests, turbulent mixing tests between subchannels, nucleate boiling
mechanism tests are performed . Also, advanced instrumentation technology is studied in PIV (Particl e
Image Velocimetry) and Laser Raman temperature measurements using optical techniques, also in the voi d
fraction measurements using radiation (X-ray and y-ray) attenuation techniques and electrical impedance
techniques . Integral Effect Test Loop Facility, a full-height and 1/200 volume-scaled facility referencin g
the KNGR, is in the basic design stage and targets construction in 2002 . The Integral Effect Test Facility
will be used not only for confirming the KNGR safety design but also for the confirmation an d
development of accident prevention strategies including KSNPP (Korea Standard Nuclear Power Plant) .
Conclusion
The MARS development program and progress is discussed . MARS 1 .4 has been developed as a
basic code frame for multi-dimensional T/H system analysis . The MARS 1 .4 is a unified code of RELAP5
and COBRA-TF codes supplemented with enhanced capability in code maintenance and user friendliness .
The code has been verified and demonstrated to have the advanced modeling capability through cod e
assessments and plant applications . The program now moved into the development of MARS 2.x, a multipurpose system analysis code for the coupled analysis of multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulics, 3 D
kinetics, CHF and containment . Preliminary coupling with MASTER and CONTEMPT has bee n
accomplished and demonstrated as feasible . Further improvement in thermal-hydraulic models and th e
numerical method as well as the generalization of coupling interfaces will strengthen the realistic analysi s
capability of the MARS for the multi-purpose and multi-diménsional analysis of light water reactor syste m
transients .
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Summary

During the recent years an increasing interest in computational reactor safety analysis is to
replace the conservative evaluation model calculations by best estimate calculations supplemented b y
uncertainty analysis of the code results. The evaluation of the margin to acceptance criteria, e .g. the
maximum fuel rod clad température, should be based on the upper limit of the calculated uncertaint y
range . Uncertainty analysis is needed if useful conclusions are to be obtained from "best estimate "
thermal-hydraulic code calculations, otherwise single values of unknown accuracy would be presented fo r
comparison with acceptance limits . Methods have been developed and presented to quantify th e
uncertainty of computer code results. The basic techniques proposed by GRS are presented together wit h
new applications to a small break loss of coolant accident on an experiment as well as on a reference
reactor.

Introduction
,

Best estimate computer codes are used to calculate postulated loss of coolant and transien t
accidents in a realistic and not in a conservative way . There is an ' increasing interest in computational
reactor safety analysis to replace the conservative evaluation model calculations by best estimat e
calculations supplemented by a quantitative uncertainty analysis . Code predictions are uncertain due to
several sources of uncertainty, e .g . code models, initial and boundary conditions, plant state, fue l
parameters, scaling, and numerical solution algorithm . Measurements are the basis of computer code
models . They usually show a scatter around a mean value . For example, data for two-phase pressure dro p
show a scatter range of about ± 20 - 30% . Consequently, a range of values should be taken into account for
the respective model parameter instead of one discrete value only . The state of knowledge about al l
uncertain parameters is described by ranges and subjective probability distributions . The term "subjective "
is used here to distinguish uncertainty due to imprecise knowledge from uncertainty due to stochastic or
random variability .
Stochastic variability due to possible component failures of the reactor plant is not considered i n
an uncertainty analysis . The single failure criterion is taken into account in a deterministic way . This is a
superior principle of safety analysis (redundance) . The probability of system failures is part of probabilisti c
safety analyses, not of demonstrating the effectiveness of emergency core cooling systems .
The aim of the uncertainty analysis is at first to identify and quantify all potentially importan t
uncertain parameters. Their propagation through computer code calculations provides subjectiv e
probability distributions (and ranges) for the code results . The evaluation of the margin
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to acceptance criteria, e.g. the maximum fuel rod clad temperature, should be based on the upper limit o f
this distribution for the calcuiated temperatures, for example, Figure 1 . Uncertainty analysis is needed i f
useful conclusions are to be obtained from "best estimate" thermal-hydraulic code calculations, otherwis e
single values of unknown accuracy would be presented for comparison with limits for acceptance .
Methods have been developed and presented to quantify the uncertainty of computer code result s
/DAU 95, DEP 98, LUD 99, WIC 98, YOU 98/ . The basic techniques used by GRS are presented togethe r
with new applications to a SBLOCA on an experiment and a German reference reactor . This work of GRS
was funded by the German Ministry for Economy and Technology .

A

Safety Limit
Acceptance Criterion (Regulatory Requirement )

i

Margin to
Acceptance Criterion

Actual Safety
Margi n

Upper Limit of Calculate d
Uncertainty Range
Real Value
Calculated Uncertainty Range
Figure 1 : Margin illustration

Description of the GRS metho d
Among others, GRS /HOF 93/ have developed methods for the determination of uncertainties . In
order to get information about the uncertainty of computer code results, a number of code runs have to b e
performed . For each of these calculation runs, ail identified uncertain parameters are varie d
simultaneously . Uncertain parameters are uncertain input values, models, initial and boundary conditions ,
numerical values like convergence criteria and maximum time step size, etc . Model uncertainties are
expressed by adding on or multiplying correlations by a corrective term, or by a set of alternative mode l
formulations . Uncertainties in noding, to describe the important phenomena, are to be taken into account i n
the code validation process . However, alternative noding schemes can be included in the uncertainty
analysis . Code validation results are a fundamental basis to quantify parameter uncertainties .
The selection of parameter values according to their specified subjective probability distributions ,
their combination and the evaluation of the calculation results requires a method . Following a proposai b y
GRS the central part of the method is a set of statistical techniques . The advantage of using these
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techniques is that the number of code calculations needed is independent of the number of uncertai n
parameters . In each code calculation, all uncertain parameters are varied simultaneously . In order to
quantify the effect of these variations on the result, statistical tools are used . Because the number o f
calculations is independent of the number of uncertain parameters, no a priori ranking of input parameter s
is necessary to reduce their number in order to cut computation cost . The ranking is a result of the analysi s
as described later.
The number of code calculations depends on the requested probability content and confidenc e
level of the statistical tolerance limits used in the uncertainty statements of the results . The require d
minimum number n of these calculation runs is given by the Wilks' formula /SAC 84/, e .g. for one-side d
tolerance limits : 1 - a" 13, where [3 x 100 is the confidence level (%) that the maximum code result wil l
not be exceeded with the probability a x 100 (%) (fractile) of the corresponding output distribution, whic h
is to be compared to the acceptante criterion. The confidence level is specified to account for the possibl e
influence of the sampling error due to the fact that the statements are obtained from a random sample o f
limited size. For two-sided statistical tolerance intervals the formula is : 1 - a " - n (1-a) a"-' [3. The
minimum number of calculations can be found in the following table :
Table 1: Minimum number of calculations n for one-sided and two-sided statistical tolerance limit s

(3/a
0.90
0.95
0.99 _

One-sided statistical
tolerance limits
0.90
0.95
0.99
22
45
230
29
59
299
44
90
459

Two-sided statistical
tolerance limit s
0.90
0.95
0.99
38
77
38 8
46
93
473
64
130
662

The probabilistic treatment of parameter uncertainties allows to quantify their state of knowledge .
This means, in addition to the uncertainty range, the knowledge is expressed by subjective probabilit y
density functions or probability distributions . The subjective interpretation of probability is used for a
parameter with a fixed but unknown or inaccurately known value . The classical interpretation of
probability as the limit of a relative frequency, expressing the uncertainty due to stochastic variability, i s
not applicable here .
The probability distribution can express that some values in the uncertainty range are more likel y
the appropriate parameter value than others . In the case that no preferences can be justified, uniform
distribution will be specified, i .e. each value between minimum and maximum is equally likely th e
appropriate parameter value . . As the consequence of this specification of probability distributions of inpu t
parameters, the computer code results also show a subjective probability distribution, from which
uncertainty limits or intervals are derived .
Another important feature of the method is that one can evaluate sensitivity measures of th e
importance of parameter uncertainties for the uncertainties of the results . These measures give a ranking of
input parameters . This information provides guidance as to where to improve the state of knowledge i n
order to reduce the output uncertainties mort effectively, or where to improve the modelling of th e
computer code. Sensitivity measures like Standardised Rank Regression Coefficients, Rank Correlatio n
Coefficients and Correlation Ratios permit a ranking of uncertainties in model formulations and input data ,
etc. with respect to their relative contribution to code output uncertainty . The difference to other known
uncertainty methods /DAU 95/ is that the ranking is a result of the analysis, and not of prior estimates an d
judgements . Uncertainty statements and sensitivity measures are available simultaneously for all singlevalued (e .g . peak clad temperature) as well as continuous valued (time dependent) output quantities of
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interest . The method relies only on actual code calculations without using approximations like fitte d
, response surfaces .
The different steps of the uncertainty analysis are supported by the software system SUS A
(Software System for Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses) developed by GRS /KRZ 94/ . They provide a
choice of statistical tools to be applied during the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis .
Uncertainty analyses were performed for both, the LSTF SB-CL-18 experiment and a Germa n
reference pressurised water reactor . For these analyses the method described in the previous section wa s
applied . An application to the experiment was performed in order to compare the uncertainty range of th e
results with méasured values . The accident scenario of the experiment and of the reactor was simila r
(except the ECC injection mode) . The thermal-hydraulic computer code ATHLET Mod 1 .2 /LER 95/ was
used for the GRS calculations . A brief description of the analyses is given in the subsequent chapters .
Application to experiment LSTF-SB-CL-1 8

Test description
The test simulates a small break loss of coolant accident (5%) transient performed on th e
Japanese LSTF facility which is a 1/48 volumetrically scaled model of a Westinghouse-type 3423 MW th
four loops PWR /KUM 89/ . The main components of LSTF have the same elevations as the referenc e
PWR to simulate the natural circulation phenomena and large loop pipes to simulate the two-phase flo w
regimes and phenomena of significance in an actual plant . The four primary loops of the reference PWR
are represented by two loops of equal volume (inlet diameter is 0 .207 m) .
Both the initial steady state conditions and the test procedures were designed to minimize th e
effects of LSTF scaling compromises on the transient during the test . The main operational conditions are :
break opening at time zero,
loss of offsite power at scram,
high pressure safety injection not actuated ,
main feedwater termination at reactor scram ,
auxiliary feedwater not actuated ,
accumulator injection at 4 .51 MPa,
lower pressure injection at 1 .29 MPa.
The main physical phenomena observed during this test were two uncoveries of the heater ro d
bundle representing the core . The first one due to water level depression (120-155 s) before the loop sea l
cleared (140 s), and the second one (420-540 s) due to loss of water inventory at the break which was
finished by the accumulator injection (455 s) . The whole transient lasted 900 s .

Results .
A total number of 100 ATHLET calculations has been performed . According to Wilks formula a
minimum of 93 runs are required to establish two-sided tolerance limits with 95% probability and 95 %
confidence . Thus, at any point of time, at least 95% of the combined influence of all considere d
uncertainties on the calculated results is between the presented uncertainty range, at a confidence level o f
at least 95% .
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Figure 2 : Calculated uncertainty range and best estimate reference calculation compared with measure d
minimum and maximum values of rod clad temperature at level 8 on experiment LSTF-SB-CL-1 8

Of special interest is the highest calculated clad temperature . As it can be seen from Figure 2 th e
experimental measurements in the elevation showing high temperatures, level 8, are generally inside th e
calculated uncertainty range. The calculated range of the second heat-up is slightly earlier than measured .
The end of this heat-up is due to an early accumulator injection start due to a low range of calculate d
pressure in the primary coolant system.
The measured value for the first peak clad temperature is 736 K and the calculated upper
uncertainty limit is 845 K . Sensitivity measures indicate the influence of the uncertainty in inpu t
parameters on the first peak clad temperature . For example, the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient i s
used as sensitivity measure. According to these quantities, the most important three parameters are : Drift in
horizontal pipe, drift in vertical pipe, and drift in horizontal connections of the heater rod bundle . An
increased drift in the vertical pipe and in the horizontal bundle connections tend to increase cla d
temperature, whereas increasing drift in the horizontal pipe results in decreased clad temperature .
The experimental value of the second peak clad temperature is 610 K, and the calculated upper
uncertainty lirait is 660 K . The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient show the top ranking of th e
parameter uncertainties : Contraction coefficient and vertical drift in the heater rod bundle . An increased
contraction coefficient will lead to an earlier accumulator injection, and consequently, tends to decrease th e
clad temperature . A higher drift in the bundle results in increased clad temperature .
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Uncertainty Methods Study (UMS )
The method proposed by GRS has been applied by three out of cive participants (ENUSA-Spain ,
IPSN-France, GRS-Germany) comparing uncertainty methods in the Uncertainty Methods Study (UMS )
/WIC 98/. This study was performed following a mandate from CSNI . Each method was used to calculat e
the uncertainty in specified code calculation results for the LSTF SB-CL-18 5% cold leg LOC A
experiment described in the previous section . Another method, the AEAT (UK) method, identifies an d
combines input uncertainties by bounding the uncertainty values . One of the methods, the Pisa (Italy )
method, does not use parameter uncertainties, it is based on extrapolation from integral experiments . To
use this method criteria on the code and experimental data base must be met.
The major differences between the predictions of the methods came from the quantification of th e
input uncertainties, and consequently, the wideness of the uncertainty ranges and the choice of uncertai n
parameters . For the Pisa method differences corne mainly from the optimisation of the nodalisation an d
from the different number of experiments investigated . Care must be taken to select suitable experimenta l
and analytical information to specify uncertainty distributions or to quantify the accuracy of code results .
Application to a German reference reacto r
Description of the accident scenari o
A 5% break in the cold leg of a German PWR of 1300 MW electric power is investigated . Like
for the LSTF experiment, a lors of off-site power at scram is assumed . The high pressure injection syste m
is assumed to fail (this assumption is beyond design basis) . All eight accumulators are available, four ar e
connected to each of the four hot legs and four to each of the cold legs . The accumulator system i s
specified to initiate coolant injection into the primary system below a pressure of 2 .6 MPa . After about 500
seconds the injection is into the hot legs only because the cold leg accumulators will be closed . The lo w
pressure injection system is activated at 1 .06 MPa.

Uncertain parameters
All parameters identified as potentially important are included in the uncertainty analysis . For
this analysis a total of 45 potentially important uncertain parameters are identified /GLA 97/ . Included are
38 model parameters, 2 uncertainties of bypass flow cross sections in the reactor vessel (between uppe r
downcomer and upper plenum, as well as upper downcomer and upper head), 4 uncertainties of reacto r
plant conditions, and 1 uncertainty of the numerical solution procedure .
Model uncertaintie s
For this reactor application 34 parameters are characterising computer code model uncertaintie s
by uncertain corrective multipliera . Four additional model uncertainties are expressed by sets of alternativ e
model formulations, i .e . two from wall heat transfer, and two from hydrodynamics (drift, pressure drop) .
The quantification of model uncertainties is based on the experience gained from the ATHLET validation .
Scaling effects
Possible contributions to the uncertainty of reactor calculations may corne from scaling effects .
Several tests of the German ,,Upper Plenum Test Facility" (UPTF) and UPTF-TRAM (Transient an d
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Accident Management) tests in 1 :1 scale were investigated by comparisons with ATHLET code
calculations or with results of small scale facilities . It turned out that no additional uncertain model
parameter has to be introduced to account for scaling effects .
Reactor plant condition s
In order to account for uncertainties in reactor plant conditions, the uncertainties in core power
[100% - 106%], decay heat power [DIN ± 10%], fuel-clad gap conductance correction factor [0 .885 1 .63], and the temperature of the cooling water in the accumulators [30 - 40°C] are included . For gap
conductance a normal distribution is specified, for the other parameters a uniform distribution .
Realistic initial and boundary conditions are ùsed in the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of th e
reference reactor. If specific conditions are not exactly known, they are considered uncertain . The singl e
failure criterion, however, is taken into account in a deterministic way, it is not treated as uncertainty . This
is a superior principle of safety analysis (redundance) . The probability of system failures is part o f
probabilistic safety analyses, not of demonstrating the effectiveness of emergency core cooling systems .
For design basis accidents the cooling system effectiveness has to be proven by deterministic safet y
analyses with regard to the available systems . The uncertainty analysis of such deterministic calculations
permits a quantitative probabilistic statement about the margin between the tolerance limits of th e
calculation results and the acceptante limits . In the present investigation, however, the single failure of on e
high pressure system, and the unavailability of a second high pressure system due to preventive
maintenance are exceeded by the assumption of a complete failure of the high pressure injection system .
High pressure system failures are the worst unavailabilities in small break loss of coolant accidents .
Results
The highest calculated clad temperatures are of special interest . The peak clad temperature i s
calculated in the upper part of the core (level 7) . Figure 3 shows the uncertainty range for the cla d
temperature of the rods at level 7 . At least 95% of the combined influence of all identified uncertainties are
within this range at a confidence level of 90% (77 calculation runs were performed) .
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Figure 3 : Calculated uncertainty range of rod clad temperature and best estimate calculation for referenc e
reactor

A comparison of this calculation with LSTF results show differences at about 120 t o
160 s . While LSTF shows a first heat-up during this time span, the reactor calculation does not show a n
increase in clad temperature . This difference is mainly due to different decay power curves . The maximum
power in LSTF is only 14% of the scaled power under normal operating conditions . Therefore, this highes t
possible power is kept for 35 s after the scram signal, and is decreased subsequently to compensate for the
lower initial power. Comparisons in the LOBI experimental facility, where the full scaled initial power wa s
available, .running experiments with reactor typical decay heat immediately after scram, show nearly n o
first heat-up compared with a power curve similar to LSTF .
A heat-up is calculated at 500 s during core uncovery . The calculated upper tolerance limit of th e
maximum clad temperature at level 7 is 495°C . The maximum clad temperature at level 7 in the referenc e
calculation is 400 °C . After 750 s the uncertainty range decréases when the rods are cooled due t o
accumulator water injection . The earliest start of accumulator injection is at 540 s .
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Figure 4 : Sensitivity measures of the peak clad temperature with respect to the selected 45 uncertain inpu t
parameters (standardised rank regression coefficient) for reference reacto r

Figure 4 shows sensitivity measures indicating the influence of the uncertainty in inpu t
parameters on the peak clad temperature . The Rank Regression Coefficient is shown as sensitivit y
measure. The length of the bars indicates the sensitivity of the respective parameter uncertainty on th e
result (here the peak clad temperature). The sensitivity measure gives the variation of the result in terms o f
standard deviations when the input uncertainty varies by one standard deviation (if the input uncertaintie s
are independent) . Positive sign means that input uncertainty and results have the came direction, i .e. an
increase of input uncertainty values tends to increase the clad temperature and vice versa . For negative sign
the input uncertainty and the result have opposite direction, i .e. increasing the parameter values tends to
decrease the clad temperature and vice versa .
According to these quantitative sensitivity measures, the main contributions to uncertainty of th e
peak clad temperature come from the decay heat power (parameter 44), the vertical drift model in the cor e
(parameter 24), and the contraction coefficient of the critical discharge model (parameter 3) . Increasing the
contraction coefficient tends to decrease the peak clad temperature and vice versa . An increased drift in the
core and an increased decay heat power results in increased clad temperature at higher elevations .
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Figure 5 : Time dependent sensitivity measures of rod clad temperature fo r
reference reactor (heat-up : 530-680 s, cooling : 680-750 s )

The most important sensitivities with respect to clad temperature at level 7 versus time are
presented in Figure 5 . In addition to those mentioned for the peak clad temperature, the turbulence facto r
for evaporation in the critical discharge model (parameter 1) shows up to be an important uncertaint y
contributor in the time between 200 and 500 s . Between 400 and 800 s the contraction coefficient at th e
break is a major uncertainty contributor . Increasing contraction increases the critical mass flow out of th e
break, increases the velocity in" the upper part of the bundle, increases the cooling, and, consequently ,
decreases the clad temperature (negative sign) . Furthermore, the pressure decrease. in the primary system i s
faster, and the actuation pressure of the accumulators is reached earlier . Thus, the accumulator injectio n
starts sooner, tending to decrease the peak clad temperature . But the sensitivity measure of the contractio n
coefficient changes its sign to positive at 680 s. Increasing contraction leads to earlier accumulato r
injection, earlier cooling of the core, however, earlier increase of steam production, increasing the pressur e
in the primary system, reducing the pressure difference between accumulator and primary system, and ,
consequently, decreasing the injected emergency cooling water flow . Thus, the cooling of the fuel rods i s
decreased earlier . Less pronounced is the contribution of vertical drift in the core . During core uncovery
(530 to 650 s) an increasing drift between steam and water tends to increase the rod temperature .
Increasing drift causes a lower water fraction in the upper core region due to lower entrainment .
The specifications of ranges and probability distributions of uncertain input parameters may hav e
a big influence on the uncertainty of code results, and, thus, on the quantification of the predictio n
capability . Current activities in the frame of prediction capabilities of best estimate computer codes ar e
emphasising these specifications . The state of knowledge about uncertain input parameters has to b e
improved, and suitable experimental as well as analytical information has to be selected . It is effective t o
concentrate on those uncertainties showing the highest sensitivity measures .
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Conclusions
Two applications of the uncertainty method . proposed by GRS are presented . A significan t
advantage of this methodology is that no a priori reduction in the number of uncertain input parameters b y
expert judgement or screening calculations is necessary to limit the calculational effort. All potentially
important parameters may be included in the uncertainty analysis . The method accounts for the combine d
influence of all identified input uncertainties on the results . This would be difficult or even impossible t o
achieve by a priori expert judgement of loss of coolant accidents or transients .
The number of calculations needed is independent of the number of uncertain parameter s
accounted for in the analysis . It does, however, depend on the requested tolerance limits, i.e. the requested
probability coverage (percentage) of the combined effect of the quantified uncertainties, and on th e
requested confidence level (percentage) of the code results . The tolerance limits can be used for
quantitative statements about margins to acceptance criteria .
Another important feature of the method is that it provides sensitivity measures of the influenc e
of the identified parameter uncertainties on the results . The measures permit an uncertainty importanc e
ranking . This information provides guidance as to where to improve the state of knowledge in order t o
reduce the output uncertainties most effectively, or where to improve the modelling of the computer code .
Different to other known uncertainty methods the ranking is a result of the analysis and its inputs, and no t
of an a priori expert judgement . Uncertainty statements and sensitivity measures are availabl e
simultaneously for all single-valued (e .g. peak cladding temperature) as well as continuous valued (tim e
dependent) output quantities of interest . The method relies only on actual code calculations without the us e
of approximations like fitted response surfaces . The method proposed by GRS has been used in differen t
applications by various international institutions, e .g . in the Uncertainty Methods Study /WIC 98/ .
A challenge in performing uncertainty analyses is the specification of ranges and probabilit y
distributions of input parameters . Investigations are underway to translate data measured in experiment s
into themal-hydraulic model parameter uncertainties. Care must be taken to select suitable experimental
and analytical information to specify uncertainty distributions . This is a general experience applying
different uncertainty methods .
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ABSTRACT

The internai assessment of uncertainty is a desirable capability for thermalhydraulic system codes .
This consists in the possibility of obtaining proper uncertainty bands each time a nuclear plant transien t
scenario is calculated . In the present paper, a methodology suitable for introducing such a capability into a
system code is discussed . At the basis of the derivation of the CIAU (Code with - the capability of Internat Assessment of Uncertainty) there is the UMAE (Uncertainty Methodology based on the Accurac y
Extrapolation), previously proposed by University of Pisa, though other uncertainty methodologies can b e
used for the same purpose .
The idea of the CIAU is the identification and the characterization of standard plant statuses an d
the association of uncertainty to each status . One hypercube and one time interval identify the plant status .
"Quantity" and "Time" uncertainties are combined for each plant status .
The recently released US NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) Relap5/mod3 .2 system code
constitutes the CIAU . This is used for showing the applicability of the proposed method . In the present
paper the derivation of the methodology is discussed and reference results of PWR (Pressurized Wate r
Reactor) plant transients are shown bounded by the CIAU calculated uncertainty bands .
1.

INTRODUCTIO N

Evaluation of Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) performances during accident conditions has been th e
main issue of the research in nuclear fields during the last 40 years . Therefore, several complex system
thermalhydraulic codes exist for simulating the transient behavior of water-cooled reactors . These are
supported by a wealth of experimental data gathered for situations relevant to Pressurized and Boilin g
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Water Reactors, PWR and BWR, respectively . The following items constitute recent milestones in th e
nuclear reactor thermalhydraulic technology and give an idea of the main achievements .
•

A State of the Art Report in modeling LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident) and non-LOCA transient s
and the Compendium on ECCS (Emergency Core Cooling Systems) Researches have been publishe d
in 1989, by OECD/CSNI (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development / Committee o n
the Safety of Nuclear Installations) and US NRC . These reports broadly cover topics like plant feature s
relevant to thermalhydraulics, transients' description, phenomena identification, and code modeling
capabilities, needs for data and present situation in the experimental area, refs . [1] and [2] .
The CSAU (Code Scaling Applicability and Uncertainty), published in 1990 constituted a pioneerin g
effort made by NRC in the area of code uncertainty prediction, ref . [3] .

•

The Integral Test Facility CSNI Code Validation Matrix (ITF-CCVM) report, was initially publishe d
in 1987 and extensively updated in 1996, refs . [4] and [5] . Tests for code validation were selected
based on the quality of the data, the variety of scaling, the geometry and the appropriateness of th e
range of covered conditions . At the origin of the matrices, there was the decision to bias the cod e
assessment process toward integral tests . In this way, the code models were exercised and interacted in
situations as similar as possible to those of interest to PWR and BWR . This was done because of the
assumption that sufficient comparison with separate effects test data would be performed an d
documented by code developers . The last expectation has proved unrealistic . This stimulated the
activity discussed in the next item .
A group of scientists was formed toward the end of '80s, to set-up the Separate Effect Test Facilit y
CSNI Code Validation Matrix, SETF-CCVM, that was issued in 1994, ref. [6] . The development of the
SETF-CCVM required an extension of the methodology employed for the ITF-CCVM, both in th e
scope and the definition of the thermalhydraulic phenomena and in the categorization and descriptio n
of facilities . A significant result of the activity was the selection of sixty-seven phénomena assumed t o
cover ail the thermalhydraulic situations of interest expected in PWR and BWR transients . The neede d
effort suitable for a comprehensive code validation was quantified : more than one thousan d
experiments should be part of a thermalhydraulic system code validation program . The impact of those
findings in planning new researches was also evaluated, ref . [7].

•

Special topics like user and computer-compiler effects upon code calculation results, nodalisatio n
qualification, accuracy quantification, relevante of International Standard Problems and lesso n
learned, usé of best estimate codes in the licensing, have been widely discussed, e .g . refs. [8] to [15] .

•

A special attention from the scientific community has always been given to the quantification of cod e
uncertainty in predicting plant transients . The UMS (Uncertainty Method Study) activity was set up ,
that allowed the comparison of uncertainty results obtained from five different methodologies, ref .
[16] .

•

OECD/CSNI Specialists Meetings have been recently held in Annapolis (1996) and in Ankara (1998 )
addressing the future needs in the area of code development/assessment/capabilities and the use o f
codes and uncertainty methodologies in the licensing process, refs . [17] and [18] respectively . The
proceedings constitute the source of relevant information in the concerned areas .

The results and the discussions had in the fast two frameworks directly triggered or oriented the
present research aiming at the achievement of a "Code with - the capability of - Internai Assessment of
Uncertainty" (CIAU) . More in particular, the origin of the activity can be 'derived from the followin g
observations .
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Notwithstanding the important achievements summarized above and the progress made in th e
recent years, the predictions of the system codes, including Relaps, are not exact but remain uncertain '
because :
- the assessment process depends upon data almost always measured in small scaled facilities and no t
in the full power reactors ;
- the models and the solution methods in the codes are approximate : in some cases, fundamental law s
of the physics are not considered .
Consequently, the results of the code calculations may not be applicable to, give `exact '
information on the behavior of a Nuclear Power Plant during postulated accident scenarios . In addition, th e
comparison among the results of five of the uncertainty methodologies, i.e. the already mentioned UM S
effort, shows that :
- the methods lead to different predictions of the uncertainty ;
- different users of the same methodology can obtain different prediction of uncertainty ;
- the effort required to apply each one of the methodologies may be large .
The availability of a CIAU would eliminate the above drawbacks also leading to th e
simplification of the application of any uncertainty methodology and, definitely, to the reduction of the
costs. Therefore a research activity has been started, with the aim to realize the integration between th e
code and the uncertainty methodology . This process, called Internai Assessment of Uncertainty (IAU) ,
makes it possible that uncertainty bands automatically supplement any Nuclear Power Plant calculatio n
result .
The Relap5/mod3 .2 system code, developed by the US NRC, ref . [19], is at the center of th e
activity also considering the wide experience gained in its use at ANPA and at the University of Pisa .
Owing to a similar reason, the UMAE (Uncertainty Methodology based on Accuracy Extrapolation), ha s
been used as a tool for generating uncertainty data, ref . [20].
The purposes of the paper are to outline the general idea of the CIAU research activity, t o
demonstrate the feasibility and to give an idea of the applicability of the methodology to the licensin g
process of Light Water Reactors .

2.

THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT STATUS APPROAC H

The knowledge gained from the development of an uncertainty methodology, the observation tha t
the related application introduce `uncertainty methodology user effect' and the request at the OECD/CSN I
Annapolis Meeting of developing the capability of `internat assessment of uncertainty' are at the basis o f
the present proposai . The first step in this direction is to construct an objective environment inside which
the uncertainty can be evaluated . This is constituted by the Nuclear Power Plant Status and is discusse d
hereafter . Detailed information about the CIAU process can be derived from references [21] to [23] .
The usual characterization of any transient or event occurred or calculated in a typical LW R
(Light Water Reactor) is through a number of time trends, i .e . pressures, levels, temperatures, mas s
flowrates versus time . The event time, or the time elapsed since the event beginning, constitutes thé mai n
way to characterize the transient together with the initial and boundary conditions . In this case, which can
be identified as `time-domain', time is taken as horizontal axis in the graphicai representation of th e
transient evolution . Therefore, in the area of uncertainty evaluation, each transient becomes unique, thu s
requiring a specific evaluation of the error that characterizes any of the time trends . This is tru e
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notwithstanding the possibility to consider Key Phenomena or Relevant Thermalhydraulic Aspects, e .g .
refs . [1], [6], [20], that are common to classes of transients .
A different way to look at the same transients involves the use of the `phase-space' . In the
graphical representation, any relevant quantity can be used in the vertical or horizontal axis .
`Time-domain' and `phase-space' representations for relevant quantities measured during fiv e
selected experiments of different nature perfromed in five different Integral Test facilities, can be seen i n
Figs . 1 and 2, respectively. Differences in the two couples of graphics are obvious . The basic idea of th e
CIAU is that any of the regions identified with modalities as in Fig . 2 can be assigned one uncertaint y
value.
The same idea, referring to specific thermalhydraulic phenomena, is discussed in refs . [24] an d
[25] . Those papers show that phenomenological areas or regions in the `phase-space' are suitable for th e
use in scaling and extrapolation studies . Additional support for planning the method came from th e
characterization of generic plant status for the actuation of Accident Management countermeasures, a s
discussed in ref. [26] . Finally, the pursued approach is similar to what proposed by D .C. Groeneveld et al .
in ref. [27] : in that case, pressure, quality and flowrate are entered into the `look-up' table that produces a
suitable value for the CHF (Critical Heat Flux) . In the present case, proper `driving quantities' are entere d
into matrices and vector and produce uncertainty values .
The concept of plant status is introduced in order to implement the above idea in the uncertainty
evaluation process . Reference is made to any transient situation assumed to occur in BWR or PW R
equipped Nuclear Power Plants . No distinction is made among DBA (Design Basis Accident), BDB A
(Beyond DBA), operational transients or transients involving multiple failures . The only boundaries are
constituted by the values assumed by the considered transient driving quantities . However, the hypothesi s
is made that the transients do not evolve toward situations that imply core degradation and loss o f
geometric integrity . It can be premised that code validation must be proved within the fixed boundaries o r
ranges of variation of the assigned parameters .
Referring to any plant transient scenario (i .e. SBLOCA, LBLOCA, Transient or Operationa l
Transient), the status of a plant can be characterized by six driving quantities and by the transient time . In
the case of a PWR the six quantities are :
a)
b)
c)
d)

the upper plenum pressure,
the primary loop mass inventory (including pressuriser) ,
the steam generator pressure ,
the cladding surface temperature at 2/3 of core active length (starting from the Bottom of the Activ e
Fuel), where the maximum value occurring in one horizontal core cross section is considered ,
e) the core power,
f) the steam generator, downcomer collapsed liquid level, if levels are different in the various steam
generators, the largest value is considered .
These are listed as (1) to (6) in Tabs . 1 and 2 . If a BWR is considered, five driving quantities
apply, i.e. all of the above except the one at item c) . In this case, the quantity at item f) is the Reacto r
Pressure Vessel downcomer level .
In relation to each of the driving quantities and the transient time, upper and lower boundarie s
must be fixed together with a minimum-optimal number of intervals . The assumed subdivision can b e
found in Tabs . 2 and 3, quantities and time related, respectively . Six dimensions constitute the `phasespace' domain in the case of PWR . Each combination of intervals identifies one hypercube in that domain .
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Therefore, a hypercube and a time interval characterize a unique plant status in the frame of uncertaint y
evaluation . All plant statuses are characterized by a matrix of hypercubes and by a vector of time intervals .
The definition of time and quantity uncertainty can be drawn from Fig . 3 . The dotted fine is th e
result of a system code calculation : Y is a generic thermafhydraulic code output plotted versus time . Each
point value in the curve is affected by a quantity error (Uq) and by a time error (Ut) . Owing to th e
uncertainty, each point value may take any value . within the rectangle identified by the quantity and th e
time errors (Fig . 3c) . The amount of error, each edge of the rectangle, can be defined in probabilistic terms ,
consistently with the needs of a licensing process . For instance, a 95% probability level is considere d
acceptable to the NRC staff for comparison of best estimate predictions of postulated transients to th e
licensing limits in 10 CFR (Code of Federal Regulation) Part 50 . The way used to combine the rectangles
at the end of the CIAU process can be seen in Fig . 3d .
Following the CIAU idea, the uncertainty in code prediction is constant within each plant status .
A Quantity Uncertainty Matrix (QUM) and a Time Uncertainty Vector (TUV) can be derived, utilizing th e
definitions in Fig . 3 .

3.

THE CIAU PROCESS

The development of the capability of Internat Assessment of Uncertainty requires a qualified
system code (e .g. ref. [19]) and a suitable uncertainty methodology (e .g . ref. [20]) . However, any of th e
available system codes or of the uncertainty methodologies can be combined to get a Code with Interna i
Assessment of Uncertainty . A simplified flow diagram of the CIAU is given in Fig . 4, where two mai n
parts can be seen . The former dealing with the development of the method and the latter with it s
application . The CIAU development took benefit from the experience gained in the development of th e
UMAE uncertainty methodology, ref . [20] .

3.1

CIAU development
The development of the method implies :

•
•
•
•

the availability of qualified experimental data (block a in Fig . 4) ,
the availability of qualified system codes calculation results (block b) ,
the definition of postulated transients including the definition of plant status (block c) ,
the selection of variables in relation to which the uncertainty must be calculated (block e) .

The support of experimental data (block a) is considered mandatory, whatever is the qualification
process . Qualified code results (block b) signify the run of qualified code in a qualified computer/compiler ,
by a qualified user using a qualified nodalisation, ref . [28] . The qualification level of the code result s
should be evaluated from a qualitative and a quantitative point of view, see also refs . [13] and [21] .
Any uncertainty methodology, supported by a system code, can be used at block b for producin g
data that are concerned with block c, thus producing an uncertainty database . Thousands of variables are
the output of a code calculation and are utilized to characterize a postulated transient scenario . It may result
impractical and non-necessary to evaluate the uncertainty connected with any quantity . The safety
relevance and the consistency with achievements in ref . [16] have been considered in the presen t
framework . Therefore, three variables have been selected for uncertainty evaluation :
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A) the system pressure taken in the upper plenum of the main vessel ,
B) the (maximum) rod cladding temperature at 2/3 core active length ,
C) the fluid mass inventory in the primary circuit .
It may be noted that the above quantities are the same as those utilized for characterizing plan t
status, i .e . a), b) and d) in Chapt . 2, respectively.
If the UMAE uncertainty methodology is used (bounded area in Fig . 4, see also Fig . 5 described
in ref . [20]), relevant experimental data and code calculation results (blocks a and b) are compared .
Accuracy is evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively, block d . If accuracy is acceptable (block d), th e
Quantity Accuracy Matrix (QAM) and the Time Accu racy Vector (TAV) are generated (blocks f and g ,
respectively) .
Now, the various plant statuses identified under block c can be filled by data coming from bloc k
b or from blocks f and g in the case of UMAE . The scenario independence check (block h) needs to verify
that the transient type does not affect calculated uncertainties in each hypercube . For instance, it migh t
happen that data from the analysis of several SBLOCA produceuncertainty values much higher than dat a
from the analysis of a similar number of LBLOCA, when the same hypercubes are concerned . In this case ,
the outlet "NO" from the block h brings into the block i . The number of hypercubes, i .e. the ranges of
variation of the driving quantities, must be changed or the transient type must be identified inside eac h
hypercube . If the scenario independence check is positively passed, uncertainty values can be meaningfull y
assigned to each plant status . The already mentioned QUM and TUV are generated .

3.2

CIAU application and current statu s

The application of the CIAU is straightforward once QUM and TUV are available . The `erro r
matrices' and the `error vector' are currently used as a post-processor of a CIAU calculation . The AS M
(Analytical Simulation Model), i .e. a qualified NPP nodalisation in the UMAE nomenclature, is used to ge t
the transient scenario . Once a generic event is predicted, block p, the six driving quantities introduced i n
Chapt . 2 are used to identify the succession of hypercubes . The time intervals are also identified by th e
predicted event time, block r . This leads to the quantity uncertainty and the time uncertainty values, block s
s and t, respectively, that can be combined to get the searched uncertainty bands . It may be noted again tha t
uncertainty bands only envelope the quantities selected under block e . Continuous uncertainty bands ar e
generated and envelope the ASM calculation results .
In the frame of the development of the CIAU, four QUM and four TUV are being considered .
These are characterized in Tab . 4, where also the objective for each set of QUM+TUV is also given . The
first set, or couple QUM+TUV, constitutes the objective of the derivation of the CIAU . Any calculatio n
used in the process and the corresponding experimental database is qualified in the sense required b y
UMAE . The second set has been considered in order to enlarge the database that can be derived throug h
the UMAE . Gathering the data from the literature implies the following :
-

the nodalisations may not be qualified ;
user choices can be different from the standard ones required in the UMAE process ; therefore, the use r
effect is more and more part of the uncertainty value ;
the experimental data may not be qualified ;
no acceptability condition is fulfilled in the comparison between measured and predicted trends ;
the number of data points originating QUM and TUV can be substantially larger than in the previou s
case (advantage of the set QUM+TUV No 2) .
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The third set of QUM+TUV has been created to test the numerical tools part of the CIAU, to prove
the feasibility of the method and to show its capabilities . The uncertainty values have been arbitraril y
assigned inside each hypercube and in relation to each time interval . The fourth set has been generate d
considering the wide experience gained and the resulting wide database from the application o f
Relap5/mod2 to SBLOCA analyses, e .g. ref. [29] . The availability of the QUM+TUV set No 4 allows a
further qualification of the set No 1 .

3.3

The qualification processes

One important aspect of any tool developed in system thermalhydraulics is the possibility t o
perform the assessment and, eventually to show the quality level, utilizing databases independent fro m
those utilized in the development of the tool itself . Three qualification steps are foreseen in the case of
CIAU . All of these are finalized to the QUM and TUV set No . 1 in Tab . 4.
The first one can be identified as internai qualification process . Data gathered inside eac h
hypercube or each time interval of QUM and TUV, or inside QAM and TAV if the UMAE methodology i s
adopted, are labeled before being combined . In other terms, each uncertainty or accuracy connected valu e
includes its origin, i .e . the transient scenario type and the part of the hypercube that is concerned . A
statistical analysis can be used to find whether groups of data coming from different events or related to
different parts of the same hypercube, are different . If this occurs, different matrices of hypercubes must b e
built up separating the event types, and/or the dimensions of hypercubes in the `phase-space' must b e
decreased . This process is continuously ongoing during the development of the method : the experience
gained so far does not bring to any need to increase the number of hypercubes nor to characterize the even t
type .
The second qualification step is carried out when a reasonable number of hypercubes and tim e
intervals have been filled . In this case, the CIAU is run to simulate qualified transients measured in IT F
(Integral Test Facilities) that have not been utilized for getting uncertainty values . The success is th e
demonstration that CIAU calculated uncertainty bands envelop the experimental data . This must b e
intended as the reference qualification process for the CIAU, together with the condition that uncertaint y
bands are reasonably large . The completion of this stép will also allow to establish, on an objective basis ,
the confidence level of the uncertainty statements . The increase in the number of positively completed
qualification analyses will increase the confidence level of the procedure . No correlation has been
established yet between the number of qualification analyses and the expected confidence level of th e
uncertainty results, though the target is to achieve the 95% confidence level .
The last qualification step is based upon the comparison of data gathered for the sets of QUM an d
TUV Nos . 1 and 4 in Tab . 4 . This is only related to phenomena of interest for SBLOCA in PWR . The
success is the demonstration that the predicted uncertainty bands are very similar in the two cases .
4.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVED RESULTS

Results obtained when developing the CIAU can be found in ref . [21] . These have the aim t o
clarify the structure and the features of the methodology . Hereafter the discussion is limited to results fro m
the application of the CIAU .
The Code with capability of Internal Assesment of Uncertainty, in its final configuratio n
accessible to the code user, has the same features as the original code and no extra input requirement i s
needed tu exploit the IAU capability . This capability is implemented as an `automatic post processor' . In
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Results obtained when developing the CIAU can be found in ref . [21] . These have the aim t o
clarify the structure and the features of the methodology . Hereafter the discussion is limited to results from
the application of the CIAU.
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other words, each time the calculation of a nuclear power plant transient scenario is completed, the code
automatically identifies the hypercubes through which the transient evolved . Each time the transient enters
in one hypercube (the situation that a scenario runs outside the hypercubes is impossible) quantity errors
are picked up which combine with the time error at that time . Error bands are automatically generated an d
superimpose to the calculated time trends of mass inventory, primary system pressure and rod surfac e
temperature at 2/3 of the core active length .
Therefore, no extra capability or engineering evaluation is required to the code user who is usin g
a CIAU in addition to those normally required to run the original code version .
The UMAE methodology has been used for deriving uncertainty bands in SBLOCA calculations ,
e.g. refs . [16] and [20] . The QUM+TUV set No . 4 (Tab. 4) basically produces the same uncertainty result s
reported in the above mentioned references . In addition, preliminary results from the use of the CIAU
dealing with the derivation of uncertainty in the prediction of NPP scenarios have been alread y
documented. These involved the use of the sets of QUM+TUV Nos. 1 (ref. [38]) . Hereafter, referenc e
results obtained from the use of the QUM+TUV No . 3 are given, mostly to give an idea of the capabilitie s
of the method . Owing to the derivation of the QUM+TUV No . 3, the uncertainty bands presented belo w
might not be considered as representative of the results expected by the use of QUM+TUV No . 1 .
A two loops Westinghouse reactor constitutes the reference NPP . The list of transients that hav e
been calculated by the Relap5/mod3 .2 is given in ref. [21] . Large and small break LOCA and transients no t
involving the loss of integrity of the primary circuit, are part of the list . The adopted nodalisation consists
of about 300 hydraulic nodes and 2500 mesh points for conduction heat transfer .
Sample results are given in Figs . 6, 7 and 8 . In all cases, the thick line is the result of the ASM
and the thin lines bound the predicted uncertainty .
In the case of LBLOCA, a typical rod surface temperature is shown in Fig . 11 . The methodolog y
predicts an upper und a louver bound for this relevant safety parameter . In this case, even the lower boun d
is concerned with a dryout situation . This may not be case when the difference between dryout and rewet
times from the ASM calculation is smaller than the time uncertainty drived from TUV data . In such a
situation, the methodology predicts a phenomenological bifurcation . The errors affecting the prediction of
the timing of dryout and rewet occurrences can also be derived from Fig. 6
The application of the CIAU to a SBLOCA, produces uncertainty results qualitatively similar t o
what obtained in applications of the UMAE uncertainty method, (e .g. refs . [16]), as given in Fig . 7 . The
possibility of phenomenological bifurcation when predicting post-CHF heat transfer regimes for reduce d
time duration can be envisaged from the last figure . The beyond DBA nature of the considered transien t
should be noted .
The last transient discussed is originated by a complete loss of feedwater with delayed actuatio n
of the auxiliary feedwater . The transient has been deeply analyzed in the past, referring to experimenta l
data and correspondent code calculations, e .g. ref. [30] . The results shown in Fig . 8 indicate the possibilit y
of using CIAU for the optimization of the Emergency Operating Procedures . Reference should be made to
the start of the depressurization toward the end of the transient . This is caused by the actuation of an EO P
(Emergency Operating Procedure) on the secondary side of the steam generator . The CIAU can be used for
calculating the effectiveness of different EOP . The calculated time of depressurization, coupled with th e
predicted uncertainty, can be used for selecting the best EOP .
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5. CONCLUSION S
The CIAU constitutes a powerful tool that is originated by the combination of a qualified bes t
estimate thermalhydraulic system code and a suitable Uncertainty Methodology . Reference is made to the
prediction of a transient scenario consequent to a postulated event in a generic Light Water Reactor . The
implementation of the CIAU capability allows the achievement of error (uncertainty) bands coupled wit h
the time dependent results of the concerned system code calculation . The experience gained in the
application and the qualification of system codes (i .e . Relap5) as well as in the development and the
qualification of an uncertainty methodology (i .e. UMAE) has been exploited in the present framework .
The idea at the basis of the CIAU is connected with the status approach . First, quantities hav e
been selected to characterize in a multidimensional space the thermohydraulic status of a LWR during any
transient,. Hypercubes have been defined in this way and associated to time intervals accounting for th e
transient time duration . Then, accuracy has been calculated for each hypercube and time interval. Th e
combination of accuracy values coming from hypercubes and time intervals allows the derivation o f
continuous uncertainty or error bands enveloping any time dependent variables that are the output of a
system code calculation .
Relap5/mod3 .2 system code and UMAE uncertainty methodology have been coupled t o
constitute the CIAU. Therefore, the uncertainty has been obtained from the extrapolation of the accurac y
resulting from the comparison between code results and relevant experimental data : these may be obtaine d
from integral test facilities as well as from separate effects test facilities . However, any qualified system
code and any uncertainty methodology could be applied in a way similar to that shown here for getting th e
same goal .
A consistent ensemble of uncertainty values is included in any set constituted by a QUM and a
TUV (Quantity Uncertainty Matrix and Time Uncertainty Vector, respectively) . The QUM is formed b y
hypercubes whose edges are six selected variables representative of a transient scenario . The TUV i s
formed by time intervals . Four sts of QUM+TUV have been considered . The filling of the set No . 1 (Tab.
4) constitutes the objective of the research . The application of the set No. 3 has been used in the presen t
framework in order to show the features of the method . The obtained results prove the feasibility of th e
idea and the capabilities of the CIAU . The main advantage of the methodology tomes from avoiding an y
need to interpret logical statements that are part of uncertainty methods, i .e. avoiding user effect whe n
using uncertainty methodologies . In addition, negligible computer time or human resources are needed fo r
the application of the CIAU.
The following aspects of the proposed méthodology require additional investigation :
-

demonstration that accuracy results coming the analysis of different types of transient are statisticall y
homogeneous inside each hypercube or time interval : this may require a more fine subdivision o f
hypercubes or, in an extreme case, the setting up of different databases depending upon the transien t
type ;

-

qualification of the methodology : this can be achieved by the use of experimental data independen t
from those adopted when setting up the accuracy databases ;
introduction of consistency checks between uncertainty values characterizing different variables (e.g.
pressure and related saturation ternperature) ;
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introduction of the capability of considering bifurcation : in this case, any selected transient may b e
calculated to evolve through a tree of transients each one characterized by suitable uncertainty bands .
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No .

FACILITY
TEST
TRANSIENT TYPE

(1)

UPPER PLENUM
PRESSURE (MPa)
PRIMARY CIRCUI T
MASS INVENTORY (%)
STEAM GENERATOR
PRESSURE (MPa)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

CLADDIN G
TEMPERATURE (K)
CORE POWER (%)
STEAM GENERATOR
LEVEL (%)
TRANSIENT DURATION
(s)

BETHSY
6.2TC
SB LOCA

LSTF
SB-CL-21
SB LOCA
DESCRIPTOR S

LOFT
L2-5
LB LOCA

SPES
SP-FW-02
LOFW

LOBI
BT-1 7
LOFW

P+P

PE-13

PE-PC-002

P-017P

PA3 8

MCP

CA-2

(*)

(*)

P+47

PE-21

PE-SGS001SS

P-104S

PA91 S

TZ0228
W+02

TN-318
. M1-17

TE-5406-026
RE-T-77-1A2

TN020P39
J000P

TH31D61 6
WH POWER

ZT5R1
2650

LE-3
22,50

(**)
120

L-11OS1
6600

CL93B T
6390

. CIPRI M

(*) Calculated as the difference between (initial mass in the circuit) and (mass lost to the break - mass injected by ECCS )
(**) Not available . The value is assumed to remain constant during the transient at 100% of its nominal value .

Tab . 1 - Cross-correlation between facilities, test types, test identification and thermalhydrauli c
quantities for five transients measured in five different PWR simulators .

(1)
UPPER
PLENUM
PRESSURE
[MPa]
18 .0
15 .0
10.0
9 .0
7 .0
5 .0
4.0
2.0
0.5

(2)
PRIMARY
CIRCUIT MAS S
INVENTORY
[%](°)
120.
100:
80.
40.
10.

(3 )
STEAM
GENERATOR
PRESSURE
[MPa]

(4)
CLADDIN G
TEMPERATURE AT
2/3 CORE HEIGHT
[K]

( 5)
CORE
POWER

9 .0
7 .0
3 .0
0 .1

1473 .
973 .
643 .
573 .
473 .
298 .

130 .
100 .
50.
6 .0
1 .0
0.5

(°) of the initial (nominal) valu e

Tab. 2 - Subdivision of driving quantities into intervals .

22 9

[%](°)

(6)
STEA M
GENERATO R
LEVEL
[°Io](° )
150.
100.
50 .
0.
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1

Transient duration
(physical time)
(s)
0-100

2

0-1000

3

0-10000

4

> 10000

No.

Period
(s)

Time ste p
(s)

Time Interval*

0-100
0-100
100-1000
0-100
100-1000
1000-10000
0-100
100-1000
1000-10000
> 10000

1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
5.
1.
2.
5.
10 .

from 1 to 10 0
from 1 to 10 0
from 101 to55 0
from 1 to 100
from 101 to 550
from 551 to 2350
from 1 to 100
from 101 to 550
from 551 to 235 0
from 2350 to oo

* used in TUV (see below )

Tab. 3 - Subdivision of transient time into intervals (applicable to a generic ITF or NPP transient).

No .

SET OF QUM AND
TUV

OBJECTIVE

1

CIAU goal

CIAU

UMAE qualifie d

2

CIAU extended

3

CIAU test

UMAE qualified and available from th e
literature
Arbitrary data

4

CIAU R5/M2

Code user effect & Widening the dat a
base
Proving capabilities and flexibility of
the method
Exploit the available data base &
constitute a reference

REFERENCE DATA BASE

Relaps/mod2 SBLOCA related

Tab. 4 - Couples of Quantity Uncertainty Matrices (QUMs) and Time Uncertainty Vectors (TUVs )
developed in the frame of CIAU .
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13E62P+P PS PRESSURE
- -CL21PE-13 P5 PRESSUR E
- - - ET17PA38 PS PRESSUR E
- - - FW02P-017P PS PRESSUR E
PE-PC-002 PS PRESSUR E

0 .00E+00
0 .00E+00

1 .00E+03

2 .00E+03

3 .00E+03

4.00E+03

5 .00E+03

6 .00E+03

7 .00E+03

Time (s)

a) primary system pressure

9.00E+02 B E62TZ0228 CLADDING TEM P
- -CL21TW-318 CLADDING TEM P
- - - ET17TH31 D616 CLADDING TEM P
- - - FW02TW020P39 CLADDING TEM P
TE-5L06-026 CLADDING TEM P
7 .00E+02 -

6.00E+02

5.00E+02 -

4 .00E+02 0 .00E+00

1 .00E+03 2 .00E+03 3.00E+03

4.00E+03 5 .00E+03 6 .00E+03 7.00E+0 3

Time (s)

b) cladding temperature
Fig . 1 - Comparison in the `time-domain' among selected quantity evolutions characterizing the
transients listed in Tab . 1 .
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1.40E+02

1 .20E+02

1 .00E+02

BE62MCP PS MASS
- CL21 CA-2 PS MASS
- - ET17CIPRIM PS MASS
--- FW02PSMASS
- - - LOFT PS MAS S

8.00E+01

6.00E+01

4 .00E+01

2 .00E+01

0 .00E+00
0 .00E+00 2.00E+00 4 .00E+00 6 .00E+00 8.00E+00 1 .00E+01 1 .20E+01 1 .40E+01 1 .60E+01 1 .80E+0 1
(MPa)

a) primary system mass inventory versus pressure
1 .40E+0 3

1 .20E+03

1 .00E+03
BE62TZ0228 CLADDING TEM P
-- CL21TVV-31 CLADDING TEM P
- - ET17TH31 D616 CLADDING TEMP
- - - - FW02TW020P39 CLADDING TEM P
- - TE-5L06-026 CLADDING TEM P

8.00E+02
Ÿ

6.00E+02

4.00E+02

2.00E+02

0.00E+00
0 .00E+00

2 .00E+01

4 .00E+01

6.00E+01

8.00E+01

1 .00E+02

1 .20E+02

1 .40E+0 2

(%)

b) cladding temperature versus primary system mass inventory
Fig . 2 - Comparison in the `phase-space' among selected quantity evolutions characterizing th e
transients listed in Tab . 1.
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Y

Time
a) only time error is present

b) only quantity error is present

I

Ut

--------- ---- -

Time
c) combination of errors

T;

d) derivation of continuous uncertainty band s

Fig . 3 - Definition of quantity and of time errors to be included into the QUM and the TUV ,
respectively .
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Fig. 4 - Simplified flow diagram of the CIAU .
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(°) Special methodology develope d

Fig . 5 - Simplified flow diagram of the UMAE .
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Fig. 6 - Application of the CIAU to the analysis of a large break LOCA in a two-loop PWR : rod
surfacé temperature at 2/3 core height and related uncertainty bands .
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Fig . 7 - Application of the CIAU to the analysis of a small break LOCA in a two-loop PWR : ro d
surface temperature at 2/3 tore height and related uncertainty bands.
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Qualifying, Validating and Documenting a
Thermalhydraulic Code Input Deck
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Diagonal 647, 08028 Barcelona (Spain)
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Summary
The Technical University of Catalonia has been co-operating since 1992 with the utilities of Asc6 an d
Vandellès Nuclear Power Plant, a two-unit and a single unit 1000 MW e PWR plant, respectively . Thi s
paper deals with the work done during the last period of this co-operation, which is focused on the
validation, qualification and documentation of both plant models .
Introduction
The nuclear field has drawn to date important advantages from its Quality Assurance (QA )
organisation, not only from the engineering point of view, but also regarding to operational an d
maintenance issues .
In the nuclear field, there is always a procedure to approve and follow, a mandatory verification
to be performed, an independent safety check to carry on or a redundant calculation to be re-executed .
When thermalhydraulic analysis is applied to nuclear systems (mainly nuclear power plants )
using simulation models, it is important-to reach a QA level at least equivalent to that of plant designer s
and operation responsibles .
In order to reach this level, two different aspects have to be taken into account : on one hand, the
qualification and validation and, on the other hand, the documentation of the model used .
The Technical University of Catalonia (UPC) has been co-operating since 1992 with the utilitie s
of Asc6 and Vandellès Nuclear Power Plant, a two-unit and a single unit 1000 MWe PWR plant ,
respectively.
Both plants, Ascô and Vandellès, have been continuously changing in time (first with the stea m
generators and turbine substitution, lately with the up-rating, . .). All this results in the need of keeping
different models alive for each plant and justifies to some extent the work done during the last period o f
this co-operation, which is focused on the validation, qualification and documentation of both plant
models .
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For better understanding the work done, some aspects related to actual plants have to be take n
into account.

Availability of plant dat a
A nuclear power plant is designed to produce energy and utilities want this energy to be safe an d
cheap . Thus the plant has to be operating, if possible, for all the available time at 100% power and nomina l
conditions and avoiding transient scenarios .
Even the scheduled transients or start-up tests are normally limited to a number considere d
reasonable.
In an actual power plant the number of instruments and their range of qualification are a functio n
of forecast events . Among these events, there are not only operational transients, but also scenarios relate d
to emergency operating procedures . Rarely an instrument is placed at a given location to help a thermalhydraulic analyst to clarify his understanding of a given effect .
These are normal inconveniences in the work of plant dynamics analysis that have to be solve d
using the available data . In other words, validation of an actual plant model has to rely on these availabl e
data.

Configurations of an actual nuclear power plan t
Although some essential parts and components remain the same for the whole life of an actua l
nuclear power plant, there are quite a large number of design modifications that are implemented in orde r
to improve certain operational and safety aspects .
Among all these modifications, some are related to improvements of single systems, even wit h
set-point changes, and some others are related to heavy component replacement or to the up-rating of th e
whole plant to a new thermal power value .
To qualify or validate a thermalhydraulic model of such a plant means to take into account al l
these configuration changes, which can be quite different from doing the same with the model of a plan t
with a frozen configuration or with that of an experimental facility .
Meaningful sets of qualification transient s
Considering all the above mentioned reasons, the validation process of a plant model needs a
previous task of establishing meaningful sets of qualification transients .
Each set can be identified as related to a configuration with a known starting point (initia l
conditions) and correctly recorded data .
At this point, it is almost correct to say that one thermal-hydraulic model will be validated fo r
each configuration . However, it is véry important to recall that systems that keep unchanged have to b e
consistent with the rest of configurations in all cases . Although this second aspect is sometimes not taken
into account, it is worthwhile to take advantage of it, as it helps to keep the benefits of previous analysis .
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The example of both Ascô units
The two units of Ascô are the same design and have undergone similar modification processes .
In their first configuration (1983-95), although some serious difficulties were found in dat a
recording, a quite large number of unexpected transients took place . Among them (see ref . NT-June90) :
•
•
•
•

Pressurizer spray faulty opening
Secondary safety valves actuation .
Blackout with normal recovery sequence .
Oscillating recovery of pressurizer level .

The second configuration (1995-99) took advantage of a new data recording system . The main
modifications were : new Steam-Generators, new Feed-WaterControl System and the possibility to operat e
at different average temperature (which results in different sub-configurations) . Although very fe w
unexpected transients took place, the start-up tests became relevant to establish the adequacy of the models
of many control systems . The most significant transients were :
•
•
•

Loss of load (of both units )
Load swing (down )
Load swing (up)

The main change in the third configuration (since 99) has been to up-rate the plant to a new
thermal power . Up to now the transients are the following :
•
•

Loss of load of unit 2 (failed)
Loss of load of unit 2 (final)

According to the evolution of the plant, Ascô's thermalhydraulic model has also been changin g
in time to adapt to new plant conditions, to model new systems or just to improve some others . As a resul t
of this, there is a best estimate model for each one of the described configurations . All three are kept alive
in order not to lose the experience gained with the "old configurations" .
Every improvement performed in the Ascô model is tested in principle in all the configuration s
unless the improvement is related to a new system or component (not existing in old configurations) .
A good example of this is related to the pressurizer : the only transient that shows the behaviour
of the pressurizer spray and allows its qualification took place in 1986, when the plant was at its firs t
configuration. For this reason, any change or improvement affecting the pressurizer model is not onl y
tested for the last, but also and especially for the first configuration as the Jack of other data makes it th e
only way to validate it .
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Qualification and Validation of a TH plant model .
The validation process of a plant model has to be continuous and progressive and easy t o
evaluate .
This evaluation has to be quantitative, standard and, if possible, not much dependant on th e
analyst criteria. It could be performed by simple quantitative methods useful to compare the model befor e
and after a change performed by the analyst, which would be helpful to decide whether the changes ar e
actual improvements or not .
Although it consumes computing time, re-executing the whole set of transients after any change
introduced in the model is extremely useful to keep its qualification level .
To ensure these three characteristics of the validation process (progressive, easy to evaluate an d
re-executable), a tool named "VALIDA" has been developed :
VALIDA performs the steady-state calculation of the model, re-executes the validation matri x
and extracts from each output data file some selected parameters in order to plot them .
VALIDA creates for the steady state as well as for each one of the transients of the validatio n
matrix a set of figures with the evolution of some of the most characteristic magnitudes, comparin g
calculated RELAP values and plant recorded data.
For a group of parameters chosen by the analyst, VALIDA determines the qualification level o f
the "new model" by calculating statistically differences between RELAP and plant values . As mentioned
before, the comparison of this result with the one obtained for the previous model is a simple but effectiv e
method to evaluate if changes introduced in the plant model are actual improvements or not .
Figure 1 shows an example of VALIDA applied to the last improvement performed in the model .
This improvement refers to the steam-dump system . The results of the tests performed in the last reloa d
show for the opening and closing times of the steam-dump valves measured values quite different fro m
those obtained last time . Consequently the new values were included in the model for the thir d
configuration of Ascô (configuration with the up-rated thermal power) . In order to evaluate if the change
affecting the steam-dump model was really an improvement or not, VALIDA had to be applied not only t o
the last configuration model, but also to the previous one, for which there were also recorded plant data fo r
a loss of load test .
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Figure 1 : Mean Temperature evolution . RELAP values and recorded plant data.

A qualitative analysis of the information shown in this figure (and in many others) indicates tha t
the modification of the steam-dump model can be considered an improvement . Traditionally, the 'adequacy
of a change was analysed only in this way . But VALIDA gives also a quantitative result, less userdependent, shown in the next table :
RELAP5/3.2

1011 SD

RECHAZO DE CARGA DEL 50% PARA EL GRUPO I

VALORACIÔN ESTADESTICA DEL MODELO
VARIABLE

TempMedia
TempFria
TempRef
TempCal
NivPRZ
PresPRZ
PresGV1
NivGV 1
CaudVapl
DemSPRAY
PresAAP3
CaudAAP2
TempAAP
VastTurb
PresAspTB
PresDesTB A
VeITB A
PresCamlmp

c35
tempf-275
c212
tempf-210
c45
p-520
p-681
c16
mflowj-685
c164
p-870
mflowj-771
tempf-668
c2022
p-662
p-665
pmpvel-664
p-960

r
0 .9792
0 .8911
0 .9967
0 .9895
0.9877
0.9678
0.9757
0.6353
0.9657
0.9670
0.9382
0.9819
0.9936
0.9906
0.7604
0.4460
0.9523
0.9799

S
0 .46
0 .39
0 .31
0 .70
1 .05
165170 .16
44964 .50
2 .74
22 .19
4 .99
59046 .23
20 .06
1 .48
1 .44
371139 .74
181581 .16
93 .06
201177 .35

Sr
0.080%
0.070%
0.053%
0.118%
1 .950%
1 .101%
0 .641%
5 .359%
6 .367%
90 .160%
0 .816%
5 .719%
0 .303%
4.897%
18 .474%
2 .154%
1 .791%
6 .629%

SQR

max(R)

8 .97
0 .16
0 .09
0 .49
1 .10
2 .73E+10
2 .02E+09
7 .51
492 .44
24 .86
3 .49E+09
402.33
2.20
2.07
1 .38E+11
3 .30E+10
8659.62
4 .05E+10

1 .25
1 .50
1 .00
1 .84
2 .24
327593 .28
106258 .69
5 .44
71 .07
27.06
174998 .63
42 .08
3 .67
7.77
1156576 .29
608192 .27
316 .87
857225 .54

Table 1 : Statistics for the loss of load transient with modified steam-dump model .
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AR
-0 .026 5
0 .000 9
-0 .000 7
-0 .002 0
-0 .004 0
756 .154 8
-165 .683 6
-0 .005 2
0 .051 8
-0 .001 9
251 .264 7
0 .041 7
-0 .003 0
0 .001 1
973.366 9
-211 .603 2
-0.220 5
386.6452
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The comparison between these values, or just some of the most representative, and the one s
obtained with the previous model proves again that the steam-dump model has been improved .
Documentation of a TH plant model
Documenting a model means much more than the initial task of justifying or describin g
geometry, controls and protections, kinetics, ... . It needs to be a dynamic process regulated in some way
and submitted to the standard quality control process of the utilities .
The importance of establishing the guidelines of the qualification, validation and, even more, o f
the documentation of a model seems more evident when looking at the thermalhydraulic analyst work .
Most frequently, it consists of studying a certain scenario using a specific basic input, for whic h
he has to decide whether to develop the model of a new system or to improve an old one to better study a
certain phenomenon.
Traditionally, all changes included by the analyst for a specific study were commented in th e
input itself, but this way to proceed may cause many errors, specially when different analysts work wit h
the same model and the number of changes introduced increases .
In order to avoid this kind of problems and taking advantage of the possibilities offered by th e
present software, a new documenting tool has been created . It consists of connecting the input dec k
(geometry, references, control systems, kinetics . ..) with different files related to the documentation of th e
plant model, so that it is possible and easy to navigate from one to the other .
On of these files is the describing document of the input deck, a document created after the T H
plant model reached a certain degree of maturity . It includes a basic description of the different systems, a
description of the models used for its simulation and the justification of specific values .
Another documenting file contains all the drawings referenced in the above -mentioned
document .
The last two files used for this navigation tool refer to controls : one includes a graphic schem e
for each of the logic diagrams and the other the PLS document (Precautions, Limits and Set-points, a
document containing information related to reactor protection and controls relevant from a safety point o f
view) .
The following figures can help for a better understanding of the structure of "NAVEGA", a too l
to navigate from the input deck to all the available documentation : figure 2 refers to the links affecting
hydrodynamic systems (geometry), whereas figure 3 shows an example of the links between a contro l
system in the input deck and the documentation related to it . In both cases links can be identified by th e
user as they appear underlined and in blue.
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As shown in figure 2, there are links connecting different hydrodynamic systems of the inpu t
deck with its corresponding chapter in the describing document . Any document or drawing reference d
during this description of the system is scanned and linked to the document so that it is possible to quickly
revise it . As well as the general link connecting a system in the input deck with the beginning of its chapte r
in the describing document, there are also links connecting specific values of the input with the subsectio n
of the describing document that justifies them.
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Figure 2: Structure of NAVEGA . Hydrodynamics (geometry) .
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Figure 3 shows a similar example, but related to the control cards . In this case, there are two
kinds of links for each control system header :
-

one connects the name of the system with the describing documen t
the second connects its assigned number with the scanned diagram .
Any value used in the input deck and justified in the documentation is also linked to it .
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The tool developed offers another interesting application consisting of the so-called "labels" : the
analyst has the possibility to mark certain parts of the input deck in a different way :
some marks can be used to identify values that still need to be justified in the describing
document (yellow mark)
some can be used if a value not consistent with the documentation is detected (red label )
and some others can help to mark those values obtained after a certain adjustment (this kind o f
marks are normally accompanied by links connecting the input deck with the part of th e
document containing the information for this adjustment)
Figure 4 shows part of the input deck containing some links and labels .
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Figure 4: Links and labels .

This kind of links and marks or labels, together with the automatic re-execution of the validatio n
process helps to increase the quality control of the work performed .
Some other tools have been developed with the same objective . One of them allows to "translate"
certain parts of the input deck to a document easy to understand by a non RELAP user: In the utility' s
organisation staff it is easy to find specialists of systems and components, with great knowledge of thei r
description and dynamic behaviour, but without any previous contacts with TH codes (or with RELAP
itself) . A review performed by these specialists can be worthwhile if they get the help of such a tool . This
initiative is due to the availability of such specialists and to the need of more independent reviews .
At the moment, this tool can be applied to pumps and valves, but it in a next future it will be
possible to use it for kinetics and heat structures .
Figures 5 and 6 show an example corresponding to the translation of the RELAP cards for a
pump . In fact, the document obtained after applying the "translator" contains more information that the on e
presented in both figures .
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OUTLET JUNCTION:
TO COMPONENT NUMBER :
JUNCTION AREA:
FORWARD FLOW ENERGY LOSS COEFF :
REVERSE FLOW ENERGY LOSS COEFF :

265
0 .3832
0
0

VOLUME INITIAL CONDITIONS :
PRESSURE:
TEMPERATURE :

1 .56E+07
564.88

INLET JUNCTION INITIAL CONDITIONS:
INITIAL LIQUID MASS FLOW RATE :
INITIAL VAPOR MASS FLOW RATE :
INITIAL INTERFACE VELOCITY:

4656 .3
0
0

kg/s
kg/s

OUTLET JUNCTION INITIAL CONDITIONS :
INITIAL LIQUID MASS FLOW RATE :
INITIAL VAPOR MASS FLOW RATE :
INITIAL INTERFACE VELOCITY:

4656 .3
0
0

kg/s
kg/s

Figure 5 : Translation of some cards of a RELAP pump input deck .
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(default)
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2
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(default)

(default)
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2601100 1
2601101 0 .
2601102 .75
2601200 1
2601201 0 .
2601202 .75
2601300 1
2601301 -1 .
2601302 -.25
2601400 1
2601401 -1 .
2601402 - .25

1
1 .8
1 .24
2
-1 .6
.28
3
4.16
2.2
4
4.16
2.04

.25
1.

1 .54
1.

.5

.25
1.

-1 .
1.

-.75
0.

3.4
1 .8

-.5

2.76

-.75
0.

3.32
1 .64

-.5

2.64

.5

1 .26
-.36

Figure 6 : Translation of the RELAP cards corresponding to the monophasic homologous curves of a
pump .
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Conclusions

When TH analysis is applied to a nuclear plant using simulation models it is important t o
reach a quality assurance level at least equivalent to that of plant designers and operatio n
responsibles . Qualification and validation of the model and a proper documentation are essentia l
for this purpose.
The Technical University of Catalonia has been lately co-operating with Ascô an d
Vandellôs NPPs in this area. Both plants have been continuously changing in time, as well as it s
TH models, which results in the need of keeping several models alive for each plant and justifie s
setting up a procedure to help in the validation and documentation process .
To finally establish this procedure for both plants, some tools have been developed to
make the qualification, validation and documentation process easier and less user dependant .
The created tools allow taking advantage of available specialists in systems and
components to co-operate in more independent reviews of documentation, which increases th e
quality assurance of the final models .
The minimization of the user effect is of great interest and for this reason further wor k
has to be done to improve the above mentioned tools .
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TECHNICAL SESSION 6b : SIMULATORS AND FAST RUNNING CODES
Chairmen: Prof. D' Auria - M. Hrehor
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The SCAR Project : How a Best Estimate Code Can also Be a Fast Running
Code
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' IPSN/DPEA/SEAC, BP 6, 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex - France
Tel .: +33 01 46 54 84 28, Fax : +33 01 46 54 96 02, e-mail : jean-michel.dumas@ipsn .fr
2 EDF/SEPTEN, 12-14, avenue Dutriévoz, 69628 Villeurbanne Cedex - Franc e
Tel : +33 04 72 82 73 48, Fax : +33 04 72 82 77 23, e-mail : fabrice .iffenecker@edfgdf .fr
3 CEA/DRN/DTP, 17, rue des Martyrs, 38054 Grenoble Cedex 9 - Franc e
Tel : +33 0476 88 50 43, Fax : +33 04 76 88 94 53, e-mail : martine.farvacque@cea.fr
Summary
The huge increase in parallel computer capacity makes it possible to merge real time trainin g
simulators with sophisticated codes devoted to safety studies : The SCAR project will integrate the lates t
version of the CATHARE code in a simulator. A large benefit is expected in the computer code
maintenance effort and in the level of confidence in the simulator validation . In the SCAR project
objectivés, all plant situations must be accurately represented : normal operation and accident situations
like large transients (turbine trip, etc.), ATWS (loss of FW, etc .), SGTR, and LOCAs up to 12 inches; this
means that the original CATHARE 6-equation model and fully implicit numerical scheme must be kept . In
correspondence with the physical domain, the plant systems modeled extend to the Reactor Heat Removal
System and require improvements in numerical robustness and reductions of the elementary computatio n
time.

1.

INTRODUCTIO N

Since 1987, EDF and IPSN have joined forces to use the same thermal-hydraulic code CATHARE 2 - in both training and safety or engineering studies simulators. This joint
programme began by implementing the Cathare-Simu code in SIPA [1] and then in EDF's fullscale simulators [2] .
1.1

The general objectives of the SCAR projec t

The SCAR project was launched by EDF and IPSN in 1997 [3] . The project's goal is to prepar e
the replacement of Cathare-Simu by CATHARE 2 in all simulators for all applications : training, design
engineering and safety studies . Adapting CATHARE 2 to real-time simulators opened up the new prospec t
of being able to cover the whole range of situations from reactor shutdown to nominal power and a very
large spectrum of accidents required for safety analysis studies and for the training of plant operators o r
safety staff. The purpose of this paper is to show how large benefits can be achieved by implementin g
parallel processing, and also to demonstrate the need to improve numerical robustness, especially unde r
low pressure conditions .
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1.2

Project organizatio n

The project is sponsored by EDF and IPSN, and also partially by FRAMATOME, partner in th e
CATHARE co-development project . The budget is about 10 million Euro for the 5 .5 years of project
duration. The work is being done mainly by two co-developers : CEA/DRN (CATHARE team) an d
EDF/DRD (Research & Development Department) .
The project is broken down into 3 themes :
1. The flexibility and maintainability of CATHARE 2 are being improved and tested through a
first introduction of CATHARE 2 in the SIPA simulator .
2. The speed and reliability of CATHARE 2 are being substantially improved to meet th e
performance needs of real time simulators .
3. The modeling capabilities of CATHARE 2 are being enlarged to accomtnodate the physica l
domain needed for simulation applications .
The evolution of the project includes two phases :
• During the first phase (2 .5 years), key points are examined in order to prove the feasibility o f
the whole project and evaluate the effort still needed . This "specification phase" is nearly over.
Presently, a SIPA simulator configuration with a CATHARE 2 model of the RCS is under test .
• Development is completed during the second phase . There are three more years' effort ahead of
us . However some feedback can already be used to help to clearly define this second phase o f
the project and to ensure attainment of the objectives .

2.

2.1

•
•
•

IMPROVING THE COMPUTING PERFORMANCE OF CATHARE 2

General consideration s

There are 3 main ways of improving the computing performance of CATHARE 2 :
increase its numerical robustness, i .e ., mainly, reduce the number of iterations ,
reduce the elapsed time needed to compute one Newton iteration ,
and, obviously, take advantage of the technical progress in hardware and in algorithmic an d
parallel computation .
2.2

Avoiding short time step s

CATHARE 2 computes its own time step, which can take very small values (much smaller than 1
ms), with a large number of iterations if the convergence of Newton's method is bad . When the algorith m
encounters difficulties converging, this can have an origin in the physical constitutive relationshi p
behavior . Large changes in the constitutive parameters can then be observed from one time step to the next .
For instance, flow regime transitions can result in quasi-discontinuous behavior of the constitutive models .
This kind of anomaly is inescapable and effectively limits the achievable time step .
However, programming errors or numerical discontinuities of functions (or derivatives) o r
incorrect use of the algorithm can largely contribute to incidents of convergence . To make the code more
reliable, the only solution is to getrid of such numerical incidents over a large spectrum of physica l
conditions relevant to the physical domain to be covered in simulators . Thus, the CATHARE validation
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process will be preserved [4]. Special attention will be paid to cold shutdown situations when the primary
circuit is at low pressure or opened and vented by non-condensable gases (e .g. mid loop operation) .
2.3

The time lag and the elementary calculation tim e

To allow real time calculations, the time lag must be kept very small . In NPP simulators, the
cycle time is usually set to 100 ms, with an eye to the time constant of regulation functions . Nevertheless ,
within a simulation cycle , CATHARE 2 must be executed in less than 80 ms to leave sufficient time to run
all the other codes (neutronics, auxiliary system hydraulics, control and instrumentation, etc .) and also t o
manage communication and the synchronization of all processes .
Consequently, the instantaneous time lag can be expressed as : Ti=MAX [TExEC-80] , where
TExEC

is the elapsed time to mn CATHARE 2 in one simulation cycle . The local and total time lags

TL and

TT are defined as the sum of Ti for the last 50 cycles and for the entire duration of the transient ,
respectively. Feedback from the use of Cathare-Simu in EDF full scope [2] or SIPA simulators [5] ha s
demonstrated that it is impossible to achieve real time, i .e. to obtain a time lag that is definitely null ,
without any change in the numerical scheme or any modification in the 6-equation model or the physica l
laws. Relaxation of the convergence criterion would impair accuracy and could consequently weake n
confidence in CATHARE's response . This approach has been applied in the past to other codes and it ha s
always been necessary to perform sensitivity tests or comparisons with the reference code or to limit the
field of validation [6] .

Nevertheless, keeping

TL

lower than 1 second at any time during the transient and

TT

lower than

1% of the total duration of transients allows interactivity and gives the plant operators the impression of a

strict real time simulation .
One of the objectives, then, is to reduce the elementary calculation time
expressed as :
_

TREF ,

which can be

TCPU

TREF N ITER X NMESH

where TCPU is the total CPU time of the transient, NITER is the total number of Newton iteration s
during the transient, and NMESH is the equivalent mesh number of the nodalization .
The elementary computation time dépends mainly on computer performance, the physical
domain of simulation (number of non-condensable gases or radiochemical species, etc .) and simulated
extent (number of actuators or sensors, etc .) rather than transient type . At the present time, on the
COMPAQ computer (DIGITAL 4100 EV56) used by the project team, the elementary time is around 80 0
µsec/mesh/iteration taking into account 3 non-condensable gases and 12 radiochemical species . If the
number of non-condensable gases is reduced from 3 to 1, the elementary time is divided by a factor of 1 .4
(see section 3 .3 for details) .
Different time values lag have been estimated for eight typical accident transients listed in tabl e
1, by assuming an elementary calculation time of 10 µsec/mesh/iteration (which will be achieved by
implementing parallel processing and by performing calculations on more powerful computers, availabl e
beyond the end of the project) and by using a N4 NPP model including the RHR system and comprising a
thousand meshes . Ti and TT are evaluated from the number of iterations recorded during the transien t
simulation .
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in second
and in % ( )

Max of TL in
second

867 (46.1)
683 (11 .4)
83 (5 .5)
252 (12.6)
44 (1 .0)
474 (4 .5)

112 .97
4.65
10 .37
59 .87
18 .27
30 .27

TT

Transient type

TEST CASE

IrefB 12P_N4
IrefB2P_N4
IrefB4P_N4
IrefB5P_N4
IrefRTE_N4
IrefRTGV lt_
N4
IrefRTGV2t_
N4
IrefRTV_N4

2 .4

12" break with loss of offsite power
2" break at bottom head
4" break with RCS pump stop delayed
5" break without safety injection
Main feed water fine break
SGTR 1 tube

SGTR 2 tubes without RCS pump i n
159 (4 .0)
5 .1 3
operation
Main steam fine break
171 (1 .5)
5 .78
Table 1 : simulated time lags for various accidentai transient s
Reducing heavily iterative cycles - Numerical reliabilit y

If the number of iterations per cycle never exceeded 8, the time tags would be strictly null . As the
observed time lags in table 1 show, some cycles are executed with more than 8 iterations . Statistical study
of histograms (see figures 1 and 2) based on the recording of cycles for the different transient s
demonstrates that the reliability of the code is usually better for accidents hitting the secondary circuit . For
2" and 12" primary break transients, there appear local numerical incidents, leading to a dramatic increas e
of the time tag .
Moreover, comparisons have been made between the 2 types of exchanger modeling : explicit o r
implicit wall behavior scheme . In the explicit scheme, the wall conduction is calculated at the first iteratio n
by applying the secondary external flux computed at the last time step and so on up to convergence of th e
primary hydraulics . In this scheme, it is assumed that there is no rapid change of constitutive parameter s
from one time step to the next . In the implicit scheme, the wall conduction is calculated at each iteration .
This scheme is numerically more stable than the previous one but has the disadvantage of forcing bot h
primary and secondary Bides to converge at the same time . Thus, additional iterations of the secondary sid e
are held with the primary iterations if there are numerical difficulties on the primary side .
In return, the use of implicit exchangers allows the resolution of the linear system for only on e
circuit . This can be a very helpful way to get an evenly distributed load of elements on processors in order
to optimize the parallelism (see section 2 .6).
For accidentai transients such as those presented here (without the presence of non-condensabl e
gales, reactor not initially in shutdown conditions), a threshold of 8 iterations per cycle seems to b e
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achievable by eliminating the numericalincidents observed and by taking advantage of technical advance s
in parallel computing .
MS LB transient i
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Figure 2
A general study of CATHARE convergence problems under low pressure conditions has been
pérformed and has demonstrated that additional work would be needed to reduce drastically the number o f
cycles involving large numbers of iterations . The study confirms that it is not currently possible to keep th e
time lags TL and TT at the targeted values . To reach this goal, the elementary computation time must b e
less than 3 .5 µs/iteration/mesh, and this requires computers 15 times faster than those available today . In
order to keep the value of 10 ps/iteration/mesh, cycles comprising more than 10 or 11 iterations should b e
eliminated when explicit exchangers are used (8 or 9 iterations when implicit exchangers are used) . Figures
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3 and 4 below correspond to a transient initiated by a 2" break on cold leg during mid loop operation wit h
no automatic water makeup. Figure 4 is the histogram of cumulative iterations for each class of cycle . It
can be seen that one third of iterations are due to cycles exceeding 16 iterations . Some convergence
problems have already been investigated and a few solved . This work will be pursued intensively during
the second phase of the project .
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Figure 4
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2.5

CPU time measurement

CATHARE has been well instrumented in order to measure different CPU times during the
execution of one time step .
Implicit transient solving in CATHARE 2 involves the following steps :
1 . Internai calculation of each module of the circuit with :
• linearization of the fully implicit discretized equations ,
• and elimination of the inner variables, leading to a linear relation among the variables a t
the junctions of the module, which sends its contribution to the jacobian matrix of th e
circuit .
2. Resolution of the linear system for the whole circuit using a full Newton method with a ne w
calculation of the jacobian matrix at each iteration .
3. Regeneration of the internai node variables for each module .
4. Convergence testing on Newton iteration leading to either an additional Newton iteration or a
new time step .
5. Time step management .
For each step, a CPU time is recorded . TrAC+TEL/ refers to step 1 . TSOLVER relates to step 2 and
to step 3 . The CPU time used to make one NEWTON's iteration is the sum of these four times .
Afterwards (steps 4 and 5), the time spent at the end of the calculation time step is mainly dedicated t o
activity transport equation solving and comprises TFORWARD (activity jacobian and elimination of inner
variables), TBAREG (regeneration of inner variables) and TCIBASC (activity transport solving) .
TREGEN

2.6

Parallelization of CATHARE 2

Since 1997, the possibility of parallelizing CATHARE 2 has been studied and demonstrated . A
mock-up using PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) libraries has been built and fully tested on a modeling
scheme of N4-1450 eMW plant . The speed was roughly quadrupled by using 5 processors [7] .
There are currently two main trends in parallel programming . They differ in the way the memory
address space is shared or disjoint by the concurrent processes running the parallel application :
• explicit models like PVM or MPI (Message Passing Interface), which use message-passin g
libraries mainly on distributed-memory computers ,
• or models like OpenMP (Open Multi Processing) using shared memory parallel programmin g
directives on SMP computers .
OpenMP appeared to be the best and cheapest method of programming the CATHARE 2
parallelization . Without extensive optimization work, this method boosted speed more than 5 times using 8
processors . PVM programming was nearly achieved but is not industrialized and not available with th e
code, because the objectives (performance, maintainability, etc .) were firstly and fully achieved using
OpenMP. However, progress in structural programming and in data organization was obtained from
development using PVM .
OpenMP is portable and available on many different shared-memory parallel platforms . Its
directive set deals with coarse-grain parallelism, which was preferred over fine-grain parallelism .
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It has been demonstrated that the acceleration of CATHARE 2 by parallelization does flot depen d
on the computer chosen, by benchmarks performed on various computers, such as the SGI Origin 2000 ,
Digital/Compaq-4100-8400-ES40 and HP Class V . Moreover, the binary results obtained using one and
several processors are strictly the same on each of the computers mentioned .
Today, a first optimization of the parallel processing implemented in CATHARE 2 has been
carried out by adjusting the distribution of elements among the processors according to the CPU tim e
needed to process each of them in a sequential mn of the code. The parallelization speed-up obtained on
the CP1 NPP data set is shown in figure 5 . Solving optimization is currently in progress .

Speed-up of parallelization of CATHARE 2 - CP1
4,50
:.,
4,00
3,5 0
.. , ,
3,00
2,5 0
DIGITAL 8400-EV5 6

2,00

COMPAQ ES40-EV 6
-0 -COMPAQ ES40-EV67

1,50
1,00 0,5 0
0,00

i

1

I

2

I

3

I

I

4

5

number of processors

Figure 5
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3.

CATHARE CPU time prediction formul a
3.1

Objectives

The objectives are to find a basic formula in order to be able to forecast the computing time o f
any transient in the simulation domain, then evaluate any time lag . The formula is established by takin g
into account :
• the main characteristics of the model (number of meshes, number of non-condensable gases, o f
radioactive bodies or chemical compounds, etc .),
• the number of physical time steps and the number of iterations per physical time step, all alon g
the transient, for each simulation cycle ,
• the characteristics of the computer.
3.2

Methodology

The definition of TREF seen in section 2 .3 has the disadvantage of not separating operation s
performed once only per simulated time step (solving radiochemical transport equations for instance) fro m
those performed systematically at each iteration. Obviously, if the mean number of iterations per time step
is different for two transients, the value of TREF can not be constant . Consequently, the total CP U
timeTcFu must be split into two terms:

TcPV = A x N JTER + B x N D T
where NDT is the total number of time steps performed during the simulated transient .

'A and B can be determined by detailed CPU time computations implemented in the CATHARE
code . Moreover, A and B depend respectively on the number of non-condensable gases and o f
radiochemical species and both are dependent mainly on the meshing (number of equivalent meshes) and
on the topology of the assembling matrix (size of transfer matrix, number of junctions, etc .).
A and B can be defined as :
A = A0 + Aix NNC , which refers to T /Iter=TiAc+TELL+Tsoc.vER+TRECEN
B = BO + B1 X NRC , which refers to T /DT=TFORWARD+TsARREC+TCIBAS C
NNC is the number of non-condensable gases used and NRC is the number of radiochemical
species taken into account .
For each case of nodalization, constants A and B can be calculated by changing the number o f
non-condensable gases or the number of radiochemical species . By assuming that the CPU time for solving
the linear system is a small part of constants A and B , it should be verified that AO , Al , BO , Bl are
constant . This assumption is not quite valid if the computations are done in parallel mode because th e
relative weight of jacobian matrix solving in the computing time is increased because parallelizatio n
speeds it up less .
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3.3

Results

Computations are done on different types of computers (Digital 4100, HP class V, HP K260 an d
FUJI VP300) and for 3 different meshing cases :
•
a CP1 NPP (3-loop reactor) without modeling of the RH R
system (585 meshes) ,
•
a N4 NPP (4-loop reactor) without RHRS modeling (71 5
meshes),
•
a N4 NPP with RHRS modeling (995 meshes) .
Processing the N4 NPP data set without RHRS modeling on different machines and for variou s
transients (LOCA's, loss of FW, SGTR, MSLB) gives the results summarized in table 2 :
Computer type
(usec / mesh)

Al

A0

BO

B1

Digital 4100
390
148
35
19
HPCLASSV
392
72
46
16 .
H P K260
458
129
50
21
FUJI VP300
938
100
126
35
Table 2: constant determination for the N4 case on various computer s
On the DIGITAL 4100-EV56 computer, for the various N4 test cases (3 non-condensable gases ,
12 radiochemical species, no RHRS modeling, implicit exchangers used), the prediction formula can b e
expressed as :

Tcpu = 553x NrfER +159x NDT
The results obtained by applying this prediction formula are in good agreement with the measure d
CPU times, as can be seen in table 3 :
Test case

Prediction formula

IrefB 1213_1\14
105 674
IrefB2P_N4
218 296
IrefB4P_N4
36 709
IrefBSP_N4
67 422
IrefRTGVlt_N4
207 711
IrefRTGV2t_N4
89 367
IrefRTV_N4
225 458
Table 3 : comparison between predicted and measured CPU time s
for various N4 test case s

Measured CPU
time
95 320
195 700
36 80 0
67 66 0
207 900
80 45 0
202 300

Moreover, as shown in figures 6 and 7, changing the number of non-condensable gases or th e
number of radioactive species. confirms the split of the formula into two terms . In these figures, the linear
regression lines are computed from a stabilized transient (50 time steps at nominal power) using the N4
NPP data set .
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4.

CATHARE IMPLEMENTATION IN SIPA SIMULATO R

The first implementation of CATHARE 2 in the SIPA simulator has been successfully performe d
and is now under test . The RCS and main secondary circuit are modelled using CATHARE 2 v1 .4U. In the
second phase of the SCAR project, modelling of RHRS will be added and CATHARE 2 v1 .5 used with
revision 6 of the closure laws [4] .
The CP1 NPP configuration is currently running on a COMPAQ ES40 computer (4 processors )
taking advantage of parallel processing of CATHARE 2 and benefiting from the most recent progress i n
computing technology . On this computer, under steady state conditions (simulation of reactor operated a t
nominal power), one simulation cycle performed with the CP1 NPP configuration requires only 41 ms o f
CPU time to compute CATHARE 2 overall (one Newton iteration) and 23 ms of CPU time to process th e
interface programming layers which allow the transmission of CATHARE Calculation Variables (CCV) t o
the simulator structure through connecting points . This last CPU time can also be further reduced even i f
CCV processing has been optimised.
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5.

CONCLUSION S

From the Digital 4100 - EV56 (400 Mhz - 4MB cache) used from the beginning of the project t o
the Compaq ES40 - EV67 (667 Mhz - 8 MB cache) available now, the Specfp 95 rate has been booste d
from 17 to 88, speeding up CATHARE 2 by a factor of about 4 . Thus, by combining technical progress i n
computing and parallel processing of CATHARE 2, the elementary computation time was recently pushe d
to 62 ts/mesh/iteration .
Computing power is currently doubling every 18-24 months . This should ensure attainment of th e
objective of real time operation by the end of the project (2003) for a large spectrum of normal operatio n
and accidentai situations . However, additional work is needed to improve code reliability and get rid of all
cycles excéeding about 10 iterations, currently encountered at low pressure with the presence of non condensable gases .
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Summary
Thermal-hydraulic system and simulator code APROS has been successfully used i n
safety analyses. A proper validation process of the code is essential to guarantee reliabl e
calculation results in accident analyses . LBLOCA analyses have indicated that safety an d
performance of a nuclear power plant can be improved with the help of such computer code .
When the parallel processing is applied, the calculation time is reduced remarkably .
Introduction
The development of APROS started in 1986 as a joint effort of the Technica l
Research Centre of Finland (VTT) and Fortum Engineering Ltd . The aim was to create an
Advanced Process Simulation (APROS) environment for the simulation of conventional an d
nuclear power plant processes [1] . APROS can be used for process and automation design, safet y
analyses and training simulator applications . It provides tools, solution algorithme and mode l
libraries for full-scale modelling and simulation of power plant processes, including the proces s
automation and electrical systems .
Analyzing LBLOCA sets high requirements for the analysis code . In general, man y
thermal hydraulic validation cases have to be done with the code and current model. However, the
specified LBLOCA validation is essential for ensuring the reliability of calculations due to crucia l
importance of LBLOCA in the NPP safety strategy .
Loviisa NPP (VVER-440) modernization and power upgrading project, which starte d
in 1995, included a large variety of safety analyses . Especially in this project, the prope r
validation of the calculation model was needed for nuclear and safety authorities to accept th e
results . APROS LBLOCA calculations were validated against various separate effect tests and b y
comparison calculations to previous DRUFAN/FLUT results .
There is also a project for Loviisa NPP safety parameter optimization, wher e
LBLOCA accident analyses play an important role . The plan is to change accumulator and lo w
pressure safety' injection pump parameters . The accident analyses, which included LBLOCA ,
SBLOCA and primary to secondary leakage accident (PRISE) analyses showed clea r
improvement in the plant performing during such accidents . In the LBLOCA, the minimum mas s
inventory in the reflood phase could be increased and the peak cladding temperature (PCT )
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decreased remarkably . The main motivation in optimizing the emergency core cooling syste m
(ECCS) parameters is to increase the flexibility of the fuel and thus gain a significant saving in th e
fuel economy . The up-to-date and advanced analysis methodology shows that this goal can b e
achieved by improving the safety at the same time .
This paper presents various aspects of the APROS LBLOCA analyses, as well as th e
APROS simulation environment and the validation process of the LBLOCA model . Th e
modelling principle and results of the LBLOCA analyses, including the modernization and powe r
uprating as well as the safety injection parameter optimization analyses, are described . Finally, a
short discussion of reducing of the calculation time takes place .
APROS Simulation Environment
APROS is a computer independent code that supports several operating systems . It
provides physical models, solution algorithme and generic components for use in differen t
simulation systems for design, analysis and training purposes . With these tools full-scal e
modelling and simulation of power plant processes are available, including control and electrica l
systems. The modular and hierarchical approach of APROS allows process analysis at variou s
conceptual levels . The closely process-related input data are entered through a fully graphi c. al user
interface . The generation of model equations and choice of solution methods are automaticall y
performed by APROS . Unique online features of APROS enable the user to make any paramete r
or model changes oriline and immediately to continue the simulation .
The thermal hydraulic models of APROS include one-dimensional three-, five- an d
six-equation flow models . The different thermal-hydraulic models can be used in the same
simulation example . One-dimensional solution of the heat conduction in the heat structures can b e
used together with each of thermal-hydraulic models . The heat conduction between heat structure s
can also be applied to vertical direction, which enables the two-dimensional heat conduction i n
the core . All the thermal-hydraulic models are based on mass, energy and momentum conservatio n
équations . In addition to conservation equations, for example in the six-equation model, th e
constitutive equations are needed for the friction between wall and both phases, for the interfacia l
friction, for the heat transfer between wall and both phases, and for the interfacial heat transfer .
The quantifies to be solved in the model are pressures together with phasic velocities, voi d
fractions and phasic enthalpies .
APROS has traditionally been a code operating in different UNIR-systems . However,
the newest version 5 .0 of APROS operates also in PC workstation in Windows NT operatio n
system. In the PC-version, the modelling is performed totally with the graphical user interface . In
this way, the structure of the model can be presented with process and automation pictures . Also,
all the simulations can be performed via the graphical user interface .
Simulation Model
A detailed model of the Loviisa NPP was developed during the plant modernizatio n
project and reported by Norrman et al . [2] . The model was used for majority of the modernizatio n
and power upgrading accident analyses [3] . In the model, the primary circuit including .steam
generators has been described with the 6-equation model and the secondary circuit with threeequation model. The primary circuit modelling is very detail including all the main component s
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and even the ECCS system with pipelines . The model also includes all the main control systems ,
i.e. reactor control, primary circuit pressure and pressurizer level control, turbine power control ,
steam generator level control and turbine bypass control as well as several auxiliary contro l
systems and the electrical system.
For LBLOCA analyses, the same model as used in other Loviisa NPP safety analyses
was used, but the core region model was reconstructed . Because VVER-type reactors hav e
separate flow channels in the core, the core was divided into seven flow channels . At first, fuel
assemblies were divided into four different groups based on fuel burn-up . U02 thermal
conductivity and gap conductance values which originate from Loviisa NPP fuel statistica l
evaluation [4] were then calculated for each group taking into account the fuel assembly or fue l
rod power levels . The less is the gap conductance, the more energy is conserved in the fuel . Three
channels represented hot assemblies of the first, second and third cycle and hot rod of each cycl e
was placed into the corresponding hot channel . Modelled channels and their peaking factors fo r
the top skewed load in the beginning of cycle (BOC) situation are listed in Table 1 .
Table 1 . Typical core flow channel modelling used in APROS LBLOCA analyse s
Name of fuel rod
Number of Number Radial
Gap
assemblies
of rods
peakin g
conductanc e
factor
[W/m2K]
First cycle hot assembly average rod
48
6047
1 .33
3000
First cycle hot rod
1
1 .54
3500
Second cycle hot assembly average rod
48
6047
1 .15
3100
Second cycle hot rod
1
1 .54
3600
Third cycle hot assembly average rod
12
1511
1 .02
3500
Third cycle hot rod
1
1 .40
4100
Average assembly average rod
126
15876
1 .03
5000
Cold assembly average rod
42
5292
0.40
7000
Follower assembly average rod
36
4536
0.93
5400
Stuck follower assembly average rod
1
126
1 .12
5400
Altogether, there were 40 000 heat
structures in the core . Each channel was divided
in axial direction into 40 thermal-hydrauli c
nodes. Ten heat structures that were stacked one
upon another were connected to one thermalhydraulic node . In radial direction, there wer e
âlso ten heat structures . The structure of the heat
structure nodalization is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Hot yods . did not have their own thermalhydraulic nodes but heat structures . They got the
boundary input and output values from th e
respective hot channel thermal-hydraulic endnodes . Heat transfer and cladding temperatures i n
Figure 1 . Heat structure nodalization.
Orthogons are thermal-hydraulic nodes an d
squares are heat structure nodes .
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hot rods were then calculated based on those boundary values ..

LBLOCA Validation
LBLOCA is still considered one of the most difficult licensing cases for th e
simulation codes to analyze . This is due to fact that phenomena are mostly three-dimensional an d
the codes, like APROS, are usually designed for one-dimensional calculation . In the Loviisa case ,
the situation becomes even more difficult rince the accumulators and low pressure safety injectio n
pumps have combined injection configuration . Therefore, a thorough validation of the LBLOC A
calculation model was essential to be able to achieve reliability and credibility of the licensin g
analyses .
CCFL Validation
The 6-equation interfacial friction model of APROS was validated against IVO stationary counter current flow limitation (CCFL) experiment [5] . The test facility consisted of a vertical flo w
channel with different internai components, which described upper tie plate of the reactor, fue l
rod bundle and grid spacers . During the tests, a stationary water and air flow rates were
maintained and the flow rates were then measured for the entire fuel assembly .
APROS calculation was made for steam/water saturated system at 0 .22 MPa
pressure . At this pressure, the density of saturated steam equals that of air in atmospheric pressur e
at which the experiment was performed . The results were plotted using the Kutateladze numbe r
K* for liquid and gas
a
pf

Ks,g

- Jf,g

â

, ,g
f
.
go-(

_ pg
Calculated and experimental
data is presented in Figure 2 . Also,
calculated RELAP5/MOD3 results are
presented in the figure . With high steam
velocities results agree well with eac h
other, but there is some discrepancy in the
low steam velocity region . In general, the
APROS results match well with th e
measured data.
. ... ... .. ... .. .

Reflooding Validation
Figure 2. Comparison of RELAP5/MOD3 and
APROS calculation results with the experimenta l
data.
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The quenching and reflooding phenomena were validated agains t
reflooding experiments of the REWET-I I

facility [6] . REWET-II is a scaled model of the pressure vessel and primary loops of VVER-44 0
type reactor [7] . The flow areas and volumes are scaled to 1 :2333 but the elevations correspond to
actual reactor dimensions . A single assembly consisting of 19 electrically heated rods with a
chopped cosine shaped axial power distribution simulates the reactor core .
In the experiment, the initial rod temperature was 600 °C and pressure . 0.3 MPa. The
lower plenum was full of water in the beginning of the experiment and the coolant temperatur e
was 50 °C . The ECCS water was injected into the downcomer with the mass flow rate 69 g/ s
which corresponded to flow rate of 160 kg/s in the reference reactor .
The assembly was modelled with tw o
different nodalizations . In the first nodalization,
the assembly was divided into 100 thermalhydraulic nodes in the axial direction and the hea t
structures were divided equally . In the second
nodalization, there were 40 thermal-hydrauli c
nodes in the assembly . One thermal-hydraulic
node was then connected to ten stacked hea t
structures (Figure 1) . So, the total number of hea t
structures in the fuel rod axial direction was 400 .
In both nodalizations, the heat structures were
divided into 10 heat structure nodes in the radia l
direction . The axial heat conduction wa s
neglected except for one variation case .
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The calculations were performed
with different time-steps and the two
nodalizations . Results are presented in Figure 3 .
The best results were obtained with th e
nodalization where 40 thermal-hydraulic and 400
heat structures were used together with axia l
conduction applied to the model . In thi s
case, the propagation of the quench fron t
and the height of the last hot piece agreed
very well with the measured data . This
nodalization scheme was also used in all
the further LBLOCA analyses .

400

Figure 3 . Propagation of quench fronts in
different variations .

Comparison to GRS Results
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Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) made in the lace 80' s
Figure 4. Cladding temperatures in the hot rod .
LBLOCA analysis for Loviisa with
DRUFAN/FLUT results are plotted with discret e
DRUFAN and FLUT computer codes [8] .
points.
In the calculations, the core was divide d
into six different flow channels, and also .the hot channel was described . The downcomer was
modelled with two parallel nodalizations ; the one connected to the broken loop and the other t o
the rest five loops . Loss-of-offsite power as well as limitation of the ECCS system function wa s
assumed in the accident. The break size was 2x100%, and the break was located in the cold le g
50

100
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40 0

between the reactor coolant pump and the reactor pressure vessel . The GRS calculation time wa s
150 s .
Table 2. Core flow channels used in APROS GRS-validation analyse s
Name of fuel rod
Number of
Radial
assemblies
peàkin g
factor
Hot assembly average rod
113
1 .18
Hot assembly hot rod
18
1 .40
Hot rod
1 .70
Average assembly average rod
97
1 .00
Cold assembly average rod
48
0.36
Follower assembly average rod
36
1 .00
Stuck follower assembly average rod
1
1 .40

Gap
conductance
[W/m2K]
345 0
2000
2200
345 0
345 0
345 0
2000

APROS modelling was done according to the basic Loviisa model [2] . However ,
some modifications, which described the reactor in more detail, were done similar to
DRUFAN/FLUT nodalization to be able to validate results . The original detail nodalization wa s
preserved . For example, ail the six loops, modelled in original APROS Loviisa model, were
maintained despite that in DRUFAN/FLUT only three different loops were modelled .
Cladding temperature of hot rod in both calculations is plotted in Figure 4 .
DRUFAN/FLUT temperatures, which were available only to 150 s, were higher than respectiv e
APROS results . In the APROS model, heat structures in the core were divided into 10 stacke d
nodes as in the GRS nodalization this was not done . Also, better internai flow circulation of
APROS in the core region affected the cladding temperatures . In general, qualitatively result s
were equal, but quantitatively some deviations occurred. However, those differences mostly
originated from the boundary conditions defined for each calculation model .
Accident Analyse s
The assomptions in ail the analyzed cases were similar . In the beginning, the initial
power was 102 % . The break was located in the cold leg between the reactor pressure vessel an d
the reactor coolant pump . Only one low and high pressure safety injection pump and tw o
accumulators, the one injecting into downcomer and the other into ùpper plenum, were assumed t o
function from the ECCS . The loss-of-offsite power delays the starting of the ECCS and othe r
emergency injections, and therefore it'was assumed to coincide with the turbine trip .
Modernization and Power Uprating Projec t
In the Loviisa modernization and power uprating project, the thermal power wa s
uprated from 1375 MW to 1500 MW . One of the crucial safety analyses in the Loviis a
modernization and power uprating project was LBLOCA . The base case was selected and it wa s
analyzed with several parameter variations to be able get better understanding of the phenomenon .
First, break size in the reactor pressure vessel sicle was varied from 60 % to 100 % . The
blowdown period was analyzed with different break sizes . The most conservative case was 2x 10 0
% cold leg break due to highest cladding temperatures in the end of blowdown phase . Thereafter,
the gap conductance of the average powered fuel rods was varied from 4000 W/m 2K to 8000
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W/m2K. The blowdown period was investigated once again . The gap conductance of hot assembly
average rod and hot assembly hot rod were 2000 W/m2K and 2200 W/m2K, respectively, and they
were kept constant in ail the variation cases . The most conservative case was the one with th e
highest cap conductance . A small gap conductance on average rods balanced the relative flow s
between different flow channels, and thus, hot rod maximum PCT were lower than with high ca p
conductance . In general, the effect of gap conductance was not dominant .
The maximum cladding temperature was reached during the first peak of th e
blowdown phase . In the reflood phase, the maximum temperatures remained 20 °C lower than i n
the blowdown phase being for hot rod 875 °C and 852 °C, as the acceptance criterion is 1200 °C .
In about 400 s the whole core was quenched . Also, the oxidation thickness was calculated, whic h
was, however, very far away allowed limits . So, the analysis results fulfilled ail the acceptanc e
criteria .
Effect of Power Upratin g
A parameter variation, where the total thermal power was increased, was calculate d
by APROS . All other assumptions and the calculation model were the same as in the actua l
modernization licensing analysis . Six different flow channels were included in the model . Only
the hot channel power together with the hot rod were maintained to be able keep the maximu m
linear power 325 W/m . Power of ail other fuel rods was reduced by 10 %, so that the total therma l
power at nominal stage was 1375 MW .
The blowdown phas e
was almost identical to the one wit h
uprated power. Due to different
power distribution, the flows in
' .5
different flow channels deviate d
somehow from each other . In the
_
____ :... .--- cold power fuel assemblies, n o
:: :
difference in the cladding temperaLOM07375MW - bottom
os
:; :
tures was noticed . In the average
LOMO 1375MW-top
LOMO 1500 MW -bottom
LOMO 1500 MW - top
and hot assemblies, the difference
in the cladding temperatures wa s
l00
200
300
400
5oo
TIME (s)
remarkable . The maximum claddin g
temperature in the reflood phas e
Figure 5 . Propagation of quench fronts in the
was 150 °C lower than in the
modernization analyses .
uprated power calculation . Mainly ,
the reason was a larger amount of low power assemblies that could be quenched faster and thu s
the internai flow in the core strengthened . Also, the primary loop flow behaviour is slightly
occasional and had effect on this . The quench front propagation was in major part from bottom to
top (Figure 5), although some quenching was done from upwards, too . Conclusion from this
variation was that the internai natural circulation in the core has an effect on maximum claddin g
temperatures . .
2.5

Effect of Assembly Power
LBLOCA was also analyzed with respect to the whole refuelling cycle . Beginning o f
cycle (BOC), middle of cycle (MOC) and end of cycle (EOC) situations were inspected . The flo w
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channels were modelled according to Table 1 . The most crucial one was the BOC-situation . In all
analyzed cases, the nominal power was 1500 MW. The BOC-situation was then compared to a
low-leakage loading pattern where the maximum assembly power peaking factor was raised fro m
1 .28 to 1 .33. The reason for that change was the fuel economy . If the low-leakage load can b e
used, the used fuel in a year is reduced . The change of load would enable to put the third cycl e
assemblies to the edges of the core, so that around the core there would be a "cold power zone" .
The low-leakage load has also an advantage of reducing the neutron fluence on the pressure vesse l
wall.
During the blowdown period the results were very similar to the base case results .
Because the linear power was the same in the hot assemblies and in the hot rod, also the maximu m
temperatures in the blowdown period were the same . During the reflood period, the primary mas s
inventory decreased below 40 ton, while in the base case this did not occur . The limit of the mass
inventory, which still is able to quench from downwards, was passed, and thus claddin g
temperatures started to rise. The maximum temperatures were about 150 °C higher than in th e
comparative case .
In the performed LBLOCA analyses, the maximum PCT varies from 600 °C to 80 0
°C depending on assumption of the reactor power change . It is believed that the variation betwee n
these values is closely linked to the reactor vessel coolant inventory and the internai flow in the
core during the accident. Also, the loop seals may have a pronounced influence on the pressur e
difference, and thus on the water level in the core .
Based on this analysis work, it could be concluded that the primary circuit thermalhydraulics has a very significant role in the LBLOCA, and the power of separate fuel assemblie s
is not of crucial importance in the LBLOCA safety . Of course, the power and temperatures ca n
not be underestimated, but more attention should be paid to the mass inventory .
ECCS Parameter Optimization

Based on assembly power variation, it could be noticed that the primary mas s
inventory has a significant effect on the PCT of the hot rod . The nominal primary mass inventor y
of Loviisa reactor is about 165 ton . The minimum mass inventory during the reflood phase
depended quite much on the ECCS accumulator parameters . The accumulator mass flow was abl e
to increase the mass in the primary circuit . The accumulator 'water was able to gain the level of 60
ton by the end of the injection . Thereafter the mass inventory decreased until the low pressur e
safety injection could exceed the break mass flow.
The current ECCS parameters are following : accumulator pressure 5 .4 MPa and
water volume 40 m3, and maximum head of the low pressure pump 0 .8 MPa . In a case of a
LBLOCA, it means that accumulator injection starts in an early phase where the break mass flow
is still large due to high pressure . After the accumulator injection has finished, the low pressure
pump is not able to inject in a few moments because of high primary pressure . Based on thes e
arguments, the idea of improving the ECCS performance by changing the accumulator and lo w
pressure safety injection pump parameters was examined more carefully .
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Low Pressure Safety Injection Pump
There have been considerations that the low pressure safety injection pum p
maximum head could be increased in order to inject earlier. This idea was also supported whe n
analyzing the middle-size PRISE . The higher. head of the pump could prevent heavy charges
which otherwise would occur to the pump in certain PRISE cases . Concerning the LBLOCA ,
higher head would enable possible overlapping of accumulator and low pressure pump injections .
Due to practical limitations in the plant, it was decided to increase the maximum head to 1 .0 MPa .
Reduction of Accumulator Pressure
In this variation, the influence of accumulator pressure reduction on LBLOCA wa s
inspected . As mentioned earlier, the accumulator injection starts at high pressure . When reducing
the accumulator pressure, the injection would start later, and thus the amount of water that will b e
spilled out of the circuit in the break flow will be reduced and the mass inventory during th e
reflood phase will increase . However, it must be noticed that the accumulator injection may no t
start too Tate to prevent the whole circuit from emptying .
A LBLOCA analysis where the accumulator pressure was decreased to 3 .5 MPa was
done . The influence was that during the reflood phase the cladding temperatures did not begin t o
rise but stayed at 550 °C level until they could finally be quenched at 200 s . The final quenching
was almost 200 s earlier than with the current accumulators (Figure 6) . So, the better timing o f
accumulator injection increased mass inventory minimum during the reflood phase such tha t
temperature rise could be prevented .
Loviisa LBLOCA - hot ro d
modernization
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Another variation, where the
volume of water in the accumulator was
increased, was done . The injection would
start at the same moment as with th e
current accumulators, but it would las t
longer . The limitations in the accumulator
itself were inspected and it was notice d
that it was possible to increase the wate r
volume by 10 m3.

Figure 6. Cladding temperatures of hot rod in
various LBLOCA analyses .

The effect of this modification was also analyzed by APROS . Th e
prolonged accumulator injection perio d
could quench all the fuel . Thus by 75 s, when the accumulators were empty the whole core wa s
quenched and because there was enough mass inventory no temperature re-rise occurred an y
more . eduction of Pressure and Increasing of Water Volume in the Accumulato r
A combination of two previous changes was also inspected . When increasing water
volume and reducing pressure in the accumulator, and also taking into account the increase of lo w
pressure pump head, the overlapping of accumulator and low pressure pump injection could b e
established . The aim of this was to increase the minimum mass inventory during the refloo d
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phase, and thus improve the safety by reducing the maximum cladding temperatures and the tim e
of the core quenching .
The LBLOCA analysis results showed that the minimum primary mass inventor y
during the reflood phase was 47 ton (Figure 7) . In the blowdown phase, the mass inventory
reached 15 ton before accumulators started to inject . The injection raised the inventory up to 60
ton. By the end of the calculation, the inventory balanced to about 50 ton level . Due to improved
accumulator injection, the core could be quenched at 130 s, the maximum cladding temperatur e
during the reflood phase being 580 °C .
With the changed accumulator parameters, the coolant inventor y
seems to be quite high through th e
reflooding during the accidents . Thus, th e
PCT in the reflood phase remains in th e
region of 600 °C.

0

All the ECCS paramete r
variations showed that the maximum PCT
in LBLOCA is reached in the first blowdown peak which depends on linear power
300
400
and cannot be influenced by the ECC S
Figure 7. Primary mass inventory in variou s
system. However, the situation during the
LBLOCA analyses .
reflood phase could obviously b e
improved . Not only the cladding tempera ture rise could be prevented, but also the mass inventory minimum during the reflood phase could
be increased . In respect to cladding temperatures and core quenching, keeping the curren t
accumulator pressure and increasing water volume would be the best solution in LBLOCA .
However, when considering the mass inventory, the pressure decrease together with the wate r
volume increase is the best solution, and even then the quenching is clone much earlier than wit h
current parameters .
modernization
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Besides LBLOCA, SBLOCA and PRISE were analyzed where the new accumulato r
parameters (pressure 3 .5 MPa, water volume 50 m 3) together with the new low pressure safet y
injection pump parameter (maximum head 1 .0 MPa) were used . Those analyses showed also clea r
safety improvement, too . Based on these APROS analyses, Loviisa NPP will apply for the ECC S
parameter change from the Finnish nuclear safety authorities .
Discussion
APROS simulator has been used in Finland for several safety analyses, includin g
licensing analyses . A thorough validation process has been performed, and is still continued, to b e
able to confidently use the code in the accident analyses . APROS provides both 5- and 6-equatio n
models for simulation purposes, which on other hand means more validation work . However, th e
advantages, which can be obtained from these, are so useful that it is worth preserving these bot h
code versions . The 5-equation model is best suited for training simulator and fast runnin g
purposes, as the 6-equation model is meant for very accurate analyzing needed in licensing cases .
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The 5-equation model can already now calculate transient accident situations faste r
than real time . This feature is very useful when planning plant modifications or making sensitiv e
analyses how the results would "approximately" look like . Of course, this does not mean on e
cannot rely on results, but when a very detailed accuracy is needed, the 6-equation model is the n
preferred . For example in case of plant modifications, preliminary analyses can be done with th e
5-equation model and then the actual licensing analyses with the respective 6-equation model . In
this way, a lot calculation time is saved .
LBLOCA, which was presented in this paper, is the most time consuming case .
Nowadays, it takes about 100 h to calculate 500 s of LBLOCA (Alpha DEC processor : SPEC fp
18.7). It should also be noticed that the most time consumption originates from the heav y
modelling . Alone in the core, there are 40 000 heat structures .
Parallel processing has used to reduce the calculation time . The Parallel Design an d
Analysis Software (PARAS) has recently been developed for APROS . In the PARAS, the use r
divides the simulation model into independent subdomains. This is possible via shared library ,
interface functions that provide information of other processes and connection modules . The
subdomain separation itself is achieved by external boundary conditions which are updated ever y
lime step during the simulation . Actually, one of the advantages of use of PARAS in APROS i s
that different subdomains may have different time steps . Thus, the user is able to optimise the
total time consumption . For example, the user can divide the original model into a smal l
subdomain and a larger one, where the small subdomain requires very small time step as the res t
of the model does not . So, the both subdomains require the same calculation time and total tim e
consumption is reduced . So far, PARAS has been tested with three parallel processors and th e
results have been 2 .3 times faster than with one respective processor.
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' Summary
The ISA methodology is a useful tool for probabilistic assessment that is currently being incorporated into licensing activities at CSN . At the gist of this methodology lies the coupling
between fast-running, integral codes typical of TH assessment with probability calculation codes
typical of PSA development . The aim of the coupling is to dynamically generate the event tree stemming from an initiating event, possibly taking into account degraded equipment, by following th e
dynamic evolution of the plant, as well as to obtain the probability of each sequence . This may
yield a large number of sequences to be simulated with enough detail as to allow an explorator y
assessment. The thermal hydraulic code Tizona, developed heeding this need for flexible tools tha t
allow fast yet accurate simulations, provides a suitable tool to attain this coupling. Its structure has
been standardised in such a way that it can be considered a generic proposai for the integration of
simulation codes .
Introduction
Risk informed regulation is nowadays a driving force for regulatory bodies . The development of PSAs and IPEs not only has unveiled hidden plant vulnerabilities,'but also has provided a
quantitative measure of each facility risk . It is also a means for the evaluation of plant changes an d
performance.
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In the development of a PSA a central role is played by the construction of the even t
trees that, stemming from each initiating event considered, leads to the calculation of the core damag e
frequency (CDF) . Its delineation is extensively done by means of expert judgement, performing sim ulation of the sequences only when some doubt arises . Specialised simulation tools such as RELAP S
[RELAP Team 1995] -are used only at specific points of the PSAs due to time, model complexity an d
procedure modelling constraints . This weakness may be improved by the Integrated Sequence Assessment (ISA) methodology that generates the event tree directly from sequence simulation, takin g
into account thermal hydraulic interactions .
At the gist of this method lies the time-step coupling between fast-running integra l
codes for sequence simulation, with probability calculation codes typical of PSA development. Th e
aim of the coupling is to automatically generate the event tree associated to an initiating event (b y
simulating the dynamic evolution of the plant) as well as to obtain the probability of each sequence .
The coupling takes place through a modularised scheduler which opens the branches of the even t
tree in a distributed computing environment . The large number of sequences that can arise, and
the exploratory nature of the assessment, makes it more natural to consider fast-running rather tha n
detailed codes. Once a set of high-risk sequences have been identified in this exploratory stage ,
detailed codes may enter the scene, using the same framework, to elucidate particular importan t
points .
Key aspects of this approach that imply new theoretical as well as practical developments, in addition to those traditionally covered by classical simulation techniques are :
a. An unifying theory that should i) be able to include the classical, static PSA as a particula r
case, ii) identify implicit assumptions in present practice and iii) establish a sound scientifi c
reference for an ideal treatment in order to judge the relative importance of implicit and explici t
assumptions . In addition, the theoretical developments help to identify the type of application s
where the new approach will be a necessary requirement . In fact, ISA can be mathematically
derived from the Theory of Probabilistic Dynamics, remaining compatible with nowadays stat e
of the art, taking credit of the present efforts and applying their results as a next-step improvement [Devooght 1997, Devooght 1997a, Izquierdo 1996, Izquierdo 1992, Izquierdo 1999a] .
b. The capability for simulation of trees . By this we mean the scheduler techniques required t o
be able to efficiently simulate all branches . Historically, "pile in-out" algorithms able to d o
this (DYLAM [Cojazzi 1996]) were already implemented in earlier pioneering work, whil e
modern stochastic branching suggests Montecarlo techniques [Siu 1994, Acosta 1992] . ISA
tools include second generation schedulers, like DENDROS [Mufioz 1999], described below .
c. The capability to incorporate new types of branching, particularly operator actions . ISA incorporates an HOI [Izquierdo 1994c, Sânchez Perea 1996] (Handbook of Operator Instructions )
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software package . For the detailed analysis phase, it integrates COPMA II [Halden 1996], th e
computerized procedure system developed at the Halden Reactor Project .
This paper shortly reviews the ISA tools in that frame and emphasizes our particula r
development of the fast running TH code TIZONA [Izquierdo 1999] . Some details about the cod e
are given, including new numerical techniques and some ISA verification examples .
Basic ISA descriptio n
The main idea is the generation of Dynamic Event Trees (DET) starting from an initiating event that triggers the . dynamics and opens branches every time a setpoint or operator actio n
criterion is satisfied . Simultaneously, the cumulative probability of the sequence being simulate d
must be calculated in order to obtain the desired results in terms of risk assessment and to limit th e
size of the DET . The structure of the interplay between the tools used is presented next, and can b e
followed in figure 1 .
The DENDROS schedule r

The event tree simulation scheduler is designed as a separate process that controls th e
branch opening and coordinates the different processes that play a role in the generation of thé DET .
The idea is to use the full capabilities of a distributed computational environment, allowing th e
maximum number of processors to be active [Mufioz 1999] . The distribution of tasks among th e
different processors is managed by the pvm3 [Beguelin 1992] suite' . To this end, it manages th e
communications among the different processes that intervene in the event tree development, namely ,
the distributed plant simulator, the probability calculator, and an output processor in order to proces s
the information concerning the results of each sequence .
The scheduler arranges for the opening of the branch whenever certain conditions ar e
met, and stops the simulation of any particular branch that has reached an absorbing state . To be
able to decide on which branch is suitable for further development, the scheduler must know th e
probability of each branch, calculated in a separate process . Since the complexity of the probabilit y
calculation is different for each sequence, the traversing of the event tree will not be deterministic ,
but subject to the probability calculation time .
Each new branch is started in a separate process, spawning a new transient simulato r
process and initializing it to the transient conditions that were in effect when the branch occurred .
1 Conversion to the MPI [Gropp 1994] standard is also foreseen .

.
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This caves a substantial amount of computation time, since common parts of the sequences are no t
recomputed .
The applications of a tree structured computation extend beyond the scope of the DETs .
In fact, the branch opening and cutoff can obey any set of criteria not necessarily given by a probability calculation as, for instance, sensitivity studies or automatic initialisation for Accident Manage ment Strategy following .

The probability calculation modul e
The probability calculator module performs the Boolean product of the fault trees corresponding to each system that intervenes in the sequence either as a success or as'a failure . Addition ally, it will compute its probability as more fault trees are combined using information passed to/fro m
the sequence scheduler. The fault trees that will be used for the probability calculations are those o f
the PSA studies where tools exist such as RiskSpectrum, CAFTA, and others . This imposes a stron g
cofnputational demand that is optimised by preprocessing the header fault trees as much as possible .
Our current approach is to use the Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) format, fed from the model s
for the codes above, since it allows a compact representation of the logical functions associated wit h
each fault tree and speeds up the computation of the products [Rauzy 1996, Somenzi 1999] .
Distributed plant simulation
The sequences obtained in an ISA involve very often a wide range of phenomena, no t
covered by any single simulation code . On the other hand, Emergency Operating Procedures are a
very complex .set of prescriptions, . essential to the sequence development and branching and hard t o
represent in detailed codes . A plant model suitable for ISA purposes does not comprise then a singl e
input deck for just one code, but several inputs for several codes, each one being responsible fo r
the simulation of certain phenomena. The codes chosen for ISA applications are those used by th e
Spanish industry to perform shorter-range analyses, codes for which models for all Spanish plants
exist. See below for the codes used . Since input decks are usually available for each code and facility ,
the effort to build the overall plant model for ISA purposes is minimized . The codes taking part in a n
ISA application must be coupled to perform a coordinated job. The coupling allows to run the whole
simulation system in a distributed environment, formed eventually by different platforms . Coupling
entails different although interrelated interfaces (see figure 1) between :
1. The codes that constitute the plant model and the simulation drive r
2. The scheduler and the simulation driver
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3 . The plant model and the operators model ,
With regard to item 1, the codes that constitute the plant model are glued with a genera l
purpose modular simulation driver. Any transfer of information between the plant model codes
takes place through it, using PVM . The individual codes behave then like modules of the simulatio n
driver, although they can also be used in standalone simulations . The driver input file specifies th e
connections between the outputs and the inputs of the codes . The connection capabilities are of tw o
non-exclusive types, devised to provide initial and boundary conditions to other codes . With the first
type of coupling, the codes interchange boundary conditions at every time step . With the second one ,
a new code can be called at a given time in the transient, to account for phenomenology not neede d
during the first part of the simulation . For a code to be connected to the driver (see below, the sectio n
devoted to the TIZONA code), certain communication routines must be inserted into it . The code
should also have a structure compatible with some standardised specifications [Herrero 1999] .
With regard to item 2, thè driver is connected to the scheduler through PVM to allow
tree-structured simulation . The driver tells the scheduler whether a set-point has been crossed in any
of its subordinated codes . The scheduler opens then a new branch of the dynamic event-tree, sendin g
the driver the continuons and discrete state vectors of the plant simulation . The new simulation s
are started with the purpose of exploring the physical behaviour of the system for some change in a
discrete variable (the state of a component for PSA event-tree runs, a parameter value for sensitivit y
studies, etc .); several branches of the tree may be run concurrently .
With regard to item 3, software packages have been incorporated to ease the simulatio n
of plant procedures as control/protection actions of the operator .
The following codes can be used at present to build up a distributed plant simulation :
TRETA [Izquierdo et al . 1987] is a modular code, similar in structure to TIZONA but more suitable
for PWR applications .
TIZONA [Izquierdo 1999] . See description in the section devoted to the TIZONA code .
SAC that performs the calculation of the plant model when the transient approaches the severe accident conditions . It is then initialised with the appropriate transient conditions ; some parts
of the simulation (specially the operator actions, but also control systems) may still be performed by the original code and the appropriate signals be transferred as boundary conditions .
A diagram of the connection with the SAC is shown in figure 2 .
HOI [Izquierdo 1994c, Sânchez Perea 1996] The Handbook of Operator Instructions, that simulate s
the behaviour of the plant operating crew .
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In addition to the previous codes, the following ones may be used for building a more detailed plan t
model. Its use is convenient once the event tree has been explored with the fast running codes ,
whe'n further refinement of either a section of the plant model, or a set of sequences, is desired .
Exploration of the tree with detailed codes could be time consuming . For the time being, partial
dynamic event trees cannot be generated when these codes are used, since restart capabilities are no t
yet implemented, although it is our intention to complete the development in the future .
RELAPS [RELAP Team 1995] which can perform the simulation of a thermal hydraulic section o f
a plant model, receiving the boundary conditions from the driver . RELAPS is used in principl e
when greater detail on the TH aspects is desired . In that case, RELAPS replaces the fastrunning code for selected portions of the plant model .
COPMA-II [Halden 1996] which follows the operating procedures and schedules the requested actions, sending signais to the plant model . Because of its design philosophy (as an operato r
training aid), the COPMA-II code is not able to perform an unattended simulation task, an d
is driven by an `operator' that validates each action . Current developments of the code permi t
unattended simulation . This code replaces the HOI module (see above) when greater detail i s
desired in the operator modeling . This kind of connection has been used to perform analyse s
of EOP performance and available times [Hortal 1998] .
Both codes have been linked toghether [Sanz, 1999] .
Applications of the ISA tools and methodology
The tools described above have been used in a pilot application for the generation of th e
Dynamic Event Tree for the SGTR scenario . Following previous experiences [Sanchez Perea 1996 ,
Izquierdo 1994c] with first-generation tools, the second generation DENDROS scheduler has been
used to provide the results for the SGTR DET using two different simulation setups . As a quick
remainder of these prior experiences, the application was intended to assess the correct performanc e
of the E-3 Emergency Operating Procedures, in view of possible failure to start/failure to run of
plant equipment, including the steam release valves to the atmosphere and to the condenser, th e
main coolant pump and the pressuriser sprays. The simulations were conducted using the DYLAM
scheduler and the TRETA code, endowed with the HOI model for the simulation of the operato r
behaviour during the incident .
Firstly, to yerify the correct behaviour of the package, and the improvement attained i n
using the distributed environment simulation, the results of [Sanchez Perea 1996] were reproduce d
with the same TRETA code version that was used there and then . The resulting DET is presente d
in figure 3 . The concurrent simulation of the 7 branches of the ET allowed it to be completed i n
less than four times the CPU time used in the simulation of the nominal sequence (the one with n o
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equipment failure) .
A deeper demonstration for the same scenario using the severe accident code was performed, also in a distributed environment . Here, the headers were taken from the PSA event tree
as developed by the utility, in such a way that both the code and the data were as originally used to
make the plant PSA ; only the way the event tree was built changed . This time the simulation wa s
carried on for 3 . 10 5 s, the 11 sequence DET completing in few hours . A partial event tree, with fiv e
out of the nine headers of the ET is presented in figure 4 . The evolution of the primary and secondary
pressure for the nominal sequence as compared with sequence number 7, where the SI control fails i s
presented in figure 5 . Two failure sequences are presented in figure 6. Both of them have the Stea m
Generator isolation failed, so that the Feed and Bleed operation is demanded . In sequence 15, thi s
operation fails . As to the results, several important discrepancies between the static and dynami c
event trees were identified, mostly due to the details of thè EOPs and some complex, non intuitiv e
physical mechanisms prone to be overlooked by experts' judgement .
The TIZONA cod e
In order to extend the ISA analyses to the BWR technology, the TIZONA code conveying more detailed thermal hydraulic models has been developed . TIZONA is a modular simulation
program able to simulate most plant systems, including control, protection and balance of plant . The
thermalhydraulic modules are based on elaborated models that combine a good representation o f
most two-phase water regimes with a relatively fast solution algorithm . TIZONA is the aftermath o f
three main premises ,
• It integrates, a Spanish version of the BNL Plant Analyzer [Wulff 1984b], modernised to incorporate some features as recommended in [Wulff 1998] ,
• It includes all TRETA features as for instance the techniques described in [Sanchez Perea 1996a ]
and new TH numerics, as described below, an d
• It allows running in the ISA environment .
Here we will only describe original developments in the TH arena, particularly ne w
numerics . The implementation requirements respond to the following specifications :
• The code as such is not oriented to one specific type of application s
• The simulation problems are defined by the user in terms of a block diagram topology . A bloc k
is a minimal unit of process that computes time dependent output signals as functions of th e
input signais . The block diagram topology is defined by the interconnections between block s
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• The blocks are instances of abstract entities called modules, where the particularisation i s
achieved by defining the local parameters of the bloc k
• Capability to be driven by the scheduler [Mufioz 1999 ]
• Capability to incorporate as modules other single-application oriented code s
• Capability to parallelise the calculations, if the problem admits a parallel algorithm solutio n
• Capability to admit different user-controlled numerical schemes, from explicit to fully implicit .
Thermal Hydraulics

The TIZONA code allows the user to choose among different models depending on th e
particular purpose and degree ofdetail desired . The default model description follows .
Conservation Equation s
TIZONA solves a five-equation scheme, using the mass for the non-equilibrium phase ,
the enthalpy for the non-equilibrium phase, the mixture momentum, the void-drift [Lellouche 1986 ]
for the non-equilibrium phase, and the equation for the time variation of the system pressure .
Nuinerical method for mass and enthalpy conservation equation s
TIZONA applies an innovative Semi-Lagrangian Integral (SLI) technique [Queral 1995] ,
used for the solution of the mass and enthalpy conservation equations . It is a two-step explicit technique, based on a continuons Lagrangian model which can include the spatial variation of the flui d
velocity inside each node in the calculation of mass and enthalpy transport . A. linear velocity profile
is used at present . Another characteristic of this technique is the possibility of selecting a set of
weighting functions (p, qo, qi , ro, ri ), that are obtained imposing the following desirable properties ,
1. The stationary state that is reached after a transient must be equal to the exact value that i s
obtained when the stationary equation is solved in an analytical way .
2. Property 1 above must be fulfilled for transport and source terms in a separate way .
3. The method must be two-level in time . Three-level schemes require greater storage and introduce spurious, second solutions .
These conditions must be supplemented with one or more of the following ,
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1. The numerical method preserves the monotonicity in transport terms (TVD method) .
2. The numerical method preserves the monotonicity in source terms .
3. The velocity of convergence to an stationary state is maximum . This minimizes diffusio n
problems .
4. The numerical method is of second or third order . If the method is linear the monotonicity i s
not preserved.
5. The numerical method is stable for values higher than Courant limit or unconditionally stable .
With these conditions the general expression of the SLI technique results as follows .
The transport equation for variable is written as
+ and
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The weighting functions dependencies represent the Lagrangian part of the method, an d
are determined by
• the transit time of the non-equilibrium phase particles in the node ,
• the fraction of the volume occupied by the non-equilibrium phase that remains in the nod e
during the full time step ,
• the total inlet volume of the non-equilibrium phase and the volume it occupies at the end o f
the time step, an d
• the time-integral values of the former quantifies .
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Some of these schemes have been applied to different problems and compared wit h
RELAPS . This comparison shows quite similar results [Queral 1995] . The development of ne w
numerical methods is still in .progress . The scheme currently used involves two monotone methods ,
for the cases below and above the Courant limit .
The modern version of TIZONA stems from our BWR/6 BNL analyzer version of the
Spanish COFRENTES facility [Hortal 1990] . Reference [Izquierdo 1999] gives more details an d
presents some results of its validation against start-up tests, for instance the transfer form high to Io w
speed in the recirculation pumps in a Spanish BWR.
Summary and Conclusion s
The coupling between fast-running, integral codes typical of thermal hydraulic assessment with probability calculation codes typical of PSA development allows to dynamically generat e
the event tree associated to an initiating event, possibly taking into account degraded equipment, b y
properly following the dynamic evolution of the plant . This is the starting point of the ISA methodology, which can then be incorporated in licensing activities, in support of risk informed regulation .
The coupling scheme is modular, and a specific structure for it has been develope d
which benefits from the ever increasing computer power, in particular in parallel and distribute d
environments . The connection scheme can be considered a standard for the linkage of simulatio n
codes.
Pilot applications in PWRs demonstrate the ability of the tools to attain their intende d
objectives, and the type of results expected . Extensions of these capabilities for BWRs is in progres s
(TIZONA code) .
Original developments and our work with the BNL Plant Analyzer has resulted in th e
TIZONA code for fast simulation of the evolution of physical systems . The code is mainly oriente d
toward the physical processes taking place in nuclear power plants transients, also including model s
for individual components as well as for the control and protection systems, and is suited for th e
linkage with the ISA tools .
The combined system is then used to build the dynamic event trees associated wit h
given initiators, and to calculate the probabilities of each sequence therein through adequate scheduling, which therefore removes part of the uncertainties associated with the engineering judgement
deployed in the PSA development .
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Nomenclature

p
qi

ri
S
t
u

Latin
Weighting function in SLI technique
Weighting function in SLI techniqu e
Weighting function in SLI technique
Source term
Time
Velocity

V
x

Volume
Spatial dimensio n

Subscripts and superscript s
i
Node i
i ± 1/2 Junction
n
Time step
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Figure 4 : DET for the SGTR, SA code

Figure 3 : DET for the SGTR, TRETA code

Figure 6 : Sequences 9 and 1 5

Figure 5 : Sequences 1 and 7
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